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In my last week's notes I commented on
the political prominence that wheelmen are

arriving at. While every wheelman or wheel-

woman cannot be, of course, nominated for

President, yet each can openly express his

or her political preference. Victor C. Place,

whom many will remember as a racing man of

much promise two years ago, and who was,

I think, one of the first to cut three minutes

,in this country, seems to think Blaine will

be the next occupant of the White House, to

which end he has just made a bet of $600,-

-000 with another miner of Arizona who puts

up a like amount on Cleveland. Pending

the decision their entire property has been

placed in escro until after the election. And
•even yet horsemen and others pretend to say

we are but boys.

Pitman is in training for the Boston Club's

hundred-mile tricycle road race.

The Ixion Club will give an invitation art

exhibition next month. They will have

hung and catalogued the finest collection of

engravings and water colors in America, be-

longing to Mr. Peoli, the celebrated artist,

who has kindly loaned them to this club.

Their value may be estimated by the fact

that they will be insured for $75,000 while on
exhibition.

Sorry indeed am I to witness the disap-

pearance of the Boston Ramblers from the

active position they have so long maintained

at the head of cycling clubs in this country.

If is but history though. Ever the weaker to

the wall, and the weak to die that the strong

may live.

On the wings of rumor faintly borne comes
to myi ears the whisper that Buffalo will or

shoulcVpossess the next League meet. Be-

yond compare, does that city fill the bill for

a successful meet, and in it only can the

League expect to exceed in numbers those

who flocked here in '83.

"The Washington Square Bicycle Club" is

the latest aspirant to metropolitan cycling

celebrity. What bothers me though is the

idea of how funny its members must look on
a square bicycle, as I judge they must ride

from their name.

The New Haven Bicycle Herald compares
me to a Harvard, because I have a great

head and get many bangs. Now it only

needs keep on and say that I ought to beat

Sellers, because I live at the Trainor's

(Hotel).

Can League officials ever be taught that in

tendering their reports to the League at

large, or to its Board of Officers, that the sub-

ject matter of said reports must be confined

solely to their official acts, and not to any
rambling account of what that officer thinks

or wants. A case in point was the recent

report of N. Y. State Treasurer Kidder, who
.entered into a long dissertation on the advisa-

bility of picking stones out of the roadways,
Jenkins, etc., etc.; and, as usual, the ever

ready committee with its little pencil

.scratched out all extraneous matter.

ANOTHER CENTURY.
Last Sunday, Frank and Edgar Tuxbury,

both of the Amesbury Bicycle Club, com-
pleted the first " century " of the club. They
left Amesbury at 6 A. m., returning at 7.30
P. M. The route was through Newburyport
to Salem, Marblehead, Swampscott, Lynn to

Boston and return. The entire distance cov-

ered during the day was 104 miles. The
total time, I3hs. 30m. Rests, ih. 40m.
Total riding time, uhs. 50m. The ma-
chines used were a 54-inch Expert and a 56-

inch Standard,

RECORD BREAKING ABOAD.

RECORD FROM TWO TO FIFTEEN MILES BROKEN
IN ENGLAND.

The fifth race for the Crystal Palace fifteen

miles challenge cup took place Sept. 11 at

Sydenham, London, Eng., and the winner,
R. H. English, North Shields, B. C, beat
all previous records from two to fifteen miles,

and continuing, with a view to beating Cor-
tis' hour record, also beat record time for

sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen, and
twenty miles, and in the hour r'ide 20 miles
560 yards, or 235 yards mort than Cortis had
to his credit. His two mile time was 5m.
32 2-5S., and twenty miles were covered in

59m. 6 3-5C. Mr. G. P. Coleman was time-
keeper. We take the following details from
Bell's Life :

R. H. English, North Shields, 1 ; R.
Cripps, Nottingham, 2; A. Wilson, Surrey
B. C, 3; C. S. Wadey, Eastbourne, 4; W.
Brown, Blackheath H., 5; F. S. Bucking-
ham, Brixton Ramblers, o; J. D. Butler,
London B. C, o; F. G. Dray, Brixton Ram-
blers, o; F. J. Nicholas, Beckenham, o; [.

H Pibel, Star B. C, o; J. H. Price, Stanley
B. C, o. Brown slipped off with the lead,

but English passed him at 50 yards and was
never afterwards headed, winning by fully

500 yards. The race for places, however,
was interesting. On reaching the stand the
first time Brown was second and Nicholas
third. In the next circuit Nicholas gave
way to Wilson and in the third lap English
just led Brown, Wilson and Nicholas follow-

ing at an interval of half a dozen yards, with
Cripps heading the ruck. This position the
last-named was not long content with, as be-
fore the second mile was completed he had
taken second place, the order at two miles
being: English first by over 120 yards,
then Cripps, Wilson, Brown, and Nicholas. A
mile further English was about the same dis-

tance in advance of Wilson and Cripps, who
headed the others by 300 yards, and at four
miles English lapped the latter contingent, a
feat that Wilson and Cripps accomplished a
couple of miles further on. At ten miles
English led by 400 yards, Cripps being just

ahead of Wilson, the others a lap behind,
and at 11% miles English lapped Wilson and
Cripps, the rest being two laps to the bad.

From this point the race calls for little fur-

ther description. English continued to draw
away, and finally won by 500 yards, while
Cripps beat Wilson, after a gallant struggle

throughout, by eight yards, Wadey, whose
style of riding was much admired, was
fourth, and Brown fifth, some distance be-

hind, but earned time medals for completing
the distance in less than 46 minutes. As be-

fore stated, English kept on until the hour
was up, with the result that he beat Cortis

1

distance by upwards of a furlong. English's

time:
DURATION.

Miles. M. S.
f

- M. S.

1 2 42 2 42
2 5 32 2-5 2 50 2-5

3 8 33 3 03-5

«&» 11 33 3 0

5 14 33 2-5 3 02-5

17 33 3-5 3 0 1-2

7 20 30 2 57 2-5

8 23 28 4-5 2 58 1-5

9 26 22 2-5 2 53 3-5

10 29 19 2-5 2 57
11

'

32 i-9 2-5 3 0
12 35 15 2 55 3-5

it 1 33 16 $''jf
'

14 41 26 3 10

15 44 29 3-5 3 3 3-5

16 47 26 2 56 2-5

17 50 22 2 56
18 53 20 258
iq 5<J 15 2 55
20 59 6 3-5 2 51 3-5

Total distance completed in the hour, 20
miles 560 yards.

For reference and comparison we append
Cortis' record:

MLS. M. S. MLS. M. S.

,_r 3 0 32 30
2 5 52 1-5 12 35 30 4-5

3 8 51 4-5 13 3S 35 4-5

4 11 46 1-5 14 4i 3fr

5 14 40 2-5 15 44 37 2-5

•1 17 37 16 47 37 i-5

7 20 32 17 50 32 2-5

>§'• 23 3i i-5 18 53 27 2-5

9 26 31 2-5 *9 56 22 3-5

10 20 30 2-5 20 59 20 1-5

Total distance completed in the hour, 20
miles 325 yards.

Needless to say, the utmost enthusiasm
reigned supreme at the close of this magni-
ficent performance.

THE BOSTON TOURNAMENT.
The first day of the cycling tournament on

the Union grounds opened yesterday most
unpropitiously, as the rain descending short-

ly after the commencement of the races
necessitated the postponement of all but
three of the events. With pleasant weather
to day and to-morrow, however, there is

every reason to suppose that the meet will,

after all, prove a financial success, as the
many who were unable to be present yester-

day on account of the rain will not fail to

swell the attendance to-day and to-morrow.
Of the success of the tournament in

other respects there can be no question.

The list of entries includes the fastest riders

in the world, and the varying success they
have met at Springfield and New Haven
means some exciting contests here.

The three events that were run to-day
proved of great interest, and were exceed-
ingly closely contested. The events post-

poned from yesterday will be decided next
Monday arternoon. to-morrow and Satur-

day's programmes remaining as originally

announced. The spectators present yester-

day were all given checks, which will admit
them to the races Monday.

THE HALF-MILE DASH.

The first event yesterday was the half-mile

dash, in which the men facing the starter

were : D. E. Hunter, Beverly ; A. Millard,

Providence; C. S. W'hitney, Boston; and S.

Sellers, London, Eng. Whitney and Hunter
led the start, but Sellers soon went to the
fore and, setting a splendid pace, was soon a
number of yards to the good. Millard bent
the crank of his machine on the first lap, and
was forced to^retire. Whitney and Hunter
made a lively struggle for second place on
the last lap, it then being evident that Sellers
would take first prize. Hunter finally got
second place, and Whitney came in third

;

time, im. 32^4's. The prizes were : First, a
silver cup, value $50; second prize, a silver
cigar box, value $25 ; third prize, a silver

vase, va'.ue, $15.

THE THREE-MILE OPEN RACE.

The second event was a three mile open
race, and had as starters : H. W. Gaskell,
London, Eng. ; D. E. Hunter, Beverly; A.
Millard, Providence ; C. F. Haven, Boston.
At the start, and. for the first few laps, the
order of the men was Millard, Gaskell,
Hunter, and Haven. On the fifth lap
Hunter and Gaskell had a lively spurt for
first position, Gaskell securing it and cover-
ing the mile first in 3m. so^s. On the next
lap Millard had some further trouble with
his machine and retired. Gaskell led to the
finish of the second mile, when Haven spurt-
ed from the rear to first place. He retained
the lead for two laps, but was then forced to
give way to Hunter and Gaskell, both of
whom spurted by him, Hunter being in the
van. For two laps Hunter held his place,
but then the superior training of the Eng-
lishman began to tell itself, and despite a
gallant struggle by Hunter, Gaskell forged
to the front, and on the last lap spurted
away from him, and finished with a good
lead. Hunter came in second, an equal
distance ahead of Haven. Gaskell's time
for two miles was 7.13; for three miles,
10 -31}i- First prize, silver tea set, $75 ;

second prize, fruit stand, $40 ; third prize,
toilet set, §15.

ONE-MILE RACE FOR BOSTON RIDERS.

The third event was a one-mile race, open
only to Boston riders. F. S. Bryant, C. S.
Whitney, and T. Rothe appeared as start-

ers, the latter taking the lead, with Bryant
following. Whitney soon got into second
place, and in two laps took the lead. Rothe
several times tried to pass him, but without
success. On the last lap Bryant showed up
well, spurted by Rothe, and began to draw
near Whitney who was well in the front.

Crossing the scratch Whitney was first, Bry-
ant second, and Rothe third

; time, 3.39^.
The prizes were : First, a repousse tilting

water set, $75 ;
second, umbrella stand, $40;

third, a fruit stand, $25.
This ended the races of the day. as the

rain continued to fall too heavily to warrant
prolonging the programme. The officials

were as follows : Referee, Abbott Bassett,
Bicycling World; judges, C. L. Clark, Bos-
ton Club; F. A. Prodder, Cleveland Bicycle
Club, A. D. Peck, Jr., Boston Ramblers
Club; and W. E. Gilman, Boston Club.
The weather yesterday was as fair and

favorable for the success of the bicycling
tournament on the Union Athletic grounds
as it was wet and discouraging the day^ pre-
vious. The track was also in a better con-
dition, and everything pointed to a success-
ful meet. As far as the races were concerned,
they were all that could be desired, but the
attendance was not what was expected. It is

probable, however, that the people were sav-
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ing themselves for to-day, and this afternoon
will turn out in force. This is to be the
grand day of the tournament, as the events
will be more numerous, the prizes more val-

uable, and the number of flyers entered far

greater than on the two preceding days. The
races yesterday were decidedly the best ever
witnessed in this city, and, although no fast

time was made, the events, with one excep-
tion, were all closely contested, and awak-
ened much enthusiasm. It was a noticeable
fact that none but '' flyers " started in any of

the events, and 'they were, therefore, devoid
of the ridiculous element which not infre-

quently characterizes a bicycle race where in-

ferior riders compete. A portion of the
prizes are now on exhibition in the windows
of Wright & Ditson's store on Washington
street.

TWO-MILE OPEN RACE.

The first event was a two-mile straight-

away race, open to all amateurs. The fol-

lowing men appeared as starters: R. Cham-
bers, Manchester, Eng.; H. W. Gaskell,

London, Eng.; A. Millard, Providence, R.
I.; G. B. Graves, Cambridgeport; C. H.
Parsons, Springfield. The field was as fast

and evenly matched as has ever been seen.

Chambers is the present amateur champion
of England, while Gaskell is considered near-

ly his equal. Parsons is the Springfield flyer

who first came into prominence at Hartford,

and who since then has made such lively

time. Millard has frequently raced in Bos-
ton before and is a great favorite. When the

pistol was fired Chambers and Gaskell went
to the fore, Chambers having the pole. Be
fore the finish of the first lap Gaskell got well

in front and the men crossed the line in the

following order: Gaskell, Chambers, Graves,
Parsons. In another lap Parsons got into

third place. After two more laps Graves had
some trouble with his machine and was forced

to dismount. He remounted again, but was
then so far behind as to be practically out of

the race. On the last lap of the first mile
Millard spurted for the lead, but Gaskell

proved too much for him and made the mile
first in 3 minutes 34)4 seconds. Millard

came across second, Chambers third, Par-

sons fourth, and Graves.fifth. For the next
four laps 7io change was made in the position

of the men, except that on the ninth lap

Graves retired. On the tenth lap Chambers,
who had been riding third, spurted into sec-

ond place and hurried after Gaskell, who had
the lead. He came to his side, and Parsons
coming to the side of Millard, the men rode
a lap in double file close together. On the

last lap the men all exerted themselves to

the utmost, but stuck closely together until

the last quarter, when Gaskell took the lead

and came across the scratch first, Chambers
second, Parsons third, and Millard fourth.

The time for the first mile was 3 minutes

34]4 seconds, and for the two miles 6 min-
utes 57^ seconds. The prizes were: First,

a gold-plated epergne, $60; second, a cup,

$30; third, a gold and silver inkstand, $15.

TWO-MILE RACE, 6.50 CLASS.

This event was open only to riders who
had, up to the time of entering, never made
a mile in less time than 6 minutes 50 seconds.

The men appearing as starters were: Charles

E. Tracy, Waltham; George E. Cain, Lynn;
F. A. Bickford, Somerville; D. Edgar Hun-
ter, Beverly; J. C. Lewis, Hartford. Tracy
was started behind the others, as the track

was not wide enough to permit all to start

abreast. Hunter at once went to the front,

and, despite the struggles of the other riders,

retained it for most of the time throughout
the race. The rest of the men were in a
bunch for the first lap and then strung out,

Hunter leading, Cain second, and then Bick-

ford, Parsons, and Lewis. On the next lap

Tracy, who hud been riding in the rear,

spurt d up the line and tried for first place,

but was forced to be content with second.
From now on the struggle for the lead was
alternately made by Cain, Tracy, and Bick-

ford, but Hunter well maintained his place.

Finishing the first mile, the men came in

thus: Hunter, Tracy, Bickford, Cain, and
Lewis. The next lap Bickford, by a grand
spurt, secured the lead and then held it for a
lap. Two more laps found the Waltharn
man, who had done so well in the first mile,

far in the rear, without a chance for a prize.

At the beginning of the final lap Bickford
had the lead, but Hunter flew by and gained
upon him as he pleased. Parsons had been
riding in fourth place until the bell rang, when
he woke up, got into third position and went
after Bickford at a gait that promised well for

second place. The former, however, had
too much of a lead, and the race was finished

with Hunter first, Bickford second, Parsons
third, Cain fourth, and. Tracy fifth. Parsons
would undoubtedly have done much better,

but he was feeling sick and quite out of condi-
tion to ride. The time was as follows: First

mile, 3.30; second, 6.50^, The prizes were:
First, a decorated card table, $60; second, a

gold and silver lamp, $30; third, a vase, $15.

ONE MILE RACE.

There was a large list of entries for this

race, but only R. Chambers, H. W. Gaskell,
and A. Millard appeared as starters. The
two Englishmen had things practically their

own way from the start, although Millard
rode a game race. Chambers had the pole at

the start, and set out with the lead. The
next lap Millard gave him a lively brush for

the lead, and, both spurting, they were soon
an eighth of a lap ahead of Gaskell. This
did not seem to worry the Englishman in

the least, as he pedaled serenely alone at his

even gait, feeling confident that when the
time came his powers would bring him to the
front. That the old racer was not far in the
wrong was soon proven, for on the third lap
Millard fell into second place, and continued
to get nearer Gaskell, until on the fifth lap the
latter passed him, and, settling himself down
his work, flew after Chambers ;but the latter to

had a good lead, and succeeded in getting
across the scratch a half second - ahead of
Gaskell, who took second place, Millard
coming in third. The time was 3m. 17s. and
3m. ijy2 s. The prizes: First, a cup, $50;
second, a fruit stand, $25.

THREE-MILE PROFESSIONAL RECORD RACE.

This race was expected to have among its

starters John Prince, the American champion,
but although the latter was on the grounds,
he failed to come to time. The general im-
pression seemed to be that he was afraid of
Woodside, who has quite a reputation as a
winner of record faces. The conditions
under which the race was run was some-
what complicated, or at least so claim the
contestants, who state that they did not un-
derstand them. It was their own fault, how-
ever, for they were plainly stated by the
starter, who said that the man finishing first

at the completion of each lap would be
awarded the prize. The rules of the race are
perhaps somewhat weak, and in the record
races which are to be run to-day the first

prize will be awarded to the one who wins
the greatest number of laps, while the second
and third prizes will be contested for as in

any ordinary race.

The starters in the three-mile professional
record race yesterday were : William M.
Woodside, Chicago; C. W. Ashinger, Eaton,
O. ; R. A. Neilson, Boston

;
R.James, Lon-

don, Eng.; and C. J. Young, Boston. Young
received a good start, and riding for all he
was worth held the lead for two laps, when
Woodside came up and, taking the lead, held
it from then on to the finish, constantly in-

creasing his lead to the last lap, when he
finished a lap ahead of the others. James,
Young, and Neilson made an exciting race
for the second place, James, however, re-

taining it almost all the time. Finishing the
race, the men came in: Woodside, James,
Neilson, Young, Ashinger. The first prize,

$75, was given to Woodside; the second,

$35, to Young; and the third, $20, to James.
James thought that he should have the
second prize, as he finished ahead of Young
on all but the first two laps. According to

the rules, however, Y'oung having won two
laps and James not any, Young was en-
titled to the prize he received. Woodside's
time was : First mile, 3.13*4 ; two miles,

6.35 ; three miles, 9.^8^',

TWENTY-MILE RACE,

The last event was a twenty-mile race for

the $1,500 Coiumbia prize cup, offered by
the Pope Manufacturing Company, and had
but two competitors, D. Edgar Hunter and
J. C. Lewis, of Hartford. The cup is of an
elegant design in the form of a solid silver

horn, resting on a bronze pedestal, and
steadied by two dragon's legs, the whole
standing about fifteen inches high. It is de-
cidedly the most costly and beautiful work
of art ever presented for a prize in a cycling
contest. It is now on exhibition in the
windows of J. B. Barnaby's clothing store.

The conditions under which the cup is run
for are that it must be won three times be-
fore it becomes the personal property of the

winner, unless some one should win the cup
by covering twenty miles inside of one hour,

when it at once becomes the winner's prop-
erty. Only American riders are allowed to
compete for it. In addition to the cup a
gold medal is presented to the winner,
which is " his to keep." Twenty-mile races
are never very interesting, and the race yes-
terday was not even up to the average, for
Hunter is such a superior rider to Lewis that
there could not be the slightest question
from the start as to who would win the race.
Hunter had such an easy victory that he
gained more than a mile on his competitor
before the finish of the race. This is the
third time the cup haf been run for. It was
won at Cleveland during August by C. R.
Harris in ih. 27m., and at Philadelphia a
few weeks since by Edward Kohler, in

i4h. 23m. Hunter's time yesterday was
ih. 20m. 58s., which is much faster than the
others. Should Hunter follow up the cup
there is every reason to suppose that he
would finally win it. The time for each
mile was as follows :

TIME.

Miles. tyi- gay Miles. H. M. S.

1 03 56 11 0 43 51
2 07 35 12 0 48 09
3 11 10 -3>3 - 0 52 39

14 54 14 0 56 14
5 19 05 15 1 00 12
6 23 16 16 1 04 29

Jr 27 20 n 1 08 56
8 3i 32 1 13 04

P
'

35 42 1 17 20
10 39 46 L *2($f. 1 20 58

The bicycle racing on the Union Athletic
grounds yesterday was even more interest-
ing and the time better than on any previous
day of the tournament, but the attendance
was little increased. It is hard to say what
the reason of the small attendance is, unless
it be that the Boston people do not care logo
to a race where no fast time is likely to be
made. The track on the Union grounds is

not at all adapted to record breaking. The
very best riders in the country, if not in the
world, have competed in these races, and
the events have all been well worth witness-
ing.

ONE-MILE PROFESSIONAL RACK.

The racing began with a one-mile profes-
sional race,#i|>en only to riders residing in

Boston, tlrf€e starters appearing—C. J.

Young, R. A. Neilson, and George Harri-
son. At the report of the pistol Young shot
ahead. Neilson and Harrison riding side by
side. Before the lap was completed Harri-
son began to fall to the rear, but Neilson
stuck well to Young's little wheel. Two laps
more found Neilson still tagging Young,
with Harrison a third of a lap to the bad. No
change in position was made until the last

lap was entered upon, when Neilson drew up
beside Young, and in this position rode
three-quarters of the distance around the
track, the friends of the two contestants
loudly calling out for them to "go on" They
both did their best, but Neilson's ''go on"
proved the faster, for twenty yards from the
finish he passed Young and came in a few
feet ahead, Young finishing so close a second
that it was impossible to note the difference
in time. Neilson's time was 3 minutes tS^
seconds. Harrison finished a lap behind.
The prizes were $30 to first, and $15 to sec-
ond.

THREE-MILE RECORD RACE.

The second event was a three-mile "rec-
ord race," and it proved to be the most in-

teresting event of the day. The system of

running these so-called record races was
somewhat different from that of the previous
day. Yesterday the prizes were awarded ac-

cording to the number of "points" each
rider secured. As there were five starters,

the man who crossed the line first at the
completion of each lap was credited with five

points, the second man with four points, and
so on, the last man to receive one point.

This system gave great satisfaction and
promises to become the one most generally
adopted. According to the old system, a man
might win a couple of laps and then retire,

but by this he is obliged to ride the full dis-

tance, and do his best throughout. Such a
race is a great strain on the riders, but makes
things much more interesting for the specta-
tors.

The starters yesterday were; R. Cham-
bers, of Manchester, Eng.; H. W. Gaskell,
London, Eng.; D, Edgar Hunter, Beverly;
A. Millard, Providence, and C. F. Haven,
Newton.
Taking the lead at once, Haven held it for

the first lap, Hunter pressing him closely,

Chambers, Gaskell, and Millard following in
order. The next lap Gaskell went by Cham-
bers and took third place. On the third lap
he crawled up beside Haven, who still had
the lead, and before the tape was reached
passed him. The completion of the first

mile found the men riding in this order: Gas-
kell, Hunter, Haven, Chambers, and Mil-
lard. The next lap, Millard, who had done
some frequent and lively spurting during the
early part of the race, retired. Until the
ninth lap the positions of the men remained
about the same. Then Gaskell, who was
leading, with Hunter close at hand, took a
bad header, falling across the track in front
of Hunter and Chambers, who both, how-
ever, succeeded in getting by all right. Gas-
kell claimed that Hunter ran into him, and
the judges subsequently allowed the claim.
Chambers succeeded in passing Hunter be-
fore the tenth lap was made, and then held
the lead to the thirteenth lap, when Hunter
got in front for a lap, but then fell back,
leaving Chambers to retain the lead to the
finish. Haven retired from the race after ten
laps, Millard retired on his seventh. Gaskell
pluckily remounted after his fall, and riding
at a rapid rate passed Hunter, but could not
catch Chambers before the finish. Chambers
came in first, Gaskell second, and Hunter
third. The points scored by the men were:
Hunter, 69; Gaskell, 65, and Chambers, 64.
Hunter would have received first prize, but
as the judges disqualified him on account of
a foul the first prize was given to Gaskell,
the second to Chambers, and the third to

Haven. The time was as follows: One mile,
Gaskell, 3.16; two miles, Chambers, 6.45;
three miles, Chambers, 10.19J4T; Gaskell's
time, io,2o)4. The prizes were: First, a
gold-plaited tea set, $100; second, a ham-
mered silver mirror, $65; third, a silver cof-

fee urn, $30.

TANDEM BICYCLE RACE.

The one-mile race for tandem bicycles was
the best race of the kind ever witnessed here.
W. C. Stahl and R. F. Stal, of Boston; F. E.
Bryant and partner, of Boston, and W. H.
Chase and C. A. Joslyn, of Leominster, ap-
peared as starters. The Leominster men
took the lead, Stahl second, and Bryant
third. Before the lap was finished Bryant
and his partner ran their tandem into the
fence and then retired from the race. Every
one felt confident that the Stahls would win,
and the Stahls evidently thought so, too, for
until the last lap they did not attempt to go
the front. Then they spurted nobly, and
the race around the track was one of the
prettiest of the day; but the Leominster's
double proved too much for the Boston men,
and finished a foot ahead. Time: 3.28. The
prizes were: First, two prize cups, $50; sec-
ond, two vases, $25.

THE TRICYCLE RACE.

Owing to lack of starters, the two-mile tri-

cycle race proved of little interest. The only
competitors were Dr. E. B. Dudley, of Bos-
ton, and R. Chambers, of Manchester, Eng.
C. F. Haven started, but retired after riding
one lap. From start to finish Chambers held
the lead, and won easily in 8 minutes 17 sec-

onds; Dudley second, in 8 minutes '20 sec-

onds. The prizes were: First, an old silver

plaque, $65; second, toilet set, $30.

HAVEN BEATS GASKELL.

The half-mile dash was a pretty race, and
was probably the most satisfactory of any to

the spectators, as the Englishmen were for

the first time beaten by an American rider.

The starters were C. F. Haven, of Newton;
H. W. Gaskell, of London; D. E. Hunter, of
Beverly; George E. Cain, of Lynn, and J.
E. Corbett, of Whitehall, N. Y. Haven got
the lead at the start, and set out at a good
pace, not once slackening it to the finish,

when he came m first several lengths ahead
of Gaskell. The race was a surprise to every
one, as it was not thought Haven was so good
a man. Gaskell and Hunter' spurted their

best but could not catch the young American,
who, after the race, received as great an
ovation as the crowd assembled was capable
of giving. Haven is one of the best riders

in the country, but lacks confidence in him-
self. The time was 1 minute 33 seconds.
Gaskell took the second prize, Hunter third,

and Cain fourth. The prizes were: First, a
gold and silver lamp, $50; secpnd, old cop-
per plaque, $25; third, a gold-plaited fruit

stand, $15.

A RACE WITH HANDS OFF,

The one-mile race with hands off turned
out another victory for America, The only
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starters were Cain, of Lynn, and Gaskell, of
London. Gaskell was evidently not used to
racing with his hands off, for from the start
Cain rapidly drew away from him, and, gain-
ing continually, finished a lap ahead. The
time was 3 minutes 48^ seconds and 4 min-
utes 46 1/ seconds. The prizes were: First,

old silver buffalo, hunt, $40; second, pair
gold candlesticks, $20.

FIVE-MILE RECORD RACE.

Only three starters out 6f eighteen entries
appeared for this event. Thev were R.
Chambers, H. W. Gaskell, and D. E.
Hunter, Cain of Lynn rode a lap and then
retired. The race was a hotly contested one,
and was practically between Chambers and
Gaskell, For the first four laps the order
was: Chambers, Hunter, Gaskell. Then
Hunter dropped to the rear, and Chambers
had hard work for the rest of the way. First
one man would lead, then the, other. For a
a. good portion of the time they rode side by
side, and crossing the tape it was not infre-

quently hard to tell who had won the lap.

Chambers succeeded in taking all the laps of
the first mile, two of the second, 'five of the
third, two of the fourth, and four of the fifth.

By this he of course won first prize, the mag-
nificent silver cup, now on exhibition in the
windows of Barnaby's clothing store. Hunt-
er came in a lap behind. The points award-
ed were: Chambers, rn

;
Gaskell, 96 ;

Hunter, 64.

SUMMARY.
Five-mile record race—First- prize, gold

and silver prize cup, $300 ; second prize,
gold and silver prize cup, $150 ; third prize,
gold and silver tilting water set, $50.

Time.
Miles. Leader.

1 R. Chambers
2 H. W. Gaskell

3 R. Chambers
4 H. W. Gaskell

5
' H. W. Gaskell

M. S.

3 18

5 54

14 11

17 41

FIVE-MILE PROFESSIONAL RACE.

The final event was a five-mile race, open
to all professional riders. Although it was
close and exciting, it did not result very
satisfactory, as a foul was claimed by Prince
against Woodside, and allowed by the
judges. The starters were C. W. Ashinger,
of Eaton, O, ; William M. Woodside, of
Chicago, and John S. Prince, of Washington
D. C.

The races which were to have been run on
the Boston Union Athletic grounds last
Thursday, the first day of the three days'
cycling tournament, but which were neces-
sarily postponed on account of the rain, were
run yesterday afternoon. The attendance
was no better than the previous days, but
the races were the best of the tournament.
Through a lack of entries, two of the events
were withdrawn, but those that were run
were all closely contested, and awakened
much enthusiasm among the spectators. The
track, which has steadily improved on each
succeeding day, was yesterday in a fair con-
dition, and the times made were not at all

bad.
In the mile amateur record race the best

previous time ever made on the track was
lowered by several seconds. The two mile
race witnessed the second defeat of the Eng
lishmen. It is but fair to them, however, to
say that the machines they rode were not
suited to the track. They were so light and
the tires were so small that the wheels would
sink into the soft track. Hunter's victory,
of course, pleased the spectators greatly, but
they were generous in their praise of the
foreigners. The two Englishmen, Gaskell
and Chambers, have proved themselves to
be thorough gentlemen, and have thus won
the respect and friendship of all who have
met them. Of Sellers and one or two of the
professionals the less said the better.
The tournament has proved a financial

failure, but otherwise a complete success.
The prizes, of which there are several thou-
sand dollars' worth,«will be awarded to the
successful competitors to-day. The officials
in charge of the races have done their work
in a way deserving of much praise, and have
shown themselves thoroughly competent to
discharge their duties.

TWO-MILE RACE.

The first of the postponed events was a
two-mile straightaway race. The men who
appeared were R. Chambers, Manchester,
Eng.; H. W. Gaskell, London

; D. E. Hun-
ter, Beverly, and George E. Cain, Lynn.

The men had positions on the line in the or-
der named. They kept well together until
rounding the turn, when they strung out and
finished the first lap with Chambers leading,
and Cain, Gaskell, and Hunter following.
The position remained the same for three
laps, when Hunter went from rear position
to third place, and in the next lap slipped in

behind Gaskell. On the fourth lap Cain re-

tired. Hunter took second place on the
fifth lap, but was soon 'passed by Gaskell,
who in three more laps wrested the lead
from Chambers, and retained it to the last
lap. Until then Hunter was content with
rear position, but as the bell rang he let

himself out, and fairly flew by both the
Englishmen, gaining constantly on them to
the finish, when he came in several lengths
ahead of Gaskell, who finished an equal
distance in front of Chambers. Hunter's
reception was the most enthusiastic of the
meet, and he even received applause from
the board of judges. Hunter's time was
6.44 ;

Gaskell, 6.45. Chambers made the
first mile in 3.22. The prizes were : First,

silver and gold cup, $60 ; second, an ice
pitcher, $30 ;

third, an old copper cigar
box, $15.

ONE-MILE TRICYCLE RACE.

The next event on the programme, a one-
mile tricycle race, was withdrawn on ac-
count of a lack of starters.

FIVE-MILE RACE.

The second event was the prettiest of the
day, and brought out as starters R. Cham-
bers, H. W. Gaskell, D. E. Hunter, and A.
Millard, the latter of Providence, R. I. Tak-
ing the lead at once, Chambers kept ahead
for three laps. Gaskell, Hunter, and Mil-
lard followed in that order. On the fourth
lap Gaskell pushed himself to the fore, and,
despite a number of lively spurts on the part
of Chambers, held it to the completion of
the seventh lap, when Chambers got in'

front. Millard now crawled up to second
place. Gaskell beSan slowly to drop to the
rear until, at the sixteenth lap, he was more
than an eighth of a circuit to the bad. The
next lap he began to wake up, and the
finish of the third mile found him in
second place, close behind Hunter,
who had taken the lead from Gas-
kell on the seventeenth lap. The
positions of the men remained the same to
the finish of the nineteenth lap, when Gas-
kell went up and made the going for four
laps. Hunter then relieved him, and set the
pace for the beginning of the last lap. Gas-
kell had again fallen far to the rear, while
Hunter, Millard, and Chambers were close
together. Millard made a grand spurt in the
first turn of the final lap and sped by Hunter.
Chambers made a better one, howevei', and
at the half went by him and finished first

with a good lead. Millard had such a good
lead for second place that the chances of the
favorite looked rather slim. But Hunter put
on one of his splendid spurts and on the last
turn caugh't up with Millard and came across
the lines with the handle-bars of his machine
overlapping those of the" one ridden by Mil-
lard. Every one thought it a dead heat, but
the judges decided it in favor of Hunter,
taking into consideration a protest of wild
riding entered against Millard by Hunter.
Gaskell finished a bad fourth.

'

ONE-MILE RECORD RACE.

This event had but three starters, R.
Chambers, H. W. Gaskell, and A. Millard.
As in the record races of Saturday, the
awards were made on the "points " system.
Millard, by doing some good work in the
early part of the race, placed two laps to his
credit and took the second place on the third
lap. This ensured him second prize. Gas-
kell led on the third lap and thereafter to the
finish, Chambers holding second. Gaskell
was- credited with 16 points, Millard n, and
Chambers 9 ;

time, 3.20. The prizes were :

First, a cup, $60 ;
second, an old copper

cigar box, $30.

ONE-MILE PROFESSIONAL RACE.

This event proved the final of the tourna-
ment, for, owing to lack of entries, the con-
solation race was not run. The starters were
C. W. Ashinger, Eaton, O.; R. A. Neilson,
Boston

; C. J. Young. Boston
; R. James,

London ; William M. Woodside, Chicago,
111. Woodside got a poor start, and it was
two laps before he could get up to the front.
On the third lap he came to the side of

James, who had made the pace thus far, and
from there on the race was a hot one between
the two, James keeping the lead, but with
Woodside close beside him. The fifth lap
found the men riding James, Woodside,
Neilson, Young, and Ashinger. Immediate-
ly on finishing this lap, however, Neilson,
who was a favorite for third money, took a
" header," and was thus out of the race. On
the last quarter of the final lap Woodside had
a slight lead, but as James had the pole he
succeeded in crawling ahead and winning by
a few inches ; Woodside was second and
Young a close third. The
utes q3^ seconds, which
made on that track. The
$25, and $15.

time was 3 min-
is the best ever
prizes were $50,

LEAGUE OF ESSEX
MEN.

CO. WHEEL-

Summary.
Five-mile open—First prize, silver and

gold prize cup, $150 ; second prize, gold-
plated tea set, $75 <; third prize, old copper
buffalo hunt, $30.

Time.
Miles. Leader. M s
1—H. W. Gaskell a
2—H. W. Gaskell

y3—D. E. Hunter TI 51
4—D. E. Hunter I4
5—R.Chambers 17 55

ONE- MILE 2.35 CLAJ3S RACE.

This event had as starters J. E. Corbett
Whitehall, N. Y.; C. E. Tracy, Waltham

;

George E, Cain, Lynn
; F. A. Bickford,

Somerville
;
G. B. Graves, Cambridgeport.

The race was a pretty one from the start, the
men holding well together, with Bickford
and Cain alternating for the lead. On the
last lap it looked like' Cain's race, but fifty
feet from the finish he lost his pedals and
was passed by Bickford. Cain took second
place, Tracy third, and Graves fourth. Cor-
bett retired early in the race. Bickford's
time was 3.15^ ;

Cain's, 3.16. The prizes
were

: First, a gold vase, $50 ; second, a
fruit stand, $25 ;

third, a vase, $15.

At the tournament of the league of Essex
County Wheelmen at Lawrence riding park
Saturday, Sept. 27th, the bicycle clubs of
Salem, Lynn, Beverly, and Amesbury were
present, besides several wheelmen fio'm other
pluces. There were present in all eighty
wheelmen, including the Lawrence Club.
The races commenced at 3. 20 p.m.

The first race, half miles, best two in three
heats, for gold medals valued at $12 and $8,
Was won by W. B. Segur of Andover—
time, r.36, 1.34; W. A. Rowe, of Beverly,
second—time, 1.37, 1.35.

The second race, one mile, best two in
three heats, for gold medals valued at $15
and $10, was won by F. P. Ingalis, of Salem
—time, 3-I4K. 3,9*% I

Charles E. Whitten,
of L.ynn, second—time, 3.29, 3.24^.
The three-mile record race, for gold

medals valued at $20 and $10, was won by
F. P. Ingalis of Salem—time, 12.05;
liam A. Rowe, of Salem, second—time,
12.15.

The half-mile ride-and-run race, first prize,
ball pedals

;
second, Duryea saddle, was

won by Charles E. Whitten, of Lynn
; F. M.

Downing, of North Andover, second.

The tug-of-war between the Lawrence and
Salem clubs was won by the Salems.

During the mile race F. M. Downing, of
North Andover, was thrown violently from
his machine and rendered insensible. He
was carried off the field, though his injuries
are not dangerous. The races were wit-
nessed hy about 800 people.

cycle Club, Smithfield, N. J., 2
;
time, 7.27 ;

J. C. Willever, N. J. Wheelmen, 3 ;
time,

Field trailed for a mile, and then
passed his man after a good fight.

One-mile championship of Elizabeth
Wheelmen—H. Floy, 1 ; time, 3.40 4-5 ; A.
5. Roorbach, 2; time, 3.46^ ; G. B. Mor-
rell, 3 ;

time, 3.51 ; L. B. Bonnett, 4 ;
by a

foot ; A. S. Brown, 5 ; W. W. Farlin, 6
; H.

T, Alexander, o. Farlin fell on the start,
and the men were called back. On the
second attempt Floy took the lead on the
first lap and was never headed. Roorbach
trailed for a half a mile and then passed all

but the winner. Floy and Roorbach rode
Stars, and Bonnett and Morrell 48. inch
Standard Columbias.

.

One-mile, for Essex Bicycle Club—A.
Geming, 1

;
time, 3,50 ; E. C. Harris, 2 ; S.

H. Sargeant, 3. Harris fell "in first lap, but
mounted again. Sergeant stopped on fifth

lap.

One-mile championship of New Jersey
Wheelmen—J. C. Willever, 1

;
time, 3.45;

A. O. Lemeris, 2; time, 3.57X ; M,
Sanger, o

; V. Hesse, o . J. S. Dustan, o
;

W. Gerry, o. Won hands down.
One-mile open amateur—Geo. Wenzell,

S. B. C, 1 ;
time, 3.35^ ; Edwin Field, M.

W., 2 ;
time, 3.36X ; A. Hemming, Hudson

Co. W., 3. A good race between the first

two all the way.
Half-mile consolation—G. B. Morrell, E.

W., 1
;
time, 1.43 ;

V, Herse, N. J. W., 2
;

R. M. Sanger, N. J. W., o ; J. S. Dustan,
N. J. W„ o. Morrell, a boy of 14, raced
right away from the others, though he rode
but a 48-inch Standard Columbia, and won by
fifty yards.

The races were witnessed by several thou-
sand people, and gave the bicyclers of
Newark. Orange, and Elizabeth a good
afternoon's sport. About sixty wheels
paraded after the races.

The following were the officers of the
day

:

Referee, Dr. G. Carleton Brown; Chief
Consul, N. J. Division L. A. W.
Judges : Dr. Edwin Field, Monmouth

Wheelmen
;
W. H, Parsons, New Jersey

Wheelmen
; W. T. Harris, Essex Bicycle

Club.
Clerk of the Course, Dr. Elliott W. John-

son, Hudson Co. Wheelmen.
Starter, J. C. Wetmore, Elizabeth Wheel-

men.
Timers : D. B. Bonnett, Elizabeth Athletic

Club ; Nate Seaver, Essex Bicycle Club
;

Charles Smith, New Jersey Wheelmen. •

Scorer, A. C. Voorhees, New Brunswick
Wheelmen. Jonah.

WAVERLY FAIR RACES.
The annual races of N. Y. State Agricul-

tural Society were run at Waverly Sept. 19.
The track, a sixth of a mile dirt, was in bad
condition, and could not have been less than
a half a minute slow on the mile. Wenzell,
of Srnithville, rode a racer, and Willever's
Star had a racing rim. All the other mach-
ines used were the ordinary roadsters. The
Agricultural Society presented the prizes in
the open two miles, the H. B. Smith M'f'g.
Co. those in the one mile open, and Zacha-
rias & Smith those in the half-mile consol-
ation. The E. W. and the N. J. W. offered
championship medals in their races, and the
Essex Bicycle Club's event was a scrub
affair. The following is a summary of re-
sults ;

Two-mile open amateur—Dr. Edwin Field,
Monmouth Co. Wheelmen, Redbank, N, J,,
1

;
time, 7.24 1-5 ; Geo. Wenzell, Star BL

TROY CLUB RACES.
Our annual races, held at Renseller Park,

"Sept. 25th, proved a decided success.
First race, two miles, for championship of

Renss Co., won by T. B. Collins
;
time,

7-43-
Second Race, one mile in heats, won by

T. B. Collins—time, 4.4^; J. Wilson,
second—time, 4.05.

Third race, one half mile dash for novice,
won by J. Wood, Jr, ;

time, 1.48)4.
Fourth race, second heat of one mile race,

won by Kavanagh, Cohoes
;
time, 3.19.

Fifth race, three miles championship,
T.B.C., won by G. R. Collins, time, 12.08.

Sixth race, winners of the first and second
heat, won by Kavanagh

;
time, 3.18^.

Seventh race, one mile handicap, won by
R. S. Coon

;
time, 3.43.

Eighth race, three miles, won by Ross, of
Albany—time, 9.55 ; Kavanagh, second

—

time, 10.05.

L. Herman, Secy. Troy Bicycle Club.

BOSTON CLUB'S ROAD RACE.
The following is the route laid down for

the 100-mile road race under the auspices of
the Boston Bicycle Club, which will take
place to-morrow : So. Natick, Bailey's Ho-
tel, 6.30 a. m.

;
Wellesley, Grantville, New-

ton, West Newton ('7 3-i6m.), Watertown,
Cambridge, Somerville, Medford (is^m.),
Maiden, Saugus, Lynn (25 15-1601.), Salem
(32m.), Beverly, V/enham, Hamilton (40 7-8
m.), Ipswich, Rowley (48 27-3201.), to turn-
ing point (53 5-i6m.). Capt. Louis R. Har-
rison will be at this point, and from there
the route will be the same to Cambridge (94
i-32m.), Brighton, Brookline, and Beacon
street to Chester Park, 100 miles. The finish
will be at the Boston Club House, 87 Boyls-
ton street.
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VOLUME VII.

In the fall of the year 1880 three enthusi-

astic, cyclers were sitting in the office of

Wm. M. Wright, then located at 160 Fulton

street. One was a practical printer, another

a newspaper writer, and the third a business

man. The talk was, as usual, about bi-

cycling, which was then in a very infantile

condition, and it finally drifted upon the

subject of bicycling literature. The field

at that time had been invaded by the Amer-

ican Bicycling Journal, which was bought

out by Messrs. E. C. Hodges and Charles E.

Pratt, the founder, Frank Weston also re-

taining an interest, and the name was
changed to the Bicycling World. It ap-

peared regularly as a bi-weekly paper, and

under the able editorship of Charles E.

Pratt became an interesting chronicle of

the events of the day. Although the field

was far from promising, the proposition to

start a journal was snapped up at once,

and our three worthies were soon racking

their brains in search of a suitable title.

Finally The Wheel was selected as a

name, and although its style of heading

has been changed twice, its present form

has within the last two years become a

familiar one to many thousands of readers

among wheelmen. It started very mod-
estly, being eight pages in size and printed

in liberal sized type on white paper. The
pages measured nine by twelve inches, and

for the first two years it blossomed with

varying success as a bi-weekly. The sub-

scription price was then $1.25 a year, ex-

actly half that of the World, and it secured

from the start many^subscribers who have

retained their names on its books to-day,

and will doubtless remember with a smile

the daring efforts of the would-be jour-

nalist.

Shortly after its fourth issue the associate

editor was laid up for a long time, and his

connection with its columns unavoidably

ceased. Its business manager was obliged

to leave the country, and the burden fell

upon the practical printer, who has from

that day to this controlled its columns.

Slowly but surely the paper grew in influ-

ence, drawing to its columns contributions

from many well known wheelmen. It took

an active interest in racing, and it is safe

to say that its editor has attended more
race meetings than any bicycler in Amer-
ica. There is rarely any race within rea-

sonable distance but what is reported from
personal observation, rather than being de-

pendent upon reports from the daily news-
papers or correspondents.

On the fourth of October, 1882, the grow-
ing cause of cycling demanded that more
time and attention be given it, and the paper

was changed to a weekly with the publication

office located at 22 New Church street, be-

ginning its third volume with a new heading
and on tinted paper. Occasional illustra-

tions brightened its pages, and with its'week-

ly appearance it became a strong competitor

of its eastern contemporary, and soon ac-

quired a formidable subscription list that

represented almost every section of the

country where the bicycle was known. In

May, the following year, it became the
'

' offi-

cial organ " of the League of American
Wheelmen, and did more to build up the

League than anything that could be devised.

The fact that the membership doubled that

year is pretty conclusive proof that The
Wheel had something to do with the fig-

ures. Last April it was decided to enlarge

its form and alter the size of its pages, and
the change has been a beneficial one to both

readers and publishers, giving to the former

more news, and to the latter more space for

their advertising patronage.

The Wheel starts on its seventh volume
as a firmly established representative of the

cycling interests, and proposes to keep its

high position that has only been obtained

through four years of constant plodding

labor.

The three days' cycling tournament held

at Boston last week under the auspices of

the Union Athletic Company proved, unfor-

tunately, a complete financial failure. It is

rather hard to understand why in so large a

cycling center as Boston, a bicycle race

meeting can not be made to pay. Of the

many that have been held not one has

awarded its promoters with any adequate re-

turn. It is either that the people do not

take an interest in racing or that the meets

thus far held have not been properly con-

ducted. Many incline to the latter opinion.

The races on the Union grounds were, it is

true, gotten up at rather short notice, but

they were managed quite properly and were
fairly well advertised, although perhaps not

quite as extensively as it should have been.

The tracks were in wretched condition,

which fact may have also tended towards the

failure of the tournament. The contests,

however, were all exceeding close and excit-

ing and will compare favorably in that res-

pect with any of the races held at Springfield.

The competitors, too, were all that could be

desired. The prizes were the most costly

and elegant of any ever offered in cycling

races, and it is a great wonder that so few

riders tried to secure them. As it was, less

than a half dozen men carried off nearly

every one of them.

THE TWO AND FIVE MILE CHAM-
PIONSHIP.

The National Association of Amateur Ath-
letes of America gave its annual games on
the grounds of the Williamsburg Athletic
Club, Brooklyn, last Saturday. The attendance
was fair, upwards of two thousand people
crowding the grand stand. The performances
were rather tame, in no case was it particu-

larly difficult to place the winner. On the
programme was a two and five mile bicycle

race, but the racing board of the L. A. W,

having withdrawn their sanction, it is ex-
tremely doubtful whether the events will be
recognized as a "championship.". The
track, five laps to the mile, was in very poor
condition. The cinder surface being not only
rough but very much cut up with the spiked
shoes when the bicycle races were reached.
The contestants were Lewis Hamilton,

Wm. Wait, and A. B. Rich, who finished in

the order named in both events, each winning
a medal. The races were run under the
athletic rules of the Association.
Hamilton won the two-mile race in 6m.

58s., with Wait second. The latter crossed
the first mile in 3m. 31 2-5S. Rich was third
by fifteen yards. Hamilton rode a waiting
race and went to the front easily on the last

lap.

The five-miie race was a repetition of the
previous performance, Rich making the
running at two miles, covering the distance
in 7m. 22 1-5S. Three miles were covered in

nm. 5s., and then Hamilton went ahead,
scoring four miles in 14m. 59 4-55. He was
never headed, but on the last lap Wait spurt-
ed handsomely and caught Hamilton on the
last stretch, making a good race home about
two feet behind him.

RACES OF THE YOUNGSTOWN
BICYCLE CLUB.

These races were run on the half-mile trot-

ting track of the Mahoning and Shenango
Valley Fair Association, Sept. 24th and 25th.

FIRST DAY, SEPT. 24TH.

One half mile, open to all amateurs.
Starters, with positions, were as follows

:

W. C. C. Gumfory, Frank McCay, W. L.
Buechner, G. E. Thackray, all of Youngs-
town,
Gumfory at once took the lead, with Thack-

ray second and McCay third. Buechner's
saddle slipping, he was forced to retire.

The above order was maintained to the
quarter pole, when McCay passed Thackray
and went after the leader, but failed to reach
him at the finish by three lengths, Thackray
third, by four lengths. Time, i .30 2-5; prize,

a silver medal, value $10.

SECOND DAY, SEPT. 25TH.

One mile, open to all amateurs
;

prize,

gold medal, value $25. The starters, with
positions, were as follows : I. Grove, F.

McCay, W. C. C, Gumfory, all of Youngs-
town.
Grove took the lead, with McCay and

Gumfory close up, and this order was main-
tained to the three-quarter pole, when McCay
attempted to pass the leader, but his wheel
sticking in the mud he was thrown, while
Gumfory fell on top of him. McCay picked
up his wheel, and finding it uninjured started

after Grove, who was waiting for him on the

stretch, and raced him home, Grove winning
by a length. Time, 4.08 2-5. Gumfory's
wheel was disabled.

One-quarter mile dash, open, Starters,

with positions: G. E. Thackray, W. L. Buech-
ner, both of Youngstown. Thackray took
the lead and kept it; winning by a length.

Time, 43^ seconds
;

prize, bronze medal,
value $5.
On the last day the track was very heavy

with mud, with the exception of a narrow
strip at the pole.

STRAIGHTAWAY TO THE DELA-
WARE WATER GAP. "

Editor ofthe Wheel; From the matter which
appears in the columns of The Wheel I

infer that you deem that road guides is not
the least of the paper's sphere of usefulness.

Many of your readers, like me, no doubt
delight rather to travel the comparatively
unwheeled paths than to confine their tours to

the easy highways, from which nature in her

gentler aspects may be viewed without labor.

For the benefit of those who may wish to

make somewhat of a rough and tumble tour,

without going far from New York to reach it,

I send a few road notes of a trip over a route

very little traveled by wheelmen, and of

which I have seen no description in the cy-

cling papers. I know of no three or four days'

tours near the metropolis which will afford

me a greater variety of beautiful farm land

views and more constantly changing moun-
tain scenery than the round run between
Elizabeth or Newark and the Delaware
Water Gap. My journey was mainly a bus-

iness one, my object being to get a dozen or

so of sketches to work up in my studio in the

winter, so I allowed myself four days. that I

might not be at all hurried or fatigued in my
painting. Capt. Meade, of the Essex Club,

very kindly gave me a somewhat easier
though longer route, which he had obtained
from a friend who had made the journey in
a carriage; but I decided that, as I had plenty
of time, I might be repaid from an artist's

point of view if I took the straightaway cut
across the mountains. What might have
been my reward by his line I know not, but
with that from my own I was well satisfied.

"Jonah," the Secretary of the Elizabeth
Wheelmen, my club, had offered to keep off

the lonely demon as far as Morristown,
before I was left to the consolation of my
bugle, my sketch book, and lovely Nature.
We left the Elizabeth city limits on the Mor-
ris turnpike at 7 A. M. , on Friday, August
15th. The day promised to be a scorcher,
and it kept its promise. What follows is

taken from my note book, and as to distan-
ces and character of road can be relied on,
though the latter will, of course, vary greatly
with the season and weather.
To Springfield, distance 5)^ miles. One

mile good side path, 3% m. ridable; side
path and road, with two short sandy hills up
which to walk. Rest of way excellent cinder
side path. Keep on Morris turnpike not
turning to Milburn at church corner, at
Springfield, thus saving a mile.
To Chatham, distance 4% m., total 10 m.

Good cinder path to corner of Milburn and
Morris pikes. Half mile of ridable path and
road. One mile rough sandy walk up Short
Hills to gorge bridge on the summit. One
mile rough coast and ride to beginning of

broad side path at Chatham. Coast with
care down this slope.

To Madison, distance 2% m., total 12%
m. Fine rolling road and side path up and
down with easy grades.
To Morristown (U. S. Hotel), distance 5

m., total 17% m. Same as to Madison
except that road is better and less rolling.

Three hours and a half easy riding from
start, at a slow pace. Said "Good bye " to

Jonah. Heard terrible stories of the road
bul started on resolved to take my ease.

To Walnut Grove (called by inhabitants,

Mt. Freedom), distance 5^ m., total 23 m.
Mile and a half of good road, with two fine

coasts. The rest all hard ride and walk at

short intervals. Took an hour's rest to

enjoy the scenery.

To Suckasunny, distance 7 m., total 30 m.
Ridable for two miles. Slight down grade.
Four miles of pitch, tumble, rough down
grade, very little of which was ridable even
by one disposed to be reckless. Three quar-
ters of a mile of one road that no bike, trike,

or Star could ever ride. Then one mile of

good road and side path into Suckasunny.
Rested here.

To Flanders, distance 4 m., total 34 m.
First mile fine level side path. Rest good,
fairly level road with some sandy spots.

Some of the most beautiful scenery of the
whole route found here.

To Hackettstown, distance 7 m., total 41
m. To Bartleyville (1 m.) road good, grade
quite level. To Drakestown (4. m.). Half
of road through highly picturesque winding
gorge up grade. Road most of the way
easy, with here and there stony water courses.

To Hackettscown. Road good, with a slope
down hill of one mile, safe riding only for
insured wheelmen or those with no ties of
family or affection. Very steep after this,

with deceptive " thank-you-ma'ms " atshort
intervals.

To Vienna, distance 5 m., total 46 m.
First two miles all up and down, walking
and climbing, but almost all tco steep for
riding without wasting a great deal of
strength. Wind up, one mile of very fast

coasting into Vienna.
To Danville, distance 1 m., total 47 m.

Good road, tolerably level. Arrived here at

7.30 p. m. , and rested for the night. Started
on my journey at 7.15 the next morning.
To Hope, distance 5 m., total 52 m. Jenny

Jump Mt. to be crossed by 2^ m. walking
up hard hills of ore road. Rest tolerably

good up and down road, with 3^. m -

of hair raising coasl. Bad washout at

bottom of hill. Dismount before reaching.

Rested here 40 min. for sketches and repairs.

To Mt. Hermon, distance 2 m., total 54
tn., loitered along road with many stops.

Rested 1 h. here.

To Columbia, through Centreville and
Knowlton, distance 5 m., total 59 m. Good
and bad. Hills tough to coast or climb.

Twenty minutes rest on road to sketch.

To Water Gap Ferry, distance 6 m., total

65 m. Waded almost the whole distance
through sand, not riding more than half a
mile, ' Arrived at journey's end at 8 P, M.
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A description of the scenery and attrac-

tions of the Gap is foreign to the object of

this leaf of road guide. Suffice it to say that

this- region is well worth the visit of the tour-

ist and student of nature, though its resources

in the way of amusement do not appear to

have been fully developed by the hotel

owners. Immediately around the Gap there

is really no wheeling, though to the north

there are some ridable roads. Spent a

delightful day and a half in walking, rowing,
and sketching, and started for Elizabeth
Monday, August i8, at 6.52 a. m., with the

intention of rushing things a little and reach-

ing Elizabeth the same day, which I succeed-
ed in doing without a very great strain, in

spite of the prophecies to the contrary by the

"oldest inhabitants," who witnessed my
start from the- Kittatinny House.

Give a few leaves from my note book of

my ride home, as I varied my route a little,

and as for bicycling purposes, a full descrip-

tion of a mountain road requires a descrip-

tion of it each way.
Arrived at Portland at 8.20 A. M, , time

1.28, distance 6 m. Took west side of river.

Road bad, hilly, sandy, stony. Rode about
two thirds of distanced. Stopped 20m. on
road for sketching.

Arrived at Mt. Hermon at 9.55 a. m., time

1.35, total 3.03, distance 5 m., total nm.
Crossed river, thence through Columbia,
Knowlton, and Centreville. Roads quite

good for most part, but hills all hard to

climb.

Arrived at Hope at 10.35 A - M -> time 40
m., total 3.43, distance 2 m., total 13 m.
Roads good, down and up. Delayed 20
min. on road for repairs.

Arrived at Danville at 12 M. , time 1.25,

total 5.08, distance 5 m., total 18 m. One
mile out of Hope met a mountain side hill,

which took' 15 min. to walk up. Hill smooth
in places, rough in others. Some up and
down riding until ore road was reached.
(See going.) Rested 15 min. during this

stage.

Arrived at Hackettstown (through Vienna)
at j p. m., time, r hr., total 6.08, distance
6 m., total 24 m. Road (see going).

Arrived at Flanders (through Drakestown
and Bartleyville) at 3.35 p. M ., time, 2.35,
total 8.43, distance 7 m., total 31 m. Road
(see going). Rested during this stage 15
min.

Arrived at Ironia at 4.25 p. m., time 50
min., total 9.33, distance 4 m., total 35 m.
Took road to Ironia from Flanders Hotel.
First two miles up hill, half of which can be
ridden.. Rest of way^coast and ride over
good road.

Arrived at Walnut Grove or Mt. Freedom
at 5.10 P. M. , time 45 min., total 10.18, dis-

tance 3 m., total 38 m. Road good, but
hilly.

Arrived at Morristown (U. S. Hotel) at

6.30 p. M., time 1.20., total 11.38, distance

S}4 m., total 43^ m. Road (see going).

Rested 30 min. during this stage.

Arrived at Elizabeth via Madison, Chat-
ham, Millburn, Irvington, and Newark, at

10.25 £ M -> time 3.55, total 15.33, distance

24 rn., total 67^ m. Road to corner of

Morris and Millburn pikes as before describ-

ed, thence first class cinder path and maca-
dam until the wooden pavement at Eliza-

beth is reached. Was obliged to take this

longer way home, as it would have been too
dark to ride the side paths on Morris turn-
"pike, from Springfield to Elizabeth.

My total time f-r the 67^ miles from the
Gap to Elizabeth was 15 hr. 33 m., of which
2 hr. 5 m. was taken foi rests, leaving 13
hr., 28 «i. actual running time, giving an
actual rate, while in motion, of 5 miles an
hour.

It is to be noted that between Morristown
and the Gap there was always walking, there
being very few miles of the way without
some hard pedestrianism to be performed.
Returning the walks were shorter and steeper
and the rides longer and easier. I may
have made some of my hills very long going
up, because the riding between seemed by
comparison of time and labor so short a hill

that our rides down are very short, and one
that is climbed very long. Perhaps it would
be better to say that the walking distances,
compared with the riding distances were
small, but the walking time and labor com-
pared with the riding ditto was—you cross
country men know how it is yourself. It is

always better in coasting, no matter how
smooth the bottom may appear, to dismount
a hundred yards from the foot, as almost
every one are dangerous washouts. New
Yorkers who contemplate taking the trip had

better take the B. R. R. to Emmett St.,

Newark, from which point one can wheel to

the foot of Chester Av., which is the best
road to take to reach the macadam at Irv-

ington, leading to Millburn and the Short
Hills. It is a delightful run and can be
easily made by one who can spare two days
for each half of the round trip.

A. S. Roorback,
Headquarters of Elizabeth Wheelmen, 116

Broad St., August 20, 1884

FLEET WHEEL.
" Sweet Home" recast in full.

With coaches and palace cars though we may
deal,

Be it even to tumble, there's no seat like a
wheel

!

A charm from the skies ever follows us
there,

Which, riding enclosed, is not met any-
where.

Wheel, wheel, fleet wheel!
There's no seat like wheel!

Apart from the wheel, metals dazzle in vain!

O give me my high, burnished 'cycle again!
The boys mounting gaily that came at the

call,

O give me fleet pace of leg, dearer than all!

Wheel, wheel, fleet wheel!
There's no seat like wheel!

How fleet it is to flit o'er a three-minute
mile,

And all cares, and the bother of work to be-
guile!

Let others go fight, or gold treasures reveal,

But give me to shoot for the pleasures of

wheel!
Wheel, wheel, fleet wheel!
But give me the speeding
And pleasures of wheel.

To that Twill iurn when allured by the fair.

The heart's merest follies can catch me not
there,

And more with bicycle than rum will I reel,

Be it even to tumble, there's nothing like

wheel.
Wheel, wheel, fleet wheel!
There's nothing like wheel.

Juvenis.

WHEEL GOSSIP.
The tournaments are about over.

Club runs are the order of the day.

Wheelmen are beginning to come back to
town.

The League and the N. A. A. A. A. are at
loggerheads, and until the difficulties are ad-
justed wheelmen should be wise and refuse
to enter any races not under League rules.

It seems reasonable that if athletic clubs
desire the attraction of- a bicycle race they
should be willing to run them under the rules
of the League of American Wheelmen. These
are the only rules of the N. A. A. A. A. that
we can find: " When ordered into a position
for a start the men shall mount their ma-
chines, and one assistant for each competitor
will hold his machine with its front wheel at
the mark; at the starting signal the attend-
ants are allowed to push the machine for-
ward but not to follow it up.

" Riders must pass each other on the outside
and be a clear length of the bicycle in front
before taking the inside; the inside man must
allow rootn on the outside for other competi-
tors to pass. Any competitor infringing this
rule will be disqualified.

" In a race without using the handle, com-
petitors must ride with the arms folded, or
the hands and arms otherwise kept quite off
the machine. Any competitor touching any
part of his machine with his hands or arms
will be disqualified." In all other questions
that arise the laws of athletics apply.

The rules as far as they go are all very
well, but they are not complete. There is
nothing said about re-starting a race in case
of a foul within ten feet of the mark, which
should be provided for, as all the tracks of
the clubs belonging to the N. A. A. A. A.
are miserably small affairs as far as bicycling
is concerned, and the rule is even more ne-
cessary for them than the League.

Now we are in accord with the League
rules to a considerable extent, but there are
some alterations we would like to see made,
which are rather to be considered in the light
of additions,

For instance: There is no rule governing
ride and run races or those without hands,
although they are common events at almost
every race meeting.-

Again, there is no rule for " record " races,
which should clearly be run on the "point "

system, allowing the maximum number of
points to the first man at every half or quar-
ter mi'e, although the former is preferable,
according to the number of starters.

In Our opinion the starter should have con-
trol of the marks, and be the judge as- to
whether the men go over it before the proper
time. The new rules have changed this, and
it rests with the judges. At Springfield a
man started before the pistol. The referee
had not time to " call a meeting of the
judges " and put the offender back a yard

;

but if the starter had the authority, as he
should have, a recall could have been made.
Again, the judges are obliged to be at both
the start and finish, and in quarter and half
mile races on a mile track, this would be
rather impossible.

Another point is the finish. The old rules
provided for a tape held two feet above the
line to assist the judges in deciding the order
of finish, and this has also been dispensed
with. We contend that in case of a close
finish between a Star and crank machine it is

impossible to judge intelligently without
some such guide as a tape line.

Capt. Will R. Pitman goes to Boston to--
night to compete in the 100-mile road race.

He will ride a Columbia tricycle, geared to

54, which he has used to such good effect in

the " Wheel Around the Hub" and other
races.

Karl Kron reports to us as follows : Tues-
day, Sept. 30—"The number of one dollar
pledges enrolled per ' X. M. Miles on a Bi

'

is now 1948, being an increase of not quite a
hundred during the three weeks since I last

wrote to you. I hope that the appearance
of my double-page article in October issue
of Springfield Wheelmen s Gazette, announc-
ing the contents of each chapter, and the
need of every purchaser paying $1 50c. un-
less he pledges his name in advance, may
help hasten matters a little. I will send the
article to all applicants. I've recently re-

ceived 10 more names from New Zealand,
making a total of 20 for that island, or more
than from the whole of England. A few
names have lately come from England, how-
ever, together with one from Ireland and
one from Mexico."

Now that Sellers has beaten Hendee
twice and in turn has been defeated by him
an equal number of times, it leaves the mat-
ter an open question as to who is the faster
man. Hendee declines to meet the Eng-
lishman on the grounds that the latter's ways
are dangerous. He should, however, make
an effort to lower 2.39, and thus convince his
friends of his ability to successfully compete
with Sellers. With good pace makers and
clear weather he ought to do it at Spring-
field at an early date, and with proper of-
ficials to make it regular.

Mr. H. D. Corey, of Stoddard, Lovering &
Co., sails for Europe shortly with the inten-
tion of visiting the factories of Messrs. D.
Rudge & Co., and Singer & Co. While
abroad he will do some touring and hill
climbing. He takes with him a number of
orders for specially built machines.

FOR SALE AND EXCHANGE.
[Advertisements inserted under this heading, n»t

exceeding four lines nonpareil, for one dollar.]

FOR SALE— A Dual Convertible Sociable Tricycle-
balls all around

; in perfect condition
; cost S&285 :

sold for no fault. Address DUAL, 2 East 60th street!New York, gt

FOR SALE—$130 ; Columbia Expert Bicycle • 54
inch

;
full nickel plate ; all the latest improve-

ments
;

" King of the Road " lamp
;
iron stand s stop

bell, trousers, belt, shirt, etc. in good order. Call or
address J. S. Drake, Mariners' Harbor, N. Y

'

T AMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheapes t
Lj lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.
May be put in pocket when not in use. By mail"
seventy-five cents and one dollar.

C. H. Lamsok, Portland, Me.

FOR SALE CHTEApT^
A 54-in. Club Racer, weight 25 lbs. Took
first prize at Stanley Show. Price $85.
Address " RACER," care of The Wheel,

New York.

WHEELMEN ATTENTION

!

We invite the attention of all wheelmen to the following list of

gi.cijcles and ^mm%m
f

of which we are the SOLE AGENTS for the United States,

BICYCLES.

' British

Challenge,

Rudge Light

Roadster,

American

Rudge,

Xtra Challenge.

TRICYCLES.

Traveller,

KvuGF, LIGHT ROADSTER.

Tandem,

National,

Yeloceman,

Coventry

Convertible.

Send stamp for the largest and most complete catalogue yet issued. Reliable Agents
wanted in every city.

New York Headquarters : G. R. BIDWELL, 4 East 60th St., N. Y.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

10 Milk Street, Boston*
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Racing Suits and Tigiits

!

Largest and most complete assortment ever shown. Ready made and made to order. Send two-cent stamp for

32-page illustrated catalogue.

These Filters are one of the most necessary

articles comprising a bicycle or camping; outfit

as they perfectly filter the most impure water,

also acting as a syphon. They are made of a

porous stone, attached to which is a flexible

rubber tube and mouthpiece. Sent to any ad-

dress on receipt of price, 25c, and two-cent

postage stamp.

Bicycle Suits

ready made and

to order.

Imported

CYCLISTS'

Suits.

Importer and MarLTzfact-u-rer-,
128 and 130 Fulton Street and 87 Nassau Street, New York.

Factory: 627, 629, 63 1, and 633 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn.

HE cycle;
An imported bicycle suit, said by experienced

wheelmen to be better adapted to road riding

than any suit hitherto offered. It consists of a.

very pretty jacket and pants, woven in worsted

(fitting close to the form) in three colors : seal

brown, navy blue, and gray. Price $12.

SMMBfc

WHEEL SONGS.

Poems of Bicyclin
BY S. CONANT FOSTER.

The Most Sumptuous Book Devoted to the

Wheel yet Published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.

An Elegant Quarto Volume of Eighty Pages.

Bound in Blue Silk Cloth, with Side

Stamp in Gilt and Silver.

Price $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.

ADDRESS,

The Cycling Publishing Co.

,

21 PARK ROW,
Box 444f

New York.

New and second hand in great-
est variety of styles and prices.

H. B. HART,
No. 811 Arch, Street,

Philadelphia, I»a.

Selling Agent for The Pope Mfg. Co., Stoddard,
Lovering & Co., The Cunningham Co., Gormully &
Jeffrey, and The Western Toy Co.

ALL THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lists.

ZEE. IB- H^-IRT-
A fine assortment of Sundries always on hand.

Bicycle and Tricycles
on easy terms. Send for plan to

G. B. BIDWMLB,
DEALEE I2ST BICYCLES,

4 East 60th St., New York.

Duryea Saddle & Spring.

Patented, February 19, 1884

Used by Hendee, Prince, Sellers, Howell, Woodside,
Corey, Landy, Jenkins, of Louisville, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates, also Miles, Armainde and Sylvester,

and all the flyers. Can be used also on Star bicycles.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.) Is

Low. Neat, Comfortable, Adjustable, and Cheap.

Why Suffer on the Road any Longer? Try it once
and You will Use no other; it Makes Eoad Riding
a Luxury. Prices ; Japanned, $3.00; Nickeled,
$3.75. Special Terms to Dealers.

ZLST- ST- TOT OO.
Richard Garvey, Manager,

697 Broadway, New Ytu-lc.

Seed postal for list of new aad second hand Machines.

T H
Adjustable Long Distance Saddle,

Spring Frame ; Perfect Adjustment
;
Completely absorbs all vibration

;
Light, Strong,

Elastic, Easy; Weight only 18 ounces
;
Adapted to the Star, weight 19 ounces ; Send

for Circular ; Mention this paper ; Price $4.00 ; Liberal Discount to the Trade.

BULL & HAYNES,
Importers of and Dealers in

Bicycles, Tricycles* Parts and Sundries,
587 and 589 Main Street, Buffalo, X. T.

WHAT AND WHY.
A 72-page pamphlet of value to all wheel-

men, young and old.

COMMON QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
WHAT TO SELECT.

THE L. A. W.
DRESS AND CONVENIENCES.

WORDS TO THE WISE.

T. Hunt Sterry,

Cor, Orange and Fulton Sts., Brooklyn, N.Y.

R

By Charles E. Pratt.

Buy it Read it ! !

Price Ten Cents.

FOR SALE BY

The Cycling Publishing Co.,

21 PARK ROW,
Box 441 NEW YORK.

Remit in two-cent stamps,

(Within two blocks of the Bridge),

ESPECTF ULLY announces that he has
every facility for the repair of

BICYCLES.
NicMing, Enamelling and Painting.

Full line of sundries of our own manufacture.
Largest stock of second-hand machines in the Unitto
States.
Send three cent stamp for list. Machines bough

and sold on commission.

STORE YOUR BICYOLES,
$3.00 Per Month.

Always clean and ready for riding direct from door

to entrance of Prospect Park,
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BALTIMORE.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
ft PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flai-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rirn forms a Avheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles ; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."

The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every
machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

II. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithville, Burlington Co., M. J. _

MACHINES STORED,

DEALER IN BICYCLES &TRICYCLE8,
435 FlatMsMve., cor. Park Place, Brooklyn, N. I, (near entrance to Prospect Park),!

Machines Sold. Repairing in all Branches a Specialty.

NICKELING, EI^AIVIELING AMD PAINTING.
BROOKLYN AGENT FOR ALL OF STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.'S MACHINES, THE RUDGE

THE BRITISH CHALLENGE & COVENTRY ROTARY & CONVERTIBLE TRICYCLES.

Will
Whose debility, exhausted
powers, premature decay
and failure to perform life's
duties properly are caused by
excesses, errors of youth, etc.,
will find a perfect and lasting
restoration to robust health
and vifforons manhood in
THE SViARSTON BOLUS.

!iNeither stomach drugging nor
instruments. This treatment of
Kervons Debility and
FhyslcjalUecayisuniformly

successful because based on perfect diagnosis,
new and direct methods and absolute thor-
oughness. Full information and Treatise free.
Address Consulting Physician of

MARSTON REMEDYC0.,46W.14thSt., New York.

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE L. A.W.

Are You Insured Against Accident ?

1

All Desirable Forms of Accident Insurance can be obtained of the

FIDELITY A2TD CAS JALTY COMPANY.
E. E. CLAPP, Manager Accident Department,

NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, AND PENNSYLVANIA.

OFFICE, 149 BROADWAY, New York

New York, Jan. 7, '84.

I was persuaded to take out an

Accident Policy last August, in

the Fidelity and Casualty Com-
pany, of New York, for $5,000 in

case of death, and $25.00 per

week if injured. About the

middle of October, you will recol-

lect, I was thrown from my
bicycle, and sustained an injury.
I have just recovered from this,

and last Friday filed a claim for
eleven weeks' indemnity. The
company promptly paid the
amount ($275.00), and I cannot
but publicly praise their business
methods. To the many wheel-
men who are dependent upon
their salaries for support, I un-
hesitatingly say : Insure in the
Fidelity and Casualty Company.
The cost is very little, and, in

event of injury, you will find the
indemnity very handy to have.

FRED JENKINS,
Editor of The Wheel.

•New York, Nov. 17, '83.

This company issues accidental
policies of insurance against any
bodily injury and loss of life in-
duced by accidental means,
whether it happen while travel-
ing on your bicycle, or in any
of the lawful and usual avoca-
tions of life.

I am carrying a policy of in-

surance in this company, and I

highly recommend it to your con-
sideration.
You are journeying more or less

over the country on your bicycle,
and if unfortunately you ''make
a header, and down you go," and
are disabled to the extent of SIX
MONTHS, you can depend upon
receiving your full indemnity for
that length of time.

The strong Board of Directors
will convince you that it is in the
hands of reliable men.

Yours very truly,

N. MALON BECKWITH,
PresH L. A.W

Designed and Compiled

For Collection of Autographs.

It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and
black markings.

It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three hundred selections from the poets in regard

to the wheel.
Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs

of Cycling friends.
Three hundred En ravings, illustrating each quota-

tion.

Price One Dollar, Postpaid.

WILL C. MARVIN, Ovid, Midi.
Sole Agont for the United States & Canada.

17 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK,
AGENT FOR THE

Tiie "American Club" and "(M" Bicycles,

The "Cheylesmore," "Imperial" and "Club Sociable" Tricycles,
Manufactured by Coventry Machinist Co.,

The "American Sanspareil" Roadster,
Manufactured by Wm. Andrews, Birmingham, England,

And The "Royal Mail" Light Roadster and Tricycle.

A FULL LIKE OF BICYCLE HELMETS, SHOES, AND ENGLISH SUNDRIES.

REPAXES A SPECIALTY. Catalogues Furnished on Application.

Q-"U-XLS «.:o.cL Spo:rtirLg G-oods-

E« Is HORSLvl.

80 & 82 William St., N. Y.

Sole Agent, for City and Vicinity, of the

American STAR Bicycles.

The COLUMBIAS, HARVARD, and a full line
of Boys' Bicycles always in stock.

American and English Sundries.
Repairing, Nickel Plating, and Painting.

Second-hand Bicycles Bought and Sold.
Send for Catalogue.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Missouri Wheel Company, Geo. C. Oeters, Pres't,

Louis Lueders, Sec'y and Trcas., agency of the
Standard and Expert Columbia, Harvard, Yale, Cor-
nell, Star, Rudge, Challenge, Facile, and all high-class
imported Bicycles

;
also for the Victor, National,

Rudge, Premier, Salvo, Apollo, Coventry and Co-
ventry Convertible Tricycles, and of the Duryea
Saddle, and Peerless Automatic bell. Repairing with
promptness at moderate prices, A full assortment of
wheel sundries in stock. Everything at, or below, New
York and Boston figures. Send for circular of new
and second hand wheels. 210 and 212 N. 12th street.

QT. LOUIS WHEEL CO., C. E. Stone, Manager
O 1121 Olive street. Agents for Pope Mfg. Co.'s
Columbia Bicycles and Tricycles, Expert, Standard,
and Racer ; for Sanspareil, American Club, and Im-
perial Tricycles. Repairing, nickeling, and enameling
promptly done. Dealers in second-hand wheels.
Send for printed list.

FREEHo^TRIAL.
HANOVER'S SPECIFIC. An unfailing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility and Weakness, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, Nervous Prostration, Hysteria,
or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, overwork,
abuses of Alcohol, Tobacco, &c. (Over forty thousand
positive cures.)

KB^Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. Ad-
dress HANOVER REMEDY CO.,

Lock Box 584. Chicago, 111.

WILLIAM G. SCRIBNER,
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles and Accessories.

Sole agent for Washington, D. C, of The Pops
M'f'g Co., Stoddard, Lovering & Co., The Cunning-
ham Co., Sam'l T. Clark & Co., the Overman Wheel
Co., The Facile.
Riding School attached. Visitors always welcome.

1108-1116 E. Street, N. W.,

Washington, *\



s THE WHEEL.
DDRYEA STAR SADDLE.

PAT. Feb. 19, 84.

The Duryea Star Saddles, are now ready for the
market, and can be obtained without delay.

Price : japanned, $3 ;
nickeled, $3.75. Address

2ST. IT. TOST CO-,
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

Richard Garvey, Manager,
697 Broadway, New York.

WANTED.
Volume ONE of The Wheel; bound or

unbound. Address, with price,

JOHN C. GULICK,
No. 191 Broadway, New York.

Wheelmen's Portable Outfits.

THE PHIBUS CAMERA.

The lightest, most compact, and
cheapest. Folds up in space of 2*4
inches. Plate Holders, Darlot Lens,
Telescope Tripod, Canvas Case for
Camera and Tripod. Price $18.00.
All makes of Cameras, outfits, and
supplies.

E. B. HUTCHINSON,
51 Nassau Street.

13?"" Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent upon
application

.

Boom 1.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
NEWARK, N. J.

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES,
Lamps, Carriers; Star Cyclometer, Bags, Saddles

and Bicycle Parts for both CRANK & STAR.

DIFFICULT REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.

A. SCHOENINGBK, President.

495 to 503 N.Wells st.

CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

OTTO BICYCLES
For Boys and Youths.

Keep also a full assortment

Boys' Three-Wheeled Velocipedes

AND

Petit Tricycles,
IN ALL SIZES AND GRADES.

For Sale by all Dealers and Toy Houses,

Illustrated Catalogue furnished on application

New York Branch, 47 Murray St., N. Y.

R. L. COLEMAN, Manager.

COLUMBIA
BIC YCLES and TRIC YCLES.

STANCH AND RELIABLE ROADSTERS.

In 1883 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads ; and they

covered in all 7,773-47 miles—an average of

in. 5 miles in the day, each, We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Columbias, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias; and

further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

Columbias, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
After long and careful experiments with five different speed and power tricycle attachments in

different forms, we have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient

numbers to supply it on our new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction; is applied to the crank-shaft /

is operated by a handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle

;

is certain and effective in its operation ; reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill

climbing about one third, and is made of the finest material and with the finest workmanship, and
so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by its use.

Price of" Columbia Tricycle,

"With. Power G-ear,

S160.
180.

The Columbia Power-gear will be applied to any Columbia Tricycle at our factory, at Hartford, Conn., for $25.

SEND STAMP FOB ILLUSTRATED (36-PAGE) CATALOGUE.

Tlxe Pope UVUzfg-. Go.
Principal Office, 597 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

BRANCH HOUSE, 12 WARRE1T STREET, NEW YORK

G. R. BIDWELL,
4 East eo-blx Street, 2sTe~w- "STcorlfc,

COLUMBIA BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, PARTS,
AND WHEEL GOODS OF ALL DESCRIPTION.

New York Headquarters for the "Rudge Bicycle" and "Duryea Saddle."

Riding Hall on premises, purchasers taught Free. Open Evenings. Storage, with Locker, if desired

The most complete Repair Shop in the city. Nickel Plaiting a specialty.

MANVFACTVIIER OF THE PERFECTION BICYCLE ALARM.
' SEilSTID FOE CIEOULARS.
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A correspondent writes to ask my opinion
if it would be proper for him to take a gen-
tleman's wife riding on a sociable, while the
husband accompanies them on a bicycle.
This is an easy one. Under the above cir-

cumstances it seems to me that there would
be no danger of anything but proper
riding.

I don't believe there is in all the country
so well satisfied a man as Pitman. Con-
demned by his friends to be laid upon the
shelf as a specimen of an old veteran, he has
quietly labored and trained, as few would do
under these adverse circumstances, and to-
day comes forward as a tricyclist of whom
his friends and club mates may well be proud
of. Winner of the N. Y. State champion-
ship, winner of the ioo-mile Boston Club
tricycle race and record medal, his cup of
glory only overflowed when he tode his old
antagonist Burnham off his feet and left him
by the roadside " sick."

From recent accounts it appears that Sel-
lers had aspirations to pugilistic honors as
well as racing ones, but that they were
speedily dispelled in three rqundsby his con-
frere, Mr. Howell.

It's rather a "back number" now to re-
cord my treatment whilst in New Haven,
but this is the first opportunity since the
event, and good deeds should not be allow-
ed to go unacknowledged. It's an old story
that any cyclist who has ever been there can
duplicate. Royal hospitality from the best
of fellows, to be ever marked in the roadway
of the pleasant past with white stone, on
which is deeply graven N. H. B. C.

While tricycling among the fair sex does
not yet reach that point of numerical
strength that I would like to see, yet I am
constantly reminded that it has come to stay,
and, like Banquo's ghost, " will not down."
Miss Anna Babetta Huss, the fair Secretary
of the Ladies' Tricycle Club of this city, hav-
ing exhausted the field of glory here, has
sought pastures new and green in European
cycling paradises. At last accounts she had
reached Germany on her trip round the
world on a tricycle. She is accompanied by
her mother and father on a sociable, and has
been the recipient of many press and public
encomiums for her excellent riding form.
With such a Secretary for an example, her
club should to the fore and carry the gospel
of wheeldom to their sisters until the fair
fairies will everywhere welcome the cyclist
wherever roads and riders meet.

I understand that Gen. Viele, the Presi-
dent of the Park Board, is to run for Con-
gress. While no one will deny his perfect
fitness for such a position, a hint to him from
myself as to how he can secure many votes
that will otherwise be cast and controlled
against him may not be valueless. There
are in his district possibly some three hundred
voters whoare tricyclists; while not all voters

themselves, they can control with their own
franchises about five hundred votes. It rests
with him whether these go for or against
him. Let him show a little more justice to
these—say, admit tricycles to the drive and
to the Park, under the same restrictions as
the two-wheelers, widen the wedge a little by-

giving them more timely hours for enjoying
the Park, and I will pledge him each 'and
every one of these votes when their owners
appear at the polls. That we are a political
factor can not be gainsaid, and I shall do all
in my power to prove it in the present
case.

It is not true that Belva Lockwood has
challenged Grover Cleveland to a tricycle
race, the loser to renounce all claims to the
Presidential chair in favor of the winner of
the event. While both are devoted three-
wheel riders, yet I am afraid that Cleveland
would hardly have time to train down to rac-
ing weight in readiness for the event, while
the fair Belva is already a feather weight.

The most exciting contest I have ever
witnessed was the one waged at the New
Haven meet between Leland Howard, of the
Capital Club, and Egan.of the Ixions.in their
match race on raising a full beard for the
coming winter. At last accounts it was a'

close 'shave jvith only a hair's breadth be-
tween the two.

While speaking of the Capital Club, it

brings to mind a proposed trip of theirs that
is fully in keeping with their fame of able
management in all things undertaken. They
have under consideration a proposition to
secure a special Pullman and baggage car,
fill the former with wheelmen and the latter
with their wheels and baggage, and then on
to the World's Exhibition at New Orleans,
where the cars will be sidetracked and used
as a hotel during their stay there. It is

thought the whole cost to each participant
will be about $35 for the round trip, exclusive
of meals and extras. If they will only, with
their usual generosity, open the doors to
some of us outsiders, we will be but too glad
Lo travel in so good a company at so small a
cost, as it will be one of the few instances in
cycling where a good thing will be had for a
cheap figure. Make it in January or Febru-
ary, my dear Caps, and let us in, won't
you ?

THE CENTURY ROAD RACE.
The second annual 100-mile road race of

the Boston Bicycle Club occurred yesterday,
and, like most everything in which the
club is interested proved a complete success.

The time of the winner is better and the

number of contestants greater than last year.

The number of headers and other accidents
was about the same, none proving of seri-

ous consequence, although one of the riders

was forced to retire on account of a fall.

The weather and wind were about the same
as last year. Yesterday the riders had the

wind at their sides for nearly all the distance,

both on the outward and inward runs. The
roads were in excellent conditions for the

bicycles, but, on account of ruts, were not so

so good for the tricyclists. The Boston Club

is the only club in the country that has suc-
cessfully conducted a 100-mile road race.
The starting hour was 6.30, and a few

minutes before that time the men were called
out in front of the hotel. There seemed to
be some negligence in the matter of the start,
as Pitman and one or two others claim that
they did not hear the word given, as they
were in the hotel, and that the other riders
had gained several minutes before they finally
got under way. J. S. Dean acted as starter.
The men sent off were : Bicyclists, George
Webber, Smithville, N. J.; C. J. Dettling,
Milford; L. A. Peabody, Marblehead

; J. W.'
Vivian, Charlestown; B. T. Harrington, Sa-
lem

;
D. T. Fales, J. E. Wood, Beverly;

Theodore Rothe, Boston
; H. E. Lombard,

Cambridge; J. J. Murphy. Tricyclists: W.R.
Pitman, New York; E. B. Dudley, Beverly

;

E. P. Burnham, Newton
; G. W. Wood,

Beverly.

The first five named riders set out to the
front at once, and soon left the others out of
sight. The others straggled along at various
intervals behind, Murphy and the tricyclists
bringing up the rear. About a mile from the
start Pitman caught up with the rear men,
and keeping up a good pace soon passed
thresof them, and came up close to Burn-
ham, who had a good lead on the other tri-

cyclists. The first point where the men
were checked was at Dey street, Cambridge.
Here as each rider passed he gave a check to
Freelon Morris, who marked upon it the
time. From the start to Dey street is about
twelve miles. The five leaders reached
there at 7.31, or in about seven minutes bet-
ter than last season. The men passed Dey
street as follows : Webber, Dettling, Peabedy,
Vivian, Harrington, 7.31 ;

Fales, 7.34; J. E.'

Wood and Rothe, 7.26^; Lombard, 7.40 ;

Pitman, 7.43; Murphy, 7.50; Dudley, 7.50^;
G. W. Wood. 8.05. Burnham did not pass
the checker, but rode down another street.
Keeping up a steady pace, the men rode

without accident to Medford, when Vivian,
who had set the pace for a good portion of
the distance, took a header and badly bruised
one of his legs. He, however, remounted
and continued on to "Black Ann's Corner,"
distant about two miles from Maiden, where
he took another header, which was so severe
that he was forced to retire from the race.
The leaders still continued at a lively gait,

passing through Lynn, where they were
checked by Abbott Bassett, to' Salem, where
E. W. Hodgkins took their checks. At
Beverly, J. B. Wood checked the time as fol-
lows : Harrington, Peabody and Webber.
9.o8. J. E. Wood 9.15; Dettling, g,iS; Rothe,
9.20 ;

Murphy, 9.40 ;
Fales, 9.40 ;

Burnham,
10.10; Dudley, 10. 10; and G.W.Wood, 10.50.
The latter exchanged his machine for a smaller
one, more fitted to his use, but he was by
this time so far behind as to be practically
out of the race.

As will be seen, the leaders had kept up at
a fourteen-mile gait from the start, which
pace was altogether too fast for the first part
of so long a race, and before the turning
point was reached a number were complete-
ly tired out. The route was now through
Wenham, Hamilton, and Ipswich to a point
four and a half miles beyond Rowley, which
was the turning point. Captain L. R. Har-
rison checked the men and took their time
here. Peabody and Webber arrived at 11
o'clock; J. E. Wood and Rothe, at it. 07 ;

Dettling and Fales, at 11. 18 ; Pitman at 12.-

13 >£; Lombard at 12.41, and G. W. Wood at

1.27. The latter two and all who came
after were, of course, out of the race, but Pit-
man was ahead of time, for his record med-
al. Returning to Rowley, most of the riders
stopped for lunch.
Among the riders who did not reach the

turning point were Burnham and Dudley,
both of whom gave it up at Beverly, as
they were not feeling well, Harrington re-
tired at Ipswich.
When Webber left Rowley on the return

he was feeling in splendid condition, and',
starting out by himself, set such a lively pace
that at Beverly he had a dear lead of 45
minutes. Wood was second man. A local
rider helped Webber along from here for a
few miles, where he was met by other riders
and hurried to Boston, where he finished
first, 20 minutes ahead of J . E. Wood, who
took second place. The latter rode at a very
fast pace during the last part of the race,
from Rowley to Boston, gaining 25 minutes
on Webber. Most of the others had "run-
ners in " from Lynn to the finish. At Har-
vard square the time was checked by Mr.
Morris, as follows : Wood, 3.44; Fales and
Rothe, 3.56; Dettling, 5.09; Pitman, 5.30^.
Webber's time was not taken, but he was
probably about 25 minutes ahead of Wood.
What had become of the other riders could
not be ascertained, as up to a late hour last
night they had not reported at the club
house.

As the time drew near when the riders
were expected to finish; the scene in front of
the Boston Club house, 87 Boylston street,
was a lively one, and speculations were rife
as to the positions in which the men would
finish. At 3.50 WT

ebber came in and was
enthusiastically received. A little more than
twenty minutes later J. E. Wood finished •

Rothe at 4.25.^, Fales at 4-59^, Dettling at
6, and Pitman at 6.02. After the three
leaders had finished, the chief interest cen-
tred in the arrival of Pitman, the tricyclist.
It was known that he was ahead of time in
the first half of the race, and it was hoped
that he would finish inside of the eleven and
a half hours necessary to secure a time raedal.
At 6 o'clock nothing had been heard from
him, but two minutes later a trycicler and
bicycler rushed down the street,, and stopped
in front of the club house. Pitman proved
to be one of the riders, and he was quickly
lifted from his machine and carried into the
house by his admiring friends. He ap-
peared little exhausted by his efforts, and in
a few minutes was as fresh as ever.

'

In con-
sideration of his starting late he was awarded
the time medal, the judges deciding that the
delay occupied more than two minutes. Pit-
man's performance is altogether the best on
record in this country. He used a 48-inch
geared Columbia tricycle. Webber, the win-
ner of the race, rode a Star bicycle. The
winner receives a gold medal, the second
man a silver medal, and the bicyclists who
finished inside of ten hours a silver time
medal, as well as the bicyclers who finished
within eleven and one-half hours. The sum-
mary of the race is as follows

:

vt Time.
Name. Bicyclers. h. m s

George Webber
g 20

'

00
J. E. Wood

g 4I 30
Theodore Rothe Q rt ,n
D T Falesu. i . r aies 1D 2q jo
C. J. Dettling IX o 0 0Q

Tricycler.
W. R. Pitman . XI 3Q 0o



2 THE WHEEL..
DOWN THE HUDSON.

Till one has actually experienced a pleas-

ure, he can form but little estimate of it. If

the wheelman who simpty spins around the

neighborhood of his home, or uses his wheel
for mere practical purposes, receives joy
therefrom, how much more happiness must
there be to those who spend weeks, yes,

whole months, touring through scenes which
the bicycle can bring to view ; over moun-
tains, beside singing brooks, now lingering

at some wayside inn, at night dreaming and
longing for the morrow. No ! These are

not simply fancies, but realities. On the

New York and Troy steamer, Aug. 3, two
merry, light hearted cyclists were wending
their way toward the northern terminus of

navigation. What is more charming than a
sail by moonlight on waters of such a grand
river as the Hudson ? Gradually the lights

of New York grow dim and disappear. The
eye now no longer speaks of hidden beauties

to the soul, but mind seems to wake to re-

produce the picture which it now alone be-

holds, and to explain what it all means. You
think of a world left behind, just beyond that

darkness, where happiness and misery exist

in every form, of theatres crowded, business

ever stirring, of hunger and death. But sud-

denly you are aroused from revery as a train

rushes by, or a vessel heaves in sight with

her swinging lanterns of green and red, and
now and then the lights of some village come
dancing far out upon the water. When we
came on deck next morning, the steamer was
just making fast to the wharf at Troy. After

a hearty breakfast, we boarded the train for

M , where in the evening all plans Were
matured, and machines given an extra rub

for the occasion. Aug* 5. When morning
dawned the roads were very muddy, but Old
Sol was hard at work making them fit for rid-

ing. By 10 A. M. we were underway, in

spite of mud and friendly warnings, and soon
ran irito Troy, where we board the Albany
boat. On our arrival at the capital city,

having found a place to store our machines,
we marched off to a restaurant, which we im-
mediately took by storm, fortified with im-
mense appetites and determinations to de-

stroy everything eatable we could lay hold of.

Mounting again at 2.20 p. M. > we crossed the

river into Greenbush, where we struck the

double tracks of the H. R. R. R., following-

it thirty miles to Hudson City. The riding

was good all the way, and a gait of ten miles

per hour easy. There is but little danger
from trains, as they can be heard while far

distant
;
yet caution must be exercised in

crossing bridges. The scenery along the

river is grand and constantly changing ; on
the west side of the river the hills are very
high, beautiful foliage covers their sides;

sometimes a little cottage or hotel is spied,

nestling on some good lookout far up the

mountain
;
villages are scattered on either

shore ' the river, fair mistress of all, is alive

with all kinds of craft, moving in every direc-

tion. Reaching Hudson City about 8 P. M.

,

we went to the first hotel in sight. After a
good bath and a general putting into shape,

we vanquished the best meal we had on the

trip. Distance covered during the day, forty-

two miles. Aug. 6. Last night the boys
must have had some unpleasant feelings, as

I heard muffled voices and saw a light mov-
ing about the halls. This morning, mount-
ing about 9 A. m., we continued wheeling
between the tracks till the riding became
so poor that we gladly took to the old stage

road at Germantown ; we would have saved
time if we had left Hudson by this road,

which continues to grow better as you ap-

proach Poughkeepsie. Two coasts added
their charms to the morning's sport. The
more exciting one being near Hyde Park,
where the road is as smooth as a floor, and
descends nearly a quarter of a mile. Swing-
ing our legs over the handles and gathering
ourselves firmly, we started ; first slowly,

but gradually increasing our speed, till we
seemed to Lfairly fly

;
leaping thank-you-

ma'ms, dashing by carriages, rounding a
corner that made us quake, narrowly escap-

ing a flock of startled sheep, rushing onward
with ever increasing velocity. Who can
describe the wild pleasure of such a dash,

such a combination of delightful motion and
risk ? The scenery of to-day surpasses even
that of yesterday. From every hilltop nature

unfolds itself in new beauty. As each new
scene bursts forth, it reminds one of the

rainbow ever chased, yet ever receding. As
far as the eye can pierce the distance, valley

and hill seem decorated for some giand oc-

casion ;
forests, farms, villages, all mingle

in a beautiful picture, and in the midst of

them all the Hudson winds its ever onward
course. We reached Poughkeepsie early in

the afternoon, where we stopped. Distance,

forty-five miles, While descending the hill

to the boat landing, _our dear friend Erse
gently murmured: " I pawed thru air, I

sawed thru air, an' sawed miself a lot."

We took the steamer "Baldwin" here for

Cornwall. Now if there is anything in this

universe more disagreeable than to have
attention centre on one, lam ignorant there-

of. Though in a crowd of passengers, we
did not escape the glances of the stewardess,

who seemed much amused over something.'

Presently her ebony lips gave vent to her

pent-up emotions ; but why repeat the

pull-down-your-pants and plucked-'em-early

phraseology of those who continually make
stale jokes, because of a cyclist's apparel.

Landing about 11.30 p. m., we inquired the

way to the Elmir House. Now C is

situated in the midst of hills, which are the

darkest things I have ever met. Pushing
our wheels before us wheelbarrow fashion,

we commenced the ascent. About half way
up the road winds around into deep woods,
where it was so dark we could with difficulty

keep its course. Situated right here is a
large house, in appearances a hotel. I do
not think we'should have seen it or known
of its existence, were it not for a light dimly
shining through a window. Surveying it for

a few minutes in silence, we decided to make
known our presence

;
accordingly, drawing

lots ' to see who should' be the fated one I

was elected. Mounting the stairs softly, I

approached the window where the light was
seen. It was open from the bottom so I

stuck my head in to take a survey. Is there

anything so startling to a young fellow as to

behold a vision before him, robed in dazzling
white ! Did spirits from the other world in-

habit this region ! (Frozen to the spot, I did
not stir, scarce breathed, while the blood in

my veins stayed its course.) A tiny scream
brought me to myr senses, then I did get three

stairs at each leap right into the arms of my
comrades, who, more startled even than I,

did not seek an explanation. But enough
of one adventure for one evening. Aug. 7.

The day was very pleasantly spent in riding

around the village, and through " Idle Wild,'

a lovely spot just on the border of the river,

whence is a fine view of the Hudson, as it

winds in here and there among the many
hills, with its long serpentine appearance.
To the south, not far distant, lies Storm
King, and a few miles up the river is seen
that old historic town, Newburgh. Dancing
and strolling through the park, with pleasant

company, completed the day's programme.
Aug. 8 A very pleasant ride to Newburgh,
and an exceedingly length}'' one back, occu-

pied the morning. In returning we took the

wrong road, thus riding ten miles out of our
course

;
however, everything tended to our

enjoyment: we saw one of those " peculiar

cats," desperately struggling with four dogs ;

we scared horses and took headers, and to

clap the climax it began to rain. As it

cleared off after dinner we took the steam
launch " Cadet," for West Point, spending a

pleasant afternoon. We were back in the

evening in time for a late supper, and a nice

time waltzing and promenading. Aug. 10.

—

We were nearly frozen stiff this morning in

our light suits. While the folks were at

church during the morning, we naughty boys
rode around the Boulevard to thaw out.

After dinner a party of us climbed up to the

summit of Storm King ; what a climb, up
the worst way possible ; so steep at times

we could hardly- help our lady friends along
;

over fallen trees and big boulders ; now rest-

ing and laughing ; now waiting for others to

come up, and at last' reaching the top.

Well were we paid for our toils by the view
"that opened like a panorama before our
eager vision. "Nature seemed to have out-

done itself. Around us were two worlds, the

one far below of toil and business, the other

ol quiet and splendor. What a beautiful pic-

ture they formed to the mind as well as to

the eye. It was on this mountain that Wash-
ington caused one of the largest illuminations

ever known, as a sign of peace. We were
all silent at first with the thought of what had
been here, and that which still remained,

but young hearts are never known to be long
absorbed in silent thought or things, and
soon the old hill and woods rang with
many a merry shout. Some rambled around,
sometimes rolling musty rocks down the

declivities, laughing and joking with the one
another, while others read. Numerous
steamers passed by far below us, and there

we could watch their course long after they

were buried behind distant hills, by the
smoke from the furnaces. But their is an
end to everything, good or bad, and as it

had grown late, we joined in a hearty song,
and hastened home. Aug. nth.—This was
the morning of our departure

; we were loath

to leave behind us so much that had made
us happy, and would always be so dear in

our memory
;
yet it must be ; so bidding all

farewell, and especially "those little dears,"
we rolled off to Newburg. Here we visited

Washington's headquarters. The appear-
ance of the building strikes one immediately
as belonging to anether age ; its roof is low
and very slanting. As you enter, the walls,

stairway, fireplace, all speak of a time long
past. We registered, as is the custom, and
in the short time we had before the arrival of

the steamer, examined the many interesting

relics, too numerous to mention or describe.
* * * We will now bid you farewell in

the dining saloon of the steame'r "Vibbard,"
bound for Albany.

Geo. P. MacoGwan.

CINCINNATI LETTER.

Editor of The Wheel: Your readers need
not expect from this locality accounts of race
and record breaking meets, as seems to be
the plan adopted by our brother wheelmen
in the East. The wheelmen here have not
distinguished themselves for record break-
ing, but many of them have made quite a
number of century runs. We may say with-
out hesitation that the club runs of the Cin-
cinnati Bicycle Club are, however, without
exception, the most enjoyable meets held in

southern Ohio.
A club run was taken on the 7th. Five

members left club headquarters for Miami-
town, a distance of fourteen miles, at 6.45
A.M., and five at 7.30 a.m. The first ship-

ment arrived at their destination, after stop-

ping at all the wells and places where ginger
ale could be got, at 10 a.m. The second did

like the first. Mr. Landy accompanied the
latter on his tricycle, this being the first at-

tempt at tricycling of any extent in this

vicinity. The weather was very hot, the
thermometer indicating 98 degrees in the

shade. On arrival the boys made for the
Big Miami River, where one and all sported
in the water until the dinner bell reminded
them that they could do justice to a good
dinner. Cappy claimed it to be better

than that set at the Arlington Hotel, in

Washington, and nobody disputed his word.
Upon arriving at the house the boys were
agreeably surprised on seeing New. L. Pier-

son and his estimable wife. The run was
enjoyed by all. The boys arrived at head-
quarters in time to attend church in the
evening.

A run was called for Sept. 14, 1884, at 6

A. M. , when twenty members appeared in

line, a two-seated buggy with four other
prominent members, and also a tricycle

under the guidance of J. F. Landy was ready
for the familiar sound of the bugler's notes
to mount and wheel to Venice, a distance of

sixteen miles from headquarters, over a very
rolling country, several of the hills being
over one mile and a half in length ; but with
all the up grades the route proved to suit

every one. After riding half an hour in a
body they were overtaken by Mr. Hensel-
rnan, ex-Captain of the Washington Bicycle
Club, and Mr. Aiken, of the College Hill

Club. Upon arriving at the springs, which
is but a short distance from Venice, the boys
were agreeably surprised at seeing Mr.Wake-
field, of Harrison, awaiting their arrival.

Shortly after dismounting the buggy hove
in sight and three cheers, were given to the

occupants. They then handed out the lunch
and ginger ale in the most approved free-

lunch style imaginable—with a help your-
selves. After satisfying the inner man, H,
N. Kitchell produced his photographing im-
plements and requested all the wheelmen to

take a seat around the spring, on the hill-

side. He then took an instantaneous pic-

ture of twenty wheelmen climbing a hill.

After this funny part of the programme was
over, the boys amused themselves by shoot-

ing at the empty ginger-ale bottles with a
Remington target rifle. Sandy Livingston
then amused the company with some of his

wonderful shots in the air, the boys throw-
ing up twenty- five bottles, and not a single

one did he miss. They then adjourned to

the Big Miami River for a swim, where Burt
came in handy again by taking a photograph
of the swimmers in the water, and also one
in the act of their dressing. The one taken

of Cappy sitting on the rock laughing at the

rest, he not supposing he was in the darned
thing's focus, with his bald head covered
with wrinkles, is very realistic. After the
swim the boys made a bee-line for Venice
for their dinner. Just before leaving on
their return trip, the last plate Burt had was
given to taking them as they appeared in the
woods. The homeward trip was as much
enjoyed as the outward.
The election of officers of the Cincinnati

Club for the ensuing year will be held at
their headquarters, Monday evening, Octo-
ber 6th, 1884.
The Wanderer's Camp-meeting did not

materialize as they expected it would. They
have made arrangements to have a grand
race meeting in the near future, either on
Chester Park or Carthage Fair Grounds.
The Brightons are very quiet of late, as

they do not want to let the other clubs know
what they are doing. Their intention, it is

said, is to surprise the older clubs in the
spring.

Sam Livingston says he would not miss
such another trip if he had to charter an en-
tire railroad train.

Cappy's bald pate resembled a sandwich
after Waters had greased it, as did also the
latter's face.

Sandy's backward shots without the aid of
a looking-glass, were wonderful.
Mr. Henselman had his top-knot taken in

the water.

H. N. Kitchell was kept busy, but prob-
ably enjoyed it as much as the rest, if he
was unable to get a picture of himself.
John Hodge has a mania for billiard cues

and broomsticks, John having now collected
quite a number from different parts of the
country, which he keeps labeled.

The wrestling match between J. G. Kit-
chell and Waters proved an easy victory for
Kitchell

; the first bout taking 2.39 ; the sec-
ond proved that he had been well trained, as
he downed his opponent in t.t.f.

Sandy could not help smiling if he tried,

although he did capture quite a number of
subscribers for Karl Kron's book.

J. F. Landy says he could take tricycle for
breakfast, dinner, and supper, and still not be
happy. Bek.

Cincinnati, Sept. 21, 1884.

A MOONLIGHT SPIN.

Editor of The Wheel ; Had all your
readers such roads as we Marylanders have
round Baltimore, with the blessing of en-
lightened park commissioners, they would
then appreciate their position as members of
a fraternity truly manly—America's wheel-
men.
Meeting a fellow biker on the Druid Lake

drive one evening last week who was unac-
quainted with some of our popular runs, I

volunteed to acquaint him with some of the
loveliest roads as seen by moonlight. We
took our course out the Pimlico road, find-

ing it in excellent condition, and stopping at

the biker's resort. Holstead's, waited some
time for others whom we expected, but find-

ing some had gone on ahead, and realizing

that valuable time was being lost, wre pushed
on to Pimlico, from thence taking Rogers
avenue to Mt. Washington. In this pictur-

esque little town we saw some young folks

enjoying the allurements of the queen of
summer entertainments—a lawn party.

Standing by our wheels outside the wicket
fence enjoying it from a distance, we failed

to realize that from the fact of our hub lamps
being lit we were conspicuous to a degree,
so quickly mounting our wheels we glided
away, midst a chorus of "ohs!" " ahs !

"

etc. One young charmer ventured, "Don't
they look like spooks !

" Pushing on over to

Lake Roland, went from there by Lake
avenue to Charles street avenue. In front
of the old country seat formerly belonging
to Gerard Reese, a view of rare magnificence
met our enraptured gaze. The entire lake
valley lay bathed in silver moonlight below
us, with the beautiful sheet of water shim-
mering " neath Luna's sweet smile." Cot-
tages dotting the lake's margin, with the
lights of Mt. Washington in the distance,
rendered it at once a scene of lovliness and
peace.

From here we had excellent roads to the
beginning of Bellona avenue, where we
shaped our course for Govanstown, en-
countering a slight cropper at one turn,
caused by our enthusiasm at the lovely
moonlit landscape.

Arriving at Govanstown, we found every-
thing closed up tight, and instead of getting
our usual ginger ale, had to content our-
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selves with a draft from the town pump.
Again mounting we were off, through Mr.
Garrett's place to Charles street avenue. We
took the "long coast " by Notre Dame, and
were soon rolling into Baltimore streets,
after what was to both the most enjoyable
run of the summer, and one long to be re-

membered by "Mil " and
Rhys.

MY EXPERIENCE.
Editor of The Wheel .• My practical expe-

rience with the wheel has been short, but it

is over fifteen years since I began to ride an
old fashioned velocipede, and when I have
not been riding, I have watched the progress
of wheeling with great interest. I am now
riding almost daily, and am quite an
enthusiast on the subject.

Previous to T870, when T was some fifteen

years old, I owned, for eighteen months, a
two wheeled, wooden velocipede which I

constantly rode. I became so expert with it

that I rode side saddle, or stood upon the
saddle and did other tricks with ease. The
affair cost me nine dollars. I hired it out
at ten cents an hour, and earned from it

more than its cost. Finally, I sold it for
four or five dollars. During the eighteen
months I used it I met with very few falls or
other mishaps, and no serious accident.

For nearly twelve years I had not touched
any machine when, in the fall of 18S0, a
friend in the Connecticut town in which I

was then located asked me to visit the bicycle
riding school just opened. I went down
with him one evening. The manager asked
me to try my hand, and helped me
on a 50-inch. To my great surprise
I found I could ride alone. After helping
me mount a 50-inch two or three times, I

mounted a 48-inch alone, then a 50-inch, and
soon a 52-inch. From the start I dismounted
alone, and always by feet over handles. I

rode in the school a few minutes daily for

about ten days, when the owner suddenly
disappeared with his machines. I was then
able to move around with some facility, but
had never been on the road.

While the school was open its patrons were
cleverly (?) swindled. The manager stated
that he had bought a new machine which
would be raffled for. My friend and I bought
three tickets between us at two dollars each.
Some sixty or seventy tickets were sold.

When the night for the raffle came, the fel-

low stated that the machine, for some un-
known reason, had not come, but, if de-
sired, he would deposit its equivalent in

money, the same to be refunded by the
winner when the machine arrived. No one
demanded this, and the drawing began. By
some chicanery A crony of the manager won.
No machine ever came. The two rogues
divided the spoils and left town.
For three years and a half I ' did not

touch a bicycle. Then, close confine-

ment in a business office having im-
paired my health, I bought one at the
urgent advice of my physician. When I

reached my suburban home on the night
of its arrival I made ready, and, after dusk,
made my first trial on the smooth macadam
road. On my second attempt I succeeded in

mounting, rode a quarter of a mile, turned
successfully, and dismounted clumsily
enough by the pedal. The next morning I

rode two miles in about twenty-five minutes,
and was pretty much exhausted. But I im-
proved so much that in four weeks I took a
run of twenty miles without getting particu-

larly tired. For four months I have ridden al-

most daily, averaging barely an hour a day
At first I was weak and timid and did not
make satisfactory progress, For two months
I seemed distinct from my steed. After that

1 began by degrees to feel more like part of

it, and consequently gained in confidence
and facility. In the first three months my
only accomplishments were back pedaling
fairly well and riding moderate distances
with one (either) hand. In the fourth month
I improved considerably in both these. I also
learned to coast with confidence and pleas-
ure, and to ride comfortably with hands off.

My average gait is eight to nine miles an
hour. I occasionally ride a mile in about
four minntes, and have spurted half a mile
in a minute and a half, but I ride for health
and pleasure, not speed, and seldom care to

rush,

I have had few accidents, only three
headers and two tumbles. Two of the head-
ers came from running into deep sand, the
third from turning suddenly on a rough spot,

and all could easily have been avoided. One
tumble came from turning on slippery

ground, the other from an attempt to stop on
beginning to descend a hill. In both cases I

was able to throw both legs over handles and
land upon my feet.

I ride a 52- inch Harvard, and find it

staunch and reliable. This is a size below my
limit, but on that very account can be the
more perfectly controlled, and perfect con-
trol means confidence, safety, and pleasure.
My health is decidedly better for my rid-

ing
;
my digestion much improved, and my

system generally toned up. I have ridden in

the saddle, have rowed in every boat from a
shell to a tub, have walked and run, played
base ball, foot ball, skated, and indulged in

nearly every outdoor sport, but I have found
nothing that approaches wheeling in har-
monious exercise of the whole body, pleas-
ant occupation, exhilaration of the nerves,
and general beneficial results. Such being
the case, I recommend it warmly, especially
to all persons of sedentary habits. P.

NEW YORK TO PHILADELPHIA.
Second Ride, Jersey City to Philadelphia.—

Left Taylor's Hotel, Jersey City Ferry, 4:15
A. m.'j Sunday, Aug. 3d; reached Marion 4:40,
Newark 5:20, Springfield 6:05, Plainfield

7:15 (breakfast delayed me until 8:45), then
reached Somerville 9:55, Hopewell 12:05
p. M. Trenton 1:45 (dinner, and first of a suc-
cession of heavy showers met here. The
latter reduced my rate from Trenton to

Philadelphia, via Burlington and Camden,
from 9^ to 7 miles per hour, -and hard work
at that). Left Trenton, in pouring rain, at

2:45 P. m. ; reached Bristol 3:55, Burlington
(by ferry) 4:15, Camden Ferry 7:15 p. m.
Total distance, 100 1-10 miles; total time, T5
hours

;
riding time, rt^ hours

;
rate, 8j^

miles per hour. Rate to Trenton (70 miles)

9.4 miles per hour, including walking through
Jersey City and Newark. . achine, 58
" Light Rudge." No wind. H. S. W.

BUSINESS AND PLEASURE
COMBINED.

Editor 0J The Wheel: One pleasant morn-
ing, not long ago, as I sat perched upon my
well-worn stool, and was vainly endeavoring
to post my books up for a month ahead,
preparatory to a two weeks' run in Ohio, a
fellow cycler invaded the privacy of my
sanctum, and without any preliminary re-

marks demanded my company for a few days'
run, the objective point to be Findlay's Lake,
nineteen miles distant. I at once com-
menced to beg off on the ground of business
before pleasure, but I soon saw he had not
come to hear excuses, and before I was
really aware of it I was astride on my 50-

inch, and in my belt hung a statement of an
account amounting to $1.50, which the firm
had against a citizen of Findlay's Lake, and
the collection of which was the reason (?) I-

had given my sire for going. The morning
was perfect for bicycling. After walking a
short but rough hill at the city limits, we
settled down into an eight-mile gait, and en-
joyed ourselves. We wheeled for a full

hour without a dismount, which brought us
to a hill towering heavenward. This we
conquered on foot, after a friendly visit to

an adjoining orchard. From the top of this

hill we had a fine coast to our half-way
house, a place called Durkeeville, consisting
of post-office and grocery, fhe former open
at the arrival of the Findlay's ocean stage,

and the latter whenever you would "call
around to the house." After refreshing
ourselves at the town pump, we sped on our
way down the hill to French Creek
Flat, meeting nothing on the way ex-
cept an unlooked-for sand hole, which
caused a graceful header for my com-
panion. We now had a straight road
for three miles as level and smooth as the
far-famed Canadian roads. This was soon
covered. A sudden turn to the left, and a
dismount for a condemned bridge left us at

another orchard which we surveyed, and,
finding the coast clear, sampled to our heart's
content, The remaining five miles were
quickly left behind, and a turn in the road
disclosed to oar' view the famous Findlay's
Ocean, a body of water about two miles long,
and from one fourth to one half mile wide,
delightfully situated and well stocked with
the finny tribe. A pleasant run along the
smooth, hard road, running by the water's
edge, brought us "to town " in time for din-

ner. After dinner a row boat and the ser-

vices of a skilled boatman were easily se-

cured, and the spot where the dreaded sea-
serpent appeared last season was visited, as
was also the island, where, stretched upon

the bank, we sunned ourselves for an hour or
more, and debated the advisability of con-
tinuing our trip to Erie, and returning on the
following day. A motion to this effect being
put before the house was carried unani-
mously, and returning to the town we turned
our horses' heads towards Lake Erie, and
started off with the assurance that we would
find it down hill all the way to North East, 10
miles distant, which, mirabile dictu, we
found to be the case, and resulted in several
hat-raising coasts. About two miles from
North East the road, descending a long hill

into the town through a densely wooded gulf,

fqrms a long coast through scenery the most
picturesque and delightful imaginable. A
spring pouring from the solid rock in-

vites us to dismount when about half-

way down, and here an incident occurred
which now as I recall it causes me to
laugh more heartily than it did at the time.
We had quenched our thirst and were about
to continue our coast when a vehicle with
three occupants put in its appearance around
a bend in the road, a short distance below.
We waited for it to pass, as we did not wish
to have our coast spoiled by a dismount.
They had scarcely gotten within speaking
distance, when one of the party, a man
perhaps 55 years of age, jumped out, and
running up to us inquired eagerly if we were
" genuine bicyclers." There was something
in his manner and the expression on his face
which plainly indicated that a terrible

struggle was going on behind the wrinkled
front, and the look of desperation in his eye
as he tried to divine our answer showed
plainly enough that the answer, if as he
wished, would form another and perhaps the
last epoch in his eventful career. Not wish-
ing to keep the old man in suspense, I re-

plied as calmly as possible that we were
genuine bicyclers. The spell was broken.
At last the time had arrived which the old
man had watched and perhaps prayed for so
long. He now saw a bicycler, a genuine
bicycler. A heavenly expression overspread
his joyful countenance as, clasping me with
both hands, he fairly shouted : "Thank the
Lord ; now I am sanctified !

" He quickly
released me and started for my companion,
who stood speechless, hardly knowing whether
to hold his ground or to mount his wheel
and fly for his life. Whichever way he de-
cided, he was soon in the old man's grasp,
and the same tender affection was displayed
over him, only with increased emotion, the
old man all the while informing us that he
was now entirely sanctified. He continued
his love making, repeating his tokens of re-

gard again and again, until through justifi-

able fear we begged him to desist, assuring
him that there was no longer a shadow of
doubt in our minds as to his sanctification.

Quite pleased to think he had impressed this

fact so thoroughly upon our minds, the old
man quieted down and proceeded to give us a
complete biography of himself, from which
we learned that his name was John Cleary,
that he came from Massachusetts, that he
had several sons, the most illustrious of

whom was Mike. Had we never heard of
Mike Cleary, the great prize fighter? Oh,,
certainly. Well, he was the proud father of

that noble boy. He had scarcely warmed
up in his praise of Mike when we informed
him that we should be obliged to proceed on
our way, as we were still several miles from
home, and assured him at some future time
we would be pleased to hear more concern-
ing his illustrious family. At parting he
brought out the mysterious black bottle and
urged us to drink to Mike's health, but being
bicyclers we were forced „to decline, and,
promising him we would think of him twice
a day, we left the old man, sanctified. The
balance of the run to North East was made
without any incident worth noting, and
after a hasty lunch we continued on
to Erie, fifteen miles distant. Being
now upon the famous Lake road, progress
was rapid and easy. The run of 15 miles
was made in an hour and fifteen minutes,
without a dismount. In fact we had no
forced dismount between Durkeeville and
Erie, a distance via North East of 34 miles.

I saw no better road on the whole Niagara
to Boston Tour than the Lake road is from
Erie to Buffalo. We reached Erie at 7 p. M.,

and after supper started out to take in the
town, but, as might have been expected, had
scarcely gotten outside of the hotel before
we heard from all sides " Canary bird

dudes." " Those fellows dress up that way
and come out to show off," and other kindred
remarks, which we endured as long as we
could, and then beat a hasty retreat to our

hotel and retired, but not to sleep, as a dance
across the street kept us awake until 2 A. m.
At 7 in the morning we started on our re-
turn and made the run of 15 miles to North
East in one hour and three minutes. From
here we encountered head winds and
rain, necessitating very slow progress, but
we reached home in time for a late dinner,
much pleased with our trip and with 90
miles more to our credit on our summer's
work. F. G. King.
Corry, Pa., Oct. 4, 1884.

CAYUGA CLUB RACES.
Editorof The Wheel: The first annual race

meeting of the Cayuga Bicycle Club of Weeds-
port, N. Y., was held at the Driving Park,
Sept. 10, and scored a success. Although
the day was intensely hot, a large crowd was
in attendance, and some exciting races were
run. Following is the summary of events
as run :

1. Half mile championship of Cayuga
county. J. R. Rheubottom, 1st time, 1.44.

2. Half mile without hands. George S.
Morley (Clyde Bi. Club), 1st time, 2.22.

3. One mile dash open. Geo. S. Morley,
1st time, 3.56.

4. Slow race. 100 yards. Ed. Leonard
(Auburn Bi. Club) winner, time 2.25.

The extreme heat and dusty track made
fast time impossible. The club will hold a
second annual meet next June, and will
make preparations for a big time.

Yours etc.,

Chas. Townsend, Sec'y.
Weedsport, N. Y., Sept. 19, 1884.

FROM THE CLUBS.

Burlington.—The Burlington (W.) Wheel
Club was organized on September 22d, 1884,
with 24 members. Its headquarters are
located at the Skating Rink, and it is enjoy-
ing a prosperous existence. The board of
officers elected are as follows : President,
Jos. Auld

;
Vice-President, W. K. Menns

;

Capt., Geo. Styles ; 1st Lieutenant, V.
Whitcomb ; 2d Lieutenant, John Storrs

;

Secretary, Chas. Palmer
;

Treasurer, Geo.
A. Pope

;
Bugier, L. X. Freman.

TORONTO CORRESPONDENCE.
Bicycling has been quite lively arouud

Toronto during the last two weeks. On the
27th of September the Toronto Bicycle Club
attended the Ottawa Bicycle Club races, and
succeeded in obtaining two out of the three
open events. Some ten members of the club
rode back to Toronto, a distance of over 200
miles, but a very disagreeable time was had
owing to a four days' spell of wet weather.
On the same date the fancy drill squad of

the Wanderers went to Hamilton to compete
for a $75 cup. The only other club entered
was the Buffalo Bicycle Club, who defeated
the Wanderers by a few points. The tourna-
ment was held in the drill shed, and the
floor was very rough, being composed of
soft clay. W. Hurst, of the Wanderers

,

however, easily defeated all comers in the
fancy riding competition, winning a $30 gold
medal.
This same squad also exhibited at Lind-

say on the 1st, and as they were the only
club entered were awarded the first prize.

They also captured first and second prizes in

three races held there.

The coming entertainment of the Wander-
ers promises to be one of the features of the
season. A two-hours' exhibition of fancy
riding, drilling, and other specialties will

precede an "at home." A large time is ex-
pected by the bicyclists, and quite a few out-
side wheelmen are expected.
The Industrial Exhibition held two races

here last month on the tiotting track, There
were four entries. The one mile was won by
Davies, of the Wanderers, who fell and
fractured his collar bone at the finish.

Campbell, another rider, took a header in the
two-mile race and strained both wrists, as
well as breaking his machine. The papers
here strongly advise all bicyclists to keep
away from the Exhibition track, as it is unfit

for riding. " Georgius."

Zacharias & Smith have greatly improved
their Star lamp, which has had such a suc-
cessful run this season. The ventilation is

now perfect and it is more difficult to put it

out than keep it lighted. They have also
introduced a new step for the Star,which is a
great improvement, as all danger of slipping
is obviated.
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TRICYCLES FOR ROAD WORK.
The result of the recent hundred-mile road

race in Boston is instructive to a consider-

able degree, inasmuch as the tricycle, which

has been looked upon as considerably behind

the bicycle in the matter of speed upon the

ordinary road, suddenly went to the front

with a record of one hundred miles in eleven

and one half hours, or about the rate of

eight and four fifths miles an hour. This is

far ahead of any previous record yet made in

this country,, and the medal bestowed upon

the winner is one of which he may well be

proud,

Although the use of the tricycle in various

sections of the country has become some-

what of an ordinary matter among wheel-

men, yet its field has been to a considerable

degree limited to short trips over good roads

in favored localities. The abominable

character of the American highways is so

well known that a tour or long distance run

on a three-wheeler is unknown; and in fact

is almost an impossibility. Abroad things

are different. Good roads abound, and the

fact that a tricycle has covered 230^ miles

in twenty-four hours proves that its place as

a road vehicle has been well established.

While the popularity of the tricycle will

gradually extend, we regard its general use

in this country as wholly dependent upon

the improvement of our highways.

Good roads are what are needed to in-

crease the number of riders, and as the num-

bers increase so will the highways improve.

As yet the united strength of wheelmen has

not been felt at the polls ; in fact, no suit-

able opportunity has presented itself ; but

sooner or later the time will come, and our

present " road makers " will find that there

is a political significance in a body of wheel-

men, and more attention will be given to

their requirements.

The Bicycling World is making an en-

deavor to raise funds for the American

Branch of the Cyclists' Touring Club to ac-

complish the erection of danger boards, as a

caution to those unacquainted with the high-

ways. The idea is an excellent one as far

as it goes, but the article further informs us

that the Touring Club has no funds with

which to defray this and other expenses.

We fail to see why it should not have a pro-

portion of the dues American members pay

into the home treasury retained for use in

this country. It is taxation without repre-

sentation, and until some such arrangement

can be made it will remain what it is on this

side of the water, a select Mutual Admiration

Society. The man who pays his yearly dues

to the C. T. C. with the idea of receiving

some benefit in return other than that of

good fellowship will be sadly mistaken. It

is merely a " complimentary benefit" to our

hard working brethren in England, and it

should stop there. Any attempt at useful-

ness with the present scant two or three hun-

dred members will only result in ridicule.

In speaking of guide boards for hills, it is

a wonder that some of our enterprising

dealers have hot seized the opportunity for

advertising and erected them in their neigh-

borhood with their card at the bottom. In

that way traveling wheelmen would not

only be perhaps saved from accident, but

would also be made cognizant of the where-

abouts of a place for repairs and supplies.

CLEVELAND NOTES.
The Cleveland Bicycle Club held its annual

dinner and business meeting, October 1st.

The dinner, as fine an affair as was ever set

in Cleveland, was at the Stillman, and while
coffee was being served Lieutenant Pugh
presented W, H. Wetmore with an elegant
chain and charm to go with the gold watch
" Will " won in the State Fancy Riding con-
test during the August meet. One of the
officers generously volunteered to replace the

movement with a chronograph, and Mr.
Wetmore thanked the club and its President
in some happily tunred remarks. At the
business meeting, which followed immedi-
ately after the dinner, all of the old officers

declined nominations, as most of them had
served for several years, and the following
ticket was elected. The qew officers are all

energetic ones, and all look forward to a
very successful year in the life of the club :

President, F. B. Stedman; Cor. Sec'y, C.

W. Norman ; Rec. Sec'y, F. S. Borton
;

Treasurer, F. W. Douglass
;
Captain, H.

R. Payne ; 1st. Lieut., T. S. Beck with
; 2d.

Lieut., F. P. Root; Bugler, C. H. Potter;
Quartermaster, Geo. Collister. Executive
Committee: J. H. Wade, Jr., Fred T.
Sholes, J. D. Pugh, Jr., and the President,

Captain, and Corresponding Secretary.

THE KENNEBEC TOUR.
Editor of The Wheel ; I delayed writing my

account of the tour, because I thought it

would be more pleasant to be reminded of it

when the autumn rains and the snows bf

winter keep us in doors, than during the

summer days filled as they are with races,

tours, and events of all kinds.

Our first " rendezvous " was the Eastern
Railway depot, and here half a dozen of us

met, Tuesday, July 29th, wet to the skiri ; for

we had ridden from Hotel Vendome in the

rain. We had a special car to Augusta. On
the way we were joined by others of the

party. In the evening a hop was given for

us at the Augusta House, where we spent

the night, under the auspices of Messrs.

Pierce, Wyman, Cornish, and Milliken.

Wednesday, July 30th. The roads being
heavy from the rain of the day before, but

few of the boys ventured to ride to the

Soldier's Home, at Togus. Those who did,

however, reported fair roads-; the others

spent their time viewing the city. After
dinner our photographs were taken in front

of Mr. Blaine's residence, the hotel, and the

State house. We started for Waterville at

half past two o'clock, and found the roads

very sandy. We stayed .at the Elmwood
Hotel. Here 1 left my gold chain, not dis-

covering my loss until some days after

;

upon requesting to have it forwarded to

Boston, it was sent there, and I recovered

it. Such honesty deserves to be mentioned.
In the evening we enjoyed a complimentary
hop at the hall.

Thursday, July 31st. It was extremely hot

and the roads were but little better, but we

managed to reach Skowhegan at last. After
dinner, at Hotel Coburn, we were taken
about the town by the citizens in their car-
riages

; an act highly appreciated by us after

our hot ride in the sun. The Norridgewock
Band furnished music from four till six on
the hotel piazza ; then we had the ever wel-
come supper. Fireworks were displayed in

the early part of the evening, in spite of a
light shower, after which we listened to a
complimentary musical in the parlors of the
hotel. But this was not enough, so at half

past ten we were ushered into the dining
hall with our ladies, and for two hours
feasted upon sweet smiles and words, and
things more substantial perhaps, though not
half so enduring. Then came the speeches,
Col. Wildes and Mr. Elwell representing the
uninitiated, while Messrs. Miller, Hazlett,
and Fuller, on the part of the tourists, en-
lightened a tired audience. At half past one
in the morning dancing began, but it did not
last long, not over an hour, all being glad to

retire then.

Friday, Aug. 1st. It rained during the
night, nevertheless we started promptly at

half past eight. The roads improved very
perceptibly

; we had some fine coasts, one
being especially enjoyable-—for'those looking
on. It was good half through the woods,
when suddenly turning, the road became a
bed of sand, and we were thrown in all direc-

tions. Arriving at Solon we were received
by a brass band and dined. The afternoon
was employed in visiting the famous " Car-
ratunk Falls,',' and in making the easy run
to Bingham. We stayed at the Stage House,
singing songs far into the night.

Saturday, Aug. 2d. The roads were per-
fect, and the weather rivaled the roads. The
Kennebec flowed twenty feet below us on
one side, and the hills, piled one upon
another, rose high above on the other side.

The trees sheltered us all day from the sun,
and the numerous springs refreshed us with
many a cooling draught. We ate a huge
dinner at "Carney's," which is near the

place where Arnold crossed the Kennebec
on his way to invade Canada. '

' The Forks "

was reached about five o'clock. After supper
ten of us started to find " Moxey Falls,"

without a guide. We found them after much
wandering and many narrow escapes, but
the sight amply repaid us. The falls, in the

moonlight, appeared like a bridal vail stud-

ded with diamonds, as the water plunged
over a precipice ninety-five feet high. It

took us fully two hours to retrace our steps

—

about five miles—and we did not get to the
hotel until morning.

Sunday, Aug. 3d. Another perfect day.
Services were held at the school house, Mr.
Fuller preaching from the text. " For what
shall it profit a man, if he gain the whole
world, and lose his own soul ?" (Mark,
viii, 36). We visited Moxey Falls again in

the afternoon, to see how near death some
of us had been the evening before, and we
were afraid to go to the places which by
moonlight seemed perfectly safe. We went
m bathing, however, and I was carried over
the lower fall (about four feet high), while
trying to swim across too near the edge—

I

rather liked the sensation since no harm was
done. We retired early.

Monday, Aug. 4th. Saturday's run was
reversed, the same delightful weather con-
tinuing. The evening was spent in dancing.
Tuesday, Aug. 5th. It rained, but we

pushed on, first crossing the river by ferry.

Here one of the boys thinking he could ride

on to the ferry, took an ideal header into the
water. It made little difference, for it was
raining. We dined at North Anson. Some
took the train from here to Showhegan, the

rain and hills proving too much for them.
The evening at Skowhegan was spent at the
skating rink, and in making calls. The
wheeling part of the tour ended here.

Wednesday, Aug. 6th. More rain. We
took the morning train for Boston. On the

train a vote of thanks was unanimously given
to Mr. F. A. Elwell for his kindness and
enterprise in planning the trip, and the suc-

cessful way in which it was carried out, and
to Mr. J. P. Sparrow for acting as treasurer.

The mileage was as follows :

July 30, 27 miles. Aug. 2, 24 miles.
" 31, 18 ." " 4, 24

"

Aug. 1, 23, " " 5, 35
"

Total, 151 miles.

I hope another tour will be planned em-
bracing the delightful scenery of the upper
Kennebec. I, for one, can be counted on.

H. F. Fuller..
Chicago, Sept. 29, 18S4.

A TERRIFIC COAST.
Editor of The Wheel ; Your Maryland

correspondent seems to have had some
strange experiences on the road. While I

never rode up a telegraph pole on a bike,

still in the light of modern science it may be
possible to do so

;
and, in fact, the strange

adventures which befel a friend and myself
last week, removes from my mind all doubt
of your corespondent's veracity. We had
been touring for a couple of days without
anything happening worthy of note. On the

morning of the third day, we overtook a na-
tive who warned us to beware of a terrible

hill about a mile ahead. We were told that

the hill was so steep that they had to fasten

the gravel down with railroad spikes to keep
it in place. We laughed the native to scorn;
but alas ! had we heeded his admonition, my
friend Quintz would not be baldheaded, and
my truthful words would not be scouted.

We reached the hill in due time, and al-

though it did look rather steep, we resolved
to coast it. Away we went, Quintz leading,

and I following at a safe distance. Our
speed increased as we proceeded, and soon
we were whirling along at a rate that was
simple terrific. Faster and faster ! The
telegraph poles along the road seemed like

the teeth of a fine comb, and still our speed
increased. We tried putting on the brakes,

but had to let them off, as the friction made
the spoons red hot, and melted the ires.

To jump off was certain death, and our only
salvation was to stick on and go it blind.

I had gradually been drawing nearer to

Quintz, and now I noticed with horror that

the wind, generated by the swift motion cf
my wheel, was rapidly blowing the hair from
his head, leaving him bald as a new born
babe. But now a new danger threatened us,

and all seemed lost
;
away down the road,

broadside on, stood a large cow, directly in

our path. The road was too narrow to turn

out, and death, cold, grinning, relentless

death, stared us in the face. For a moment
my heart ceased to beat, and then, happily,

philosophy came to our rescue. We had both
read that a bullet fired from a gun would go
through a window without shattering the

glass, and' that a candle could be fired

through a -door. As- we were both going
faster than a bullet, why should we not go
through the cow ? True, a cow is larger

than a pane of glass, and a bicycle is larger

than a rifle ball ; but philosphy is philosophy
just the same ; and with this comforting fact

in our minds we flew on. The cow looked
up when we were about a quarter of a mile
away and attempted to get out of the road.

It was too late. Before she could take a

single step we were upon her. There was a
dull z-i-i-p-p, as a buzz saw makes when it

strikes a piece of rotten wood, and the dis-

membered halves of the unfortunate bovine
fell by .the roadside. Our speed had not
been checked. Indeed, the obstruction of the

cow had, if anything, served to increase it

;

for, on arriving at the foot of the hill

we saw rising before us another steep hil 1

,

fully a mile in length. Up this we flew like

the wind, and it was only by dint of hard
back pedaling that we succeeded in stopping

when we reached the top. We dismounted
and examined our wheels. No break, bend,

nor strain was visible, but the decimally

trued, case hardened balls were entirely

worn out. Nothing but steel dust remained
in the bearing boxes. This shows how fast

we went. Now if any of my readers doubts
the truth of my words, I will gladly show
them the identical suit I wore that day, the

toothbrush I carried, and point out the di-

rection in which we went. This will, or

ought to, satisfy the most skeptical.

Yours very trully,

Tertius.
Weedsport, N. Y., Aug. 30, 1884.

NEW HAVEN RACES.
SECOND DAY—SEPTEMBER 24TH.

Weather pleasant, but a strong southerly

wind blew directly in the faces of the riders

on the homestretch, making fast time impos-
sible. Attendance about 800 to 1,000 of the

best people of New Haven.
Three-mile State championship—William

Wait, 1st; gm. 24s.; H. E. Bid well, 2d;
gm. 24 1-4S. Wait won by a few yards after

a hard struggle.

Five-mile scratch—G. M. Hendee, 1st
;

16m. 5414s - >
Sellers, 2d ; 16m. 54X ;

L. B.

Hamilton, 3d by two wheels. This was the

great race of the day, as it was thought it

would settle the question of superiority be-

tween Sellers and Hendee, but unfortunately
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the question still remains open. For the first

few miles no one seemed to be anxious to

force the pace, each in turn taking the lead
without any intention of making things warm

;

this continued till within three quarters of a
mile of home, when Hendee took the lead
and made the pace a little warmer. .Just
after passing the judges' stand Selfers made
a spurt and rode up close to Hendee's shoul-
ders, forcing the latter to ride very close to
the border, and just as they were turning the
curve Sellers crossed Hendee's track within
two feet of the latter !s front wheel, causing
him to slow up to prevent tripping over the
former's wheel, whereupon the whole audi-
ence cried out "foul! foul!" Going down
the back stretch and up the. homestretch
Hendee made a great effort to regain the lost

ground but without avail, Sellers breaking
the tape three yards in advance. Upon a
claim of foul being entered for Hendee, the
judges justly decided to give Hendee first

place and Sellers second.
This decision put all the Englishmen in

high dudgeon, as they had considerable
money at stake, and of course the bets went
with the judges' decision. Howell, the pro-
fessional, refused on this account to ride a
mile, in an attempt to beat the record, as had
been advertised, but our private opinion is

that he had not been taking proper care of
himself, and, feeling that he was not in re-

cord form, was glad of an opportunity to

refuse.

One-mile tricycle—G. H. Illston, walk
over. Time, 3m. 36s.

Three-mile handicap—Wm. Wait (40s.),

1st; time, 9m. &l$£s. ;
N. P. Tyler (40s.),

2d
;

time, 9m. 35s. ; Wm. Palmer (25s.),

3d; R. Chambers (scratch), 4th. Wait had
the race in hand from the start, and won as
he liked, Dr. Tyler taking second place in

excellent time, especially when it was con-
sidered that the Doctor cannot train proper-
ly, on account of the demands of his profes-
sion upon his time.

Twenty-mile scratch race—R. Chambers,
1st

;
time, ih. 12m. 30^s. ; Wm. Maxwell,

2d; by three lengths; W. C. Palmer, 3d.
One-mile consolation race—J. C. Lewis,

1st
;
time, 3m. 14s.

In the evening the N. H. Bi. Club gave a
very pleasant entertainment. The pro-
gramme was

;

No. 1. Entree, N. H. B. C.

No. 2. Competitive club drills.

No. 3. Competitive fancy riding.

No. 4. Professional fancy riding by Burt
Pressy.

No. 5. Polo on bicycles by Messrs. Pressy
and Lester.

'No. 6. Presentation of prizes.

First prize, club drill for best club of eight,

$25 clock.

First prize, amateur fancy riding, $25
silver cup.

The Ramblers' Club, of N. H., being the
only competitors for the club drill prize,

were awarded it after" giving a very pretty
exhibiton. Ed A. Leopold, or N. H., won
the prize for fancy riding, Messrs. Pressy
and Lester gave a fine exhibition of fancy
riding, after which they played two games of

polo on bicycles which greatly amused the
audience.
Mayor Lewis distributed the prizes to the

victors, making a few fitting remarks upon
the presentation of each prize.

—

Athlete.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

Beautiful riding weather.

The Citizens Club turned out seventeen
on the last Saturday run, five of whom were
tricyclers, and all enjoyed the run home by
moonlight.

We understand that the New York Athletic
Club intend to appropriate the space reserv-
ed for bicycles and tricycles in their new
building for an electric light plant. This is

a serious mistake, as it will deprive the
many wheelmen who are members of the
club of the much needed privilege of storage.

When Prince made his excellent record of
2m. 39s. upon a Duryea saddle, Howell and
Sellers immediately telegraphed for one
each, which they will use in the future.

. We received a very pleasant call from
Gaskell and Mr. Bale, of the Coventry
Machinists' Company, who sailed last Satur-
day for England. Gaskell takes with him
over eighteen prizes.

The generosity of wheelmen is proverbial,
How often do we see tacked on to some ac-
count of the Kalamazoos' Club run to Mud-
ville something like the following: "Our
club will probably subscribe to your paper in

a few days." Great Scott ! In' a few days
about twenty men will endeavour to send
the sum of one dollar to help perpetuate the
sport. This is truly astonishing and reflects
greatly to the credit of wheelmen.

One of the good things in saddles is the
" American," now manufactured by Bull &
Haynes, of Buffalo, which is extremely
simple in construction, yet light, strong, ad-
justable, and comfortable. It consists of a
steel frame in two pieces; the adjustment is

secured by a steel screw under lever of sad-
dle to regulate the tension of an oak-tanned
leather cover, which is fastened with copper
rivets. On top of the lever is a steel set
screw which binds the adjusting screw. It

is sold at the moderate price of $4.00, and
weighs only eighteen ounces.

While the season of tournaments is about
over in the East, they seem to have just be-
gun among the Western waeelmen.

The Omaha Wheel Club gave their maiden
race meeting on the xith of October on a
new cinder path that 'has been especially
built for the occasion.

A neat invitation to attend the third an
nual race meeting and entertainment of the
Scranton Bicycle Club on October 16th, is

received. The well known reputation of the
club is sufficient to warrant its success.

The Cleveland Club will also hold forth
on the same day at Athletic Park, and a
most attractive programme has been pre-
pared. _ We trust that Dolph will be in better
condition than at Springfield, and will now
come into prominence as a fast man.

Rockford, 111., on the 15th October will be
the scene of the first annual tournament of
the Illinois division of the L. A. W., and
three State championships will be the dis-
tinguishing feature of the day. Other races
are provided for amateur wheelmen. The
Chicago delegation having provided a special
car for the occasion, a grand time will
doubtless be the result.

Going farther South we run across the fall

races of the Washington Clubs, which have
combined in order to raise the necessary
funds to rebuild the track at Athletic Park,
where the League races were held, Which
with a clay surface and raised corners will
doubtless rank among the fastest in the
country

.

The Kansas City Wheelmen have a three
days' tournament November 8th, gth, and
10th, which will doubtless do considerable
towards increasing the interests in the wheel
in Missouri, and we wish them success.

Around New York the racing element is

rather quiet, and with the exception of the
Ixion Club's annual road race on Election
Day but little is being done. The route will
be decided at an early date, and an interest-
ing contest is expected.

" Edmond Dantes," the sequel to Alex-
ander Dumas' great novel, "The Count of
Monte-Cristo," is one of the most wonder-
ful romances ever written, and an entire new
and enlarged edition of it is in press and will
be published in a few days by T. B. Peter-
son & Brothers, Philadelphia. Just at the
point where "The Count of Monte-Cristo"
ends, "Edmond Dantes " takes up the fas-
cinating narrative and continues it with mar-
velous power and absorbing interest unto
the end. Besides the hero, Haydee, ' Mer-
cedes, Valentine de Villefort, Eugenie Dang-
lars, Louise d'Armilly, Zuleika (Dantes'
daughter), Benedetto, Lucien Debray, Albert
de Morcerf, Beauchamp, Chateau-Renaud,
Ali, Maximilian Morell, Giovanni Massetti,
and Esperance (Dantes' son) figure promi-
nently, while Lamartine, Ledru Rollin, Louis
Blanc, and hosts of other revolutionary
leaders are also introduced. " Edmond
Dantes " will delight all who read it.

Brooks has at last shown his true colors
and will join the professional ranks, having
made an arrangement with Woodside for a
three days' race, occupying eighteen hours a
day on the former's private track at Bloss-
burg, Pa. A new set of professional records
will doubtless result, as both' men are fast
riders.

BROOKLYN HEIGHTS BICYCLE
SCHOOL,

T. Hunt Sterry, Manager,

Cor. Fulton & Orange sts.

Brooklyn, Oct. r, 1884.
Dear Sir : We take pleasure in announc-

ing that we shall open about October- 10th a
general bicycle business, corner Fulton and
Orange sts., Brooklyn, N. Y. We shall
carry in stock a complete line of American
and English bicycles, parts and sundries, and
shall have facilities for doing repairs of all

kinds with promptness.
For the purpose of giving instruction, we

have secured a large hall on the premises,
which is 65x120 feet clear, . making the larg-
est hall used for bicycling in the U. S. The
floor will be in charge of competent instruct-
ors, and will be open from 9 A. M. to 10 p. m.
For the accommodation of those owning
" wheels " and without storage facilities, we
have piovided lockers and comfortable
dressing rooms

; we shall also be pleased to
make terms with riders who mav desire to

use the floor for practice during the winter
months, when riding out of doors is imprac-
ticable. Trusting you will favor us with a
share of your patronage, we remain very
respectfully,

B. H. B. S.,

T. Hunt Sterry, Manager.

—

Adv.

FOR SALE AND EXCHANGE.

[Advertisements inserted under this heading, not
exceeding four lmes onpsreil, for one dollar.]

FOR SATE— A Dual Convertible Sociable Tricycle;
balls all around

;
in perfect condition

;
cost $285;

sold for no fault. Address DUAL, 2 East 60th street,
New York-.

WANTED—A second hand Bicycle, suitable for a
33-inch \eg\a 52 inch Columbia is my fit). Must

be ill good order and cheap. Address, giving price,
size, and description, WM. H. GORDON^ Ellen-
burgh Centre, CI nton Co., New York. 2t

I AMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheapes,tL lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.
Maybe put in pocket when not in use. By mail,
seventy-five cents and one dollar.

C. H. Lamson, Portland, Me.

STEYENS

LIGHT I ACCURATE I RELIABLE I

s d
NOT EXPENSIVE, YET WELL MADE.

P. O. Box 1108, Z. PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
For illustrated circulars and price lists.

HEELMEN ATTENT
We invite the attention of all wheelmen to the following list of

giojrte and gjricijclcs,
of which we are the SOLE AGENTS for the United States,

BICYCLES. TRICYCLES.

British

Challenge,

Rudge Light

Roadster,

Traveller,

Tandem,

National,

Yeioceman,

CoventryBudge,

Xtra Mens6. RUDGJ5 LIGHT ROADSTER.

Send stamp for the largest and most complete catalogue yet issued. Reliable Agents

wanted in every city.

New York Headquarters : G. R, BIDWELL, 4 East 60th St., N. Y.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

ID MWk Street, Boston.
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Racing Suits and Tights

!

Largest and most complete assortment ever shown. Ready made and made to order. Send two-cent stamp for

32-page illustrated catalogue.

These Filters are one of the most necessary

articles comprising a bicycle or camping' outfit

as they perfectly filter the most impure water,

also acting as a syphon. They are made of a

porous stone, attached to which is a flexible

rubber tube and mouthpiece. Sent to any ad-

dress on receipt of price, 25c, and two-cent

postage stamp.

Bicycle Suits

ready made and

to order.

Imported

CYCLISTS'

Suits.

THE CYCLE,"

128 and 130 Fulton Street and 87 Nassau Street, New York.
Factory: 627, 629, 631, and 633 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn.

An imported bicycle suit, said by experienced

wheelmen to be better adapted to road riding

than any suit hitherto offered. It consists of a
very pretty jacket and pants, woven in worsted

(fitting close to the form) in three colors : seal

brown,.navy blue, and gray. Price $12.

WHEEL SONGS.

Poems of Bicycling,
BY S. CONANT FOSTER.

The Most Sumptuous Book Devoted to the

Wheel yet Published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.

An Elegant Quarto Volume of Eighty Pages.

Bound in Blue Silk Cloth, with Side

Stamp in Gilt and Silver.

Price $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.

The Cycling Publishing Co.

,

21 PARK ROW,
Box 444, New York.

¥SL1
New and second hand in great-

est variety of styles and prices.

H. B. HART, s
Hfo. 811 Avcli Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Selling Agent for The Pope Mfg. Co., Stoddard,
Lovering & Co., The Cunningham Co., Gormully &
Jeffrey, and The Western Toy Co.

ALL THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lists.

IK. 33. lEi^IRT-
A fine assortment of Sundries always on hand.

Bicycle and Tricycles
on easy terms. Send for plan to

G. M. BIDWJELL,
DBALEE I3ST BICYCLES,

4 East 60th St., New York.

Duryea Saddle & Spring.

Patented, February 19, 1884

Used by Hendee, Prince, Sellers, Howell, Woodside,
Corey, Landy, Jenkins, of Louisville, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates, also Miles, Armainde and Sylvester,
and all the flyers. Can be used also on Star bicycles.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.) Is

Low, Neat, Comfortable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Why Suffer on the Road any Longer ? Try it once
and You will Use no other; it Makes Eoad Riding
a Luxury. Prices : Japanned, §3.00; Nickeled,
$3.75. Special Terms Tb Dealers.

IDT. ~5T. TOT CO.
Richard Garvey, Manager,

697 Broadway, New York.
Send postal for list of new and second hand Machines.

FBI AMERICA
Adjustable Long Distance Saddle,

Spring Frame ; Perfect Adjustment
;
Completely absorbs all vibration

;
Light, Strong,

Elastic, Easy; Weight only 18 ounces
;
Adapted' to the Star, weight 19 ounces

; Send
for Circular; Mention this paper ;

Price $4.00 ; Liberal Discount to the Trade.

BULL & HAYNES,
Importers of and Dealers in

Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries,
587 and 589 Main Street, Buffalo, JV. Y.

IY.

A 72-page pamphlet of value to all wheel-
men, young and old.

COMMON QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
WHAT TO SELECT.

THE L. A. W.
DRESS AND CONVENIENCES.

WORDS TO THE WISE.

By Charles E. Pratt.

Buy it '

1 Read it !

!

Price Ten 'Cents.

FOR SALE BY

The Cycling Publishing Co.,

21 PARK ROW,
Box m. NEW YORK.

Remit in two-cent stamps.

BROOKLYN HEIGHTS

icycle School,
T. HUNT STERRY, Manager,

Cor. Fulton and Orange Sts.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Open from 9 A. m. to 10 p. m. Columbia
Bicycles and Tricycles and parts. Also
popular English makes.
American and English Sundries. Sole

agent for Breach-loading Bicycle Lamps.
Bicycles and Tricycles rented for road use.

Repairing, Nickel Plating, Enameling,
and Painting. Brazing and Forging, etc.

Large storage facilities, dressing rooms,
and lockers if desired.

Riding taught free to purchasers.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.
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Messrs. S. T. CLARK & CO.,

IMPORTERS tx>

2 & 4 Hanover Street, Baltimore, Md.,

Beg to announce that they have recently been appointed Sole United States Agents
for THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO. {Limited), Coventry, England, the

Largest and Oldest Bicycle Makers in the World, Manufacturers of the Celebrated

CT T TTD " BICYCLES and
i u i-* TRICYCLES,

And, knowing the demand for these favorite machines, they have now in stock and in

transit a larger number of the Famous

American Club Bicycles,
Which, retaining all the features and improvements which have made them so valued in

the past, and further improved by the addition of

HANCOCK'S NON-SLIPPING TIRES,

DROPPED HANDLE BARS {AT OPTION), and HARRINGTON' S ENAMEL
IN LIEU- OF PAINT.

These Bicycles are universally admitted to be the most elegant machines now on the

American Market, and gentlemen contemplating purchasing new mounts are recom-

mended to consider the sterling merits of the AMERICAN CLUB.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL. ROADSTER, SAFE FBOM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.-
A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all
Bicycles ; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

M. B. SBSrffH MACHINE CO.,
Smithviile, Burlington Co., N. J.

"F!~n oolb- S'byoIfcL,
MACHINES STORED,

DEALER IN BICYCLES &TRICYCLES,
435 Flatbush Ave., cor. Park Place, Brooklyn, S; I, (near entrance to Prospect Park),

Machines Sold. Repairing in all Branches a Specialty.

NICKELING, ENAMELING AND PAINTING.
BHOOKLYN AGENT FOR ALL OF STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.'S MACHINES, THE RUDGE

THE BRITISH CHALLENGE & COVENTRY ROTARY & CONVERTIBLE TRICYCLES.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

Reliable Agents Wanted in every City.

IB UUItfiH
"Whose debility, exhausted
powt-t's, prematura decay
and failure to perform life's
duties properly are caused by
excesses, errors of youth, etc.,
wul bud a perfect and lasting
restoration to rotrasfc health

v and vigorous tauimoocl in
.:A 7H S MA9.S7C ii BOLUS.

\i ' Mil i'"ing nor
i" "ruinents. Thistreatment of

1J? SerYiras ISehility and
is i*hysSe:slIiccay isuniformly

successful because based on perfect diagnosis,
newand direct methods and absolute thor-
oughness. Full information and Treatise free.
Address Consulting Physician of

E3ARST0N REMEDY CO.. 4GVV.14thSt.. NewYe'k.

SUBSCRIBE TO

11.00

JEAB.

The Wheel and Out
THE CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,

Box 4=4=4=. 21 Park Row, Y.

A Wheelman's Autograph Album

!

My Cycling Friends.
Designed and Compiled

For Collection of Autographs.

It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and
black markings.

It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three hundred selections from the poets in regard

to the wheel.
Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs

of Cycling friends.
Three hundred En ravings, illustrating each quota-

tion.

Price One Dollar, Postpaid.

WILL C. MARVIN, Ovid, Mid.
Sole Agtnt for the United States & Canada.

17 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK,
AGENT FOR THE

The "American Club" and "Club" Bicycles,

The "Gheylesmore," "Imperial" and "Club Sociable" Tricycles,
Manufactured by Coventry Machinist Co.,

The "American Sanspareil" Roadster,
Manufactured by Wm. Andrews, Birmingham, England,

And The "Royal Mail" Light Roadster and Tricycle,

A FULL LINE OF BICYCLE HELMETS, SHOES, AND ENGLISH SUNDRIES.

BEPAISS A SPECIALTY. Catalogues Furnished on Application.

GKx:n.6 an-cL S;po:pt;±:o_g Goods,

E. 1. HORSMAN,
10 & 82 William St., N.Y.

Sole Agent, for City and Vicinity, of the

American STAR Bicycles.

The COLUMBIAS, HARVARD, and a full line
of Boys' Bicycles always in stock.

American and English Sundries.
Repairing, Nickel Plating, and Painting.

Second-hand Bicycles Bought and Sold.
Send for Catalogue.

ST. louss, mo.
TV Missouri "Wheel Company, Geo. C. Oeters, Pres't,

1V1 Louis Lueders, Sec'y and Treas., agency of the
Standard and Expert Columbia, Harvard, Yale, Cor-
nell, Star, Rudge, Challenge, Facile, and all high-class
imported Bicycles ; also for the Victor, National,
Rudge, Premier, Salvo, Apollo, Coventry and Co-
ventry Convertible Tricycles, and of the . Duryea
Saddle, and Peerless Automatic beil. Repairing with
promptness at moderate prices, A full assortment of
wheel sundries in stock- Everything at, or below, New
York and Boston figures. Send for circular of new
and second hand wheels. 210 and 218 N. 12th street.

QT. LOUIS WHEEL CO., C. E. Stone, Manager
O 1121 Olive street. Agents for Pope Mfg. Co. 's

Columbia Bicycles and Tricycles, Expert, Standard,-
and Racer; for Sanspareil, American Club, and Im-
perial Tricycles. Repairing, nickeling, and enameling
promptly done. Dealers in second-hand wheels.
Send for printed list.

FREEII^TRIAL.
HANOVER'S SPECIFIC. An unfailing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility and Weakness,-Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, Nervous Prostration, Hysteria,
or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, overwork,
abuses of Alcohol, Tobacco, &c. (Over forty thousand
positive cures.)

pi^Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. Ad-
dress HANOVER REMEDY CO.,

Lock Box o84. Chicago, 111.

WILLIAM G. SCRIBNER,
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles and Accessories.

Sole agent for Washington, D. C, of The Popk
M'p'g Co., Stoddard, Lovering & Co., The Cunning-
ham Co., Sam'l T. Clark & Co., the Overman Wheel
Co., The Facile.
Biding Sccool attached. Visitors always welcome.

1108-1116 E. Street, If. W.,

Washington, D. n
.
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DURYEA STAR SADDLE.

PAT. Feb. 19, 81

The Duryea Star Saddles, are now ready for the
market, and can be obtained without delay.

Price : japanned, $3 ;
nickeled, $3.75. Address

INT- ~5ZT. TOY CO.,
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

Richard Garvev, Manager,
COT Broadway, New York,

WANTED,
Volume ONE of The Wheel

; bound or

unbound. Address, with price,

JOHN C. GULICK,
No. 191 Broadway, New York.

Wheelmen's Portable Outfits,

THE PHCEBUS CAMERA,

The lightest, most compact, and
cheapest. Folds up in space of 2Vs>

inches. Plate Holders, Darlot Lens,
Telescope Tripod, Canvas Case for
Camera and Tripod. Price $18.00.
All makes of Cameras, outfits, and

4gp supplies.

E. B. HUTCHINSON,
Koom 1 . 51 Nassau Street.

Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent upon
application.

NEWARK, N. J *

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES,.
Lumps, Carriers, Star Cyclometer, Bags, Saddles

and Bicycle Parts for both CRANK & STAR.

DIFFICULT REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.

ittSlill j§f §§,

A. SCHOENINGEK, President.

495 to 503 N.Wells st

CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

OTTO BICYCLES
For Boys and Youths-

Keep also a full assortment

Boys' Three-Wheeled Velocipedes

AND

Petit Tricycles,
IN ALL SIZES AND GRADES.

YCLES and TRICYCLES.

STAFIGH AND

In 1883 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads
; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

in. 5 miles in the day. each, We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Columbias, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

.SABLE ROADSTERS.

distance covered was done on Columbias; and
further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixtv per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

Columbias, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT,
After long and careful experiments with fiv'e different speed, and power tricycle attachments in

different forms, toe have comptleted one which seems to us satisfactory, and'have it ready in sufficient

numbers to supply it on our new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction; is applied to the crankshaft

;

is operated by a handle, easily accessible, at the left 7iand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle

;

is certain and effective in its operation ; reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill

climbing about one third,, and is made of the finest material and with the finest workmanship, and

so' as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by its use.

Ir^rice of Columbia Tricycle, mieo.
itli Power Gear, - - 180.
The Columbia Power-gear will be applied to any Columbia Tricycle at our factory, at Hartford, Conn., for $25.

SEND STAMP FOE ILLUSTRATED (36-PAGE) CATALOGUE.

For Sale by all Dealers and Toy Houses.

Illustrated Catalogue furnished on application.

New York Branch, 47 St., H. Y.

R. L, COLEMAN, Manager,

lie ZPcrpe IMIfg. Go.
Washington Street, Boston, IVlass,

BRANCH HOUSE, 12 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

G. R. BIDWELL,
4: East 60tli Street, ISTe-v^ "^Toielk:,

COLUMBIA BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, PARTS,
AND WHEEL GOODS OF ALL DESCRIPTION.

New York Headquarters for the " Rudge Bicycle" and "Duryea Saddle."

Riding Hall on premises, purchasers taught Free. Open Evenings. Storage, with Locker, if desired

The most complete Repair Shop in the city. Nickel Plaiting a specialty.

MAJSfVFA.CTVREB OF THE PERFECTION BICYCLE ALARM,
SEKD FOR CIKCXJLA.BS-
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While reading the other day, I came across

the statement that a grasshopper has, in pro-

portion to his size, one hundred and forty-

six times the strength in his legs that a man
has, and ever since I have been figuring how
fast he could make an eighteen-pound racer

run.

On Thurday evening, Oct. 23d, the Ixions

will throw open their cosey club rooms to

their friends. On this occasion their club-

mate, Mr. Jas. S. Burdett, the talented

humorist, will give a series of selections in

his well known, able style, and upon the

walls will appear a fine collection of water

colors and engravings. These were loaned

them by Mr. J. J. Peoli and will represent

the finest specimens of his collection, which

is credited with being the most pei'fect in this

Country. I hope their friends will all join

them in making this a success, it being the

first gun in the social season in cycling

circles.

fLti amusing incident of the recent tricycle

road-race has just reached me. It appears

the "old Vet " was digging along for dear

life, enthused and invigorated by the knowl-

edge that he had left Burnham stranded by
the wayside, when suddenly his journey was
stopped by some one asking, " Where's

Ned ? " " Ned who? " quote the gallant Pit.

" Why, Ned Burnham," replied the damsel

fair. "Why, in Salem, the last I saw of

him." "Well, I guess you might just as

well drink his milk," arid the lady handed
over the spoils to the rider (I mean the

Columbia), and the milk it vanished to the

place where it would do the most good for

record-making.

It just enters my mind that I have seen in

Some Cycling paper that Mr. Pitman is going

to get married. Well, if it is so it only goes

as an evidence that successes, like failures,

never come singly, and now Willie's cup of

happiness, both present and prospectively,

must, indeed, be overflowing.

Now comes fast the season of the year

when, round club and home fireside, as-

sembled cyclists will vie in telling each other

stories of their last summer's exploits on
road and path. Speaking of stories, if ever

it may be the good luc"k of any wandering

cycler to land in Albany, and be entertained

there by the A. B. C, don't let them allow

you to leave until they have produced that

member of theirs whose unbernhardesque

form ever keeps company in my mind with

the memory of him as a prince of story

tellers, and whose field of fiction encompas-
ses the globe, so equally versed is he in secu-

lar, divine, moral, and foreign narrations.

On the tombstone of some lately deceased

cyclist a poetic friend had inscribed the fol-

lowing : "The bell has rung for his last

lap," This, seems to me, is carrying poetic

license to the extreme. The inscription

would be-all right to put on the man's door

just previous to his passing in his checks,

but seems to me to be somewhat of a back

number on his tombstone.

THE KANGAROO l'OO MILES ROAD
RIDE.

The season of 1884 will ever be remember-
ed as one of the most sensational in the his-

tory of wheeling. Such a wholesale slaugh-

tering of records has never before been

made. Not on the path alone has this been

going on. As a fitting conclusion.to a year

of surprises, on Saturday last the longstand-

ing, if somewhat doubtful, 100 miles road

record, make by F. Appleyard on Whit-

Monday, 1878, 7h. 15m. 18s. in the annual

L. Bi. Club Race, from Bath to London,

was lowered by a man comparatively un-

known to bicycling fame. The present gen-

eration of wheelists will hardly remember
that Whit-Monday. A perfect gale was be-

hind the men (we, who were traveling south-

wards, never remember to have ridden against

a stiffer breeze). The new record was made
in the 100 miles race, organized by Messrs.

Hillman, Herbert, and Cooper, the eminent

manufacturers of Premier bis.' and tris.' of

Coventry and Holborn viaduct, for the pur-

pose of giving a public trial to their new
safety bi., the "Kangaroo." That trial has

succeeded beyond their most sanguine ex-

pectations. Even those who were most con-

versant with the merits of the little machine

could not have believed that a 36m. wheel

could be driven for 100 miles along an un-

dulating, and in many places rough and
loose, road at an average rate of 14 miles an

hour. We must confess we did not. But to

return to the details of the day's work. The
arrangements were left in the hands of Mr.

G. Beverley Cooper, the junior partner of

the firm, and when we say they were perfect

we are not paying this gentleman too high a

compliment. No, they were not perfect,

there was one mistake. The Swan at Big-

gleswade was mentioned as the "house" at

the little Bedfordshire town. Not only deep

but loud were the growls (we had almost

written curses) of those who patronized the

C. T. C, house at Biggleswade, at the ex-

cessive charges of Host Hearne, who seems

to fancy that wheelists must be millionnaires,

and sticks it on accordingly. But we are

digressing again. The route selected met
with general approval, and, despite the in-

tricacies of the early portion, not an instance

has reached us of a man going wrong.

Marshals were posted at the most abrupt

corners, but their presence was hardly need-

ed, thanks to the able manner in which the

route card had been compiled. Had any one
made a mistake it would have been his own
fault. In order to prevent, if possible, any
interference on the part of the authorities the

route was kept as secret as possible, and
consequently six strangers only accompanied
the riders, whilst the spectators to witness

the start, apart from the officials, could be
counted on one's fingers. The starting

point was the 35th milestone from London
on the Bath road, a mile west of Twyford.
It proceeded easterly to Slough, and after

passing that town, a turn to the left was
made via Iver Heath, Rickmansworth, Wat-
ford, St. Albans to Hatfield. The North

road was now joined and followed to Welwyn.
Leaving the church to the left we proceeded

through Codicote to Hitchin, Biggleswade,

Tempsford, Eaton Socon, Buckden, Alcon-

bury, Stilton, to Norman's Cross ; the finish-

ing point being close to the far-famed

hostelry of Mrs. Brooks. Along the Bath road

the surface from the overnight rain was in

places loose and holding, as was the case as

far as Welwyn. After 50- miles no fault

could be found. Two really serious hills

have to be mounted, Holywell Hill, St. Al-

bans, and Scots Hill, Rickmansworth ; the

latter owing to its loose surface being simply

unrideable. The long loose grind of Digs-

well Hill (one mile) tried the stamh a of the

riders severely, though it was in some mea-
sure compensated for by the splendid run

down into Welwyn. Three valuable prizes

were offered, a 50 guinea gold stop-watch,

which was to. have been won twice if record

was not beaten, and a gold medal for the

winner. Silver medals were offered to those

who beat eight hours, and bronze medals to

those who covered the distance in 10. En-

tries were attracted from all parts of the

country, the most notable being T. D. Oliver

and Milthorpe of Newcastle ; Fraser, the

well known Dumfries stayer ; Golder and

Powell, of Coventry
;
Edge, of Manchester

;

whilst the metropolitan entrants included

Hebbelthwaite, George Smith, H. R. Rey-

nolds, and R. T. Cassall. Of these only

Reynolds, who is indisposed, failed to come
to the post. Arriving at the starting point

it was found that out of the 36 names color-

ed on the card, 17 were absentees, but, save

for Reynolds, these included no one of note.

The lcokout as regards weather when we
left Paddington was very unfavorable. The

( Subscription, $1.00 a year.
I Single Copies, 5 cents.

——- . .

sun rose red and watery, and before reach-
ing Twyford the sky became overcast, and a
slight rain commenced to fall. Fortunately,
however, the men soon ran out of the track
of the clouds, and none of the rain which fell

over London on Saturday afternoon reached
them. For 42 miles the wind was dead
astern, but afterwards it was on the left

quarter, and after 12 o'clock became very
choppy, now and then making matters very
unpleasant. On the whole we consider the
surroundings were scarcely 'as favorable as
when Appleyard made his famous record,
and on this view our opinions are endorsed
by a gentleman who rode a considerable dis-

tance with the last named wheelist.

The result of the race has settled one ques-
tion, the superiority of the Kangaroo over
the tri. Webb accompanied the race with
the view of upsetting the 100 miles bi. record,

though he has undoubtedly proved himself
to be a better man than the winner on tri.

Here he was beaten by close on 24 minutes,
a result which must be very satisfactory to

the promoters. The following are details:

G. Smith, Merry Rovers T C. (time, 7I1.

nm. 10s.) ' j

S. Golder, Coventry B. C. (time, yh.
45m. 5s.) - 2

T. A. Edge, Manchester B. C.(time, 7I1.

59m. 21s.) 3
R. T. Cassell, Berretta C. C. (time. 8h.

nm.-45s.) 4
H. Fraser, Anfield B. C. (time, 8h. 49m.

.

I0S -) 5
T. D. Oliver, Newcastle B. C. (time, 8h.

55m. 30s.). }
W. J. Powell, Coventry C. C. (time, 8h.

55m. 30s.)
J

R. Milthorpe, Newcastle B. C. (time, 8h.
55m. 30s.) x

H. Andrews, Norwich (time gh. 19m.). . 9
W. Fielder, Electric B. C. (time, gh. 25m.

15s.) 10

J. W. Day, Stanley B. C. (time, gh. 26m.
10s.) n

J. W. M. Brown, Long Sutton (time, gh.
34m.)

, 12

J. H. Ball, Coventry C. C. (time, gh.
5gm. 30s.) 13

Also started : G. Bateman, Corsham
; S.

Batson, Ferntower B. C; A. Churley, Peck-
ham; T. Duffey, Coventry; T. Swan, London-
F. Watson, Basingstoke.

A few minutes past eight all was in readi-

ness and the signal was given. With such a
number of starters it was some time before

the men settled down, but, passing through

Twyford, Milthorpe had worked his way to

the front and cut out the running at a tre-

mendous pace. Before two miles had been
covered the field opened out considerably,

the rearmost division being already over haif

a mile in the rear. Milthorpe continued to

put in all he knew, and had for his imme-
diate attendants Brown, Oliver, Powell,
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Fraser, and Smith, the last named taking

matters very quietly and did not appear to

be the slightest inconvenienced by the tre-

mendous pace. The good people of Maiden-

head had evidently got wind of the affair, as

the streets were thronged, and murmurs of

astonishment were heard on all sides at the

marvelous rate at which the men were travel-

ing. Seventeen and a half miles were rid-

den in the first hour, whilst, if we may judge

from the accounts of the men themselves, 34

miles were covered in 2h. 7m. Of the lead-

ers, Oliver was the first to crack, and then

Milthorpe, Brown, and Powell each tried to

crack the other up, whilst Fraser and Smith

-were still handy.' Before reaching Rick-

mansworth, the severity of the pace told its

tale. The three cracks had fairly run them-

selves to a standstill. Smith now showed

how the land lay, by putting in a bit of

splendid work, and, after a faint effort on

the part of the Dumfries man to hold him,

went right away. Golder and Etige, both of

whom had been left a long way in the rear,

now began to show prominently, and, one

by one, the leading division were given the

go by. ^When Welwyn, 50 miles, was

reached, Smith was 16 minutes in front of

Golder, who, in turn, led the plucky little

Manchester man by 6m. Unfortunately, the

gentleman who was acting as half-way time-

keeper neglected to compare watches, or

make any arrangements with the official

timeist, hence the 50m. "times" are value-

less, but as near as can be guessed Smith did

3m. 25s., a grand performance. The leader

wended his way -at a merry pace, through

Hitchin and on to Biggleswade, where he

was taken in hand by Dan Albone, and after

some light refreshment set off at an in-

creased pace. Encouraged by the assistance

of the Biggleswade crack, a gait of 15 miles

an hour was kept up to the finish, which was

reached in 7I1. 11m. 10s. exactly from the

start. A marvelous performance, which

wipes out Appleyard's 7I1. 15m. 18s. com-

pletely, and ^consequently the magnificent

gold chonograph becomes his own property.

Thirty-six minutes later Golder followed in

the leader, having thus gained 20m. since

the half-distance, Cassall and Fraser, at an

interval, came next, and then Oliver, Mil-

thorpe, and Powell came in together. The

whole of the above-named earned silver

medals for beating nine hours, whilst the re-

cipients of bronzes are Andrews, Fielder,

Day, Brown, and Ball. Batson, who started

late, was allowed to go for a medal, and ac-

complished the journey in iohrs. Duffy was

the only other man that finished, 14 out of

19 starters completing the journey. Mr. C.

H. Larrette is responsible for the times.

The winner rode a machine weighing 4olb.,

with a 36-in. wheel geared up to 61 in.

In the evening the competitors, officials,

and a few friends were entertained by the

firm at Norman's Cross Hotel, Mrs. Brooks

putting a capital dinner on the table. Mr.

Herbert filled the chair, and Mr. Cooper the

vice. A very enjoyable evening was spent.

George Smith's machine was geared up to

6iin., and Golder's to no less than 65m
;

Edge would have been in nearer the winner

had he had a higher gearing, his being but

54in.

A long race, with so many contestants, of

course has many little incidents ; for in-

stance, Powell and Webb were both in the

path, Powell falls, ditto Webb, machine and

all into the ditch
;
Milthorpe, in follvving

Oliver too closely, goes over a stone which

Oliver avoided ; the latter was twice delayed

by his saddle slipping.

The ever growing Jackson (Rucker and

Co.) made the pace for Fraser from Biggles-

wade,

ENGLISH IRECORDS BROKEN.
A COLONY RACE MEETING AT THE CRYSTAL
PALACE SEPTEMBER 25'PH THE TRICY-
CLE, TANDEM, AND BICYCLE RECORDS
BEATEN LACY HILLIER BEATS AMATEUR
AND PROFESSIONAL RECORDS FOR FIVE
MILES.

The men who train on the C. P. path have

for some time been contemplating a record

evening, as several of them have been put-

ting in good work, W. Brown and J. S.

Smith having several times beaten the tan-

dem 'records ; whilst Lacy Hillier, who is

the trial horse for the men on the track, has

been trying English's game of going all the

way, with startling results, getting within

two seconds of record, and covering the ten

miles in the half hour two or three times.

Thursday, September 25th, the week after,

the Surrey, was fixed on as the occasion of

the trials, and arrangements were made with

Mr. G. P. Coleman to attend and clock.

The first event was an attempt by W. Brown
to beat Speechly's starting quarter-mile ; this

was frustrated by the wind, which, however,

was just falling. After a rest, W. Brown
(Brixton Ramblers) and J. S. Smith turned

out on the " Invincible " tandem for a three

miles spin, Smith steering; H. J. Webb
also joined them on his " Humber," but

broke his pedal at the moment of starting.

The pair got off at a rare pace, covering the

first lap in 52s.; two laps, im. 43s.; three

laps, 2m. 35s.; and the mile in 2m. 59 3-5S.

—

best on record ; four laps, 3m. 27s.; five laps^

4m. 22s.; six laps, 5m. 17 2-5S.; seven laps

(two miles), 6m. 12s.—outside 6m. 8s.,

which is present record ; eight laps, 7m. 8s.;

nine laps, 8m. 3s.; ten laps, 8m. 583.; three

miles, 9m. 23s.

—

record by nine seconds.

Both rode splendidly, though Brown was

without doubt the cleverest with his feet.

H . J. Webb, who had borrowed a pedal,

turned out to try two miles, and led by F. S.

Buckingham, he just got inside, though it

was a very close thing. One mile, 3m. 6

3-5S.; two miles, 6m. 23 3-55.

—

only 2-js.

inside the record.

G. Lacy Hillier then came out to have a

cut at the five miles, the gathering dusk pre-

cluding his going any further. He started

from scratch in front of the pavilion, F. P.

Wood taking about 200 yards start, P. A.

Nix being some 350 yards round—the lap.

W. Brown was not fully rested after his tan-

dem exertion, and F. G. Dray, who had

promised to assist, had not been able to

fetch his machine from Stamford Bridge.

Hillier was started by " Long Smith," of the

Brixton Ramblers, and got ofi at a good,

steady, swinging pace, and going very hard

for Wood, he caught him just after the com-

pletion of the first mile, in 2m, 48 2-5S. Nix

then took up the running, and two miles

was reached at 5m. 38s. Hillier now seemed

to improve, as he cut down Nix, and, go-

ing along at a grand pace, got up to W.
Brown, who came on, and who made the

pace finely for a couple of laps. The Stan-

ley man at length disposing of him with a

grand rush, and going to the three miles

alone, he finished that distance in 8m. 32s.

—best on record by one second. The three

miles were, of course, finished on the further

side of the track, and the shriek of " record"

woke Hillier up, and he put on a splendid

spurt, and, regardless of pace-makers, fairly

flew into the fourth mile, which he finished

in 11m. 24s., which is nine seconds inside

English's time. Still going very strongly,

and without any signs of distress, the ex-

champion rode up to five miles, this distance

being covered a shade inside 14m. 18s.,

beating previous amateur record by no less

than fifteen seconds, the professional record

being 14m. 26s. As the- night was rapidly

falling, Hillier stopped, as agreed, and re-

ceived'a well-merited ovation on dismount-

ing.

The clocking was done by Mr. G. P. Cole-

man, who took the time of each lap, and

Mr. C. Wilson fired the pistol. Among
those present, in addition to the riders, we

noticed Major Thos. Knox-Holmes, R. E,

Pbilpott, H. B. Clayson, R. B. Smith, A.

Nixon, F. S. Buckingham, T. Santer, T. P.

Wood, P. A. Nix, W. Brown, J. Smith, R.

Cripps, W. Jenkins, and many more well

known men, whilst, as it was a fireworks

night, there was a very good attendance of

the general public.

—

Cyclist.

LANCASTER'S RIDING SCHOOL.
Lancaster is progressive, say what the

grumblers may of " a staid, old-fashioned

city." Manager Stowell has just demon-

strated that Lancaster will support a skating

rink, and handsomely, too ; and Mr. Martin

Rudy, the pioneer of the bicycle business in

this city, has had confidence enough in the

progressiveness of our people to open a

riding school on the third floor of Locher's

bank building, Centre Square, where, morn-

ing, afternoon, and evening, young men can

be instructed in the graceful, useful and in-

vigorating art of riding the bicycle. A rep-

resentative of The New Era took a peep into

the place this morning, and was amazed at

the display. Nearly half a hundred wheels,

of every size and every imaginable sort, were

there arranged temptingly about the room

—

tricycles, bicycles, and what npt. The tri-

cycle, a magnificent vehicle, has just been

received, and is of the Victor make. For

speed it is quite the equal of the bicycle, and

its advantage lies in the fact that any one

can ride it. It is as comfortable as an easy

chair, can be guided by a child, and, and has

an advantage over the bicycle in the fact

that y
rou can stop at will, rest at ease, and

are not likely to meet with any accidents

—

no "headers" from this. To the tourist it

especially commends itself, and as a vehicle

for pleasure travel, as well as for business

purposes, we should not be at all surprised to

see it some day in general use.

Then, too, Mr. Ruddy handles the Facile

bicycle—a vehicle which, while having a

wheel much lower than the average bicycle,

making it easier to mount and dismount,

has the best record for speed now known to

the bicycle world. Indeed, the man who

cannot be suited at Mr. Rudy's Riding School,

whether he desires to purchase a vehicle

or simply to learn to ride there, can't be

suited anywhere, and as an instructor in the

art Mr. Rudy has. had all the experience

necessary to give the most entire satisfaction.

He is not only an expert wheelman himself,

but has able assistants in the work of con-

ducting the school, and we can conceive of

nothing that commends itself more' to the

favorable attention of the young men of our

city than just such a place as Martin Rudy's

Riding School.

THE WHEEL AS A DETECTIVE.

Chirpy little Fred Dennison sat upon his

bicycle in Fourth avenue, near Sixty-ninth

street last Saturday. He was eleven

years old and was the champion rider

of the neighborhood. Along came an

interesting young man named James

Hutchinson, who said that if little

Fred would lend him a watch and chain he

would time the rider for a trip around the

block. The boy handed his silver watch

and chain to Hutchinson, who opened it

and solemnly remarked "Go." Whiz went

the wheels of the bicycle" as it sped around

the corner. Just then little Fred learned

from a boy that the timekeeper had departed.

He turned his bicycle around and chased the

flying umpire, gaining upon him each

moment until a policeman interrupted

Hutchinson at the corner of Seventieth street

and First avenue. Hutchinson was of the

opinion that the journey from the starting

point was made in five seconds. He had a

short conversation with Police Justice Mur-

ray in the Yorkville Court, and will explain

matters to a jury later on.

A SAD BUT TRUTHFUL STORY.

Mr. Fred C. Dunn, of the Philadelphia

Chestnut Hill Bicycle Club, enthusiastically

came overland on his two-wheeled charger

from New York. Somewhere on a lonely

road in the wilds of the adjacent town of

Charlestown, while he was flightly trundling

along over the sandy road, thinking of the

impression he would make on his arrival,

and wondering if the average damsel who

frequents the Pier is "just dead gone" on

bicyclers, when his gay young fancy was

suddenly diverted to a sternly realistic mun-

dane subject. An ordinarily sedate farm-

er's dog, of somewhat formidable propor-

tions, who probably for the first time in his

bucolic existence then cast his eyes on one

of the big-wheeled monsters, felt convinced

that it was his duty to resent the appearance

ofsuch a strange affair. The result of his in-

terference was that the ardent bicycler liter-

ally took to the woods—that is, he climbed a

tree for safety, for the thoroughly aroused

canine would have removed a large portion

of the tightly fitting riding breeches had not

the owner displayed remarkable agility in

getting out of reach. Honest Tovvser, find,

ing that the steel frame of the wheel was too

hard to bite, calmly laid down and fixed his

weather optic on the treed young Phila-

delphian. A move on the part of the latter

was the signal for a deep-voiced growl, and

both the victim and his inflexible jailer

might have occupied the same relative posi-

tions until the present had not a person in

whom the dog had confidence come along and

called the latter away. And then the trundle

of the wheels might have been heard as the

crushed bicycler wended Piervvards.

—

Ex-

change.

NEW JERSEY ROAD MAPS.

Editor of The Wheel : In our little State

of New Jersey we believe that in League

matters the officers of our N. J. Div. L. A.

W. have scored one in advance of any other

State division, for we have had published for

us a complete road map of the State, now

ready for sale and delivery.

This map is printed in three divisions,

viz., Northern section, Middle section, and

Southern section,, on parchment paper in

colors, and bound in pocket covers, each

map being 20 by 32 inches, and showing

plainly all our roads, towns, railroads, etc.

This road map will not only be very use-

ful to wheelmen in the State, but to those

touring through the State.

The price of each section is .50 cents, and

2 cents per section extra for sending by mail.

Amount must accompany order.

These maps can be obtained from either

of the following officers, viz, : Dr. G. Carle-

ton Brown, 116 Broad street, Elizabeth, N. J.,

Wm. J. Morrison, Moorestown, Burlington

county, N. J., Harold Serrell, Plainfield, N. J.

If a wheelman, in or out of the State, in

ordering a set of sections or a single section,

wishes to have a certain route or routes

marked out for him, it will be done in col-

ored inks at an extra charge of 25 cents,

which amount will go to enrich the division

treasury.

These maps have been published for the
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N. J. Div. L. A. W. by Messrs. Smith &
Stroup, of Philadelphia, Pa., and reflect

credit upon their house.

Respectfully y^>urs,

Haro'ld Serrell,

Representative N. J. Div. L. A. W.

WHEEL SONGS.
There is no one of our poets who has caught

the humors of the wheel more cleverly, or
portrayed them more pleasantly, than Mr. S.

Conant Foster. The readers of this maga-
zine have found in him an always welcome
contributor, bright, sparkling, and full of
good cheer. Mr. Foster has gathered into a
handsome volume the bicycle poems, humor-
ous and otherwise, which he had contributed
to these pages, together with considerable
additional matter. The book is richly and
effectively illustrated, and, printed on heavy
plate paper, with broad margins, and bound
in blue cloth, with side stamp in gold and
silver, affords the most sumptuous volume
devoted wholly to the wheel that has yet been
published. The contents of the,book include
" Benedicite," with illustrations by Charles
Howard; " An Epistle," illustrated by Henry
Stull

;

" A Midnight Ride ;
" "A Midwinter

Reverie," illustrated by F, Childe Hassam
;

" On Wings of Love," illustrated by George
B. Bowland

;
" Wheel Bliss," illustrated by

Howard and Bowland ; "Si Plunkitt," illus-

trated by Stull; and a variety of sonnets and
shorter poems, many of them illustrated.

The contents of " Wheel Songs " are not all

of the humorous sort, though the prevailing
tone is that of jollity. The " Benedicite,"
some of the sonnets, and the delicately writ-
ten " In Membriam," are good examples of
more serious work. Mr. Foster and his pub-
lishers have given the wheeling fraternity a
most attractive volume, the sale of which can
hardly fail to be large.

—

Outing.

ST. LOUIS BIKELETS.
The 'cyclists of St. Louis are, as a class,

probably no exception to the law of selection
which the price of their steeds naturally im-
poses. Most of them are wealthy—that is,

their papas are—and .as consequences of

wealth are, as a rule, educated, refilled, and
ambitious. Hence, when a concourse of such
congenial spirits is gathered at places which
would be considered distant but for their
ccmmand of speed, it is not surprising that
the flow of wit from this source should be at
once versatile and entertaining. A few of
their sayings are here annexed, more in evi-
dence of the bent of their humor than to show
any startling brilliancy of conclusion.
A tandem was built by two riders, which

came to grief on the Belleville road. A
broken handle-bar compelled their return
afoot. It has been maliciously hinted that
the burden of their lay was :

" Oh, I wish I

was single again !

"

The hill behind Manchester (a bugbear
and don't forget it) was last summer declared
to be a " torrid climb."
Our riders have been classed as dudes,

semi-dudes, and -"toughs." The former
are perfect in make-up, and all of them own
full-uickeled machines, .but they are never
seen beyond city limits." The middle class
generally have good intentions, but lack con-
fidence in their power of endurance, hence
confine their riding to runs of a few miles
only. The " toughs " are found on the road
every Sunday and holiday, and preserve the
credit of the wheel as a coverer of distance.

Headers, more or less disastrous to man
and machine, form the bulk of humorous
all usions. Not long since, a wheelman who
straddles a 56 Expert with dignity was treat-

ed to one of the somersault variety. "After
one complete gyration," vouches a veracious
eye-witness, "T found him balancing on his
chin, with his feet in the air and his machine
on top of him." This the victim denies, but
without success. After reaching their ob-
jective point (dinner), the unfortunate one
was heard to mutter after prolonged ablution :

" I'll be dod-gasted if I ever got so much
sand out of my head at any one time. Got
a notion of starting a desert on the install-

ment plan !

"

One wheelman, noted for dislike of activity'
when asked to participate in " breaking the
record " to Manchester, remarked :

" Make
your record of glass, place it within easy
reach, and I will make an effort to break it.

Otherwise please excuse yours truly."

The club of " Star" riders has been dub-
bed "The Nebular Organization," and the

music of their steeds likened unto "the
cricket on the hearth."

It has been customary— I might almost
say traditional—for those of the wheelmen
who are afflicted with poetic fire to part with
fragments of their internal conflagration
after each eventful run. As a consequence
we have now quite a collection of cycling
anthems depicting the disasters and misfor-
tunes of unlucky riders.

Having almost overstepped the limit of
my prescribed space, I shall reserve a de-
tailed mention of these for another letter.

7T p.

FROM THE CLUBS.

Orange (Mass.) Wheel Club.—The bi-

cyclists in town have become numerous
enough to have an organization, and accord-
ingly the Orange Wheel Club, with twenty
members, takes its place among our local in

stitutions, with the following officers ; Presi-
dent, Warren M. King

;
Captain, C. H.

Shepard ; . Lieutenant, W. F. Osterhout

;

Secretary and Treasurer, O. M. Hapgood
;

Bugler, George Andrews ; Executive Com-
mittee, M. O. Simonds, F. E. Dewey, A. G.
Thayer, and George M. Pratt. Of the
twenty members of the club, twelve already
have machines, which they manage with
more or less facility, while several more are
expected this season, and still more next
year. The growth of the cycling fever has
been very rapid here considering the size

of the town and the state of the roads
around Orange, which are far from being
entirely to a wheelman's taste. The first of

last JuneW. R. Winchell, of the sewing ma-
chine company's office, to whose example
and influence more than to any one else is

due the present enthusiasm, had the only
crank machine in town, in the use of which
he was entirely inexperienced, while C. H.
Shepard was struggling with a " Star" ma-
chine ; and now a very sizable club has
come into existence, and by next season will

become known as a liye, enthusiastic, and
muscular organization. The club hope soon
to have a room fitted up for their use, where
a .full supply of wheel literature, etc., will

be kept on hand, and where members can
talk over their experiences and plan for the
future. The leading long distance riders in

the club-are Messrs. Winchell and Shepard,
and as a instance of their prowess it may be
stated that they went to Boston last Sunday.
Starting from Orange at 5.30 A. M0 they
arrived in Boston at 10,30 p. m.

,
having

traveled just in miles. They were on the

road seventeen hours, during which time
they rested three, making the riding time
fourteen hours. As the road is far from
being good between here and Fitchburg, this

may be regarded as fair time. That they
were in good condition is proved by the fact

that Mr. Winchell rode 55 miles more, and
Mr. Shepard 21, on the next day.

WILKY AND JOB.
A chum ? Yes, I had one once, but that he

was a bicycling chum was the pleasantest

feature of our attachment. A good rider

—

at least he imagined himself one over the

asphalt pavements of the city—but an abom-
inable hater of anything like rough country
roads. I Fwas different. I had never
been accustomed to the urban paper-like

drives, and so had a tender liking for fair

rural ways, bordered by narrow side paths,

where in case of a little fractiousness on the

part of my steed I might claim my hast}'

dismount as an opportune occasion to pick
the wild berries lusciously gleaming from
behind their prickly foliage. Wilky, my
boon companion in my halcyon bicycling

days, used always, as a matter of courtesy to

age, pleasantly allow me to take the lead in

our country rambles. He always loved
nature, he said, and so preferred to leisure-

ly hang behind and absorb the beauties of

the neighboring hills and gentle slopes with
their sluggish little rills and quiet picnic in-

viting resorts. We were accustomed to start

off early in the morning and make pleasure-
able little jaunts to neighboring towns, and,
after luncheon, return homeward when the
sinking sun was beginning to make the way-
side hedges Cast long shadows across our
path. Wilky prided himself on his costume
and regularly appeared to mount his wheel
as one ready to attend a cyclists' dance, and
used quietly to smile at my somewhat rough
appearance ; but then I knew how I would
feel after a run over the dusty roads, while

his dapper mien would be changed at the
close of day. His a great big fifty-six
" Club " shining beautifully with its nickel

coat
;
mine, a little (as he was wont to look

down upon me) fifty-two, black-enameled
" Rudge." Alas ! how he used to lament his

continual rubbing, while I would rejoice that
mine could stand a week and not feel the
effects of the dirt.

" Come, Job, the Grangers have their annual
picnic this year; we might as well run over and
see the countrymen at sport," was his greet-

ing one August day as we dawdled away our
long vacation in Jersey. He always called

me Job. I never could tell why, except for
the patience with which I was ever accustomed
to take rough hills and still worse roads. The
Granger family, with their great host of con-
nections, invariably held their annual festival,

which was as invariably attended by number-
less ones of the tribe, and many of whom
had never beheld the two-wheeled horse.

We anticipated quite naturally a festive day
among them, and perhaps awaken conster-
nation in their breasts. We started leisurely,

I leading as usual, Wilky following full of
admiration for the country, but still more
exuberent over the idea of rustic beauties.
Fifteen miles was to be covered before
the farmers could be reached. I remember
our first salutation. We came to a long hill.

Wilky, ever ready for display, took my word
(unaccustomed as he was) that the slope
could be coasted. Now was his opportunity
to set forth the gracefulness of his wheel, as
there was a party of the Grangers at the
foot of the incline. We came upon them
with their mouths gaping, Wilky ahead with
his feet encased in a brown pair of alligator
hide shoes dangling easily over his handle
bar.

'

' Look at 'em," cried Farmer Willowtop,
" I've seen balloons, but never before flyin'

machines.

"

Wilky never lost the occasion for a joke.
" Fly on machine. He means you, Job, on
that little climber of yours," shouted he,
while I still managed to maintain my equi-
librium. Ah, Wilky will never forget that
day, with the gathering crowd of rustic lads
twisting our pedals and his continual in-

junctions to them to keep their hands off the
nickeled wheel. But Wilky had the reputa-
tion of being our club acrobat, and I thought
that possibly the day might pass without one
of his exhibitions. : It was not destined to be
so. We re-started, but the hill proved to be
invincible, and my chum unceremoniously
preferred to walk and then remount behind a
carriage

;
but, alas for the frailty of man !

I saw him gaze at some damsels by the way;
the carriage suddenly stopped, and before
Wilky could turn his pedal struck the hub of
the vehicle and my friend was astounded by
a rustic's inquiry as to his new kind of dis-

mount.
Once we were at the sea-shore together at

a fashionable hotel enjoying the cool breezes
of the languid summer days. We lived in

short trousers, dining always in them in the
grand hall with many other guests. One
day we stopped on our run at a small sea-
side place on the west for luncheon. Dusty
from the exertions of the road, we registered
and hastened to satisfy the cravings of a
wheelman's appetite, when we were ruth-
lessly requested to " wait until the second
table." Wilky was indignant at such an
outcry, while I was obedient to my com-
panion's dictates, and manfully asserted our
right to the " first table," rather than be rel-

egated to almost the servants' rations at an
inferior hostelry.

Leisurely making our jaunts about Jersey,
we were accustomed to drink whatsoever
pleased our passing taste, and that decoction
known as "soda water" was freely im-
bibed. Wilky was a "gentleman of leisure

"

—that is, he was "attending lectures" at a
law school, but his real penchant was draw-
ing soda from an ice-cold fountain. How
well I remember our halting at a village chem-
ist's and ordering the two foaming glasses
which my traveler friend insisted upon draw-
ing.

" Are you a drug clerk?" was the apothe-
cary's assistant's pertinent query.

• Wilkyr looked down upon him with a
withering infra dig. glance, but as he stood
quaffing his beverage, in there walked a
small boy with the request to Wilky to give
him "a glass of pineapple."
"Come, Job, this is too much. I must

seem like a druggist."

"Oh, no, it's only the perfume on your
handkerchief that gives you the pharmaceu-
tical odor," answered I, with an attempt at

repartee, while I sat down to look over the!

morning paper, and he poured out another
glass, which he drank in silence and stood
waiting my departure.

" What keeps you?"
"Oh, only here to draw custom for the

proprietor."

"You draw custom ! You can only draw
corks and flies," superciliously drawled he.

We left then, and as we came back to
town Wilky would go over the smooth road
far in advance of me, and then, allowing the
easy riding Job to approach nearer as we
came upon a crowd upon the walk, would
sententiously ask (loud enough for passers-
by to hear) if I could " read plainly the in-

scription upon his tool bag." I bore this

with humility, but I always perplexed poor
Wilky when I told the little tales of his lag-

ging far behind on bad country roads, and
his extreme hatred of climbing hills, be they
ever so gentle a rise (which he always in-

sisted was one upon him).
Wilky and I finally became separated and

no longer enjoyed the mutual pleasures of
bicycle trundling. How it happened is but a
short tale. Wilky, as I have said, had a
wonderful propensity for pretty girls, and any
charming face was sure to lead him captive;
in fact, he always boasted that he had a sweet-
heart, like the inveterate jack tar, in every
place he had dwelt in. The metropolis, being
his home, of course claimed the most attrac-

tion for him, and he quietly confided to me
one day that he proposed making a Miss
Nickerson Mrs. Wilky some day. I first

gained my knowledge of this when I tele-

graphed him to come out and take a run. I

was answered :

"Can't. His name is 'Mollie.'

—

Wilry."
It revealed the secret, and henceforth I ever

chaffed him. But then my chum had always
spent his summer days in a staid old Jersey
town, and there too, according to his wonted
boast, was found a fair mademoiselle. It was
a strange coincidence, but her name too was
Nickerson. How inconceivable, thought he,

that there should be two with exactly similar

surnames, only number two's cognomen was
Nellie. Savoir /aire would carry anything
off, Wilky frequently said, but suddenly he
was startled by the intelligence that Miss
Mollie would spend the summer at Vernon
Place—that quiet Jersey town. Here Wilky
was in a quandary. Miss Mollie would find

out about Miss Nellie, and Miss Nellie would
be equally enlightened about Miss Mollie.

" Oh," said Wilky, "I can arrange that
easily enough. I shall spend my days else-

where on business! " So off he rushed to.the

Catskills, and his short notes to me breathed
sighs at his departure. No 'cycling, no com-
panions (apparently), either male or female,
blessed his hours. I knew his susceptibility

.

and fickleness, and when I turned up at a
church bazaar—one of those especially given
to allow city visitors to spend their dimes at

—I was not astonished to overhear Miss
Mollie and Miss Nellie in animated conver-
sation over a common theme.

" A city friend of mine in the Catskills
—

"

explained Miss Nellie.
" How strange !" interrupted Miss Moll :

e.,
" I have one there also."

"Indeed. He's lovely ; rides a bicycle so
divinely."

*' So does mine."
" His name is pretty—Wilky."
'

' So is mine .

"

Then both perceived that a trick had been
played, and their mutual friend had balanced
himself between the two.

" Oh, the wretch, he has been false," and
"What a base man ! " reached my ears in

unision. I turned. I could listen no longer.
I hastily penned Wilky a note, informing
him that the situation was insecure ; that he
had better not show himself again in Vernon
Place. This, of course, was done with a
desire to help my cause, as I confess I then
had a tender spot in my frame for the pretty
city lass. Back came the reply from the ir-

repressible youth that it was exactly his

plan—a pretty face in the mountains had in-

fatuated him, and this was a happy ruse to

break away from his bonds. He was
ashamed or hated to show himself in Jersey
for ages, but once I did persuade him to

spend a night with me, and as he marched
the following morning to buy his ticket to

the city, carrying in his hand a large brown
valise, the agent at the wicket inquired,
"Commercial, sir?" That was the last

"straw," and I have never persuaded him to

spend another day in Jersey, and so I lost

my boon bicycling companion.
Squibbs.
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and receive.

THE PROJECTED BERMUDA TOUR.
.Without doubt the Bermuda Islands

possess greater attractions for the bicycle

tourist than any spot this side of Europe.

Here is an English colony with English

roads ; here is the most equable and delight-

ful climate in the world. The vegetation is

semi-tropical, the scenery is a delight to the

eye, the inhabitants are very hospitable, the

roads are like iron, and the " Hamilton," the

great hotel in the city of the same name, is

run by an American landlord on the Ameri-

can plan. What more could be desired ?

These islands are but three days' sail from

New York city by a fine line of steamers,

and a party of cyclists is now organizing to

sail to this favored land about the last of

January, and, while the highways in the

States are buried deep under the ice and

snow, wheel over the smooth roads of Ber-

muda, where summer is perpetual.

There are 150 miles of these roads, afford-

ing some of the most beautiful runs to be

found anywhere, and leading to the many
different points of attraction—the great Dry
Dock, the largest in the world, the forts in

which are stationed the red-coated defenders

of Great Britain, the lighthonse on Gibbs'

Hill, affording a magnificent view, the

antique town of St. George, Spanish' Point,

the Caves-, and other places too numerous
to mention.

Here may be seen the stately cabbage

palm, the papaw, the banana, theloquot and

the orange growing in the open air.

Many wheelmen who cannot afford a trip

to Europe can see their way clear to visit

Bermuda, and get a taste of England on a

small scale, with a slice of summer and a

touch of the tropics thrown in gratis.

The total cost of the trip, reckoning from

and to New York, will be from $65 to $90,

according to length of stay. The short trip

will occupy ten days, and the longest twenty-

four days. Should an extra steamer be put

on this route, as is expected, a trip of seven-

teen days could be made, at a cost of about

eighty dollars.

Descriptive pamphlets of Bermuda can be
obtained of Leve & Alden, 207 Broadway,

N. Y., who are agents for the Bermuda
steamers.

The tour is under the management of

F. A. Elwell, conductor of the" Down East"

and " Kennebec " tours, who visited these

islands last spring in company with Karl

Kron, and vouches for the place being a

wheelman's paradise.

All wheelmen wishing to know more of the

excursion sketched above will please commu-
nicate with. Mr. Elwell, whose address is

box 2014, Portland, Me.

AMERICAN DIVISION C.T. C.

To the City Consuls iAnd Members :

At a business meeting of the American Di-

vision of the 'Cyclists' Touring Club held at

Massapoag House, Sharon, Mass., Tuesday

evening, Sept. 22d, the following resolution

was adopted :

"That the State Consuls be empowered
and requested to receive all applications for

membership in the C. T. C, giving receipt

for such applications, and send all such appli-

cations to Chief Consul Weston at or before

a certain date, to be decided upon by the

Chief Consul. All letters for information,
etc., to be addressed to the State Consul,
accompanied by stamp for reply."

In accordance with this illustration you will

please send all applications for membership,

letters of inquiry, etc., to the State Consul

of your respective State, always accompanied

by a stamp for reply. The list of State Con-

suls, so far as appointed, will be found in the

Bicycling World, but in States where no

Consul has been appointed all such applica-

tions, letters, etc., must be sent to the under-

signed. The State Consuls will give receipts

in acknowledgment of applications as soon

as received and will send all applications

once a month to the Chief Consul on the day

appointed by him.

The badges will also be delivered by the

State Consuls in the order in which the ap-

plications are received. You are especially

requested to use all patience and forbearance

in order that the harmony and good feeling

now existing may ever continue. Let each

member of the five hundred now constituting

the American Division send an application

for a friend before the month closes and we
shall soon be strong in members as we are in

purpose and faith, and make a glorious suc-

cess of the 'Cyclists' Touring Club.

Fraternally yours,

Charles H. Potter, R.C.

99 Superior st., Cleveland, O.

BICYCULAR ICONTUMACY.
The trumpeter of the Racing Board of the

League of American Wheelmen sounds a

bugle blast which he intends for our funeral

march, but he will evidently learn that the

arguments of the Spirit are not, like the

walls of Jericho, to be toppled over by the

blowing of rams' horns. This effusion occu-

pies almost two pages of the trumpeter's

organ, and may be divided into five sections:

1. " He applies opprobrious epithets to

his superiors." This game ranks, with cro-

quet and mumble-peg, as a harmless sport.

It pleases one party, does not harm the

other, and amuses the public. Let it pro-

ceed.

2. " He builds straw men and then knocks

them down." Attributing to a writer state-

ments he has never made, and then attack-

ing these forged statements, is an old but

not brilliant trick of men who have a poor

cause. A large portion of the trumpeter's

latest essay is devoted to proving that the

Spirit errs in suggesting that in bicycling

races the contestants should be started by the

flash of the pistol, and he even calls to his

aid a professional rider to prove that the

wheelman could not conveniently look

around for the pistol flash, and could not be

fairly started in that way. These statements

are true, the argument sound, and the logic

without flaw, but their crushing effect is

somewhat weakened by the fact that the

Spirit has never advocated, suggested, or

even hinted at such an idiotic plan. To
stimulate his research in this matter we will

give to the trumpeter the finest bicycle that

can be bought in America if he will find in

the Spirit any paragraph proposing or even

hinting at any such nonsense. The riders

should start by the report of the pistol, the

watches should be started by the flash.

Nothing can be plainer, more simple, more
accurate, or more just to all.

3. " As regards the duties of officials, he

prefers the League Rules to the Laws of

Athletics." This matter may be summarized

as follows : By the Laws of Athletics there

is one starter who has full jurisdiction on all

matters pertaining to the start, and whose

decisions are final and without appeal ; one

referee whose duty it is to watch the racing

and decide all claims of foul, and whose de-

cision on all such claims is final and without

appeal ; three judges at the finish, who
stand on the finish-line, see the finish as no

one can who stands elsewhere, who cannot

disagree, as a majority vote decides, and

whose decisions are final and without ap-

peal ; and a committee who arrange the pro-

gramme, accept and reject entries, and are

the general managers of all business pertain-

ing to the sports, except the actual racing.

Each officer has supreme control in his own
department, there is no clashing of author-

ity, and everything works smoothly and

satisfactorily. The League Rules provide

one starter, whose decision is subject to

reversal, first by the judges, who frequently

could not have been at the start, and finally

by the referee, who also would some-

times have been an absentee ; one

referee who is not permitted to de-

cide on the merits of a foul which he

did see unless the judges, who were

far away and could not see clearly, should

disagree ; and two judges at the finish, a

number which invites a tie vote, and in

case of such disagreement the final decision

is entrusted to the referee, who would rarely

have been exactly at the finish-line, and

therefore could not decide intelligently or

correctly ; and finally the referee and judges

are authorized to hold meetings, decide pro-

tests, establish precedents, and attend to

duties which properly belong to the com-

mittee, and not to the field officers. The
trumpeter does not contrast the two codes so

clearly and succinctly as is done above, but

acknowledges all the points, here and there,

by piecemeal, and, having admitted them

ail, announces that he prefers the League

Rules, and calls on all wheelmen to rally

around his standard. This seems a fair

issue, and we may add that the League

Rules, bad as they are, are not only good

enough, but far too good, for any wheelman

who,- after a careful comparison of the two

codes, prefers them to the Laws of Athletics.

4. He clings to his pet " report of pistol

rule." He acknowledges that when the

starter and the timekeepers stand near each

other it makes no difference whether the

watches are started by report of pistol or by
its flash ; but that when the timekeepers are

far distant from the pistol, as in quarter-mile

and half-mile races on a mile track, the re-

port of pistol rule is inaccurate, unjust, and

absurd ; that at one of the very first tourna-

ments given by a League Club, under the

new League Rules, at Hartford, Conn.,

Sept. 9, 1884, with the President of the

League as one of the judges, the officials re-

fused to stultify themselves by obeying the

rules under which they had consented to>

serve, and startedUhe watches in the half-

mile race by the fall of a flag, instead of by
the report of the pistol, as the League rules

demand : that a prominent bicycling journal

has characterized the report of pistol rule as

"a lamentable, error, due to stupid proof

reading"; that the flash of pistol rule is al-

ways, and under all circumstances, practica-

ble, just, fair, and accurate, while the report

of pistol rule is, under certain circumstances,

impracticable, unjust, unfair, and inaccurate.

Admitting all this, he still sticks to his

foundling, and, being thoroughly cornered

in the way of argument, seeks to sneak

away through knot-holes of prevarication,

cracks of contradiction, and back-doors of

falsehood. He says!
" The rules are sufficiently elastic to allo-w

for a variation when it is in the interest of

better timing or judgment."

League Rule 6 reads :

" Each of the timekeepers shall time every

event, starting the timer from the report of

the pistol. In case of disagreement the-

average shall be the official time . In case of

a record being broken, the slowest time shall

be taken."

This rule is about as elastic as Bunker-

Hill Monument, and neither a Philadelphia

lawyer nor a Boston editor can frarnea more
explicit or mandatory rule, or point out how
any. one can honestly evade the plain com-

mand : "Shall time every event, start-

ing the timer from the report of the pistol."

Again he says :

". . . The Board of Officials that would

not, say, take the time from a dropped flag or

handkerchief would be foolishly punctilious.

The half-mile race at Hartford was timed by

the dropping of a flag. The judges acted

well in doing so, and their action will be ap-

proved."

Here, in plain English, the father and'

guardian of the report of pistol rule admits:

that it is inaccurate in certain cases, and ad-

vises officials to break it, and praises those;

who have done so.

He is also horrified at the apparition of &.

double signal, one for the rider, and another

for the timekeeper, and says :

"
. . . A rule would be nonsensical

which compelled the timer to take by the:

flash when the rider and pusher- off must

take the report."

It requires superhuman intelligence to dis-

cern how such a start would be more non-

sensical than the Hartford patent, approved

by the Racing Board and indorsed by the

trumpeter, in which the riders start by the

report of a pissol, and the watches by the fall

of a flag. In what way can the combination

of a pistol report and a pistol flash be more

nonsensical than the combination of a pistol,

report and a falling flag?

5. " He still endorses the record forgeries;,'*'

During 1883 and 1884 the Racing Boards of

the League of American Wheelmen officially

accepted and indorsed as records perform-

ances which were not genuine, and, therefore,

not worthy of such acceptance. The only

one of these cases justly chargeable to the

present Racing Board is the meeting at

Jumbo Park, Philadelphia, Pa., July 17 and

18, 1884. About these races The Spirit says

that the track was short ; that the surveyor

who laid out this track, and make an affidavit

to its measurement, did not build, or cause

to be built, any permanent curb which would

definitely mark and preserve this line of

measurement, but marked it only by a row

of small wooden pegs, which could easily be

removed, and, as a matter of fact, were fre-

quently moved during the month preceding
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the race ; that the pegs had been so moved
that when the races were ridden the track was

more than 12 feet short on each, mile ;
that

during the meeting the track was measured

by six prominent and reputable wheelmen,

including the editors of two bicycling jour-

nals, and one member of the Racing Board,

and found to be more than 12 feet short on

each mile; that this fact was reported to the

Chairman of the Racing Board, who lives in

Philadelphia, and he promised to have the

track measured at once, but failed to do so
;

that the Racing Board have persistently re-

fused to prove the length of the track by hav-

ing it measured; that if the pegs had all been

in their proper places and the measurement

around them correct, the path would not have

been a genuine one for the purposes of record,

because there was nothing to prevent the

contestants from riding between, behind, and

around these pegs, and, as a matter of fact,

during the races, two of the contestants cer-

tainly did so, and probably several more
;

that a member of the Racing Board published

over his own signature the fact that he had

measured the path and found it more than

12 feet short on each mile ; that the editor of

the Amateur Athlete\ who is also proprietor

of the Official Gazette of the League, an-

nounced that he would not accept these rec-

ords ; that the Corresponding Secretary o'f

the League, who is also the editor of the

Official Gazette, published in that Official

Gazette that "The League cannot afford to

accept these records ; the fact of it having

erred in the acceptance of the Springfield and

New Haven records is no excuse for a repe-

tition of the same mistake in this case ;" that

the members of the Racing Board knew all

these facts, knew that the track was short,

and yet in the face of this knowledge, and

in open defiance of all decency and honesty,

voted to accept and indorse these shameful

frauds.

That indictment seems to be plainly drawn
and easily understood. The trumpeter dare

not attempt to answer it in detail, but evades

the issue by this general denial.

" Regarding the records which The Spirit

has called 'fraudulent,' we can say that they

were accepted only after careful considera-

tion and the most abundant proof. We are

convinced than the tracks were full length,

that no rule was violated, and that the full

distance was ridden. We have documents

to prove these things."

We are anqious to give the trumpeter an

opportunity to prove his assertions before a

competent tribunal, but do not know of any
plan by which the matter can be brought to

the bar of a court of justice. Bu we will

make an offer whose fairness can not be dis-

puted. Within sight of the trumpeter's home
is the Harvard Law School, whose profes-

sors and lecturers are all learned in the law,

and in a dispute betweeda Boston editor and

a New York editor, they would certainly not

be prejudiced against their neighbor. The
trumpeter shall prepare an abstract of the

evidence in his possession that the Philadel-

phia track was of full length. We will add
to it a summary of the evidence in our pos-

session that the path was short. These doc-

uments shall be submitted to three of the

professors of Harvard Law School. If they

decide that the path was full length we will

pay $500 to any Boston charity that the

trumpeter shall select ; if they decide that

the path was short, the trumpeter shall sub-

scribe for The Spirit for a year, and agree to

read its bicycle column regularly. Our argu-

ments may be bad, but our money is good.

If we are wrong, the poor of Boston will re-

ceive $500, If we are right, the trumpeter

will, during the coming year, obtain a liberal

education.

We shall intrust all the details of this

affair to Mr. Joseph M. Gibbens, attorney-

at-law, Boston, Mass., and hope that the

trumpeter will call on him .at once.

—

Spirit

of the Times,

WHEEL GOSSIP.

President Bates says of the Duryea saddle :

" I like it better than any I've ever used."

One of the features of the races of the

Washington clubs on the 17th is the " Mono-
cycle " riding by Messrs. Dinwiddie &
Seely,

Mr. Sam T. Clark, of Baltimore, Md.,

has been on the sick list for the past ten days,

but is now able to be around again

.

On Wednesday, October 17, 1883, the

Corresponding Secretary of the League was
brought home with a damaged knee. On
Wednesday, October 8th, the President of

the League was brought home in a similar

manner, with an ornamental eye. Both acci-

dents were due to fast riding by moonlight.

The doctor is, however, up and around.

The English records continue to be re-

duced. We publish from the Cyclist this

week a full account of the recent excellent

performances.

The Cyclist reprints The Wheel's account

of the Hartford races, and accepts the record

of Sellers.

Hendee, in his attempt to break the world's

mile bicycle record at Hampden Park, Spring-

field, yesterday, made a mile in 2.42 4-5,

which was a remarkable record, considering

the weather.

The Bergens Bicycle Club, of Norway,
has been organized and has attained a mem-
bership of thirty. The following from their

constitution will doubtless be read with

interest :

" Overordentlig Generalforsamling sam
menkaldes naar mindst en Trediedelaf Club
bens aktive Medlemmer skriftlig derom an-
mode Bestyrelsen eller af denne naar
saadant er fornodent. Overordentlige Gen-
eralforsamlinger og de til disse foreliggende
Sager maa senest 3 Dage forud kundgjores i

mindst 2 af Byens Aviser."

The Bicycling World seems to have re

sumed its old tactics in allowing the use of

its columns to correspondents who are

neither reliable persons nor truthful ones.

Another old member of the Ixion Club has

joined the Benedicts, and Mr. and Mrs. R.

M. Campbell are "at home" at Berrien

Springs, Mich., so the neat cards inform us.

We understand that the veteran Capt.

Will R. Pitman is also to follow suit, his en-

gagement to a Boston lady having been an-

nounced.

The danger sign fund of the C. T. C. has

now reached the munificent sum of $12.00.

Singularly enough not one of the contribu-

tors can be found among the list that brought

the League out of danger when it most
needed aid.

Night riding around New York has been
practically abandoned. The changeable con-

dition of the roads, owing to the careless

dropping of building material, has robbed

the practice of pleasure and safety.

The late record of the " Kangaroo" has

entirely put the Facile out of sight and mind.

Already a number of orders have been
placed in this city with Mr. R. V. R.

Schuyler, and doubtless more will follow.

The Ixion Club are working up their road

race in good shape, and a large crowd will

doubtless witness the start on election day
about 11 o'clock, from the corner of 59th

street and the Boulevard.

" Subscriptions seem to lag," writes Karl
Kron, October 7, "as the roll of names
draws up towards the second 'impossible
point ' (for my good friends warned me to

call it so when I reached the limit of 1,000)
of No. 2,000. Only 19 names have reached
me within the last seven days, making my
present total 1,967. I note, however, that
the London weekly Wheeling, dated Sept.

29, vigorously urges the Englishmen not to
let the New Zealanders outdo them in sup-
porting my enterprise. The same paper also
prints a fac-simile of my autograph."

The Evening Telegram says that Mr. Fred.
G. Bourne, of the Citizens Club, is one of
the best amateur boxers in New York.

She was in humble circumstances, but she
was a Boston girl, for all that. " Yes," papa
is a unicyclist," she remarked to the rail-

road reporter whom she met on an excursion
train. " Indeed !" responded the young
gentleman addressed, very much concerned
to know what a unicyclist might be , but very
much afraid of exposing his western rawness
by asking. From a Boston young man on
the train it was learned that "papa" impart-
ed the desired impetus to a wheelbarrow
used in connection with city improvements.—Buffalo Express-.

The St. Louis Star Bicycle Club say : We
ride our Star Bicycles with the Duryea Star
Saddle. Would not be without it for any
consideration, and think it simply perfection,
being adjustable in any position, high or
low, as desired, yielding to every motion and
can be raised in front or rear at will. With
a Duryea, star riding is a luxury.—Newton
Crane, President; Edward Sells, Vice-Presi-
dent ; Hal W. Greenwood, Captain

; Elliott
B. Page, Sec. -Treasurer ; R. E. Belcour,
Lieutenant

;
E. A. Colcord, Charles Stan-

brook, F. J. Blatterman, VV. W. Carpenter
Jr.

Twenty-two subscriptions were pledged to
Karl Kron during the week ending on Octo-
ber, 4, bringing his total to 1989. Eight of
these latest names on the list belonged to
Englishmen who responded to the appeal
which Wheeling (London), of September 24,
was moved to make in behalf of

'

' Ten Th ou-
sand Miles on a Bicvcle."

FOR SALE AS^D EXCHANGE.

[Advertisements inserted under this heading-, not
exceeding four lines nonpareil, for one dollar.]

EXCHANGE—48 or 51-inch Bicycle wanted, sec-
ond hand, of 1884 pattern, in exchange for gent's

fine gold hunting case watch, nearly new. Address
Exchange, Box 444, New. York.

WANTED—A second hand_ Bicycle, suitable for a
33-inch leg (a 52 inch Columbia is my fit). Must

be in good order and cheap. Address, giving price,
size, and description, WM. H. GORDON, Ellen-
burgh Centre, CLnton Co., New York. 2t

] AMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheapes,t
ly lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.
May be put in pocket when not in use. By mail,
seventy-five cents and one dollar.

C. H. Lamson, Portland, Me,

MARTIN RUDY,

Lancaster, Pa.,

DEALER IN

Bicycles^ Tricycles and Sundries.

I would announce to all wheelmen that I

have excellent facilities for doing all kinds

of repairing.

Estimates given on Repairing, Brazing,

Nickel Plating, and Painting.

Correspondence solicited.

Office : No. 9 East King Street,

RIDING HALL:

Oorner Centre Square and West King Street.

Fair price paid for second hand machines

WHEELMEN ATTENTION!
We invite the attention of all wheelmen to the following list of

gia^I&s and ^xxtQtl&fy
of which we are the SOLE AGENTS for the United States,

1ICYCLES.

British

Challenge,

Rudge Light

Roadster,

American

Rudge,

Xtra Challenge.

TRICYCLES.

RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER.

Traveller,

Coventry Rotary

Tandem,

National,

Yeloceman,

Coventry

Convertible.

Send stamp for the largest and most complete catalogue yet issued. Reliable Agents

wanted in every city.

New York Headquarters
: G. R. BIDWELL, 4 East 60th St., N. Y.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
lO Milk Street, Boston.



10-INCH BARREL,
12 " "

PRICE.
$12.25 I 15-INCH BARREL,

. . . 13.25 | 18 " " ...
WITH FINE LEATHER CASE, so Rifle can be swung across the back, extra, $1.50.

$15.00
16.50

Read what Vice President W. H. Miller of the League says of the Stevens Guns.

LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN.

Office of the Vice President, W. H. Miller, Columbus, Ohio, February 12, 1884.

I think that the Stevens Rifle is an A i Shooting Arm. Made some remarkable long shots with it at Nantasket Beach last fall, Will send some of my targets as soon as

I get in practice. Have not shot either of my rifles for some two months, consequently am out of practice.

Yours truly, W. H. MILLER.

READ WHAT A BICYCLE RIDER SAYS OF THEM.
(He had a Rifle and Shot Barrel fitted to one frame.)

I found your little gun a very pretty and accurate weapon, and did some pleasant shooting-with it in Dakota. I used the rifle barrel 22 caliber almost exclusively, and was

very much pleased with its execution. Shall take pleasure in commending it to my friends.

Yours truly, JOHN F. KYES, Worcester, Mass.

Also Fine Single and Double B. L. Guns, Target, and Sporting Rifles. Send for. Illustrated Lists and Circulars to

P. O. Box 1108, Z, Philadelphia, Pa.

WHEEL

BY S. CQNANT FOSTER.

The Most Sumptuous Book Devoted to the

Wheel yet Published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.

An Elegant Quarto Volume bf Eighty Pages.

Bound in Blue Silk Cloth, with Side

Stamp in Gilt and Silver.

Price $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.

ADDRESS,

The Cycling Publishing Co.,

21 PARK ROW,
Box 444, New York.

New and second hand in great-
est variety of styles and prices.

H. B. HART, s
Wo. 811 Arch Street,

Philadelphia; Pa.

Selling Agent for The Pope Mfg. Co., Stoddard,
Loverin'g & Co., The Cunningham Co., Gormully &
Jeffrey, and The Western Toy Co.

ALL THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lists.

EC. B, H-A_K,T-
A fine assortment of Sundries always on hand.

Bicycle and Tricycles
on easy terms. Send for plan to

G. K. BIDWELL,
DEALER BIOTCLES,

4 East 60th St., New York.

Duryea Sa'ddie & Spring.

Patented, February 19, 1884

Used by Hendee, Prince, Sellers, Howell, Woodside,
Corey, Landy, Jenkins, of Louisville, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates, also Miles, Armainde and Sylvester,

and all the flyers. Can be used also on Star bicycles.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.) Is

Low. Neat, Comfortable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Why Suffer on the Road any Longer? Try it once
and You will Use no other; it Makes Eoad Riding
a Luxury. Prices : Japanned, $3.00; Nickeled,
$3.75. Special Terms to Dealers.

1ST. TOT CO.
Richard Garvey, Manager,

697 Broadway, New York.

Send postal for list of new and second hand Machines.

Adjustable Long Distance Saddle,

Spring Frame ; Perfect Adjustment
;
Completely absorbs all vibration ;.Light, Strong,

Elastic, Easy; Weight only 18 ounces; Adapted to the Star, weight 19 ounces; Send

for Circular; Mention this paper ;
Price $4.00 ; Liberal Discount to the Trade.

BULL & HA-YISTES,
Importers of and Dealers in

Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries,
587 and 589 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

A 72-page pamphlet of value to all wheel-

men, young and old.

COMMON QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
WHAT TO SELECT.

THE L. A. W.
DRESS AND CONVENIENCES.

WORDS TO THE WISE.

By Charles E. Pratt.

Buy k '
1 Read it !

!

Price Ten Cents.

FOR SALE BY

The Cycling Publishing Co.,

2 1 PARK ROW,
Box 441 NEW YORE

Remit in two-cent stamps.

BROOKLYN HEIGHTS

icycle School,
T. HUNT STEKEY, Manager,

Cor. Fulton and Orange Sts.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Open from 9 A. m. to 10 p. m. Columbia
Bicycles and Tricycles and parts. Also
popular English makes.
American and English Sundries. Sole

agent for Breach-loading Bicycle Lamps.
Bicycles and Tricycles rented for road use.

Repairing, Nickel Plating, Enameling,
and Painting. Brazing and Forging, etc.

Large storage facilities, dressing rooms,
and lockers if desired.

Riding taught free to purchasers.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.
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THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.

The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead
centres, a requisite condition for botfi speed and power.
The new fiat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.
A "Reformed Crank Eider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all
Bicycles ; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithvilie, Burlington Co., IL J.

MACHINES STORED,

DEALER IM BICYCLES &TRSCYCLES*
435 Fiatbusli Ave., cor. Park Place, Brooklyn, t Y., (near entrance to Prospect Park),

Machines Sold. Repairing in a!! Branches a Specialty.

NICKELING, ENAMELING AND PAINTING.
iUOOKLYN AGENT FOR ALL OF STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.'S MACHINES, THE RUDGE

THE BRITISH CHALLENGE & COVENTRY ROTARY & CONVERTIBLE TRICYCLES.

BOUND IN CLOTH.

Price $1,25.
Address

The 'Cycling Publishing Co.,
ox 444, NEW YORK.

Heights Bicycle
T. HUNT STERRY, Manager,

Cor Fulton and Orange Sis., Brooklyn, N. Y.

NOW ©PEN.
OISTH.-S- T"WO BLOCKS FH,OaVC TECS BIRIIDGKE.

THE FINEST RIDING HALL IN THE COUNTRY.

_A_X1 iri.ajs:es o± Bicycles So Tricycles ozcl Zb_a:n_cL
BICYCLES SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN. SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

REPAIRING, NICKEL PLATING, PAINTING, &c, &c.

Sol© Agent foa? -fclie OeleTDrca/bocl Breecli Loading

OPEN FOR INSTRUCTION FROM 9 A. M. TO (O P. M.

Lamps.

V I S 1
r-

I A L L Y

A Wheelman's Autograph Mbim!

My Cycling Frienfls.
Designed and Compiled

For Collection of Autographs.

It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and
black markings.

It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three hundred selections from the poets in regard '

to the wheel.
Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs

of Cycling; friends.
Three hundred En ravings, illustrating each quota-

tion.

Price One Dollar, Postpaid.

WILL C. MARVIN, Ovid, Midi.
Sols Agent for the United States & Canada.

17 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK,
AGENT FOR THE

The "American Club"- and "Club" Bicycles,

The "Cheylesiore," "Imperial" and "Club Sociable" Tricycles,
Manufactured by Coventry Machinist Co.,

The "American Sansparei!" Roadster,
Manufactured by Wm. Andrews, Birmingham, England,

And The
"
Royal Mail" Light Roadster and Tricycle,

A FULL LIM OF BICYCLE HELMETS, SHOES, MP EMLISH SUNDRIES.

REPAIRS A SPECIALTY. Catalogues Furnished on Application.

Gt-ulixs and S^joirrblaa-g Goods.

80 & 82 William St.,

9

. Y.

Sole Agent, for City and Vicinity, of the

American STAR Bicycles.

The COLUMBIAS, HARVARD, and a full line
of Boys' Bicycles always in stock.

American and English Sundries.
Repairing, Nickel Plating, and Painting.

Second-hand Bicycles Bought and Sold.
Send for Catalogue.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Missouri Wheel Company, Geo. C. Oeters, Pres't,

Louis Lueders, Sec'y and Treas., agency of the
Standard and Expert Columbia, Harvard. Yale, Cor-
nell, Star, Rudge, Challenge, Facile, and all high-class
imported Bicycles ; also for the Victor, National,
Rudge, Premier, Salvo. Apollo, Coventry and Co-
ventry Convertible Tricycles, and of the Duryea
Saddle, and Peerless Automatic bell. Repairing with
promptness at moderate prices, A full assortment of
wheel sundries in stock. Everything at, or below, New
York and Boston figures. Send for circular of new
and second hand wheels. 210 and 212 N. 12th street.

QT. LOUIS WHEEL CO., C. E. Stone, ManagerO 1121 Olive street. Agents for Pope Mfg. Co. 's
Columbia Bicycles and Tricycles, Expert, Standard,
and Racer; for Sanspareil, American Club, and Im-
perial Tricycles. Repairing, nickeling, and enameling
promptly done. Dealers in second-hand wheels.
Send for printed list.

FREE^oiTTRI AT..
HANOVER'S SPECIFIC. An unfailing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility and Weakness, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, Nervous Prostration, Hysteria,
or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, overwork,
abuses of Alcohol, Tobacco, &c. (Over forty thousand
positive cures.)

l^F"Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. Ad-
dress HANOVER REMEDY CO.,

Lock Box 584. Chicago, 111.

WILLIAM C. SCRIBNER,
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles and Accessories.

Sole agent for Washington, D. C, of The Pope
M'f'g Co.. Stoddard, Lovering & Co., The Cunning-
ham Co., Sam'l T. Clark & Co., the Overman Wheel
Co., The Facile.
Biding Scuool attached. Visitors always welcome.

1108-1X16 E. Street, !N. W.,

Washi^gtok", D. *l.
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DURTEA STAR SADDLE.

PAT. Feb. 19, 84.

The Duryea Star Saddles, are now ready for the

market, and can be obtained without delay.

Price : japanned, S3 ; nickeled, $3.75. Address

3sr. sr. toy CO.,
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

Richard Garvey, Manager,

697 Broadway, New V o rU .

WANTED.
Volume ONE of The Wheel ;

bound or

unbound. Address, with price,

JOHN C. GULICK,
No. 191 Broadway, New York.

Wheelmen's Portable Outfits,

THE PHCEBUS CAMERA,

The lightest, most compact, and
cheapest. Folds up in space of 2^4

o inches. Plate Holders, Darlot Lens,
Telescope Tripod, Canvas Case for

Camera and Tripod. Price $18.00.
All makes of Cameras, outfits, and
supplies.

E. B. HUTCHINSON,
51 Nassau Street.

Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent upon
application.

Koom 1.

NEWARK, J,

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES,
Lumps, Curriers, Star Cyclometer, Bags, Saddles

and Bicycle Parts for both CRANK & STAR..

DIFFICULT REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.

BICYCLES and TRIC YCLES.

STANCH AND RELIABLE ROADSTERS.

In 1883 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy-

successful participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads ;
and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

1 11. 5 miles in the day, each. We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Columbias, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias ; and

further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

Columbias, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT,'
After long and careful experiments with fine different speed and power tricycle attachments in

different forms, we have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient

numbers to supply it on our new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA PC.) WEB-GEAR is of simple construction; is applied to the crank-shaft

;

is operated by a handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle

;

is certain and effective in its operation ; reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill

climbing about one third, and is made of the finest material and with the finest workmanship, and

so as to avoid' all unnecessary added friction by its use.

[Price of Columbia Tricycle,

"With. Power Grear,

H60.
ISO,

The Columbia Power-gear will be applied to any Columbia Tricycle at our factory, at Hartford, Conn., for $25.

IliSttia f§f m %

A. SCHOENINGER, President.

495 to 503 N.Wells st,

CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

OTTO BICYCLES
For Boys and Youths-

Keep also a full assortment

Boys' Three-Wheeled Velocipedes

AND

Petit Tricycles,

SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED (36-PAGE) CATALOGUE.

IN ALL SIZES AND GRADES.

For Sale by all Dealers and Toy Houses.

Illustrated Catalogue furnished on application.

Sew York Branch, 47 Murray St., N. Y.

R, L. COLEMAN, Manager,

TZfa_e Pope HVLfg. Co.
rincipal Office, 597 Washington Street, Boston, Mass,

BRANCH HOUSE, 12 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

G. R. BIDWELL & CO.,
4r East ©Oblx Street, HSre^Az- "3Tox»3sz,

COLUMBIA BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, PARTS,
AND WHEEL GOODS OF ALL DESCRIPTION.

New York Headquarters for the "Rudge Bicycle" and "Duryea Saddle."

p. Riding Hall on premises, purchasers taught Free. Open Evenings. Storage, with Locker, if desired

§ The most complete Repair Shop in the city. Nickel Plaiting a specialty.

^ MAWVFACTVMER OF TUB PERFECTION BICYCLE ALARM,
©ElIDT-D FOB GIBCTJLARS
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It's the hardest work one can do now to

try and keep up a column of this kind.

"Why, I can't even find anything in all of this

week's exchanges worth stealing, and am
thus forced to fall back upon myself for sub-

ject matter, and that don't lighten the bur-

den by any means.

Why not open a cycling menagerie? We
have the Kangaroo, Eagle, Gazette, Centaur,

Arab, and a dozen other machines of similar

nomenclature, and probably even now some
enterprising manufacturer is intending to

launch upon the suffering wheelman the

giraffe or the elephant bike or trike.

The Ixions have got their forthcoming

road race in shape, and have arranged

everything in a most perfect manner. The
route has been changed somewhat from their

old course, though the start and finish will be

the same as formerly. Each competitor will

receive a map of the course, to prevent mis-

takes. Their annual road race dinner will

take place, after the finish, at the Mansion

House, Yonkers, and will, as usual, be an en-

joyable affair. They will forward their own
wines and cigars to mine host to be certain

that they are up to the standard. Several of

their friends in the Citizens' Club will com-

pete in the race. Those who desire to take

the run with the club had better communicate

with Capt. Pitman, care of his club, so ar-

rangements can be made for their comfort at

Yonkers. The "old vet" will be given

fifteen minutes start in the race as a handicap

against the ten wheelers in favor of the

trike.

The tendency of makers towards safety

machines with small drivers and large trail

wheels is fast bringing the modern bicycle

back in appearance to its prototype, the

velocipede, and will, if not soon checked,

eliminate all the graceful lines of the bicycle,

thus depriving it of one of its chief charms,

and causing it to become the hobby horse

instead of the poetry of athletics,

As the forthcoming Mayor will have the

power of changing most of those holding

office on the Park Board, and as the election

with three candidates in the field will be ex-

tremely close. I think it would be Doth a timely

and a wise move for the cyclists to send a com-

mittee to each of the candidates and as-

certain his views beforehand in regard to the

allowance of our rights, and to the one show-

ing the most fairness pledge the cyclist vote,

which in itself and under its control cannot

fall below twenty-five hundred, which will be

cast irrespective of party when this question

becomes the platform.

At the recent reception of the Ixion Club

a novelty at once pleasing and meritorious

was a trophy of all the prizes won by that

club upon road and track, consisting of over

fifty medals upon a large plush shield and

many handsome pieces of plate.

Wheeling claims the most exclusive club to

be in Chicago, consisting of twenty members,

with a minimum age of twenty-five years for

members. A gross error this. The most

exclusive is the Newburyport Bicycle and

Tricycle Club, of N^vburyport, Mass.,

which organized with five members, elected

each to an office, and then irrevocably closed

its membership, and has not in the five

years of its existence since held a meeting.

While on the subject of exclusive clubs, one

that deserves mention is the " Curtis Chil-

dren's Cycle Club," of Long Branch, having

twelve members, all of whom are brothers

and sisters.

The Ladies Tricycle Club, of this city, has

rapidly grown, until it numbers to-day over

fifty members. At a recent club run forty

members answered the roll and road call.

Monthly meetings are held, and long and

furious debates are held on the advisability

of the club uniform being cut bias or kilt

plaited, or vyhether the members have a

right to appear in a finer spring bonnet than

the officers, and on other equally knotty

points of female difference. The disband-

ment of this club became almost an accomp-

lishment through a division of its members

as to whether the uniform glove ' should be

undressed kid or only plain-every-day-two-

dollar-kid, but a compromise was effected by

substituting silk, and now all is happy as

a marriage bell, and nothing could be happier

than that, especially in a club composed of

ladies.

My old friend Benton, of the New Haven
Bicycle Club, has met with a heavy loss

through the destruction of his factory, valued

at over $100,000. If the regrets of his many
friends and their sympathy amounts to any-

thing, his loss will soon be overcome through

his own energy .and ability.

Is there never to be any limit to records ?

A man no sooner makes one nowadays upon

the path and goes to sleep over night con-

gratulating himself, and lauded by his friends

for his great achievement, than the first

thing that meets his eyes upon opening his

cycling paper in the morning is the an-

nouncement that gome rider out in Begosh-

ville or somewhere else has just done the

same distance in several seconds faster time,

and he finds himself once more out of line.

They are far ahead of us poor New Yorkers

in club matters in the Hub. A highly

aristocratic club has just been organized

there and named the " Sponge Club," because

it is so awfully swell, you know." Their

uniform will consist of a claw-hammer coat,

stove-pipe hat, black satin breeches, and

silk stockings to match, with patent leather

shoes as a covering for their pedal pushers.

Each member will be accompanied on his

rides by a groom in livery, whose duty it

shall be to assist his " marster " to mount
and dismount, and to hold his restive steed

while the rider inbibes " a glass of spray

with a dash of bitters in it."

HE WAS A FIXTURE.

"but why he was loath to say."

" No, it cannot be."

There was firm determination in the eyes

of the youth as he made use of the above

words, and backed closer up against the

high board fence behind him.

He was attired in the costume of the

Wanderers' Bicycle Club, and shoved his

back against a fence as if his life depended

on displacing a few of the twelve feet

boards.

The words were addressed to a fair

young girl of seventeen (more or less ; she

said less, but probably more is nearer the

mark) who stood before him. The twain had

met but a few moments before, and passers

by had noticed that as they had been ad-

vancing towards one another he had stopped

advancing and had backed up against the

fence.

They conversed for some time on various

subjects, and she suggested that they should

move on, and stated how proud she always

felt to be seen in the company of a member
of the Bicycle Club, as the uniform was "too

awfully sweet and becoming for anything."

The youth blushed at these words. There

was evidently a skeleton in his closet, or

his uniform, or somewhere. There doubt-

less was in the uniform. However, let it

pass.

"And you will not escort me?" the

maiden said, when the fatal words

—

"No, it cannot be," fell on her tympana

(good word—sounds medical).

" Thou art false to me and love another,

and you will not escort me?"
" I ain't false," returned the youth, "but

it cannot be."

"Oh! that detestable Clara Gimflunks!"

almost screamed the fair young damsel.

"Oh! the hateful thing! And it is her who

has done this. It is she that has weaned thy

love from me. Ugh ! I could pull her hair

out. For tire third and last time I say,

will you escort me ?
"

It would seem as though a voice from
the dark, gloomy realms of Ghouldom re-

plied :

"No, it cannot be."

It was the youth speaking, however.

Jemimarjaneanne, I do love you, but it

cannot be."

A mosquito buzzed cheerily along, and
alighting on the girl's nose appeared to

revive her energy. A terrier pup ambled
by, and as he went snapped at the young
man's front calves. Though he squirmed,

he clung to the fence for dear life.

"Then I leave you forever," at length

said the maid.

" Nay, " implored the other, " not forever,

I will meet you anon—say in an hour
; but

leave me now, I implore you."

"Why? Are you ill? Tell me all. If in

grief, let me solace thee."

" I cannot tell."

" You must."

"Well, then.be it so." This day \ fell

from my wheeled horse."

" Aye, go on," almost gasped the maiden.
" I fell. As I fell one of the spokes of my

—my—my—

"

"Your what?" fairly screamed the girl,

with a shriek that caused an old man on the

other side of the street to call "Police!"
" Your what ?"

"These," was the reply, as the young
man indicated his nether garment—very

tight. "These—they are all rent behind."
" Oh, you rude thing," was the reply as

the girl passed. " Meet me by and by."

So they parted, and the poor young man
proceeded on his way by all the back streets;

but if was funny to observe how he assumed
the back-to-the-fence " posish " when he saw
any one coming.

• Reader, hast ever been in the same fix ?

It is very unpleasant. Georgius.

THE CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB,
This important organization was founded

in 1873, I believe, in Yorkshire, and the.ob-

jects of its founders were " to promote, as-

sist, and protect touring by bicycle and

tricycle among amateurs in every possible

manner." From the first the club was a

success in point of numbers ; and in two
particulars the success was most marked.

The one was the appointment of gentlemen

styled chief consuls, with assistants named
consuls, whose duty it was to give informa-

tion to members as to - the best roads on
which to run in each consular district. The
next work which the club undertook was to
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select in every town and village of the

United Kingdom a certain inn where the

wheelmen were sure of having good accom-

modation and entertainment at a moderate

and fixed tariff. The consuls have certainly

rendered efficient help to all who have sought

their advice
; and upon the Continent these

gentlemen have frequently rendered invalu-.

able services. By the system pursued also

with regard to the inns, the whole land has

been sown with approved houses where a

wheelman is sure of receiving attention, and

of being entertained cheaply. These excel-

lent beginnings of the club, whose head-

quarters are now in London, have, however,

not been succeeded by work as good in other

ways ; and at the present time extreme dis-

satisfaction exists with the management of

the club, as administered by -the secretary,

who is not directed or controlled in his work

by an executive. In fact, regulations which

were ample for the good management of the

club when it was originated are too cramped

for its proper maintenance and- development

now, and the leading members of the club

have not been able to frame a sufficiently

elastic constitution to meet its present

growth. It is now alleged that there are

about 16,000 members, who subscribe 2s. 6d.

a year ; and the club, at his headquarters in

Fleet street, London, deals also in clothing,

badges, note-paper, etc. The governing

body consists of councillors elected out of

the several districts into which the United

Kingdom has been divided, and council

meetings are held once a month, no two

months in succession at the same place.

Each council is supposed to be supreme, and

one great fault is that each council, instead

of keeping itself to the business arising in its

own district, passes resolutions affecting the

most remote districts. The consequence is

that sometimes a resolution passed at one

council is disowned at the next. There is no

power of appeal, except under very special

circumstances, to a general meeting. The
confusion which has thus arisen is very

extraordinary. Councillors, not being

watched by any executive, do acts to which

there is grave objection. For instance, at

one council meeting it was resolved that no

councillor should participate directly or in-

directly in any contract which the council

issued, yet within a few weeks another

council gave a contract worth nearly ,£500 a

year to the partner of one of their body who
was present at the time. By this system of

wandering councils few members are able to

attend, and the quorum is fixed as low as

five. Out of about seventy-five councillors,

according to the last return, twenty-two only

attended once, twenty-three attended twice,

and fifteen three times. The officers of the

club also are strangely distributed all over

the kingdom. There is no executive, or

president, or vice-president ; the chairman

of the council resides at Carlisle ; the honor-

ary treasurer, in Bradford ; the finance com-

mittee are scattered in York, Balloch, and

Birmingham.

—

La?id and Water.

TOURING IN ILLINOIS.

A recent letter from Aurora, 111., to Karl

Kron reads as follows : On Sept. 17th Mr.

Chas. Griswold and myself, both members

of the Aurora Wheelmen, started upon a

tour through northern Illinois and Wiscon-

sin. We intended to stay three weeks, or

rather ride that length of time ; but after be-

ing out just one week we were overtaken by

the equinoctial storm, and owing to the

condition or nature of the roads in the vicin-

ity were forced reluctantly to return home.

My notes are therefore of trifling value, but

I may save some vexatious toil for some

brother wheelman by saying that, generally

speaking, the northern part of Illinois, con-

sisting of the northern row of counties west

of the Fox River, is altogether out of the

question for pleasurable, bicycling. The
country is very hilly, and the roads abound

in loose stones and deep sand, and are very

rough except after a long dry spell. We
rode from Aurora, through Sycamore,

Genoa, Rockford, Freeport, Beloit (Wis.),

Clinton Junction to Darien, Walworth Co.,

Wis. The roads in a northeasterly direction

from Beloit are said to be good, especially

the road running from Beloit in a direct line

to Milwaukee, through Elkhorn.

Rockford wheelmen seemed to be alive to

the value of your proposed book as a road

book, and no wonder, for they have exceed-

ingly poor roads in the vicinity.

Why can't some map publishing company

like Rand, McNally & Co., of Chicago, be

induced to print State maps, in convenient

pocket form, on large scale, having roads

traced thereon in colors representing their

nature and condition ? Every wheelman

would quickly respond to a call for the neces-

sary information in his locality, and I think

every one would be pleased to pay $1 for

such a map for each State. Indexed maps
giving towns and railroads are now sold for

25 and 50 cents. Here is a sadly needed

want of the wheelmen in the West, at least.

Last August ('83) I rode from here through

Ottawa (along Fox River south), Tonica,

Magnolia, Varna, Metamora, Washington,

and Peoria, Farmington, to Canton (Fulton

Co.), 176 miles. Roads mostly clay or loam,

in good condition when long dry, until you

reach Washington ; from there to Peoria very

hilly and sandy. From Peoria to Farming-

ton one passes the Kickapoo Hill, very long

and steep, on an old gravel' road. "From

there to Farmington the road is a fine gravel

one. These loam roads are impassable for

bicycles foi* 15 or 20 days after a hard rain,

therefore one must keep along the line of

some railroad, so as to be able to take a train

if compelled to stop wheeling.

Sept. 6, 1884, a friend and myself rode

from here to Chicago, a distance of 39 miles

by C. B. & Q. R. R., but 50 miles by our

route, put in one day around the entire city

on boulevards and parks, 44 miles ; one day

to Pullman and return, 33 miles ; and home
again, 45 miles. From Twelfth street, Chi-

cago, to Riverside there is an old graveled

boulevard, about 12 miles in length, which is

good riding.

May 17, 1884, we started a local club with

8 members, named Aurora Wheelmen, and

now have 22 riding members. Roads along

Fox River, 35 miles north and 12 south of

Aurora, are excellent—mostly fine gravel in

fine condition.
G. O. Clayton.

TOURING IN INDIANA.
MAIN ROADS OF ALLEN COUNTY.

Allen county, though the largest county in

the State (24m. x 28m.), has only 65 miles of

fair pike roads. Owing to the limited sup-

ply and poor quality . of gravel found in this

section, we have no very fine roads.

Leaving Fort Wayne, the Bluffton road,

running directly south, is gravel for three

miles, but about worn out old plank and

sand for next four miles, thence clay to

county line. The poorest road in the county,

but nearly level.

The Winchester road runs a little east of

south—Sand and clay. A very poor road,

nearly level.

The Piqua road runs southeast.—Clay until

within a few miles of county line, where it is

somewhat sandy. A fair dirt road in -dry

summer weather
; rather hilly.

The Wayne Trail, or Old Piqua Road.

—

Gravel 3 m., thence clay to county line ; mod-

erate hills, and ridable in very dry weather,
j

The Van Wert (O.) road.—Good pike to

New Haven, 7m., thence bad clay road to

county line
;
moderately hilly ; direction safe.

Hicksville (O.) road runs N. E.—Good
pike to Maysville, 15m., thence sand and

clay to county line ; from county line to

Hicksville, O., fair pike, moderate hills;

distance to H. 26^m.
St. Joseph road runs N. E.—Good pike for

7^m., thence clay to county line ; moderate

hills.

Auburn road runs north.—Very poor road
;

clay, sand and hills to county line ; best

route to Auburn via St. Joseph road through

Cedarville and Leo.

Coldwater (Mich.) road.—Similar to Au-
burn road.

Lima road runs north.—Clay hills 8m.,

thence sand to county line. Very poor, but

ridable in very dry weather.

Goshen road runs N. W.—Clay and hilly
;

poor road.

Leesburgroad same as last.—Runs N. of W.
Yellow River road runs N. of W.—Pike

3m., thence clay and sand to county line.

Illinois road runs due west. — Fair new
pike to county line, 11m.

Upper Huntington road runs S. of W.

—

12m. to county line. Good new pike, mod-
erate hills.

Lower Huntington road runs S. W.—Hilly

clay road to county line.

Indianapolis road runs S. W.—Clay with

moderate hills. C. W. Edgerton,

Capt. Fort Wayne Bi. Club.

WHEEL.

$1,00 Per Year.

SOME MORE FROM OUR FRIEND
KARL KRON.

" During the first five days of the seven

ending with to-night, October 21," writes

Karl Kron, " not a single wheelman added

his name to the subscription list of ' X. M.
Miles on a Bi,' but an acquaintance of mine

in the book trade ordered ten copies, and so

saved the week from showing the poorest

record of any since the canvass began. My
total of one dollar pledges is now two thou-

sand and three, and I hope that the description

of the book which is given in the Springfield

Wheelmen's Gazette, of this month, may
hasten the arrival of the 9q7 names still

needed. I have had 2,000 copies of my re-

vised prospectus reprinted from the Gazette,

and I shall be glad to supply specimens

thereof to all applicants,"

SUBSCRIBE TO

i :,
v;

'

:] . :J h.i iEl

$1.00 Per Year.

THE SCRANTON MEET.

The first annual tournament of the Scran-

ton Bicycle Club yesterday was a marked

event in the history of wheeling in this

section, and a flattering success attend the

efforts of the Scranton Club to direct atten-

tion to its organization and the work it is ac-

complishing in the field of pure athletics.

The weather was, on the whole, quite favor-

able, and a day that threatened to be cold

and disagreeable turned out sunny and

pleasant as the time for the races came
round.

The attendance from adjacent cities was

even greater than had been anticipated, and

the early trains brought delegations from

Binghamton, Pittston, Wilkesbarre, New
Milford, and Owego, and these were receiv-

ed by special committees and escorted to

various hotels throughout the city. Among
those who came were the following

:

Binghamton Club—Messrs. H. F, Lyon,

W. H. Stone, D. H. Rogers, A. M. Durkee,

C. E. Titchner, A. H. Hall; Curry Jones,

Clarence M. Bloomer, N. F. Sherwood, M.

E. Corbett, Fred White, W, P. Piatt, F. J.

Bayless, C. M. Smith, Louis J. Kingsley,

Charles Craver.

Pittston Club—Messrs. W. W. Berry, J.

Merritt, W. L. Foster, C. W. King, H. H.

Tinker, W. F. Staley, A. McDougall, F.

Reed, E. R. Shepherd, M. F. Sacks, Bert

W. Petterly, J. G. Carpenter, Shep Ayres,

Robert Ayres, H. F. Brandow, C. J, Metz-

ger, B. Voorhis, R. S. Brown, A. E. Colla-

mer; H. Berlin, T. A. Wright, W. Bowman,
B. F. Morgan, C. Morgan.

New Milford Club—Messrs. L. A. Aid rich,

H. M. Hayden, F. D. Dummers, C. H.

Ainey, W. D. Ainey.

Owego Club—Messrs.Ward Decker, Presi-

dent, and Earl Hyde, Secretary.

At 11 o'clock the parade was formed, and

the clubs took up the line of march in the

lowing' order

:

Cogswell's Battalion Band,
Commander Sanderson.

Mr. G. A. Jessup, of Scranton, and Mr. L.

J. Kingsley, of Binghamton, on tricycles.

Binghamton Club, Captain C. H. Rodgers
commanding.

Wilkesbarre Club, Captain Jesse G. Car-
penter, commanding.

New Milford Club, Caplain L. A. Aldrich
commanding.

Pittston Club.

West Pittston Club, Captain Oscar Foster
commanding,

Delegations from Montrose and Plymouth.
Dr, J. E. O'Brien, of the Scranton Club,

mounted.

The route of the parade was as follows :

Up Lackawanna to Washington, to Linden

to Adams, to Lackawanna, to Ridge Row,

to Linden, to Jefferson, to Vine, to Wash-
ington, to Mulberry, to Mifflin, to Linden,

to Franklin, to Spruce, to Wyoming.
All along the line many spectators had

collected and were rewarded with an excellent

display, Most of the wheelmen were hand-

somely uniformed, and made a fine display.

The evolutions were particularly good, and

showed that all were excellently disciplined,

The procession extended about three blocks,

and it is estimated that about 125 wheels

were in line. At the close of the parade the

wheelmen dispatched dinner and went at

once to the Driving Park. The track had

been put in excellent condition, and with the
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exception of a stiff breeze the weather was
perfect. By two o'clock many people had
arrived. The boxes in the grand stand

were filled by the lady friends of the racers;

and many carriages occupied the space inside

the course. The up train an the Delaware
and Hudson brought a full quota of specta-

tors, and when the first race was rung up it

is estimated there were 2,000 people on the

grounds. The executive force on the course

was as follows : Referee, E. Kattel, Bing-

hamton Club
;
Judges, Col. George Sander-

son, Shep Ayers, W. Berry; Timers, S. B.

Vaughn, Capt. O. C. Foster, Capt. E. K.

Tarbell
;

Scorer, J. A. Mott ; Clerk of

Course, A. J. Kolp
;
Starter, F. C. Hand.

The first race, a mile dash, was called at

twenty minutes after 2 o'clock, and there

entered for it S. R. Schlager, C. E. Titchner,

J. A. Spencer, Frank Parrott, C. H. Rogers,

and D. W. Seism. It was a close and ex-

citing contest, The wheelmen got away well

banded, with Schlager in the lead and Titch-

ner a close second. On the lower turn this

order was preserved, but as they went into

the backstretch the ranks opened a trifle.

Seism fell and hurt the arm he dislocated

some weeks ago. Rogers held the rear to

to the quarter, with Schlager leading. Titch-

ner was content to stay with the gang until

the head of the homestretch was reached,

whence forged ahead and divided the honors
with Rogers. As they came to the tape, the

spectators called it a dead heat between
Titchner and Rogers, but the judges gave it

to the former, with Schlager a close third.

Time, 3.09.

The second race, a half mile dash for

novices, brought to the front C. J. Metzger,

J. A. Mott, H. C. Wallace, F. J. Bayless, C.'

M. Smith, and W. F. Staley. Like the pre-

ceding one, it was a hot contest, and lay

mainly between Smith and Mott. The form-

er got the better of it, but had hard work to

lead Mott, who kept it crank to saddle to the

wire. The time was 1.34^.
Although there were five entries for the

club championship mile race, the next on
the programme, only two started. They
were J. R. Schlager, and J. A. Spencer.

Schlager proved himself the possessor of

wonderful speed and bottom. He took the

mile in 3.15.

The fourth was a slow race of one hundred
yards, with the following entries : Frank
Parrott, W. H. Stone, and J. A. Merrill. It

was won by Parrott in 3.42

Of the seven who had entered for the three-

mile State championship, Schlager was the

only one who came up when the race was
called. The others,who had seen his time in

the previous race, grew scriptural, and said

to the judges, " I pray thee have me ex-

cused." J. A. Merrill and F. Parrott agreed

to go over the course just to make it seem
like a race, and did so, getting the flag be-

fore they reached the quarter. Schlager

took the medal, in 10.09 f°>' the three

miles.

The one mile ride and run was an excel-

lent race, with C. H. Rogers, W. H. Stone,

Frank Parrott, F. G. Pierce, and C. B. Ripley

as starters. C. H. Rogers won it in 4.26)4'.

The five mile handicap was a race in which

much interest was manifested. - The starters

were C. H. Rogers, C. F. Titchner, J. R.

Schlager and E. R. Shepherd. The latter

was given the greatest advantage. Schlager

started a trifle too soon and had a heavier

handicap than was intended, and the race was
a hard one. Titchner kept well in the rear

until the upper turn was rounded on the last

lap, when he topk a spurt to the head. Mean-
while Rogers and Schlager had been having a

race for second. Schlager had done too

much at the start, arid Rogers got away with

him. They came in : Titchner, Rogers,

Schlager. Time 18.31.

The starters in the Consolation race were

J. A. Spencer, E. R. Shepherd, H. C. Wal-

lace and F. J. Bayless. Spencer took a head-

er on the backstretch and was carried from

the course in a nearly unconscious condition.

Shepherd fell and Bayless came in first in

3-37-

The tug of war between the Scranton and
Binghamtoh teams was the closing race.

The teams entered were—for Bingham ton,

Titchner, Rogers, and Smith ; for Scranton

—

Schlager, Mott, and Fillmore. The race

was a good one. They came in—Rogers

first, Titchner second, Schlager third, Smith
fourth, Mott fifth, and Fillmore sixth. The
best time was 3.07^, and the race went to

the Binghamton club. The reception and en-

tertainment given at the Lackawanna Rink
last night was as brilliant as could be asked.

From the time that the doors opened the

crowds began to pour in, and the place was
filled to its utmost capacity. By the time

that the exercises commenced standing room
was at a premium, and among the ladies

who filled the galleries were to be found the

elite of the city. After Cogswell's orchestra

had played an overture, Col. George Sander-

son, Jr., the President of the club, took his

place in the middle of the building, and de-

livered a short but felicitous speech, in which
he congratulated the club for the success with

which its first annual meeting had been re-

ceived and thanked the visitors who had con-

tributed so much to the success of the affair.

He then distributed the prizes. They
were as follows : For mile dash—C. E.

Tichner, first
;
C. H. Rogers, second ; one

half mile novice dash—C. M. Smith, first

;

J. A. Mott, second. Club championship,

J. R. Schlager, slow race—Frank Parrott

lirst
;
A. J. Merrill, second. Three miles,

State championship—J. R. Schlager. Ride

and Run—C.H Rogers, first ; E. H. Ripley,

second. Five mile handicap—C. E. Tichner,

first
; C. H. Rogers, second, Consolation

—

F. J. Bayless. Tug of war—Binghamton
team. As each one came forward to take

his decoiation, Col. Sanderson tendered a

word of well-timed congratulation.

The next feature was some fancy skating

by Prof. Winslow, who was well received,

and acquitted himself with credit. The drill-

ing of a squad of eight from the Scranton

Bicycle Club was a pleasant feature. The
team was composed, of George Mayer, cap-

tain ; B. B. Connely, Frank Parrott. Harry
Simpson, Fred, Godfrey, C. C. Conklin, H.
C. Wallace, J. Pentecost. The evolutions

were performed with much accuracy, and

showed that the club is in excellent training.

For more than a quarter of an hour the

squad entertained the audience without a

single balk.

The next feature of the programme was
the fancy riding of George H. Nash. It

was the most wonderful exhibition ever

given in the city, and comprised a series of

feats that seemed almost impossible on the

bicycle. He rode the machine in almost

every conceivable attitude, clinging to what
ever part was handiest, and yet never

seemed to be more at home in one position

than another. It was a revelation of wheel-

man's skill which was so unexpected that

the audience was thoroughly carried away.

When he took the backbone and hind wheel

off his bicycle and came out on the floor

with only front wheel, handles and cranks,

it seemed that he had reached the limit of

skill. But he had not. After poising him-

self in all sorts of attitudes, he brought

down the house by running over a seesaw,

and up seven steps, and then coming down
again with as much unconcern as an expert

horseman would jump a low stone wall. The
delight of the audience knew no limit, and as

people left the rink it was with the impres-

sion that the Scranton Bicycle Club was an

institution that knew what it was about when
it went to give a celebration.

—

Scranton Re-

publican.

CAPITAL CLUB RACES.
The annual fall races of the Capital Club

took place at Washington, D. C, October

17, at Athletic Park. The attendance was
large. The races were preceded by a parade,

in which the District Wheelmen, the Wash-
ington Cycle Club, the Star Bicycle Club,

the Potomac Tricyclists, and the Capital Bi-

cycle Club participated. The judges of the

race were Amos Heart and P. T. Dodge ; the

referee, Samuel,T. Clark, of the Maryland
Club. The starters were H. S. Owen and
Max Hansmann. Results:

Five Mile Race—This was for the Flint

challenge cup, and Howell Stewart, Rex
Smith, T. A. Berryhill, and Benjamin F.

Wilkins. Jr., were entered. The latter soon
withdrew. Stewart won by three-quarters of

a lap in 19.12^ ; Smith second.

Novices' Mile Race—W. H. Benton first,

in 3.20X : A. T. King second.

Three Mile Handicap—

T

was allowed twelve seconds

twelve, while Howell Stewart started from
the scratch. Stewart won by three-quarters

of a lap in 11. iS.

Half-Mile Open Race—Won by W. E.

Crist in 1.27X ! L. N. Kruger second.

Two Mile Open Handicap—Starters, Wil-

liam E. Crist, scratch
; Isaac Saltzman,

scratch; C. E. E. Flafhers, 10s.; Philip S.

Brown, 10s.; William Robertson, 10s.; A.

T. King, t 5s. ; F. Bradford, 15s.; J. C. V.

Smith, 15s. The latter led throughout the

race, winning by 100 yards in 6.54)^ ;

Saltzman second.

Half-Mile Boys' Handicap-r-Hobart Berin

first in r.57.

Open Mile Race—Won by William E.

Crist, closely followed by L. N. Kruger and

J. C. Smith ; time 3.12.

Two Mile Club Race— Howell Stewart

and Rex Smith were the only starters, the

latter leading for the first mile, but being

easily beaten at the finish
;
time, 7.19.

THE MANCHESTER RACES.

Manchester, N. Y., October 18.—The
Manchester Bicycle Club held its annual

meeting at Manchester Driving Park this

afternoon. There was a good attendance of

spectators, and the sport was interesting.

In the one-half mile race Frank O. Moulton

finished first
;
time, 1.49. He won an L. A.

W. pin
; Edward M. Sturgis, second prize.

Lamson bundle carrier ; John N. Pearson

third prize, tourist's delight drinking cup.

In the eight-mile handicap race Nat K,

Noyes won a gold medal
;
time, 36 minutes

seconds. He was followed by Moses
Sheriff and John N. Pearson, who proved

winners of prizes, The consolation race was
won by Sam C. Kennard, E. A. McQuestion
acted as referee and handicap judge.

A. Berryhill

F. E. McCoy

A BICYCLE ROAD RECORD.
The editor of this paper, while on a pleas-

ure ride on the 12th inst., unintentionally

made a road record with his Star bicycle.

Starting from his home at Bamfordville, he

rode continuously to Mount Joy and return,

without a single dismount, in 1 hour and 30
minutes, and covering a distance of over

sixteen miles. This makes an average of

each mile in 5^ minutes. While not being

exhausted in the least by the ride, or pre-

tensions made to made unusual time on a

rough pike, the writer doubts ' whether this

has been done by any other 'cycler in the

county.— Village Vigil.

HENDEE'S FAILURE,

Geo. M. Hendee made an attempt to beat

the World's best bicycle record on the 16th,

in Hampden Park, Springfield.

It was very cloudy, cold, and breezy. The
first quarter was made in 38 1-5 seconds,

which is 4-5 of a second faster than the best

English record made by Speechly, and 3 1-5

seconds faster than Sellers made here. Hen-
dee's first half was made in ira. 20s., three-

quarters in im. 59s., and the mile in 2m.

42 4-5 s. The present record is 2.39.

THE CHAMPIONSHIP MEET, ILL.
DIV. L. A. W.

The first annual championship meet of the

Illinois Division of the League of American
Wheelmen took place at Rockford, Oct. 15,

and in spite of many unavoidable drawbacks
was enjoyable and successful. The track,

one-third of a mile in length, was not in

shape for fast riding, and a stiff breeze blew
directly in the face on the home stretch.

These facts amply explain the slow time

made. The Chicago contingent, headed by
Chief Consul J. O. Blake, arrived in Rock-
ford at 10.30 A. m. by special train on the

C. & N. W. At the meeting of the board of

officers it was voted unanimously to consoli-

date the offices of Division Secretary and
Treasurer, and Mr. B. B. Ayres, of Chicago,

was elected to the position. After a street

parade the wheelmen returned to the hotel

for dinner, and promptly at 2 p. m. the bell

rang for the start of the first race at the fair

grounds track.

The starters in the one-mile bicycle cham-
pionship, gold medal by 111. Div. L..A. W.,
were N. H. Van Sicklen, L. W. Cbnkling,

C. H. Wilcox and Phil Hammell, C. C.

Philbrick withdrawing on account of being
out of condition. Van Sicklen led the first

two laps, but Hammell made a fine rush in

the third lap, and won the race by ten feet

over Conkling, Van Sicklen third, Wilcox
fourth

;
time, 3.22^.

The two-mile handicap, silver cup by Gib-
son & Hart, of Rockford, was won by W.
G. E. Pierce, of Chicago, in 7.36^. The
other starters were W. C. Stine, Geneva

;

W. C. Wise, Evanston
; G. S. Hart, Rock-

ford ; F, B. Bradley, Chicago.

J. S, Gibson, of Rockford, won the 100
yards slow race, gold medal by the John
Wilkinson Co., in 4.29^, beating Burley
Ayers about six inches.

For the five-mile championship, gold
medal by S. H. Vowell, agent for the Rudge,
the entries- were Hammell, Van Sicklen,
Conkling, Wise, and Philbrick, but only
Hammell and Van started. Van led to the
last half of the fifteenth lap, when Hammell
put on steam and beat him home six lengths.
Time 18.25 2 -5-

For the fancy contest, gold medal by A.
G. Spalding & Bros., A. G. Bennett was the
only entry. He gave a remarkably fine ex-
hibition and was greatly admired.

G. S. Hart> with an old-style Victor, won
the one-mile tricycle race, gold medal by 111.

Div. L. A. W. Conkling had not entered,
but kept Hart company on a Columbia trike,
giving him a start of 100 yards. Hart's time
was 4 46^.
The three-mile bicycle dash, safety handle-

bar by Lillibridge Bros., was won by W. G.
E. Pierce in 11. 12, beating Wilcox, who led
for the first two miles, and H. B. Heywood,

All the beaten cracks were in the one-mile
consolation—Wise, Van Sicklen, Conkling,
Bradley, Hart, and Heywood. Van won it

in 3.23^, and bore off the leather medal in
triumph.

The one-mile Rockford Club champion-
ship for gold medal was won by Wilcox,
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TWO-SPEED GEARS.

The relative merit of two-speed gearing

for tricycles, is a subject not only of interest

but open to considerable discussion, as a

variety of opinion seems to exist as to the

advantage of other than one gearing for all

classes of road work. Abroad, where the

subject seems to have passed the experi-

mental stage, one fixed gearing, and that a

high one, seems to be the favorite. Of course

a certain amount of weight is dispensed with,

and that, taking into consideration the gen-

eral good quality of the roads, is an im-

portant factor.

Here in America things are radically dif-

ferent, and the difference is of such a nature

that Englishmen, as a rule, do not seem

able to understand and appreciate them fully.

They wonder at the apparently excessive

weight of our bicycles and tricycles, as

adopted for road use, and speak of us as be-

coming "educated" when we refer to the

use of a higher gear on our tricycles.

For our part we believe in the efficiency of

a two-speed gearing on rough American

roads, and think that the majority of experi-

enced riders have found by actual experience

the past season that an advantage exists.

The most striking instance, to our mind, is the

recent century road race at Boston, when

Pitman, riding a Columbia tricycle with a

two-speed gearing, easily defeated men like

Dudley and Burnham, using the single high-

geared Vietor tricycles. The present pub-

lished testimonial from Dudley as to the effi-

ciency of his 62 in. geared Vietor is on a

par with the statement from the same manu-

facturer that " we cannot make a better tri-

cycle."

Through the kindness of Mr. R, V. R.

Schuyler we recently made a trip on a tan-

dem tricycle with 42 in. drivers geared to 63

in., and although the slow motion was easy

and delightful on level spots and smooth

roads, yet in climbing hills, or in rough

places, the work was decidedly laborious,

and we would have much preferred a lower

gearing with the accompanying quicker ped-

aling.

We may be mistaken, but a maximum

gearing of 56 in. seems to be the best adapted

to American roads and riders. We would be

pleased, however, to publish the experiences

of any of any of our tricyclers who have

used both a high and low gearing during the

past year, as it would afford food for reflec-

tion to those who like to employ the winter

months in theoretical riding.

A COAST THAT WASN'T A COAST.
It was with genuine pleasure I read Tertius'

thrilling account of his " terrific coast " in

company with his friend Quintz. Another

thing that gives me additional pleasure is

that he mentions that he carried his tooth-

brush with him. Though the boastful men-

tioning of the fact plainly shows his "genre,"

still it shows that the desire to imitate is

sometimes beneficial, healthful, and con-

ducive to cleanliness. And we trust that,

now he has made a beginning, that indis-

pensable toilet article will ever be with him.

We repeat, it was with immense gratification

that Tom and I read of their adventures, for

it proclaims to the world that others have

experienced experiences strange.

Like to all such relations, the relation of

their adventure recalls one I once had. It

was not what you might call a genuine coast,

though the entire distance was ridden legs

over. It was the summer of '82, and f was

taking haphazard trips through New York.

I left a small town in the morning and was

running through a lovely stretch of country,

over as p'.easant a pike as a biker desires,

though it was one continued gradual rise.

I had scarcely gone one quarter of a mile

when I felt a strong wind impelling me on-

wards. It seemed to strike me square on

the back arid with such force that, to my
delight, I found I could cross my legs over my
handle bars, and view the country at my
leisure, whilst I was propelled at a rate of ten

miles ah hour. To my surprise, the trees along

the roadside and the grain in the fields were

motionless, showing that the breeze was con-

fined to a small area of my back.

Considering myself the lucky beneficiary,

you might say, of a phenomenon, I had no

curiosity to look for the motive power, but

settled myself comfortably in my saddle, lit

my pipe, and enjoyed the scenery. On we
went at a steady gait up the grade until we

reached a small town, where I put the brake

down and dismounted for dinner.

Looking back down the pike I saw a biker,

one-quarter of a mile away, pedalling up.

When he reached the hotel I asked him if

he had felt the breeze. He answered " No."

I then asked him if he had observed how I

had coasted up the grade. "Yes," he

answered. " Can you explafn the pheno-

menon ? " I asked. He smiled rather triumph-

antly, I thought, and replied, " Permit me
to introduce myself. I am Tertius, the

blower from Weedsport ; and you are ?"

I answered,
" Secretary."

OUTING AND THE WHEELMAN.
FOR NOVEMBER, 1884.

The November number of Outing brings

the magazine into new prominence in the

added space given to yachting matters. This

form of outdoor pleasure is represented in

several articles of unusual interest, by a full

record of nautical events, and by the " Yachts-

man's Song," words and musicby L.F.Abbott.

"A Winter's Cruise in a Catboat," by J.

H. S., is a practical paper, timely and enter-

taining. " A Memorable Voyage " is a sea

sketch of great interest, by Frank H. Con-

verse. *' A Scamper fn the Nor'west," by

J. A. Fraser, profusely illustrated by the au-

thor, is the leading article, and gives the

reader some fascinating glimpses of the shores

of the "big sea water" of Superior. Mr.

Fraser succeeded in obtaining a sketch of the

interior of the old church of St. Joseph's on

Madeline Island. This has never before

been permitted by the Franciscan friars, and

the readers of Outing have a treat in this

picture and that of the quaint old altar ves-

sels. Another capital illustrated paper is

" Wheeling among the Aztecs," by Sylvester

Baxter. This gives some delightful glimp-

ses of the ancient city of Mexico and the

pleasant environs that tempt the wheelman

man to his steed. It is a clever article, with

the rush of progress in it, and the echo of the

railway train that has lately reached the city

of the Aztecs. " Ride !
" is a ringing wheel

story in verse by President Bates. " About

Tennis," by R. B. Metcalf, gives some use-

ful hints upon this popular game. A charm-

ing sketch, " Maud," and a story, " Stolen

—A Bicycle," are among the other attrac-

tions of this number. The editorial depart-

ment discusses "Art and the Bicycle," and

"Physical Education in College," among

other topics of the hour, and the •'Ameni-

ties" department has a laughable fishing

sketch, " An Eel." The records supplement

a dashing description of the Hartford and

Springfield meets, by Mr. Frederick Court-

land Penfield. The price of Outing is $2.00

a year. The Wheelman Co., publishers,

Boston, Mass.

TOURING IN OHIO.

LIMA TO XENIA AND RETURN.

Editor of The Wheel: In response to Karl

Kron's request for report of my riding of

226 miles through Ohio, I take pleasure in

handing you the following :

On June 22, 1884/ accompanied by S. D.

Bond of this city (Fort Wayne), I went to

Lima on early morning train. Started thence

by wheel at q.20 A. M. for Wapakoneta.

First 2 miles rough dirt road ; next \ l/2 miles

good new pike ; thence to Auglaize county

line, 2^ miles, fair dirt road.

All the rest of the roads herein described

are good pikes (almost fine), and ridable im-

mediately after rains. Arrived in Wapa-

koneta at 11 A. M. ; distance from Lima

miles; got good dinner at Burnett House. Left

Wapakoneta at 4 p. M. for Sidney, taking

pike that starts directly in front of hotel
;

followed this road 4^ miles, and found it the

finest road I have ever ridden over in five

years' use of the wheel, nearly a dead level

and smooth as a billiard table. Turned

three-quarter mile to L and took old Sid-

ney pike. Near Sidney the road becomes

very hilly, but being smooth all hills are

easily ridden by any ordinarily good wheel-

man. Reached Sidney for supper. Distance

from Wapakoneta to Sidney 23 miles.

June 23d.—Left Sidney via road which

passes County Infirmary at 6.30, accom-

panied thus far by several members of

Valley City Wheel Club. First hill out of

Sidney a big one, but not very hard to ride.

Went to Piqua via Lockington ; distance

13 miles. There is a steep hill on this road

3 miles out of Piqua, which, when going

south, should be ridden with great caution,

as it makes a sharp turn to the left, and has

some bad places on it.

June 24th.—Left Piqua 8.20 A. M, , and

rode to Troy, 8 miles, oia East Road, cross-

ing river bridge just south of the Pan Handle

Railway. There are several stone quarries

on the west side of the river, and the pike is

badly worn by heavy hauling. The road on

the east side of river is excellent. Had good

dinner at the Morris House. Left Troy at

2,30 P. M. for Springfield. There are-two or

three good pikes between Troy and Spring-

field. I have forgotten the name of the route

taken, but the only fault we could find with

it was that it was rather dusty. Were caught

by very heavy thunder storm 3 miles out

of Springfield, and were detained 1% hours.

Started immediately after storm was over,

and found the road rather improved by it.

Stopped at LaGonda House for supper, lodg-

ing, and breakfast. Were pleasantly enter-

tained by the members of the bicycle club at

their headquarters and at the gymnasium.

(My companiDn was nearly eaten up by the

bedbugs at the LaGonda House.) A visit

to the various immense agricultural imple-

ment factories in Springfield will well repay

the tourist. Distance from Troy to Spring-

field i^y2 miles.

June 25th.—Left Springfield at 8.20 A. M.

for Yellow Springs, 10 miles, accompanied by

two members of the Springfield Club
; found

the road an excellent one. Yellow Springs

is a very pleasant summer resort, and the

hotel, the "Yellow Springs House," a good

one. After a short stop, continued the day's

ride to Xenia, 10 miles. The road from

Yellow Springs to Xenia is a very hilly one,

but mostly down grade, and very hard and

smooth. Coasted nearly two-thirds of the

way. Reached Xenia at noon. A heavy

rain storm lasting nine hours prevented our

reaching Dayton that night.

June 26th.—Left Xenia for Dayton at 8

A. M. ; weather cold and cloudy. Found the

road good and bad in spots, very hilly, and

altogether the poorest on the entire tour.

Reached Dayton at 10 A. M.; distance 16

miles. Stopped at Beckel House, and visited

the beautiful Soldiers' Home in theafterncon

with our wheels, taking a pleasant spin over

the superb roads there.

June 27th.—Left Dayton at 8.15 A. M. for

Troy
;
accompanied out of town by several

Dayton Club men. Took the New Dayton

pike road and found it very fine all the way."

Found some beautiful scenery in the vicini-

ty of Tippecanoe. Followed the road run-

ning one mile west of Tippecanoe, and

reached Troy at 10.45 A - M - Distance, 2i|^

miles. Left Troy at 2 p. m. over same road

followed when coming south. Reached

Piqua at 3 p. m. , and remained there until

following morning.

June 28th.—Left Piqua at 9 A. M. for St.

Mary's. Stopped for dinner at Berlin, and
inspected a very beautiful church there.

Would advise every wheelman passing

through this village to see it. The road from

Piqua through Berlin to New Bremen is very

fine, and from New Bremen to St. Mary's

faultless; only two or three very moderate

hills are found on the entire route. Reached

St. Mary's at 4 p.m. Rode out to the reser-

voir, three miles. Found it to be a body of

water covering over 2,500 acres, and

reaching from St. Mary's to Celina, nine

miles. There is some very fine black bass

fishing here. The best way to reach the

Reservoir from St. Mary's is to ride out

on the New Bremen road to the bridge over

the canal' feeder, and then walk to the reser-

voir via the towpath, leaving wheel at farm-

house on the pike. The distance from Piqua

to St. Mary's is 32 miles.

June 29th.—Left St. Mary's at 8.20 A. M.,

and rode to Wapakoneta over a very fair

pike that is almost a dead level over the en-

tire distance, about 12 miles. Stopping at

Wapakoneta a few moments only, continued

the ride to Lima over the same route as taken

when coming south. Distance from St.

Mary's to Lima, via Wapakoneta, is about

26 miles. This is the usual and best route

between Lima and St. Mary's. Reached

Lima before dinner and remained there
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until evening, when we took the train for

Fort Wayne.

Summary.—The entire distance ridden

while on this trip was 226 miles. The time

in saddle gave an average road gait of about

9 miles per hour. Encountered no roads

that were actually bad. Every mile of road

traveled over was from fair to fine pike, ex-

cept miles between- Lima and Wapa-
koneta. C. W. Edgerton.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

Hendee says :
" Have tried the Duryea

saddle, and like it very much."

T. W. Eck, champion of Canada, in a

recent letter writes: "The Duryea is the

best saddle made."

It is reported that H. L. Cortis, one of the

fastest of England's bicycle riders, is dead.

" You make me tired," the wheel said to

the bicycle manufacturer. " Was it you that

spoke ? " asked the astonished manufacturer,
" or was it the fault of my big gears? The
bearings of your remark will take crank in

standard literature. "

—

Exchange.

On August 26 James Copeland, of the

Sydney Bicycle Club, completed the first

overland trip from Sydney to Melbourne on a

tricycle. The journey occupied twelve days

and nine hours, an average of fifty miles a

day, which is a good showing considering

the poor state of the roads and the head
winds, which were very strong during the

entire trip.

To-day the. Lynn Bicycle Club hold a

grand race tournament at the Franklin Trot-

ting Park. The following events are on the

card : One mile amateur, for Lynn Club
;

three mile, professional
; one mile, amateur,

without hands ; five mile, amateur, record !

one mile, amateur, 3m. 20s. class; and two
mile, amateur, handicap.

On account of wet weather the Cleveland

Bicycle Club had to postpone its trip to

October 25.

I'm a climber of hills young man,
I'm a taker of headers young man,
I'm a pusher of pedals, a winner of medals,

I'm a "Pike's Peak" or "bust" young
man.

" Did this child die under suspicious cir-

cumstances ?" asked the coroner.

" No, sir," was the reply, "it died under
the bicycle's wheel."

—

Exchange.

We have nothing but words of praise and
congratulation for our English visitors. They
crossed the ocean at our invitation to con-

tend with us for the mastery in the greatest

tournament of the wheel ever instituted. We
hoped to show ourselves their superiors in

muscle and training, and we should have
done so if they had not defeated us. That
is plain, and that is all there is about it.

Some of the spectators at the ropes were dis-

appointed at some of the results. This was
natural, but throughout the whole pro-

gramme there was nothing unfair or dis-

honest. Our English friends were gentle-

men. We are glad that they carried off a

fair share of the prizes. As we think of it

now, we should have been rather sorry if

they had not done so. We are certain that

they will carry home with their trophies a

kindly feeling towards us, and a determina-

tion to come again and bring more of their

friends. Howell, Sellers, Leeming, Cham-
bers, -Illston, Gaskell, and James are men
whom we shall remember with pleasure, and

we shall watch their future successes as re-

lated in the English 'cycling papers with

renewed interest. That they should carry

home from • our American tracks a new
record is something that we can be proud of,

even if we were defeated. You see we are

determined to make the best of the situation,

anyway. The English riders were fairly en-

titled to all the credit they won, and it is a

satisfaction even to have been outridden by

such men.

—

Springfield Wheehneris Gazette.

The championships of Paris were held

under favorable circumstances on September

28 at the Jardin des Tuileries. The track

was loose and rough, and many were the

falls thereon. The races resulted as follows :

Junior championship, six miles and a quarter

—M. Sourbadere first, in 21m. 41s.; M.

Dubois a bad second, M. Holley a worse

third. Senior championship, same distance

— P. Medinger first, in 21m. 42s.; Wills-

Babille second, by a length ; M. Esperon

third, close up.

The New Orleans, La., Bicycle Club on

October 6 elected the following officers :

President, E. W. Hunter ; Vice-President,

F. M. Ziegler, Jr.; Secretary, G. McD.
Nathan, Treasurer, L. E. Tyler; Captain,

Wm. W. Crane ; First Lieutenant, A. P.

Keaghey ; Second Lieutenant, G. B. Lusk
;

Guide, C. M. Fairchild.

The Wanderer's Bicycle Club, of Toronto,

Ont., held a very successful entertainment in

the Granite Rink October 10. The pro-

gramme consisted of fancy riding by W. M.

Hurst, club drill, gymnastics, and club

swinging by members, and a bicycle tug of

war, which was won by G. H. Orr and D.

Duff.

C. J. Young and R. A. Neilson, the Bos-

ton professional bicycle riders, are to ride a

mile match bicycle race at the Boston Union

A. C.

A pleasant incident of the great tourna-

ment was an invitation to visit the Columbia

Bicycle Factory extended by Col. Pope tc

a number of bicycle agents and dealers and

members of the 'cycling press. The party

received every courtesy, and spent several

hours looking at these marvelous works.

EXPLAINS ITSELF.

League of American Wheelmen.

Fellow Members of Vermont : Possess-

ing, as we now do, more than the required

number of members to form a State Division,

I have deemed it advisable to call a meeting

for that purpose; and, as Rutland has much
the largest number of members and is so

situated as to accommodate more than any

other place in the State, it will be best to hold

the meeting here. The meeting will beheld

at 3 p. M., October 22d, at the club rooms of

the Rutland Bicycle Club, on Church street.

It is to be hoped that every member will

make an extra effort to to be present in order

that all the towns be represented, and the

meeting be made as interesting as possible.

Any member who finds it impossible to be

present and has any suggestions to offer

can do so by sending a letter to the Chief

Consul at Rutland. All members intending

to be present will confer a favor by signify-

ing their intention, at as early a date as pos-

sible, in writing, to the Chief Consul, and as

far as possible arrangements will be made
for their entertainment.

Hoping to see you all present on the above

date and trusting you will make a special

effort to do so I remain,

Fraternally yours,

C. G. Ross, C.C.,

Vermont.

128 and 130 Fulton Street,

87 Nassau Street,

NEW YORK.

OUTFITTER
TO THE

/izKLazio Clvihs of

Jlmevioa,.

SEND TWO-CENT STAMP

For 32-Page Illustrated Catalogue.

NOVELTIES FOR

Club Receptions, Silk Jerseys,

silk: hose,
and

FANCY SILK BELTS.

FOR SALE AND EXCHANGE.

[Advertisements inserted under this hejtdin<r, not
exceeding four lines nonpareil, for one dollar.]

EXCHANGE—4S or r>l-inch Bicycle wanted, sec-
ond hand, of 1884 pattern, in exchange for gent's

fine gold hunting case watch, nearly new. Address
Exchange, Box 444, New York.

FOR SALE—54-inch Club Racer ; took first prize
at the Stanley Show, Newrgate, Eng., 1883

;

valued at S
-200 ;

weight 2 i lbs. ; nickel finish
;
special

rat-trap pedals
;
in excellent condition ; will sell at a

great sacrifice ; can be seen at Ira Perego's, 128
Fulton street, New York.

] AMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheapest
I j lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.
May be put in pocket when not in use. By mail,
seventy-five cents and one dollar.

C. H. Lamsok, Portland, Me

MARTIN RUDY,

Lancaster? Pa.,

DEALER IN

iicycles, Tricycles and Sundries.

I would announce to all wheelmen that I

have excellent facilities for doing all kinds

of repairing.

Estimates given on Repairing, Brazing,

Nickel Plating, and Painting.

Correspondence solicited.

Office: No. 9 East King .Street,

RIDING HALL:

Oorner Centre Square and West King Stmt.

Fair price paid for second hand machines.

WHEELMEN ATTENTION!
We invite the attention of all wheelmen to the following list of

of which we are the SOLE AGENTS for the United States

BIGYCLES. TRICYCLES.

Traveller,

'

6
' f^^^O^^^^l Coventry Rotary

Rudge Light itz^^^^^^^Hl Tandem,

Roadster,

American

Rudge,

Xtra Challenge.

Send stamp for the largest and most . complete catalogue yet issued. Sellable Agents

wanted in every city.

New York Headquarters : G. R. BIDWELL, 4 East 60th St., H. Y.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.

to Milk Street, Boston.

kUiiGK LIGHT ROADSTER.

Yeloceman,

Coventry

Convertible.



10-INCH BARREL,
12 " «

PEICE.
$12.25

|

15-INCH BARREL,
13.25 | 18 " " ...

WITH FINE LEATHER CASE, so Rifle can he swung across the back, extra, $1.50.

$15.00
16.50

Read what Vice President W. H. Miller of the League says of the Stevens Guns.

LEAGUE OF Al¥lER fCAN WHEELMEN.

Office of the Vice President, W. H. Miller, Columbus, Ohio, February 12, 1884.

I think that the Stevens Rifle is an A i Shooting Arm. Made some remarkable long shots with it at Nantasket Beach last fall, Will send some of my targets as soon as

I get in practice. Have not shot either of my rifles for some two months, consequently am out of practice.

Yours truly, W. H. MILLER.

READ WHAT A BICYCLE RBDER SAYS OF THEM.
(He had a Rifle and Shot Barrel fitted to one frame.)

I found your little gun a very pretty and accurate weapon, and did some pleasant shooting with it in Dakota. I used the rifle barrel 22 caliber almost exclusively, and was
very much pleased with its execution. Shall take pleasure in commending it to my friends.

Yours truly, JOHN F. KYES, Worcester, Mass.

Also Fine Single and Double B. L. Guns, Target, and Sporting Rifles. Send for Illustrated Lists and Circulars to

GEO. D. GIDEON. F. O. Box 1108, Z, Philadelphia, Pa.

WHEEL' SONGS.

Ill
by s. conant foster.

The Most Sumptuous Book Devoted to the

Wheel yet Published.

RICHLY 1STRATED.

An Elegant Quarto Volume of Eighty Pages.

Bound in Blue Silk Cloth, with Side

Stamp in Gilt and Silver.

Price $1.75, "by Mail, Postpaid.

address,

The Cycling Publishing Co.,

21 PARK ROW,
Box 444 New York.

New and second hand in great-
est variety of styles and prices.

No. 811 Arch Street,

PliilaclelpSiia, Pa.

Selling Agent for '1 he Pope Mfg. Co., Stoddard,
Lovering & Co., The Cunningham Co., Gormully &
Jeffrey, and The Western Toy Co.

ALL THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lists.

HZ. 33. IBi^ElT.
A fine assortment of Sundries always on hand.

Bicycle and Tricycles
on easy terms. Send for plan to

G. JR. BIDWELL,
DEALER IXsT BICYCLES,

4 East 60th St., New York.

Patented, February 19, 1884.

Used by H^ndee, Prince, Sellers, Howell, Woodside,
Corey, Landy, Jenkins, of Louisville, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates, also Miles, Armainde and Sylvester,

ana all the flyers. Can be used also on Star bicycles.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.) Is

Low. Neat. Comfortable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Why Suffer on the Road any Longer? Try it once
and You will Use no other; it Makes Pvoad Riding
a Luxury. Prices; Japanned, $3.00; Nickeled,
$3.75. Special Terms to Dealers.

1ST. ~ST_ TOT CO.
Richard Garvey, Manager,

69 1? Broadway, New "SrorJt.

Send postal for list of new and second hand Machines.

SRI CAN
Adjustable Long Distance Saddle,

Spring Frame ; Perfect Adjustment
;
Completely absorbs all vibration

;
Light, Strong,

Elastic, Easy; Weight only 18 ounces; Adapted to the Star, weight 19 ounces; Send

for Circular ; Mention this paper ; Price $4.00 ; Liberal Discount to the Trade.

BULL & HAYNES,
Importers of and Dealers in

Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries,
587 and 589 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

A 72-page pamphlet of value to all wheel-

men, young and old.

COMMON QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
WHAT TO SELECT.

THE L. A. W.
DRESS AND CONVENIENCES.

WORDS TO THE WISE,

By Charles E. Pratt.

Buy it '
1 Read it !

!

Price Ten Cents.

for sale by

The Cycling Publishing Co.,

21 PARK ROW,
Box

c
441 NEW YOKE.

Remit in two-cent stamps.

BROOKLYN HEIGHTS

Bicycle School,
T. HUNT STEEEY, Manager,

Cor. Fulton and Orange Sts.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y,

Open from 9 A. m. to 10 p. M. Columbia
Bicycles and Tricycles and parts. Also
popular English makes.
American and English Sundries. Sole

agent for Breach-loading Bicycle Lamps.
Bicycles and Tricycles rented for road use.

Repairing, Nickel Plating, Enameling,
and Painting. Brazing and Forging, etc.

Large storage' facilities, dressing room*,
and lockers if desired.

Riding taught free to purchasers,

Stnd Stamp for Catalogue.
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Messrs. S. T. CLARK & CO.,

<>< IMPORTERS Jx>

2 & 4 Hanover Street, Baltimore, Md.,

Beg to announce that they have recently been appointed Sole United States Agents
for THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO. {Limited), Coventry, England, the

Largest and Oldest Bicycle Makers in the World, Manufacturers of the Celebrated

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
'

The new fiat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new
square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.
A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all
Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering. and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

7BL. B. SSflTM BfACraSSTE CO.,
Smithville, Burlington Co., N. L

P< T T T T3 >> BICYCLES and
V„/J_^ LJ J_J TRICYCLES,

And, knowing the demand for these favorite machines, they have now in stock and in

transit a larger number of the Famous

American CI Lib Bicycles,
Which, retaining all the features and improvements which have made them so valued in

the past, and further improved by the addition of

HANCOCK'S NON-SLIPPING TIRES,

DROPPED HANDLE BARS {AT OPTLON), and HARRINGTON' S ENAMEL
IN LIEU OF PAINT.

These Bicycles are universally admitted to be the most elegant machines now on the

American Market, and gentlemen contemplating purchasing new mounts are recom-
mended to consider the sterling merits of the AMERICAN CLUB.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

Reliable Agents Wanted in every City.

MACHINES STORED,

DEALER I M "-
1 Ti '

^

~ "~

43S FMbusMYe., cor. Pari Place, Brooklyn, t, Y., (near entrance to Prospect Park),

Machines Sold. Repairing in a!I Branches a Specialty.

NICKELING, ENAMELING AND PAINTING.
iROOKLYN AGENT FOR ALL OF STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.'S MACHINES, THE RUDGE

THE BRITISH CHALLENGE & COVENTRY ROTARY & CONVERTIBLE TRICYCLES.

BOUND IN CLOTH.

Price $1=25.
Address

The 'Cycling Publishing Co.,

Box 444, NEW YORK.

ehoo
T. HUNT STERRY, Manager,

Cor. Fulton and Orange Sis., Brooklyn, IV. Y.

NOW ©PEN..
OjCsTUTZ- TWO BLOCKS IFTROIVX THE BEIDGE.

THE FINEST H8D§NG HALL IN THE COUNTRY,

-A-1X xnalsies o± Bic^rcles Tricycles on IxazcLcL.
BICYCLES SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN. SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

REPAIRING, NICKEL PLATING, PAINTING, &c, &c.

Sole Agent for "blx© 0©le"Dx?a-bec3- Breeoli 3LioacL±m.g- Lamps.
OPEN FOR INSTRUCTION FROftS 9 A. M. TO 10 P. M.

-. L OMED.
A Wheelman's Autograph Album!

My Cycling Frienfls.
Designed and Compiled

For Collection of Autographs,

It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and
black markings.

It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three hundred selections from the poets in regard

to the wheel.
Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs

of Cycling friends.
Three hundred En ravings, illustrating each quota-

tion.

Price One Dollar, Postpaid.

WILL C. MARVIN, Ovid, Mien.
Sole Agent for the United States & Canada,

7 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK,
AGENT FOR THE

The "American Club" and "Club" Bicycles,

Tbe "Cheylesmore," "Imperial" and "Club Sociable" Tricycles,
Manufactured by Coventry Machinist Co.,

The "American Sanspareil" Roadster,
Manufactured by Wm. Andrews, Birmingham, England,

And The
"
Royal Mail" Light Roadster and Tricycle.

A FULL LIKE OF BICYCLE HELMETS, SHOES, AID ENGLISH SUNDRIES.

REPAIRS A SPECIALTY. Catalogues Furnished on Application.

G-ro-xxa and Sqpo:c*t±:n-g G-oocis.

80 & 82 William St., N.Y.

Sole Agent, for City and Vicinity, of the

American STAR, Bicycles.

. The COLUMBIAS, HARVARD, and a full line
of Boys' Bicycles always in stock.

American and English Sundries.
Repairing, Nickel Plating, and Painting.

Second-hand Bicycles Bought and Sold.
Send for Catalogue.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Missouri Wheel Company, Geo. C. Oeters, Pres't,

Louis Lueders, Sec'y and Treas., agency of the
Standard and Expert Columbia, Harvard, Vale, Cor-
nell, Star, Rudge, Challenge, Facile, and all high-class
imported Bicycles ; also for the Victor, National,
Rudge, Premier, Salvo, Apollo, Coventry and Co-
ventry Convertible Tricycles, and of the Duryea
Saddle, and Peerless Automatic bell. Repairing with
promptness at moderate prices, A full assortment of
wheel sundries in stock- Everything at, or below, New-
York and Boston figures. Send for circular of new
and second hand wheels. 2J0 and 212 N. 12th street.

OT. LOUIS WHEEL CO., C. E. Stone, Manager
O .1121 Olive street. Agents for Pope Mfg. Co. 's
Columbia Bicycles and Tricycles, Expert, Standard,
and Racer; for Sanspareil, Americ n Club, and Im-
perial Tricycles. Repairing, nickeling, and enameling
promptly done. Dealers in second-hand wheels.
Send for printed list. .

FREEHorITRIAL.
HANOVER'S SPECIFIC. An unfailing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility and Weakness, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, > ervous Prostration, ^Hysteria,
or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, overwork,
abuses of Alcohol, Tobacco, &c. (Over forty thousand
positive cures.)

'gS^Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. Ad-
dress HANOVER REMEDY CO.,

Lock Box 584. Chicago, 111.

WILLIAM G. SCRIBNER,
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles and Accessories.

Sole agent for Washington, D. C, of The Pope
M'f'g Co., Stoddard, Lpvering & Co., The Cunning-
ham Co., Sam'l T. Clark & Co., the Overman Wheel
Co., The Facile.
Riding School attached. Visitors always welcome.

1108-1116 E. Street, M". "W.,

Washington, D. ff.
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SURTEA STAR SADDLE.

PAT. Feb. 19, 81.

The Duryea Star Saddles, are now ready for the
market, and can be obtained without delay.

Price : japanned,'$3 fnickeled, $3.75. Address

3sr_ sr. tot go.,
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers,

Richard Garvhy, Manager,

687 Broadway, New Yorlt

WANTED,
Volume ONE of The Wheel ; bound or

unbound. Address, with price,

JOHN C. GULICK,
No. 191 Broadway, New York

Wheelmen's Portable Outfits.

THE PHdBUS CAMERA,

The lightest, most compact, and
cheapest. Folds up in space of 2Vfe

inches. Plate Holders, Darlot Lens,
Telescope Tripod, Canvas Case for

Came.-a and Tripod. Price $18.00.
All makes of Cameras, outfits, and
supplies.

E. B. HUTCHINSON,
Boom 1. 51 Nassau Street.

|3P~ Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent upon
application.

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES,
Limps, Carriers, Star Cyclometer, Bjgs, Saddles

and Bicycle Parts for both CRANK. <fe STAR.

DIFFICULT REPAIRS V SPECIALTY.

BIC YCLES and TRIG YCLES.

STANCH AND RE! OADSTERS.

In 18S3 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads ; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

in. 5 miles in the day, each. We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Columbias, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias; and

further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

w.ere on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

Columbias, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

r
ANNOUNCEMENT.

After long and careful experiments with five different speed and power tricycle attachments in

different forms, ice have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient

numbers to supply it on our new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction; is applied to the crank-shaft

;

is operated by a handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle

;

is certain and effective in its operation ; reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill

climbing about one third, and is made of the finest material and with the finest workmanship, and

so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by its use.

[Price of Columbia Tricycle.

"With. Power Grear,

H60.
ISO.

The Columbia Power-gear will be. applied to any Columbia Tricycle at our factory, at Hartford, Conn., for $25.

A. SCHWENINGER, President.

495 to 503 N.Wells st.

CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

OTTO BICYCLES
For Boys and Youths.

Keep also a full assortment

Boys' Three-Wheeled Velocipedes

AND

Petit TVIeyefeis,
IN ALL SIZES AND GRADES.

For Sale by all Dealers and Toy Houses.

Illustrated Catalogue furnished on application.

Hew York Branch, 47 Murray St., ». Y.

R, L, COLEMAN, Manager,

SEND STAMP FOE ILLUSTRATED (36-PA&E) CATALOGUE.

Tlxe ZPcrpe DVCfg. Oo.
Principal Office, 597 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

BRANCH HOUSE, 12 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

G. R. BIDWELL CO.,
4 Bast SOblx Street, ZDsTe-w ~*Z~ojo3gi,

BIA BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, PARTS,
AND WHEEL GOODS OF ALL DESCRIPTION.

Sew York Headquarters for the "Rudge Bicycle" and "Duryea Saddle."

k_ Riding Hall on premises, purchasers taught Free. Open Evenings. Storage, with Locker, if desired

o The most complete Repair Shop in the city. Nickel Plaiting a specialty.

K MANVFACTVRER OF THE PERFECTION BICYCLE ALARM,
gZSJSTO 3T03E?. CIRCX7LAB8
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THE FALL MEETING OF THE HAR-
VARD A. A.

The raw wind that swept across Holmes

Field Saturday, October 25, promised any-

thing but good sport in the events to be con-

tested, and kept the 200 spectators, among
whom were a few ladies, in anything but a

comfortable condition. At 2.45 the first

event was called.

Two Mile Bicycle Race.—This was the

last event of the meeting, and the most ex-

citing. The contestants were F. F. Deane,

'88, and J. A. Bailey, '88. The latter re-

ceived a handicap of 350 yards, but was

beaten by two feet, in 7 minutes ~] l/2 seconds.

The gentlemen in charge of the meeting

were the following: Referee, Mr. H. B.

Cabot
;
Judges, Messrs. W. M. Burr, A. C.

Denniston, H. W. Preble.

—

Daily Crimson.

RECORDS.
A correspondent in the London Cyclist

speaks upon the question of " records." We
consider the remarks well timed and sensi-

ble. They are as follows :

"I read in the cycling papers the other
day that a brace of ' tandemons ' had ridden
their machine 'geared up to 6oin.' up Mus-
well Hill, but 'did not claim record for the

gearing' until the performance could be re-

peated before witnesses. I have watched
the ever-incr.asing number and variety of
' records ' during the present summer,
wondering where it would all end, but surely

this absurdity is the climax. I take it that

the man who makes a record is of no
ordinary calibre, but is far and away above
the average cyclist—such men are Cortis,

English, Sutton, Lennox, Webb, &c; but if

we are to have records for various gearings,

up various hills, on various machines, and
in various times, ' record ' and ' rot ' will

be nearly synonymous. In the particular

instance to which I allude, the riders un-
doubtedly are good men, as they have proved
in other ways, but if we are going to have
these sorts of performances dignified with
the name of ' record,' we shall have medio-
crities claiming all sorts of records. The
only n.medy is the wheel press refusing to

print these performances as records.. I am
not one of those troubled with cacoethes

scribendi, but the publication this week of

further records which are far from extra-
.ordinary has made me write on the subject,"

IXION BICYCLE CLUB.
Dear Sir ; The third annual road race of

this club will take place on November 4th

(election day), same being for the bicycle

and tncycle championship of the club, the

course being one of 15 miles, from the city

proper to Yonkers.

The record for the distance at the last

year's race was r hour 4 minutes, made by
Roland G, Rood. It is confidently expected

that it will be lowered this year. The medal

for the championship is one of elegant

design and workmanship, and is arranged

so that a cross-bar is added to it each year

with the name and time of the winner.

When won three times by the same man it

becomes his property.

After the race a dinner will be served (ac-

cording to previous custom) at the Mansion
House in Yonkers,

A cordial invitation is extended to your-

self or representative to be present.

Benj. G. Sanford,

Secretary.

No. 2 East Sixtieth street, New York,

October 27, 1884.

Committee on Arrangements—WILL R.

Pitman, Captain ; Geo. B. Pearson, 1st

Lieut. ; Geo. C. Saffer, 2d Lieut. ; P. M.
Harris.

MEET OF THE PINE TREE WHEEL
CLUB.

On October 22d was held the meet of the

Pine Tree Wheel Club, Bangor, Me. The
officers of the day were : Referet, Mr. F.

H. Elvvell
;
starter, Mr. G. O. Hall ; and

Messrs. C. C. Skinner and G. O. Hall, time-

keepers.

The first race on the programme was the

half-mile, best two in three heats. First

heat was won by C. S. Maynard ; time,

I. 52. Second heat fell to F. B. Cutler in

1.48. The third heat and the race was cap-

tured by C. S. Maynard in 1.47; Cutler

second.

The second race was to see which rider

could go a half-mile in time nearest to 3

minutes. C. H. Crosby crossed the line to

the time of exactly 3 minutes.

The one-mile race was won by F. L.

Goodwin in 3.45 ; Herrick second.

The roo-yard slow race fell to O. B.

Humphrey, there being four other starters
;

time, 2.52. -

Half-mile boys' race was won by Holt in

2,46, with French second.

After the races the club and their visitors

assembled at the rooms and listened to the

prayer by Rev. H. N. Harriman ; music

by the Pine Tree Wheel Club Octet; re-

marks by the President, C. S. Maynard ;

song by Miss Leavitt ; cornet solo by Mr.

Edward Adams ; address by J. L. Crosby,

Esq.; duet by Miss Ross and Mr. Boyd.

All the races were won by Bangor (Me.)

wheelmen.

CYCLING AT THE ANTIPODES.
T\VO TOURS IN NEW ZEALAND, AS DESCRIBED

BY A CORRESPONDENT OF KARL KRON—THE
BICYCLE CLUBS OF CHRISTCHURCH

.

[I he following letter from one of the twenty New
Zealanders who have pledged their dollars in support

of " Ten Thousand Miles on a Bycicle " has been

kindly presented to The Wheel for publication.

The Mr, Norris who is referred to is the treasurer of

the New Zealand Cyclists' Alliance ; and his April

letter to Karl Kron, together with some interesting

statistics from two of the Austialian subscribers to

" X. M. Miles," maybe found in the July issue "of the

Springfield Wheelmen's Gazette, pages 34, 4'?.]

Bank of New Zealand, )

Christchurch, August 14, 1884. J

Dear Sir .• I have just been shown a letter

from yourself to Mr.- J. F. Norris, of this

city, in which you ask for some furtjjer in-

formation regarding the long-distance ride

which myself and Mr, F. W. Painter accom-

plished in February last. As Mr. Norris

has not sufficient time, he has asked me to

reply to your inquiry myself.

I assure you I have much pleasure "in

doing so, as I consider that the work in

which you are engaged is one which de-

serves the aid of every true cyclist. I have

obtained five subscribers for you to-day, but

expect to augment the number to-morrow be-

fore the mail closes.

If I am right, I believe you say in your

circular that you require some accounts of

long rides for a chapter in your book ; on

this point, as far as myself and Painter are

concerned, you are quite welcome to make
any use vou may choose of the account

which I give. If it is too long, you must cut

it shorter ; if not of any use whatever to you

for your chapter, you must pass it by and let

it give way to something else.

The ride in question (which is only one of

many myself and Painter have taken to-

gether) was from Christchurch to the river

and township of Waiau. Waiau lies about

due north from Christchurch eighty-five

miles. Of course you will be surprised when
you read the time we take to do a distance in

New Zealand ; but you must understand that

our "roads "are not roads really. In many
instances they exist only on the maps of the

country. Well, on February 3d, I and F, W.
Painter left Christchurch at 4 a. m., reaching

Karapoi, 12 miles, just under the hour, the

road being fair for the season of the year.

From Karapoi we rode steadily on till we
reached Luthfield, on the river Kowai, 26

miles, at 6.40 A. M., the road being a decided

improvement on the first 12 miles, which

was loose and broken up.

Here the first dismount took place. The
river Kowai is a peculiar river, and in this

respect is a good deal like all the New Zea-

land rivers. Being fed by trie snow in the

back ranges they are for long periods almost

dry, and at other times they are boiling and

rushing between two high banks, perhaps a

mile and a half apart. At this time it is im-

possible to ford, as there are trees, bowlders,

and every description of debris coming

down. However, on this particular occasion

the river was very low, so that we had

no difficulty in fording its treacherous stream.

About three miles further on we came to

Amberley, a real Canterbury township, scat-

tered over about two miles square. It stands
near the first range of hills which are en-
countered on the journey, and looking at it

in the purply light of early morning it has
a very pretty appearance. Leaving Amber-
ley, after leaving some of our apparel, we
rode eight miles further on to the river

Waipara. This river is .a repetition of the
Kowai on a much larger scale, the water being
much swifter and taking us up to the waist
in the ford. Of course, we ford the rivers

just as we ride, in shoes, stockings, etc., and
dry as we whirl along.

After leaving the Waipara behind we came
to our first hills, the far-famed (in Can-
terbury) Weka Pass. Some, or rather the
majority, of the hills here are just about as
stiff as I care to ride, and I don't remember
"coming across" any one who desired any-
thing steeper. The hills are very short and
steep, being caused by the road running up
and down a multitude of spurs, and in some
parts it is not more than 20 feet wide,
with a wall of -stone on one side and a fall

of about 70 or 80 feet sheer down into a rockv
creek on the other. After crossing the hills

we reached Waikari, a comparatively new
township on the river road 48 miles from
Christchurch. We rode straight through
this place and made our first real stoppage at

Hurunui, 57 miles from Christchurch, at a
few minutes to 11 a. m., so just averaging
eight miles an hour from start. Our stop-

page was limited to half an hour, but we
managed to make a good breakfast at the

hotel, which is one of about seven other "build-

ings " at this back station (there are a police

station and school included in the number).
At Hurunui the road is virtually at an end

;

the continuation is really nothing but what
might be called the " riddlings of creation."

From Hurunui there was no house or even a
wire fence to be seen till we came to Rother-
ham. This is not a large " town " by any
means, merely consisting of a school, public

house, three private houses, and a place on
the map. Waiau is ten miles further on the

road, so we just " bucked in," and after do-
ing some of the roughest riding I have ever

done in my life we reached the long-looked

for goal of our hopes. About a mile from
the grand new bridge over the river we
were met by a cavalcade of nearly all the in-

habitants of the place. It appears that, un-
known to us, the people at Hurunui had tele-

graphed, saying we had started, hence our
triumphal entry into the place. The people

were much surprised to learn that w.e had
ridden from Christchurch and that we in-

tended getting home again that day. Our
machines were objects of curiosity and
wonder to the natives, and it was amusing to

watch the people handling them in ihe usual

awkward manner of a novice. Their chief
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wonder was how a man could balance him
self on the " Iron Hoxse."

After a stay of forty minutes for refresh-

ments, lunch, etc., which were supplied

/ratis here, as, in fact, at every hotel where

A*e stopped, we started for home again at

3.40 p. M. and reached Hurunui at 7 p. M.,

just after sundown. Here we had another

short spell again for tea, and, giving the

" steeds" their heads down the first hill, we

soon warmed into work again. The Weka
Pass was ridden in the dark, the moon just

rising as we came out on the flat. From
the last hill we had a good run down for 2 or

3 miles to the Waipara, which we had to

cross in utter darkness, and emerging on to

fiat country again Amberly was reached

again at 11. 15 p. m.; Kowai, 11.30 p. it,;

Karapoi at 1.30 a.m.; and Christchurch at a

few minutes to 3 A. M. , thus having been 22j^

hours on the road, the distance being 170

miles, or some 46 miles further than the pre-

vious longest record. 170 miles now is the

longest ride for one day in New Zealand.

Since starting this very long letter I have

great pleasure in telling you that I have in-

creased the number of subscribers by two, so

that I am sending you eight names from

Christchurch. Some of these say they think

the book will be more interesting to New
Zealand readers if you can find room for

sbme New Zealand tours ; so I am going to

write an account of one or two more trips for

your perusal and hope you will oblige us

herein "far away N. Z." by inserting, if

you can find room.

In }
Tour letter to Mr. Norris you ask for

statistics of the Christchurch clubs, etc., and

as Mr. Norris is unable to reply at length to

your letter, he has set me to the task instead.

In Christchurch there are two clubs—the

Pioneer (of which "yours truly" is a

member) and the Christchurch B. C, of

which Mr. Painter is a member.

The Pioneers number about 45 in member-

ship, and Christchurch about 10 less. Of.

course you must understand that this does

not represent the whole of the 'cycling fra-

ternity of Christchurch, as there, are mem-
bers who are unattached. Taking them

roughly, I dare say we could muster about

200 'cyclists in and around Christchurch, and

I might say an increase of some 15 or 20 this

season. During the season, which opens on

September 1st in N. Z., we have morning

and evening runs,' sometimes going out 40

miles in the evening and returning before

business next morning. Saturday after-

noon is the great week day for 'cyclists. No
doubt Canterbury possesses great advantages

over the neighboring provinces on account of

the great stretch of flat country, there being

some 250 miles contained onihe plain ,- but,

unfortunately, there are at present no good

roads for more than one-half the distance.

At Timaru (S. Canterbury) there is another

B. C, but not being in communication with

any one there, I cannot find out their numeri-

cal strength. The two clubs at Christchurch

held a race meeting here last year, which was

very successful both in the monetary sense

and in the quality of the racing which took

place. I had the pleasure of winning the 5

mile, and also of obtaining a'second place in

both the 3 mile and also the 10 mile. My
friend F. W. Painter won the steeplechase

and the 10 mile.

Our best men here at present are W. A.
*sT<~o"<f' *-fTT 2/1. r'rti v'r*3 ircit^ffH

Langdown and D. R. Dunsford. Of course

I mean on the racing track.

I am afraid you will think I am a stayer '•

if L go on like this
;
but, as you may not hear

from us again for some time, I will just give

you an account of our Easter tour to Akaroa

this,year.

Three was the 'number of our party this

time, consisting of myself and F. Cooper, of

Pioneer B. C, and W. Skinner, of Christ-

church B. C. We left Christchurch at S A. NT.

on Good Friday morning, and after a ride of

some 28 or 30 miles we came to " Birdling

Flat." Here was pitched the camp of the

Canterbury Volunteers, the tents pitched

close under some steep cliffs and close to

Lake Forsyth, making a very pretty sight

after the monotonous journey we had just

come, with nothing but tussocks to be seen for

miles.

After a short stay at the camp we once

more mounted our wiry steeds and recom-

menced our journey. Six miles further on

we came to Little River, a small township in

an an immense valley, or rather valleys, as

there are four. Here the work of the trip be-

gins
;
the bush grows right into the township,

and the road is cut right through it._ In places

the bush met overhead across the road, form-

ing as pretty a sight and as cool a retreat

from a hot scorching sun 'as you would wish

to see. There are seven miles of stiff road to

the top of the first hill, and then a run down
of six miles to the bottom on the other side

in another deep valley, which runs down to

the sea in Akaroa Harbor. This was the

most enjoyable trip we ever had together,

for although it is a pretty stiff journey, we
had grand scenery and weather, which

was considered a fair recompense. On the

road over the hill are many pretty waterfalls

splashing and tumblingin fbeirwwj/cff/course

down hill. Who could resist the temptation

to get off his wheel to sit and admire such

enchanting scenes and listen to the different

tones of our- native birds ? No ; if a person

has any music in his body or soul, such a

scene is the most likely to bring it forth.

Well, after many such stoppages, we at

length reached Akaroa, and going to our

hotel (this is not our first trip here) we made
ourselves at home as only 'cyclists can. We
had done 60 miles in the day, and crossed a

hill (on a bush road) about goo feet high

Akaroa is not so unknown to 'cyclists as t was

last year. There have been three parties over

there this past season.

When we got up next morning I went

down for a short spin to take the stiffness out

of my legs, when (imagine my horror !) I had

not gone 100 yards when I found my front

fork spreading forward. At first I could not

think what Avas up; but, on dismounting, I

soon saw that the head of my "British

Challenge " had cracked nearly through. This

I put down to having carried about 25 pounds

of luggage on the backbone coming over.

Of course in a small place like that I could

not get it repaired, so I had to come back

across the harbor in a boat, and walk 14

miles to Little River, where I picked up a

carrier who took my wheels and me down to

town, where I arrived on Sunday night, un-

friends arriving just before me.

And now, sir, to conclude (I suppose you

think it is about time), I can only wish you

every success m'yoiir \enture, and I am onlv

sorry that I am not sending you more sub-

scriptions than the eight on the inclosed slip.

I remain, yours faithfully,

H. J. Jenkins.

To Mr. Karl Kron, Washington Square,

N. Y.

ART AND THE BICYCLE.
One remarkable feature of the career of

the bicycle is the prominent place it has

taken in connection with art. Illustrations

of this are found in two interesting paintings

in the fine exhibition of American art at this

year's fair of the Massachusetts Charitable

Mechanics' Association. One of these paint-

ings is by Mr. Henry Sandham, who is

know to our readers as one of the most
startling of our artist contributors, and the

other is by Mr. Roger Donaho. Mr. Sand-

ham's picture shows a merry party of cyclers

speeding down the slope of a picturesque

New England road." It is most effective in

grouping, and illustrates a delightful phase

of the pleasures of the wheel. Mr. Donaho's

picture is called " The Start." It represents

a street in what appears to be a small Euro-

pean town, probably French, with two

bicyclers setting out on their day's journey.

One is just under way and the other is

mounting. This, too, is an excellent paint"

ing, both in subject and in treatment.

The bicyle was the occasion for the es-

tablishment of the first artistic magazine

devoted to outdoor recreation, and our own
pages testify to endless opportunities which

it offers for illustrations of the most attract-

ive kind. One is disposed to ask hew it is

that a mere machine should be honored with

such artistic favor. The contrary has hith-

erto been the case with most mechanical

inventions, and the bicycle, in itself, varits

so little in form that the fact seems doubly

remarkable.

No artist woeild think, for instance, of a

threshing machine or a telephone as a sub-

ject for picturesque treatment. But a little

reflectiou will show good reason why the

cycle should be an exception. In the first

place the bicycle has added a new grace to

human movement. The action of a rider of

the wheel is sq aerial, his flight so birdlike,

that, although the bicycle is now as common
upon our highways as carriages are, people

almost almost invariably turn to enjoy the

sight. The highest iprm of depictive art

consists of the- representation of the human
figure. And the bicycler, in the exercise of

his sport, has largely enriched the field of

study in this respect. His costume displays

the figure to the best advantage, and affords

a welcome relief to the prosaic character of-

modern everyday male attire. The well

Uained wheelman in action cannot fail to

please the artist eye. His poise is admira

ble, and his motion brings all the muscles

gently into play.. While, the general effect

of his movements. varies little, there is, how-
ever, a constant change which affords a highly

interesting study for those who, like artists,

have trained themselves to observe subtle,

gradations of action. The environment,

too, of life oh the wheel is rich in variety, tak-

ing.one at. will among strong contrasts of life

and scenery, spreading unceasing feasts oi

picturesque pleasures, food for fancy and
thought, before the rider of the silent steed.

For these reasons artists themselves have

been attracted to the pleasures of the bicycle

and the tricycle as to no other form of out-

door recreation. By no other means are

picturesque subjects so readily attainable,

and therefore numbers of the best artists are

enrolled among the wheelmen's fraternity.

—

Outine-.

We congratulate the JWestern Cyclist on the

amount and variety of news it presents, but

we would give a friendly caution in regard

to make up and general typographical ap-

pearance. A bad reader can easily spoil sub-

lime poetry. A bad printer can easily cause

an excellent sheet to look wretched;
/: -)/->- .mr.-VTfcl /•"jr--:r.r-J . »i r

'

It is said that Sewell does a back somer-

sault from the saddle, and catches the bicycle

before it falls, and also stands on his hands

on the handle bars.

' The Western ' Cyclist is responsible for the

following : The Montreal Bicycle Club

occupies a house that cost §28,000,. has a

membership of J03 active members and 50

associates. This club, it is claimed, is the

oldest and largest in America.

The champion professional long distance

rider of America says : "I bought a Duryea
of the John Wilkinson Company in Chicago

last fall, and have used it ever since in all

my races. It is the best saddle I ever rode

and I shall ride no other.

" H. W. HiGUAM "

The 'Cycling 'limes publishes a report of

the "'Cyclists' Un'ori" meeting, from which

we cull the following :
" The ExeciTtiveare

ple'ased to state that a profit has been made
on every championship, and that the total

profits amount to about ,£140. The approxi-

mate profits are Lilliebridge, ,£20 ;
Cardiff,

£1 10s. ; Crystal Palace, ,£22; Newcastle,

^95-"

Scene: Country lane
;
bicyclist mounted,

meeting farmer, leading a fine horse from a

field where cattle were grazing, says :

" Your horse looks in good condition

—

fatter than mine, sir !"

Facetious farmer, critically surveying the

bold bicyclist's extremities : "Ah, and my
calves would beat your'n holler !

!"

Collapse of bicyclist.— West. 'Cyclist.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

I use the Duryea sad-Asa Dolph says.:

die only."

The Trojan Wheelmen will parade on
wheels with the Republicans next week. It

will be the first political parade that wheel

men have participated in.

—

Roller,

When a bicycler gets restless during the

winter time he should find a suitable. flight of

stairs—two, straight away and bare if pos-

sible—and run up, two steps at a time, as

fa^t as possible. Then turn aroi.nd and run

ddwn,. single steps,. as fast as -he can make
his feet fly. The result will be that the up-

stairs work will keep his calves, strong, if not

help to develop them. The down-stairs work
will give him that rapid motion that a fast

bicycler so much desires. Try it ; we have

found it beneficial.—A matair-A ihlete.

Difficulties having repeatedly arisen as to

the exact meaning to be attached to the word
" nov.ice,''. the Executive have published the

following definition, which they trust will be
accepted as the N: C. U. definition of a

novice :
" A novice, or person eligible to

compete in a ' novices" or 'maiden' race, is

a rider who has never up to the time of start-

ing in such race won any prize in any
'cycling race other than a race confined to

members of his club. In any qualified nov-

ices' race, such as a race open to those who
have not won a first prize, the definition of

novice as contained in the" foreg' ing defini-

tion shall still be held to apply so far as cir-

cumstances admit. "—Cycling Times.

The .Eolus Bicycle Club, of Chhago, at

its monthly business meeting, made the fol-

lowing officers for the ensuing year : W. G.

Wanzer, President.; W. T. Jefferson, Vice-

President
;

E. N. Camp, Secretary and
Treasurer; P. H. S. Reed, Captain; G. T.

Burroughs, First-Lieutenant.- On Saturday

afte rnoon, October iS, the chib indulged in

a " hare and hound " chase on wheels, Union
Park acting as headquarters, of a distance of

10 miles. The hares were not overtaken,

and covered the distance in the shortest

time, E. N. Camp crossing the line in 36

minutes and 25 seconds, and.J. A, Burt just

a second behind. The hounds came in so

far apart that the time of only two will be

sufficient to state. W. G. Wanzer was ahead

in 3S minutes, 21 seconds ; W. T. Jefferson

in ,39 minutes, 24 seconds. The affair was
witnessed by over five hundred (500) people

9b

j
and was considered satisfactory, a
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An English physician thinks that btcyling

may prove injurious if the fashion of small

saddles and large wheels, involving so much
pressure on the perineum, be persisted in.

—

Sparling Life.

A foreign paper remarks :
" A well-known

Coventry firm have introduced an invalid

chair worked by an attendant rider, and one
of the latest additions to the cycling stud is a
milk carrier hailing from Reading."

" A small wheel well geared up seems to

be the coming favorite both in bicycles and
and tricycles. The old objection that you
are down where" the dogs can reach you is

balanced by the fact that you can more
easily kick the canine."

A comparison of the half-mile recon

made by Sellers at Springfield this year

with the Canadian record of Clarke shows
how little we are behind the Englishers.

Sellers' time in a half-mile dash was i 18 1-5,

while Clarke's time for a half-mile in a five

mile dash was 1.26 4-5.

—

Can. Wheelman.

The New Orleans (La.) Bicycle Club has

elected the following officers : President, E.

W. Hunter
; Vice President, F. M. Ziegler,

Jr.
-j
Secretary, G. McD. Nathan

;
Treasure!,

L. E. Tyler
;
Captain, Wm.W. Crane

;
Finjl

Lieutenant, A. P. Keaghey ; Second Lieu-

tenant, G. B. Lusk
;
Guide, C. M. Fairchild.

*2 -M . j cK£ »*• J*" oi*iil j»oiii stitM tinC^
jA Hartford jewelry firm has just finished a

beautiful trophy of gold, valued at about

$50, to be presenttd to Mr. Sellers, the Eng-
lish bicyclist, who beat the bicycle record of

the world at Charter Oak Park at the Sep-

tember tournament. It will be sent to Mr
Sellers by express to England.

—

Ex.

The bicycle records of the Pacific coast

are as follows • One-half mile-—im. i^%s„
F- R. Cook, O. A. C. games, Oakland grounds

Eggers, Garfield Monument Sports, Bay
District Race Track, Nov. 30, 1S84. Five

miles— 17m., H. C. Finkler, O. A. C.

games, Oakland grounds, May 30, 1S84.

Clarke, the Woodstock flyer, who is now
justly claimed to be the fastest rider in Can-

ada, is but seventeen years of age. He wa!s

born near Woodstock, but his home is in

Seaforth, where his parents reside. Clarke

is in the drug business in Woodstock, where

he has done all his training, having mQunteij

a bicycle for the first time last season. When
in racing trim his weight is 148 lbs., and h

is 5ft. 9^ in. in height.

—

Can.' Wheelman.

Surely one has to go from home to Iear

the news: Wheeling remarks : A smart

trick was played on Sellers at New Haven.

He would not allow himself to be photo-

graphed at Springfield without being paijl

$500 for the privilege. The photographer

laughed at him and would not even give him

a paltry $100. But the shrewd artist located

his instrument in the grand stand, and whilp

the men were at the- mark secured an ad-

mirable likeness.

The evening reception of the Ixion Club

on the 23d is perhaps one of the first of social

entertainments among the bicycle clubs of

this city. The affair was of course eminently

successful. A very fine collection of watejr

colors was hung for inspection, interspersed

with music and recitations by the well known
humorist Mr. J. S. Burdett, of whom the

club is justly proud. It is said that the

Citizens' Club will soon open the doors of

their cozy house and entertain their gentle-

men friends, but nothing is definitely known!.

These affairs seem to keep the ball rolling

and the interest in the sport alive through

the winter months, and should be encouraged

by a good attendance when the opportunity

offers.

Wheeling (England) remarks—we know
not whether it is sarcasm or otherwise

:

" Gaskell brings- home with him only ^"250

worth of prizes."

The American Athletic Club will hold

games in Madison Square Garden on Decern-
ber 6th. Among the many features will be
a two-mile bicycle handicap.

He had entered a bicycle match,

And was mounting his wheel at the scratch,

When a dog caught the slack,

Of his breeches, alack !

And he now goes about with a patch.

— Wtst., Cyclist.

Mr. James G. Lathrop, whose name was
mentioned in that connection a few days
ago, has received an appointment to take
charge of the college athletics.—Harvard
Crimson

.

[We are glad to hear this, as Norton and
others will now be well taken care of during-

the next racing season.

—

Ed.]

Wheeling comments rather severely, but

nevertheless good-naturedly : "It is sug-

gested out West that a fund be raised in

order to send two or three of the best Ameri-
can amateurs over to England next year—in

fact to beard the lion in his den. Come over,

Hendee, and take a taste of English and
others

; it will do you good and straighten

your Curly hair some."

M. Rousset, a well-known French bicyclist,

has just performed an extraordinary feat. In

twenty-four hours, comprising time for rest,

he made the distance rem Pau to Aire and
back on a tricycle, accompanied by Prince

Solaykoff. The double journey represents a

ride of 340 kilometres (211 miles), and is

said to be the longest distance ever effected

with a tricycle of the pattern used by the

travelers. Mr. Rousset is over fifty years of

age.^

—

London Echo.

While Thos. Ellis, the Kansas City Club's

secretary, was in St. Louis, he was persuaded

to try tricycling. Wheeling is something

new to Thomas, but,- like a secretary worthy

of his club, he stuck to his n}achine, until at

last his sticking to it became a necessity. It

is rumored that he had to be lifted off, and,

when stood upon his feet by friendly hands,

manifested a strong inclination to assume|a

prayerful attitude. The tongue of envy has

it that his pants' knees have since been re-

modeled.

—

Reflector.

At the Birmingham County Court, Eng-
land, the other day, a decision was given by
which a bicycle was declared to be a neces-

sary. The action was brought against a

professional bicyclist named Herbert Dun-
can by a firm of bicycle manufacturers folr

the value of a machine supplied, and the

claim was met by a defence of infancy. The
jury, however, considered the defendant tp

be in a good position, and that the article in

quesiion must be considered a necessary.

—

Clipper.

Many riders have found that the leather of

the long-distance saddles, after stretching by

continued use, eventually lets the rider down
on the hard iron of the saddle frame. To rem.
edy this, cut a strip about one and a half inches

wide out of the saddle crossways, and, after

punching holes in both sides of the cut, lace

the whole together again with a bootlace.—

Reflector.

Wh-ecling (England) says :
" Men will now

go out of training and get on the ramp at

socials, smokers, etc." If they do so in

England, it does not fellow that we should

do likewise. Keep your habits the when
out of training as when in the same, and you
will feel better and "enjoy life '' with,a far

clearer conscience and gratification to your
better nature than when indulging in late

nights, unwholesome diet, and avoiding your
regular refreshing and stimulatingexercise.

Cripps is probably the handsomest promi-

nent rider of the wheel in this country,

though, judging by a portrait of Hendee,
the latter wdilld run him very close in a prize

competition. Both are young. Cripps is

remarkable for the youthful frankness of his

countenance, a re;idy and spontaneous smile

being its natural expression, and when racing

on his " Cripper," he is the very picture and
embodiment of robust health, joviality, and
speed. It would not be a great stretch of

imagination to portray and describe him as a

voung god of the wheel.— Tricycling founial

A notable fact in the progress of tricycling

is the adoption by the General Post Office,

after long and severe trials,, of the Singer's

Mr. T. S. Miller, President of the Chicago
Bicycle Club, will soon issue the second edi-

tion of his complete manual for_ drilling

bicycle clubs entitled Bicycle Tactics. The
book should be in the hands of every cyclist

who participates in club drills.— West.. Cyclist,

Our lady tricyclists may take a hint from
the English women who substitute knicker-

bockers for multitudinous skirts in tricycling

costumes, wearing only the one skirt of

tweed or flannel which forms the dress pro-

per. One cannot exactly call the costume
after Lady Halliburton's name, but it comes
near enough to the "divided skirt" for

comfort and health, and yet preserves the

more graceful appearance of the ordinary
dress.—Exchange.

The Connecticut Bicycle Club .will forward
to Sanders Sellers in England a valuable

gold emblem, which is thus described :
" The

club badge is at the top. at the centre of a
gold bar, bearing the inscription ' C. B. C,
organized October 20, 1879, Hartford.' In
the centre of the wheel is a single wing.
Hanging from this bar by a gold chain on
each side is the large badge. It is circular,

and is inscribed :
' To S.. Sellers, Charter

Oak Park, Sept. 9, 18S4. One mile, 2.39,
lowering the bicycle rccor-d.' Three wings
are in the bicycle wheel, and at the hub is a
solitaire diamond. At the bottom of the en-
tire emblem is a laurel wreath of green gold,

tied by a gold ribbon."

—

Clipper.

The Canadian Wheelman in its New York
Notes says

: Last week, while walking
along one of the rideable streets of this city,

Carrier Tricycle for the Parcels Post. Two 1 saw a large-sized crowd in front of me, and
of these machines, each capable of carrying

200 pounds, between Waterloo and Croy-
don, about twelve miles ; and between Lon-
don Bridge and Woolwich, about the same
distance. Two journeys are performed by
each rider in the day ; and this work was
previously carried out by a van arid two
horses. The saving is therefore very consid-

erable, and the service answers satisfacto-

rily. The Post Office Carrier consists of three

parts : a semi-circular dome for umbrellas and
long parcels ; a body for heavier goods

; and
a well for bottles and lighter parcels. Each
portion is separately locked. The whole is

painted red, and bears V. R. on the front

end. The weight carried (200 pounds) has

been fixed to accommodate the rider ; the

machine itseif being capable of carrying

much greater weight.

—

Land and Water.

It's .no secret that the championship times

of the past season were simply awful. Yet

to win is to win, and there the matter must
end. The proposal, owes its birth to Mr.
Irons, aimed at fixing maximum time in all

championship contests. Mr. Letchford en-

deavoured to bring proof against this pro-

posal by illustrating a recent waiting race

between Corsellis and Webb. Letchfonjl

said that it was a moral certainty for the

man behind the leader when near home !

As a matter of fact, it was just the other way
al/out. Corsellis took the lead half-way

round the last lap,and won easily ! Now then,

Letchford, go into Study during the winter

months so as to be better versed in facts and
a little less confused when next you speak at

a meeting.— Wheeling (Eng.).

It is not always possible to arrange the d

tails of checking, owing to doubt as to time

of starting, etc. Where runners up and
companions cannot be obtained, the rider

might, like Webb, carry a book and get the

signatures of persons on the way. Thie

more doubt is thrown on great performances,

the more frequent will these checks have to

be. It Will not only be necessary to show
where the rider started and finished for the

day, but where he stopped and called, at

such intervals as to preclude the possibility

of his "railway training." A record with

plenty of checks of this kind might even be

preferable to being accompanied by one man,
with whom there might be collusion. Of
course the best wray— the only satisfactory

way—of proving long rides and placing them
beyond dispute is to be accompanied

throughout in the same way as Mr. Adams
in his latest achievement of 266^ miles in 24

hours. Such a great ride, which partakes of

the nature of the wonderful, must be accepted

as gospel,
.
always supposing, of course, that

the other riders answering for the road tra-

versed are not confederates.— Tri. fotirnal

(Eng.).

walked up to see the cause.- It was th'is<;'
LA

bicycler of about 19 had taken a header,
though sustaining no injuries, and a nut had
come off from some portion of his wheel.
He evidently was a late convert to the
cycling cause, for he seemed not to know
how to mend his machine. A man in the
crowd,, seeing his predicament, and whom I
took to be a mechanic, immediately, fixed

the machine, when the young cycler at once
departed, without a word of thanks. All
present noticed this ; and one spectator
called after him in the distance, "Young
man, you don't seem to be very grateful !"

The mechanic took the answer on himself
and said, " O, they're only children, any-
way." This, as an instance, is the opinion
of the public in New York of wheelmen :

not very commendable, but brought on by
the cyclers themselves.

A minister in Cleveland rode to church
last Sabbath on a bicycle. As he swept up
to the sacred edifice a large Newfoundland
dog, belonging to the senior deacon, came
lumbering out to greet the pastor. The
bicycle struck the canine head on, under a
full head of steam, and ran him down with a
shock that could be plainly felt with the
naked eye. The reverend took a header, and
jammed his high silk hat clown over his ears
so tight that he had to crawl through it to get
out of it. The scattered leaves of a seveng
head sermon flew around the avenue like a
theological snow-storm. The dog made
Rome howl with his wails, and attracted a
crowd of 300 people. The parson's coat was
split down the back, and his trousers ripped
across the knees. He pinned up the knees,
and he had to wear a pepper-and-salt sack
coat the sexton loaned him. When he ap-
peared in the pulpit in this garb ;he congre

j

gation smiled, and when he announced his
text—2 -Kings xii. 6, " But it is so * * *

the- priests had not repaired the breaches "—
there wasn't a dry eye in the conventicle.—
Burlington Hawkeye,
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AN APOLOGY.
We owe an apology to our readers for the

appearance of the last Wheel. Our man-

aging editor, Mr. Fred. Jenkins, had the mis-

fortune to dislocate his knee on October

2oth, and although the injury is not so seri-

ous as last year, he will necessarily be con-

fined to the house a few weeks.

In the mean time we have made arrange-

ments with other parties, which we trust will

be satisfactory, and we hope that any little

omissions will be overlooked.

The Cycling Publishing Co.

New York, Oct. 31, 1884.

GREAT RIDERS.
Americans as well as Englishmen will

watch with interest the results of races

between Sellers and English, the greatest

amateur wheelmen the world ever saw, for

the championships next year. As English

always forces the pace (and wins too) the

races, if run on a fine track, would be worth

crossing the Atlantic to see. Those that

have seen both men perform say that with-

out a doubt Sellers is the better man on a

spurt-and could beat the other at a mile, or

possibly two ; on the contrary, English

would be the better at five miles. Therefore

it is conjectured that three miles would be

the undecided distance, embodying Sellers'

marvelous speed and English's wonderful

stamina. Give them suitable circumstances

when they meet at this distance, and we

would rather be excused from giving our

opinion who the winner would be.

English, it seems, has a wise head ; so has

Sellers. The former is conscious of his

tremendous speed, but he is doubly con-

scious of his stamina. Not caring to run the

risk of getting beaten, he sets a pace which

that great spurter, Speechly, can only stand

for a mile or so and then is paralyzed, run

to a standstill. Sellers, on the contrary, has

little faith in his strength, but any amount

of confidence in his speed. He therefore

waits until the finish, when he draws him-

self together, pulls the throttle-valve open

wide, throws the lever forward to the last

nick, and sails away from his stronger but

less speedy antagonists as a corvette leaves

a treble-decker. We have scarcely any doubt

that Frazier ^r Brooks could have broken up

the " splinter of lightning " for ten miles had

they set a steady, grinding pace
;
they are

strong enough, but the idea never seems to

dawn upon them. Their friends try to

dawn it into them, but for one reason or an-

other the dawning has no effect.

English and Sellers have their own natural

way of running races ; both are smart

enough to. know that if they should adopt a

reverse plan they would probably be

numbered among the defeated. English has

not enough speed to cope with Speechly on

the spurt, or if he has enough he does not

risk it. Sellers vice versa. A rider should

have his own patented, persona', in-

dividual, copyrighted way of riding; and

when our would-be sprint riders, who have

been beaten again and again by the same

way of riding, wake up to the error they

have committed over and again—stumbling

over the same stone numberless, and more,

times—and resolve to copy the example of the

greatest amateur rider for a distance that the

world has ever known, then some men who
have known only defeat this past fall will

find victory suddenly perch on their banners,

We are exceedingly pleased that Hendee
has wound up the season with a fine record.

Had he retired without the credit of an actual

performance his friends could only say " he

could do 2.42 if he wanted to," but .that would

not answer ; an actual record of 2.45^ is

worth more than a "could do it " claim of

2.42. Now that he has really done it he

can rest satisfied. Frazier, Brooks, Hamil-

ton and Weber can do 2.42-3 or thereabouts,

but they have not done it. A first class, bona

fide record of close to 2.40 is not to be

sneered at, and we feel disturbed when we

hear a champion remark :
" What's the dif-

ference? I won the prize, I beat my men,

and I can do so and so ; I'm all right."

When that man retires from the path and

takes his prizes with him in retirement, the

following generation of enthusiasts will for-

get all about him, and when he is mentioned

in conversation or argument matter-of-fact

people will say: " Show us his record. He
beat a great many men, he won a large num-

ber of prizes, but he never made any time
;

we want records, actual authenticated times

if you want to prove if he was a fast man ;

anybody can figure that a man could do so

and so; this man never did; your 'conIds
t

have very little weight; 'a bird in the hand

is worth two in the bush.'

'

It has been said from time to time that

The Wheel was not particularly active in

its support of the League of American

Wheelmen, but this is not exactly true.

There are a class of men who think that any

honest criticism of their official action is in-

tended as a personal affront, and act accord-

ingly. They regard anything published in

The Wheel as the personal opinion of one

man. This is not just or right. This paper

is made up of the ideas of many people, and

as such is responsible ; but as to ascribing

such and such a paragraph or article to so

and so is simply ridiculous, as in nine cases

out of ten the responsibility is put on the

wrong shoulders.

We believe in the League as a large,

powerful organization, necessary for the

promotion of cycling, and capable of accom-

plishing much good. We sustain its princi-

ples, and as a rule its officials. We are not

in accord with all its actions, and hold our-

selves as an independent journal ©f cycling

privileged to criticize the actions of its com-

mittees of officers. We think at the present

moment that the Racing Board are in error.

We are not in sympathy with their treat-

ment of the National Association, and we
do not hesitate to say so, as we believe the

Board is in the wrong.

We do not object to their principles, which

are right, but the mode of enforcing them
is undignified and unbecoming the League

that they represent. It is well and good to

be perfectly independent, but when all other

qualities are sacrificed what has been

gained ? The great trouble with the League
is that it is a very large wheel, to which are

attached a number of cranks.

Speaking of Hendee's late attempt at the

record, our friend the Bicycling World says :

" Let the good work go on." We are glad

to have our contemporary change its opinion,

as some months ago it published a letter

from that unfathomable myth known as

" Cyclos," in which that person affirmed that

"racing was sure to bring on heart disease."

Then the editor remarked in another column,
" We commend Cyclos' remarks to our

racing men." However, we are pleased to see

the World make a firm stand.

The question of dress guards is again at-

tracting attention, and after a number of ac-

cidents happening, both trifling and serious,

a number of inventions are being brought to

light to render the risk less heavy and re-

duce accidents to a minimum. -As fashion

and custom refuse to allow ladies to change

t
heir habits, why then necessity becomes the

grand father of invention, and we learn from

an exchange that President Bates, of De-

troit, has made a dress-guard, costing one dol-

lar, and claimed to be an infallible protection.

We are glad to hear it. Too much cannot be

done to make tricycling congenial to the

women folks.

Geo. R. Bid well & Co. is now the sign.

The last two words mean an addition of cap-

ital and more enterprise, if the latter were

possible. Mr. Bidwell is one of our very-

oldest wheelmen, and is too well known to

require a very extended notice. We con-

gratulate Mr. Bidwell upon securing such an

excellent partner as Mr. Frank G. Du Bois,

and we are sure the 'cycling public will con-

gratulate Mr. Du Bois upon becoming at-

tached to such a good fellow as Mr. Bidwell.

No cards.

RACING AT LYNN.

A confederation of Lynn (Mass.) bicycle

clubs held a tournament at Franklin Trotting

Park, Sangers, on Saturday, Oct. 25th. At-

tendance large, especially a large number of

wheelmen being present.

One mile race (Lynn clubs) : Charles

Whitten, 3m. i6%s.\ F. F. Kichards, second.

One mile race (without hands) ; E. P.

Burnham, Newton, Mass., 3m. 36s.; C.

Whitter, Lynn.

Five mile race (record): E. P. Burnham,

17m. 2i^s.; F. P. Ignals, Salem, 0; C.

Whitney, o ; Wm. Rowe, Beverly, o.

Two mile race (handicap) : G. Whittacker

(scratch), 6m. 30s.; W. Marshall (250 yards),

second ; G. Butler, Lynn (250 yards), third
;

Edw. Bailey (259 yards), o.

One mile race (3.20 race, heats), first heat

:

S. G, Whitten, Cambridge, 3m. io^s. Sec-

ond heat : Wm. Rowe, Beverly, 3m. tS%s
;

Third heat: Rowe, 3.15. Whittacker ob-

tained second. Frank Foster, Beverly ; C.

E. Whitten, Lynn
;
W, W. Marshall, Bever-

ly and F. F. Richards, Lynn, also competed.

CLEVELAND BICYCLE CLUB.

The third annual fall races of the Cleve-

land Club were held at the Athletic Park on

Saturday afternoon, Oct. 25th, before an

audience of some four or five hundred. The
day was quite cold and windy, but the events

were all well contested and resulted as fol-

lows :

One mile club championship : George

Collister, walk over in 3.18^.

Half mile open—First heat : F. P. Root,

1st, 1.30^ ; W. F. Knapp, 2d, i\%t%\
;
J.

Grove, 3d, o. This was very close, Root

treading at the quarter in 45^. Knapp being

unable to pass hime on the homestretch.

Second trial : G. E. Thackray, 1st, 1.383^ ;

Karl Parder, 2d. Final : F. P. Root, 1st,

1.36^ ; W. F. Knapp, 2d, i.37>2 ; G. E.

Thackray, 3d. Knapp led at the quarter in

51, but on the backstretch Root passed him.

Five mile club championship : J. D. Pugh,

Jr., 1st, 18.29^ ; A. E. Sprackling, 2d.

Quarter mile open, first trial : F. P. Root,

1st, 43; W. F. Knapp, 2d, 43 1-5 ; G. E.

Thackray, 3d. A splendid race. Root got

away first but was closely pushed on the

homestretch, breaking the State record. Sec-

ond trial : Karl Pardee, 1st, 4Q^s.; J. H.

Boggis, 2d, 494-5. Final: W. F. Knapp,

tst, 44 ; F. P. Root, 2d, 44^ ; Karl Pardee,

3d.

One mile time, time- set at 3.45 : H. E.

Rose finished nearest the time, making

One mile, open : W. F. Knapp, 1st,

3.27^ ; F. P. Root, 2d, 3.27 3.5 ; G. F. Sny-

der, 3d. This was a waiting race, Root trail-

ing at the half in 1.36, and was beaten in on

the final spurt by Knapp, by 2 ft.

Two mile quarter race : George Collister,

1st, 6.54X ; A. E. Sprackling, 2d, 7.01 ;
C.

Hovvland, 3d, 7.54 4-5 Collister won easily,

leading at each quarter.

One hundred yards run : F. W. Douglass,

rst, n^s.; E. Henderson, 2d. 12s. A grand

race ; the men (6) all got off well together, at

50 yards they were all bunched, when Doug-

lass pulled out, winning by two feet. Hen-

derson barely getting second place.

One mile consolation club : M. M. Jones,

rst, 3.32^; Alfred Ely, 2d ; C. E. Detmi-

son, 3d ; F. T. Sholes, 4th.

As the team race did not fill, an impromptu

affair was gotten up after the races were

over, and a team composed of Pugh, Sprack-

ling and Beckwith won. Pugh making the

fastest mile of the day, 3'. 14%'.

THE INDEXES OF "X. M. MILES."

Editor of 77ie Wheel; As you were good

enough to print my original prospectus in

full, on the 25th of January, and thereby give

my canvass such a start among the League

men as immediately convinced me that it

might be pushed to final success, I can fairly

assume that you will not now object to re-

producing a few extracts from the revised

prospectus, whereof I have lately printed

2,000 copies, which I shall be glad to distri-

bute among all applicants.

Let me say, then, of the indexing, that the

chief local index will exhibit an alphabetical

list of all towns mentioned—" money-order ';

towns being marked by full-faced type, and
" court house " towns by the initials " c. h.,"

after the pattern of the Postal Guide. My
original plan of

'

' repeating all these names

under an alphabetical arrangement of States

and counties " may perhaps be abandoned, if

I am hard-pressed for space. There will be

special lists of all persons mentioned, of de-

sirable routes for tours of rivers, valleys,

lakes, mountains, waterfalls, battle-fields,

monuments, colleges, and places rendered

notable for historic or sentimental reasons.
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In the "appendix of subscribers" the whole

3,000 names will first be presented in a single'

alphabetical list, each one accompanied by
the town of residence, and a numeral show-
ing the order of enrollment. The names
will then be repeated under a geographical

arrangement, beginning with an.alphabetical

list of the towns in Maine, where subscribers

of the book reside, and presenting the lists of

the other States in succession, until the end

is reached at California. It is my wish to

show the exact residence or address of each

subscriber, and the fact of membership or

office-holding (past as well as present) in

local wheel club or general association, like

L. A. W., C. T. C, or C. W. A. Such offi-

cers and members of any given club as are

on my subscription list will be grouped to-

gether beneath the name of their town. Thus
under "New York City" I shall show
special groups of subscribers who belong to

the " New York,." " Citizens," and " Ixion
"

Bicycle Clubs (with the address of each club),

and a fourth group of the unattached. Non-
wheelmen among my subscribers will be

designated as such. Hotels and libraries on
the list will be made prominent by italics.

In naming " a dollar " as the subscription

price of so elaborately planned a book, I

" took a leap in the dark," for I never made
any attempt to estimate the amount of mate-
rial which I had promised to put into it until

the need arose to prepare this present de-

scription. I see now that a summary of the

estimated matter in the nineteen chapters

which are already in existence amounts to

about 103,000 words
; and I fear that the six.

teen chapters yet to be written, with the in-

dexes, introduction, and contents-table, will

require as many more. It does not appear
to me, therefore, that I can possibly carry

out my plan by printing less than 200,000
words. The expense of impressing that

amount of type " in handsome style, on fine

paper, and securely binding the same in

cloth, with gilt top and side-stamp," is a

thing which I can only guess at, in advance
of taking a definite estimate from a printer.

I remember that Mr. Burbank's "Wheel-
men's Annual for 1882," whose price was a

dollar, contained only 45,000 words. My
present doubt, therefore, concerns not so
much my ability to pledge 3,000 advance
subscribers, as my ability to make any profit

in supplying them so expensive a book at the

specified rate. An increase of the price to

$1.50, for all those who delay their patronage
until after publication day, has therefore been
decided upon by me, as my only chance of

securing a satisfactory financial result. My
hope is that the advance sale of 3,000 books
for $3,000 will make such an impression upon
the public as to insure the subsequent sale of
the remaining 2,000 books for $3,000. In
other words, the receipt of $6,000 for the
entire edition of 5,000 books will be needed
to make my scheme a financial success. Once
again, therefore, do I invite those who wish
to hasten such success to send me their

postal-card pledges : "I agree to send a
dollar for your book when published."

It is exactly nine months ago to-day since
I began my canvass ; and the growth of my
subscription list, reckoned by calendar
months from then, may be shown by the fol-

lowing numerals : First month, ending 25th
February, 533 ; second month, 272 (805) ;

third, 332 (1137); fourth 143 (1280); fifth,'

141 (1421) ;
sixth, 81 (1502) ; seventh, 259

(1761) ;
eighth, 179 (1940) ;

ninth, 67 (2007).
i therefore now lack just 993 one-dollar
pledges of the whole number needed as a
"guarantee of good faith" before I make
my bargain with the printer.

Karl Kron. .

Washington Square, N. Y., Oct. 25.

TWO CHAPTERS IN KARL KRON'S
ROAD-BOOK.

The Ten-Thousand-Miles Men.—Under
this caption I desire to present a summary of

the records of all Americans who have

wheeled that distance. Messrs. H. W. Wil-

liams, A.S. Parsons, W. Farrington, J.G. Dal-

ton, G. F. Fiske, and Elliott Mason have al-

ready reported to me, and I have the promise

of reports from E.R. Drew, C. A. Hazlett.and

Perry Doolittle. Contributions have also

come to me from leading English riders,

such as E. Tegetmeier, H. R. Reynolds, Jr.,

A. J. Wilson ("Faed"), H. Sturmey. and

Alfred Hayes, while I expect soon to hear

from H. Etherington, E. R. Shipton, A.

Nixon, J. G. King, E. J. Sherriff, and others.

The reports of the two first-named which I

printed in August Outing (pp. 394, 395) are

models which I wish other long-distance men
would pattern after. All English wheel-

men who have "measured the circumfer-

ence of this planet," 25.000 miles (as I think

every one of the above-named has done),

will be welcome to a place in this part of the

book. I shall also make room here for nota-

ble annual records, like that of 5,000 miles

ridden by Frank E. Yates, of Chicago, in

1883.

Routes of Long-Distance Riders.—This

title is intended to cover a summary of all

important reports of American roads, not

traversed by myself, which other tourists

have published in the 'cycling press, or have

privately prepared for me. In the former

case, exact references will be given to the

journals where the full accounts may be

found. ' I desire to give here " some account

of all Americans who have ridden as much
as 100 miles straightaway in a day ; or as

much as 25 miles straightaway without dis-

mount
;
or as much as 1,000 miles of road-

way (that is,
1 separate miles of road'—not

simply 'miles of riding'); or as much as

500 miles of roadway at a single excursion
;

or as much as 250 miles of continuous road-

way, either straightaway or in a circuit ; or

who have engaged in tours remarkable for

any other reason." I invite such men to

describe to me as exactly as possible the

character of the roads explored, with dis-

tances by cyclometer, times, dates, and con-

dition of weather. The transcontinental

ride and tramp (about 3, 700 miles) of Thomas
Stevens, and the thousand mile tour of W.
W. Darnell (reported in The Wheel of Aug.
t, 1884), are examples of what this chapter

will contain. It might easily be extended so

as to cover the 400 pages promised for the

entire book
;
and the limits to which I shall

feel obliged to restrict it will depend some-
what upon the size of my subscription list.

Though my book is not designed to encour-

age racing, I shall, for the sake of complete-

ness, append to this chapter, or to some
other, "a table of best times, amateur and
professional, on bicycle and tricycle, in

America and England."

—

From Karl Kron's
revised prospectus of " Ten Thousand Miles
on a Bicycle."

Defeat of the odious waiting tactics of

London riders has pursued one of its chief

exponents—Corsellis. He was co-marksman
with Webb in the mile handicap, but while

Webb got first position at the finish, Corsel-

lis lost his heat by waiting, and was beaten
by a country rider, who was as cunning as he
was, and ran away from him at the finish.

—

Tri. Journal (Eng.).

An Oregon bicylist has two wooden legs,

and he hasn't had his bicycle much over six
months, either. This is unusually quick
work.

—

Reflector.

128 and 130 Fulton Street,

87 Nassau Street,

NEW YORK.

OUTFITTER
TO THE

JzihleHo Clubs aj

FOR SALE AND EXCHANGE.

[Advertisements inserted under this heading, not
exceeding four lines 1 onpareil, for one dollar.]

T7XCHANGE—4S or Til-inch Bicycle wanted, sec-

L, ond hand, of 18S4 pattern, in exchange for gent's
fine gold hunting case watch, nearly new. Acdrcss
Exchange, Box +44, New York.

1 AMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER, the cheapest
1 j lightest, and most convenient thing of the kind.
Maybe put in pocket when not in use. By mail,
seventy-five cents and one dollar.

C. H, Lamson, Portland, Me

Lancaster, Pa»,

DEALER IN

SEND TWO-CENT STAMP

For 32-Page Illustrated Catalogue.

NOVELTIES FOR

Cltb Receptions, Silk Jerseys,

SILK HOSE,
AND

FANCY SILK BELTS.

iicycles, Tricycles and Sundries.

I would announce to all wheelmen that I

have excellent facilities for doing all kinds

of repairing.

Estimates given on Repairing, Brazing,

Nickel Plating, and Painting.

Correspondence solicited.

Office : No. 9 East King Street,

RIDING HALL:

Corner Centre Square and West King Street.

Fair price paid for second hand machines

WHEELMEN ATTENTION
We invite the attention of all wheelmen to the following list of

of which we are the SOLE AGENTS for the United States.

BICYCLES.

British

Challenge,

Mge Light

Roadster,

American

Rndge,

Xtra Challenge

TRICYCLES.

KUjJGE LIGHT ROADSTER.

Traveller,

Coventry Rotary

Tandem,

National,

Yeloceraan,

Coves try

Convertible.

Send stamp for the largest and most complete catalogue yet issued. £elia"ble Agents
wanted in every city.

flew York Headquarters
: G. R. BiDWELL. 4 East 60th St., X Y.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
lO Milk Street, Boston.
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22 ^ISTID 32 CALIBBE.

10-INCH BARREL,
12 " "

PEICE.
$12.25 I 15-INCH BARREL,

WITH FIXE LEATHER CASE, so Rifle can be swung- across the baclc, extra, $1.

115.00
16.50

Read what Vice President W. H. Miller of the League says of the Stevens Guns.

LEAGUE OF AME*> CAN WHEELMEN.

Office of the Vice President, W. H, Miller, Columbus. Ohio, February 12, 1S84.

I think that the Stevens Rifle is an A i Shooting Arm. Made some remarkable long shots with it at Nantasket Beach last fall, Will send some of rny targets as soon as

I get in practice. Have not shot either of my rifles for some two months, consequently am out of practice.
- - . Yours truly. W. II. MILLER..

READ WHAT A BICYCLE RIDER SAYS OF THEWS.
(He had a Rifle and Shot Barrel fittfd to one frame.)

•
. •

v - - T'.J ', -j ' i-y i,; ' ;\ -1,1 u 1'' '<
> U' *

1 X»£ pnJ <><»«• I «<5JK
I
SlllO W OUO.^MI J 1.1 . JtlJB

Tfound your little gun a very pretty and accurate weapon, and did some pleasant shooting with it in Dakota.
;

I used the rifle barrel 22 caliber almost exclusively, and was
•very much pleased WITH its execution. Shall take pleasure in commending it to my friends.

Yours truly, JOHN F. KYES, Worcester, Mass.

Also Fine Single and Double B. L. Guns, Target and Sporting Rifles. Send for illustrated Lists and Circulars to

lox 1108, Z, PMladelwhia,

WHEEL SONGS.

?§Mi
BY S. CONANT FOSTER.

The Most Sumptuous Book Devoted to the

Wheel yet Published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.

An Elegant Quarto Volume of Eighty Pages.

Bound in Blue Silk Cloth, with Side

Stamp in Gilt and Silver.

Price $1.15, by Mail, Postpaid.

ADDRESS,

The CyclingPublishing Co.,

2 1 PARK ROW,
Box 444 New York.

Bicycle and Tricycles
on easy terms. Send foe plan to

G. JR. BIDWMLL,
DEALER 11ST BICYCLES,

. 4 East 60th St., New York.

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 1884,

Used bv H ndee. Prince, Sellers. Howell, Woodside,
Corey, Landy, Jenkins, of Louisville, Eek, Morgan,
1 iighain, Yates; also Miles, Armaindo and Sylvester,

r.n.i all the fivers.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.) Is

Low; Neat. Comfortable, Adjustable, and Cheap.

Try it once and You will Use no other; it Makes
Head Riding a Luxury. Prices; Japanned, $3.00;

Nickeled, $3.75. Special Terms to Dealers.

The Duryea Star Saddles now ready, and can be

obtained without delay. Prices : Japanned, $3.00;

NlCKKLEl' $'i.75.

Remit by check, P. O. order, or in postage stamps.

HSr. TO~X~ CO.
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers.

Richard Garvey, Manager,

697 Broadway, New York.

B.EICA1
Adjustable Long Distance Sa

Spring Frame; Perfect Adjustment
;
Completely absorbs all vibration

;
Light, Strong,

Elastic, Easy; Weight only iS ounces
;
Adapted to the Star; .weight: 19 ounces ; Send

for Circular; Mention this paper ; Price $4.00 ; Liberal Discount to the Trade.

•BULL & HAYISTES,
Importers of and Dealers in

Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries,
587 and o8f) Main Street, Buffalo, JSr. Y.

BROOKLYN HEIGHTS
A 72-page pamphlet of value to all wheel-

men, young and old.

COMMON QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
WHAT TO SELECT.

THE L. A. W.
DRESS AND CONVENIENCES.

WORDS TO THE WISE.

By Charles E. Pratt.

Buy it

The t

Box Hi.

Read it ! !

Price Ten Cents.

FOR SALE BY

yclmg Publishing Co.,

2! PARK ROW,
NEW YOBK

Remit in two-cent stamps.

T. HUNT STEERY, Manager,

Cor. Fulton and Orange Sts.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Open from 9 a. m. to 10 p. m. Columbia
Bicycles and Tricycles and parts. Also
popular English makes.
American and English Sundries. Sole

agent for Breach-loading Bicycle Lamps.
Bicycles and Tricycles rented for road use.

Repairing, Nickel Plating, Enameling,j
and Painting. Brazing and Forging, etc.-

Large storage facilities, dressing rooms,,
and lockers if desired.

Riding taught free to purchasers.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.
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THE WTEEESL.
A YEAR.

m
MACHINES STORED,

BICYCLES & TRICYCLES,
430 Flatksh Aye., cor. Pail Place, Brooklyn, I Y., (near entrance to Prospect Park),

Machines Sold. Repairing in all Branches a Specialty.

NICKELING, ENAMELING AND PAINTING.
BROOKLYN AGENT FOR ALL OF STODDARD, LOVERING &' CO.'S MACHINES, THE RUDGE

THE BRITISH CHALLENGE & COVENTRY ROTARY & CONVER1 IBLE TRICYCLES.

VOLUME SIX

BOUND IN CLOTH.

Address

The 'Cycling Publishing Co.,
Box 444, NEW YORK.

eignts mcf
T. HUNT STERRY, Manager,

Cor. Fulton and Orange Sts., Brooklyn, IV. Y.

80 & 82 William St., N. Y.

mow ap e m a

ONLY TWO BLOCKS ZETZROUVE THE BRIDG-E.

THE FINEST RIDENC HALL IN THE COUNTRY.

J±3J± mafees of Bic^roles m Trioycles on IxaxxciBICYCLES SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN. SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
REPAIRING, NICKEL PLATING, PAINTING, &c, &c.

Sole Agent for tlie Celelpr-atecl Breecli Loading Laxsci^s. -

©PEN FOR INSTRUCTiON FRO & 9 A. M.. TO IO P r M.

VISITORS

Sole Agent, for City and Vicinity, of the

American STAB Bicycles.
/™e rOLUMBIAS, HARVARD, and a full line

of Boys Bicycles always in stock.

American and English Sundries.
Repairing. Nickel Plating, and Painting.

Second-h..nd Bicycles Bought and Sold.
Send for Catalogue.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Missouri Wheel Company, Geo. C. Oeters, Pres't

Louis Lieders, Sec'y and Treas., agency of the
tanda ri and Expert Columbia, Harvard. Vale Cor-

nell, Star, Rudge, Challenge, Facile, and all high-class
imported Bicycles

; also for the Victor, NationalRudge Prem er, Salvo. Apollo, Coventry and Co-ventry Convertible Tricycles, and of the Duryea
Saddle, and P. erless Automatic be 1. Repairing with
promptness at moderate prices, A full assortment of
wheel sundries in stock. Everything at, or below, NewYork and Boston figures. Sei d for circular of newand second hand wheels. 210 and 212 N 12th street

f ,4.
•

CORDIALLY E LGQ M E

A Wheelman's Autograph Album!

lST -,
WHEEL CO., C. E. Stone, Manager

M> ' I'-.l Oln e street. Agents for Pope Mfg. Co 'sColumbia Bi ycles and Tricycles, Expert, Standard,
and Racer; for Sanspareil, Americ n Club, and Im-
perial Tricycles. Repairing, nickeling, and enameling
promptly done. Dealers in second-hand wheels
Send for printed list.

It BAi

Designed and Compiled

For Collection of Autographs.
M A M y I J -j '/, l )

Jt is handsomely bound. in cloth, with gold and
black markings.

It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three hundred selections from the poets in regard

to 'he wheel.
Three hundred cardsor spaces' for the autographs

of Cycling friends'.

Three hundred En ravings, illustrating each quota-

tf^yiHwtT V n*:h<>3 Hi'-* .•>:-'-^] J
., -rip -

Price One Dollar, Postpaid.

LC.M
Sole Agent for the United States^ Canada.

'

iCLAY ST., JEW YORK,
C_ . ; AGENT FOR THE

The "American Club " and "Club" Bicycles,

The "Cheylesmere," "Imperial" and"CIub Sociable" Tricycles,
Manufactured by Coventry Machinist Co.

Tte "American Sanspareil" Roadster,
Manufactured by Wm. Andrews, Birmingham, England

And The "Royal Mail" Light Roadster and Tricycle.

A FULL' LINE OF BICYCLEJElSt^kTaND ENGLISH SUNDRIES,
REPAIRS A SPECIALTY. Catalogues Furnished on Application.

FREEZfoeTTRIAL.
1 HANOVER'S SPECIFIC. Ah unfailing and

speedy cure for N< rvous Debility and Weakness, Loss
ol Vitality and Vigor. > ervous Prostrati-on, HysteriaOram eviliesult of indiscretion, excess overwork'
abuses of Alcohol, Tobacco, &c. (Over forty thousand
positive cures.)

Saf'Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. Ad-
dress HANOVER REAiEDY CO

Lock Box .-,84. Chicago. 111.

WILLIAM C. SCR1BNER,
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles and Accessories.

.
, Sole agent for Washington, D. C, of The Pope
JM, f g Co.. Stoddard, Lovering & Co., The Cunning-
ly

111

£g; , Satrx'l T. Clark & Co., the Overman Wheel
Co.. The Facile.
Riding Sci ool attached. Visitors always welcome.

1108-1X16 E. Street, N. W.,

Washington, I). 0,
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I C V C L E
New, and second hand in great-

est variety of styles and prices.

No. 811 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pai

Selling Agent for The Pope Mfg. Co., Stoddard.
Lovering & Co., The Cunningham Co., Gormully &
Teffrey, and The Western Toy Co.

ALL THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lists.

131. IB- TT-A-IRT-
A fine assortmen of Sundries always on hand.

Volume ONE of The Wheel ; bound or

unbound. Address, with price,

JOHN C. GULICK,
No. iqi Broadway, New York.

. ft Wheelmen's Portable Outfits.

coli;
BICYCLES and TRIC YCLES.

STANCH A! ELIABLE ROADSTERS.

THE PHOEBUS CAMERA.

The lightest, most compact, and
cheapest. Folds up in space of

inches. Plate Holders, Darlot Lens,
Telescope Tripod, Canvas Case for

Camera and Tripod. Price $18. OU

.

All makes of Cameras, outfits, and
supplies.

E. B. HUTCHINSON,
51 Nassau Street.

%W Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent upon
application

.

Room 1.

BICY
L ;mp=.

ami Blc

1)1 "i

sEisatESi&sfSeisi'sf fe®>

NEWARK, N. J

OLES and TRICYCLES,
C oHerSs, Star Cyclonic scr, D gs, 8a:l MiS

vt/lc Parts for both CRANK & STAR
'ESS:,? r';pa:rs vsprcial:'y.

A. SCIIOE-STINGER, President.

495 to 503 N . Wells st.

%
CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

OTTO BICYCLES
For Boys and Youths.

Keep also a full assortment

Boys' Three-Wheeled Velocipedes

AND

PetSt Tricycles,
IN ALL SIZES AND GRADES.

For Sale by all Dealers and Toy Houses,

Illustrated Catalogue furnished on application

New York Branch, 47 Murray St., N. Y,

R, L. COLEMAN, Manager.

In -1883 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads
; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

in. 5 miles in the day. each, We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Columbias, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias; and

further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

Columbias, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT,
After long and careful experiments with fixe different speed and power tricycle attachments in

different forms, toe have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient

numbers to supply it on our new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction; is applied to the crank-shaft

;

is operated by a handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle

;

is certain and effective in its operation ; reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill

climbing about one third, and is made of the finest material and with the finest workmanship, and

so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by its use.

JPrice of Columbia Tricycle,,

"With. Power* Gea.:r,

S160.
180.

The Columbia Power-gear will be applied to any Columbia Tricycle at our factory, at Hartford, Conn., for $25.

SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED (36-PAGE) CATALOGUE.

VCf; Go.
Principal Office, 597 Washington Street, Boston, H/lass,

BRANCH HOUSE, 12 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK

G. R. BIDWELL & CO.,
4= East eo-bla. Street, J^Te-^r York,

COLUMBIA BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, PARTS,
AND WHEEL GOODS OE ALL DESCRIPTION.

New York Headquarters for the " Rudge Bicycle" and " Dnryea Saddle."

Riding Hall on premises, purchasers taught Free. Open Evenings. Storage, with Locker, if desired

The most complete Repair Shop in the city. Nickel Plaiting a specialty.

MANUFACTURER OF TUB PERFECTION BICYCLE ALARM,
©ZE3ST:0 FOE CIECTJLAES
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THE RACER.

I am a wheelman pert,

And with the ladies flirt
;

On bikes I race, on trikes I chase

The cracks when in a spurt.

And when in a parade

I act the great charade

By taking falls which greatly mauls

My tender shoulder blade.

But mis'ry has an end

I always do contend,

And soon I'm out, flick'ring about,

With my wounds on the mend.

Although they dub me " stuff,"

Still it is quite enough

For me to run and have some fun

In spite of all their bluff.

Although Iset the pace,

I always view the chase
;

'Tis quite a tug for me to lug

The target in the race.

I must give racing up

If I don't win a cup,

I fail to see how I can be

As fast as sister's pup.

Of beer I am too fond,

Could almost drink a pond
;

The pie and cake which I can take

Into me is profound.

Though racing's not my forte,

Still I can have much sport

By riding where my fancies care,

To inland or to port.

Mercury.

OUTING FOR OCTOBER.

The fact that the October issue of Outing

is the opening number of Volume V. is in

itself an evidence of success and growth on

the part of this magazine that is very satis-

factory to all who believe in the vigorous

outdoor life which it exemplifies and illus-

trates. Outing is fortunate among the

younger magazines in having found 'an

audience waiting for it, The field it entered

two years ago was quite ready for the plough-

ing. The gospel of recreation was alive in

the public conscience, and Outing finds a

warm response from month to month to its

pleasant preaching in prose, poetry, and pic-

tures. The October number is varied and
bright in its attractions. Maurice Thomp-
son contributes a delicious sketch, "Brows-
ing and Nibbling," in which the reader

gathers, with him, "the savage sweets of

primeval things." The frontispiece is an

illustration of this sketch, by Smedley, and
is charming in spirit and detail. " A Quaint

Little Maid" is the name of a new serial by
Charles Richards Dodge. The opening

chapters promise well both for the reader's

interest and the author's growing reputation.

" On and Off the Lancaster Pike" is an en-

tertaining description of this famous high-

way running out from Philadelphia, and is

packed full of information of value both to

wheelmen and the general public. It is

from the pen of Jay Howe Adams, and is

handsomely illustrated. "A Bicycle Tour
on the Continent," a well-written paper by
C. H. Vinton, gives picturesque notes of a

ride across France to the Rhine. "Tents
for Canoeists " is a thoroughly practical

article from the pen of Thomas J. Kirkpat-

rick, with twelve illustrations. The writer

starts off with the assertion that a '

' canoeist,

thoroughly prepared for a cruise, is the most
absolutely independent traveller in exist-

ence," and goes on to illustrate it by a chap-

ter from his own experience. Frederick A.

Ober, the well-known writer on Mexican
topics, contributes a humorous sketch en-

titled "A Search for the Border Ruffian,"

and George M. Newhall pleasantly discusses

the game of cricket as played in America,

and especially in and about Philadelphia.

Horseback riding, yachting, and timing

races, afford topics for other interesting and

valuable articles. Of the poems, that en-

titled " To a Dandelion," by Frank D. Sher-

man, is the most striking. A new feature,

introduced this month, is the publication of

outdoor songs, with music. "A Song of

the Wheel," the words by Charles E. Pratt,

and the music by George J. Huss, appears

in this issue, and will be followed next

month by a "A Yachtsman's Song," the

words and music by L. F. Abbott. It is a
feature that cannot fail to be popular. The
record for the month is full and accurate, and
the other editorial departments are well sus-

tained. The price of Outingis $2.00 a year.

Orders may be sent through The Wheel.

FROM ENGLAND.

THE TWO TEARS' ROAD-RECORD OF ONE OF

KARL KRON'S SUBSCRIBERS.

[VVe are permitted to make public the following

letter, containing, various interesting statistics com-
piled by a member of the Havestock Bicycle Club,

London, for the long-distance, chapter of "Ten
Th.usand Miles on a Bicycle. 1

']

Dear Sir; I may say I use the bicycle to

save walking whenever possible, both for

journeying to business and various every day
pursuits. A good deal of my riding has been

done in Bedfordshire & Hunts—the.se two

counties, in my opinion, having the best

roads in England. I also know Bucks, Herts,

Middlesex, Notts, Essex, Suffolk, Surrey and

Northamptonshire well. I have ridden in 34

English counties, 29 county towns, and -in

Wales. My principal tour was undertaken

last September, and lay through Oxford, Glou-

cester, Monmouth, Hereford, Worcester, Bir-

mingham, Wolverhampton, Stafford, Shrews-

bury, Wrexham, Chester, Manchester, Shef-

field, Doncaster, Southwell, Nottingham,

Derby, Leicester, and Northampton, amount-

ing to 671 miles. The separate miles of road-

way equalled 555. The time taken was 8

days. This was followed, towards the close

of the month, by a visit to the Druidical re-

mains at Stonehenge, and to Salisbury and

Wincanton, 243 miles, in 2 days 9 hours. I

also indulged in a three days' tour in August
to St. Ives, Whittlesea, Stamford, Newark,
Lincoln and Navenby (157 miles the first day),

returning through Loughborough and Oak-

ham, 334 miles. Another of my tours, Octo-

ber, 1883, was in the Eastern counties to

Epping, Eye, Bungay, Beccles, Norwich,

Fressingfield, Lowestoft ; home by Cam-
bridge and Ricely, 456 miles (fresh ground

329), 10 days. I have also made several cir-

cular excursions during the present year,

starting in the afternoon and riding through-

out the night and the next day
;
by these

means bringing more fresh country within

my reach
; for instance to Warwick, 189

miles, taking up . about 33 hours
;
Bucking-

ham, Kimbolton, etc., 181 miles, about 27

hours
;
and Ely and Newmarket about 163

miles in 30 hours. My score for this year,

as tabulated below, up to October 22d,

will show how the distances are apportioned

to each month, number of riding days,

longest day's run, average length of each ride,

and an estimate of the night, or in-the-dark

riding.

My longest score for a month, 1,481 miles;

for a week, 511 miles ; for two days, 238

miles ; or for separate road only (i. e., road

never before traversed by me), 701, 457, and

169 miles respectively. The score comprises,

besides other runs, 15 rides of 100 miles

and upwards, amounting altogether to 1,952

miles and averaging 130 miles
; 23 rides

from 50 to 95 miles, averaging 66, and 62

rides of 10 miles and under ; these last low-

ering the "average length" considerably.

Longest ride 207^ miles on October 5th,

in 23 hours 54 minutes. Longest stay in

saddle 6t% miles in 7 hours, from St. Albans

into Peterborough. The route was to Mar-
ket-Deeping, returning through Huntingdon,

Cambridge, and St. Neols. Night riding, 30
per cent. ; have passed through Barnet 28

times in the dark, and Redburn 4 times,

although I have never seen the place by day-

light. Started out a,t midnight on 10 occa-

sions, the rides averaging 125 miles. Long-

est stretch of road ridden over in the saddle,

162 miles on the Great North Road, from

Smithfield, London, to Doncaster. On July

24, 1883, rode to Norman's Cross, and back

with deviation 151 miles, 100 miles in 9

hours 54 minutes, and the entire journey 16

hours 5 minutes, for club medal. April

13, 1883, to Wandsford and back, 162

miles, winning a most coveted prize, an old

book called " Paterson's Roads," offered by

Mr. Hayes for the greatest distance out and

in on the Great North Road. Took the at-

tendance prize as well ; distance run in car-

rying out the 32 consecutive runs, 1,536^
miles, including the excursions to Ipswich,

Lewes, Portsmouth, and two 150-mile com-

petitions. I learnt to ride in June, 1882, and

in September " trained " to Lincoln, riding

back to London, 126 miles, in two days and

a half.

First ride in Lincolnshire was not a suc-

cess
;
as, losing all control on the dangerous

hill at Wellingore, I fell on my head and

back, breaking off the saddle as well. This

the blacksmith at Leadenham fastened on

with wire, but the last twenty miles of my
journey home was accomplished by means of

string, First long ride (undertaken to top

the " century ")] was on April 13, 1883, to

Wansford and back, 162 miles—previous best

69 miles. It occupied, with stoppages,

19^ hours
;
longest stay in saddle, 39 miles,

in three hours and a quarter.
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I have kept a careful record of all my rid-
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ing from the commencement, together with

notes of anything useful or interesting : such

as remarks on the scenery, 'levels, and sur-

face, etc., of any fresh road traversed, and
which sorted into "counties" become very

useful for future reference. Distances from

Paterson's Roads, ordinance maps, etc., and
by actual measurement. My riding this year

has been done on a 49-inch " Regent " (by

Ingwell, a small London maker), ball bear-

ings all over, including head, which has been

adjusted but once. Previous mounts 50 and
48-inch, plain bearings.

Yours faithfully,

Harry J. Jones.

Kentish Town, London,

Oct. 23, 1884.

TRUTH STRANGER THAN FICTION.

PROOFS OFFERED BY TERTIUS, OF

WEEDSPORT, N. Y.

As the shipwrecked mariner clinging to a

spar in mid-ocean hails the approaching

vessel ; as the weary traveler through the

pathless desert welcomes the green oasis
;

as the thirsty bummer " smiles " at the can-

didate, so did I—much more so—gladly read
" Secretary's " account of his " coast up the

hill." It is true, every word of it. And the

Secretary will bear witness that the narra-

tion I am about to narrate is equally true,

for he was an eye-witness to the whole

affair. On that memorable day in '82 when
I first met the genial Secretary I was still a

young and inexperienced rider. But I am
blessed with remarkably powerful lungs,

which have carried me successfully through

many a hard-fought race. On the day in

question, however, being new to the busi-

ness, I began to blow soon as I began climb-

ing the up grade, and the wind thus gener-

ated easily blew the Secretary to the top of

the hill.

Looking back on the events of that day, I

do not wonder that the Secretary thought

my genre a strange one. To begin with,

after entering the hotel I washed my face

and hands and wiped them on a towel ; never

having witnessed such an operation, my
companion was astonished. . Then I combed
my hair ; his astonishment increased.

Finally I took out my toothbrush (let me
say, enpassant, that I always carry one) and

began brushing my teeth. My companion

could restrain himself no longer.

" What's that thing?" he gasped.

"A toothbrush, we 'mudsills' call it,"

said I.

" What's it for?"

"The teeth."

" Let me try it."

I handed it him, and his joy knew no

bounds. But alas ! his joy was quickly

turned to sorrow, for the brush suddenly dis-

appeared—lost in the cavity of a hollow

tooth. Strange what great and momentous
events often arise from trivial incidents.

The Secretary declared that he would buy

me another brush, and also get one for him-

self—one with a long safety handle. As
there was no drug store in that town, we
were obliged to ride on to the next village

(about fifteen miles) in order to obtain the

brushes, so immediately after dinner we
started. Then

a
occurred an experience of a

most strange and wonderful nature ; so

strange, indeed, that I have never ventured

to tell it for fear that my well-known record

for truthfulness should suffer. But, gloria

in excelsis, a monumental truth-teller—the

Secretary himself—has appeared to sub-

stantiate my story, which I now make public

for the first time. We started off at a brisk

pace. The Secretary, being something of a

gourmand, had eaten a hearty dinner, so

could not keep up with me. I took pity on
him and slowed down to a twenty-mile an
hour gait, and we jogged along very com-
fortably. After going a few miles my com-
panion remarked that his dinner had settled,

and he believed he could go a little faster.

We therefore increased our speed and began
to get over the country at a very fair rate.

As we passed the ten-mile post we glanced

at our watches. They both registered 1.22

p.m. We had started at one o'clock pre-

cisely. Said I: " Ten miles in twenty-two

minutes ! This is too alow—much too slow.

Can't you stand it to whoop'er up a little?
"

The Secretary had grit. " Go it," said he.

" I allow I'll keep up with the procession if

it takes a lung." Enough said. I bent

over the handle-bar, and my heavy roadster

jumped forward at racing speed. The next

mile was done in 1.60. "That's more like

it," I remarked. The twelfth and thirteenth

were made in 1.57 and 1.49. (I leave it to

the Secretary if they were not.) The wind
was in our favor I admit ; still it was really

very fast time ; and one reason why I never

told of it was because I feared I would be

barred out from racing with such ordinary

men as Hendee, Sellers, Parsons, and others.

But to resume, As we started in on the

fourteenth mile the Secretary was a few

yards ahead, and "getting there Eli" some-
what slightly. We were on a down grade,

and our speed was increasing every moment.
Faster, faster, and still faster ! Just then a

turn in the road revealed a stretch of broad

smooth highway extending straight down
into the valley, where the village lay quietly

dozing in the warm sunshine. " Let's coast

it !

" I yelled to the Secretary. He made no
answer. Again I called, and still no reply.

What could be the matter? Was my com-
panion suddenly stricken with deafness ? I

put on a little spurt and drew up beside him.

"Did you hear me calling?" I asked. "I
did riot," he replied.

Like a flash the truth came to me. He
did not hear me, simply because we were
going faster than sound travels / The road

looked so nice and smooth that we concluded

to coast it. So, throwing legs over, we let

the wheels run free— I in advance and the

Secretary about fifty yards behind. Down
the broad road we flew, calmly enjoying our-

selves without a thought of danger. But
danger was there, and the grim reaper

Death was there also. And our bright full-

nickeled wheels .and radiant faces were the
" shining marks " he is said to love so well.

A railroad track crossed the road at the foot

of the hill, and when we were almost down a

long freight train pulled slowly across our
track. Angels and ministers of grace

!

What were we to dj ? To go on was death,

to stop was impossible, and as there was a

sharp declivity on each side of the road, to

jump off meant a broken neck. I was reading.

Proctor that summer, and my head was full

of the great forces that govern nature, and
to Proctor I owe my life. Every wheelman
knows that to put on the brake while going
fast will cause a header. This is owing to

the centripetal power, making the rear wheel
bob up serenely. It's a poor rule that won't

work both ways. If the centripetal force

makes the little wheel rise when one is in

the saddle, why should not the same power
make the big wheel rise when standing on
the step ? To think was to act. I motioned
the Secretary to follow my example, and
then, swinging back my left foot, 1 placed it

firmly on the step.

The decisive moment name. With a
quick, firm grasp I shut down on the brake.

True to my philosophical reasoning my
faith/ul bike rose in the air like an eagle,

sailed over the train like a lark, and as I

gently eased off the brake, let me down to

the ground without a jar. I dismounted and
looked for my companion. He had risen in

the air all right, but when almost over the

train his brake lever broke, dropping him
down on top of one of the cars. The last I

saw as the train pulled out of sight he was
doing the standstill act on top of the car,

and probing his hollow tooth to find that lost

toothbrush. Tertius.

TWO BICYCLES HAVE SOME FUN
WITH THEIR RIDERS.

Two amateur bicyclists alighted from their

steel-ribbed circular steeds in front of the

Pacific National Bank last evening, says a

Pawtucket exchange, and as all professional

wheelmen stack their machines when not in

use, they proceeded to do the same. Each
of them collared his machine, and, after giv-

ing them several chocks, the cycles were

locked in loving embrace and stacked . Then
the young men started for a glass of soda.

(All bicyclists drink soda.) Before they

arrived at the frothy fountain the bicycles

unstacked and laid down, and crawling

underneath the other, as though ashamed of

what they had done. Some one suggested that

they hitch the things with a halter, but that

idea would not pass, even with an amend-
ment, because it wouldn't be professional.

So the young men proceeded to restack

them. They raised the machines, but they

were firmly locked together. They would

not release their hold. Unlike the Republi-

can party, they refused to bolt. Then the

bicyclists pulled, and the more they pulled

the more the machines didn't let go. With a

till-death-doth-us-partgrip they clung to each

other, while their owners pulled and fumed
as the necks of their undergarments went up

to salute their neckties and piccadilly collars.

" Try your club on the machines," some one

suggested to the policeman who was keeping

back the small crowd that was looking in-

tently on. But the club was a new one, and

its owner was careful of it. He preferred to

wait for bigger game. Finally, after much
wrestling, introducing rules which the Mar-

quis of Queensberry never heard of, the

things were got apart, and stacked astride the

gentle breeze that was running up the street

alongside the new sewer, and there they

impatiently stood five long minutes, while

the drivers stimulated on soda.

SOUTHERN VT. ITEMS.

As it has been some weeks since I last

wrote, perhaps a few lines from here may
interest some readers of The Wheel. First

about our new State Division
; in response

to a circular sent out by Chief Consul Ross,

a number of members from different parts of

the State (reader, if you were at the meeting,

don't smile too loud at the above) came
together at the appointed place, in spite of

the rain that prevailed. The meeting was
called to order by C. G. Ross, and after a

discussion of the advisability of forming

a Stale Division, and no objections being

made thereto, the attention of those present

was drawn to the office of Secretary and
Treasurer. The chairman thought the duties

of those offices could be carried on at better

advantage by one person than by two ; those

present thinking likewise, nominations were

called for, and the following were presented :

C. G. Richardson, Springfield; F. E. Du
Bois, West Randolph ; and J. R. Bates,

Rutland. Mr. Du Bois was elected. The
State having at present more than the re-

quired number of members for a representa-

tive, in response to a call for nominations the

names of F. G. Tuttle, Rutland, and J. W.
Drown, Brattleboro, were presented. Mr.

Drown was elected. Mr. N. R. Bardy, of

Rutland, was elected to complete the Fi-

nance Committee. A constitution and rules

were read, discussed, and at last unanimously

adopted. After some other discussion about

League work in the State the meeting was

adjourned.

The Girard and Vukes Combination gave

one of their pleasing exhibitions in the rink

in the evening. As Canary entered for

his act, the wheelmen saluted him with

" C-A-N-A-R-Y." His exhibitions are too

well known to need any comment.

a few squibs.

Scene : Room 66, Bardwell's, Rutland.

Three L. A. W. men waiting for No. 4. At

last he comes, and as he enters they all sing

that new song, " We never speak as we
drop dead ;

" after this silence reigns and all

is still. 'Tis the " Bum " who speaks first.

"Let's put out the ' Tramp,' what d'ye say?"

Silence is golden, so I am dumb, and again

silence reigns. We are next aroused by a

cry from the Bellows Falls man. "Great

Scott ! take that ice off my neck. Ugh !"

So it goes on, until the " Bum " says,' " Say,

boys (well, say it before you forget it), let's

shut up and go to sleep." Heavy snores

and more silence.

Ladies and gentlemen, we will now pass

on to squib 2thly.

The B. C. C.'s new room is No. 4 Crosby

Block, upstairs. The door is always ajar to

wheelmen.

Now, the "Owl" is always telling us

something about the club liar, the club

philosopher, the club infant, or some other

club fixture ; the club, here have something

new, at least I never heard it spoken of, and

that is a club astronomer, because

he's on the lookout for Stars, and he can

planet to make a tour also. See? This is

one of this year's chestnuts.

I notice on the club-room table a copy of

The Wheel every week, also the Springfield

Wheelmen's Gazette when it makes its

monthly visit. This shows trig club know
what is good reading. Don't remit, please

;

this puff is free. "The Tramp."

Brattleboro, Vt., Nov. 1, 1884.

THE IXION ROAD RACE,

From Fifty-ninth street to Yonkers, dis-

tance fifteen miles, on election day, excited

an unusual interest. This contest has be-

come one of the annual features of this very

active club. A large number of entries had

been booked, and the excitement as to the

pro'bable winner was shown by the very

creditable turnout the club itself made. At

11 o'clock, however, but four men started .

P. M. Harris, E. S. Robinson, Wm. Da
Camera, and B. G, Sanford. Capt. Pit-

man was expected to have tried to win on a

tricycle, but owing to a lame foot was com-

pelled to withdraw. The four men started

off at a fast pace, with a determination of

lowering the record made by ex-five-mile

champion R. G. Rood of one hour and four

minutes. As most of the club had started an

hour earlier, little.was seen of the contestants

until Kingsbridge was reached, eleven miles

distance, where we timed them, having taken

a train to that point. Harris was the first to

appear at 11.50, followed by Robinson three

minutes later, and four minutes later by Da
Camera.

Sanford here, considerably behind, with-

drew, being overtaken with cramps. At the

Peabody House, the finish, quite a gathering

were grouped about the veranda, anxiously

awaiting for the first man to appear. Harris
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rode up and dismounted at 12.1034', Robin-

son soon followed at 12.14, and Da Camera
at 12.21. The time, considering the bad

state of the roads, was very good, although

six minutes behind the record. After con-

gratulations the whole party adjourned to

the Mansion House, where everybody en-

joyed an unusually go'cd dinner. Justice was
done to the viands, when Capt. Will R.

Pitman, presiding, in a witty manner intro-

duced a number of toasts, which were re-

sponded to by President Beckwith, Ex-C. T.

C. Consul Bourne, Secretary Sanford, the

representative of The Wheel, and others.

The whole affair was a decided success.

THE MACON RACE MEET.

The race meeting held at Macon, Georgia,

on Oct. 28th was quite an affair. There
were two days of fun, and but for the exces-

sive dryness the track would have been in

good condition The attendance was not as

large as wTas expected. Nevertheless the

races were exciting and aroused much
enthusiasm.

Five-mile race : J. H. Polhill, Macon, -22

minutes
; C. H. Freyer, Atlanta ; J. C. Slo-

cumb, Macon ; J. C. Flynn, Macon, stopped.

A close race.

Slow race, 200 yards : Josie Wilbourne,

Macon, 5m. 40s. Six men started.

One-mile dash : J. H. Polhill, Macon, 4m.
1 is.

j Thomas, Savannah, o
; J. C. Slocomb,

Macon o
; John Horton, Macon, o. Polhill

rode the last-quarter in 46 seconds.

Two-mile race : J. H. Polhill, Macon, 7m.

20s.; C. H. Freyerj Atlanta, second by two

lengths ; J. C. Slocumb, Atlanta, third. A
close race between first and second.

Second day, Oct. 2qth. Two-mile time

race : Chas. Gurnsey, Macon, first
; Charles

Gamble, second. The time set was 7.15,

but reports do not tell what the result was.

ELECTRIC BICYCLE LIGHT.

An Atlanta wheelman tells us of an enter-

prising inventor in that city who is making a

new hub' lamp for the bicycle. He says the

new invention threatens to revolutionize

bicycle lamps. He describes the apparatus

as a small " damynite machine fitted on side

of fork similar to roller alarm bell, and hav-

ing a small roller on axle of machine which,

where a light is needed, is thrown against the

rubber tire of front wheel by pressing a lever

as on bell. The lamp consists of a twenty-

candle-power arc light, suspended from hub,

and is only lighted when it is desirous to let

some one approaching kno.v your where-

abouts or examine a piece of bad road."

Evidently our friend means a dynamo-elec-

tric machine. If the inventor calls it a

" damynite " machine, we are afraid his idea

will never be completed, for want of know-

ledge of electrical science. What a novelty !

An electric light on a bicycle ! If such a

thing is made a success, it will take well

among 'cyclists, especially those having much
night riding to do. A rider can go with

more comfort, knowing he has a lamp
; he

won't have to dismount and light every half

mile, and expend a dozen matches and a few

cuss words at each lighting. It will do very

well for the rider who is accustomed to the

road, and knows where to look for bad spots,

to light up when in their vicinity and ex-

amine the road ; but for the stranger, who
lights up after taking a header in a hole, it

does not seem so well. With this roller elec-

tric light there is, however, one drawback,

which is of not being able to have a light ex-

cept when riding. We suppose this can be

remedied by having a storage battery in the

shape of a knapsack for the rider to carry on

his back. Bring on your light ; we should

like to se'e it.— The Bicycle.

A SHORT ESSAY ON THE BICYCLE.

If anyone expects, under this heading, to

find an analytical diagnosis of a bicycle, I

fear he will be sadly disappointed, for I dis-

claim all knowledge of such an intricate and

uninteresting subject. My intention is to

relate in plain, unvarnished language my
own personal experience in bicycling. In

sooth, to a person of any perspicuity, the

title would plainly evince the extent of the

writer's knowledge on the subject. I mean
that if it is read " A Short Essay," instead of

•

" A Short .fiVsay on the Bicycle," a totally

different impression is effected.

Where is the man under sixty, 01 the boy
out of petticoats, that hasn't had the bicy-

cling fever ? If any one, while suffering

from this disease, is unable through impecu-

niosity, or any other uncontrollable circum-

stance to purchase a machine for himself, he

immediately ferrets out the free-holded pro-

prietor of one who is cursed with a good

temper and borrows it (not the temper). Yes,

borrows it ! That's what I did. I'll relate

the minutice. It was during the "long,"

when the weather was terribly hot and I was

wont to drag out weary afternoons dozing

over a book in the luxury of a hammock.
One day, while enjoying a post prandium

siesta, and had just reached that delicious

state between waking and sleeping, I

was rudely disturbed by a friend of mine,

dressed in his bicycling suit, who was evi-

dently, judging from the way in which he

threw himself on the turf beside me, as lazy

as I. Naturally the subject of conversation,

after the stereotyped remarks on the weather,

turned on the " wheel." " Hot work !" re-

marked my friend, "did you ever try it?"
" No," I gloomily responded, "never had

the chance—only wish I had. I'm satisfied

that I could ride right off." '* If you'd

really like to take a run," yawned my friend,

'" you can have my machine, and I'll wait

here till you come back." " You don't mean
it !" Said I, all trace of- ennui disappearing,

as, with alacrity, I rolled from my pendant

couch. "Yes, you can keep it all the after-

noon," said he. Not waiting to hear more I

hastened off. " What a beauty it is," I

murmured to myself, as I examined the fine

54-inch "Challenge," which was to be mine

pro tem. I wheeled it out into the road with

the air of a cyclist of twenty years' standing,

pointed its bow towards town, thinking to

shew any of the fair sex who might be out

how well 1 could ride, and then, putting my
left foot on the step, made a preparatory

start, hopping along on my right, All went

well until I took that foot from the ground,

when I found that it needed more courage

than I possessed to mount. I stopped for a

moment and thought, "Dear me, this will

never do ; it's quite easy," then started off

again. This time I got into the saddle, but

my sojourn there was short—all too short.

I would have given worlds to stay longer,

but efforts were of no avail. The plaguey

concern went by the head, and so did I, Be-

fore I knew it, the bicycle, myself, a small

heap of stones, and a large heap of dust were

all struggling (so it seemed to me) for

the top place which the bicycle got, and, not

content with its success, endeavored to im-

press the fact forcibly on me by vigorously

planting the small wheel in the middle of my
back. I lay there for a few moments
thoroughly disgusted, and with the hearty

determination of returning the borrowed

article to its owner, when I heard some sma'I

boys saying, " I say, mister, are you hurt ?
"

"Oh! no," said I, hastily jumping up, "just

took a header—struck a stone you know."

(I meant that my head struck a stone)

—

When you're on the road you should always

use the cycling slang—"Come, my boy, it

will never do to let these brats laugh at you.

You'll have to conquer now," I soliloquized.

Once more I got under way and leaped for

the saddle, and, although in my desperation

I almost cleared the handles, I didn't quite,

and found myself firmly seated. By some
lucky (or unlucky) chance my feet struck the

pedals and I started along finely, cutting a

figure in the dust something like a snake

fence, only a little more so. This I kept up

for about twenty-five yards, when suddenly

my steed got frightened or something, and

we tumbled, it and I. I say " it and I," be-

cause it was always on top as heretofore. I

now began to"wax wrothy as I got up, rub-

bing a bruised arm and trying to pin to-

gether a huge rent in my trousers. " Do or

die ! " were my words, as I made another

dash which brought my ill-fated carcass once

again full length in the dust. On this oc-

casion I had completely cleared the handles,

and with the trifling exception of the bell

handle making another yawning hiatus in

my unmentionables, no part of the machine

had come in contact with my body ; the sad-

dle, as you mayr judge, I had over-reached.

Quite an admiring audience had now col-

lected, and a couple of fellows coming up

asked me if I didn't think it would be a

good idea if they started me. I adopted the

suggestion. While they held the machine,

one on each side, I clambered in and felt for

the pedals, determined to shew them that I

could ride at least, even if I couldn't mount
by myself. I went splendidly until they let

go, upon which my powers of steering

deserted me, and my steed wouldn't go

straight- I saw it headed for a ditch of

enormous proportions, I shut my eyes and
clung to the handles, all exertion proving

powerless. At a tremendous pace I hurtled

down the side of the ditch, ran up the other,

at the summit of which the runaway was

checked, but, oh, at what a cost ! This side

of the ditch was lined with sidewalk, raised

about a foot and a half from the ground, and

against it the large wheel madly struck and

hesitated. But I didn't. With a break-neck

haste 1 left that saddle—fairly flew over the

handles—didn't pause to think when my
head lit on the boards, and only upon my
landing between fence and sidewalk did I

realize what had happened. Many eager

hands lent me assistance to rise, and as

many more eagerly offered to give trie an-

other start, which I eagerly declined. I

picked up the confounded two-wheeled tor-

mentor, but what a sight met my gaze ! Only

one pedal remained to it, one wire was

broken, while several were as crooked as the

figure I had described in the road, not to

mention sundry minor mishaps, such as lost

screws, etc. " What's done can't be helped,"

said I, as I limped along, pushing the

accursed monster before me, "but at the

same time what you've done once you

needn't do again," inwardly vowing never,

never, even should I outlive Methusaleh's

age, to aspire again to the eminence of a

bicyclist.

I found my friend in the same attitude I

had left him. " Helloa !

" said he on my ap-

proach, "had you a good ride? You look

dusty," with a twinkle in his eye. " Yes,"

I answered, unconcernedly, "I had a ride

round town, but unfortunately on my return

a pedal come off and I took a header. I'll

send your machine, for which bye-the-bye,

many thanks, up to be mended. I hope it

will be all right." Then I limped away to

my room, from which I didn't return for two
days.

Yes, I hope his machine is all right, for

that afternoon cost me not a little. Appended
are the items of expenditure :

For repairing machine $3 00

self—liniment, plaster,

etc 50

clothes, i. e., buying a

new suit 25 00

Total "

$28 50

And my reputation can never be repaired,

for the street arabs always greet me with

derisive shouts of " There's the fancy rider,"

whenever I go out. My friends, take warn-

ing by my sad fate.

A WHEEL SONG.
Over the hill, singing a song,

Speed the wheelmen swiftly along.

Up the ascent, down the incline,

All of their wheels straight in line.

Around the corner and past the lea,

Happy as wheelmen only can be.

Now in the sunshine, now in the shade,

Now through the woodland, now through

the glade,

Now by a farm-house, then up a hill,

Now passing by a rickety mill,

Now by a graveyard old and forlorn,

Now by a field of tall, waving corn,

Now through a village swiftly they fly,

Over a bridge standing hard by,

Now to the turnpike quickly ihey take,

Now passing by a silvery lake.

Next comes a field of clover in bloom,

Filling the air with fragrant perfume.

And so they are greeted wherever they go

By hundreds of pleasures that others ne'er

know.

And so the world over, happy and strong,

Rolls the knight of the wheel swiftly

along. •

And so may he ride for many years hence,
" Fearless and blameless," a man of good

sense.

Roll on wheelman true in every clime,

Ever roll on with the cycle of time.

The Montgomery Advertiser of October

19th says: "A bicycle school is about to

be established here. Riding in a vehicle or

on a horse or mule is much more elegant,

and even walking is more pleasurable and far

less dangerous than the bicycle way." We
are glad to hear of a bicycle school to be

established, but cannot agree with our friend

the Advertiser as regards the pleasures of

'cycling. Evidently the editors have never

tried 'cycling, or else at first trial had all the

ardor knocked out by what is familiarly

known as a header. We have noticed of late

several of our Montgomery 'cyclists riding

out early in the morning. They go out for

an hour's spin in the morning on some of the

roads coming into the city. We suppose that

our friend prefers the elegance of an early

morning mule ride, but with all the so-called

inelegance of bicycle riding we prefer to

stick to the wheel, at least for the present.

—

The Bicycle.

A bicyclist soon forgets the club in which
his first lessons were learned. If he be at all

a good rider, or adventurous, the confining

restraints of a club ride are soon shaken off.

He does not care to go over a club route

with mechanical accuracy. He would rather

strike off here and there into some pretty-

by-road, and loiter along, stopping when he
pleases, going on again as his inclination

prompts him.

—

Reflector.
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All of our readers who hear that H. L.

Cortis, the ex-champion rider of the world,

has died of heart disease can either consider

the information a lie or a profound mistake.

As a matter of fact, Cortis is racing at Aus-
tralia, where he is at present located. A
distinguished bicycler recently received a

letter from him. Certainly, dead men are not
in the habit of writing letters.

Washington is developing an astonishing

number of bicycle and tricycle riders. The
streets in that city are of asphalt and shaded
with elegant trees. In fact it is a veritable

park, and the residents who enjoy the vir-

tues of the wheel, either bi. or tri., are

favored indeed. The " Star" is particularly

a favorite, because one can ride along at a

sharp pace, straighten the legs, allow the

ratchets to fly loose, and glide along like a
fairy. Nine ladies propel three wheelers.

The perfect bicycle at present looks like a
giraffe, although one hundred per cent, more
graceful. It is to be hoped that it will

remain so, as the way the beautiful machine
is being twisted around into Star, Facile,

'Xtraordinary, Kangaroo, etc., is enough to

break the heart of the wheel poet. HoAvever,

all these patterns have their uses, and like the

members of the animal creation they have
their individual virtues and purposes. If

the saddle insists upon travelling down the

backbone as it is gradually doing, the old

velocipede will be resurrected with a few im-

provements.

The Kangaroo bicycle, about which most
mature riders have had more or less curiosity,

has at last come to town, and can be seen at

R. V. R. Schuyler's, in Barclay street. The
machine seems to us to be as near our idea

of a safety machine as anything we have
seen thus far. The makers claim that a

header with it is impossible, that the crank

motion is identical with that of the ordinary

bicycle, and that being geared up to 54
inches and over, as desired, is as fast as a

36 inch wheel notwithstanding. Mr. Schuy.

ler is very proud of this last acquisition to

his line of machines, and will take great

pleasure in explaining its many superior

points to all interested.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

A bicycle club has organized at Henderson,

Kentucky, with fifteen members.

An Irish branch of the National Cyclists'

Union of Great Britain has been formed by

a meeting at Dublin.

Committees have been appointed by the

N. C. U. and N. A. A. A., of England, to

amalgamate the rules.

Fancy bicycle riding along with roller

skating is occupying the attention of the

people of Orange, N.J. • <

The Monmouth wheelmen took a forty-five

mile spin on October 29. Starting from Red
Bank they rode to Trenton, with a few stops,

in 6h. 45m.

Howell, it appears, does not think much
of his winnings over here. Perhaps he was
not mad when Prince walked away from him
in the mile at Springfield.

Scene at Philadelphia (spring) :
" No one

knows what John Prince can do." Scene at

Springfield (fall): "Well, we have found

out at last what Jack Prince's limit is."

On Dec. 6th Tommy Finlay will give an

exhibition of fancy riding on the "Star"
machine at the winter games of the Amer-
ican Athletic Club at Madison Square

Garden.

The Washington Cycle Club have settled

in their new apartments at Twelfth street,

between K and L streets. It is one of the

finest club houses in existence
; almost every

comfort that luxury demands can be found

there.

At the N. Y. City College games Saturday

afternoon, Nov. 1st., W. R. Ferris won the

mile handicap from the scratch in four min-

utes; dead. He rode a 48-inch machine.

The games were held on the Manhattan A.

C. grounds.

Some very fast times were made on a

tandem bicycle in England lately. On
October 17th W. Brown and J. Smith rode

in 2.56 for the first mile, and 6.4 for two
miles. Then on the following day R. Cripps

and H. T. Wilson rode 5 miles and estab-

lished the following times : One mile, 2.56

3-5 ;
two miles, 6.3 ; three miles, 9.17 ; four

miles, 12.37; five miles, 15.33" 2-5. Aston-

ishing times, certainly.

An exchange remarks :
" The tendency of

the makers towards safety machines with

small drivers and large trail wheels is fast

bringing the modern bicycle back in appear-

ance to its prototype, the velocipede, and
will, if not soon checked, eliminate all the

graceful lines of the bicycle, thus depriving

it of one of its chief charms, and causing it

to become the hobby horse instead of the

poetry of athletics."

Care of Wheel.—Common sense gener-

ally dictates how a wheel should be cared

for, and more or less complete directions are

so accessible in many little manuals that a

few simple directions are the most practical.

Always wipe off well on returning from a

ride. Oil a little at a time and often. Watch
screws, nuts, and spokes and keep them
tight. See that the tire is firm and repaired

if much cut. Carry oil, a cloth, twine and

wrenches in your saddle bag. Familiarize

yourself with all parts of the machine, but

do not unnecessarily take it apart. See that

any luggage you may carry is firm. If any-

thing gets out of gear and you cannot fix it,

consult some one who is posted or take it to

a competent mechanic.

—

Sporting Life,

"Motto for wheelmen in search of amount

:

' Tri before you bi.'
"

Notwithstanding all reports, Frazier con-

tradicts the rumor that he will ride the crank

machine next year. He is satisfied with the

Star.

We are rather amused that the Bicycling

World cannot take a little friendly bantering

about the firm name on the editorial page

from the Amatetir A thlete ; the latter certainly

meant no harm.

R. A. Neilson and C. J. Young had a

match at the Union Grounds, Boston, one

mile in heats. Neilson won the first heat in

3.39, Young the second in 3.40, and Neilson

the third, after a close race", in 3.41.

The question now among fashionable peo-

ple is who wrote the new society novel, en-

titled "Married Above her," which T. B.

Peterson & Brothers, Philadelphia, have in

press, and to be published immediately. It

is said to be a true story taken from life and
by a lady' moving in New York society.

Tricycles are gradually being introduced

into the postal service in England. We ex-

pect to see the same thing done when thi

streets of New York are improved and tri^

cycles become cheaper. Philadelphia has an

omnibus to pick up the collectors from the

mail boxes.

The " Kangaroo " is not such a great nov-

elty as supposed. Two years ago Mr. Mar-
ble, of the St. Nicholas Toy Co., of Chicago,

constructed and patented in this country a

machine that closely resembles the one now
on the market. Mr. Garvey, of the New
York Toy Company, was one of the first to

experiment with this novelty.

The number of one-dollar pledges received

by Karl Kron for his road-book during the

week ending with Tuesday, November 4,

was sixteen, raising the total to 2026. An
Englishman who has wheeled 13,000 miles

during the last two years is among these

latest patrons, and a summary of his -road

report appears in this issue of The Whe^l.

Mr. R. L. Coleman, the manager of the

Eastern branch of the Western Toy Co.

of Chicago, whose advertisement will

be noted in another column, reports

that their business this year has been

such as to warrant them in adding still fur-

ther to the excellent line of machines already

on their list. We suspect that the success of

their business in this locality is largely due to

the push and good fellowship of Mr. Cole-

man,

Captain Eddy Pettus, of the K. C. W.'s,

tells us that it is now almost settled that they

are to have a new club house that will cost in

the neighborhood of $11,000. The plans

have been made and stock issued, and a

number of wealthy men of Brooklyn have

taken enough of the stock to assure the suc-

cess of the scheme. We have always taken

great interest in this club, and we sincerely

hope that nothing may come up to prevent

the furtherance of this scheme.

October 17th, Hendee made an attempt to

beat the five mile record at Springfield.

There was a high wind blowing, and the

times were as follows : 1 mile, 2.51 ; 2 miles,

5.51 3-5; 3 miles, 8.55; 4 miles, 12.2; 5

miles, 15.3. The individual miles were, 2.51,

3 . 00 3-5, 3.032-5, 3.07, 3.01. There is no

doubt whatever that Hendee can knock out,

or equal, any record in America, and we
look forward with interest to next season,

when we hope he will again attack, and with

more success, the records that circumstances

have opposed his beating.

The Columbia Expert seems to be giving

universal satisfaction as a road machine.

The London Cyclist has just completed

its fifth year. Before long we will do

likewise.

The adjustable saddle of Bull & Haynes is

claimed by good authorities to be the easiest

of saddles.

Mr. S. G. Whittacker covered 100 miles

with a Royal Mail on the road in nine hours,

or eight hours and six minutes riding time.

The roads were filled with bicycles on

election day. About 25 citizens were out,

and we noticed some ten New Yorks besides

the larger part of of the Ixion Club.

Frank E. Yates says : "I have tried every

saddle that I could get, all sizes and shapes,

but was never truly happy until I received

the Duryea, the first one ever seen in Chi-

cago, and last season rode about 4,000 miles

on it. It leaves nothing to be desired. I

recommend it on all occasions."

An exchange remarks : Even in some
parts of Europe it would be hardly safe for

Mr. Stevens to pursue his adventurous tour.

He does not include Russia in his pro-

gramme, and he does well, if we may judge

from the sensation the first bicycle made
there the other day on a community of Rus-

sian villagers. They had come out in the

cool of the evening for their usual chat in

the market-place, and were so startled at the

sight of the noiseless approach of a wheeled

steed mounted by a youth from St. Peters-

burg, that in the wildest panic they all

rushed into their cottages, barricaded doors

and windows, and tremblingly told their

friends that the evil one had visited the dis-

trict of Vologda. The innocent cause of

such disturbance soon found out that, al-

though in the Nevski Prospect the road is

smooth enough for bicyclists, this is by no
means the case among the country folks,

and that he must either leave his "self-run-

ner " at St. Petersburg or take his board and
lodging with him when making excursions

into the country.

The members of an athletic club in Bur-

lington, Iowa, are building a track for bicy-

cles to train on.

A bicycle club has been organized at Hen-
derson, Ky., by the following persons :

David Banks, S. A. Rudy, R. G. Adams,
Fred. Mayer, J. A. Letcher, Jr., W. Stiles,

T. D. Jones. M. F. Holloway, W. T. Red-

man, and W. Lockett.

We still look to the Greeks as our exam-

ples in the cultivation of mind and body, as

the best exponents of the finest physical,

mental, and artistic capabilities of the race.

" But the glory that was Greece, and the

grandeur that was Rome," were nurtured in

the open air. The doctrine of oxygen was a

cardinal point in the creed of those old

pagans. Doubtless the need of it is even yet

a matter of faith with the majority of man-
kind ;

but there is still a deplorable lack of

those good works which give the lungs full

chance for it. However, the most pessimis-

tic of mortals cannot help seeing that a great

revival of respect for the body is upon the

earth. The Olympian games were, doubt-

less, of great interest to the spectators, and
Socrates himself once took a suburban trip

to witness them. But the tournaments at

Hartford and Springfield brought out some
splendid exhibitions of muscle and endur-

ance. And among the men who distinguished

themselves there were several who stand as

well in their college classes as, for example,

the classic youths from the Lyceum groves.

—

Outing.
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"IN IDLE MOMENTS WRIT."
Fancy Nancy De Lancy Montrose

•Had a curious twirl to the end of her nose.

Though her mouth was large and her brow

was fair,

She couldn't conceal the kinks in her hair.

Who saw her lover ride up from afar

On that peculiar contrapshun the American

•Star-; v.

With the click and buzz of its ratchet so

shrill

Singing* the song of the coffee mill.

Hark to the voice that sees your woes,

Fancy Nancy De Lancy Montrose.

If you will wed and you will marry
That foolish young reckless Raymond De

Barry,

I warn you your affections to wean
From a lover who rides that style of machine

;

For the pearly gates stand ever ajar

For the man who rides the American Star.
* # * * * * *

Then who will buy your mourning clothes,

Fancy Nancy De Lancy Montrose ?

You cannot deny the truth of that story

That your father and brothers work in the

factory
;

Though burnished gold is your hair when
the sun shines on it,

You'd look more a lady if you wore a bonnet.
* * * * * * #

And then if you never, never did speak,

Only smiled and dimpled each shell-tinted

cheek,

I think I could love you
;

yes, I would,

If you didn't use " would " when you should

use " could."

But then you have a glorious brow,

As high as a Roman galley's prow.

But it only hides the void within,

And you have a mole on the side of your
chin.

And I would not marry you if I could.

Though you learned to use "would,"
" could," and "should ;"

For one must reap whate'er he sows,

Fancy Nancy De Lancy Montrose.

So wed Raymond De Barry, who rides a star,

And say to his mother, and say to his pa :

"Can I sing? Yes! I should if I would,
" But my voice being.hoarse, I wouldn't if I

should." Secretary.

NEW BICYCLE CLUB.
The bicycle riders of the town have organ-

ized themselves into a club for the purpose
of obtaining increased facilities for, and en-

joyments in, the pursuits of bicycling as a
healthful pastime.

The club purpose having club meets,

tours, races/etc. The name of the organ-

ization is Huntington Bicycle Club, with

regular officers elected for the first year as

follows: Fred Snare, President ;• D. S.

Drake, Secretary and Treasurer
;
C. Her-

bert Miller, Captain
; C. R. Gillman, Sub-

Captain ; Robert E. Brown, Bugler.

They have adopted colors
; also by-laws,

rules and regulations of the leading bicycle

clubs in the United States, and have also

adopted signals, and intend joining the

League of American Wheelmen.
The first annual tour will be made to

Bellefonte in a few days, returning via

Lewistown. Bicycling is fast becoming a

practical and enjoyable aid to locomotion,

and in the last few years the Huntington
bicyclers have been making great use of the

wheel. The club will gladly receive new
members desiring to join.

—

Huntington
Netvs,

D. J. Canary will give an exhibition of
fancy riding at the rink on the evening of
the 22d, and all who desire can stay over
and attend.

THE OMAHA TOURNAMENT-
The first annual tournament of the Omaha

Bicycle Club was held last Saturday after-

noon at Athletic Park, in the northern part

of the city. The attendance was fair, but

not as large as was anticipated. The weather
was all that could be desired, and the quar-

ter-mile track in excellent shape. There
were about twenty-five wheelmen present,

but six only entered in the races, viz.: W.
Patterson, of Toronto, Canada ; F. M.
Shaw, of Glenwood, Io.; John Nicholson,

of St. Paul, Minn.; John G. Hitchcock, C.

M. Woodman and Roy Runcie, of Omaha.
There were eight events on the programme.
First, half mile dash

;
second, first heat mile

race
;
third, fancy riding

;
fourth, two-mile

race
;

fifth, slow race
;

sixth, three-mile

race
;
seventh, second heat mile race

;
eight,

five-mile race.

In the half-mile dash Shaw, Runcie, and
Woodman started. The men kept pretty

even for the first round, but in the second
Runcie weakened, and the work lay between
Shaw and Woodman, who were most of the

time wheel to wheel. On the home stretch

Shaw made a fine spurt and won the race in

i. 41, with Woodman a good second in 1.41}^.

In the mile race, first heat, Runcie and
Patterson were the starters. This was
Patterson's first appearance, and it was
plainly to be seen that he was no ordinary

wheelman. For the first quarter of a mile

and for the first half of the next he dogged
Runcie, keeping close on his heels, but in

the latter half he took a gait that showed his

metal, running away from his adversary

with perfect ease, taking the heat in 3.58.

Out of the eight events on the programme
Patterson won six—every one in which he
was entered.

In the two-mile race Nicholson, Shaw,
Woodman, and Patterson started. Wood-
man was distanced and fell out at the end of

the first mile, and Shaw lagged behind a
little later on, so that the race was virtually

between Patterson and Nicholson. Here
the latter showed that he was no ordinary

wheelman by the magnificent dash he made
on the home stretch, just at the time when
everybody was expecting him to fall out.

He crossed the line only a length behind
Patterson amid tremendous excitement.

Patterson's time was 6.54.

The three-mile race, in which Patterson

and Shaw were entered, proved uninterest-

ing on account of the men beingso unequally

matched. Patterson dogged Shaw until the

last round, when he showed the spectators

what he could do by taking a tremendous
gait and coming down to the finish in fine

style.

But the most even and exciting race on
the programme was the five-mile race, and
the last, between Hitchcock and Nicholson.

It was really the only up-and-up race of the

day. Hitchcock is the champion rider of

Nebraska and Iowa, a graduate of the

Wheelman's College of Detroit, Mich., and is

the champion of Minnesota and Wisconsin-

and a most promising amateur. So it was
a contest between two of the very best wheel-

men in the northwest, and the chief interest

of the day centered in this event. Both

men ride forty-five pound machines. Nichol-

son is stoutly built, and perhaps weighs
thirty pounds more than Hitchcock, but the

latter is lithe and muscular, and is noted for

extraordinary staying ability. Five miles is

a long race—twenty-two laps—and both men
took a steady gait and kept it till the last

quarter. When Nicholson crossed the line

for the twenty-first time he asked the scorer :

"How many more?" He was told one
more. Hitchcock was leading by a half

length, and the moment for business had

arrived. Nicholson bent himself for the
final effort and by the time they were oppo-
site the carriage entrance Nicholson had ob-
tained a lead of a length. From this to the
finish it was a most beautiful race. Every-
body was on his feet, and almost every-
body yelling for Hitchcock. John' did his
mightiest, but the Minnesotian was a stub-
born contestant, and crossed the line nearly
a length ahead. Time, 17.05^. It was a
very fine race, but Nicholson's achievement
was a surprise to the audience.

.
The race closed the day's sport and the

first annual tournament of the Omaha Wheel
Club. It was a novel and a pleasant enter-
tainment, and wc hope is not the last one
Omaha may be permitted to see. People
have found out what a bicycle tournament
is, and the next one will certainly be better

patronized.

—

Exchange.

128 and 130 Fulton Street,

87 Nassau Street,

NEW YORK.

IL3 r? c£5S"t© f
j
Pete?

DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles and Sundries.

I would announce to all wheelmen that I

have excellent facilities for doing all kinds

of repairing.

Estimates given on Repairing, Brazing,

Nickel Plating, and Painting.

Correspondence solicited.

Office : No. 9 East King Street,

RIDING HALL:.

Corner Centre Square and West King Street.

Fair price paid for second hand machines.

OUTFITTER
TO THE

/IzKiezic Clubs oj

SEND TWO-CENT STAMP

For 32-Page Illustrated Catalogue

NOVELTIES FOR

Club Receptions, Silk Jerseys,

SILK HOSE,
AND

FANCY SILK BELTS.

WHEELMEN ATTENTION

!

We invite the attention of all wheelmen to the following list of

of which wc are the SOLE AGENTS for the United States,

BICYCLES. ^a*. TRICYCLES.

Challenge,

Rudge Light

Roadster,

American

Rudge,

Xtra Challenge RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER.

Traveller,

Coventry Rotary

Tandem,

National,

Veloceman,

Coventry

Convertible.

Send stamp for the largest and most complete catalogue yet issued. Reliable Agents
wanted in every city.

New York Headquarters
: G. R. BIDWELL, 4 East 60th St., N. Y.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
ID Milk Street, Boston.
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TOURING AND VACATION TRIPS.
22 ^.JSTJD 32 CALIBER.

10-INCfl BARREL,
12 « "

PEICE.
$12.25 I 15-INCH BARREL,
13.25

I

18 " " ...
WITH FINE LEATHER CASE, so Rifle can be swung across the back, extra, $1.50.

$15.00
16.50

Read what Vice President W. H. Miller of the League says of the Stevens Guns.

LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN.

Office of the Vice President, W. H. Miller, Columbus, Ohio, February 12, 1884.

<

I think that the Stevens Rifle is an A i Shooting Arm. Made some remarkable long shots with it at Nantasket Beach last fall, Will send some of my targets' as soon as
I get in practice. Have not shot either of my rifles for some two months, consequently am out of practice.-

Yours truly, W. H. MILLER.

READ WHAT A BICYCLE RSDER SAYS OF THEM.
(He had a Rifle and Shot Barrel fitted to one frame.)

I found your little gun a very pretty and accurate weapon, and did some pleasant shooting with it in Dakota. I used the rifle barrel 22 caliber almost exclusively and was
very much pleased with its execution. Shall take pleasure in commending it to my friends.

Yours truly, JOHN F. KYES, Worcester, Mass.

Also Fine Single and Double B. L. Guns, Target, and Sporting Rifles. Send for Illustrated Lists and Circulars to

GEO. D. GIDEON, F. O. Box 1108, Z, Philadelphia, Pa.

S. CONAN1

ADJUSTABLE LONG - DISTANCE SADDLE

Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

Style £.

Use3 by Hendee, Prince, Sellers. Howell, Woo< side,
Corey, Landy, Jenkins, of Louisville, Eck, Megan,
Higham, Yates; also Miles, Armaindo and Sylvt ster,
and all the livers.

The Most Sumptuous Book Devoted to the

Wheel yet Published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.

An Elegant Quarto Volume of Eighty Pages.

Bound in Blue Silk Cloth, with Side

Stamp in Gilt and Silver.

Price $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.

ADDRESS,

The Cycling Publishing Co.

,

21 PARK ROW,
Box 444 New York.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.) Is

Low, Neat, Comfortable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once and You will Use no other; it Makes
Eoad Riding a Luxury. Prices; Japanned, $3.00;
Nickeled, $3.75. Special Terms to Dealers.

The Duryea Star Saddles now ready, and can be
obtained without delay. Prices : Japanned, $3.00;
Nickeled $3.75.
Remit by check, P. O. order, or in postage stamps,

TST. -2". TOT CO.
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers.

Richard Garvey, Manager,

697 Broadway, New York.

THE AMERICAN
As adapted to the STAR.

W.

)

Spring Frame. Perfect Ad-
justment, Light, Strong,

Elastic, Easy.

Completely absorbs all

Vibration.

PRICE $1.00.

Liberal Discount to Dealers'

Send for Circular.

Mention this paper.

" It is the easiest saddle I ever rode." BURLEY B. AYERS, Chairman Trans. Comm., L A
the best saddle I have ever seen, and I have tested nearly every saddle known to the trade "

"T i in • AAt-* cu
C. W.EDGERTO Fort Wayne, Ind.

I don t think there is a better saddle for the Star. '

J, p MAYNARD Chicago 111" Tried your saddle on my Star, and found it the easiest and mo t comfortable saddle I have everThe steel spring and suspension seat appear to take away all the jar of ridinsr."
J. W. PARKER, Buffalo, N. Y.HATMES,

Importers of and Dealers in

Bicycles, Tricycles, Paris and Sundries,
Repairing a specialty. Our facilities for doing all kinds of work, such as Brazing Painting Nickel

Plating, &c, &c, at reasonable prices, are unexcelled. Correspondence olicited. "Wheels sold on the
Installment plan. HERSEE HALL RIDING SCHOOL. Open Evenings. Purchasers taught free CorMain and Chippewa Sts., Buffalo, N. Y.

tried

."BULL &

WHAT AMD WHY.
A 72-page pamphlet of value to all wheel-

men, young and old.

COMMON QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
WHAT TO SELECT.

THE L. A. W.
DRESS AND CONVENIENCES.

WORDS TO THE WISE,

Bv Charles E. Pratt.

Buy it Read it ! !

Price Ten Cents.

FOR SALE BY

The Cycling Publishing Co.,

2 1 PARK ROW,
Box m. . NEW YOEE,

Remit in two-cent stamps.

BHOOIiLYN 'HEIGHTS

T. HUNT STEEEY, Manager,

Cor. Fulton and Orange Sts.,
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Open from 9 A. m. to 10 p. m. Columbia
Bicycles and- Tricycles and parts. Also
popular English makes.
American and English Sundries. Sole

agent for Breach-loading Bicycle Lamps.
Bicycles and Tricycles rented for road use.
Second-hand bicycles bought and sold.

Large stock always on hand.
Repairing, Nickel Plating, Enameling,

and Painting. Brazing and Forging, etc.

Large storage facilities, dressing rooms,
and lockers if desired.

Riding taught free to purchasers.
Send Stamp for Catalogue.
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Messrs. S. T. CLARK & CO.,

o< IMPORTERS lx>

2 &, 4 Hanover Street, Baltimore, Mo!.,

Beg to announce that they have recently been appointed Sole United States Agents
for THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO. {Limited), Coventry, England, the

Largest and Oldest Bicycle Makers in the World, Manufacturers of the Celebrated

CT TTTD" BICYCLES and
J_i LJ J_3 TRICYCLES,

And, knowing the demand for these favorite machines, they have now in stock and in

transit a larger number of the Famous

American Cltib Bicycles,
Which, retaining all the features and improvements which have made them so valued in

the past, and further improved by the addition of

HANCOCK'S NON-SLIPPING TIRES,

DROPPED HANDLE BARS {AT OPTLON), and HARRINGTON'S ENAMEL
IN LIEU OF PAINT.

These Bicycles are universally admitted to be the most elegant machines now on the

American Market, and gentlemen contemplating purchasing new mounts are recom-

mended to consider the sterling merits of the AMERICAN CLUB.

SUBSCRIBE TO
THE "WSIEEL.

$1.00 A YEAR.
Outing and The Wheel, $2.50 a Year.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROSH HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and,power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.
A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all
Bicycles ; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smiihville, Burlington Co., N. J.

VOLUME SIX

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

Reliable Agents Wanted in every City.

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE L. A. W.

Yon Insured Against Accident ?

per

the

All Desirable Forms of Accident Insurance can be obtained of the

FIDELITY AND CASUALTY COMPANY.
E. E. CLAPP, Manager Accident Department,

NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, AND PENNSYLVANIA.

OFFICE, 149 BROADWAY, New York.

New York, Jan. 7, '84.

I was persuaded to- take out an
Accident Policy last August, in

the Fidelity and Casualty Com-
pany, of New York, for $5,000 in

case of death, and $25.00
week if injured. About
middle of October, you will recol

lect, I was thrown from my
bicycle, and sustained an injury.
I have just recovered from this,
and last Friday filed a claim for
eleven weeks' indemnity. The
company promptly paid the
amount ($275.00), and I cannot
but publicly praise their business
methods. To the many wheel-
men who are dependent upon
their salaries for support, I un-
hesitatingly say : Insure in the
Fidelity and Casualty Company.
The cost is very little, and, in
event of injury, you will find the
indemnity very handy to have.

FRED JENKINS,
Editor of The Wheel.

New York, Nov. 17, '83.

This company issues accidental
policies of insurance against anv
bodily injury and loss of life in-
duced by accidental means,
whether it happen while travel-
ing- on your bicycle, or in any
of the lawful and usual avoca-
tions of life.

I am carrying- a policy of in-
surance in this company, and I
highly recommend it to your con-
sideration.
You are journeying more or less

over the country on your bicycle,
and if unfortunately you " make
a header, and down you go," and
are disabled to the extent of SIX
MONTHS, you can depend upon
receiving your full indemnity for
that length of time.

The strong Board of Directors
will convince you that it is in the
hands of reliable men.

Yours very truly,

N. MALON BECKWITH,
Pres't L.A. W.

A Wheelman's Autograph AlDnm!

ly Cycling Friends.
Designed and Compiled

For Collection of Autographs.

It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and
black markings.

It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three hundred selections from the poets in regard

to the wheel.
Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs

of Cycling friends.

Three hundred En ravings, illustrating each quota-
tion.

Price One Dollar, Postpaid.

WILL C. MARVIN, Ovid, Mich.
Sole Agent for the United States & Canada,

17 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK,
AGENT FOR THE

The "American Club " and "Clnb" Bicycles,

Toe "Cheylesmore," "Imperial" and "Club Sociable" Tricycles,
Manufactured by Coventry Machinist Co.

,

The "American Sanspareil" Roadster,
Manufactured by Wm. Andrews, Birmingham, England

And The
"
Royal Mail" Light Roadster and Tricycle.

A FULL LINE OF BICYCLE HELMETS, SHOES, AND ENGLISH SUNDRIES.

REPASS A SPECIALTY. Catalogues Furnished on Application.

G^ns ©00.(3- Ss>ox-b±xi.g Groo<3-ss.

E. I, HORSMAN,
80 & 82 William St., N. Y.

NOW READY.
BOUND IN CLOTH.

Price $ i .25.
Address

The.'Cycling Publishing Co.,
Box 444, NEW YORK.

Sole Agent, for City and Vicinity, of the

American STAR Bicycles.

The COLUMBIAS, HARVARD, and a full line
of Boys' Bicycles always in stock.

American and English Sundries.
Repairing-, Nickel Plating, and Painting,

Second-hand Bicycles Bought and Sold.
Send for Catalogue.

MISCELLANEOUS,
[Advertisements inserted in this department not

over 4 lines nonpareil for $10 a year.]

/CHICAGO, ILL.—The John Wilkinson Co., 68
\j Wabash ave., Makers of Bicycle Hose Sup-
porters. The best style made. Price per pair 35
cents by mail. Agents for the Columbia Bicycles.
Send stamp for catalogue.

PORTLAND, ME—LAMSON'S LUGGAGE
CARRIER, the cheapest, lightest, and most con-

venient thing of the kind. May be put in pocket when
not in use. By mail, seventy-five cents and one dollar.
C. H. Lamson.

QT. LOUIS. MO—Missouri Wheel Company, Geo.
O C. Oeters, Pres't, Louis Lueders, Sec y and
Treas., agency of the Standard and Expert Columbia,
Harvard, Yale, Cornell, Star, Rudge, Challenge,
Facile, and all high-class imported Bicycles ; also for
the Victor, National, Rudge, Premier, Salvo, Apollo,
Coventry and Coventry Convertible Tricycles, and
of the Duryea Saddle, and Peerless Automatic bell.
Repairing with promptness at moderate prices, A full
assortment of wheel sundries in stock. Everything at,
or below. New York and Boston figures. Send for
circular of new and second hand wheels. 210 and
212 N. 12th street.

QT. LOUIS WHEEL CO., C. E. Stone, Manager,
O 3121 Olive stieet. Agents for Columbia Bicycles
and Tricycles, Rudge Light Roadster, Facile, Sans-
p.'reil, American Club, Victor Tricycle, and all high
class machines. Repairing, nickeling, and enameling
promptly done. Dealers >n second-hand wheels.
Send for printed list.

WILLIAM C. SCRIBNER,
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles and Accessories.

Sole agent for Washington, D. C, of The Pope
M'f'g Co., Stoddard, Lovering & Co., The Cunning-
ham Co., Sam'l T. Clark & Co., the Overman Wheel
Co., The Facile.
Hiding School attached. Visitors always welcome.

11 08-1116 E. Street, IS". W.,

Washington, D. n-.

4
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New and second hand in great-

est variety of styles and prices.

H B O a HART,
Wo. 811 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Selling Agent for The Pope Mfg. Co., Stoddard,
Lovering & Co., The Cunningham Co., Gormully &
Jeffrey, and The Western Toy Co.

ALL THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lists.

HI. 33- 3531.^IRT-
A fine assortment of Sundries always on hand.

FREE tor;i rial.
HANOVER'S SPECIFIC. An u failing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility and Wea ^iess, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, Nervous Prostration, Hysteria,

or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, oveiwork,
abuses of Alcohol, Tobacco, &c. (Over forty thousand
positive cures.)

13F~Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. Ad-
dress HANOVER REMEDY CO.,

Lock Box 584. Chicago, 111.

Wheelmen's Portable Outfits.

THE PHEBUS CAMERA.

Bm/s Ihi j
£ The lightest, most compact, and
- cheapest. Folds up in space of 2}4

inches. Plate Holders, Darlot Lens,
Telescope Tripod, Canvas Case for

Camera and Tripod. Price $18.00.
All makes of Cameras, outfits,, and
supplies.

B. HUTCHINSON,
51 Nassau Street.

f3P~ Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent upon
application

.

E.

Boom 1.

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES,
L imps, Cariiers, Star Cyclome (cr

(
B.igs, Saddles

and Bicycle Parts for both CRANK & STAR.

DIFFICULT REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.

Is. m

A. SCHOENINGER, President.

495 to 503 N.Wells st.

CHICAGO.

'manufacturers of the celebrated

OTTO BICYCLES
For Boys and Youths-

Keep also a full assortment

Boys' Three-Wheeled Velocipedes

AND

Petit Tricycles,
IN ALL SIZES AND GRADES.

BICYCLES and TRIC YCLES.

D RELIABLE ROADSTERS.

In 1883 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads ; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

in. 5 miles in the day, each, We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Columbias, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias; and
further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on
Columbias, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
After long and careful experiments witli five different speed and power tricycle attachments in

different forms, we have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient

numbers to supply it on our new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction; is applied to the crank-shaft

;

is operated by a handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle

;

is certain and effective in its operation ; reduces t?ie speed, and so increases the power for -hill

climbing about one third, and is made of the finest material and with the finest workmanship, and

so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by its use.

[Price of Columbia Tricycle,

"With. Power Grear,

H60.
180.

The Columbia Power-gear will be applied to any Columbia Tricycle at our factory, at Hartford, Conn., for $25.

SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED (36-PAGE) CATALOGUE.

Tlxe Pope IMIfg. Go.
ncipal Office, 597 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

BRANCH HOUSE, 12 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK

For Sale toy all Dealers and Toy Houses.

Illustrated Catalogue furnished on application
_

New York Branch, 47 Murray St., I. Y.

R, L,, COL.5MAN, Manager,

0i& Mg
SF^ BP^ ^^8^ B 1^,1

H Bassi si hsis H a! h l

(Patent Applied For.)

HEATER.
For Cementing Rubber Tire

EVERY WHEELMAN SHOCLB HAVE ONE, AS IT SAVES TIME
AND MONEY,

Lamp with cake of cement, and full directions for cementing a rubber
tire, sent postpaid to any part of the U. S. or Canada on receipt of

PRICE, ~ - $1.00.
For sale by Dealers, or send to the Manufacturers,

G. R. BIDWELL & CO.,
Dealers in Bicycles, Tricycles, &c,

4 Mast 00th Street, New York,
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Don't put your wheel away until
snow covers the ground.

Just between the racing and dancing
season things are rather dull.

Tours are pretty well nigh over, but
as yet no very extensive ones have
been presented for publication. Per-
haps we shall hear of some at an early
date.

As the promised time for publica
tion of Karl Kron's road book draws
near, the interest in the subject re
vives. Karl has been a hard worker
in the interest of the presidential-elect
Cleveland, and now that things have
settled down into their accustomed
rut, will doubtless devote his entire
energies to its completion.

The Amateur Athlete announces a
change of title to the 'Cyclist and Ath-
lete on or about the 4th of December
The proprietors have doubtless found
that the field of bicycling is more re-
munerative than that of general ath-
letics.

Speaking of journals, the Southern
'Cycler is a general "surprise." It

starts modestly but in becoming shape,
our chief criticism being that the mat-
ter presented as news is of rather an
ancient order. Doubtless this will be
corrected as time progresses. It is

published monthly at Memphis, Tenn.,
at the popular subscription price of
50c. a year.

The Pawtucket (R. I.) Club is in a
flourishing condition, writes Mr. Geo
C._ Newell, its secretary. Its member-
ship is now thirty-five, and it has
secured headquarters at the skating
rink where a drill squad and polo club
hold forth at regular intervals.

The New York Athletic Club have
decided to appropriate the bicycle and
tricycle store-room for an electric light
plant in their magnificent building, re-
cently described in Outing. It is said
that a meeting of wheelmen interested
will shortly be held to try and have the
decision of the Executive Committee
reversed.

Louise Armiando, Champion Bicycli-
enne of the world :

" I have used the
Duryea Saddle exclusively in all my
long distance riding and racing for the
past twelve months, and will say for it

that it is the best I have ever used, and
would not be without one for its weight

in gold. It does not chafe, and giving
a close reach, enables me to ride a
wheel two sizes larger than I formerly
rode."

Mr. Frank A. Elwell, of Portland,
Me., is hard at work on his Bermuda
tour which is now assuming tangible
shape. A tour in the midst of winter
possesses attractions not to be ignored,
and many names will doubtless be
added to the list by the twenty-third
of January.

The Bicycling World, after dragging
to light an old matter that the public
were heartily tired of, virtuously says
that "this correspondence must now
cease " after exhausting its.copy hook,
and not finding any immediate pros-
pect of filling it up. How much wiser
for the best interests of 'cycling, would
it have been to have let the matter
sink into oblivion. We have no sym-
pathy with either of the parties who
helped to stir the matter up, and con-
gratulate the World on its late but
wise decision. We regret to see that
the Official Gazette cannot refrain from
dipping its pen into the mire.

Among the many good things intro-

duced for the convenience of riders,

the "Perfection Heater" claims its

share of patronage. It consists of a
small lamp arranged to hook on the tire

of a bicycle or tricycle that needs
cementing, and as a " stitch in time "

saves many a tumble, its advantages
must be apparent at a glance. It can
be carried in a tool bag, and is invalu-
able to the tourist.

will make one of the most important
and interesting series of articles, from
the wheelman's standpoint, that has
yet appeared. Seeing that "Outing"
is now published at 7d., and that there
is only one other magazine in the
world which can at all touch it for
quality and price, it is no wonder that
an English review says, "Cyclists may
be proud of a literature such as this

"

—Cyclist.

And now carries the news that still

another bicycle journal is to roll to
the front. The Bicycle South is the
title of the latest comer from New
Orleans and will be published on or
about the 1st of December. It will
have a large gratuitious circulation
during the exposition.

The Kangaroo can be seen, and
tried at the riding school of Geo. R.
Bidwell & Co., 4 East 60th street.
The policy of this concern is to sell

everything in the 'cycling line that is

required, and any novelty is promptly
snapped up and placed on saleattheir
warerooms.

ed time-keeper. The following are
the times for each quarter : Quarter
mile, 45 r-5s.; half mile, im. 29s.;
three-quarter mile, 2m. 14 3-5S.; mile,
3m.; mile and a quarter, 3m. 46s.; mile
and a half, 4m. 33s.; mile and three-
quarters, 5m. 20 2-5S.; two miles, 6m.
6s. The previous best for one mile
was 2m. 59 3.5s, and for two miles
6m. 12s. So soon as the above named
couple had completed the two mile:.,

R. Cripps (Notts) and H. F. Wilson
(Surrey B. C.) started, and cut both
the one and two mile records. Pem-
broke Coleman was appointed official

time-keeper, the judges' duties being
looked after by A. Nixon. Two other
watches were on as well, and all

agreed within a fraction of a second.
Appended are the times for each
quarter :

Miles. M. S. Miles.M. S.

o 45
•1 27 3-

.2 12*

.2 56* 2 .

M. S.

•3 45
•4 32

•5 19
.6 4

Across aContinent—The most no-
table exploit in the line of long-distance
rides is undoubtedly that of Thomas
Stevens, from 'Frisco to New York.
The trip was completed August 4th,
having occupied three-and-a-half
months; but, as may be supposed,
these were not three-and-a-half months
of eventful grind, for strange adven-
ture and humorous incident met this
modern knight-errant in quick suc-
cession. As yet, only brief notes
have been published of the events of
this long ride, but our readers will be
glad to Wrn that Mr. Stevens has
written a complete narrative of the
journey, which will shortly be pub-
lished. It has been written for the
managers of "Outing," and will ap-
pear exclusive in that magazine, in
four papers of ten pages each. Nu-
merous engravings in the style for
which the magazine is famous will il-

lustrate it, and there is no doubt it

" The week ending with November
11," writes Karl Kron, "has brought
in a dozen subscribers to ' Ten Thou-
sand Miles on a Bicycle,' raising the
total to 2038. Three of the twelve
are from Australia. My six weeks'
desperate struggle to secure justice
for an honest tricycler having now
been crowned with victory, and the
danger which overhung my subscrip-
tion list, in the threatened adoption of
the rule that ' truth telling is played
out in America,' having been thereby
put to flight, I hope soon to report
favorable results from the resumption
of my own private work." One result
will appear next week in the shape of
a long article called " A Free Adver-
tisement."

* Denotes fastest time on record.

Brown and Smith, finding their
laurels taken from them, decided to
have another try on the Crystal Pal-
ace track next day, and being favored
by fine weather succeeded in making
several new records, as the following
table shows. G. P. Coleman was time-
keeper :

Mil M. S.

.0 44*

%
1 . .

.

VA,

TANDEM TRICYCLE RE-
CORDS BEATEN IN

ENGLAND.
Fridav, October 17 th, was the day ap-

pointed by J. S. Smith (S. L. T. C

)

and W. Brown (B. R. C.) for their at-

tempt to cut the two-mile tricycle tan-
dem record (6m. 12s.), made at the
Crystal Palace, London, Eng., Sept.

25 last, when everything turned out
as well as could be expected. A gentle
wind was blowing from the southwest,
and the track was in capital condition.
Smith and Brown started at 4h. 45m.,
and the two-mile record was cut, " 6m.
6s.," being called by the duly appoint-

2.

.

*

27%
12 2-5

56 3-5

43 3-5*

31*
18*
3*

52*
41*

Miles.

2Va

Record time.

M. S.

. 8 29*

3
"

t 9 17*

3X 10 5*

3K 10 51*

3H 11 38*
4 12 27*

4
l

/C 13 14*

4 lA 14 I*

4U 14 48*

5 15 33 2-5<

The above record was expected to
remain good till next year, but Cripps
and Wilson, not to be outdone, de-
termined to beat it

;
so, all arrange-

ments being made with the proper
officials, the trial came off Sept. 23d, on
the Crystal Palace track, with as satis-

factory a result as could be wished for.

The track was a treat to see, let alone
ride upon. G. Lacy Hillier made
the pace, which was decidedly warm,
as both the one and the two mile re-
cords were put a long way in the
shade. The times were taken official-

ly by Pembroke Coleman :

% mile. ..om. 44 3.

Yi mile. ..1 26*
3/ mile. . . 2 10*
1 mile. ..2 54*

1% mile.. 3m.
1 %. mile..

4

1% mile..

5

2 mile. .5

* Denotes fastest time on record.

39s
'

24*
10*

54*
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Compiled for Wheeling by Pembroke Coleman, Official Handicapper and Timer, N.
C. H., October 29, 1884.

9
10

11

12

13

H
15

16

17
18

J9
20
21

22
'. 23
24

' 25
26

27
28

29

30
31

32

33
34
35
36

37
38

39
40
4i

42

43
44
45
46

47
48

49
50

Time.

M. S.

P 39
1 19 3-5

2 1 3: 5

2 41 1-5

5 33 2-5

8 32
12 15

14 18

17 33 3-5

20 30
23 28 4-5

26 22 2-5

29 19 2-5

32 19 2-5

35 15

38 16

41 26

44 29 3-5

47 26

50 22

53 20
56 xr

59 6 3-5

3 45 2-5

6 51 3-5

10 9 3-5

13 26 3-5

16 41 3-5

22 6

25 48
29 18

32 40
35 5?

39 *

42

Made by

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 46 3

1-2

31

58

27
o

27 1-2

49 1-5

5 4-5

2 13 31 3-5

2 16 51 2-5

2 20 18 4-5

2 23 42 I-£

2 27 5 4-5

2 30 33 2-5

2 34 4 3-5

2 37 43 1-5

2 41 8 2-5

2 43 58 3-5

H . A. Speechly
A. Thompson
H. L. Cortis

ditto

R. H. English
G. L. Hillier

ditto

ditto

R. H. English
ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

H. L. Cortis

ditto

ditto

diuo
diuo

H. F. Wilson V
ditto •

ditto

ditto

1 ditto

ditto

ditto,

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

M. H. Jepson
ditto

ditto

ditto

W. K. Adam
C. D. Vesey
M. H. Jephson
Hon. I. Keith-Falconer.

M. II. Jephson
ditto

ditto

Hon. I. Keith-Falconer.

Date. Track.

Aug. 23, 1884 Crystal Palace

July • 3. 1884 do
June 7. 1882 Surbiton

do Crystal Palace
Sept. 11, 1884 do
Sept. 25, 1884 do

do do
do do

Sept. n> 1884 do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do
do do
do do
do do

Sep!. 22, 1880 Surbiton
do' do
do do
do do
do do

Aug. 25, 188: do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do

J"iy 29. 1882 Crystal Palace
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do
do do

ALL ABOARD FOR BERMUDA

I

The hearty response made to my
call for companions on a trip to Ber-

muda is extremely gratifying, and in-

dicates that the party will be composed
of representative wheelmen, and that

the tour will be a success socially as

well as in other particulars. Among
others in the party will be Joking Joy,

of the Old Massachusetts Bicycle Club,

the genial Dr. Coleman, from that

beautiful town with the horrible name
in New York, Mr. Geo. R. Bidwell,

the well-known member from Gotham,
while Nova Scotia will be represented

by Mr. Clarence H. Dimmock, of

whom the "down east" party have
such pleasant recollections. President

Williams, of the Massachusetts Bicy-

cle Club, is on the fence. He would
like to wheel on the Bermuda roads,

but is not so anxious to make the ac-

quaintance of the Gulf stream. Yet,

as J. J- has kindly volunteered to

"throw " for the entire party, he should

not let that deter him.

These, and many others, have Ber-

muda on their minds, and the 2 2d of

January, may expect to see an exodus

of cyclists from the States to that land

where snow, mud, and dust are un-

known, where sand-papered roads are

the rule and not the exception, where

the wind is warm, and the tropic moon
sheds her soft lustre over island and

sea; Here the band plays, and the

cole red boy who drives the baker's

cart announces his approach by man-
ipulating the bugle in a style that

would make a bicycle club bugler turn

green with envy. Here, in fact, is a

beautiful island park, provided with

everything to make the heart of the

cyclist rejoice, basking in the summer
sun, and extending a warm invitation

to come and partake of her manifold
pleasures. Who does not want to go
and take it all in ? Come now, all

aboard for Bermuda !

Frank A. Elwell.
Box 2,014, Portland, Me.

THE ROCHESTER CLUB'S
RACES.

Editor of The Wheel : The fifth

annual tournament of the Rochester
Bicycle Club was held October 15th,

on their eight-lap track, on which 3.20
is called fast time. The contestants

were from various parts of the State

and the contests exciting.

The novice race won by Albert
Greiner, 3.49)^. The half-mile open,
won by Al Scherick, 1.42. Hedge,
of Buffalo, sec. 1.43 The 3.40 time
race, won by Nelson Smith in just 3.40.

The one-mile open for Coleman medal
was won by Charles Smith for the
third time and last. The 100 yards
slow race, won by R. A. Punnett.

The one-mile 4 min. class, won by
Geo. Maier, 3.35 The two-mile open
for Curtis medal, won by Chas. Smith,

7. 1 1. who also won three-mile club

race for the fifth time in 11.23. One
noticeable fact was that out of the
thirteen prizes eleven were won by
Star riders. anon.

RACING IN MUD AND RAIN.

Editor of The Wheel: Though the

afternoon of election day was very
bleak and the clouds promised a mo-
mentary deluge, fifteen of the rain or

shine riders of the Elizabeth wheel-
men assembled at headquarters at 1.30

o'clock for a run to Irvington, from
which place a club road race was to

be run to Milburn and return, a total

distance of something over eight miles.

The stretch between these towns forms
a very beau ideal of a course for a

road race. In dry weather the mac-
adam forms a splendid riding ground
with a surface of just enough dirt to

make it pleasantly soft. Four long
hills are to be climbed and coasted,

and there are several level stretches

just right for speed. Arrived at the

starting point it was found that the

road was in prime condition with a

strong wind blowing from Irvington

toward Milburn. President Blastings

acted as starter and timer. Messrs.

D. B. Bonnett and Wetmore went
ahead on a tandem trike to act as

timer and judge at the turns, which
was fixed at a point in front of the
Milburn tavern. Before they reached
this point the clouds burst, and the

rain came down in torrents.

Just as A. S. Roorback, A. S. Brown,
A. C. Ridley, and G. Carleton Brown,
on their Stars, and L. B. Bonnett, and
W. C. Fink on their cranks drew up
for the start it began to rain. Not
being fair weather riders they had no
idea of giving up a chance for a race

just on account of such a little thing

as a rain storm, and off they started.

Roorback took the lead and made the

pace lively, the others following

bunched. Before they had gone two
miles the soft top dressing of dirt was
converted into a sticky, pasty mud,
which dragged on their wheels and
made hill climbing no easy task. When
the long down hill this side of Mil-

burn, well known to all wheelmen of

this section, was reached, Roorback,
who had quite a lead, put on extra

steam and rode down the hill working
his levers the whole way. This bold

piece of riding gave him a long lead,

as the others lacked the nerve to do
anything more than to coast, and two
of the men confessed to a little brake

business. ' Holding his lead up the

next long hill he came down to the

turning point in 16m. 6sec, the others

following, the two Browns in 17m.
6sec, Bonnett in 17m. i6sec, Ridley

a minute behind, Bonnett and Fink
two minutes behind Ridley. The run

home was great sport, and no little

work, as they had to plough through
mud against a driving wind and rain

storm. Bonnett caught the Browns at

the foot of the above mentioned long

hill, and climbing through the mud at

a good rate passed them. A mile

further on A. S. Brown got by his

brother, the chief consul. Roorback,
was not to be caught, being at his best

with the rough work, and crossed the

line a winner of the first prize in 40m.
i6sec, Bonnett taking the second

prize in 41.31, and A. S. Brown the

third in 43.21. G. C. Brown finishing

fourth in 44.46. Fink and Ridley
found the work on the home stretch

too rough and gave up. Though the
storm made the time slow the boys
enjoyed it just as much and rode home
through mud and rain with the light

hearts enthusiastic wheelmen are
bound to have under all circumstances.
The E. W. is getting along nicely,

and has run its membership up from
ten in April to forty-three at present.
Some of our rotten wooden pavements
are being torn up and macadam is be-
ing laid. This will help the wheel
boom along immensely. We have had
every discouragement in the way of
bad roads, but that has not prevented
our fighting hard for the good cause.

A plot of ground has been given to us
free of rent, and we have had a sixth-

mile track laid out and ploughed ready
to be put into order in the spring for

the boys' amusement Sorry to hear
of the editorial staff's second accident.

Jonah.
Elizabeth, Nov. 7, 1884.

A TWENTY-FOUR HOURS'
RIDE.

262 MILES BY MR. F. S. BUCKINGHAM.
Mr. F. S. Buckingham, the sturdy

Brixton Rambler, who has recently
been of so much service to Adams in

record-breaking, essayed, last Satur-

day, the 25th instant, a twenty-four
hours' ride himself, and came very
near beating the famous performance
of the long Facilist, doing in fact no
less than 262 miles. Indeed, but for

seme incautious and unnecessary
loitering during the last two or three
hours of the journey, and a miscalcu-
lation at Biggleswade as to the actual

distance he had covered at a certain

critical period, Buckingham is quite

confident that he would have put in

a record of over 270 miles. As it is,

the performance is really a grand one,
and we congratulate F. S. B., who
rode a heavy 50-in. roadster, on his

success. By it he may rest confident
winning the long-distance gold medal
of his club, having beaten the erst best

score, viz., that by P. A. Nix, of 235
miles, as the weather is too bad now
to think of any more long rides. To
get down to the details of the ride, we
find that Buckingham started from the

Mansion House at 6.15 p. m. on the
24th instant, F. Timme, a fellow club

man, witnessing the departure. Pro-
ceeding to Hyde Park Corner, the
Bath Road through Hammersmith,
Hounslow, Slough, Maidenhead, Read-
ing, Newbury, Hungerford, Marlboro'
was taken (flying the hill, the machine
being brakeless), and thence to

Devizes, which was made at 1.10 a. m.

on the 25th. Here the rider turned
and proceeded back over the same
route (riding up Marlboro' hill) to

Slough. Mr. Morgan, a fellow club-

man, met Buckingham at Reading, and
now rode with him. At Slough a stop

of three-quarters of an hour was made,
and here a little checking served to

show up the first 150 miles as being
done in 1 ihrs. 49 min.

Leaving Slough, the Kangaroo
route was followed (with the exception
of a detour between St. Albans and
Welwyn through Harpenden and
Wheathampstead) to Biggleswade
The ever-obliging Dan Albone hav-
ing everything ready, Buckingham
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was soon made comfortable, and re-

freshed with a warm bath, rode from
Biggleswade to Buckden and back,
finally putting on an additional four
miles W. of the town before the call

of time. The proofs of this ride, con-
sisting of post-cards, signatures, and
statements of his pacemakers, of
whom there were, at different times
no less than six, are all in the hands o
Mr. Giblett, the hon. sec. of the Brix-
ton Ramblers.

—

Bi. News

TOURING CLUB REFORM.—

A

MATTER-OF-FACT VIEW.
BY "NEUTRAL."

In serious politics, the man who is

open to conviction plays a very im
portant part. It is not your rabid
radical or crabbed Conservative who
decide the fate of elections. They
vote solid for their man whatever be
his programme or the programme of
the Minister he follows. It suffices

that he is a Rad or a Tory. Were
constituencies composed entirely of
such voters no liberal stronghold
would ever fall before a conservative
attack, and the true blue would still

wave repellently against the Radical
billows at many a Tory masthead. It

is the third class, composed of men
who value their own opinions, and
respect their own conscientious prin-
ciples of consistency more than the
traditions of party, which overturns
the nominee of a Bible and bullet Rad-
icalism or a narrow-minded ostrich-

like Conservatism.
In like manner there is, in cycling

politics, a very large class of men
who, from various reasons, and act-

uated by diverse motives, regard with
an equanimity almost amdunting to

contemptuous indifference, the storms
in teacups which ever and anon ruffle

the surface of the cycling deep.. How
large a class this is, may not be easily

demonstrable for obvious reasons, but
that it is a potent factor in cycling
politics admits of no question. It is

not hundred-tongued, but its mouth-
pieces contrive to give a very fair idea
of the latent force behind them, and
to obtain a respect which, if reluctant,
is at least sincere.

The C. T. C. agitation, which is at
present threatening to assume propor-
tions which may be either formidable
or contemptible accordingly as the
general body of members may espouse
one side or another, is one of those
teacuppy tempests which serve to
amuse the cycling reader, excite the
cycling legislator, and fill the columns
of the cycling editor. It is on such a
question as this that the third class to

whom we have referred really wields
the power, for, when everything has
been said, the listener votes, and the
agitator may either find that public
opinion has reckoned him up and
found him wanting, or has endorsed
his agitation with its suffrages.

It may be interesting to give the
opinion of a Touring Club member of
this third class, as communicated to
us—the opinion of a man who never
held, any cycling office, or wrote in a
cycling paper, or did anything in the
cycling line except cycle. Quoth he :

" You fellows with your clubs and
unions and papers full of cycling cackle
seem to me, after all, a poor lot. Look
here ! I belong to this Touring Club,
and I get a Gazette from them every

month. What do I find in that cheer-
ful magazine ? A lot of confounded
letters from aH sorts and conditions of
men, who write the most preposterous
and monumental rot. Fellows who,
upon my soul, seem to think that when
they paid their half-crowns to the C.
T. C. Emancipation Day dawned

!

What do I mean by that ? Wiry, these
Johnnies all write as if with their bicy-
cles and tricycles they had acquired a
new social status, and that, by pay-
ment of half-a-crown, they had become
knit in the bonds of unity with every
one of their 16,000 fellow-clubmen !

The thing's absurd ! Because Lord
Nosoo is a member, am I to smack his

lordship cheerily on the shoulder-
blades and claim him as a brother !

Certainly not. He'd think me a bump-
tious snob. Just as I do these con-
founded men who knock on to me be>

cause I wear the same cloth they do
A man won't be able to wear C. T. C.
cloth soon.

"The nearest approach to the C. T.

C. Gazette that I know of is the War
Cry ; sort of dernier ressort for all the
bleaters who can't get their absurd
letters inserted in the ordinary press.

Why should the members be sociable ?

What the deuce sociability do you ex-
pect to get out of a half-crown club ?

I joined as a purely business affair, to
save money and obtain comfort tour-
ing. So have scores of men, hundreds.
Not to chum with all the other John-
nies ! I've got my own friends, and
don't want Tom, Dick, and Henrique
of the C. T. C. If I'm riding alone,
and feel inclined for company, I'd
just as lief ride alongside a tinker as a
Touring Clubman. Likely to be more
amusing. But, great Scot !• to go out
on one's machine and think that there
are sixteen thousand bounders who all

think themselves friends of yours, also
humming about, is a fearful idea.

What about the other side ? Well,
really, I am not in the least interested.
I don't care what they do. Then, as
to the Executive—I don't know the
men, but I reckon the complaints
against them would have to come from
a sounder quarter than that old sports-
man who doddered over the Alps to
influence me. Don't believe in old
men at athletics, bar Knox-Holmes.
As you asked me, I've read the letters,

and, from a calmly judicial point of
view, should say they were the best
support the Executive could receive.
Man with such a shocking animus
bound to overreach himself—wavering
observer says, * If this old boy had a
decent case, he needn't get so nasty.'
W. O. votes against genial letter-

writer.

" Awful humbug, all this, don't you
know ? Why don't they work ? Hate
work in the cycling line myself, but
don't 'hate them as likes it.' Why all

this. cackle? Why don't they put up
boards, pull down tariffs, clothe the
naked, direct the ignorant, and stop
drivelling? Suppose they do make
money out of it, some of 'em ! Why,
in the name of all that's sensible,
shouln't they ? No one with any sense
believes in a Johnny who spends his

valuable time at cycling work getting
nothing for it, unless he's a flat or can
afford it as an amusement. And those
who do make money out of it I reckon
to be the best men, or they wouldn't
make it. Good of the sport. Rot,
(excuse me) ! Whenever a man trots

that out; look out He's on some

other lay. Perhaps he's fool enough
to feel his vanity tickled by being a
captain of a club or a member of an
executive

;
or, perhaps, he shuts his

eyes and thinks he's a Cabinet Minister,

or some other fad may fill his deceased
cerebral arrangements. But, you bet,

a sensible man, with his way to make
in the world, who devotes his whole
time to cycling, makes money out of it,

and small blame to him. Personally,
I am like the majority of the members
of this Touring Club, a member "for

my own good, and there the matter
ends. I don'l care a button for all the
bleather of ' Anti-Humbug.' My pan-
acea is this—' Shut 'em up in a room
together and let them fight it out.

Embalm the corpse and make the sur-

vivor carry it out with him as a con-
tinual reminder of the awful results of
drivel.'"

The foregoing will no doubt be re-

garded as an extravaganza in slang,

but the fact is that the opinions there-
in expressed are the opinions held by
an immense majority of ordinary men,
who look with contempt and loathing
on C. T. C, N C. U., and T. U- agi-

tations. Fellows have so many real

troubles in life that the grievances of
a man who worries about the action of
a very sound all-round Executive like

that of the C. T. C. bore them ; and
when excessive spleen is so evident a
factor in the agitation, contempt is

likely ' to blossom into a more
active feeling.

Destruction is undoubtedly a far

easier game to play at than construc-
tion, and before the existing consti-

tution of the Touring Club is swept
away, we want to know something of
the programme which is to succeed it.

We want to know, in fact, the alterna-
tive policy apart from the mouthings
of pronounced failures, who play at

legislating for tricyclists and would
star as statesmen (save
The private animosities
hard hitting in the press,

tive failures and successes pli whee
life, don't matter to us of the rank and
file.- We want the Touring Club to be
managed as best it can be, and if the
agitator can show himself a reformer,
honor to him. If he can't—well, we
can do without him, as we have always
done before.

Whether, as is asserted in some
quarters, the great question of • the
hotels throughout the country is being
neglected, whether, in fact, everything
save the trading side of the C. T. C. is

going to the dogs, we are not prepared
either to admit or deny. We don't
know enough about it, and, unlike a
certain "blind mouth," we prefer
proofs to assertions. At the same
time, the pabulum on which the agita-
tor, with any claim to the title of
" smart," is sure to be batten is sup-
plied by the weaknesses of the C.T.C,
as pointed out in the remarks we have
quoted. The Gazette is capable of
improvement or worthy of annihil-
ation. The general good done by the
Club compares most unfavorably with
the result of the unpaid exertions of
the N. C. U. The attendance at

general meetings is a satire upon the
windy orations which are continually
appearing about enthusiasm for the
Club, etc.

The improvement in hotel accom-
modation, we think, has scarcely kept
pace with the increasing number of
members, We are none of those who

the mark) !

caused by
and respec-

who would have some starveling scribe

the secretary of so numerically great a
body. On the contrary, we believe in

having a presentable gentleman to look
out after our accounts, our wants and
our interests generally. A man in his

position has a difficult game to play^

and discretion is an invaluable card in

his hand.
Still, when all is said and done, the

Touring Club, under his secretarial

guidance, supported by the band of

workers whose mental abilities

" Auntie Humbug" thinks so little of,

has made great advances, and without
giving the present executive too much
credit for these, it is only fair to give
them that much fair play which con-
sists, in meeting the admittedly venom-
ous charges of an, as yet, untried

legislator with the good old Scotch
verdict, "Not proven." — Wheel
World,

THE UNFORTUNATE SUICIDISTI
" One more unfortunate
Weary of breath."

—

Hood.

I'd oft observed his batter'd form,
And visage seam'd and scarr'd,

Like some old hulk that with the storm
For many days hath warr'd

;

And gazing on him I was moved
To learn what cruel fate

Could so disastrous quite have proved
To this unfortunate.

Each day I still more curious grew
And felt a strange unrest,

—

At lenght I sought an interview,
And him I thus address'd.

" O pray you, tell me, mangled man,
Have you war's horrors seen?

Or have you wrestled with a can
Of nitro-glycerine ?

"

He gazed at me and shook his head,.

Then hove a mournful sigh.
" The reason why I'm thus," he said,

" Is 'cause I tried to die.

You see, Life held for me no charm

—

Naught could my hopes revive

—

I've wooed grim Death in every form,
And yet I am alive.

" The times I've shot myself I know
Would number several score,

And if to drown myself I go
I'm always dragged ashore.

I've hung myself till I am tired
;

In that I've lost all hope ;

—

Full fifty times I've near expired,
When—some one cuts the rope.

"Of poison, I've absorbed, I swear,
Enough to float a ship

—

Each time the stomach-pump was there
And saved the funeral trip.

I cut my jugular vein in two
;

They brought the doctor in
;

He sewed it up as good as new,
And I was foiled again.

" It seems as if I cannot die
;

All ways in vain I've tried
—

"

" My friend," said I, '•' did e'er ye try
A bicycle to ride ?

Didst not ? Then haste thee—purchase now
A " bike " without delay,

For if ye'd leave this world I vow
This is the surest way.

Get thee a ' bike ' and hie thee to
Some high mount's misty tip,

Then loose the brake, bid earth adieu
And let the old thing ' rip.'

Do this, and truly I can say
Your earthly cares will cease,

And you a golden harp may play
Upon those shores of peace."

Tom Merrie.

The Springfield Wheelmen s Gazetie
claims that "the Springfield track
holds more records than any other
track in the world." Gentlly, Gaz-
ette.' Gently ! Don't draw the long
bow to quite such an extreme tension^
lest it break. Did you. never hear of
such a track as the Crystal Palace, or
Leicester ?

—

Ex.
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ANOTHER BIG TOUR.

Hardly has the remembrance of the

big Chicago tour faded from the minds

of the general public, although there

is little doubt but that it will ever re-

main a bright spot in the memory of

the participants, but another project is

brought to light by that indefatigable

wheelman, Burley B. Ayers, that prom-

ises to eclipse all records in the mat-
ter of enjoyment, good roads and com-

fort.

The latest project is to unite the

wheelmen of New York, Chicago Buf-

falo and Boston in one grand party, se-

lecting a partial route from the past

Canada tour of the most picturesque lo-

calities. The plan contemplates the

holding of a League Meet at Buffalo

about the ist of July, but this is of

course impracticable, as the By-laws of

the League provide that the meet each

year shall be held on or before the 30th

of May, at which date the new year

begins. Buffalo seems to be the fa-

vorite spot for the meet, however, and

.it is not unlikely that that spot will

again be selected as a rendezvous.

From this point the wheels will be

mounted with Rochester as the desti-

nation. From there to Coburg, Ont.

is but a sail of a few hours, and the old

participants will remember with joy

the excellent roads between that

point and Kingston, by way of Belle-

ville. It was into this last named

city that the wheelmen were able to

cover fourteen miles in the excellent

time of one hour and ten minutes,

and their reception will undoubtedly

be none the less hearty on this

occasion. The Thousand islands are

well remembered as offering all that

the wheelmen could desire in the way
of pleasurable amusements, and we

i

trust that at least a day will be re-

tained in the programme for the en-

joyment of this beautiful spot. A
railroad trip to Utica next claims

attention, and a wheel down the Mo-
hawk valley is not without pleasant

anticipations. Reaching Albany the

proposed party will find abund-

ant means of enjoyment, and

a wheel down the " Rhine of America "

will well repay the needed exertion.

A visit to New York, while not so

much of a novelty, will be attended

with pleasure and the many enjoyable

runs in its vicinity, together with " do-

ing the town " will serve as a grand

finale to what promises to be a most

enjoyable trip.

Of the officers selected, they are

all too well-known to need special

mention. With Mr. Fred. G. Bourne

as Commander, there is little doubt

but that the pace will be all to be de-

sired. As the gentleman combines

fine musical talent with other good

qualities he will undoubtedly be a

valuable acquisition.

The Division Commanders have all

been there before, and it is only neces-

sary to mention the names of Bidwell,

Whitney, Bull and Pierce to insure

unlimited mirth and an abundance of

fun along the route.

Mr. Ayers, as a successful manager,

has a reputation second to none, and

his third attempt will with the added

experience of past years, be a sufficient

guarantee that the most elaborate

arrangements for the care and con-

venience of the party, not only in

transportation but hotel accommoda-
tions, will not be wanting. We trust

that the date will coincide with the one

selected for the annual meet, as it will

guarantee a much larger attendance

than otherwise.

While wheelmen outside of the

four cities mentioned will be cordially

invited, it is expected that any who do
participate will connect themselves

with any of the four great divisions

mentioned, in order to avoid confu-

sion in making all the necessary ar-

rangements.

THE LADY-RACING QUES-
TION.

BY A LADY.

So much has been said lately both
for and against the lady-racing ques-
tion, that the subject would seem to

be pretty well exhausted, but if any
one has a right to the last word it cer-

tainly ought to be one of the sex most
interested in the affair, and as a cycl-

ing woman myself I venture to speak
on the matter from a point of view
which, I am fully certain, represents
the feelings of the majority of my sis-

ters of the wheel.

There have been various ingenious
quibbles as to " riding on the path

"

and "grass racing," as if the sub-

stance ridden over, or the place where
a race took place, entirely altered the
propriety or impropriety of an act.

This is mere childish "hair-splitting.

The real point under debate, as I

understand it, is not where a woman
races, nor even how she races, but
whether racing, in itself, is a proper
and fitting pastime for women. I am
well aware that to the woman who is

blessed with beauty much is forgiven
by the other sex, and that while a
pretty woman may steal a horse, her
hard-featured sister may not look over
a wall ; let us, therefore, to be per-

fectly fair, endow the typical racing
lady with every charm that may give
her a good chance in the eyes of the

world. Let us suppose her young,
lovely, womanly—at least in appear-
ance ; let us credit her With being
able to come in at the end of a race as

fresh and fair and tidy, as to dress and
hair, as when she started ; let us
place her on a course, whether turf or
cinder, where she will have no specta-

tors but gentle people,whose criticisms

and praise may be presumed to be
tempered with some amount of decen-
cy and good taste. This, as any un-
biassed creature will allow, is a purely
fancy sketch—the racing-lady being
far more probably neither young nor
beautiful ; that course, where the cad
entereth not, being a wild Arcadian
dream ; and the woman who could
ride a race unruffled and "unuglified"
(if one may borrow an adjective from
the classic pages of " Alice in Wonder-
land") being a rara avis which has
never yet been found in ierra, what-
ever its local habitat may be. How-
ever, let us grant the ideal for the sake
of argument ; the real question is :

" What does a woman gain in racing,

and what does she lose, and on which
side does the balance weigh ?

"

She gains—well, she may or may
not gain a cup, or a prize in money.
No doubt that is something to have
lived for, even though the cup be
stolen by the enterprising burglar to-

morrow ; or the prize money be spent
in useless shopping. She gains more,
certainly some, amount of endurance,
strength of muscle, tricycling skill, and
a courage of the sort that does not
shrink from facing a shouting crowd
—the sort of thing that. would have
been invaluable in the hustings in the
old election days. She gains the high
joy of feeling she can beat a man on
his own ground, and in his own pas-

time. She gains some amount of

fame, if it is a sort she cares about,
and a roar of applause from 'Any and
his brethren if she makes a successful
finish. She gains a smile and a shrug
from men of the better sort, and much
crisicism of a broadly personal sort

from the general public. Truly grati-

fying ! No doubt, for such noble in-

ducements my cycling sisters will

swell the lists on every racing path.

But there is one other side to the ac-

count—the loss side.

The racing-lading losses perforce
that high position of respectful hom-
age which is a woman's birthright

among men. She must put all that

by when she competes with men at

their own sports ; there is no room
for courtesty or deference to woman-
hood on the race course. If she tries

to make herself the fellow, and the
competitor of men, she must be con-
tent with the good comradeship, which
is the utmost she can expect, Respect,

chivalry, protection—is not the loss of
those highest tributes to womanhood
a high price to pay for a moment's ap-
plause and the excitement of being in

first in a race ? She loses her gentle-

ness, her delicacy, her softness—the
feeling which makes her by nature
shrink from publicity and the atten-

tion of crowds—in one word, her
womanliness, without which she is

"not herself at all" (like the Irish

gentleman in the ballad), but a queer,
gaunt, unsexed thing, neither flesh nor
fish, noor good red-herring. No truly

womanly woman will voluntarily place
herself in a position of public notice

and attention, unless at the call of

duty, or for the sake of doing good to

others
; and what benefit to the mass

of humanity can accrue from a lady
racing in public has yet to be dis-

covered.

I use the word " lady " advisedly.

That poor, abused term has been so

degraded from its first meaning that

it may well be used in this matter.

We hear now-a-days of " young ladies"

seeking situations at refreshment bars,

and such positions where a certain

amount of womanliness must needs go
to the wall ; and their are " ladies " of

the ballet—racing ladies may take
their place beside them. It is as a

tricycling woman that I prefer to

speak, feeling certain that the day will

be long in coming before the women
of England, who are day by day more
gladly and generally accepting the de-

lightful recreation and exercise offered

them by the most enjoyable invention

of the age, will need any one either to

condemn or champion the cause of

women as competitors of men in the

field of tricycle-racing.— Wheel World.

NEW YORK NOTES.
Editor of The Wheel.—In making a

circle of the three prominent clubs, the

Citizens, New York, and Ixions, one
can hardly gather a stickful of news.
While all are doing more or less riding,

nothing beyond the every day routine

seems to break the monotony of well

regulated club life.

At the Citizens there is a little bus-

tle over the proposed addition to the

house, the tricycling element I hear
almost compelling the addition of a

second story as a parlor. I also un-
derstand that a "Stag Racket" is

down for December 3d, and will con-

sist of music, sparring, recitations, etc.,

with a bounteous feed by a well

known caterer. This is really a long
delayed house warming, and invita-

tions will be extended to all the neigh-

boring clubs. I understand the club

will give another race meeting during
the winter, and the well known suc-

cess of the last is a good sample of

what the club can accomplish when it

has a mind to

Although the building, corner of

57th street and Broadway, bears the

legend "New York Bicycle Club," I

have rarely been able to find it open.

No less than seven times have I

peered through the half drawn cur-

tains for a glimpse of the well known
uniform, with the intention of paying
my respects, but beyond meeting an

occasional rider on the road, little is

seen of them. Mr. Adams, the well

known secretary, is perhaps the most
constant rider, together with Mr,

Kitching. I trust they will make
themselves better known.
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The Ixions are cosily located at 2

East 60th street, and their rooms are
handsomely furnished. They are well
satisfied with their latest effort, the
Election Day Road Race, and Harris
can well be proud of the handsome
medal with the addition of a gold bar
on which is inscribed his name and the
time.

Plenty of unattached riders throng
the boulevards and the Riverside
Dive, and "Bidwell's Brigade," is al-

most a recognized institution among
the clubs, consisting as it does of
thirty or forty wheelmen who have
learned to ride at his school, have
ended in purchasing machines and
storing them there in preference to
joining a club.

Among the trade, matters are very
quiet. The Kangaroo has evidently
come to stay as I am informed that
several well known riders are to take
it up in the spring.

The "invalid corps" are all doing
well. Beckwith has entirely recov-
ered, while Nelson and Jenkins, were
seen taking a stroll together. The
pace was not rapid, but both seemed
pleased at the idea of being around
once more. Pitiman mourns the loss

of the road championship of the club,
as he is confident he could have won
it with his handicap allowance. He
will probably not try to "make an im-
pression" while coasting, but attend
strictly to business.

The Ixions lose their valued president
Mr. Frank Egan, who I understand
spends the winter in New Orleans.
The readers of The Wheel will

doubtless miss the witty paragraphs of
the Owl, as that bird's wise sayings
will undoubtedly cease with its emigra-
tion. More anon.

X. Y. Z.

BORROWED FROM OUR
NEIGHBORS.

" You are from the country, are you
not, sir ?

" said a bookseller to a pro-
vincial cycler with thin legs, who had
been whiling away the time looking
over some books. "Well, here's an
'Essay on the -Rearing of Calves.'"
" That," said the cycler, as he turned
to leave the shop, "you had better
present to your "mother." It was
rough, but we think the thin-legged
scored.

An agent was trying hard to sell a
tricycle to a spinster of uncertain age,
and on her once more regaining terra
firma remarked on the grace of her
carriage and the elegance" of descent.
"I pride myself on my descent," said
the spinster, simpering, "one of my
ancestors came over with the Pil-
grims." Then someboy standing bv,
who had no interest in the sale, cruel-
ly asked, "Which one was it, vour
father or vour mother !

" The agent
tittered and the sale didn't come off.

The annual meeting of the Over-
man Wheel Company was held in
Hartford, November 5th. Rodney
Dennis, James L. Howard, John S.

Gray, and E. S. White, of Hartford,
A. C. Woodworth, Luther White, and
A. H. Overman, of Chicopee, Mass.,
were elected the board of directors
for the ensuing year. Mr. Overman
was chosen President, Major E. V.
Preston, Vice-President, 'G. F. Davis,
Treasurer, and E. S. White, Secre-
tary.-

Rev. Mr. Stall recently preached in

bicycle costume at the Methodist
Church at Mt. Hermon, Pa. He is

probably the first man who has preach-
ed in knee breeches since they went
out of fashion."

Messrs. Zacharias & Smith, of New-
ark, New Jersey, have invented a very
simple form of luggage carrier for the
backbone of either a bicycle or a tri-

cycle where a backbone exists ; and
which enables any kind of parcel to be
carried with ease. It consists of a
strip of metal about a foot long, which
is securely clamped around the back-
bone of the machine Near each end
of the main strip is another short
strip with swivel, so as to be turned at
right angles with the backbone when
in use, and parallel with it when not.

It can be placed so as not to interfere

with mounting, and for heavy weights
is in a better position than those that
require the bundle to be carried on or
in front of the handle-bar.

The Western Union Telegraph
office, at Washington, D. C, is utiliz-

ing the bicycle in the delivery of mes-
sages very successfully. It has four
bicycles which the messenger boys
keep in motion all day and night. A
messenger on one of these machines
goes from the office of the telegraph
company, opposite the Treasury, to

the boundary of the city, perhaps a
mile and a half away and back inside

a dozen minutes.

The New Jersey Wheelmen enter-

tained the Staten Island Wheelmen,
the Hudson County Wheelmen, and
other guests on November 4th, and
started upon a thirty-mile run. They
assembled fifty-two bicycles at New-
ark, and ran to Caldwell, where a
short stop was taken. Returning,
they stopped at Orange, where a fine

dinner was served. They contem-
plated, a visit to the " Giant's Cause-
way,'.' on Orange Mountain, and a
run to Eagle Rock after dinner, but
the rain put an end to their proposi-
tion.

One of the important features
claimed for the new American saddle
of Messrs. Bull & Haynes is that they
adjust themselves to the rider in going
down hill by throwing the' weight of
the rider back ; in going up hill the
reverse is claimed.

Already the question of " where
shall the League Meet of 1885 be held,"

commences to invade the columns of
the. cycling press. Within the past
few weeks a number of illusions to a

prospective place have been made in

several journals, and the place which
appears to have the chief attractions
for drawing together America's next
convention of cyclists is Buffalo. Per-
haps the tendency among the L. A.
W. members to look towards the
" Queen City of the Lakes " for their

next meeting place, may be ascribed
to their remembrance of our worthy
corresponding secretary's remarks at

the last annual meet relative to the
gathering place for the sixth annual.

Tommy Fraley, the celebrated and
favorite fancy Star bicycle rider, will

perform his extraordinary feats at the
American A. C. games at the Madison
Square Garden, on December 6th. A
more pleasant evening cannot be en
joyed than three weeks from next Sat-

urday night,

An English wheelman who had lost

his way drove up to a Scotch farm-

'

house,and knocked at the door. A thin
1

visaged woman put her head half way ;

out and seeing the wheel said : " We
hae nae shears to grind th' day," and |- T 28 and HO FllltOn Street,
slammed the door in the cyclist s face. !

0
.

He persisted in his attempt to get in-

formation but she only replied, " No th'

day, no th' day." It is not singular
j

that the fellows pestered the wheelman
thereafter by calling him "scissors-
grinder."

87 Nassau Street,

NEW YORK.

FOR SALE AND EXCHANGE,

COR SALE—40-inch special Facile ; all ball bear-
j

JT ings
; complete and in good condition ; owner

requires larger size. Address F. VV. Kitching, P. O.
Box 33-^1, New York.

OUTFITTER

MARTIN RUDY, > Athletic Clubs oj
Lancaster, Pa., ^ Z.T~.S~~iC3..

DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles and Sundries. SEKD^« stamp

For 32-Page Illustrated Catalogue

I would, announce to all wheelmen that I

have excellent facilities for doing all kinds
of repairing.

Estimates given on Repairing, Brazing,
Nickel Plating, and Painting.
Correspondence solicited.

Office : No. 9 East King Street,

RIDING HALL:

Oorner Centre Square and West Sing Street.

NOVELTIES FOR

Club Receptions, Silk Jerseys,

SILK HOSE,
AND

Fair price paid for second hand machines.
|
FANCY SILK BKL.TS.

WHEELMEN ATTENTION!
We invite the attention of all wheelmen to the following list of

t

of which we are the SOLE AGENTS for the United States,

BICYCLES.

Challenge,

Radge Light

Roadster,

American

Rudge,

TRICYCLES.

Traveller,

Coventry Rotary

Tandem,

National,

Yeloceman,

Coventry

RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER.Xtra Challenge.

amp for t

New York Headquarters : G. R. BIDWELL. 4 East 60th St., K. Y.

Send, stamp for the largest and most complete catalogue yet issued. Reliable Agents
wanted, in every city.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.
10 Milk Street, Boston,
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ND VACATION TRIPS.
22 J^lSriD 32 CALIBEB.

10-INCH BARREL,
12 " 44

PEICE.
$12.25"

I 15-INCH BARREL,
13.25

I

18 " 44 ...WITH FINE LEATHER CASE, so Rifle can be swung across the back, extra, $1.50.

$15.00
16.50

Read what Vice President W. H. Miller of the League says of the Stevens Guns.

LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN.

rtkint tW tu^wv.Tj™ ' ac a „ Office of the Vice President, W.H. Miller, Columrus, Ohio, February 12, 1884.
1 taint tnat the Stevens Rifle is an A 1 Shooting Arm. Made some remarkable long shots with it at Nantasket Beach last fall, Will send some of mv targets as soon

1 get in practice. Have not shot either of my rifles for some two months, consequently am out of practice

Yours trulv, VV. H. MILLER.

VERY MUCH

WHEEL SONGS.

READ WHAT A BICYCLE RIDER SAYS OF THEM.
(He had a Rifle and Shot Barrel fitted to one frame.)

I found your little gun a very pretty and accurate. weapon, and did some pleasant shooting with it in Dakota. I used the rifle barrel 22 caliber almost exclusively, and was
tfUCH pleased with its execution. Shall take pleasure in commending it to my friends.

Yours truly, JOHN F. KYES, Worcester, Mass.

Also Fine Single and Double B. L. Guns, Target, and Sporting Rifles. Send for Illustrated Lists and Circulars to

Z, Philadelphia, Pa.

ADJUSTABLE LONG-DISTANCE SADDLE,
Spring Frame, Perfect Ad-
justment, Light, Strong,

Elastic, Easy.

Completely absorbs all

Vibration.

PRICE $4.00.

Liberal Discount to Dealers'

Send for Circular.

Mention this paper.

It is the easiest saddle I ever rode." BURLEY B. AYERS, Chairman Trans. Comm., L. A. W.The best saddle I have ever seen, and I have tested nearly every saddle known to the trade."

I don't think there is a better saddle for the Star'" '

^jATsARI)" ChfcT^o *in
Tried your saddle on my Star, and found it the easiest and mo-t comfortable saddle I have everIne steel spring and suspension seat appear to take away all the jar of ridine."

SS1I
BY S. CONANT FOSTER.

The Most Sumptuous Book Devoted to the

Wheel yet Published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.

An Elegant Quarto Volume of Eighty Pages.

Bound in Blue Silk Cloth, with Side

Stamp in Gilt and Silver.

Price $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.

ADDRESS,

The Cycling Publishing Co.,

21 PARK ROW,
Box 444 New York.

THE BURYEA SADDLE
Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

THE AMERICAN
As adapted to the STAR.

Style B
Used by Hendee, Prince, Sellers, Howell, Woodside,

Corey, Landy, Jenkins, of Louisville, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates; also Miles, Armaindo and Sylvester,
and all the flyers.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.) Is
Low, Neat, Comfortable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once and You will Use no other; it Makes
Eoad Riding a Luxury. Prices

;
Japanned, $3.00;

Nickeled, $3.75. Special Terms to Dealers.

The Ouryea Star Saddles now ready, and can be
obtained without delay. Prices : Japanned, $3.00;
Nickeleo 75.
Remit by check, P. O. order, or in postage stamps.

jlnT, ~¥7„ TOST CO;
• Sole Licensees and Manufacturers.

Richard Garvey, Manager,
§97 Broadway, New York.

BULL & J. W. PARKER, Buffalo, N. YHA YISTES,
Importers of and Dealers in

Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries,
Repairing a specialty. Our facilities for doing all kinds of work, such as Brazing, Painting, Nickel

Plating, &c, &c, at reasonable prices, are unexcelled Correspondence • oi ioted ^Wheels sold tri the
Installment plan. HERSEfi HALL RIMING SCHOOL. Open Kvenings. Purchrsers taught free CorMain and Chippewa Sts., Buffalo, X. Y. tt

WHAT ASMD WHY. BROOKLYN HEIGHTS
A 72-page pamphlet of value to all wheel-

men, young and old.

COMMON QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
WHAT TO SELECT.

THE L. A. W.
DRESS AND CONVENIENCES.

WORDS TO THE WISE.

Bicycle School
T. HUNT STIJRKY, Manager,

Cor Fulton and Orange Sis.

By Charles E. Pratt.

Buy it Read it ! !

Price Ten Cents.

FOR SALE BY

The Cycling Publishing Co.,

2 1 PARK ROW,
Box 444. NEW YOEE.

Remit in two-cent stampa,

BROOKLYN, X. Y.

Open from 9 a. m. to 10 p. m. Columbia
Bicycles and Tricycles and parts. Also
popular English makes.
American and English Sundries. Sole

agent for Breach-loading Bicycle Lamps.
Bicycles and Tricycles rented for road use.
Second-hand bicycles bought and sold.

Large stock always on hand.
Repairing, Nickel Plating, Enameling,

and Painting. Brazing and Forging, etc.
Large storage facilities, dressing rooms,

and lockers if desired.

Riding taught free to purchasers,
Send Stamp for Catalogue,
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& PRACT!GAL ROADSTER, MFE FROM HEADERS OR
OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.

The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead
centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square, grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.
A "Reformed Crank Kider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all
Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

H. B. SMIT-M SIACHIIfB CO.,
Smithvilie, Burlington Co., H. &

VOLUME

MOW READY,
BOUND IN CLOTH.

Price $1,25.
Address

The 'Cycling Publishing Co.,
Bo.\ 444, NEW YORK.

Brooklyn Heights Bicycle School,
T. HUNT STERRY, Manager,

Cor. Fulton and Orange Sts., Brooklyn, N. Y.

NOW ©PEN,
OUSTL-y T-WO BLOCKS ITE,03VL THE BRIDGE.

SO & 82 William St., N. Y.

THE FJNEST RIDING HALL IN THE COUNTRY.

-A.11 maizes of Bicycles &c Tricycles on liaiid.
BICYCLES SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN. SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

REPAIRING, NICKEL PLATING, PAINTING, &c, &c.

Sol© Agent for "bix© Celebrated. Breech. Loading T.^.-r-n -pS

OPEN FOR INSTRUCTION FROM 9 A. NI. TO IO P. M.

Sole Agent, for City and Vicinity, of the

American STAE Bicycles.
The COLUMBIAS, HARVARD, and a full line

of Boys Bicycles always in stock.

American and English Sundries.
Repairing:, Nickel Plating, and Painting.

Second-hand Bicycles Bought and Sold.
Send for Catalogue.

MISCELLANEOUS.
[Advertisements inserted in this department not

over 4 lines nonpareil for glO a year.]

I S I TOR 1 I A L L Y f 1L <D

A Wheelman's Autograph Album!

My Cycling Friends.
Designed and Compiled

For Collection of Autograph.

It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and
black markings.

It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three hundred selections from the poets in regard

to i he wheel.
Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs

of Cycling friends.
Three hundred En ravings, illustrating each quota-

don.

Price One Dollar, Postpaid.

WILL C. MARVIN, Ovid, Mich.
,8ol9 Agent for the United States & Canada.

. SCHUYLER,
17 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK,

AGENT FOR THE

CELEBRATED "KANGAROO " BICYCLE, Manufactured i s Hiilman, Herbert 4 Cooper,

The "American Club" and "Club" Bicycles,

The "Cheylesmore," "Imperial" and "Club Sociable" Tricycles,
Manufactured by Coventry Machinist Co.,

The "American Sanspareii" Roadster,
Manufactured by Wm. Andrews, Birmingham, England,

And The
"
Royal Mail" Light Roadster and Tricycle.

BEPAIES A SPECIALTY. Catalogues Furnished on Application.

G-tma and Sipox-bi xig C3-oocLs~

pHICAGO, ILL.—The John Wilkinson Co., 680 Wabash ave., Makers of Bicycle Hose Sup-
porters. The best style made. Price per pair 35
cents by mail. Agents for the Columbia Bicycles
Send stamp for catalogue.

PORTLAND^ ME.-LAMSON'S LUGGAGE
1 CARRIER, the cheapest, lightest, and most con-
venient thing of the kind. May be put in pocket when
not in use. By mail, seventy-five cents and one dollar.
C. H. Lamson.

OT. LOUIS. MO—Missouri Wheel Company, Geo.O C. Oeters, Pres't, Louis Lueders, Sec'y and
Treas., agency of the Standard and Expert Columbia,
Harvard, Yale, Cornell, Star, Rudge, Challenge,
Facile, and all high-class imported Bicycles • also for
the Victor, National, Rudge, Premier, Salvo, Apollo
Coventry and Coventry Convertible Tricycles, and
of the Duryea Saddle, and Peerless Automatic bell
Repairing with promptness at moderate prices, A full
assortment of wheel sundries in stock. Everything at
or below, New York and Boston figures. Send for
circular of new and second hand wheels. 210 and
212 N. 12th street.

OT. LOUIS WHEEL CO., C. E. Stone, Manager,^
, I121 01lve stlefi t- Agents for Columbia Bicycles

nd Tricycles, Rudge Light Roadster, Facile, Sans-
p. red, American Club, Victor Tricycle, and all high
class machines. Repiiiing. nickeling, and enameling
promptly done. Dealers in second-hand wheels.
Send for printed list.

WILLIAM C. SCRIBNER,
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles and Accessories.

Sole agent for Washington, D. C, of The Popk
M'f'g Co., Stoddard, Lovering & Co., The Cunning-
ham Co., Sam'l T. Clark & Co., the Overman Wheel
Co., The Facile.
Riding School attached. Visitors always welcome.

1108-1116 E. Street, BT. W.,

Washington, D. O.
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ICYCLEg ^sas^ ^saP' esbbb essm

New and second hand in great-
est variety of styles and prices.

j\ro. 811 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pa,

Selling Agent for The Pope Mfg. Co., Stoddard,
Lovering & Co., The Cunningham Co.," Gormully &
Teffrey, and The Western Toy Co.

ALL THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lists.

A fine assortmen' of Sundries always on hand.

FREE j-'lT 1 RIAL.
HANOVER'S SPECIFIC. An u failing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility and Wea .ness, Loss,

of Vitality and Vigor. .Nervous Prostration, i.vsteria,

or anv evil result of indiscretion, excess, ov;.work.

abuse's of Alcohol, Tobacco. &c. (Overforty the .;;and

positive cures.)

2SP™Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. A--
dress HANOVER REMEDY CO.,

Lock Box :>M. Chicago. 111.

Wheelmen's Portable Outfits.;

THE PHCEBUS CAMERA,

The lightest, most compact, and
cheapest. Folds up in space of 2k
inches. Plate Holders, Dariot Lens,

Telescope Tripod, Canvas Case for

Came/a and Tripod. Price -$18.00.

All makes of Cameras, outfits, and
supplies.

E. B. HUTCHINSON,
51 Nassau Street.

Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent upon

application

.

Room 1

.

HARIAS

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES,
Lumps, Carriers, Star Cyclometer, Bags, Sail Us

and Bicycle Parts for both CRANK & STAR.

DIFFICULT REPAIRS V SPECIALTY.

BICYCLES and TRIC YCLES.

STANCH AND RELIABLE ROADSTERS.

In 1883 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads
; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

in. 5 miles in the day. each, We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Coltimbias, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias; and

further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

Columbias, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
After long and careful experiments with five different speed and power tricycle attachments, in

different forms, we have completed ' one which seems to us satisfactory, and have- it ready in sufficient

numbers to supply it on our new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction; is applied to the crankshaft;

is operated by a handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle ;

is certain and effective in its operation ; reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill

climbing about one third., and is made of the finest material and with the finest workmanship, and

so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by its use.

l?rice of Coliiiiibia Tricycle.

"With Power G~ea/r\

S160.

180.
The Columbia Power-gear will be applied to any Columbia Tricycle at our factory, at Hartford, Conn., for $25.

western w Cfe

A. SCHOEjSTINGER, President.

495 to 503 N . Wells st.

CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

OTTO BICYCLES
For Boys and Youths-

Keep also a full assortment

Boys' Three-Wheeled Velocipedes

AND

Petit Tricycles,
IN ALL SIZES AND GRADES.

SEND STAMP T02 ILLUSTRATED (36-PAGE) CATALOGUE.

Tlx© Pope
, 597 Washington Street, Boston,

H HOUSE, 12 WARBEIT STREET, HEW YORK.

lass.

For Sale by all Dealers and Toy Houses.

Illustrated Catalogue furnished on application.

New York Branca, 47 Murrav St., H. Y.

R. L. COLEMAN, Manager.

Tiie
ElEi

(Patent Applied For.)

For Cementing Rubber Tires.

EVERY WHEELMAN
4
SHOULD HAVE ONE, AS IT SAVES TIME

AND MONEY.
Lamp, and full directions for cementing a rubber tire, sent postpaid to

any part of the U. S. cr Canada on receipt of

PRICE, - - $8,00.
For sale by Dealers, or send to the Manufacturers,

6. Rs BIDWELL & CO.,
Dealers in Bicycles, Tricycles, &c,

4 East 60th Street, New York.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

The Hudson County Wheelmen's
Entertainment will be on Tuesday,
November 25th, at 8 p.m.

Trains leave at 6.30, 7.00, and 7.30,

on Newark and New York railroad
;

ferry at Barclay street dismounting at

Jackson avenue, within four blocks of

the rink. Returning leave at intervals

of fifteen minutes.

It is said that Clapp of the Citizens

has a leaning towards the silk umbrella
offered for the trick mule ride.

Others rumor that Beckwith will

ride it around the hall with his feet on
the floor.

;

There will be ah exhibition of bicy-

cles and tricycles of all patterns, which
alone will be worth seeing.

The wheeling publication craze con-
tinues unabated even in England, and
the publishers of the Cyclist haye issued
l< Wheel Life" which is gotten up after

the manner of Wheeling, and consists

almost entirely of paragraphs.

Indeed, the days of long winded
articles seems to be somewhat limited,
the average reader preferring short
paragraphs. This is all very well, but
then all men cannot write paragraphs,
at least and make them interesting.

Our correspondent "Lewee" has
been quite ill with Typhoid fever, and
it will be some time before he will be
able to resume his bright letters.

The Bicycle, of Montgomery, Ala.,

has changed hands after an existence
of six months.

One of the most ingenious comforts
is the Star step, manufactured by
Zacharias & Smith. It consists of a
plate of steel that screws on to the one
provided by the maker, admitting of a
broader foothold. A piece of corru-
gated rubber is cemented to the plate,

which when the weight is thrown
rupon

it as in mounting, is rendered doubly
secure by a serrated edge, that helps,to
sustain the weight when the rubber is

compressed. They are sold at the
very reasonable price of one dollar, and
every Star rider should have one.

We rode the Duryea saddle in the,.

104^ miles road ride of the Missouri
Bicycle Club, November 18, and com-
pleted the distance comfortably, and
without chafing, on time. Richard
Garvey, Lindell Gordon, Thomas J.
Reynolds.

—

Ex.

Brooklyn offers a good field for the

bicycling business, judging from the

prosperous condition of Mr. T. Hunt
Sterry, who has apparently gained

almost twenty pounds since he opened
his riding school there.

Martin Rudy, of Lancaster, Pa., has

failed under circumstances far from
honorable. He has among creditors

all the advertising dealers in this coun-
try as far as we can ascertain. We
could sympathize with Mr. Rudy un-

der ordinary circumstances, but when a

man tries to obtain goods upon worth-

less checks, his little peculiarities need
to be ventilated.

Karl Kron, the author of '' X M
Miles on a Bicycle," is the latest con-

vert to the Duryea Saddle.

Philip Bucholz, of Springfield, Mass
,

has a good picture of Sellers, Hendee,
Illston, and Hamilton. It is appar-

ently taken instantaneously, as the men
are on the mark at New Haven, and
ready for the pistol, and serves as an
excellent argument of the fact that

bicycle races are started by the report

of the pistol and not the flash. In

every case the contestants heads and
those of the pusher-off are cast down-
ward upon their mark, and not looking
for the pistol.

Riders have dreamed of ball bear-

ings to Star bicycles, but not until

lately have they been able to secure
them. Messrs. Zacharias & Smith, of

Newark, N. J., are fitting ball bearings

to the front wheel of the Star, which
is certainly a great improvement. They
look neat, run easily, and are not ex-

pensive. Their repair shop is also one
of the best in the country.

The Seventh Regiment will give
their athletic games at the Armory on
Saturday evening, November 22d, at

eight o'clock. There will be the usual
foot races, obstacle, and hurdle races,

and a one and three mile b^cle
handicap, only open to members of

the regiment. Music will be furnished
by the regimental band.

KANSAS CITY TOURNAMENT.
On Saturday morning last, while a

clear blue sky and a genial sun made
all things pleasant, wheelmen from
near and far gathered at the office of

Captain G. L. Henderson, on Sixth
and Wyandotte, and at about 11 a. m.,

headed by Professor Lee's band of

twenty pieces and several carriages,

the first wheel parade ever seen in

Kansas City began to move. The
streets were crowded with people, and
it seemed for awhile as though P. T.

Barnum was touring the town. The
sight was an interesting one. The
professional riders were gaudily gotten

up ; the Kansas City boys shown re-

splendant in all the glory of velvet

suits, knee breeches and bright but-

tons ; the visitors put on their most
elegant apparel, .while Captain Hen
derson p^ed merrily on his horn and
made the usual impression upon sus

ceptible females by the combined in-

fluence of his stalwart physique and
softly flowing " side-burns."

By 3 o'clock a goodly crowd had
gathered at Athletic park to witness

the opening day's programme, and
shortly after that hour the starters in

the 1 -mile novice race were sent

away.
They were Robert E. Lee, F. S.

Ray, G. W. Baker and C. H. Maclily.

The race was a well contested one,

Baker finally making an excellent

spurt, which brought him to the wire
with little to spare in 4. 11, Ray second,

and Lee third.

The second race was a two mile

professional with four starters : W. J.

Morgan,. Fred Westbrook, T. W. Eck
and T. M. Hardwick, the latter a Kan-
san. Westbrook took the lead from
the start, and maintained it with only
an occasional interruption to the fin-

ish, winning by about two yards in

6.29 4-5, Eck second and Hardwick
third.

The next event was the 5-mile State

championship race with four starters :

C. E. Stone and G. W. Baker, of St.

Louis, and C. B. Ellis and H. Ash-
croft, of Kansas City. Stone. showed
evidence of being the better man from
the start, keeping the race well in

hand, later on running to the front

and winning easily in 1S.03 1-5, with

Ellis second, Baker third, Ashcroft
fourth,

The fourth race was a half-mile heat

race for professionals, in which Mor-
gan, Eck, and Westbrook were the only

starters. Eck took the first heat very
handily in 2.36 3-5 ;

Morgan the sec-

ond in 1.33 4-5 ; Westbrook the third

in 1.34, and Morgan the fourth by
only 2 feet in 1.40.

The half-mile tricycle was the next

event, with Dr. Henderson and Thos.

J. Ellis as starters. Mr. Ellis' pen-
chant for coasting down the home-
stretch incline caused him to give an
easy victory to the Dr. in 2.30 3-5.

An amateur 3-mile spin was the

next thing on the programme, and six

starters responded to the bugle : C. E.
Stone, G. W. Baker, St. Louis ; Fred
Shaw, Glenwood, Io.; I. T. Orr, Em-
poria, Kas. ; and C. B. Ellis and Ash-
croft, of Kansas City. Stone again
proved his superiority, maintaining the
lead at his own pleasure, and winning
without any very apparent effort in

10.27. Shaw second, Baker third,

Ellis fourth, Baker fifth, and Ashcroft
sixth.

Mile. Armaindo was down on the
programme for a 10-mile race against

a trotting horse, but the horse failed

to show up, and another was ob-
tained which was galloped against her
in the saddle for 3 miles. About this

time it began to appear as though the
horse's owner wou^d have dead meat
on his hands if the race continued, so
the animal was taken from the track.

Louise continued another 2 miles, with
Eck to spur her on, making the 5
miles in 19.59 4~5-

SECOND DAY.

Sunday was another beautiful day,

and about 1,500 people started out to

see the race. The first was a three-

mile club race with four starters : H.
Ashcroft, H. Norton, N. T. Haynes,
and C. B. Ellis, James T. Broughal
failing to respond. Charley Ellis was
the favorite, but young Norton pushed
him from first to last, finishing with
Ellis barely in the lead, with Ashcroft
third, Haynes having dropped out at

1 mile and 1 lap. Time, 1 mile, 4.08
;

2 miles, 8 m.; 3 miles, 11.47.

The next race was a three-mile pro-

fessional with four starters : West-
brook, Morgan, Hardwick, and Eck.
This was a rushing race, Westbrook
forcing the pace and finally winning
with Morgan a good second and
Hardwick third, Eck having left the
track after going 1 mile on account of
the painful condition of his sprained
wrist. Time,' 10.30.

There were four starters in the half-

mile amateur heat race : E. E. Stone,
I. T. Orr, Fred M. Shaw, and John
Hitchcock. E. E. Stone carried away
the first two heats with comparative
ease, Orr and Hitchcock fighting for

second place. The following is the
score by heats :

E, E. Stone 1 1
I. T. Orr 3 2
John Hitchcock 2 3
Fred M. Shaw 4 4
Time, first half, 1.29 ;

second, 1.34%".

The next thing on the programme
was the one-mile professional heat
handicap, Armaindo receiving 200
yards start, with Westbrook and Mor-
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gan at scratch, Eck feeling too bad to

start. Armaindo carried the first heat,

with Westbrook a length behind, and
Westbrook toak the second, leading

Armaindo by a close shave. The
third heat was an excellent piece of

racing, Westbrook flying for all he
was worth, with Armaindo crowding
on full steam. At the last turn it

looked like a Westbrook winning, but

Louise rounded the corner with a

close hug and came home flying a

half length ahead of Westbrook. Fol-

lowing is the score by heats :

Armaindo i 2 i

Westbrook 2 1 2

Morgan 3 3 dist.

Time, first mile, 3.10; second mile,

3.16%" ; third mile, 3.08^. This was the

fastest time made during the tournament.

The closing feature of the day's

programme was the ten-mile race for

amateurs, with eight entries and only

four starters, the latter being G. W.
Baker, F. M. Shaw, I. T. Orr, and C.

B. Ellis. This was one of the most
interesting and closely contested races

of the tournament. Shaw did most of

the pace-making, with Orr following

close behind, and the others bunched
too well up and occasionally spurting

to the front. Orr held first place for

the y2 to the 1^, when Shaw again

took the lead, but was passed during

the next lap. At the third mile he

again bobbed to the front, while Orr
brought up the rear. Later on he

made a beautiful though somewhat
premature spurt, passing all his oppon-

ents, Shaw taking third. Here Orr

was supplied with a bottle of water,

and lost considerable time uselessly

by a little funny business. At 3^
Shaw spurted to first place, but only

to give way to Orr, who in turn gave

way to Baker, the latter leading at

4 miles. During the next two miles

each man put in occasional spurts

which gave them first place, and at

the sixth Ellis led for a brief period.

Here Orr again had recourse to the

bottle, and lost more ground, picking

it up in the seventh, crossing the line

as follows : Shaw, Orr, Baker, Ellis,

all being well together. Orr again

took the front, but Baker got down to

work and rushed to the lead, for a while

going at a flying gait, which was evi-

dently too much so to last. At nine

miles Shaw led with Ellis in the rear,

but here the latter spread himself

effectually, going to the front in a

style that looked like winning, though,

almost immediately afterward, losing

his pedals, he lost his grip and fell

back to the rear, Orr taking the lead

with Shaw dogging him. On the last

lap Shaw made a fine spurt, and, in

spite of the struggles of the Kansan,

came to the wire a winner by a length,

Orr second, Baker third, and Ellis

fourth. Time, 38.41^. The time for

the miles was as follows :

One 4
Two 7-55
Three 11.50

Four 15-38

Five 19.35

Six 23.31
Seven 27.20
Eight 31.21

Nine 35-12
Ten 38.41^

THIRD DAY.

The first race on the programme
Monday was a one-mile run for a gold

badge presented by J. H. Barr & Co.,

open only to members of the club.

There were five entries, but only three

came to the scratch : H. B. Norton,

C. B. Ellis, and H. Ashcroft. The

men got away well together, but soon
Norton and Ellis began to leave Ash-
croft, and it was evident that the race

lay between the two former. Right
up to the home stretch there was a

steady struggle for the lead, Ellis

eventually making a spurt, passing his

opponent, and winning a closely con-

tested race by two lengths. Time,

3-44^ T '
' *H|

*

The entries in the five-mile profes-

sional race were W. J. Morgan, of

New York ; Fred Westbrook, Brant-

ford, Canada ; T. W. Eck, Toronto,

Canada ; and T. M. Hardwick, of

Galena, Kas. A good start was made,
Westbrook taking his usual place in

front with Morgan, Eck and Hard-
wick strung out close behind. At 4
laps Eck spurted to the front and led

up to 1 mile 1 lap, when Morgan took
his place, being quickly followed by
Eck and finally by Westbrook, Hard-
wick in the meantime hanging close in

the rear. At 2^ miles the men were
still well bunched together and going
at a rushing rate, when Hardwick
made a fine spurt, and, cheered on by
the crowd, held first place for over
half mile. At 3 miles 2 laps Hard-
wick again held fourth place, and his

chances were generally considered
light ; but toward the tail end of the

race he again went to the front, and
the race lay between him and West-
brook, Eck having given up and Mor-
gan being too far behind to be dan-
gerous. At this exciting moment
Westbrook lost a pedal, and before he
could regain it Hardwick was 30 yards

away, with only about two-thirds of a

lap to go. Westbrook here made the

grandest spurt of the tournament, lit-

erally flying around the track, finish-

ing second to Hardwick's first with

only a bicycle length between them.

Time : 1 mile, 3.35 ; 2 miles, .7.05 ; 3
miles, 10.40 ; 4 miles, 14.24 ; 5 miles,

17.48^.
The next race on the programme

was a half-mile bicycle between Dr.

G. L. Henderson and Thomas J. Ellis,

Jr. This proved a walk-away for the

Dr., Ellis' seat slipping back and put-

ting him virtually out of the race.

Time, 2.28, which was several seconds

slower than it would have been had
Henderson been pushed.

In the one-mile State championship

race there were four starters : C. E.

Stone, C. B. Ellis, H. B. Norton, H.
Ashcroft. Stone took the lead from
the start and held it to the finish, be-

ing bravely battled for a while by Nor-
ton and Ellis, and finishing first in

3.34, with Norton well behind, Ellis 75
feet away, and Ashcroft distanced.

Time for the half-mile 1.52, mile 3.34.

Mile Armaindo then appeared upon
the track for the avowed purpose of

breaking her half-mile record of 1.42.

She took a flying start, but, though

she worked hard, the watches showed

1.5 1. Not being satisfied with this,

the madamoiselle after a short rest

again essayed the effort, this time

carrying away the string in 1.45^.
Considering the fact that the board

track was a little springy and on one

side slightly inclined, the time was ex-

cellent.

C. E. Stone on wheel verstis A. J.

Tobin on foot was the next feature.

Originally the arrangement was that

Tobin was to run two-thirds of a mile

to the bicyclist's mile, taking the dirt

track immediately inside the board

track. The monetary part of the affair

not having been properly fixed, Tobin
would only agree to run a half mile.

This, of course, made the affair a farce,

Tobin merely trotting around the

track, and finishing so far ahead as to

render timing farcical. Stone, how-
ever, made a splendid run. He is an
excellent amateur rider, speedy, able,

and graceful. In spite of running off

the track and nearly upsetting he made
his mile in the very good time of

3 : 15y2 . But for the accident it would
probably have been close to 3 : 10.

There were seven entries in the

3-mile amateur, but only three re-

sponded to the bugle call : John
Hitchcock, Fred M. Shaw, arid I. T.

Orr. Opinion was equally divided

upon the issue, and a close and very
interesting race was made, Hitchcock
leading in the early part of the race.

Orr spurted at 2 miles 1 lap and took
the lead, only to be downed immedi-
ately by Hitchcock, and from then till

the homest-retch was reached a stub-

born fight for first took place between
all three men, Orr finally finishing only

half a lap ahead of Hitchcock, with

Shaw a good third. Time : 1 mile,

3:41; 2 miles, 7:21^; 3 miles,

10 : 44.

As only one man could be found who
had not won a prize, no consolation race

took place.

Before leaving the grounds West-
brook challenged Hardwick to run 5

miles for $500 a side, at Omaha, which
challenge was promptly accepted.

Mr. P. Butler, manager of Miss Lizzie

Evans, the Kansas long-distance eques-

trienne, was present and arranged

through T. W. Eck, for a match race of

20 miles between Miss Evans and Arma-
indo and Morgan combined, the condi-

tions being that Miss E. should change
horses as often as she desired, while the

bicyclists rode alternate miles. The
race to be for $500, and take place to-

morrow.
Dr. G L. Henderson acted as ref-

eree, Fred Erb as judge, and L. S. C.

Ladish of the Sporting Globe as judge,

official scorer, and time-keeper.

—

Re-

flector.

A FREE ADVERTISEMENT.

HOW THE PRESS HELPS " X. M. MILES

ON A BI." COSTS AND PROSPECTS
OF THE CANVASS.

Editor of The Wheel .-—"Karl
Kron knows how to work the press

for a free advertisement, and there is

much danger that the wheelmen will

be talked to death before his book
comes out." So said the Bicycling

World of September 26 ; and the re-

mark is sufficiently truthful to justify

my using it as a text for the sermon
which you have invited me to preach,

through your columns, on Friday

next.

I trust I am grateful for the " free

advertisement " which the editor of

the paper just quoted has occasionally

given my scheme, and I certainly do
not resent his indulgence in a little

joke at my expense, once in a while
;

but as the point of the quoted para-

graph belongs less to the truth which

it asserts than to the fallacies which it

implies, I think the exposure by me
of those fallacies may serve both to

increase the spread of virtue and the

size of my subscription list.

To begin with, " Ten Thousand

Miles on a Bicycle " is itself destined

to be a " free advertisement " of a

very valuable sort to every man in

America who has any money to make
from the increase of cycling—whether
he be a manufacturer or seller of ma-
chines, a dealer in wheelmen's fur-

nishing goods and supplies, a hotel

keeper, or a publisher of cycling

literature. The pecuniary interest

which all these people have in seeing

my book made a monumental success

is second only to my own, though
many of them may be too thoughtless

or stupid to realize this truth in ad-

vance of its practical demonstration.

It was in order to make my " free ad-

vertisement " of all these people as

powerful as possible that I decided at -

the outset to refrain from profiting by
their paid advertisements. My book
is the first cycling publication of any
sort ever projected with the idea of

making money solely from the patron-

age of a multitude of readers, instead of

from subsidies, in the shape of " ad-

vertising patronage," solicited from
leading members of " the trade."

It is, then, quite fallacious to as-

sume that, in asking every one con-

nected with any branch of " the

trade" to freely lend his efforts to-

wards securing a wide circulation for

the book, I am trying to " get some-
thing for nothing." On the contrary,

I am simply asking him to help him-
self by the act of helping me. I am
giving more than I am receiving.

The great bulk of the pecuniary pro-

fits, which must result from the boom
in cycling that will follow the distribu-

tion of 3,000 copies of my book, will

fall to the people connected with " the

trade " rather than to myself. Even
if the " free advertisement " given by
the circulation of these 3,000 sub-

scribers' copies shall enable me to

promptly dispose of the remaining

2,000 copies at $1.50 each (and on
this rather improbable chance rests my
only hope of reaping a tolerable re-

ward from my labors), " the trade
"

will be the chief gainer from the

transaction, and not I. No fault need
be found with this condition of things,

but I don't wish to have it ignored.

I certainly do '• know how to work
the press for a free advertisement,"

and if I hadn't full confidence of my
ability in that respect, I certainly

never should have undertaken to se-

cure 3,000 advance subscribers at a

dollar a head, in the face of a friendly

warning from Boston that- it would be
impossible for me ever to secure as

many as 300 of them. I have just ex-

plained why the use of the word
" free " in the above relation is mis-

leading, in so far as it implies that I

receive anything more valuable than I

give when I " work the press ;

" and
I must add that such use of the word
" work " is misleading also, in so far

as it implies any craftiness, or secrecy,

or cunning, or "smartness" on my
part in persuading the press to print

freely as " reading matter " the facts

and comments which might, at first

view, seem more properly classified

among the ' paid advertisements."

The confusion of ideas in the

mind of the writer of the para-

graph on which I am commenting is

evidently so great, that he fails to see

the distinction between my case and
the case of that very familiar person

who is constantly trying to "beat"
the editor by getting him to print
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some contribution, which, while osten-

sibly written solely in the public inter-

est, contains within itself some artfully

disguised scheme for private gain.

The number of those plausible people
who make a living by their skill in

securing " puffs " and " reading no-
tices" of matters and things which
should properly be restricted to a

paper's advertising columns, is indeed
legion

; but itdoes not include myself.

In exact contrast to underhanded
"work" of that sort, I have proclaim- -

ed from the outset that my scheme
was a public matter which the public
press might naturally be expected,
from motives of enlightened self-in-

terest, to publicly push on to success.

There has been no pretence, nor dis-

guise, nor dissimulation, nor trickery

of any kind. I have assumed from the

outset that editors were intelligent

enough to welcome publication of

letters and paragraphs which, though
avowedly designed to help along a

unique project whose success would
ultimately put money into my private

purse, were not less interesting on
that account, and not less valuable in

the remote result of attracting adver-
tisers and subscribers to themselves.
As I remarked in an August article,

"without regard to this direct assis-

tance given them (by my chapter on cy-

cling literature, in which I shall freely

announce the names, publishers, and
prices of all periodicals, books, and
pamphlets relating to the subject
which I can anywhere discover), I

assume that cycling editors and writers

all over the world will be sagacious
enough to see that, as the success
of my book (by giving an impetus to

the sport and enlarging the number of

their possible patrons) will redound to

their own ultimate advantage, it de-

serves liberal treatment at their hands
both in public and private. My anti-

cipations in this respect have been
thus far very generally fulfilled ; and
I allude to the matter as showing one
important interest(the press) gained for

my proposed ' combination' of inter-

ests,' by my refusal to enter my book
in competition for the advertising

patronage of tradesmen—no matter
how great the promise of immediate
gains."

The Wheel, of January, 25th put
my canvass in motion, by giving a
"free advertisement" of two solid

pages, to contain my prospectus and
circular in full, as well as a hearty edi-

torial recommendation, and it has
freely printed everything I have since

found time to prepare for it concern-
ing the subject. The fact that 238 sub-
scriptions reached me during the first

week of my canvass, shows that merely
as news, "as interesting reading matter,"
my prospectus was well worth printing,

and that your Boston contemporary (to

which I simultaneously supplied the
same material) made a definite busi-

ness mistake in allowing you thus to
" get the start of it" in the publica-

tion of a thing which attracted more
immediate attention than any other
cycling announcement of the entire

winter. Your liberal example has been
so generally followed, that the lessen-

ed danger of my " talking the wheel-
men to death" is not due to the lack

of unused opportunities within my
reach for " working the press for a
free advertisement." I have a stand-
ing offer of unlimited space from the

Springfield Wluchneris Gazette, and

though I improved this offer to the

extent of four solid pages of brevier in

the August issue, I lack the time to

prepare for it as much as even one
article a month, on the average. The
editors of the Canadian Wheelman,
(London, Ont), the Bicycle (Mont-
gomery, Ala.), and the Southern Cy-

cler (Memphis, Term.), have also

urged me to avail myself of all the
" free advertisement " I want, in keep-
ing their readers informed as to the

progress of my canvass, and my hopes
and wishes concerning it. Wheeling
(of London, Eng.), has printed editor-

ial paragraphs recommending my
scheme, for a half dozen weeks in suc-

cession, and all the other journals
there have made at least one friendly

mention of it—though I haven't yet
really begun to "work the English
press," or to systematically canvass for

English subscribers. The Australian
Cycling News (Melbourne), of Septem-
ber 13, likewise gives me more than
two columns for a "free advertise-

ment," publishing my full list of titles

and my " .special circular to Australian
subscribers."

Since, in spite of all this, I receive

many letters of enquiry, expressive of

regret that I "say so little in the cycling

press to keep the public informed of the

progress ofmy enterprise," the " danger
that wheelmen will be talked to death by
me or that editors will be injured by giv-

ing me a "free advertisement," when
they print the latest news about a matter
wherein several thousand wheelmen
now have a lively interest, is not a very
terrible danger. The real danger is

that people will exaggerate the value to

me of the "free advertisement" which
the press has so generally given to my
enterprise. I trust I shall always
properly appreciate the value of this,

and I doubt if I should have had the
courage to push on to success unless

I had been favored in this way. But
my main reliance, after all, has been,
and must be, on persistent private ef-

fort, and not on the public press. The
direct and immediate return from all

these free advertisements is suprising-

ly small. This truth was curiously il-

lustrated by the August issue of the
Wheelmen's Gazette, whose editor took
great pains to circulate an edition of

15,000 copies for the benefit of the ap-

proaching tournament, — even going
to the trouble of mailing copies there-

of to 618 hotels, with whose names I

supplied him, by request, and by the

expenditure of six days' work. Owing
to an unfortunate mistake, the 618
Gazettes were not folded and marked
in the special way which had been
planned to give prominence to my
" Circular to Hotel Keepers " printed

therein, and the result was that my
"list of subscribing hotels" was in-

creased by—by how many does the
hopeful reader suppose ? By not a
single name ! The circulation of 15,-

000 Gazettes, whereof 618 were es-

pecially distributed for my benefit, did
not directly bring to me as much as a
dollar. Indirectly, and in the form of

privately presented reprints,the circular

has been of value to me, and it will

ultimately help win 200 or 250 hotels

to the cause of wheeling ; but its first

appearance was an utter failure. Simi-
larly I may say of my revised pros-

pectus, which covered two pages'in last

month's Gazette, and was as direct an
advertisement of the exact contents of

the book as I knew how to put to-

gether, that it has brought me hardly
more than a dozen subscribers in the
four weeks.

All this by no means proves that the
Gazette is a "poor advertising me-
dium," for I doubt if the appearance
of my prospectus in any other paper
Would have brought me even a dozen
responses

; and I am agreeably sur-
prised when an ordinary published
letter of mine brings as many as three
or four ; but it does prove that all the
" free advertisements " which all the
'cycling press could possibly print for
me in a dozen years would not alone
avail to make a success of my book.
On the other hand, were I obliged to
pay " regular advertising rates " for
all the printed space I have occupied
in " working the press for a free ad-
vertisement," the pecuniary profit of
such success (assuming I ever attain
it) would be entirely absorbed. In
my August Gazette article on "The
Costs of Book Making " (a reprint of
which I shall be happy to mail to any
applicant), I explained the rule under
which, had I entrusted my book to the
ordinary methods of publication, and
had it succeeded (as is hardly conceiv-
able) under those methods, my share
in the profits of 3,000 copies at $1
each would be $200 ; of 5,000 copies
$400 ; while even the sale of such a
phenomenal edition as 10,000 copies
would bring me only $900.

Convinced by this rule that I must
be my own publisher, and must adopt
a subscription scheme which would
commend itself to the press and the
clubs, I necessarily "took a leap in

the dark " in naming " a dollar " as
the price of so elaborately planned a
book, whose cost of manufacture I

could only guess at. I have not yet
taken any exact estimate from printers,
but I know that my book will require
400 pages of 500 words to the page

;

that is, it will contain about a third
more material than was covered by my
"guess." Now, I've been told that
when a publisher sets the retail price
of a book at " a dollar," he generally
expects the cost of manufacturing it

will be about twenty-five cents, the
cost of advertising it the same, the
discount to the bookseller the same

—

leaving a profit of about twenty-five
cents, whereof he retains fifteen and
gives the the author ten (except that,

for the first thousand copies, he usual-
ly retains the whole profit).

On this very vague and variable
basis, I gradually built up the idea
that I might offer to supply for a " dol-
lar," a book whose first cost would be
about double that of those usually
retailed for the price. By saving
the heavy expense of advertisements
and booksellers' commission, dealing
directly with my patrons, and combin-
ing the labors of publisher with those
of author, there seemed a fair chance
of a reasonable profit, even if I offered
an article twice as expensive as that
usually offered for the same money.
Instead of rushing the scheme through
in six months, however, I've been en-
gaged upon it nearly a year already,
without getting in sight of the end

;

and the price of paper has meanwhile
advanced. The actual cash outlay in
collecting my 3,000 subscribers (in

spite of unlimited "free advertise-
ments " in the papers, and unlimited
free canvassing by enthusiastic wheel-
men, who have raked the clubs fore
and' aft in my service) will exceed

$300, for postage and printing ; and a
similar sum will have to be spent in

distributing the 3,000 volumes^ Sup-
posing therefore, that the cost of man-
ufacturing my entire edition of 5,000
books, shall not exceed $1,500, I shall

then have in my favor, as a result of
more than a year's continuous work
(on a risky enterprise, of so personal a
nature that no one else could carry it

through, were I to be disabled by acci-

dent or sickness), a sum of $900 and a
pile of 2,000 books, which may be sal-

able or may not be, just according as
the cat called Popularity may happen
to jump.
Though warned by authority, last

January, that " the market will not ab-
sorb 300 copies of a dollar book on bi-

cycling, no matter how good the book
may be," I still cherish the hope that my
demonstrated ability to sell 3,000 cop-
ies of such a book in advance of pub-
lication may in some mysterious way
endow " the market " with a capacity
to " absorb " 2,000 more of the same
books at the advanced price of $1.50
each. I do not by any means profess
to be confident of this ; but I am con-
fident that, if my hope is realized, no
wheelman in the country will begrudge
me my reward, or will pretend that it

is a magnificent freak of fortune, quite
out of proportion to the labor and risk

involved. Whatever happens, I pro-
pose to stand by the theory (which
The Wheel first induced me to adopt
when it took hold or my canvass as
worthy of universal support) that the
unique scheme I am engaged upon,
though planned and conducted in the
hope of private gain, is really a public
matter, the exact costs of which, in

both time and money, deserve to be
publicly proclaimed, for the general
enlightenment.

Though I am entirely confident of
capturing the 960 additional names now
needed to complete the 3,000, I say so
without any idea of belittling th- task.

It involves, indeed, a severe and pro-
tracted struggle, and every reader of
these words who may vaguely intend
to "buy the book when published,"
should remember that his own in-

dividual pledge to me will help
shorten the struggle and hasten
the coming of publication day. Could
I have foreseen the spread of the
scheme, I might never have embarked
upon it ; but I am now so deeply in-

volved that no escape is possible ex-
cept by " going ahead." I still hope
for good luck, but this letter has shown
why, even with good luck, I am not
likely to grow rich, in spite of my un-
doubted ability to " work the press for
a free advertisement."

Karl Kron.

Washington Square, N. Y., Nov. 12.

Wanted, all cyclists to swear off

making jokes about the tyres of wheels

and the fatigue of their riders. Let
us give it up. " When Noah hung out

in the ark," had a passing wheelman
wheezed the joke to him, no doubt the

grand old boatman would have laugh-

ed cheerily
; but as the years roll by,

there mingles a something exquisitely

sad with the humour of the venerable

joke.
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THE PROPOSED AMALGAMA-
TION

Of the officers of corresponding

secretary and recording secretary and

also treasurer of the League of Amer-

ican Wheelmen is not without some

objections, yet on the whole it is to be

commended. To one who has studied

the subject carefully, or better still,

held a similar office, the plan is attrac-

tive and perfectly feasible. But there

are hundreds, almost thousands, in the

League who have no idea of the great

amount of time consumed upon the

ordinary details in the office of either

secretary or treasurer, and who not

appreciating the difficulties look upon

the scheme with suspicion.

The almost ludicrous system of

making application for membership

and the consequent delays in passing-

through numerous hands before the

certificate can be issued, increases not

only the confusion, but the expense.

The red tape necessary to be un-

wound in the election of each mem-
ber costs on a rough basis ten cents

per man. This on a basis of five thou-

and members will represent of course

$500. Now presuming that an amal-

gamation of the two offices would re-

sult in a saving of one-half that

amount we would have a saving of say

$250. At present the salaries now

paid to League officials, or more prop-

perly speaking the amount allowed

them, reaches on a moderate estimate,

at least $750 per annum. Now by

adding the amount saved, $250, it is

easily shown that the League could

afford to pay the combined official

(shall we call it " Actuary " again ?)

$1,000 per annum, and not be the

loser in any appreciable way.

In fact, in dollars and sense it would

be a great saving. The applications

would receive more prompt attention.

Errors and complaints could be fast-

ened to one head, and such blunders

as made by a recent division treasurer

could be readily avoided. These are

some of the benefits ,of the system,

roughly sketched, to be sure, but com-

prehensive enough to any who have

had any experience in the matter.

On the other hand, the chief objec-

tion to such a consolidation would be

that such an office would be too much
of a power ; that it would create in the

course of time jealousy, petty spite,

and those miserable complaining epis-

tles that a certain portion of the wheel

press delight to feed upon. This is,

of course, to be expected
; but to how

great an extent we can only point to

history. It would be utterly impos-

sible to select a man to fill the position

who would be able to give complete

satisfaction to the five thousand mem-
bers scattered all over the United

States ; but much danger could be

avoided by the selection of one who is

not connected with any club or wheel

organization. He should hold no

other office in the League, and need

not necessarily be a League member.

In fact we will go still further and

make the assertion that he need not

be a bicycler. The duties are merely

clerical at best. Important matters are

of rare occurrence, and even then a

consultation can be made with the

president, Hon. secretary and treas-

urer, who would define the line of

policy to be pursued, subject to the

approval of the Board of Officers.

The salaried office should be

given to a man who should be

selected according to his ability, just

as any corporation or business firm

would select a clerk or manager. The
minute such a position is given to a

live bicycler who is ambitious, who
belongs to a large club that is always

working to push to the front, who per-

haps holds one or two positions in the

League and otherwise, and there will

be trouble in the camp. The pro-

posed amendment should be voted upon

very carefully and intelligently, and

how and by whom such an officer

shall be selected should receive as

careful a consideration as the actual

amendment.

SOUTHERN VT. ITEMS.
It was Saturday night. Three mem-

bers of the B. C. C. sat in the club

room trying to keep awake, and at the

same time attempting to decide

whether they should take a forty-mile

trip the next day. At last it was
unanimously decided that to go was the

proper thing.

Now here in Vermont, the riding

ceases about Thanksgiving, or just be-

fore, and the aforesaid members
thought if they could possibly get in

the last out-of-town jaunt of the sea-

son, why they might have something
to blow about, because if one may
judge anything by sundry articles

written by the worthy " Secretary

"

and " Tertius," blowing is at present

quite a popular pastime. Pardon my
slight deflection from my subject ; and
now for an account of this trip.

The next morning the first one to

appear on the scene was one of the
most dignified (?) members, our presi-

dent. As he was making preparatory
for the trip the slim form of the "•club

astronomer " appears, and after a few
questions by the president they make
their way to the captain's place of

abode, and wait for him.
After a while : "Guess you had

better go in and see if he hasn't gone
to sleep." " No, wait a minute ; he's

deciding which pair of shoes he will

wear." At last we are off ; rather

late, to be sure, but we dig into the

pedals for awhile and get well on the

road, when we notice that a south
wind is commencing to blow, and the
the prospect is anything but pleasant

to have to pull against a head wind
where it has full sweep across the

open country. When about eight

miles out we met the captain, 1st

lieutenant, and two members of the

Greenfield Wheel Club. We stop for

a short chat, as our president was last

season a member of the G. W. C., and
has to inquire after the rest of " the

boys."

I didn't know the captain was a cow
boy until later on, discovering some
cattle in the road he attempted to

head them off. The cattle objected,

and then they and the captain had a

road race, which resulted in the latter's

taking first prize. Awhile 'after this

he indulged in a short game of hair

and hound (not hounds, as there was
only one), i. e., he was the hare, and the

dog being a hound was the hound, of

course ; he couldn't be anything else.

This last race was exciting, being down
hill most of the way at the time. About
this time the "astronomer" began to

have a sudden vacancy under his vest

(we all wore vests, as it was rather

cool) ; in other words, he began to

complain of being awfully hungry.
Why, dear reader, the expressive

tone with which he notified us would
have melted a rock. I guess the di-

sease was contagious, as we all had a
serious touch of it before we had
dinner.

We managed to live on hope, fresh

air, and some candy that the captain

bought (I mean it was the candy that

the captain bought, as the hope and
fresh air we had free) for about four

or five miles more, and at last we
pulled up at our destination.

The president said :
" Dinner for

three of the hungriest fellows you ever
saw." The way we got acquainted
with that dinner was a caution.

After dinner we visited the new
club rooms of the Greenfield boys,

and after a time began to think of

home ; all getting aboard, away we
went again, and after three or four

miles of rather heavy roads, we
went skimming along for six or eight

miles as fine as you please, when we
began to get hungry again, if you will

believe it.

I confess I had no idea that riding

in the cool weather would give one
such an appetite. Before we had been
much further, darkness came on and
we (the "astronomer" and the Presi-

dent), tried the walking. The captain

was spunky and continued on for a

ways, and rode the biggest part of the

way home, but the others liked the
walking. The conversation during
the last part will be omitted, as it was
rather varied.

The President made a motion that

a stop be made at Algiers (this is not
the one in Africa), for something to

eat
;
luckily there were enough oys-

ters for three stews, which was ordered
to be cooked " in a hurry."

At last they were done, and we were
ushered into the ' presence of those
oysters. Well, I would just as soon
have eaten in an ice-chest as in that

dining-room, ugh ! how cold it was,
but nevertheless the oysters warmed
us up and at last we arrived home,
and that memorable November ride

(and walk) was done.

NOTES.

Otto Von Dillo Prince ! why hast
thou left us ? Next season, when with
our new uniform and banner we do
parade, who will then be in the front

ranks ? (and just a little ahead).
Who's nickled wheel will fill that gap ?

and the wind murmurs, who ?

The members of the B. C. C. each
have an office in the club, and they
ought to feel contented.

An exclamation of the "astrono-
mer," when about five miles from
home, was " Well, we need not hurry,

when we do get home, we can eat all

the more."

If a photo could have been taken of
the President when he took that

"header," what a smile' you would
have smole on seeing it.

The little wheel had a good lead of

the large one, when the " astronomer "

came to the rescue.

Scene : Club room :
" kazoo " trio

seated on the radiator, playing " Sail-

ing, sailing, over the boundi "

door suddenly opens, music ceases, in

ten minutes all is as dark and silent as

a graveyard at midnight. Moral :

Always ascertain what time it is, when
you play the " kazoo."

The Hon. Secretary-treasurer and
consul made a trip over the same
route as described already, so the

three can't claim the last trip of the

season as they expected. Very con-
soling, to be sure. The Tramp.

NEW YORK NOTES.

Edit.ro/ The Wheel -—1 find that

my notes have awakened a suspicion

that I am a member of the Citizens

Club, but that is hardly correct. I am
not a club man or likely to be, and my
identity will for some time be concealed
behind the last three letters of the

alphabet. If at times I appear to be
well informed, I will state that I am on
good terms with several members in

each of the clubs, and generally man-
age to extract some information from
ihem whenever they cross my path.

Probably the first event of interest

in this vicinity will be the entertain-

ment of the Hudson County Wheel-
men, at the new roller skating rink, in

Jersey City. Tuesday, November 25th,

is the date, and the the " usual good
time " is promised. Tufts is down for

an exhibition, and Frazier and Tommy
Finley will play Polo. The Kings
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County Wheelmen will drill, there, will

be a slow bicycle race, and a fine silk

umbrella will be given to any wheel-
man that can ride an old style veloci-

pede which has been resurrected for the

occasion. In roller skating, an orange
race will be the novelty.

The Citizens Club have at last de-

cided to give their long expected
" house warming," on the evening of

Wednesday, December 3d, and a thou-

sand invitations will be extended to

club members far and near. A very-

efficient committee has the matter in

charge, and the entertainment will

doubtless surpass anything ever at-

tempted in metropolitan bicycling cir-

cles. The club have an abundance of

musical talent which will be brought
out on this occasion. A sparring bout
between Prof. Watson of England and
Mr. Fred G. Bourne will be a promin-
ent feature; and Mr. James Burdette,

the well known humorist, will render
efficient service. Mr. Thomas Stevens,

who rode from San Francisco to Bos-
ton, will relate some of his adventures

in crossing the plains ; and finally, a

bounteous "feed -" will successfully

wind up the evening, with probably an

impromptu programme. Admission
will be by tickets only, which will be
distributed among the secretaries of

clubs.

It is said that " a good secretary

maketh a good club," and this is in-

deed true, I have watched with in-

terest the public appeals of the various

League secretaries for correct lists of

the various clubs in this country, and
can sympathize with these officials at

the exasperating manner in which re-

turns are made. Many secretaries are

indifferent to the appeals for their

names and addresses, and even when
changes are made they are not report-

ed, and documents often go astray that

would be of interest to club men. A
list of all the clubs should be kept on
file at the offices of the cycling jour-

nals, with the names and addresses of

the secretaries. This would make an

interesting page that could be publish-

ed at intervals of three or six months
with the necessary changes.

The riding continues delightful, and
the drives and boulevards are well

filled with wheelmen who are embrac-
ing the last opportunity for a spin.

Soon will the keen winds whistle

around in a shaky manner, and then
will the chairs be drawn in circle

around the stove. Then will past ex-

periences be brought to light, League
policy discussed, and dreams of Ber-

muda and Chicago tours enjoyed, while

the fragrant smoke of choice Havanas
is wafted upwards. But not until the

snow flies will the wheel cease to roll

of X. Y. Z.

FROM THE CLUBS.

Kenton.—The Kenton Wheel Club
of Covington, Ky., held their annual
meeting for the election of officers on
October 15th, with the following- re-

sult : President, Henry Nepper
;
Cap-

tain, Robson C. Greer
;
Secretary and

Treasurer, Thomas J. Wielison ; Bu-
gler, Howard S. Rodgers. We have
twelve members, a cosy club-room,

and are booming.

TOURING IN CALIFORNIA.
[Report of H. C. Finkler to Karl Kron.]

Regardless of the many predictions

of the numerous prophetizing 'cyclers,

that more unprecedented June showers

and muddy roads would make it far

more pleasurable (H. C. Finkler) a

member of the San Francisco Bicycle

Club, mounted, a 52-inch light roadster

and carrying 25lbs. of luggage, accom-
panied by A. M. Wapple, started

shortly after breakfast, on the 15th of

July, on the initial tour about the State.

The condition of the county road, as

compared with the San Bruno turn-

pike was convincing that all others

were to be found at their best. After

wheeling through the extensive drives

which surrounds the beautiful home of

Mr. D. O. Mills, at Millbrea, good
roads were found to San Mateo, where
a run through the country villa of Mr.
Howard was indulged in, thence cross-

ing over into the town, passing over

the drives around the Hayward resi-

dence. Palo Alto Farm in all its lov-

iiness being the last point of interest

passed, San Jose was reached at 4 p.

M., having ridden 56^ miles the first

day. The absence of the San Jose
wheelmen, who are numerous,' was
conspicuous. Next morning was oc

cupied in reaching the New Almaden
Quicksilver Mines, where extended
courtesy was shown in being escorted

by one of the resident officers over the

premises, thus occupying half the day
In the afternoon they took a walk

through grain fields and over a rough
mountain country, which was a neces-

sity on account of being misled in

trying to make a short cut to the

Gilroy road, though after it was reached

the best road in the valley with a

favorable wind sent the cyclers flying,

passing through Gilroy as the shades

of evening were falling, thence taking

an easterly road, San Felipe was
reached. Mr. Chester Wood, the resi-

dent cycler insisting upon making him-

self hospitable, the night was passed
there in the midst of one of the famous
cheese making districts of San "Benito

Co
,
making a run for the second day

of 41 miles. Wednesday, Mr. Wood
escorted them on their journey, and
Hollister was soon reached, the

club, captained by Dr. Geo. Wapple,
chaperoned them about the sub-

urbs in the evening, making 24^
for the day. After much per-

suasion and convincing proof that

his wheel was too heavy, Mr. Wapple,
who probably was awfully broken up,

concluded to spend the balance of his

vacation in Hollister, the hospitalities

of the young ladies having already

foreshadowed the pleasantness of his

intended stay. Mr. F. said :
" It was

a hard struggle for me to tear myself

away, almost feeling like my partner,

to abandon the trip here, but their

persuasive pleas after being slumbered
o'er were regrettingly departed from."

The following is given as nearly as

possible in Mr. F.'s own wurds :

" Fogall, Wednesday morning.—Heavy
enough to weigh down a horse, but not

making the least difference to my en-

ameled wheel ; had to partly undress

myself to cross the San Benito River,

which was dome two miles out from
Hollister. This stream could not be

cros c ed otherwise, on account of its

being of a muddy and quicksandy bot-

tom When across I sat on a project-

ing piece of an old tree, and was
sponging mud off myself and about

putting on the finishing touches, when
souse into the slush I went, the tree

being rotten. I found that the medi-

cal properties of a mud bath during a

foggy morning are very recuperative,

if nobody is looking. Reached San
Juan, nine miles, out, where, after

breakfast, an hour or so was very

pleasantly spent in viewing the ancient

landmark, the old Mission San Jose
Church, which still retains much of

its picturesque and majestic grandeur.

Up to this point the roads were
superb, so level and smooth. Shortly,

San Juan Mountain loomed up, which
on account of its roughness and steep-

ness, both the ascent and descent had
to be walked, and, after riding a short

while, Salini's, in the midst of adobe
roads, was reached in time for lunch,

with the Odometer registering 148}^
miles. After convincing the inhabi-

tants that the bicycle had a tendency
to convey an enormous appetite but
not to retain one itself, a start for the

sea shore was made, which after ford-

ing the Salinas River* and numerous
rivulets, some of the most picturesque
scenery yet encounted was passed
through, reaching El Monte Hotel in

the aftei noon, with 55 /I2 miles of pleas-

ant walking and riding for the day.

Through the kindness of Mr. J. F.

Sarber, the pioneer cycler of Mon-
terey, the time passed here was whiled
away very pleasantly. Numerous
beautiful drives, over which Mr. S.

so kindly escorted me, and those sur-

rounding the hotel and leading into

the city, also the drive to Oak Grove,
readily convinces one that the fifty

miles of sandpapered and polished
roadways are more than sufficient to

make this a wheelman's paradise. Mr.
Lewis, who formally had more leisure

and who bestrode a majestic sixty-

inch, expressed himself as desirous of

occasionally gliding o'er the roads on
the noiseless steed.

The heaving billows of the sea

hardly broke the .monotony of the

tramp over the mountains of sand
which were encountered immediately
after departing from this great sea-

side resort. More than one famished
tramp, with parched lips and doleful

lamentations, was encountered. But
strange how unanimous were the ex-

pressions of disgust and the disap-

pointment -when meeting this new
mode of locomotion to find that

temperance was a. necessity for the

manipulation of the iron steed. After
blackberrying for some time, I was
eventually brought to the close prox-
imity of a swollen stream which had to

be crossed, and without much time
for contemplation, a float of numerous
branches and driftwood was readily

made for the wheel and clothes, and a
swim was forcibly indulged in. After
having crossed the stream, many farms
were passed through. The adobe
roads were hard and rough enough to

shake the teeth out of a harrow, not
to mention those of a bicycler, thus

after being thoroughly well shaken Cas-
troville was reached, showing 199/I2

miles, with 21^ for the day, much of

which was ridden in and about Mon-
terey, and a fair bit of" it walked
through mountains of sand and rough
farm roads. The partiality of mosqui-
toes from here to Watsonville was
beyond description. Their size, which
compared with that of small-winged
cucumbers whose propensities for bat-

tle were fully developed, requiring all

one's attention for numerous hours.

When arriving at Watsonville, the
Gibson brothers, who had ridden
down from San Francisco, barely rec-

ognized the mosquito-fighting cycler.

The intended trip to Santa Cruz was
forcibly omitted, wheelmen stating

that on account of the vast quantities

of sand on the roads it would be more
than laborious, and being advised that

the best road to Gilroy was through

the Chitman & Gray ranches. The
wheeling proceeded, some of which
was very fine and again some of the

hills were almost as straight up as the

side of a house, though the Santa
Clara valley was reached during the

afternoon,and with a wind blowing from
astern Gilroy was roon reached. Shortly

after departing from here a bull snake,

which is of that class which devours
squirrels, gophers, rats, etc., was, with

the assistance of a large stick, stopped,

and after making a note of its dimen-
sions, which were 66 inches for its

length, $% inches for its circumfer-

ence, the wheeling was resumed.
When'five miles from Gilroy, a couple
of campers were met, who extended
their hospitality by desiring to enter-

tain one for the next twenty-four
hours ; after indulging in a repast, the

merits of the horse was compared to

the traveling qualities of the " bike,"

the log-book showed that with the

average of 35 miles for the horse to

all appearances another day would
surely kill him, while 50 miles per
day for the cycler was bracing him up
finely, so, after a regretful parting,

Madrone, which is eighteen miles

below San Jose, was reached, and as a

steady north wind was blowing at this

point, after various windings and mis-
guidings, 247^ miles was registered,

with 48J
/2forthe day,after having had a

pitched battle with mosquitoes. Satur-
day showed the roads in this vicinity

superior to any in the State, which
made it very encouraging for the con-
templated climb to Mt. Hamilton.
After riding eighteen miles, San Jose
was reached, thence a tremendous
climb ensued. The pedals were
placed out to their longest point, and
although the roads were beautifully

smooth at the beginning, their steep-

ness soon became very apparent, and
had it not been for the lightness of the

wheel (34 lbs), the distance of 25^
miles to reach an altitude of 4,440
feet in 7^ hours, including stops

which were numerous, the last 6^
miles of which bting 2,270 feet, never
could have been accomplished. When
the Lick Observatory was reached, an
approaching storm soon changed the

temperature far below that encounter-
ed in the valleys below, and through
the kindnesscf Mr. C. M. Plum, Jr., son
of one of the trustees, a refreshing
spread was soon disposed of. Mr. H.
Tenney, who had accompanied Mr.
Plum on the wheel from Alameda
to San Jose, where the steeds were
stabled, was fully convinced that it

was far more convenient to take the
stage coach to the Observatory in pre-

ference to the bicycle, as nearly all of
the descent to Smith's Creek had to

be walked, principally owing to the
sharpness of some of the turns ; thus
making 50^ miles of cycling for the
last day of the week, of which ereater
than half was more laborious than
pleasant, coupled with the danger of
at any moment being dashed to pieces

by being hurled over steep embank-
ments in the descent. From Smith's
Creek to the Junction House, and
thence to Alum Rock, some fast

wheeling was done, but constantly
paying attention to the .careful appli-
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cation of the brake. On account of

the gentle drizzling rain which was
falling, stops of any duration were out

of the question. Wheeling about
lively, a return to the Junction House
was made, where breakfast with a lot

of jolly good fellows was soon dis-

posed of, and thence to San Jose, where
after a short stay in attending church
and noting that 331 miles had been
registered. Milpetas with 337^ miles,

Washington Corners 346 miles, San
Lorengo 362^ miles, San Leondro

365^ miles, Olympic Club Grounds

376JH3 miles, Oakland Pier 378^ miles

were passed, and the point of starting

in this city was reached at 5 p. m ,

making a distance of 380^ miles for

the trip through San Francisco, San
Mateo, Santa Clara, San Benito

County, and Alameda Counties, and

83 miles for the last day, through

gentle showers, which made the travel-

ing for that day very pleasant and
cool. The jovial and smiling pres-

ence of Wapple from Hollister was all

that was wanting to have made the

first week's vacation spent in bicycle

touring more ever pleasant than it

really was.

{To be continued.*)

FOR SALE ASJD EXCHANGE.

FOR SALE—40-inch special Facile ; all ball bear-
ings ;

complete and in good condition; owner
requires larger size. Address F. W. Kitching, P. O.
Box 3321, New York.

FOR SALE OR EXCH \NGE-A 56-inch full

nickeled Expert Columbia bicycle
;
dropped (and

extra pair strait) bars ; H. and T. alarm, and luggage
carrier, guaranteed in good order

;
price $125, or

would exchange for a smaller wheel. Call on or ad-
dress Knight L. Clapp, 280 Broadway, N. Y.

WHEELMEN ATTENTION!
We invite the attention of all wheelmen to the following list of

of which we are the SOLE AGENTS for the United States,

BICYCLES. •*'
stQa* TRICYCLES,

Challenge,

Rudge Light

Roadster,

American

Rndge,

Traveller,

Coventry Rotary

Tandem,

National,

Yeloceman,

Coventry

RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER.Xtra Challenge.

imp for t

New York Headquarters : 6. R. BIDIELL, 4 East 60th St., N. Y.

Convertible.

Send stamp for the largest and. most oomplete catalogue yet issued. Reliable Agents
wanted in every city.

STODDARD, LOVERING k CO.

lO Milk Street, Boston.

128 and 130 Fulton Street,

87 Nassau Street,

NEW YORK.

OUTFITTER

Sihlezio Clubs of

SEND TWO-CENT STAMP

For 32-Page Illustrated Catalogue.

NOVELTIES FOR

Club Receptions, Silk Jerseys,

SILK HOSE,
AND

FANCY SILK BELTS.

WHEEL SONGS.

BY S. CONANT FOSTER.

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

The Most Sumptuous Book Devoted to the

Wheel yet Published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.

An Elegant Quarto Volume of Eighty Pages.

Bound in Blue Silk Cloth, with Side

Stamp in Gilt and Silver.

Price $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.

ADDRESS,

The Cycling Publishing Co.,

21 PARK ROW,
Bo* 444j New York.

Style B.

Used by Hendee, Prince, Sellers, Howell, Woodside,
Corey, Landy, Jenkins, of Louisville, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates; also Miles, Armaindo and Sylvester,

and all the flyers.

Style A.

Fits all machines.

Fits any Machine. (State what machine you ride.) Is

Low, Neat. Comfortable, Adjustable, and Cheap.
Try it once and You will Use no other; it Makes
Road Riding a Luxury. Prices ; Japanned, $3.00;
Nickeled, $3.75. Special Terms to Dealers.

The Duryea Star Saddles now ready, and can be
obtained without delay. Prices : Japanned, $3.00;
Nickeled $3.75.
Remit by check, P. O. order, or in postage stamps.

3ST. ~5T_ TOT OO.
Sole Licensees and Manufacturers.

Richard Garvey, Manager,

69TIBroadway,lNe;w York.

THE AMERICAN"
As adapted to the STAR.

THE AMERICAN ADJUSTABLE LONG - DISTANCE SADDLE,
Spring Frame. Perfect Ad-
justment, Light, Strong,

Elastic, Easy.

Completely absorbs all

Vibration.

PRICE $4.00.

Liberal Discount to Dealers'

Send for Circular.

Mention this paper.

" It is the easiest saddle I ever rode." BURLEY B. AYERS, Chairman Trans. Comm., L. A. W.
" The best saddle I have ever seen, and I have tested nearly every saddle known to the trade "

, ..... . . .

'

. . _ n^ „ C. W.EDGERTOV, Fort Wayne, Ind.
I don t think there is a better saddle for the Star.

J. p, MAYNARD, Chicago 111
" Tried your saddle on my Star, and found it the easiest and most comfortable saddle I have ever

tried. The steel spring and suspension seat appear to take away all the jar of ridine."
J. W. PARKER, Buffalo, N. Y.BULL & TLA YNES,

Importers of and Dealers in

Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries,
Repairing a specialty. Our facilities for doing all kinds of work, such as Brazin

Plating, &c, &c, at reasonable prices, are unexcelled. Correspondence Solicited.
Installment plan. HERSEE HALL RIDING SCHOOL. Open Evenings. Purchasers taught free.
Main and Chippewa Sts., Buffalo, N. Y.

g. Painting, Nickel
Wheels sold on the

Cor .

WHAT AND WHY.
A 72-page pamphlet of value to all wheel-

men, young and old.

COMMON QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
WHAT TO SELECT.

THE L. A. W.
DRESS AND CONVENIENCES.

(

WORDS TO THE WISE.

By Charles E. Pratt.

Buy it 1 1 Read it ! !

Price Ten Cents.

for sale by

The Cycling Publishing Co.,

21 PARK ROW,
Box 444. NEW YORK

Remit in two-cent stamps.

BROOKLYN HEIGHTS

Bicycle School,
- T. HUNT STEEEY, Manager.

Cor. Fulton and Orange Sts.,
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Open from 9 a. m. to 10 p. m. Columbia
Bicycles and Tricycles and parts. Also
popular English makes.
American and English Sundries. Sole

agent for Breach-loading Bicycle Lamps.
Bicycles and Tricycles rented for road use.
Second-hand bicycles bought and sold.

Large stock always on hand.
Repairing, Nickel Plating, Enameling,

and Painting. Brazing and Forging, etc.

Large storage facilities, dressing rooms,
and lockers if desired.

Riding taught free to purchasers.
Send Stamp for Catalogue.
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Messrs. S. T. CLARK & CO.,

«1 IMPORTERS >>

2 & 4 Hanover Street, Baltimore, McL,

Beg to announce that they have recently been appointed Sole United States Agents
for THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO. {Limited), Coventry, England, the

Largest and Oldest Bicycle Makers in the World, Manufacturers of the Celebrated

r^T TTTD" BICYCLES andWJ—i L_J J_J TRICYCLES,

And, knowing the demand for these favorite machines, they have now in stock and in

transit a larger number of the Famous

American Clrfb Bicycles,
Which, retaining all the features and improvements which have made them so valued in

the past, and further improved by the addition of

HANCOCK'S NON-SLIPPING TIRES,

DROPPED HANDLE BAPS (AT OPTION), and HARRINGTON'S ENAMEL
IN LIEU OF PAINT.

These Bicycles are universally admitted to be the most elegant machines now on the

American Market, and gentlemen contemplating purchasing new mounts are recom-
mended to consider the sterling merits of the AMERICAN CLUB.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

Reliable Agents Wanted in every City.

SUBSCRIBE TO

TIEOH WHEEL.
$1.00 A YEAR.

Outing and The Wheel, $2.50 a Year.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROiS HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A " Reformed Crank Rider " says :—" In strength, safety, control,
driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles ; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smfflwille, Burlington Co., U. L

NOW READY.
BOUND IN CLOTH.

Price $1.25.
Address

The 'Cycling Publishing Co.,
Box 444, NEW YORK

SUBSCRIBE TO

A YEAR. A YEAR

The Wheel and Outing $2.50 a Year.

THE CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,

Box -4-44. 21 Park Row, 3ST. Y.
A Wheelman's Autograph Album

!

My Cycling Friends.
Designed and Compiled

For Collection of Autographs.

It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and
black markings.

It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three hundred selections from the poets in regard

to the wheel.
Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs

of Cycling friends.
Three hundred En ravings, illustrating each quota-

tion.

Price One Dollar, Postpaid.

WILL C. MARVIN, Ovid, Mich.
Sol* Agent for the United States & Canada,

R. V. R. SCHUYLER,
17 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK,

AGENT FOR THE

CELEBRATED "KAHGAROO " BICYCLE, Manufactured by Hillman, Herbert S Cooper,

The "American Club" and "Club" Bicycles,

The "Cheylesmore," "Imperial" and "Club Sociable " Tricycles,
Manufactured by Coventry Machinist Co.,

The "American Sanspareil" Roadster,
Manufactured by Wm. Andrews, Birmingham, England

And The
"
Royal Mail" Light Roadster and Tricycle,

RBPAIBS A SPECIALTY. Catalogues Furnished on Application.

E. S. HORSMAN,
80 & 82 William St., N.Y.

Sole Agent, for City and Vicinity, of the

American STAR Bicycles.

The COLUMBIAS, HARVARD, *nd a full line
of Boys' Bicycles always in stock.

American and English Sundries.
Repairing, Nickel Plating, and Painting.

Second-hand Bicycles Bought and Sold.
Send for Catalogue.

MISCELLANEOUS.
[Advertisements inserted in this department not

over 4 lines nonpareil for $10 a year.]

pHICAGO, ILL.—The John Wilkinson Co., 68
L> Wabash ave., Makers of Bicycle Hose Sup-
porters. The best style made. Price per pair 35
cents by mail. Agents for the Columbia Bicycles.
Send stamp for catalogue.

DORTLAND, ME.—LAMSON'S LUGGAGE
1 CARRIER, the cheapest, lightest, and most con-
venient thing of the kind. May be put in pocket when
not in use. By mail, seventy-five cents and one dollar.
C. H. Lamson.

ST. LOUIS. MO—Missouri Wheel Company, Geo.
C. Oeters, Pres't, Louis Lueders, Sec'y and

Treas., agency of the Standard and Expert Columbia,
Harvard, Yale, Cornell, Star, Rudge, Challenge,
Facile, and all high-class imported Bicycles

; also for
the Victor, National, Rudge, Premier, Salvo, Apollo,
Coventry and Coventry Convertible Tricycles, and
of the Duryea Saddle, and Peerless Automatic bell.
Repairing with promptness at moderate prices, A full
assortment of wheel sundries in stock. Everything at,
or below. New York and Boston figures. Send for
circular of new and second hand wheels. 210 and
212 N. 12th street.

OT. LOUIS WH5EL CO., C. E. Stone, Manager,O H21 Olive stieet. Agents for Columbia Bicycles
nd Tricycles, Rudge Light Roadster, Facile, Sans-

p. rei!, American Club, Victor Tricycle, and all high
class machines. Repairing, nickeling, and enameling
promptly done. Dealers in second-hand wheels.
Send for printed list.

WILLIAM G. SCRIBNER,
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles and Accessories.

Sole agent for Washington, D. C, of The Pop*
M'f'g Co., Stoddard, Lovering & Co., The Cunning-
ham Co., Sam'l T. Clark & Co., the Overman Wheel
Co., The Facile.
Riding School attached. Visitors always welcome.

1108-1116 E. Street, N. W. t

Washington, D. 1
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B
ICYC L E
New and second hand in great-

est variety of styles and prices.

H. B. MART, s
No. 811 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Selling Agent for The Pope Mfg. Co., Stoddard,
Lovering & Co., The Cunningham Co." Gormully &
Jeffrey, and The Western Toy Co.

ALL THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lists.

I3t. 33- HAET
- A fine assortment of Sundries always on hand.

FREE~for~ i RIAL.
HANOVER'S SPECIFIC. An u failing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility and Weakness, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, Nervous Prostration, hysteria,
or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, overwork,
abuses of Alcohol, Tobacco, &c. (Over forty thousand
positive cures.)

j@g""Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. A
dress HANOVER REMEDY CO.,

Lock Box 584. Chicago, 111.

Wheelmen's Portable Outfits.

THE PHCEBUS CAMERA,

The lightest, most compact, and
cheapest. Folds up in space of 2^
inches. Plate Holders, Darlot Lens
Telescope Tripod, Canvas Case for

Camera and Tripod. Price $18.00.
All makes of Cameras, outfits, and
supplies.

E. B. HUTCHINSON,
51 Nassau Street.

pW~ Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent upon
application

.

Boom 1.

ZACHARIAS a SMITH,
NEWARK, EM! . J

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES,
L imps, C.imers, Star Cyclome tcr, B gs, Saddles

and Bicycle Parts for both CRAXK & STAR.

DIFFICULT REPAIRS \ SPECIALTY.

A.'SCHOENHSTGER, President.

495 to 503 N.Wells st.

CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

OTTO BICYCLES
For Boys and Youths.

Keep also a full assortment

Boys' Three-Wheeled Velocipedes

AND

Petit Tricycles,
IN ALL SIZES AND GRADES.

COLUMBIA
ETCYCLES and TRIC YCLES.

STANCH Al RELIABLE ROADSTERS.

In 1883 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads ; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

in. 5 miles in the day, each, We find that

fifty-six per cent! of the machines used were

Columbias, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias; and

further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

Columbias, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
After long and careful experiments with fixe different speed and power tricycle attachments in

different forms, we have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient

numbers to supply it on our new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction; is applied to the crank-shaft

;

is operated by a handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle

;

is certain and effective in its operation ; reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill

climbing about one third, and is made of the finest material and with the finest workmanship, and

so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by its use. . .

IPrice of* Coliam~bia Tricycle.

"Witli Power Greai%

(160.

180.
The Columbia Power-gear will be applied to any Columbia Tricycle at our factory, at Hartford, Conn., for $25.

SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED (36-PAGE) CATALOGUE.

For Sale by all Dealers and Toy Houses.

Illustrated Catalogue furnished on applicat <,

Hew York Branch, 47 Murray St., H v

R. L. COLEMAN, Manager. \

Tlxe Pope JVCfg. Go.
Principal Office, 597 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

BRANCH HOUSE, 12 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

THE PERFECTION HEATER.
(Patent Applied For.)

For Cementing Rubber Tires.

EVERY WHEELMAN SHOULD HAVE ONE, AS IT SAVES TIME
AND MONEY.

Lamp, and full directions for cementing a rubber tire, sent postpaid to
, any part of the U. S. or Canada on receipt of

PRICE, - - $1.00.
For sale by Dealers, or send to the Manufacturers,

C. R. BIDWELL & CO.,
Dealers in Bicycles, Tricycles, &c,

4 Bast 60th Street, New York.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Central Park.

Open all day to club members in

uniform.

On the West Drive between 59th and
7 2d streets.

Riverside Drive.

For bicyclers and tricyclers at all

hours.

Under the same restrictions.

Badges will be controlled by N. M.
Beckwith. .

Specifications of machines must be
filed with the special commissioners.

Each wheelman must provide him-
self with a club and be sworn in as a
deputy sheriff.

He must also promise to arrest any
one found in the park without a badge.

No offensive colors are to be worn.

Wheelmen carrying club colors to
be suspended for thirty days.

No dudes allowed without being
attached to a string at least four feet
in length.

What next ?

The Hudson County Wheelmen's
Entertainment was a great success.

We begin in this issue a series of
"Boston letters.

If it were practical we would cancel
every club subscription.

The thought of from ten to one
hundred men using the same copy, is

Mattering to the editor, but not the
publishers.

_

If wheelmen would stop and con-
sider that upwards of $10,000 a year
is expended by the bicycling jour-
nals of this country, they would be
more willing to contribute to their
support.

The Citizens Bicycle Club will give
a house warming to the neighboring
clubs and their friends, at their
new club house, 313 West 58th street,

on Wednesday evening, December
3d. The programe consists of a varied
musical entertainment by the club
members, humorous selections by Mr.
Robert J. Burdette, a brief lecture by
Mr. Thomas Stevens, who recently
rode from San Francisco to Boston on
his bicycle, and amateur sparring.
The arrangements are in the hands of
a competent committee, and promises
to be the most successful affair ever
given in bicycling circles. A well
known caterer has been engaged to sup-
ply the wants of the inner man, and al-

ready the cards of admission are
eargerly sought for.

Over 3,000 Duryea saddles have
been sold in the U. S. during the past
year. The patents just granted on
this saddle for Great Britain are
offered for sale in our advertising col-
umns, and we feel safe in recommend-
ing it as a valuable property in the
hands of an active business man up in
the wheel.

Dr. G. L. Henderson is now wearing
a diamond cluster ring about the size
of a half-dollar. Until the late tour-
nament it adorned the hand of a lady
well known among wheelmen. The
doctor is said to be acting in the place
of the lady's father's brother.

—

Ex.

We have a few tickets on sale for
the games of the American Athletic
Club on Saturday, December 6th.
There will be bicycle races, fancy rid-
ing by Finley and others, and other
races well worth seeing.

The 'Cyclist of November 12th, con-
tains a lithograph supplement of the
Starley monument, which was formally
unveiled by the Mayor of Coventry,
November 8th. It is a very handsome
piece of work, judging from the illus-

tration.

I use the Duryea saddle in all my
road rides

; also in racing prefer it to
all others, and feel confident I can
make better time on it than with any
saddle made. E. F. Landy, Cincin-
nati Bicycle Club.

—

Ex.

The Secretary of the Kings County
Wheelmen has just sent in ten addi-
tional names to Karl Kron, making a
total of thirty-five representatives of
that club whose names will be printed
among the 3,000 supporters of "Ten
Thousand Miles on a Bicycle.'' The
Springfield and the Citizens are the
only two clubs now outranking it on
the list, whose total was reported to us
last Tuesday night as 2,064.

The games of the Seventh Regi-
ment occurred at the Armory last Sat-
urday, and were enjoyed by over 3,000
people. The mile and three mile races
were easily won by A. B. Rich, in 3m.
12 2-^sec., and 10m. 52 2-5sec. The
handicapping was atrocious. John
L. Stearns was at scratch, while Rich
had starts from 25 to 75 yards. Rich's
records are some 20 seconds faster
than Stearns', and the moral is obvi-
ous. The time was good for a nine-
lap board track with sharp corners.

Mark Twain uses the Duryea sad-
dle on his bicycle.

—

Ex.

SOME BOSTON NEWS.
The first intimation of the close of

the riding season is the initial snow-
storm, and ours came upon us Thurs-
day last ; it was a very feeble one, and
there are few traces of it now visible
in the city, outside, however ; the roads
are still very muddy and will continue
so for several days, after which it is

probable we shall 'have a good many
opportunities to ride before snow flies

again and winter comes to stay.

It is remarkable, considering the
unusual amount of good riding weather
for this season of the year, that so
small a number of 'cyclers are to be
met with on the road

;
perhaps it may

not be politic to assign a cause for
this, but it seems to me that a corre-
spondent should give things as he
finds them. Either I have wheeled
over obscure roads, and at odd times,
or Boston wheelmen are losing interest
in the sport.

I am inclined to think that the latter
is the correct solution, for during the
past six weeks I have covered close
on to 450 miles, riding through the
most frequented highways

\ in these
trips of the comparatively few men

encountered three-fifths of them were
members of the "grand army" and
self convicted, by raiment and awk-
wardness, as being the veriest tyros.

When I say, Boston wheelmen, I

mean the club men who have, so to
speak, set the fashion and contributed
so much to the popularity of 'cycling
in this vicinity.

Boston is fast losing the prestige it

has held for so many years, and will

have to part with it altogether, unless
the clubs make an earnest and com-
bined effort to restore it to its former
greatness. I venture to say that both
the city clubs together have not called
six runs since Sept. 1st. What we
want is, more club runs, and a big
tournament next year worthy of Boston
and Bostonians. I understand, that a
movement is on foot to have such a
meeting. If this be so, and I sincerely
hope it is, its projectors should be
given every encouragement to carry
out their plans.

The Roxbury Club has at last been
permanently gathered to its fathers,
and the Crescent Club is practically
dead, at least so far as wheeling is con-
cerned This, with the disbandment
of the Ramblers, leaves the Massa-
chusetts and Bostons in possession of
the field, and they will, no doubt, con-
tinue to hold it without being molested
for some time to come. The con-
solidation of the Ramblers netted the
Massachusetts Club 19 members.
While road riding has languished,

the social features of cycling con-
tinue to hold their own, as witness the
first "Ladies' Night" of the season,
which was given by the Boston Club
Friday, Nov. 21st, at their elegantly
appointed club house on Boylston
street.

Naturally a club with a membership
of over 300 might be expected to
gather in force on such an occasion,
and they did, completely filling every
part of the house open to them.
With the exception of a few flowers

nothing in the way of decoration was
attempted. The evening's programme
was principally a musical one, and
plenty of it. The Germania band
was present and discoursed their
sweetest airs during the interludes in
the regular programme, which opened
with a vocal solo by Buck entitled
" In the Dreams," which was given by
Mrs. B. L. Beal who did full justice
to the song, as was evidenced by the
favor with which it was received. The
second number was a violin solo
by Ernst, "Souvenir de Bal," given by
Miss Alice A. Lathrop, who handled
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the bow with skill of an artiste. Mr.
Herman P. Chelius then delighted
every one with instrumental selections,

giving Rhapsodic No. 6 and parts of

Rigoletto, by Liszt. Mr. W. N. Dun-
ham then rendered in exquisite style

two tenor songs by Rubenstein. The
features of the evening was reserved
for the last and consisted of recitations

by Mr. Leland T. Powers who was
obliged to give three of them before
his enthusiastic audience were satis-

fied. Plis selections were, "The Din-
ner Scene from David Garrick,"

"John James Godfrey," by Mark
Twain, and " Uriah Heep."
A splendid collation was then served

in the billiard room, after which there

was dancing for those who cared to

participate.

The affair taken altogether was a
most successful one, and speaks well

for the taste of the entertainment
committee, which this year consists of

of Lowell T. Field, chairman, Charles
Pfaff, E. C. Hodges, A. L. Pond, H,
P. Chelius, W. N. and L. R. Dunham.
There is a rumor that the Boston Club
are seriously considering a proposition
to build a club house, to be ready
when their present lease runs out, but
I have not been able to find any
one who knows anything definite

about it. The new quarters of the

Massachusetts Club are fast approach
ing completion and the contractors ex-

pect to be able to deliver possession by
the specified time, which is I think

January ist. It is said that the
Massachusetts Club intend to signalize

their occupancy by a Red- Letter night
that will make all past bicycle social

events appear insignificant, if they do,

they will have to move expeditiously,

and in slang parlance, "get up early in

the morning." The opening will un-
doubtedly be a brilliant one, and large-

ly attended. When finished their

house will be, with the possible excep-
tion of the Albany Club, the finest ex-
tant, for cycling purposes. Some of

the dealers here are about to make a

change in their location. Messrs.
Stoddard, Lovering & Co. will move
inside of a month to 152, 154, and 156
Congress street, and the Cunningham
Co., who are still in the clutches of the
government, take up their quarters in

the Institute Fair building, at the fur-

ther end of Huntington avenue, some-
time within the same period. Apropos
of the Cunningham Co., I am told that

the man formerly in their employ, who
set the Custom iiouse upon them, ex-

pecting to receive a moiety as an in-

former, will get badly left, even should
the government make good their claim
against this unfortunate firm, as Con-
gress repealed the lawgiving moieties
in such cases some time ago. This
scoundrel ought to be hunted out of
town. The company have the sym-
pathy of wheelmen in their difficulties

with the Custom House officers, which
no one believes were incurred know-
ingly by them. It looks very much
now as if the government intended to
strip them of almost all they have.
The firm will probably make arrange-
ments with their creditors to enable
them to continue in business.

The latest novelty in machines is the
Rudge Safety, " of which there is but
one at present in this country." I send
you a cut and description of it by this

mail. The wheel has several apparent
advantages over the " Kangaroo

"

which seem to me to be practical, but

I do not like to give an opinion until I

have tried it on the road, which I ex-

pect to do shortly.

The Pope Manufacturing Co. have
made the plans for a new tricycle to be
brought out next season. It is said

that it will differ materially from and
be a vast improvement over this year's

machine. Let us hope that they will

leave off a few pounds from its present

weight.

The membership of the League in

Massachusetts is, to date, 640. This
is larger than last year, yet the defec-

tions from the roster of 1883-4 is

fully 40 per cent. Of this number,
about one-third have given up rid-

ing, leaving the actual loss in th

State of last year's' members, say, 35
per cent., which, I understand, is

about the average.

Mr. H. D. Corey, who has been
abroad for S. L. & Co., was tendered a
banquet at Coventry, Eng., on the ist

inst. Mr. Corey sailed for home
November 22, in the " Servia." While
at Coventry he was presented by the

Rudge people with a 53-inch racer in

recognition of the fact that he was the

first man to climb Corey Hill.

The Charlestown Bicycle Club are

having quite a boom in membership
;

taking into consideration the con-

dition of the roads in that district, a

roll of twenty is doing well. The
Secretary of the club, Mr. Charles W
Howard, has a good record this year,

he has taken thirty-five rides since

March 23d, the last one November
9th ; between these dates he covered

1,408 miles, an average of 40^ miles

per ride.

Speaking of Howard, reminds me of

the cycle editor of the Globe, Charles

S., who has been laid up for several

weeks with typhoid fever ; at last ac-

counts he was convalescent, and his

friends expect him to be out in a week
or two
There was a sensation on the

Brighton road and the Reservoir

several days ago. It was created by
the appearance of four cyclers with a

new head gear. Each man sported a

tall hat, veritable old-time plugs, and
riding four abreast, they presented an

odd sight. The effect produced was
peculiar; an unusual number of teams
were out. and progress was necessarily

slow, therefore the adventurous wheel-

men were the "observed of all ob-

servers." About one half the people

who saw them imagined it was " the

latest," the rest took in the true state

of affairs and seemed to appreciate the

joke, so did the small boys along the

route, and one of the party who had
on a regular "St. Patrick," was saluted

time and again with cries of " Whisk-
ers," " Chestnuts," etc. It is safe to

say the experiment stands alone, and
will have no second performance.

W. I. H.
Boston, Nov. 24th, 1884.

OUTING FOR DECEMBER.
Outing for December brings the

breath of summer and her out-of-door

delights into the atmosphere of our ar-

tificially-warmed rooms and in-door

occupations. The first of the series

called " Tangle-Leaf Papers," by Mr.
Maurice Thompson, appears in this

number, and is so alive with the real

spirit of nature that even the lay reader

catches the enthusiasm of her devotee.
" I have often thought," says Mr.

Thompson, "that even criticism in our
country would have more virility in it

if the critics had more time and more
inclination to study nature outside of

cities and greenhouses. * * *

How tasteless become the polished

bits of conventional art when we at-

tempt to enjoy them in the open air,

where the violets grow and the wild

vine hangs its festoons!" One is'

tempted to quote liberally from this

Tangle-Leaf Paper, for every one of

its sentences is a rich and succulent

morsel. " A Canoe Camp 'mid Hud-
son Highlands " is the leading article,

from the pen of Mr. Kirk Munroe. It

is profusely illustrated, and is a graphic

account of the last annual meet of

Pludson-river canoeists, with descrip-

tions of Iiudson scenery and interest-

ing bits of incident and anecdote.
" A-Wheel in Three Continents " is an

entertaining account of the writer's

wheeling experiences in India, Eng-
land, Nova Scotia, and Canada. It is

by Mr. C. M. Douglass. " Good Com-
mon Roads and How to Make Them "

is a sound and practical article by
President Bates, which ought to be
read by every wheelman, every farmer,

and every county and suburban resi-

dent of the United States. It discus-

ses the highways of the United States,

points out their merits and their de-

fects, especially the latter, and strongly

advocates a sweeping reform in the

manner of levying and collecting road

taxes and performing the work of road-

making and repairing. Yachtsmen
will be interested in the " Yawl-Rig,"

by Mr. David Hall Rice and the

"Yacht Race off City Point," by Mr.

Peleg Aborn. " A Romance of a

Ride " is an illustrated poem by Mr.

Frank Dempster Sherman, and is] in

the happiest vein of this clever young-

writer of vers de societe. The novelette,

"A Quaint Little Maid," by Mr. Charles
Richards Dodge, is brought to a for-

tunate finale in this number. The
other contributions fill out a quota of

good things. The "Amenities" de-

partment is unusually laughable. The
editorial and record departments are

strong and full, and make up a good
number of this bright and growing
magazine.

THE BROOKLYN HEIGHTS
BICYCLE RiNK.

Mr. T. Hunt Sterry, formerly of E.

59th street, New York, has recently

opened at the corner of Fulton avenue

and Orange street, in Brooklyn, by
"far the best riding school that city has

ever seen. It is very large, 120x65,

and commodious, and gives the be-

ginner ample room to tumble to his

heart's content. The floor is of un-

usually good quality there being no
loose planks or holes. There are no
posts at all. Connected with the main
hall is a locker room arranged to

accommodate 100, and as good riding

is only a block distant many unattached

wheelmen avail themselves of this

opportunity of storing their wheels.

The office also connects with the main
hall, and in it besides the ordinary

desks, etc., are a complete stock of

sundries and parts. Up one flight of

stairs is the machine shop. A com-
petent machinist has been engaged,

.

who with a lathe and all tools neces-

sary justifies Mr. Sterry's claim that

he can do as good work as anybody
in the business. Mr. Sterry has pro-

cured the agency of the Columbia,

Rudge, Brit. Challenge and all other

makes of high-class bicycles and tri-

cycles. Roller skating is perm'tted

every afternoon. Brooklyn has long

needed a first-class place of this sort,

and now that Mr. Sterry has had suf-

ficient enterprise to fit up this hall we
trust our sister city will patronize him
sufficiently to make the venture a suc-

cess in every way. The hall is reached

by all surface cars running to the

Brooklyn bridge and ferries, from
which it is only a short walk.

GOTHAM GOSSIP.
While the tail end of my letters will

remain the same, I have after several

weeks of mature deliberation conclud-

ed that the above caption will better

fill the bill. Modesty alone prevents

my real signature, which some of these

days I may reveal, but at present I

prefer to remain incog.

There is joy in the camp of the

club men, and weeping and gnashing
of teeth among the mugwumps,
for once, has the superiority of the

former been shown with telling effect,

although in this free and enlightened

country it causes a blush of shame to

mantle many a cheek.

The Park Commissioners at a re-

cent meeting declared all bets off, or

rather they revoked all passes and
privileges of the Central Park and
Riverside Drive ever granted to

wheelmen, and have thrown open the

gales of Central Park, or rather the

West Drive, between Fifty-ninth and
Seventy-second streets, to uniformed
members of clubs only. The Riverside

Drive has been opened to bicyclers and
tricyclers at all hours. This is indeed

a worthy concession, and one that will

no doubt be appreciated by the three

wheelers.

The old pass privileges were, I

understand, rather abused, or rather

the policemen never took pains to ask

riders to produce them, and conse-

quently at times the drive was free to

all, and some very narrow escapes

have been had by novices who used
the smooth roads for the purpose of

learning to ride. The last order pro-

vides that numbered badges are to be
given out to members of clubs, and
these must be worn on every occasion,

the loaning of a badge to terminate

his privileges. As in the case of the

Park, the privilege is only extended to

members of clubs, and I am conse-

quently left out in the cold. . I know
that there are many unattached riders

who can maintain their equilibrium as

well as the best club man afloat; but this

is not the point. The privileges have
been obtained through the influence

of club men, and as they are to be
held responsible, I don't blame them
for enjoying their privileges.

Yes, brother mugwumps, let us ap-

ply at once to these clubs, and get

inside the charmed circle, or else form
new clubs of our own. There is

plenty of raw material afloat, and I am
not so old but what I can remember
the early struggles of the thirteen

Citizens and Ixions.

The arrangements for the " stag

racket" of the Citizens, December 3d,

are now nearly all completed. I have
seen the neat invitations and longed
to possess one, but not being a club

man, I will probably have to linger

around the door and catch a chance
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THE RUDGE SAFETY BICYCLE.strain of music as it is wafted through
the stilly night. A fine musical per-

formance has been laid out, so I

understand, together with a little box-
ing by some well known amateurs.

Jim Burdette is to be on hand and
will doubtless amuse and entertain to

the best of his ability, and that is ap-

parently unlimited. Nearly all the

ciubs have responded to the invita-

tions, and it would not surprise me if

five hundred people should be present.

Large delegations are expected from
out of town, and the affair will no
doubt add another plume to the cap
of the Citizens.

The Ixions are still alive, and the

Owl continues to grace the club room
on rare occasions, his predicted flight

to the South not having yet become an
actual fact.

The " Kangaroo " has captured the

hearts of tricyclers and bicyclers, and
already several have been purchased.

By next spring I have no doubt that

they will become a familiar sight in

the Park and on the roads. A Hum-
ber Tandem stored at Bidwell's at-

tracts considerable attention, and the

discussions are many and varied re-

garding its efficiency. It looks ex-

tremely light for our roads, but I

have no doubt it will stand the test, as

the workmanship is excellent. X. Y. Z.

"MISS CAROLINE SUSAN SARAH
JANE WHITE."

Miss Caroline Susan Sarah Jane White
Lived out on her father's farm.

She was blessed with an excellent appetite
;

Three meals a day, and a lunch at night,

She would take with a gusto, and feel all

right

;

The amount seemed to do hergio harm.

For she grew up lazy, and sturdy, and strong
;

And could skip and jump like a colt,

And all the good " Vittajs " they'd bring
along

She would straight polish off, and as for

Soochong,
Bohea, Young Hyson, Japan, or Oolong,

She, cup after cup would bolt.

At last the young lady got rather too fat,

Too rounded and full for her age,

She scarcely had room on the chair she sat,

Each lounge in the house was rendered
quite flat,

And her bed was compressed to the depth of

a mat,
And her parents flew into a rage.

"This is getting to thin," the old man
, roared,
" Too thin?" said the old woman "No."

" She's getting too stout and we can't afford

To feed her so highly, we'll send her to

board,"
To the city where her appetite will be ignored.

So to a city " hash house " she did go.

Alas for Miss C. S. S. J. White,

What a great falling off in her food !

Thin porridge for breakfast; for supper at

night. *

She had thin bread and butter, and tea very
light,

And the dinner! t'would hardly furnish a

bite,

But she swallowed it not to be rude.

Now at this dwelling of soup and such like,

Lived Mr. Augustus Cyrus James Leather,

Who rode around town on a nickel plate

bike,

And who on Miss White made a decided
strike,

By showing her what wheeling was like,

As they spent the long evenings together.

So when the old man came and brought her
home,

She jumped with joy on the heather,

For though she was nothing but skin and
bone,

She knew she weighed something over a

stone,

And the rider soon came to call her his own
Mrs. Caroline Susan Sarah Jane Leather.

" Georgius,"

"The Rudge Safety " is, as its name
implies, a bicycle conjoining the safety

or a tricycle with the speed and ease

of a bicycle. It is, in fact, a miniature

Rudge with a hollow square liar ex-

tending from each side of the axle of

the driving wheel down in a direct line

with the front fork eight inches ; to

the lower end of these bars is attached

a ball bearing through which passes a

short axle ; on the end nearest the

driving wheel is keyed a gearwiuei
having 15 teeth, and on the other end
is a crank having from five to six and

one-half inches throw. The front

wheel is fitted with a hollow rim, seven-

eighths-inch tire, and direct spokes.

The hub is gun metal, and the flmges
are 3 inches in diameter ; the distance

between the inner side of the flanges is

3 inches. The flanges are extended
out three-quarters of an inch on each

side of the wheel, and have a row of

teeth, nine in number, extending

around them, the power being trans-

mitted from the larger gear wheel, be-

fore mentioned, to the hub of the

driving wheel by means of a Morgan's
patent endless chain, which, from its

peculiar construction, allows much
less friction than any other kind. It

has Rudge's ballbearings to all faction-

al parts, including pedals, the front

wheel bearing being of a specially con-

structed pattern for this wheel. The
front forks, head, handle bar, brake,

backbone, spring, rear fork, etc , do
not differ materially from the ordinary

Rudge light roadster's. The rear

wheel is 16 inches in diameter, fitted

with a three-quarter inch hollow rim,

three-quarter round tire and direct

spokes, as well as with the Rudge ball

bearings. The brake is about the same
as the light roadster, the safety being

derived from the large proportion of

the weight of the machine being placed

at the lower end of the fork extension,

which acts as an anchor to keep the

rear wheel on terra firma. The steer-

ing differs in no way from the ordinary

bicycle, and is not " sensitive," as is

the case when the forks are carried

back of the centre of the wheel, in-

stead of through it. The rider is

placed well over his work, his weight

being directly away with much of the

unpleasant jar. incident to machines
with a larger amount of rake, where
the weight is thrown almost entirely on

the small wheel. The weight of the

machine complete, including saddle

and pedals, is but 37 pounds. The
extreme height is 42 inches, and the

length 54 inches. It is by far the

most convenient machine on the

market for storage or transportation

purposes, and is certainly the easiest

to mount and dismount, while in pro

pell in g and steering it- equals the or-

dinary. It is extremely neat and
graceful in appearance, and is well

adapted 10 all kinds of road work, hill

climbing, and racing

—

Ex.

STRANGER THAN TRUTH.
Tertius, my dear boy, my delay

in acknowledging the correctness

of the official returns, so far

as stated, as published by you, rela

tive to our trip, was occasioned

not by any coward's desire to wither

your facile imagination, smirch your
splattered escutcheon, or spot your
polka-dotted guerdon, by refusing to

endorse your statements, but from the

fact that I have been busy accepting

good cheer from sundry gloomy Re-
publicans. Now that I have waxed
fat and the gander " honks " high, I

can and am disposed to think well of

my fellow men, and deal charitably

towards them and particularly to you.

I felt the joy the hard-pressed fox

experiences when he dashes in the

safe confines of his den, the ecstatic

bliss of the half-starved screech Owl
when he becomes aware that his left

claw holds tight a fat field mouse, the

rapturous turbulency you exhibited

when you discovered that nickle in

your last year's ulster. But alas ! I

did not reach that height of serene

aesthetic contentment that I did when
I alighted on that car and waved you
adieu, dear boy, when I read your re-

marks. But I was happy, and I cried

aloud. Behold ! my reputation has

been established. Tertius has said I

am a truthful girl, and Tertius is an
honorable man. In fact all bicyclers

are honorable men. There is Capt. J.

of our club, for instance, the mighty
man who writes a circular " unsurpass-

ed by none." He is an honorable man,
though he spent several years in

China (store), and others whom it is

too risky to mention.

But, dear boy, whilst it gives me
pleasure to read your recital, it grieves

me deeply, though it does not sur-

prise me, that one who posseses such
a phenomenal extent the faculty of

promulgating the Gospel truth, should

be too lazy to tell all, but leaving to

me the unpleasant task of publishing

the parts that you so carelessly left

out. I believe, Terty, that it was
carelessness on your part, 'fore

God I do, thus creating in the minds
of all fair minded readers that you are

not altogether quite just too honor-

able, Don't you know an honest

byker is the noblest work of the L. A.
W. ? Looking back on the events of
that day, I must repeat that I had
reasons for thinking your genre a
strange one. Dear reader, hair grew
profusely over head, face, neck, and
hands, long, unkempt, tangled with
burrs, and speckled here and there

by feathers, suggesting clandestine
proximity to hen roosts. He rode a

Kangaroo. Was it not excusable, my
mistaking him for an Australian bush-
man ? I assuredly was astonished
when he- completed his ablutions.

His toilet articles were a wash of equal
parts of concentrated lye, silver

sand, a wisp of straw, a fine tooth
comb, and a lump of beeswax.
When he used the wash and wiped

his face and hands on the wisp of
straw, I confess I watched him with
interest. When he, with the manner
of an expert, performed with the fine

tooth comb, whv, putting it as delicate-

ly as possible, I used sulphur soap for
a week, and the landlord had to fumi-
gate his hotel.

I must admit when he picked up
the lump of beeswax and placing it

between his teeth, closed his mouth,
then slowly opened it and repeated
the operation, my curiosity overcame
my breeding, and I gasped, " What's
that thing?" "A tooth-brush we
mudsills call it," he answered.
He then explained the modus oper-

andi, i. e. : "The adhesiveness of the
wax caused it to stick tightly to the
teeth, thus when they were withdrawn
it retained a certain proportion of
their " foreignites."

The idea was so novel that I bor-
rowed a small piece from him which
adhered to my teeth.

I then shew him a genuine tooth-

brush, and told him if he would ac-

company me to the next town I would
certainly present one to him. He
agreed to go after dinner. I might
casually insert here that I paid for the
dinner. After which I persuaded him
to visit a barber, and as it was his first

visit in such a place, he evinced but
little fear. The conclusion of the
tousorial operations exhibited a very
handsome, intelligent American citi-

zen. I congratulated him on the im-
provement, paid the barber I might
add, and we started on our journey.

I acknowledge that I am a very
hearty diner, and that Tertius is an
extraordinary road rider. I have
never met his superior.

The times he gives I am sure are
correct. And he made such a pace
that I was glad enough to reach that
long coast, and was also, owing to a
few, peculiarities he shew, anxious to
part company.
When the railroad came in sight

and the train obstructed the road, I

saw my opportunity. The trick of
standing on the rear wheel and bound-
ing over obstructions was not new to

me. In fact, it is as common as

coasting down our way. As he flew

over the car, I quietly manipulated
my brake and alighted on top of one.
• The pantomine I indulged in, whilst

doing the stand-still act, was not an
effort to pick the beeswax from my
teeth ; it was that little act of holding
one's thumb to his nose, and wagging
the four fingers that expresses so
much.

Several days afterwards I was
slowly riding along a road that ran
between a broad river and a perpen*
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dicular cliff, at least three thousand
feet high, as smooth as a sheet of
glass. I reached a spot of enchanting
loveliness, and was enacting the stand-
still whilst viewing it, when to my
astonishment I slowly lifted off the
ground and began ascending through
the air,, still seated on my byke. Up
I arose until I grew dizzy, and the
river seemed a thread of white silk.

Higher, higher. An arm grasped me,
and pulled me over the edge of the
cliff, and I heard a familiar chuckle.
My heart grew faint. Again I was in

his clutches. I turned and looked
on him. The chuckle expanded in a
mellow laugh. I cried, Tertius, you
snoozer ! Secretary. •

A CENTURY RUN.
Editor of The Wheel : Possibly a

short account of a 105 mile run taken
November 13th, may be of interest to

your many readers, as giving some in-

formation regarding roads, etc., at that

time of year.

Four or five of our club, the " North-
ampton," had decided to start on the

run, but at 4 a. m. no one having ap-
peared but the writer, he started alone
on the trip. Roads from this place to

Amherst, 7 miles, were much as usual,

fair in the first half, sandy and poor
the last part. Reached Amherst about

5.15, in good shape Was out of Am-
herst and well on the Belchertown road
by daylight. Reached Belchertown at

7.15 a. m., some 17^ miles from
home. One hour stop for breakfast
and cleaning of little wheels' bearings,

which having become gritty, had
squeaked and moaned plaintively for

several miles. Roads from Amherst
to Belchertown are not bad, though
the grade is steadily upward. From
Belchertown to Ware, ro miles, was
the hardest part of the day's work

;

plenty of long hills to be walked up,

and where the grade admitted of rid-

ing, the roads were rough and sandy,
riding down hills being scarcely safe.

Although there are some 12 wheelmen
in Ware, it would seem that they don't

do much touring, as one venerable
farmer stopped me to inquire " what
that was that I had there ?" and on
being informed that it was a bicycle,

and that I purposed riding on it to

Boston, he seemed much astonished

and very incredulous.

Reached Ware at 10.15, after some
three quarters of an hour's stop I was
joined by Mr S. W. Coe, one of the
" Kennebec tourists " of last summer,
and a wheelman devoted to touring.

We left at about 11, and commenced
the ascent of the long hill, or moun-
tain, leading out of Ware. From the
top of this monntain,, the roads are

very fair through West Brookfield and
Brookfield to Spencer. The latter

place we reached a little after 1 p.m.,

and had dinner and an hour's rest at

the Massasoit House, a hotel that I

can recommend to wheelmen. From
here to Worcester through Leicester,

and New Village, the roads are rather

rough and hilly. The long hill lead-

ing out of Leicester was coasted at

full speed by my companion, but I

preferred riding part way on the step,

and riding the rest of the way very
slowly and carefully. We reached
Worcester at 4 p. m. The steering-

head to my machine having been
broken a few day's before, and re-

paired temporarily, now began to

show the effects of the rough roads it

had been over, and was fast becoming 1

unmanageable. Luckily, Hill and Tol-
man's was near, and we hastened
there. Putting it in ridable shape
took two hours, however, and it was
6 o'clock by the time we left Worces-
ter. This part of the ride was made
entirely by lamplight, one light suffi-

cing for both of us. Fortunately, the
roads were in very good shape, or we
should have never reached Boston
with whole machines and sound limbs.

Rushing down hills by the faint light

of one small lamp, makes one feel that

they would be a little easier in mind if

the nature of the road at the bottom
of the hill was only known. The only
" header " was caused by my compan-
ion's trying to ride up a high curb-

stone in the uncertain light. We
made no stops to speak of, and were
in Brighton at 12 o'clock. Here we
took the wrong road in some way, and
instead of going down the mill-dam,
and so into Columbus avenue through
Chester Pk., wandered off through
Washington street to Roxbury station.

There we took Tremont street, and
jounced and rattled over cobble-stones
until Chester Pk. was reached that

way. We were not long in getting to

the New Marlboro Hotel from that

point, and reached it at 12.50 m. A
hasty midnight supper, and we felt

much more like ourselves again. I

think the whole performance very
creditable, considering that it was a

straight away run, no good roads be-

ing picked out, and that over seven
hours of the whole distance was ridden
by lamp-light. Neither of us had
ridden much for several days pre-

viously, and both felt in good condi-
tion the following day.

Time consumed in the trip, was
20 hours, 50 minutes. Time taken up
in rests, 4 hours, 50 minutes, leaving

16 hours as riding time from North-
ampton.

I had previously measured the dis-

tance through from Boston by Butcher
Cyclometer, and made it 104 miles,

and am confident that we went more
than one mile out of our way in riding
in from Brighton. Machine ridden
by Mr. Coe was a 50-inch Expert,
mine, a 54-inch Yale.

Yours, very truly,

L. B. Graves.
Northampton,' Mass., Nov. 20, '84.

BORROWED FROM OUR
NEIGHBORS.

A sign of the progressiveness of the

times is the fact that recently some
German journe)men artisans, a class

of workmen who, from time imme-
morial, have trudged on foot the high-

ways and by ways of the Fatherland, as

well as of the neighboring countries,

were seen riding on bicycles, their slim

bundles strapped behind them.

While no one denies the right of the

trade to conduct their business in the

way which seems best to them, there
is an undoubted feeling of regret

amongst Metropolitan cyclists that the

Stanley Show is to be this year robbed
of its main attraction, viz., the direct

exhibits of the first-class makers.
That the Stanleyites will have a show,
however—and a good one to boot—no
one who knows the personnel of th;

club doubts. One agent has already

expressed his intention of exhibiting

machines of every popular make, even
if he has to buy them for cash out of

hand, so that there will be a show of
wheels in London in 1885 after all.

Some people make a practice of

paying nobody. This is bad. Others
are too ready to inquire if there is any
charge. This lays them open to ex-
tortion. Two riders recently arrived
at the Bramber toll-gate, Sussex, and,
finding it shut, asked first that it

should be opened, and secondly if

there was anything to pay. " Two-
pence each," said the pikeman, but on
being asked to show the word " tri-

cycle " or "velocipede" on his board
he caved in, said there was no charge,

and the wheelmen rode on, learning
the lesson that it is best never to pay
until asked.

Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co.,

Boston, Massachusetts, are amongst
the oldest importing firms in the States.

They are now going full swing into the

business, and intend pushing trade

more than ever, and have, with this

view, taken up the sole agencies for

several good cycling specialties.

Thus, besides being sole U. S. agents
for Messrs. Singer & Co., and Messrs.

D. Rudge & Co., they have also ac-

quired the sole agency for Messrs.
Lumplugh & Brown's and J. B. Brooks
& Co.'s saddles, and other cycling
leather goods, as well as of Ardill's

celebrated enamels. Mr. H. D. Corey,
the manager of their bicycling de-
partment, is now in England, and will

make his head-quarters at the King's
Head Hotel, Coventry, during his stay.

We may here remark that Mr. Corey
is considered the best hill rider in the
States, and was the first cyclist to as-

cend Corey Hill, at Brooklyn, Mass.,
in recognition of which Messrs. Rudge
& Co. have presented him with a very
fine 53m. bicycle, the performance
having been accomplished on one of

their machines.

Cyclers are good fellows as a rule

with hearts as big as haystacks. We
have recently had a circumstance
brought under our notice which forci-

bly illustrates this. A few evenings
since an old member of one of the

Surrey clubs whom many riders will

recognize in the initials C. W. C, hap-
pening to be in Chester, went in the

evening to the theatre to see the piece
" Called Back." So engrossed was
the cycler with the plot that he quite

forgot that he was in a theatre at all,

and his enthusiasm got the better of

his judgment. In one of the scenes,

Pauline is somewhat roughly handled,
which proceedings so outraged his

feelings that he roared out at the top
of his voice, " D it man, leave the

girl alone, can't you." The effect in

the house was electrical, and loud
laughter brought our hero to his

senses. The local papers took it up,

and some lively correspondence has
since taken place.

TOURING IN CALIFORNIA.
[Report of H. C. Finkler to Karl Kron.]

After remaining a day at home so

as to allow the showers to pass, the

boat to Petaluma was taken. The
proposed run through Marin county
from San Rafael had to be abandoned,
owing to the rain which had fallen

during the 22d and 23d, which made
the roads entirely too muddy for the

beginning of a second week's riding
after having ridden over such beauti-
ful roads as are to be found in the
Santa Clara Valley. Finding that

2^ miles had been covered in going
to the boat and thence to the hotel,

the log-book was once more brought
forward. Departed from Petaluma,
June 24th, at 6 a. m., for the northern
part of the 'cycle tour against a strong
head wind blowing from the north,
which continued all day. The morn-
ing in this city was very pleasant after

the two days' rain, and the roads passa-
bly fair, but the gale made the im-
mediate surroundings for which this

locality is famous, more than dismal.

The inequalities of the road between
Petaluma and Santa Rosa, coupled
with the wind, caused much incon-
venience, and I was often brought to

a stand-still. 16^ miles before break-
fast, much of which was walked, was
the means of furnishing an appetite
that would do to sample any Santa
Rosa cooking, without much fastidi-

ousness. From here to Healdburg,
where the Odometer registered 416^
miles, the roads showed that a north
wind was improving them rapidly ; on
going further on the riding became
better, the roads being of a gravelly

substance. Had it not rained the two
days previous, the roads to Cloverdale
would surely have been at their best,

and could be fairly compared with any
of the finest in the State. From Santa
Rosa to Cloverdale roads very fair,

with gentle but numerous grades,
making it fine for "coasting" every
little while, with the exception of those
roads bordering the " Italian Swiss
colony. " property, which were horrid,

caused probably by the wood hauling
constantly kept up by them in clear-

ing their land. A notable feature of

the Italian in this valley is that he
wants more of the highway than the
county has provided and the statute

allows, never pulling out an inch and
always crying out for more.

After going 50%^ miles Cloverdale
was reached in the early part of the
afternoon, thus showing 4345^ miles
up to Tuesday evening, here the hotel

keeper was so desirous of disappoint-

ing the small boy of the opportunity
of handling the " fiery and untamed
steel " in every conceivable point that,

for safety sake, he placed it in " the
parlor, considering it an ornament
which afterwards proved to be greatly

admired and much commented upon.
Next morning a start to Hoptown
(450^ miles), a distance of 163^
miles was made, much of the distance

was walked, the adobe being hard and
bumpy, with steep hills that it was
more comfortable to ease off occa-

sionally to insure the certainty of

one's spine remaining intact.

When about 3 miles out from Flop-

town a Digger Indian was met who
was fast asleep. At first the conclu-

sion arrived at was that it was a dum-
my which had been stuffed and strap-

ped to a horse by some mischievous
youngsters, but no, he was alive, and
very much so as was shown upon
sounding the alarm which was for the

purpose of notifying him of his close

proximity to the wiry steed. Upon
awaking he began howling as though
being murdered—probably it may have
been intended for the war-whoop of

his ancestors—but upon being con-
vinced that his horse did not notice it

I in the least, and that the " bike
"
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would not bite, he immediately re- Mr, W. H. Southerland, who was un-
sumed his nap, leaving the horse to tiring in his desires to make things
move on as fast as it desired, and not pleasant ; after sailing a short while, a
caring in the least whether anybody
else got any of the highway or not.

On approaching Ukiah the Russian
river was forded, and after looking
about in a sharp bend where a large
and deep.body of water had collected
a swim was indulged in, which being
a treat not bargained for, it was more
pleasant than a casual dip. Finding
nothing particularly attractive at
Ukiah, 468^ miles, and it still being
early the ride was continued, and
when 8 miles out from here, Cleveland's
Grist mill, which is run by the power
obtained from the East prong of the
Russian River; was inspected. The
beautiful surrounding scenery being
so attractive that to conclude the sur-
vey a stay for the evening at a house
in the immediate vicinity was made.
The roads to 'this point from Hop-

town were very good, though for the
first six miles from Ukiah, heavy, thick
dust made it slow going. 42^ miles
for the day, and in all 476^ before
retiring. A good night's rest, and
country breakfast, and the invigorating
mountain air give one a feeling that
is not obtainable every day, so after
winding my way about the many
turns, and passing an exodus of Digger
Indians carrying a bountiful supply of
dried fish, which impregnating the
atmosphere for a long distance, a toll-

gate leading to the lakes was reached,
where, after chatting with the tall

youth who was in.charge of this road, a
slow start was made, the grandeur of the
scenery when renching the cliffs which
surround the Blue Lakes, after having
wheeled 488^ miles, is sight that can
only be appreciated by one who gently
glides over a smooth road without the
least exertion, feeling as though one
was being carried about the beauties
of nature in a baloon

;
finding that a

gentle decline led to the hotel at the
shore of the lakes, a " coast " was pre-
pared for, and upon arriving in this

attitude quite a happy gathering heart-
ily cheered the approach. Of course,
a stop had to be made, and immedi-
ately becoming acquinted with quite a
bevy of interesting young ladies a sur-
vey of the immediate surroundings was
made ; our legal friend, Mr. Jacobs,
who was so pleased to meet a lone bi-

cycler, acting as friend, philosopher,
and guide.

Although strongly prevailed upon
to remain all day, the information that
three wheelmen had departed at early
morn gave me the longing to meet
them at the earliest moment, thus with
many tender wishes for my safety and
enjoyment the departure was soon
taken. The grandeur of Clear Lake
suddenly met my gaze, and many mo-
ments passed ere the fact could be
realized that such a vast body of
water was so close at hand ; the
mountains and surrounding shore from
the altitude from which it was ob-
served keeping me as though spirit-

ually rooted to the spot. With fair

roads and a down grade, Lake Port

(S° 2H miles) was reached at midday.
After being refreshed, the host of

the hotel soon made things lively, and
before much time had passed, the
pleasure of being introduced to a large
majority of the inhabitants, including
numerous young ladies, was gone

dive off the stern convinced me that it

was delightful to swim about for a
while after cycling in the mountains of

Lake county. Donning the riding

suit, our readiness to be taken to any
point of interest on the lake was upon
enquiry readily expressed, and with a
good breeze a start for Soda Bay,
which is at the base of Uncle Sam
Mountain, was made. When under
way two young ladies rowing about in

a small duck boat were espied, their

flirting propensities convincing our
modesty that a fair pilotess would lend
enchantment to the situation, which
was surrounded by the beauties as are

only to be found in this locality, there-

by greatly enhancing the novelty of
the situation. With expressed willing-

ness to- fill the proffered office, we soon
learned that the lake was 2714 miles
in length, and in the vicinity of Lake
Port its width is eleven miles. With
sorrow that a landing had to be made
so as to be sure and not find ourselves
becalmed, this delightful locality was
finally departed from late in the after-

noon.

Kellseyville, 511^ miles, was soon
passed.

From here the scenery was sublime,
simply indescribable. The lake always
being in sight whenever a turn was
made and the setting sun giving an
effect to the surroundings that was
perfectly enchanting. Winding, moun-
tainous roads, steep bluffs, and deep
canons that would make one dizzy to

look down into, but it all passed for

the moment when noticing the three
vacant chairs at Cool Creek Farm
where strawberries and cream had
been disposed of, told the tale of

what had vanished. After some pretty

tall walking, while descending a moun-
tain, I narrowly escaped from running
over a steep enbankment. Glenbrook
was reached on Thursday night in

darkness, showing 46^8 miles for the
day and 522^-3 in all, or 139^8 miles
from Petaluma. Here Mr. A. H. Cowen
of Petaluma and Geo. and Ernest
Rideout, of San Francisco, who had
started out from Petaluma on Sunday
morning were met. Their surprise in

being overtaken was only overcome
by the brotherly welcome which was
extended. The numerous adventures
en route were related and log-books
exchanged.

Their's showing that a jolly good
time on the boat from this city to Peta-
luma had been had, where they passed
awaythe time in dancing and listening

to some singingby a few of the numer-
ous young ladies they were so fortu-

nate to meet, but, upon disembarking,
the weather was found to have been
cloudy. At 7.30 next morning a start

was made, George rode one block,
took a header, thereby cracking the
head of his machine where it had
formerly been brazed, and after riding
about ten miles it nearly came as-

sunder, causing him a' couple more
headers. One-half mile further on
a party of campers were met, who
were dumped out on the road on
account of a broken axle of one of
their wagons, and after stopping about

Y± of an hour in helping them to re-

move their provisions to an adjoining
field, where they were compelled to

and its rider with the axle were placed
in another wagon, and headed by the
other two 'cyclers, Santa Rosa was
reached at 10.40 a. m. After clean-

ing up at Mr. Cowen's branch store,

the blacksmith was visited whom they
found very busy fixing the broken
axle, the camper having rustled him
out of church. Upon finishing the
camper's business his distinguished
services were immediately engaged in

George's behalf. This little repairing
causing a delay of four hours. So
after some refreshments a start for

Healdsburg was made at 2.30 p. m.

When Mark West's Creek bridge was
reached the 'cyclers' suction filterer

was brought into action. This novel
little instrument worked to perfection,
purifying the water which refreshed
the boys so much, and after imbibing
a sufficiency of Adam's ale from the
clear flowing creek the journey was
resumed.
The entire disappearance of the sun

soon made them feel that a shower
was approaching, a few drops occasion-
ally falling against their already sun-
burnt faces, and a heavy mist tried

their patience for some twenty minutes.
When within six miles of Healdsburg
they found that the mist became thicker
the longer they waited, so promptly
decided to push on, but soon it began
to rain heavily, and after riding over
roads which had in a very short
time become rather heavy, they ar-

rived at Healdsburg between 5 and
6 o'clock in good spirits and with a
vigorous appetite, but looking like

drowned rats. Finding next morning
that it was too muddy to ride the start

was delayed until 2 o'clock, the roads

having by this time become pretty fair.

Cloverdale was reached before dark
where a stop was made until 9 o'clock

next morning. From here to Hop-
town they considered the roads hor-

rible, though Ukiah was eventually
reached before dark. Next morning
a start for the Blue Lakes was made

;

after climbing some hills which were
almost perpendicular, leading them to

believe the skies would almost be
reached, they caught a glimpse of

the lakes, and by the hearty manner
in which they cheered it would be safe

to -presume that they were fully well

contented with the termination of the
height at this point.

[To be continued.')

FOR SALE AN D EXCHANGE.

FOR SALE—Dun ca Saddle Patents for Great
Britain; small' investment, big returns. N. Y.

Toy Co., 697 Broadway, New York.

THE DURYEA SADDLE
Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

Style B
Used by Hendee, Prince, Sellers. Howell, Woodside,

Corey, Landy, Jenkins of Louisville, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates, also Miles. Armaindo and Sylvester,

and all the flyers. Fits any machine, including Star

Bicycle. Special terms to dealers.

Prices : Japanned, $3.00; Nickeled $3.75.

3ST. ~5T. TO"2" CO.
697 Broadway, New York.

WHEELMEN ATTENTION!
We invite the attention of all wheelmen" to the following list. of

Ipiqjclcs and 3* vt cycles,
of which we are the SOLE AGENTS for the United States.

BICYCLES, V^f^w TRICYCLES,

British

Challenge,

Rudge Light

Roadster,

American

Radge,

Xtra Challenge. RUDGK LIGHT ROADSTER.

Traveller,

Coventry Rotary

Tandem,

National,

Yeloceman,

Coventry

Convertible.

through. At this place was a yacht, I camp, in place of Eel River for where
which

,
was captained by the gallant

|

they were bound. The broken bicycle

Send stamp for the largest and most complete catalogue yet issued. Reliable Agents
wanted in every city.

New York Headquarters : G. R. BIDWELL. 4 East 60th St., N. Y.

STODDARD, LOWERING & CO.

10 Milk Street, Boston,
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"WHEELING"
the recognized organ of the Sport in England, and

paper published in connection with Bicycling and Tricycling.

SEND FOR SPECIMEN COPY.
Mailed free to any address on receipt of Post Card.

i

1

WH EELING" tl.
a full-page PORTRAIT
also AUTOGRAPHS

wheeling celebrities.

MONEY PRIZES
given weekly for articles and paragraph

Specimen copy post free.

Subscription $2.50 per

Send for specimen

copy, mailed FREE to

any address.

annum

TIE EI IMP" ^ the most inter-

^ILiklA^l^ esting of all wheel

ers, and is composed entirely of chatty paragraphs,-

exclusion of verbose and long-winded contributions.

NNUM,

' WHEFLING " keeps up with the times, gives more news than any other

""""" -" —

-

—— paper, and can be read with interest from beginning to end.

HARRY ETHERINGTON, 152 Fleet
'

Street.
LONDON, E.

WHEEL SONGS.

Poems of Bicycling,

BY S. CONANT FOSTER.

The Most Sumptuous Book Devoted to the

Wheel yet Published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.

An Elegant Quarto Volume of Eighty Pages.

Bound in Blue Silk Cloth, with Side

Stamp in Gilt and Silver.

Price $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.

128 and 130 Fulton Street,

87 Nassau Street,

NEW YORK.

OUTFITTER

filhlezio Clubs oj

SEND TWO-CENT STAMP

For 32-Page Illustrated Catalogue.

NOVELTIES FOR

ADDRESS,

The Cycling Publishing Co.,

21 PARK ROW,
Box 444 New York.

lub Receptions, Silk Jerseys,

silk: hose,
AND

FANCY SILK BELTS.

THE AMERICAN' ADJUSTABLE LONG-
Spring Frame. Perfect Ad-
justment, Light, Strong,

Elastic, Easy.

Completely absorbs all

Vibration.

PRICE $4.00.

Liberal Discount to Dealers'

Send for Circular.

Mention this paper.

It is the easiest saddle I ever rode." BURLEY B. AYERS, Chairman Trans. Comm., L. A

THE AMERICAN "

As adapted to the STAR.

w.
" The best saddle I have ever seen, and I have tested nearly every saddle known to the trade '

. t . j,
-

, 0. VV.EDGERTO , Fort Wayne, Ind.
" I don't think there is a better saddle for the Star."

J. p. MAYNARD. Chicago, 111.
" Tried your saddle on my Star, and found it the easiest and mo-t comfortable saddle I have ever

tried. The steel spring and suspension seat appear to take away all the iar of rid'nr."
J. W. PARKER, Buffalo, N. Y.BULL & LiAYlSrES,

Importers of and Dealers in

Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries,
Repairing a specialty. Our facilities for doing all kinds of work, such as Brazing, Painting, Nickel

Plating, &c, &c, at reasonable prices, are unexcelled. Correspondence - olicited. Wheels sold on tht
Installment plan. HERSEE HALL RIDING SCHOOL. Open Evenings. Purchasers taught free. Cor.
Main and Chitpewa Sts., Buffalo, N. Y.

A 72-page pamphlet of value to all wheel-

men, young and old.
'

COMMON QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
WHAT TO SELECT.

THE L. A. W.

DRESS AND CONVENIENCES.
WORDS TO THE WISE.

By Charles E. Pratt.

Buy it

Price Ten Cents.
Read it ! !

FOR SALE BY

The Cycling Publishing Co.,

2 1 PARK ROW,
Box Hi. NEW YORK.

Remit in two-cent stamps,

BROOKLYN HEIGHTS

Bicycle School,
T. HUNT STEEEY, Manager.

Cor. Fulton and Orange Sts.,
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Open from 9 A. M: to 10 p. m. Columbia
Bicycles and Tricycles and parts. Also
popular English makes.
American and English Sundries. Sole

agent for Breach-loading Bicycle Lamps.
Bicycles and Tricycles rented for road use.

Second-hand bicycles bought and sold.

Large stock always on hand.
Repairing, Nickel Plating, Enameling,

and Painting. Brazing and Forging, etc.

Large storage facilities, dressing rooms,
and lockers if desired.

Riding taught free to purchasers,
Send Stamp for Catalogue,
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THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE,
A Practical roadster, safe fbot headers or

OTHER ^AHQEROOS FALLS,
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Eeformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,
driving leverage, ease of motion," and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

£. B. SMITH SCACHIM CO.,
Smithviile, Burlington Co., H. L
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FOR SALE—50-inch Standard Columbia ; not
much used

;
parallel bearings

;
dropped 30-inch

handles
;
newly nickeled; back-bone forks; bar, brake,

lean, etc. ; new nickeled Duryea Saddle; price $W.
N. y. Toy Co., 697 Broadway, New York.

& 8 feiwy LJ4uftlUHfc9.
Boat Engines and small Steamboat Machinery

of all kinds. Launches constantly on hand.
Send for free Illustrated Catalogue. CHA^. P.
WILLAKD & CO., 2S2 Michigan St., CHICAGO.

"W^lieelmerL _A_1:-b©:cL"b±ojo.
SUBSCRIBE TO

THE CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,

ox 4=4:4=, 21 Park Row, 3ST. Y.

A Wheelman's Autograph Alto I

Designed and Compiled

For Collection of Autographs.

It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and
black markings.

It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three hundred selections from the poets in regard

to ihe wheel.
Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs

of Cycling friends.

Three hundred En ravings, illustrating each quota-
tion.

Price One Dollar, Postpaid.

WILL C. MARVIN, Ovid, Midi.
Sole Agent for the United States & Canada.

BR SCHUYLER,
17 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK,

AGENT FOR THE

CELEBRATED "KASGAROO
,J

BICYCLE, Manufactured l)y Hillman, Herbert & Cooper,

The "American Club" and "Club" Bicycles,

The "Cheyiesinore," "Imperial" and "Club Sociable" Tricycles,
Manufactured by Coventry Machinist Co.,

The "American Sanspareil" Roadster,
Manufactured by Wm. Andrews, Birmingham, England,

And The
"
Royal Mail" Light Roadster and Tricycle.

REPAIES A SPECIALTY. Catalogues Furnished on Application.

C5-on s aind Sjporrrfcixxgr C3-ooc3.su

80 & 82 William St., N. Y

Sole Agent, for City and Vicinity, of the

American STAR Bicycles.

The COLUMBIAS, HARVARD, and a full line
of Boys' Bicycles always in stock.

American and English Sundries.
Repairing, Nickel Plating, and Painting.

Second-hand Bicycles Bought and Sold.
Send for Catalogue.

[Advertisements inserted in this department not
over 4 lines nonpareil for g).0 a year.]

ipHICAGO, ILL.—The John Wilkinson Co., 68
X./ Wabash ave., Makers of Bicycle Hose Sup-

.

porters. The best style made. Price per pair 35.
cents by mail. Agents for the Columbia Bicycles.
Send stamp for catalogue- s

PORTLAND, ME.-LleCtON'S LUGGAGE
1 CARRIER, the cheapest, 'tightest, and most con-
venient thing of the kind. May be put in, pocket when
not in use. By mail, seventy-five cents and one dollar.
C. H. La.mson.

ST. LOUIS. MO—Missouri Wheel Company, Geo,
C. Oeters, Pres't, Louis Lueders, Sec'y and

Treas., agency of the Manda'd and Expert Columbia
Harvard, Yale, Cornell, Star, Rudge, Challenge,
Facile, and all high-class imported Bicycles

;
also for

the Victor, National, Rudge, Premier, Salvo, Apollo,
Coventry and Coventry Convertible Tricycles, and
of the Duryea Saddle, and Peerless Automatic bell.
Repairing with piomptnessat moderate prices, A full
assortment of wheel sundries in stock. Everything at,
or below, New York and Boston figures. 'Send for
circular of new and second hand wheels. ii'.O and
212 N. 12th street.

QT. LOUIS \\ HEEL CO., C. E. Stone, Manager,
O J 121 Olive stieet. Agents for Columbia Bicycles
nd Tricycles, Rudge Light Roadster, Facile, Sans-
p rcl, American Club, Victor Tricycle, and all high
class machines. Repairing, nickeling, and enameling
promptly done. Dealers i.i second-hand wheels!"
Send for printed list.

WILLIAM G. StRlBXER
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles and Accessories.

Sole agent for Washington, D. C, of The Pops
M'f'g Co.. Stoddard, Lovering & Co., The Cunning-
ham Co., Sam'l T. Clark & Co., the Overman Wheel
Co.. The Facile.
Riding School attached. Visitors always welcome.,

1108-1116 E. Street, N. W.,

Washington, D. *\
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New and second hand in gre
est variety of styles and prices

JTo. 811 Arch Street,

Pliiladelpliia, Pa.

Selling Assent for The Pope Mfg. Co., Stoddard,
Lovering & Co., The Cunningham Co., Gormully &
Jeffrey, and The Western Toy Co.

ALL THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lists.

HI. 33. ST-AJRT.. !

A fine assortment of Sundries always on hand.

FREE./oK 1 RIALj
HANOVER'S SPECIFIC. An u failing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility and Wea.%. less, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, > ervous Prostration, ..ysteria,

or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, overwork,
abuses of Alcohol, Tobacco, &c. (Over forty thousand
positive cures.)

f3?-Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. A -

dress HANOVER REMEDY CO..
Lock Box o84. Chicago. 111.

Wheelmen's Portable Outfits.

STANCH Al

THE PHCEBUS CAMERA.

The lightest, most compact, and
cheapest. Folds up in space of 'ZV-i

inches. Plate Holders, Darlot Lens,
Telescope Tripod, Canvas Case for

Camera and Tripod. Price $18.00.
All makes of Cameras, outfits, and
supplies.

K. B. HUTCHINSON,
51 Nassau Street.

Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent upon
application

.

Boom 1.

%

BICYCLES
Lamps, Carrier's,

And Bicycle Part

DIFFICULT

and TRICYCLES,
Star Cyclometer, Bags, Salddlaa

9 for bptl) CRANK & STAR.

REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.

1 jrff

A. SCHOEN1N" '

_ % President.

495 to 508 N . Wells st.

CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

OTTO BICYCLES
For Boys and Youths-

Keep also a full assortment

Boys' Three-Wheeled Velocipedes

AND

IN ALL SIZES AND GRADES.

For Sale by all Dealers and Toy Houses,

Illustrated Catalogue furnished on application
,

lei York Branch, 47 Murray St., N. Y,

R. L. COLEMAN, Manager.

In 1883 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads ; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

1 11. 5 miles in the day. each, We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Columbias, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias; and

further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixtv per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

Columbias, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
After long and careful experiments with Jive different speed arid' power tricycle attachments in

different forms, we ham completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient

numbers to supply it on our new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction; is applied to the crank-shaft ;

is operated by a handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle ;

is certain and effective in its operation; reduces the speed, and so increases the. power for hill

climbing about one third, and is made of the finest material and with the finest 'workmanship, and

so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by its use.

J?rice of Columbia, Tricycle,

"Wifhi Power Gteai\

;i60.

ISO,
The Columbia Power-gear will be applied to any Columbia Tricycle at our factory, at Hartford, Conn., for $25.

SEND STAMP FOE ILLUSTRATED (3S-PA&E) CATALOGUE,

urnce, wasmngton street, tsoston, mass.

BRAHCH HOUSE, 12 WARREI STREET, NEW YORK.

(Patent Applied For.)

For Cementing Rubber Tires.
EVEBY WHEELMAN SHOULD HAVE ONE, AS IT SAVES TIME

AND MONEY.
Lamp, and full directions for cementing a rubber tire, sent postpaid to

any part of the U. S. or Canada on receipt of

PRICE, - - $1.00.
For sale by Dealers, or send to the Manufacturers,

G. R. BIDWELL & CO.,
Dealers in Bicycles, Tricycles, &fc,

4 Bast 60th Street, New TorJc.
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Published every Friday Morning, by
THK 'CYCLING PUBLISHING COMPANY.

Box 444, 21 Park Row, N. Y.,

and entered at the Post- Office at second-class rates.

To Subscribers and Correspondents.

Subscribers must be particular to notify the
Publishers promptly of any change in their address.
If they do not receive their paper regularly it is on
this account.
Contributors and correspondents 7*111 please sepa-

rate general correspendence to the Editor from mat-
tor intended for publication. Always sign (confi-
dentially) full name and address, with nom deplume,
as no attention is paid to anonymous contributions.
Write only on one side of the sheet, and have all

communications sent in by Monday morning at the
latest.

All matters relating to subscriptions or advertise-
ments, and all business connected with Tmk Whrkl
should be addressed to the Company. Make all

Checks and Money Orders payable to The 'Cycling
Publishing Company. We cannot use stamps other
than the two or one cent issue.

PUBLISHER'S NOTICE.
In sending stamps please bear

In mind that we cannot use other
than the two or one cent Issue.
A one dollar bill Is as safe as a
postal note of that denomination,
and more convenient to enclose
and receive.

While many of our readers were

enjoying their Thanksgiving Dinner,

at 4 East Sixtieth street, there trans-

pired a scene of ruin enough to make
the heart of a wheelman sick. The
salesroom and repair shop of George
R. Bidwell & Co., the well known and
enterprising New York agents, were
badly damaged by fire, and their entire

stock, of upwards of one hundred
wheels, ruined. Although only in the

business under his own name, for a

short time, Mr. Bidwell has acquired a

fine reputation and done a phenominal

business. With characteristic enter-

prise the adjoining building was secur-

ed and they are now filling all orders

promptly. Some time will elapse be-

fore the damaged wheels can be in any
way restored, and even then they will

have to be sold at an enormous sacri-

fice. We have no doubt but that all

wheelmen will extend their most heart-

felt sympathy, and unite with us in

hoping that the loss of business will

be less than was expected.

Most evil is productive of ultimate

good, and while on the subject of fires

we may well cite the supposed cause

of the conflagration, which should

serve as a warning to many club men,

who keep oiled waste or rags in their

lockers. A portion of G. R. Bidwell

& Co's. business consisted in renting

lockers to unattached riders, who
were in the habit of cleaning their

own machines and accumulating the

soiled waste. This, with moist cloth-

ing, confined in a small compass, away
from the air, was enough to create

considerable of a flame, which proved

destructive.

Our worthy Eastern neighbor is

very much excited over the fact that

the " Big Four Tour " is to lead the

League astray and run the Meet into

July. The war cry is that the Chicago

Tourists are to be thus accommodated.

This is ridiculous. The tourists do
not ask to be accommodated. It is

not known that the meet is to be held

in Buffalo, yet it is a positive fact that

the tour will start from that point.

While it will be advantageous to begin

the tour at the expiration of the Meet,

yet we hardly think the Big Four is

connected with the League in any
way. League men who care to par-

ticipate will doubtless be welcomed,

and there is, perhaps, no objection to

them. To our mind the Tour is a

bigger thing than the Meet, and if any

one is to be accommodated, the League
should make it a point to coincide

with the Big Four tour.

Now that the Gazette has taken a

hand in the subjects of the day, and
especially upon the amalgamation of

League officers, it has seen fit to take

up our article upon the subject, and
while agreeing with The Wheel on
most points, takes exception to our

statement that any smart business man
could perform the duties of the office

satisfactorily. That is all right. Every
paper is entitled to its own opinions,

and we respect them. We have our

opinions and we never hesitate to ex-

press them, and the bicycling public

are probably aware of this fact. We
know of • plenty of bright newspaper
men who could ably edit any monthly
Gazette the League might require and

do their daily work on other news-
papers. This class of men are not
bicyclers, perhaps, and to them we re-

ferred when we originally mentioned
the subject. The work on a small
monthly would be merely child's play.

The talk of important matters requir-
ing decision is nonsensical. The
occasion does not exist. A practical

newspaper writer could do the neces-
sary work and do it well. We do not
care to discuss the matter any further,

as we have said all we care to say on
this question, and our views are too
well known to need any further ex-

planation.

WHEEL GOSSIP.
Smoke and fire were the the absorb-

ing elements Thanksgiving Day.

The building of club houses has be-
come almost monotonous.

Now that the Citizens Club lead
the way and demonstrated the possi-

bilities of success, many clubs have
followed their footsteps.

It gives us pleasure to state that the
New York Athletic Club have at last

reconsidered their determination to
use the bicycle and tricycle store-room
for their electric light plant, and have
sacrificed the shooting gallery for that
purpose.

Karl Kron's canvass progresses
slowly but surely, and the book will

no doubt be issued in the early part of
the year.

Ovid's metamorphosis. I now ride
the Duryea Saddle. Can't get along
without it. Will. C. Marvin.

—

Ovid
Mich.—Ex.

That America is playing an impor-
tant part in the wheel world, is shown
in the fact that nearly all the English
journals devote more or less space to
the doings on this side of the conti-

nent.

An entertainment is projected at

the Brooklyn Heights Bicycle" School
some time in January. The details

will be published shortly.

Mr. 'H. D. Corey, of Stoddard, Lov-
ering & Co., returned from his Euro-
pean trip last Monday. He is in ex-
cellent health and spirits, and tho-
roughly enjoyed a well earned vaca-
tion, besides making business arrange-
ments that will ultimately advance
the bicycle interests in America.

The park badges are now ready for

distribution, and club captains can ob-
tain them upon application to N. M,
Beckwith, 21 West 37th St., New York.

I

The Western Union Telegraph
office at Washington, D. C, is utilizing

the bicycle in the delivery of messages
very successfully. It has four bicycles

which the messenger boys keep in mo-
tion all day and night. A messenger
on one of these machines goes from
the office of the telegraph company,
opposite the treasuary, to the bound-
ary of the city, perhaps a mile and a
half away, and back, inside a dozen
minutes.

A. R. Wing, of Fort Edward, New
York, says : "I think the Duryea Sad-
dle about perfect, filling every claim
made for it. No other for me.

—

Ex.

SOME BOSTON NEWS.
Legitimate 'cycle news this week

commands a premium. I went into

the Pope Mfg. Co., on Saturday, in

search of the precious commodity
; I

found nobody there but the regular
attaches of the establishment. My
friend with the chestnut ringlets and
delicate eye-glasses, the always pleas-

ant and ever accommodating head
salesman, Mr. Atkins, was engaged,
not in "polishing up the handle "of
the office door, but in putting a bright
and glossy sheen upon the plate-glass

which adorns thecounter,that separates
that sacred spot from the stores, and
though which the great lights behind
the partition reflect their radiance
upon the unsophisticated without.

There is one thing I have always
noticed about my friend Atkins, no
matter what may be the state of trade,

he is infallibly busy. From the nature
of his occupation on this occasion, I

presumed that there was not so much
busy briskness booming as usual, and
that I might safely advance upon the
citadel. I approached softly, and
made known my errand. The indfa-

tigable worker paused, glared at me
over his lamps, and then melting into
smiles, those coaxing ripples so fa-

miliar to all frequenters of the place, he
accorded me audience, and in a few
terse sentences gave me the news of
the day.

Pitman, the great Ixion, he of tricycle

fame, is in town. The veteran's er-

rand, though veiled in mystery, has
transpired. We will not endeavor to
raise the veil, suffice to say, " Pit." has
been 'scouring the city, carrying all

sorts of parcels and packages. It is

darkly rumored that he has purchased
unto himself a white tie and a new
"tony," tall "title." If congratulations
are in order he certainly has mine. .
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Next, Gideon Haynes, Jr., late of

the " provinces " now of Buffalo, is in

Boston, on business for Bull & Haynes.
And thus ended the first inquiry, and
the. rest were like unto it.

Howard, the Globe man, whose ill-

ness I mentioned last week, emerged
from his house a few days since, look-

ing like a shadow. His weight is re-

duced to 80 lbs. His physicians hav-
ing ordered a change of scene, he left

here last night for Baltimore. Aside
from his peculiarities, Howard is a
bright writer and a very clever young
man ; his loss would be regretted, and
it is to be hoped that the warm air of

the South will soon restore him. to

health and friends.

I rode to the Reservoir on Thanks-
giving Day for a change, and found
congregated there about fifty men.
The day was all that could be desired

and I was anxious to see how the fine

weather would affect the " called

"

runs of the two clubs.

The Massachusetts Club had rather

the best of it, having eleven bicycles

and one lone "'triker" in line. The
Boston came forth with eight men.

I took another run to the same place

Sunday, the roads were fine, weather
ditto. One of the seventeen men that

greeted me was Herbert W. Hayes,
the popular President of the Cam-
bridge Club, who loomed up, or rather

loomed down, on a Kangaroo.
Hayes is like Tolman, long and

slim, though not quite so much so, and
and I am forced to admit he looked
slightly comical when perched on the
little roadster. Mr. Hayes, though a

very quiet and unassuming gentlemen,
is a great worker, as his club have
good reason to know. It is mainly
through his efforts thatthe Cambridge
Club has been able to attain a prom-
inence no other suburban club have
ever reached.

Their plans for the winter season
promise well for the enjoyment of

both members and friends. They are

to have a series of five private Ger-
mans. The first one occurs December
15th, and will be lead by Pres't Hayes.
These Germans are, I believe, ex-

clusively for members. The club will

endeavor to repeat their success in the

ministrel line last winter, and to that

end will give their second annual min-
' strel show some time in February.

The opening of the new Massachu-
setts Club House will probably occur
during the same month.
A brief description of that edifice

may not be uninteresting at this time.

The building is on Newbury street,

near Dartmouth, in the Back Bay dis-

trict. The site selected is the best

location in the city, and immediately
adjoins that on which stands the Bos-

ton Art Club. The League Hotel, the

Vendome is on the next block, and the

Art Museum, the Old South and
Trinity churches, are within a min-
ute's walk. The house runs back 90
feet from the building line, and is of

brick. There are three stories and a
basement. The front is 24 feet wide,

and has trimmings of Nova Scotia

stone and terra cotta, in the arrange-

ment of which the architect, Mr. Geo.
F. Meacham has displayed admirable

taste. The Oriel Bay window on the

second story adds not a little to the

finished appearance of the street side.

In the centre of the front wall, near

the top, is a slab bearing the legend,

"Massachusetts Bicycle Club, 1884."

The entrance is really an archway
through which the sociable can enter

with ease. There are no steps, but in-

stead there is a gradual incline with

concrete face, over which one could
ride into the wheel room without a dis-

mount. The basement will have a

hard pine floor, and be finished in ash

sheathing.

It will contain a furnace room, a
billiard room, with three tables, and a

bowling alley, and various toilet and
bath rooms.
The entire main, or street floor will

be given up for use as a wheel-room,
and will have a wash-room for the si-

lent steeds in the rear end. The stair-

cases are broad and in the centre. In

the street end of the second story is

the reception room, 24x30 feet. The
floor will be of oak highly polished

;

the wood-work above will be of cherry.

The room will contain a large old-fash-

ioned New England fire-place, where a

man might be cremated entire. The
fuel used, however, will be logs. The
chandeliers will be made from special

designs appropriate to cycling, and are

said to be quite unique. The rear of

this story will be fitted up as a ladies'

parlor with dressing-room attached,

and will be furnished in elegant style.

In the space between the reception

room and the ladies' parlor, will be
bath, toilet, and locker rooms. There
will be 100 lockers, so arranged that

every six or eight of them, with the

addition of a curtain, will form a sepa-

rate dressing room. The rear of the

upper story will contain rooms for the

janitor, committees, and bath and toi-

let ; the front part, 24x45, will be fit-

ted as a gymnasium ; there is 18 feet

of space from floor to ceiling. Here
will be held special club meetings,

when the attendance is unusually

large. Everything about the building

is to be in the best style of art, and the

comforts of the members will be at-

tended to, as in no other building

erected for 'cycling purposes. The
entire cost of the structure, furniture,

and gymnasium, will aggregate thirty

thousand dollars.

The Massachusetts Club has always

moved methodically, if they have been
slow, and the wisdom of their course is

demonstrated by the success which is

about to crown their efforts. To whom
the success is due it would not be hard

to say. Money has been the most po
tent agent, and Colonel Albert A. Pope,

a member of the club, has contributed

the lion's share ; that is to say, he
probably owns a very large part of the

stock of the corporation. Though it is

a good business investment, the fact

remains that without his aid the house
would probably have been rather

an airy one for some years to come.

No small credit is due to President

Henry Williams and the Club Commit-
tee, Messrs. E W. Pope, F. W. Free-

born, A. S. Parsons, and E. O. Winsor.

In this building, when completed, the

Massachusetts Club will have quarters,

the like of which, cannot be found at

home or abroad. Of course, as 'cycling

is in its infancy, in this country, there

will be in years to come, many houses

erected devoted to bicycle clubs, but

that of the Massachusetts will always

stand as a pioneer of what is needed,

for space, elegance, and comfort. Its

dedication will be an event in the wheel

world, and will mark a most important

era in the 'cycling cause. W. I. H.
Boston, Dec. 1, 1884.

THE HUDSON COUNTY
WHEELMEN ENTERTAIN.
It was a gala night at the new

Alpha Roller Skating Rink, Monti-
cello avenue, Jersey city, on Tuesday,
Nov. 26th. The spacious building-

thronged with spectators, who wit-

nessed with interest and approval the

grand entertainment given by the
Hudson Co. Wheelman. A band- dis-

coursed inspiring music, and up to

8.30 the rink proper was occupied by
skaters, who glided gracefully over the

model floor. The bicycle eutertain-

ment commenced with a grand entree

by the Hudson County Wheelmen,
sixteen in number, led and directed

by Captain E. W. Johnson. Nearly
all the movements of the ordinary ball

room march were made on ghttering
silver bicycles by the wheelmen, in

neat uniforms, and applause followed
each movement, particularly that of

the slow riding. Master Thomas Fin-
ley, a graceful rider gave an exhibi-

tion of remarkable feats on his Star-

bicycle, riding now rapidly then slowly,

backward and forward with both
wheels, and then with single wheel, in

almost every conceivable position, and
over such obstructions as a joist, an

8 inch piece of timber, and finally

over a soap box. Then followed a
game of polo on wheels by the youth-
ful rider and Mr. Chas. Frazier. An
orange was substituted for the ball,

and the riders, dextrously striking it

with the forward wheel, struggled to

drive it between the goals. Master
Finley succeeded in Avinning the three

contests, and both players were greet-

ed with a temptest of applause. The
Kings County Wheelmen gave a fine

exhibition of Cavalry tactics, riding in

file, by flank, by twos, fours, and com-
pany front in perfect aligment. Their
wheeling, slow and rapid riding, and
execution of figures and fancy move-
ments were perfect, and the audience
applauded them to the echo. After a

brief intermission of skating, the

champion and wonderful bicycle rider,

Prof. Harry W. Tufts, appeared and
performed incredible feats on a bicy-

cle, which appeared to be entirely sub-

servient to his will. Riding in every

difficult position, propelling the ma-
chine by his hand while riding on the

hub of his wheel, or lying on his back
on his saddle, using his feet on top of

the wheel as the motive power]; riding

over obstacles on a single wheel, and
with the machine upon two chairs,

and poising himself on it in every

attitude and performing wonderful
tricks, were among his remarkable

feats. Then detaching the small

wheel, he concluded the exhibition

with a performance on the single

wheel, which called forth all the enthu-

siasm of the spectators. The orange

race on roller skates, contested by
eight skaters, was exciting and amus-
ing. The slow bicycle race for a silver-

mounted cane contested by three

wheelnien, was won by Master Finley.

The trick mule bicycle race for a silk

umbrella, to be awarded to the ama-
teur who was able to ride it around the

rink, afforded great amusement, as

rider after rider tumbled to. the floor

from the double wheeled machine.

One rider succeeded in accomplish-

ing the feat and bore the umbrella

around the rink in triumph. This
ended the best bicycle exhibition ever

given in the city. Journal.

PRINCE VS. VON BLUMEN.
A bicycle contest of 100 miles took

place at the Apollo Skating Rink in

Baltimore on the 25th. The match was
between John S. Prince and Miss Elsie

Von Blumen, the former giving the lat-

ter a start of nineteen miles. The
track was rather too small for good time
to be made, being fifteen laps to the
mile. The start was made at 2.40 p.

m., and until the last ten miles steady
riding was made by both participants.

It was then seen by Prince that too
much allowance had been made, con-
sidering the small circumference of the

track, and he put on some terriffic

bursts of speed, for which he was liber-

ally applauded by the large audience
present. Miss Von Blumen finished at

10.07 p.m., showing signs of distress,

and won the race, Prince having to his

credit 99 miles and 6 'laps. Time, 7
hours and 27 minutes. The finish was
exciting, as from the frequent rests of

the lady, made necessary by what
seemed an overtax of her powers, and
the frequent spurts of Prince, the race

was anybody's until the last lap was
made. After coming off the track

Prince seemed to be as fresh, to all ap-

pearances, as when he went on, and re-

mained standing among the audience,

chatting cheerfully, and making many
friends by his unassuming and modest
bearing.

GOTHAM GOSSIP.
And now doth the proud citizen

don his club uniform and a silver

badge and proudly charge on the

gates of Central Park, and oftentimes

doth the gray policeman forsake the

nursery-maid and straightaway follow-

eth this bold bicycler, sometimes pre-

ceded by his club, until he seeth the

glittering emblem, when straightaway

he stoppeth and sayeth, " Lo, what
good these Park Commissioners have
wrought, for now shall we not only re-

ceive sundry cigars, but now we shall

know Where the man called "Rounds "

is, for surely these bicyclers are faster

than the worthy nag that the man
called " Captain" doth have, and lo,

we hath our time on our hands, and
can enjoy the comfort of our caboose.

The riding still continues fine and
the park privileges and the Riverside

Drive are well appreciated. The
boulevard, between 59th and 72d
streets, is in a terrible condition and
almost unridable. Numerous gangs
of roughs make it extremely unpleas-

ant and it is even hardly safe for the

lonely wheelmen. Several cases of

stone throwing have ensued, but these

are becoming rare owing to the follow-

ing incident which I have never yet

seen published, and I trust wheelmen
will profit by the lesson.

Messrs. Ford and Case, of the Citi-

zens Club, were riding peacefully

along the other afternoon when they

were suddenly assaulted by a gang of

roughs, about eighteen years of age,

who showered them with stones. Both
dismounted immediately and started

in pursuit. Ford is tall and long

while " Jerry" Case is short and
broad. Ford is a good boxer and has

run a half mile in two minutes and
ten seconds. Case looks like a foot ball

player. Two of the ringleaders were
captured in short order and a severe

thrashing administered. The " gang"
being reinforced came to the rescue

and matters assumed a rather serious
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condition for the riders, but some gen-
tlemen who were passing came to the

rescue and the rascals were turned
over to the police and promptly locked
up. The next day, in court, the two
youths were sent to the Island for ten

days, the sentence was shortened only
through the leniency of the wheelmen.
The moral is a good one, -however, and
I trust that others will follow up such
cases to the end. I understond that

the captain of the police heartily

thanked the gentlemen for their assist-

ance and promised all the aid in his

power in case of future disturbances
of the peace.

Well the Citizens Club house warm-
ing is now a thing of the past. I had
the very good fortune to be present
and what I saw and heard will be de-
tailed at length in my next letter.

X. Y. Z.

FROM THE CLUBS.

Hudson County- Wheelmen.—On
election day the Hudson County
Wheelmen, under command of Captain
E. W. Johnson, having accepted an
invitation from the New Jersey Wheel-
men, made a bic)?cle run to Newark
with a delegation from the Staten

Island Wheelmen, under command of

Captain Knight L. Clapp. From
Newark the entire party wheeled to

East Orange, Bloomfield, Verona,
and Caldwell, and then returned

to Orange, where dinner was served

at Music Hall. Music, song, and
speeches followed. A visit was made
to the rooms of the New England So-

ciety, and its relics .and curiosities in-

spected, and then a run was
made to the Giant's Causeway, on
Orange Mountain, on Eagle Rock,
.from which a grand view of the cities

of New York and Brooklyn, the bay
and harbor, was obtained. The
wheelmen returned to Newark, and
there the visiting companies took
leave of their generous hosts and
speeded homeward, having covered,

during the day, over thirty miles of

road.

Lynn (Mass.) Cycle.—The boys
have fitted up their rooms finely.

They have half the room covered
with a fine tapestry carpet, the walls

are adorned with some fine steel en-

gravings from Smith & Robinsons, a
Wood's grand piano is placed at one
side of the room, a plate glass mirror

and marble mantel are placed between
two of the windows. The walls have
been newly papered, and a chandelier

is hung in the centre. The room is

divided by a curtain and a U. S. stand-

ard pool table is in the back part, with

all its appointments, and a large bil-

liard chandelier hung over it. They
have one of the prettiest rooms of any
bicycle club about here. Z.

BIDWELL'S THANKSGIVING.
Number 4 East Sixtieth street is a

two-story brick house about twenty-

five feet wide by eighty deep, which
has up to the present time been used

as a bicycle salesroom by Messrs. Geo.

R. Bidwell & Co. Adjoining it are

the rooms of the Ixion Bicycle Club.

On the floor above is a large room ex-

tending the width of the two build-

ings, used as a riding school, a portion

of the same being separated by a rail

for the storing of wheels,. On the

ground floor of number 4 is a large

room level with the street. Here were

on exhibition a complete line of Ex-
pert and Standard Colurnbias, Rudges,
Kangaroos, Columbia, and Victor tri-

cycles, and a number of machines of

the Western Toy Company. In the

rear of the store were large show cases

containing a very full stock of sundries

and Perfection Alarms which the firm

manufacture and supply to the trade

and others. Back of this the offices

and the locker rooms are located, and
in the yard is a very extensive repair

shop, being completely fitted up with
special machinery for repairs made by
the Weed Sewing Machine Company,
of Hartford.

The whole stock and fixtures cost

about $15,000, and was the result of

six monih's hard work combined with

good business ability, the majority of

the profits being left to build up the

business to its present state of com-
pleteness. Thanksgiving being a holi-

day the place was closed shortly after

six, and the proprietors and clerks

went to their homes to enjoy the cus-

tomary Thanksgiving dinner.

Seven o'clock came and all was
quiet and serene. Twenty minutes
later by the clock suspended in the

office the scene was changed. A
thick cloud of smoke poured througli

the roof of the workshop, firemert

were breaking in the front door with

lines of hose, piling bicycles and tri-

cycles in an undiscribable mass to one
side of the room, while eager flames

were lapping up paint, nickel, and
enamel with reckless haste, twisting

forks and backbones into ungainly
shapes, curling spokes up as if they

were threads, melting cement like

wax, and making tyres resemble fried

eels. Saddles were shriveled, desks

and chairs faded from sight, and
where peace and order reigned,

desolation "ensued. We have often

wondered how a bicycle establishment

would look after a fire, but the sight

was beyond our expectations. The
total loss amounts to over $8,000, and
although mostly covered by insurance,

it will be long time before order can
be restored.

Mr. Bidwell lost many personal
effects in the way of uniforms, and a

new winter overcoat which had been
thrown aside for the moment.
Many unattached riders had their

wheels stored there, and the lockers

were filled with riding suits. Their
loss is not covered by insurance. The
fire is supposed to have been caused
by spontaneous combustion of rags

used in cleaning wheels, which had
been put in the lockers along with
clothing, and being shut up in a con-
fined space, resulted in flames. The
floor of the rididg school was cut
through, but not otherwise damaged, as

the flames were speedily extinguished.

Next door the Ixion Club were en-

joying themselves after their fashion,

and the piano and banjo were ringing

out merry tunes when the engines
stopped at the door. It is needless

to say that the music then stopped.
Fortunately the books and safe

were uninjured, and the firm are able

to go right along with their work. An
entire new stock of goods were
ordered by telegraph, and they are

now able to fill orders as rapidly as

any in the business. While many
no doubt extend their sympathy, we
trust it will be in the form of sub-

stantial reward from a business stand-

point, and not merely theoretical,

MARYLAND BICYCLE CLUB'S
.CORNER-STONE AND THANKS-

GIVING GOBBLER.

We have laid our corner-stone. Now
that the bugle notes have died away
and the hub-bub of the excitement
faded from view our delighted eyes
have a clearer sight of the complete
success of the affair that is another
landmark of our history.

Harry suggested the idea about two
weeks ago and it at once found favor
in our eyes.

A special meeting of the executive
meeting was called and it was discov-
ered that no one knew anything con-
cerning the laying of corner-stones.

We were adjourned with instruc-

tions to investigate and report at next
meeting.

There were several plans offered
and the Poet submitted an original

poem, which he wanted permission to
read. The following is the first verse :

" Clear was the sky, Thanksgiving morn
When w-e laid our corner-stone,
Sadly thro' the willow trees

The sou'-east wind did moan."

At this point Penn, who doesn't
appreciate the elevating effects of his-

torical poetry, made a significant mo-
tion towards the door which the poet
was wise enough to heed.
A plan was finally adopted and the

next day the captain gathered himself
together and went in an out of the way
place and conceived and issued forth

a mighty $1.40 circular, unprecedented
in its terrible havoc and " unsurpassed
by none." The now immortal pro-
duction knocked every man out in the
first round.

From the famous document we ex-

tract the following :
" Any member

riding side paths during the parade, or
running ahead of the captain or refus-

ing to obey orders will be fined $1.
Sassing the captain, $2 for every
offence. Guying the first lieutenant,

25 cents. Kidding the second lieuten-

ant, 10 cents, or three for a quarter.

Any member, by paying five dollars in

advance, would be entitled, to the
above and other usual privileges of an
ordinary club run. Thirty-three mem-
bers paid the advance money, and now
figure that they made a net saving of

Then the President usurped the
prerogative of the Secretary and tried

his hand on a circular addressed to the
Associate members, with such a disas-

trous effect that out of that large and
dignified component of our member-
ship but eight were present.

We do not mention the above
through any petty envy or jealousy
because our privileges have been in-

vaded, the simple statement that we
have the hard earned distinction of

being the laziest man in the club will

dispel any such accusation, but as a
warning to other captains and presi-

dents, who being elevated to one posi-

tion imagine in their vanity that a
biased Providence has generously en-
dowed them with dual gifts. It takes
such rough treatment as the above to
make them realize that some men are

endowed with intelligence enough to
say, " Ride by twos, by fours," and to
blow a whistle ; others are capable of
saying, "All in favor of the motion
will please say, aye

;
opposed, nay,"

etc.; whilst others are given the power
to write with such triumphant success,

that again is illustrated the sublime

truth that the secretary's pen is

mightier than the Captain's whistle or
the President's gavel.

Thanksgiving Day daAvned bright
and rosy, and old Sol came up with a
smile on his face. The day will be
fair he allowed, he bathed his head in
the fragrant dew, and used for a towel
a cloud that had dropt in its flight

from the curtain of night as it fled
from its tireless pursuer, the light.

The parade started from the pres-
ent club house, at 10 a.m., as fol-

lows :

Maryland Bicycle Club, 38 men, in-

cluding one regular, one tandem, and
one sociable tricycle ; Druid 'Cyclist,

Captain Bartlett, 12 men
;

Lafayette
Wheelmen, Captain Mealy, 13 men

;

Wheeling Wheelmen, Captain ' Booz,
11 men; Junior Wheelmen, Captain
Packer, 4 men. Captain E. R. Jones,
of the Maryland, rode at head of
column with his aides and Lieutenant

J. D. Chesney had immediate com-
mand of the club.

Before we started the captain had
us in line and was instructing us rela-

tive to whistles. Said he " Two
blows for right file, one for left file."

Says a member, way down near the
end :

" I say, captain, how many
whistles for a rat-tail file ?"

As he had paid his advance' money
the captain could only glare.

As the parade is riding over its ad-
vertised route we will take a short cut
and join the crowd at the new build-
ing and take a survey- of it. The first

point that attracts our attention is the
back yard. We claim to be the only
club in the world that has a third-story
back yard. You may smile, dear
reader, but did you ever pause to
think of the manifold advantages of a
third-story back yard ? These are
some. It saves the expense of a back
porch, for the use of members who.
enjoy a cigar on a calm moonlit night,
and how much more pleasant to walk
out of the window on a soft, smooth
lawn and recline in a hammock and
mingle the aroma of roses with the
odor of your havana. Then, again, if

you are on the third floor and want to
go in the yard you don't have to run
down three flights of steps. Maraud-
ing cats visit you not and lots of other
annoyances are barred out.

The building will be of red sand-
stone brick, blue-stone trimmings, in-

terior finished in hard woods. Di-
mensions, 24x70 feet, and four stories
high. The ground floor will contain
machine racks and bowling alleys.

Second, reception, drawing, and com-
mittee rooms and stage, separated
by poitierre, throwable, on demand, in

one apartment. Third floor, billiard

and pool tables, lockers, and bath
compartments. Fourth floor, gymna-
sium, sleeping rooms, janitor's rooms,
and kitchen. We hope to occupy
building in April.

The procession reaches the ground
and dismounting the different clubs
form in line. The bugle sounds and
then march up the steps and occupy
their assigned positions on the plat-

form. President S. T. Clark, of the
Maryland Club, asks the mason if the
corner-stone is ready to be laid. He
replies in the affirmative, and the
ceremonies open with prayer by Rev.
Mr. Myer, who starts off with the
appropriate petition, " Now I lay me
down to sleep." When he concludes
the President gives the signal and the
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stone is lowered to its place as the

band strikes up Rock of Ages. The
various officers of the club deposit

their articles and the captain of the

clubs parading also deposit souvenirs.

The box is sealed and cemented in the

stone. The President delivers an ad-

dress and at its end the mason steps

up and presents him with the trowel

with which the stone was laid. The

'

president accepts same on behalf of

the club. And we all adjourn to the

lake to witness the annual race of the

Druid 'Cyclists, which was won by
their Captain, E. Kemp Bartlett. The
Maryland Club then hies itself to

Towson to partake of its annual
Thanksgiving dinner. Twenty-three
men'sat down to the table, including

Mr. Berryhill, of the Capital Club
When the edge of our appetites

were somewhat dulled a member arose

and proposed that we inaugurate an
" Order of the Trowel," to which
members who render signal service, not

weather predictions, to the club, be
elected. That the honor of being a

Trowler, not growler, will be so

coveted that every member will en-

deavor, to the best of his ability, to

become one, thus benefitting the club

as well as himself.

The motion was drank standing.

Nominations - were declared in

order. And in consideration of his

" unsurpassed by none " circular, the

captain was the first member elected.

Owing to the scientific character of his

speech and the great number of un-

heard-of-before-ologies, he used, the

president was next elected.

Then came a pause and then a

member renowned for his diffidence

and girlish bashfulness, one o'ers

whose pale but intellectual counten-

ance the rosy hue of modesty is

quick to spread, arose and proposed
the Secretary's name. The silence was
ominous whilst he spoke, and when
the ballots were counted they shew i

in favor and 22 against.

We had several hours of "fun and
pleasure, and reluctantly returned.

Secretary.

CHICAGO GOSSIP.
Editor of The Wheel .- A few days

ago the " Dearborn 'Cycling Club "

met at the residence of H. W. Fuller,

Esq., and Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Waldron,

new converts to the wheel, were elected

members. After the meeting a " musi-

cale " was given. Mrs. Waldron recited

several well chosen selections with rare

good taste, never overdoing, a fault so

common even with professional elocu-

tionists. Mrs. -Brush sang for us ; the

Bach-Gounod " Ave Maria," with piano

and organ accompaniment was espe-

cially pleasing. Miss Adele Geiser, one
of the finest amateur pianists in Amer-
ica, and Miss Florence Fuller, whose
playing excels even her tricycle riding,

delighted us with many pieces. The
programme finished, refreshments were
served. Among the invited guests

were Mr. and Mrs. Brush, Misses Gei-

ser and Vette, Messrs. Vernon, Wal-
dron and Meteyard. I will venture to

say that this club is one of the happi-

est, if not the happiest, of organiza-

tions in the United States.

Last evening, the Le Grand Bicycle

Course, at the Le Grand Skating Rink,

was opened. The programme was
somewhat modified owing to various in-

cidents, but was none the less interest-

ing and pleasing. Skating was indulged

in from seven to eight o'clock, then
Chief Consul Blake led the grand
march (or grand wheel) in which many
representatives of the Dearborn 'Cy-

cling Club and the Chicago, Hermes,
and iEolus Bicycle Clubs took part.

The parade was managed with great

skill by Mr. Blake, and was heartily

applauded by the large audience.

Mr. Van Siclen rode an exhibition

mile against time in 3.25, good time

for a thirteen-lap track. Mr. Brown,
C. Bi. C, did some fancy riding on his

sixty ; he always pleases. The Hermes
Bicycle Club drill was a surprise to ev-

ery one, and drew forth great applause.

Mr. A. G. Bennett, C. Bi. C, then gave
some fancy riding. This was, indeed,

the most enjoyable event of the even-

ing. Mr. Bennett bids fair to become
a second Canary ; his progress has
been wonderful. As some oil had been
accidentally spilled on the course, the

remaining races were postponed. The
yEolus Bicycle Club drilled finely, using

tactics, the adoption of which I have al-

ready urged, viz. : the Regular Army
tactics for cavalry and infantry modi-
fied only where the wheel makes it ab-

solutely necessary, the commands be-

ing the same ; the club learns, then,

not only to drill well as a bicycle club,

but the school of the company and bat-

talion as well.

After the exhibition, when the peo-

ple had departed, the managers of the

rink invited the wheelmen to a colla-

tion in the private dining rooms ; all

wheelmen know how to appreciate acts

like this. All was over at midnight,

and we retired early in the morning.
H. F. Fuller."

Chicago, Nov. 26, 1884.

KARL KRON'S REPORT.
Editor of The Wheel : The tenth

month of the canvass for " Ten Thou-
sand Miles on a Bicycle " ends to-

night, with 2,091 subscription-pledges

on my roll, whereof 27 arrived during
the week ; and I'm afraid that three

months more of my precious life will

have to be expended in whooping up
the 909 names still needed to make me
happy. Eighty hotels have now been
secured for my list, or about a third of

the number which I hope to have,

though I might reasonably expect to

get 500 of them if the officers of the

league would take it upon themselves

to improve this chance of ensuring a
great convenience for tourists.

A coincidence which happened to me
on the fifth day of November, in con-

nection with my subscription work, was
certainly curious enough to be worth
relating. Having read of the long
Australian tricycle tour of nearly 600
miles, which was completed in August,

by Mr. James Copland, I wrote to so-

licit his subscription and his "record,"

and his help in introducing my scheme
0 the attention of his club. Now, at

he identical instant of putting my
ignature to the epistle, I was inter-

rupted by the coming of the postman,

who delivered to me a letter from that

same Mr. Copland, written at Mel-
bourne, on the 12th of September, and
giving affirmative answer to the three

requests which I had just penned to

him ! This oddly-timed message from
the antipodes was in form following :

" I'm just on the eve of starting to

ride back, and when I reach Sydney,

1 will distribute your subscription cir-

culars mong the right people. I will

also send the desired account of my
my entire trip (about 1,300 miles) in

time to publish in your book. Mean-
while, please put my name down as a
subscriber, and excuse the present hur-

ried scrawl. I really haven't a moment
to spare, but, as the editor of the Aus-
tralian 'Cycling- JVezas has just shown
me your communication, I thought you
would prefer getting this brief account
to none at all."

If, then, my persuasive powers are

so great that the Australians say yes be-
fore I even put to them the question,

do I not deserve to receive a Thanks-
giving shower of 909 one dollar pledges
for " X. M. Miles on a Bi."

Karl Kron.
Washington Square, N. Y., Nov. 25.

WHAT'S IN A NAME?
Of bicycles we have some few
Whose names are somewhat strange,

I wonder what a man would do
Who had them to arrange.

He'd start a zoo, and fill it too,

The Jumbo would bring money
;

He'd cage the big geared Kangaroo,
And train the wild Star Pony.

I met a rider on a wheel
Who rode it like Canary,

I thought it was the small Facile,

But 'was an Extraordinary.

"What Yale's you," said a maker,
As I gazed on a Bike.

" I like this new ' Boneshaker,'
Although I ride a Trike."

The dealer said :
" these rims won't budge

The metal will not fail,"

Perhaps you'd like to buy a Rudge,
Or perhaps our staunch Royal Mail.

While wondering what machine I'd bought,
I never could remember,

They sent me home a Premier " O,"
While I'd paid for a Humber.

When through some sand my wheel I led
A Horseman near did go,

" The Sanspareil for wheels," he said,

Why don't you ride a shadow.
Georgius.

TRICYCLES ON THE RACING
PATH.

The racing records of the past sea-

son for tricycles have been published
in Wheeling by Mr. Pembroke Cole-
man, the official handicapper and time-

keeper to the National Cyclists' Union.
They have been prepared with great

care, and at infinite pains, and form
the first complete set of records as to

what may be done in racing by tricy-

cle riders. But it must be borne in

mind that racing on a tricycle is the

very least of the valuable services

which that pleasant vehicle renders to

its owner, and its especial value lies in

its capacity to carry riders and lug-

gage for long or short tours at home
and abroad. At home it conducts rid-

ers into pleasant and secret places,

which the railway has not made com-
mon, and where the modern coach
never runs. How much the tricycle

has done in this way during the season

may be the subject of an article at no
distant date. The returns now com-
piled by Mr. Coleman show that the

tricycle is capable of traversing enor-

mous distances at a high rate of speed;

of traveling far beyond the rate neces-

sary, or even desirable, for the most
ardent lover of traveling, or the most
devoted student of the picturesque.

The speed of these racing records can,

of course, bear no comparison with the

rate which a rider can travel on an or-

dinary road ; and no one should be

discouraged on reading the distance

covered in any specific time, and com-
paring it with a private record over a
country road. At one mile H. N. Cor-
sellis bears the record for 3mm. 3
2-5sec. run this year. H. J. Webb ran

two miles in 6min. 26 3-5sec, and he
carries the palm at twelve, -thirteen,

sixteen, seventeen, and from twenty-
six up to 100 miles, the whole scored

this year. • The longest distance was
covered in 6h..43min. 32^sec, and he
also ran 100 miles on the road in 7I1.

35mm. Mr. Webb is the gentleman
who rode from Land's Ends to John
o'Groat's, 898^ miles, in 7 days i8h.

58mm., and the greatest distance ever

yet ridden in consecutive days goes to

his credit also, as he rode 1,025^
miles 9 days 6h. 35mm. These as-

tounding feats are more to the credit

of the man's endurance than to the

machine he rides, though great credit

is due to the makers of the machines
which can satisfy the demands made
upon them by such riders. M. J.

Lowndes holds the record from three

miles to eleven, he having covered the

first distance, in 1883, in 9mm. 45sec,
and the longer distance last year also

in 27mm. 44sec. C. E. Liles is the
quickest rider, at fourteen and fifteen

miles, and from eighteen to twenty-

five miles, the fourteen miles having
been ridden in 49mm. 3isec, and the

twenty-five miles ih 28min. 58sec.

Major Knox Holmes, the octogenarian

rider, has the credit for having ridden
from 101 miles to 115 miles in the

shortest time this year. The former
distance occupied 8h. 36min. 24sec.

;

and the last named taking 8h. 58mm.
58sec. The greatest distance ever yet

ridden on the road in 24b. was 230^
miles, accomplished by Mr. W. F. Sut-

ton. Such marvelous performances
show what a magnificent vehicle for

racing or touring science has placed

within the reach of the great middle
class of England. Tandem tricycle

riding has also been indulged in to

some extent this season, and the great-

est distance ridden on the road in 24
hours goes to the credit of Messrs.

Bird and Marriot, who, on July 26,

last, rode 231 miles.

—

Land and Water.
Mercury.

BORROWED FROM OUR
NEIGHBORS.

We think that our Yankee contem-
poraries should have particularised

when they sagely remarked, " Our
English visitors made a great deal of

talk because • they couldn't get any-

thing to drink at Springfield. They
had no trouble in Boston."

Tricycling for ladies is gradually

becoming popular in the colonies. My
Australian correspondent, who by rea-

son of his English experience has

quickly attained importance in Aus-
tralia, and is now none other than the

secretary of the Wheelmen's Union
there, assures me that the fair sex in

his city (Sidney) are quite enthusiastic

on the subject of wheels. They are

scarcely yet advanced enough to take

machines out under their own control,

but eagerly seize an offer of a ride on

a social. This is bully for the colonial

boys.

At the Birchfields fortnightly social,

Mr. Reuben Chambers took the chair

and said a few words about his recent
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trip. The Yanks had treated Illston

and him in fine style. They had a
most hearty reception. Owing to the
more favorable atmosphere, he had
little doubt that, before long, English
records would all be beaten, and, had
it not been for a most unfavorable day
in his recent attempt, Hendee would
have considerably lowered the record.

Both the speech and speaker were ac-

corded a very hearty reception.

Messrs. Leeson (Hon. Sec),Court, Day,
Groves, and the chairman, by reciting

and singing, made the evening pass
very pleasantly.

I met a man the other day, who was
looking at his bicycle with a look of

supreme contempt, and talking to it

in unmeasured terms. I asked him
why, instead of raving like that, he
didn't ride home. " Ride home !

"

said he, and smiled a sickly smile. I

repeated my question, " Look here,"

said he, " I don't believe in calling a
' jigger ' bad names, but when a fellow

gets half way home, comes to tram-
line at the foot of a long hill, stands
still on his machine to let a steam
motor pass, and on starting finds his

hind wheel has ' fired,' "—I suddenly
remembered that I had a friend wait-

ing for me, and bolted.

A Freneh nobleman was out riding

his tricycle one day, when he overtook
an old priest, contentedly jogging
along upon a quiet donkey. " Ha !

ha !
" laughed the nobleman, " how

goes the ass to-day, good father ?

"

" On wheels, my son, on wheels," was
the unexpected reply. Collapse of the

noble wheelman.

At the same time, when we remem-
ber the rancorous dislike displayed by
the lower-class Yankees, which might
at any time have taken the shape of a
flying missile, if all we hear is true, it

is undeniable that our fellows had
more to contend against than the

American muscle and wind nominally
pitted against them.

We are exceedingly glad to be able

to report that there is no truth in the
rumor that Cortis was no more. A
recent Australian Exchange says: "We
were exceedingly pleased to meet- Dr.

H. L. Cortis again, when present at

the Sydney B. C. meeting. For the
benefit of our home readers we are

glad to say that their quondam cham-
pion is in very good health and spirits.

The doctor confirms the report that he
was suffering from heart disease, but
he does not seem to suffer any incon-
venience from it now ; and as far as

appearance and appetite go, we still

should say there is plenty of racing
still left in the ' path-demon.' " Judg-
ing from this, Cortis is worth a dozen
dead men yet.

TOURING IN CALIFORNIA.
[Report of H. C. Finkler to Karl Kron.]

Their arrival at Blue Lakes, about
mid-day was very dramatic, they came
sweeping around a curve in the road
into full sight of the hotel where they
were observed by a large gathering of
people, mostly ladies

;
they all cheered,

the cyclers taking off their hats and
returning the salute with a feeling of
gladness, possessed only by the wheel-

man when on a gentle down grade,
with the majority of admirers ladies.

The party being very pleasant and
promising a nice time during their

stay, they remained until next morn-
ing, the remainder of the day was
'passed in swimming and boat-sailing,

also a little bicycle trick riding, which
unfortunately led to the breaking of

the handle-bar of one of the machines.
Mr. Jacobs engineered the attachment
of a large piece of wood which suc-

cessfully substituted the broken one
until a machine shop could be reached.
In the evening recitations, singing, and
dancing whiled the hours pleasantly
away. Among the exercises was the
reading of an original poeni by one of

the young ladies, which was considered
very creditable. Early next morning
they departed for Lake Port, which was
.reached at about half-past nine o'clock,

here breakfast was taken and the handle-
bar repaired, taking about one hour
in all. The genial host introduced
them to almost everybody in. town,
showing them the little steamer which
plys between the different points of

interest on the lake's border. All went
well until Cobb Mountain was reached,
which had to be climbed. When about
half way up they came to what a hun-
gry bicycler could compare to a small
oasis in the desert, in the shape of the
small sign which read " strawberries
and cream." They stopped and soon
refreshed the inner man, after which
pushed for the top at an altitude of
3,roo above the sea level, and with
renewed energy reached there at about
4 p. m. The down grade was so badly
cut up that they were forced to walk,
reacing Glenbrook at sun down, where
supper was taken.

Next morning Jack Frost made all

four of us move about lively, and after

much persuasion the cook prepared a
breakfast that was greatly relished.

St. Helena Mountain loomed up very
majestically, in fact, sooner than we
desired, thus giving us the opportunity,
of wearing out our shoes which we
faithfully stuck to for half -the day,
though occasionally our friend Cowen
would break the monotony of the
tramp by attempting to ride down,
performing numerous acrobatic feats,

and taking several headers, but always
bobbing up serenely with a contented
smile, and not much injured.

At noon the beautiful valley of
Napa opened up before us. Amidst
the lovely surronndings Calistoga,

550^ miles was reached with vigorous
appetites

; here George Rideout's
vacation having expired a parting en-
sued, he taking the train for S. F.

St Helena, 559^ miles was reached
in 45 minutes, being at less than a 5
minute gait. The road between these
two points is the best in the northern
part of the State, and comparing very
favorably with the best of those of the
Santa Clara Valley, which are so widely
known for their smoothness immedi-
ately after a rain. From St. Helena
to Napa the roads are very fair, though
occasionally bumpy. We enjoyed our-
selves greatly while en route through
this valley, visiting many of the prin-
cipal wine vaults and distilleries. A
short stop at Yountsville was made, a
steady head wind making it hard push-
ing, and at dusk Napa was reached
with the odometer showing a distance
of 578^ miles, or 55^ for Friday.
After supper a quiet ramble about
town was taken, and then all retired.

After a sponge bath and breakfast at
early start was made. The asylum
grounds at the invitation of the gate
keeper were ridden over, the smooth-
ness of their surface reminding me
very much of the drives of Golden
Gate Park. Though admiring the
buildings and grounds very much the
gloomy feeling which we encountered
was hard to shake off. It did not take
long to reach the Sacramento Valley,
Cordelia (594^ miles), being the first

stopping point, where the hospitalities
of a farmer who insisted upon our
sampling sarsaparilla was complied
with. To Fairfield, which was reached
at 11 o'clock, having ridden 602 miles,

the roads were rather dusty, Elmira
616 miles showed that they were far

from improving. After leaving El-
mira, while riding in a wagon rut with
which the roads were beginning to
abound, a quick side fall was taken,
caused by slipping the pedal, and the
indenture, in the road showing that it

was taken in a hurry. Brushing off

the dust and again mounting, the ride
was continued as though nothing had
happened, and Dixon 628^ miles was
reached after much tramping over tele-

graph and telephone roads, whose
smoothness the resident farmers con-
sider perfect, but which in fact are ter-

rific, we cyclers feeling that it would
not take many more hours to become
thoroughly well roasted. Davisville,

639^ miles, was reached at six o'clock,
much walking out of the 61 miles
which had been traveled that day,
coupled with the frightful heat and
numerous insects which were a tor-
ment, made it far from, pleasant, but
our appetites nevertheless were not
impaired in the least.

After much inquiry we learned that
many of the roads approaching the
Feather river, over which we would
have to pass in going to Marysville,
were overflowed, so we immediately
arrived at the conclusion that we were
forced to abandon that portion of the
trip. A telephonic message was sent
to Mr. Lambert, at Sacramento, that
the programme was to start in the
morning, due east, over the best road
that could be found. Next morning
showed it had been received with more
fervor than anticipated. Many well
advised residents informed us that we
would not find any more good roads
in this vicinity, and anticipating that
we would soon part company, we en-
tertained each other before retiring for
the night by relating numerous legends
and listening to each other's stories,

of which Mr. Cowen had a bountiful
store, he, at the conclusion, being
unanimously declared the funniest man
in the house. Next morning (June
29th), after concluding breakfast, all

were ready to proceed, when we were
greatly surprised by the unexpected
arrival of seven of the members of the
Sacramento Bicycle Club, captained
by Mr. R. R. Flint, with lieutenants
Lindly and Lampert in position, who
surrounded us with many greetings.
A run to Woodland and back was sug-
gested, we being advised by them that
it would be necessary on account of
the inundated roads to take the train
to Sacramento. Ten miles out from
Davisville, one of the most extensive
vineyards in the State is located

;

here, Mr. Blower, of raisin repute, be-
ing domiciled, a visit was made, and
mounting his bicycle he escorted all

the wheelmen over the numerous

smooth drives that surround the prem-
ises, and upon arriving at his beauti-

ful residence after having ridden about
an hour, the disappearance of a colla-

tion which had been prepared showed
the appreciation of the wheelmen.
Here, the many pleasures of the tour
were related, after which a start for

town was made. After riding about the
streets of Woodland, which are beauti-

fully kept, a start for Davisville,

where the odometer registered 664^
miles, was made, Mr. Lindly leading
us along at the liveliest pace we had
traveled for some days, reaching just

in time for the train in a little less than
an hour, the distance being 11^ miles,

which being over roads, portions of

which were far from smooth, was, on
such a hot day, rather lively traveling.

Upon arriving at Sacramento, Mr.
Lindly immediately piloted us to

his home, where refreshments were
bountifully placed before us

;

thence, he escorted us to Agri-
cultural Park, Exposition Build-
ing, the Capitol Grounds, and
about the city to the depot where
Messrs. Cowen and Rideout took train

to S. F. During the afternoon a ride

down the Riverside and back was
taken, and after being informed that
the roads to S. F., via Stockton, La-
throp, and Niles were rather bumpy in

places, and on account of the late

rains far from being in good 'cycling

shape, I was forced to content myself
in returning home by other than a
wiry steed, having traveled through
Sonoma, Mendocino, Lake Napa, So-
lano, Yolo, and in Sacramento coun-
ties 303^ miles, with 44^ for the last

day, or a total for the 2 weeks' wheel-
ing of 686*^ miles.. I concluded to
stop, as at the rate of 5^ lbs. flesh

gained in two weeks I soon would be-
come entirely too fat for my own com-
fort. It is almost unnecessary in this

mode of spending a vacation to worry
about expense as the hotel charges
are all that one has to be prepared for.

The advantage gained in seeing the
country to one's entire satisfaction

leads to the query : Why there is such
a scarcity of bicycle tourists ? Surely
the roads should not deter them as the
hardships encountered would not mo-
lest a child. Had our local 'cyclers

the enthusiasm of the Pioneer wheel-
man of Monterey or to contend
against the many inconveniences that
the riders of Sacramento so bravely
overcome, the public would look upon
them with more of an eye of admira-
tion than they have in the past.

Finding that the trip had invigor-
ated me so much and wishing to ascer-

tain what distance I could ride in a
day I concluded my vacation by mak-
ing an attempt to ride as great a dis-

tance as possible without straining
myself. The excellence of the roads
in the Santa Clara Valley convinced
me that the wheel could stand it. A
start on July 3d at 7:35 a.m. from the
corner of Mission and Twenty-sixth
streets was made. The verifications

that the distance traveled on a bicycle
and showing the time of arrival, with
distances, are as follows : Fourteen
Mile House at 9 a. m., iiJE^ miles.

D. O. Mills' Villa, at Millbrae, at 9.15
A. m., 135^ miles. Belmont Hotel, 10
a. m., 22 miles. Redwood City, San
Mateo County, 10.45 *• m., 253^ miles.

Menlo Park, 11. 15 a.m., 293^ miles.

Palo Alto, 11.25, A
- M -> Zt-A miles.

Mayfield, Santa Clara County, 11.45
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a. m., 343^ miles. Mountain View,
12 m., 39^ miles. Santa Clara, 1.5 p.

m., 47^ miles. San Jose, 1.20 p. m.,

513^ miles. Coyote, 3 p. m., 63^
miles. Madrone, 3.30 p. m., 69^
miles. Gilroy, 5.15 p. m., 81^ miles.

San Felipe, 6.55 p. m., gj% miles.

Hollister, 8 p. m., 100^ miles. Thus
making 100^ miles in one half day
and 15 minutes. The road taken was
that which is the continuation of Mis-
sion street, the wind blowing so hard
against me that slow going was a ne-
cessity. At MiUbrae, through the
kindness of Miss G , a delicious

glass of milk was soon disposed of
From here the roads, which are shaded
on both sides by large trees, were ex-

cellent to San Jose, but after having
traveled on poor ground for the first

13^ miles, and finding good ground
so suddenly a little spurting was done,
necessarily resulting in . a terrific

header which was taken while going
down a gentle grade. This came very
near shaking all the long distance rid-

ing out of me. When within 1^
miles of Hollister a collision with a
farm wagon, whose driver was intent
upon holding all of the road, showed
that a 'cycler, for his own personal
safety should not be technical regard-
ing the laws of the road. Thus, in-

cluding the fifteen stops and two mis-
haps Hollister was reached at an aver-
age gait of about ten miles per hour,

WHEELMEN ATTENTION!
We invite the attention of all wheelmen to the following list of

and as the attractions during the
Fourth promised to be numerous the
return was made as fast as the Mon-
terey train could carry me, making
787 miles in all.

( The End.
)

HOLIDAY PRESENT

GENTLEMEN

.

COVENTRY
Cycle Company

(Limited),

Whitefriars Lane,
Coventry, England.

Largest makes of first

quality

Bicycles, Tricycles, and
Perambulators.

Illustrated Catalogue on
application. 12t

WHEEL SONGS.

Poems of Bicycling,
BY S. CONANT FOSTER.

of which we are the SOLE AGENTS for the United States,

BICYCLES.

British

Challenge,

Rudge Light

Roadster,

i American

.Budge,

Xtra ChiilenRe,

TRICYCLES.

RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER.

Traveller,

Coventry Rotary

Tandem,

Rational,

Yeloceman,

Coventry

Convertible.

Silk Bicycle Hose, Silk Tennis

Jerseys, Smoking Jackets, Fancy
Silk Tennis Belts, Polo Caps,

Bicycle Suits, Bicycle Gloves,

Mouchoir Holders, Card Cases,

Photograph Bicycle Handker-

chiefs, Carriage Robes, Evening

Dress Shirts, Gfloves and Scarfs,

Norfolk Jackets, Canes, Umbrel-

las,, etc.

Just received a special im-

portation of Lotstdox Macintosh
Coats at greatly reduced prices.

Send stamp for the largest and most complete catalogue yet issued. Reliable Agents
wanted in every city.

New York Headquarters : G. R. BIDWELL. 4 East 60th St., N. Y.

STODDARD, L0VER1NG k CO.

lO IViilk Street, Boston.

a reve&o
128 and 130 Fulton Street,

87 Nassau Street,

NEW YORK.

The Most Sumptuous Book Devoted to the

Wheel yet Published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.

A.n Elegant Quarto Volume of Eighty Pages.

Bound in Blue Silk Cloth, with Side

Stamp in Gilt and Silver.

Price $1.75, Iby Mail, Postpaid.

ADDRESS,

The Cycling Publishing Co.

,

21 PARK ROW,
Box 444 New York

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion wittiout dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.
A " Reformed Crank Rider " says :—" In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all
Bicycles ; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

At. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithville, Burlington Co., N. L

IM HEIGHTS BICYCLE SCH00
a_.x~;d saleseoom.

t. hunt sterry, - - -

Corner Fulton and Orange Streets.

Two blocks from the Bridge. Ten minutes from the City Hall, N. Y. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

TIE FINEST RIDING HALL IN THE COUNTRY.

All Makes of Bicycles and Tricycles on Hand. Send Stamp for Circular.

Agent for the Celebrated 11

Bicycles sold on the installment plan. Send for circular.

Competent Machinists in charge of Repair Shop. Nickel Plating, Repairing, etc., a specialty.

Riding School open for instruction from 9 A.M. to 10 p.m. Bicycles stored and lockers furnished to unattached riders.

Second-hand Bicycles bought and sold.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.
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Messrs. S. T. CLARK & CO.,

<xl IMPORTERS lx>

2 & 4 Hanover Street, Baltimore, Md.,

Beg to announce that they have recently been appointed Sole United States Agents

for THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO. (Limited), Coventry, England, the

Largest and Oldest Bicycle Makers in the World, Manufacturers of the Celebrated

f^T TTR " BICYCLES and
v-^J—i A—> TRICYCLES,

And, knowing the demand for these favorite machines, they have now in stock and in

transit a larger number of the Famous

y\ irioi'iciiii Club Bicycles,
Which, retaining all the features and improvements which have made them so valued in

the past, and further improved by the addition of

HANCOCK'S NON-SLIPPING TIRES,

DROPPED HANDLE BARS (AT OPTION), and HARRINGTON'S ENAMEL
IN LLEU OF PAINT.

These Bicycles are universally admitted to be the most elegant machines now on the

American Market, and gentlemen contemplating purchasing new mounts are recom-
mended to consider the sterling merits of the AMERICAN CLUB.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

Reliable Agents Wanted in every City.

THE AMERICAN "

As adapted to the STAR.

THE AMERICAN ADJUSTABLE LONG - DISTANCE SADDLE,
Spring Frame, Perfect Ad-
justment, Light, Strong,

Elastic, Easy.

Completely absorbs all

Vibration.

PRICE $4.00.

Liberal Discount to Dealers-

Send for Circular.

Mention this paper.

" It is the easiest saddle I ever rode." BURLEY B. AYERS, Chairman Tra-is. Comm., L. A. W.
" The best saddle I have ever seen, and I have tested nearly every saddle known to the trade."

C. W. EDGERTO , Fort Wayne, Ind.
" I don't think there is a better saddle for the Star."

. J. P. MAYNARD. Chicago, 111.

" Tried your saddle on my Star, and found" it the easiest and most comfortable saddle I have ever
tried. The steel spring and suspension seat appear to take away all the jar of riding-."

J. W. PARKER, Buffalo, N. Y.BULL & HAYNES,
Importers of and Dealers in

Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries,
Repairing a specialty. Our facilities for doing all kinds of work, such as Brazing. Painting, Nickel

Plating, &c, &c, at reasonable prices, are unexcelled. Correspondence bOLiciTEU. .Wheels sold on tht
Installment plan. HERSEE HALL RIDING SCHOOL. Open Evenings. Purchasers taught free. Cor.
Main and Chippewa Sts., Buffalo, N. Y.

WHAT AND WHY.
A 72-page pamphlet of value to all wheel-

men, young and old.

COMMON QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
WHAT TO SELECT.

THE L. A. W.
DRESS AND CONVENIENCES.

WORDS TO THE WISE.

By Charles E. Pratt.

Buy it ' ! Read it ! !

Price Ten Cents.

FOR SALE BY

The Cycling Publishing 'Co.,

2 1 PARK ROW,
Box m. NEW YORE,

Remit in two-cent stamps.

E. B. HORSNL
8O & 82 William St. N. Y.

Sole Agent, for City and Vicinity, of the

American STAR Bicycles.
The COLUMBIAS, HARVARD, and a full line

of Boys' Bicycles always in stock.

American and English Sundries.
Repairing, Nickel Plating, and Painting.

Second-hand Bicycles Bought and Sold.
Send for Catalogue.

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE L. A.W.

Are Yon Insured Against Accident?

All Desirable Forms of Accident Insurance can be obtained of the

FIDELITY AUD CASUALTY COMPANY.
E. E. CLAPP, Manager Accident Depart?nent,

NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, AND PENNSYLVANIA.

OFFICE, 149 BROADWAY, New York.

New York, Jan. 7, '84.

I was persuaded to take out an
Accident Policy last August, in

the Fidelity and Casualty Com-
pany, of New York, for $5,000 in

case of death, and $25.00 per

week if injured. About the

middle of October, you will recol-

lect, I was thrown from my
bicycle, and sustained an injury.
I have just recovered from this,
and last Friday filed a claim for
eleven weeks' indemnity. The
company promptly paid the
amount ($275.00), and I cannot
but publicly praise their business
methods. To the many wheel-
men who are dependent upon
their salaries for support, I un-
hesitatingly say : Insure in the
Fidelity and Casualty Company.
The cost is very little, and, in
event of injury, you will find the
indemnity very handy to have.

FRED JENKINS,
Editor of The Wheel.

New York, Nov. 17, '83.

This company issues accidental
policies of insurance against anv
bodily injury and loss of life in-
duced by accidental means,
whether it happen while travel-
ing on your bicj'cle, or in any
of the lawful and usual avoca-
tions of life.

I am carrying a policy of in-
surance in this company, and I

highly recommend it to your con-
sideration.
You are journeying more or less

over the country on .your bicycle,
and if unfortunately you " make
a header, and down you go," and
are disabled to the extent of SIX
MONTHS, you can depend upon
receiving your full indemnity for
that length of time.

The strong Board of Directors
will convince you that it is in the
hands of reliable men.

Yours very truly,

N. MALON BECKWITH,
Preset L. A IV.

THE BURYEA SADDLE
Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

A Wheelman's Autograph Albnm!

Designed and Compiled

For Collection of Autographs.

It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and
black markings.

It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three hundred selections from the poets in regard

to I he wheel.
Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs

of Cycling friends.
Three hundred En ravings, illustrating each quota-

don.

Price One Dollar, Postpaid.

WILL C. MARVIN, Ovid, Mich.
Sole Agent for the United States & Canada.

17 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK,
AGENT FOR THE

CELEBRATED "KANGAROO " BICYCLE, Manufactured by Hillman; Herbert & Cooper,

The "American Club " and "Club" Bicycles,

• The "Cheylesmore," "Imperial" and "Club Sociable" Tricycles,
Manufactured by Coventry Machinist Co.,

The "American Sanspareil" Roadster,
Manufactured by Wm. Andrews, Birmingham, England,

And The
"
Royal Mail" Ligh t Roadster and Tricycle,

REPAIRS A SPECIALTY. Catalogues Furnished on Application.

Griins and Sporting G-oocLs-

Style B.

Used by Hendee, Prince, Sellers, Howell, AVoodside,

Corey, Landy, Jenkins of Louisville, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates, also Miles. Armaindo and Sylvester,

and all the flyers. Fits any machine, including Star

Bicycle. Special terms to dealers."

Prices : Japanned, g3.00; Nickeled $3.75.

ZLST- T_ TO"5T CO.
697 Broadway, New York.

MISCELLANEOUS.
[Advertisements inserted in this department no

over 4 lines nonpareil for $10 a year.]

pHICAGO, ILL.—The John Wilkinson Co., 68
\j Wabash ave., Makers of Bicycle Hose Sup-
porters. The best style made. Price per pair 35
cents by mail. Agents for the Columbia Bicycles.
Send stamp for catalogue.

DORTLAND, ME.—LAMSON'S LUGGAGE
JT CARRIER, the cheapest, lightest, and most con-
venient thing of the kind. May be put in pocket when
not in use. By mail, seventy-rive cents and one dollar.
C. H. Lamson.

QT. LOUIS ~\\ FUiEL CO., C. E. Stone, Manager,
O 1121 Olive stieet. Agents for Columbia Bicycles
nd Tricycles, Rudge Light Roadster, Facile, Sans-
p reil, American Club, Victor Tricycle, and all high
class machines. Rep.-.ii ing, nickeling, and enameling
promptly done. Dealers >n secondhand wheels.
Send for printed list.

WILLIAM G. SCRIBNER,
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles and Accessories.

Sole agent for Washington, D. C, of The Pars
M'f'g Co., Stoddard, Lovering A Co., The Cunning-
ham Co. , Sam'l T. Clark & Co., the Oyerman Wheel
Co., The Facile.
Biding School attached. Visitor* always welcome.

1108-1116 E. Street, 14". W.,

Washington, D. r!
.
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B
ICYCLE
New and second hand in great-

est variety of styles and prices. sI. B. HART,
No. 811 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pa;

Selling Agent for The Pope Mfg. Co., Stoddard,
Lovering & Co., The Cunningham Co., Gormully &
Jeffrey, and The Western Toy Co.

ALL THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lists.

EC. B- HAET.
A fine assortment of Sundries always on hand.

FREE~fqk~1RIAL.
HANOVER'S SPECIFIC. An u failing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility and Wea v iess, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, Nervous Prostration, Hysteria,

or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, ovaiwork,
abuses of Alcohol, Tobacco, &c. (Over forty thousand
positive cures.)

^g^Send 10c. postage oh trial box of pills. A
dress HANOVER REMEDY CO.,

Lock Box 584. Chicago, 111.

Wheelmen's Portable Outfits.

THE PHCEBUS CAMERA.

The lightest, most compact, and
cheapest. Folds up in space of 2Jr%

inches. Plate Holders, Darlot Lens
Telescope Tripod, Canvas Case for

Camera and Tripod. - Price $18.00.
All makes of Cameras, outfits, and
supplies.

E. B. HUTCHINSON,
51 Nassau Street.

Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent upon
application.

Eoom 1.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
NEWARK, H- J

,

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES,
L imps, Curriers, Star Cyclometer, D.igs, Saddles

and Dicyele Parts for both CRANK & STAR.

difficult repairs a specialty.

totem. Tot
A. SCHOENINGER, President.

495 to 503 N.Wells st

CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

OTTO BICYCLES
For Boys and Youths-

Keep also a full assortment

Boys' Three-Wheeled Velocipedes

AND

Petit Tricycles,
IN ALL SIZES AND GRADES.

For Sale by all Dealers and Toy Houses.

Illustrated Catalogue furnished on aM i>lication_

Hew York Branch, 47 Murray St., N. Y.

R. L. COLEMAN, Manager.

COLUMBIA
BICYCLES and TRLC YCLES.

STANCH AND RELIABLE ROADSTERS,

In 1883 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles- and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads
; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

in. 5 miles in the day, each, We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used "were

Columbias, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias; and

further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

Columbias, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
After long and careful experiments with five different speed and power tricycle attachments in

different forms, we have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in. sufficient

numbers to supply it on our new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction; is applied to the crank-shaft;

is operated by a handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle ;

is certain and effective in its operation ; reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill

climbing about one third, and is made of the finest material and with the finest workmanship, and

so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by its use.

[Price of Columbia Tricycle,

"With. Power G-ear,

i!60,

180.
The Columbia Power-gear will be applied to any Columbia Tricycle at our factory, at Hartford, Conn., for $25.

SEND STAMP FOE ILLUSTRATED (36-PAGE) CATALOGUE.

TIh_e IPcrpe ZMZfg'. Go.
Principal Office, 597 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

BRANCH HOUSE, 12 WARREU STREET, NEW YORK

THE PERFECTION HEATER.
(Patent Applied For.)

For Cementing Rubber T : res.

EVERT WHEELMAN SHOULD HAVE ONE, AS IT SAVES TIME
AND MONEY.

Lamp, and full directions for" cementing a rubber tire, sent postpaid to
any part of the U. S. or Canada on receipt of

$1.00,
For sale by Dealers, or send to the Manufacturers,

C. R. BIDWELL & CO.,
Dealers in Bicycles, Tricycles, &c,

4 Bast 60th Street, New York,
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Single Copies
Subscription Price
'Clubs of Six -

Europetn Subscriptions,

- - 5 Cents
One Dollar AYear

- Five Dollars
- 5 Shillings

Published every Friday Morning, by
THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING COMPANY.

Box 444, 21 Park Row, N. Y.,

and entered at the Post Office at second-ciass rates.

To Subscriber* and Correspondents.

Subscribers must be particular to notify the
Publishers promptly of any change in their address.
If they do not receive their paper regularly It is on
this account.
Contributors and correspondents will please sepa-

rate general correspendence to the Editor trom mat-
ter intended for publication. Always sign (confi-
dentially' full name and address, with nom de flume,
a« no atteauon is paid toanonsmous contributions.
Write only on one side of the sheet, and have all
communications sent in by Monday morning at the
latest.

All matters relating to subscriptions or advertise-
ments, and all business connected wiih Thk Wheel
should be addressed to the Companv. Make all
Checks and Money Orders payable to Thk 'Cycling
Publishing Company. We cannot use stamps other
than the two or one cent issue.

Viewed from an impassionate point,

it seems to be pretty generally accepted

that about the only practical work of

the League of American Wheelmen
is that accomplished by the Railroad

Committee. By this statement we do
not mean to depreciate the efforts of

other committees and officers. We
are fully aware that the officers are

called upon to answer trivial corres-

pondence on many matters. We know
that the Racing Board have upset all

the rules that worked so successfully

last year, and inaugurated a lot of

trash that nobody understands and
few follow. We are aware that there

are a few hard working local Consuls

who do their work thoroughly, but we
guarantee that more strangers apply

to this office for information and re-

ceive it, than the City League Consul,

whoever he may be. We know that

a mighty string of red tape is being

daily unwound in the efforts of Divi-

sion Secretaries to get the tickets to

applicants within six weeks. We know
that all this is being done, but the

only outward and visible sign by which
the League can claim the dollar and
support of wheelmen is the work per-

formed by the Railroad Committee,

and therefore we think it our duty to

uphold the organization on this

ground alone.

Awhile ago due notice was given in

the papers that the New York, Lake

Erie & Western absolutely refused to

transport bicycles and tricycles in their

baggage cars, and insisted upon turn-

ing the same over to the express

companies, who charged any thing

they pleased for the service. All ef-

forts to satisfactorily adjust the mat-
ter failed, and wheelmen were advised

to " boycot " the company. The Erie

road were soon brought to understand
that the wheelmen's 'good will was as

remunerative as any other class of

travelers, and after investigating the

matter very thoroughly, and seeing

how other companies were making
bids for patronage by offering to carry

wheels free, rescinded the order, and
issued the following circular, which' is

greatly to their credit :

"This company will accept bicycles
for transportation in its baggage cars
on passenger trains free of charge, at
owner's risk, when the owner accom-
panies his bicycle on same train and
exhibits a proper passage ticket ; but
bicycles will not be accepted for
transportation to points beyond our
line, or beyond the run of the' baggage
master or baggage car of the train
upon which they are carried, and if

the owner of the bicycle desires to
have it taken beyond our line, or
beyond the run of the baggage master
or car, he should be distinctly inform-
ed at what point to claim and receive
his property, and arrange for its

further care and transportation. The
owners of bicycles to be transported
should be required to deliver them at
the baggage car of the train on which
they desire to have them carried, and
notified to be on hand at the baggage
car promptly upon arrival at destina-
tion to receive their property.

" Baggagemen will bear in mind the
fact that bicycles are easily injured,
and will handle them carefully while
in their custody, especially when load-
ing or unloading them.

" If the owner of a bicycle fails to
claim his property, the train baggage
master will carry it to the end of his
run, and there turn it over to the
station baggage master, taking a
receipt for same, and notify the gen-
eral baggage agent, giving full par-
ticulars."

Jno. N. Abbott,
General Passenger Agent.

We congratulate the Railroad Com-
mittee on their success, which affects

not only the wheelmen of New York
but a great portion of the country.

We trust that their attention will be
directed to the Long Island Railroad,

which still persists in turning bicycles

and tricycles over to the hands of the

expressman, who extracts from three

to ten cents a mile, according to his

avariciousness.

SOME BOSTON NEWS.
I had an interview with H. D

Corey a day or so ago, and it was so in-

teresting to me that I reproduce parts
of it for the benefit of readers of The
Wheel. Corey's impressions of

B. Thomas,
General Superintendent.

ENGLISH ROADS.

They are as a general rule better
than ours. Income localities they arc

perfection itself. They are much
narrower than ours, and are composed
of rocks,. no gravel whatever being
used in their construction. The rocks
are broken into little pieces and
thrown in the road ; the incessant
damp weather seems apparently to rot

them, and the broad tired wheels of
heavy teams grind them down until

they form a sort of hard, stony sur-

face, consequently the road appears
like a mass of solid rock. As a rule,

the roads are all of this general char-
acter, except in Yorkshire, which is

hilly; of course many towns neglect
to keep them in good condition. They
are oval in shape, sloping gently on
each side, and they dry very quickly.
Wheeling in wet weather is not verj

inconvenient, and beyond a little mud
Throwing an American would be sur
prised to note the ease with which one
can get over them. One very rarely

sees a fence. The roads are invaria

bly bordered by hedges. They are
seldom straight, and the winding
hedges give them a quaint and
picturesque attractiveness. The fol-

lowing anecdote tells what is consid-
ered the best five miles of continuous
road in all England. A number of

cyclists got into a hot dispute over the
point, and in order to settle it, de-
cided to leave it to the judgment of
two very well known wheelmen The
two judges wrote their verdict. When
they were opened, one was "From
Coventry to Kenilworth Castle," and
the other judge gave his opinion to be
"From Kenilworth Castle to Coven-
try." This stretch of road is unequal-
ed by any we have here, Corey states

that he and Howell rode from Warwick
to Stratford, eight miles.in tvven y-seven
minutes. Howell's wheel weighed
twenty-two pounds,and Corey's twenty.
This is a little over 3.22 per mile.. The
fact that Howell weighed two hun-
dred pounds and the lightness of
the machines speak volumes for
the roads. At Surbiton there is a
mile ' stretch, where Keene does his
training, that is almost as good as the
Springfield track. Keene and Os-
borne once rode from Ripley to Sur-
biton, ten miles, in thirty minutes, in
order to decide a bet.

'
Sign boards

are seen on every hand, and in this

particular the English have a regular
system, and have reduced it to almost
a science.

POPULARITY OF CYCLING.

Machines are so low in price that
almost every one is enabled to have a
wheel of some kind. Tricycles are
used as much, if not more, than bi-
cycles. It is a very common thing to
see a party of ladies coming down the
road. Mr. Corey went to ride while
at Coventry as an escort to a young
lady who propelled a tricycle. When
within a mile of Kenilworth Castle the
tricycle gave out entirely. Corey who
was mounted on a Rudge Safety, got
a rope and tied one end of it to his
backbone, and the other end to the
trike. The procession then proceed-
ed, to the intense amusement of all

beholders. They returned to Coven-
try the same way, the lady occasion-
ally giving a little assistance. The
next time he goes out with a lady
"triker" he intends to select one
with a little more robustness.

MACHINES.

Light wheels seem to be the proper
thing. Thirty-four pounds for a 54-
inch would be called a heavy roadster.
Twenty-eight to thirty pounds is

about right for a light roadster. The
indispensable seem to be enameled
wheels, hollow rims, and tangential
spokes. Large hubs and direct spokes
are little used. At Coventry over 3,-
000 people are employed in bicycle
manufacture. Rudge & Co. have
700. Singer & Co., Hillman, Herbert
& Cooper and the Coventry Machin-
ists Co. about 400 each. These are
the largest dealers in Coventry, and
Rudge & Co. take precedence over all

England, having facilities to make
10,000 wheels per year.

ENGLISH TRACKS.

Corey says he made a special ex-
amination of the best tracks in Eng.
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land : Crystal Palace, Leicester, Wol-
verhampton, Surbiton, and Lillie-

bridge. None of them are any better

than our tracks at Hartford and
Springfield. There is no reason why
Americans should not make as good
time as the English, if properly
mounted. Corey thinks the Ameri-
cans will next year beat the English
records badly. What we lack is racing
experience. A man there is never of

any good until he has been on the

track several seasons. In England a
man who is beat seven times, and
finally on the eighth trial wins, is

more thought of than the man who
won the first seven races, on the

principle that he who wins last is the

better man.
ROAD RIDERS.

Considering the difficulties Ameri-
cans have to contend with, they are

really superior to the English, who
have few hills and rough places to

tackle, whereas many of our riders

have little else.
'

The craze for light machines pro-

duces intense rivalry on the road, and
results in a process called " scorch-

ing." I had a taste of it myself.

While at Surbiton I went to ride
t
with

John Keen. We took the road to

Ripley, which is twelve miles from
Surbiton. The route, one of the
best, was lined with wheelmen of every
description. Keen, who invented the
Rudge Safety, rode one of the litte

wheels, and I had a Roadster. Keen
can get a rare pace out of the Safety

;

indeed when he spurted no one could
get any where near him. We passed
Claremont, owned by the Duke of

Albany, and also Sunding Park, a

great racing place. We arrived at

Ripley at 12.30, and put up at " The
Anchor," an old-fashioned English
inn, very homely but very comfort-
able. Ripley is one of the most cele-

brated cycling resorts in England.
About sixty wheelmen sat down to din-

ner, and we had a jolly time. I met
here many of the noted English cyclists,

among them were Cooper, Gossett,

Webb, Larrette, and Bellows. A large
party of us started together for Sur-
biton, with Cooper and Webb on a
Humber Tandem. This machine in

front looks like an ordinary tricycle

with little wheel ahead, the small
wheel, however, does not touch the
ground unless the occupants are
thrown forward. The rear seat is

behind a humber bar, by which the
tandem is guided. Cooper and Webb
have made ten miles on the tandem in

thirty-four minutes.

Well, we started, and I got my first

dose of "scorching." Keen told me
they were trying to run me off my
legs, and I determined they would not.

The pace was tremendous ; five miles
from Ripley I took the lead, and made
the pace hotter still. I had a great
advantage on the hills, so I rushed at

them as hard as possible. The tan-

dem gradually fell behind, and Keen
was content to let myself and two
others have it out. Seven miles from
Ripley I had a lead of a quarter of a

mile, and waited for the others to

come up. Two miles from Surbiton,

Cooper and Webb, who had been sav-

ing themselves, dashed ahead, the
rest of us in hot pursuit. I caught up
with them after we had gone about
half a mile, and as we neared Sur-

biton put on all steam, the tandemites
responded to the spurt, but cheered

by the sight of the Angel Inn, I put
in an extra shot for Uncle Sam, and
drawing away, managed to beat them
by about fifty yards, landing at the
Angel almost- a corpse. The speed of

the tandem is wonderful, and its

riders, who are noted "scorchers,"
admitted that, almost without ex-

ception, it was the first time they had
been beaten on the road.

' "c. t. c." vs. "l. a. w."

The "C. T. Of as far as my
observation went, did not seem to me
to be any better than the " L. A. W."
I went "to several " C. T. C." hotels,

but found them to be uncomfortable,
and in many cases third-class. I was
obliged to go elsewhere. I found
that a " C. T. C." tailor who made me
a uniform had one price for a " C. T.
C." man and another price for those
who wished a well made suit.

I was well and pleasantly treated

every where, and had every courtesy
extended me. I rode while in Eng-
land some 250 miles

;
during those

rides I did not see a solitary " C. T.'C."

sign board.

The riding in Boston and vicinity is

fine, but few are tempted out, only
seven men being seen on the road
Sunday. W. C. Palmer has had a
tandem bar made similiar to the

Rucker, on which he and his partner,

at present incognite, expect to beat
the record. The "boss" of the

"Pony Star" riders, since Stall has
taken himself off the road, is J. M.
Burr, of the Massachusetts Club. To
use the latest imported terms, he's a

"scorcher." W. I. H.
Boston, Dec. 8, '84.

A TWO-SPEEDED SOCIABLE.
One of the most important problems

which presented itself for solution,

when tricycle riding became accept-

able to the general public, was how to

obtain, on the same machine, an in-

crease of power for crossing bad
roads or ascending hills, without
making an undue demand upon the

muscles. Many plans were suggested,
but the one which has now been ac-

cepted by the best makers as the true

solution of the difficulty, is the Crypto
two-speed gear. As the mechanical
construction of this has been frequent-

ly described, it is only necessary to

say of it now, that it really does give

increased power in hill climbing and
crossing heavy or rough patches of
road, as well as increased speed on
level roads, at the pleasure of the
rider. It is fitted to the chain-pulley,

and except when in actual use, is car-

ried round as a part of the pulley
itself. The ch ef difficulty to be got
over was to discover a plan by which
the increased power and speed could
be obtained without making a corres-

ponding demand upon the strength
;

and this the Cryptodynamo accom-
plishes. For several seasons, at the

different shows, the mechanism was
exhibited, and high opinions were ex-

pressed upon its capability ; but now
with the touring season just closed,
the Crypto has been subjected to so
many grave tests in different parts of

England, that its success cannot be
doubted. This beautiful addition to

wheel riding is the result of purely
mathematical calculations, which were
wrought out. and interpreted in the
finished article, by Mr. Thomas Shaw,
of 73A Chiswell street, Finsburv

Square, and to him is due great credit

for the genius displayed in the ap-

pliance. The' price of the Crypto
gearing fitted to the tricycle is £6—

a

large sum, no doubt, but for the work-

manship it contains and for the ad-

vantages reaped a sum really of little

moment. Mr. Shaw, accompanied by

his wife, recently completed a tour

through the midland and southern
counties on a Sociable fitted with this

gear
;
and, but for Mr. Shaw's exces^

sive modesty, a complete sketch of the

run would have been laid before the

readers of Land and Water now. The
districts traversed embraced, as many
wheelmen know, an excellent variety

of hills. The total run covered 510
miles, and Mr. Shaw states that it was
seldom they had to push the machine
at all, and then only for a few score

yards. He says that they had singu-

lar experience of some portions of the

old Roman roads, the undulating sur

face of which makes the riding very

hard. Every one knows that the

Romans scorned compromise in the

construction of their roads, but carried

them straight on over hills and down
dales, regardless of gradients, and
without taking into consideration the

effect on man or beast. They had ten

miles on a Roman road, north ol

Moreton-in the Marsh, and although

the Crypto was in constant use had
never once to dismount. Afler lunch-

ing at Moreton they ran forward over

the Costwold hills very comfortably to

Stow-on-the-Wold. Here they for-

sook the Roman road in favor of the

more pleasant slopes leading along the

ridge to Burford, and enjoyed en-

chanting views on either hand. The
whole run was favored with peerless

weather, and enriched the riders with

imperishable memories of the exquisite

beauty and attractiveness of rural

England. Mr. Shaw owes it to all

wheelmen that he should communi-
cate more facts about this exceeding-

ly pleasant ride, and furnish, as the

inventor of the Crypto, detailed ac-

counts of his several ascents. For
such an appliance to render import-

ant aid to a couple upon a tricycle

carrying luggage also is a matter about

which all wheel riders will want to

know everything they can be told.

Mr. C. R. Hutchings, of Monkton
Wyld, Bournemouth, has also quite

lately tested his Sociable in a journey

covering some 500 miles, of which 400
were in the western highlands of Scot-

land. Those who know that part of

the kingdom will appreciate the char-

acter of the hills which Mr. and Mrs.

Hutchings would have to cross. Their

testimony is, therefore, of value, and,

as it has been published, the following

portion will be read with interest :

"I have no hesitation in saying that

my wife and I consider the Crypto
gear a very great advantage, and well

worth the extra cost. It enabled us,

though carrying 50 lbs. of luggage, to

mount with ease many long inclines

which we must otherwise have walked.

For instance, one of four miles, be-

tween Garve and Auchanalt, on the

road to Loch Maree, all the ascents,

except about half-a mile between Por-

tree and Uig, in the Isle of Skyej and
the long climb from Roy Bridge to

Loch Laggah (700 feet in seven miles)

in Glen Spean. I am quite sure that

had we had the same gear in Nor-
mandy last year we could have ridden

two-thirds the hills we then walked.

We had ridden my old Sociable (a

level geared 50-inch) almost daily for

the three years ending December,-

1883, in Bournemouth, and there were
always parts of the main street which
had to be walked. Now we never need
dismount in any weather in our town
rides, and any one who uses a Sociable

as a carriage, as we do, will appreciate

what a gain this is. One does not
show to advantage shoving a heavy
Sociable up a muddy street. With a

view to the Highland trip, I had a

strap-brake fitted to the crank-axle of

the Premier, and we found that when
this was made to act through the gear,

it held us back better than the large

brake on the balance-gear box, and in

many places, such as the descent to

Inversnaid, Glencoe, and on the

Arusaig road, we wanted the full

power of both for safety. In conclu-

sion, I will only say that nothing has

ever gone wrong with the gear,'' Cap-
tain W. Warner Dennis, of New Bar-
net, one of the county magistrates,

had the gearing applied to a single

machine. He writesf: " I have now
tried it during a run through the fol-

lowing districts : Barnet, Watford,
Tring, Aylesbury, Banbury, Stratford-

on-Avon, Worcester, Malvern, Ross,
Monmouth, Tintern, Chepstow, Bris-

tol, Bath, Marlborough, Reading,
Slough, and into London via Notting
Hill, Marble Arch, Oxford street, etc.

During this nin I passed over roads of

almost every conceivable description,

from wood paving and asphalt to streets

paved, and badly paved with cobble
stones ; from good gravel roads, as

smooth as a racing track, to lumpy
macadam, and roads with a loose,

broken surface of sand, mixed with

stones. Among some of the hills

ridden down, with the machine under
perfect command, and an ability to go
at a walking pace, or stop altogether at

any point of the descent, were Elstree,

Clay, and Bushley Hills, Edge Hill,

ihe hill from the British Camp, 700
feet above Malvern, and from the top
of the Wind Cliff above Tintern.

Those who know these hills will under-
stand the advantages of the gearing

;

while in ascending hills, riding over
bad roads, and against head-winds, the

power gearing is simply invaluable. It

is not too much to say that, thanks to

it, I was able to ride over at least

twenty-five to thirty miles of road,

which I must have walked had my ma-
chine not been fitted with it. For my-
self I would never ride a tricycle with-

out the Crypto gearing if I could
possibly help it." To those who
adopt the tricycle as a means of enjoy-

ing pleasant exercise, and who dislike

dismounting at h'lls, the Crypto will

be welcomed as a great boon ; and
and there seems to be no reason to

doubt - that its capabilities are not
exaggerated in the narrative given

above.

—

Mercury in Land and Water.

GOTHAM GOSSIP.

Aside from Bidwell's fire, the event
of the week, of course, was the Citi-

zens Opening Reception to Wheel-
men, which took place at their Club
House, 313 West Fifty-eighth street,

on Wednesday evening, December 3d.

I have attended a number of entertain-

ments of wheelmen, but never be-
fore was it my lot to spend such an
enjoyable evening. Of course the
house is too well known to demand
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description, except • that on this

occasion it was tastefully decorated
with flags. The machines had all

been removed, and in their place were
arranged camp chairs for the guests.

A portion of the parlor was reserved

for performers, while the gallery was
packed with spectators. It was esti-

mated that between 400 and 500 peo-

ple were present, of which three-

quarters were wheelmen. The local

clubs turned out in strong force, the

Kings County delegation, in full uni-

form, coming over in a large stage.

The New York Club sent a very hand-
some basket of flowers as a token of

friendship, and the Ixions brought
some enormous appetites, which they
were not backward in bringing for-

ward. The Kings County, Long
Island, Staten Island, Elizabeth, New
Jersey, Harlem, Riverside, and Hud-
.son County Wheelmen all produced
strong delegations. Among the promi-
nent visitors were Col. A. A. Pope,
Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua,
N. Y., Chas. S. Howard, Boston Globe,

Gen. Viele, President of the Park
Commissioners, and the only honorary
member of the club, Chief-Consul Dr.

G. Carleton Brown, Dr. Elliott W.
Johnson, John C. Whetmore, C. F.

Cossum, W. H. Parsons, and many
others.

Dr. N. M. Beckwith was Master of

Ceremonies, and about a quarter

past eight called the assemblage to

order. After a short address of wel-

come the following programme was
run through as rapidly as possible, but
it was after eleven before the wind-up
between Fowler and Young closed the

entertainment.

PROGRAMME.

1.—PIANO SOLO, -

2.—RECITATION,
Chas E. Pratt.

. Jas. Fitz Gerald,
of Citizens Bicycle Club.

3.—VOCAL QUARTETTE,
Citizens Bicycle Club.

E. Oliver, A. Livingston, W. B Krug, Geo.
M Huss.

4.—SOLO - Fred. G Bourne,
of Citizens Bicycle Club.

5.—RECITATION, - - - Jas. S. Burdett.
6 —STRING QUARTETTE, - - Spohr.
Violin, G. Saenger. Violin, Chas Meserole,
Viola, W Claricscn, Violincello, G&o.. Schrader.

7.—QUINTETTE, - Citizens Bicycle Club.
E. Oliver, A. Livingston, G. M. Huss, W. B.

Krug, F. G. Bourne.
7.—VENTRILOQUISM, - A. F. Camacho.
9.—VOCAL QUARTETTE,

Citizens Bicycle Club.
E. Oliver, A. Livingston, W. B. Krug, Geo.

M. Huss.
10.—SPARRING,

Fred. G. Bourne and Prof. Witt. Watson.
U.—PIANO SOLO, -

. - Chas. E. Pratt.
13.—SOLO, -. - - - Geo. M. Huss,

of Citizens Bicycle Club.
13.-RECITATIOV, - - Jas. S. Burdett.
14.—STRING TRIO, - Beethoven.

Violin, G. Saenger Viola, H. C. Kudlich.
Violincello, Geo. Schrader.

15.—VIOLINCELLO SOLO, Romance,
GoLTERMANN.

Geo. Schrader.
16.—WRESTLING, - - - WANtror Bros.
17.—SOLO, - Fred. Q. Bourne,

of Citizens Bicycle Club.
18.—RECITATION, - - Jas. S. Burdett.
19.—VOCAL QUARTETTE,

Citizens Bicycle Club.
E. Oliver, A. Livingston, W. B. Krug, Geo.

' M. Huss.
30.—SPARRING, Messrs. Fowler asd Young.

COLLATION.

It might be well to state that the

Mr. Chas. E. Pratt, who was down for

the piano solo, is not the eminent legal

and literary light of Outing, although

the name and initials are identical.

The Boston Mr. Pratt was unable to

be present. To review the entire pro-

gramme would take too much of your
valuable space. The musical portion

was ably sustained by Mr. Fred. G.

Bourne, who also proved himself an
adept with the gloves. Mr. Geo.

Martin Huss, the architect of the club,

rendered his baritone solo in his most

approved style. Mr. James S. Bur-
dett appeared to enjoy the entertain-

ment as much a's his audience, while
Mr. James Fitz Gerald was a surprise
to his friends. Mr. A. F. Camacho
was the leading card of the evening,
his exhibition of ventriloquism^ with
dummy figures, being the best we
have seen for some time. Even Mr.
Ford, the hero of the Boulevard fracas,

was forced to smile.

The quartette, both instrumental
and vocal, were pleasing. Prof. Wm.
Watson, of England, proved that he
was a master of the art of self defense.
He was formerly instructor to the

London Athletic Club, and has trained

and instructed no less than thirteen

amateur champions. I understand he
intends to open an establishment in

this city at No. 1,325 Broadway, where
he will give instruction. A class of
six has been formed at the Citizens

Club, where every Monday evening
the members will amuse themselves.
The final boxing by Messrs. Fowler
and Young, the light weights, was
very exciting. Both are as quick as

lightning, and their passes and dodges
brought the entire audience to their

feet.

A rush was made at the conclusion
of the affair for the table, which was
spread in the rear of the building, and
the good things faded from sight in a
moment. Much interest was evinced
in the Kangaroo placed on exhibition,

and many trials of, skill ensued. It

was a late hour before the guests
finally departed after cheering the
club repeatedly and voting the occa-
sion a success.

The alarm among the mugwumps
continues, and last Sunday there was a
crowd at each end of the Riverside
Drive holding an indignation meeting,
as the police were on watch and every
wheelman without a badge was
promptly driven off. If the police do
their share of the work and exercise

proper care, accidents will be almost
impossible. The numbers of badges
are registered, and any one guilty of

reckless riding or coasting will be
promptly excluded from the privi-

lege.

I understand that there is to be a
bicycle entertainment in Brooklyn
shortly, and I trust it will have the
effect of waking the Brooklyn people
up. The date is not definitely known
as yet, but I have been promised the
exclusive particulars. X. Y. Z.

BY TELEPHONE.
Hello, Central! Hell-o-! Connect

me with Baltimore, will you ? Hello,
Baltimore ! Well, hello ! Call up the
' Secretary,' will you ? Why the Sec-
retary of the Bicycle Club, of course,

you chuckle headed—Hello ! Is that

you, Secky ? All right. Now sit down
like a little man for I want to talk

to you. I am sad, Secky. My
heart is heavy. My gizzard seems
smothered in sackcloth and ashes,

and my liver creeps up and down
my spinal column like a chorus of

cats on the back fence. To think
that the Secretar3r

, that prargon of

probity, truthfulness, honor and sev-

eral other things, should get lushed
and give himself away by writing a
letter like his last. Can it be that,

looking down through the dim vista of

the changing years, I shall see you
standing at the bar—of justice—while

a modern Dogberry pronounces the
dreadful words :

" What ! Drunk
again ! Ten dollars, or sixty days !"

Or worse yet, shall I see you waltzing
around with a whole den of serpents
in your boots ? Horrible thought

!

Awful alternative !' Listen, oh Secre-
tary, to the advice of an old thorough-
bred who has seen the quite too utter

folly of wine bibbing. Shun the flow-

ing bowl ; eschew the festive lager
;

taboo the gay mint julep, the frisky

cocktail, the seductive " sour," the
dizzy "flip," the frolicksome "smash;"
scorn the merry Tom and Jerry ; de-
spise the steaming punch, the danger-
ous apple jack, the soul destroying
bug juice. Bid them get hence, and
join the Salvation Army or Good
Templars.
What's that ? ATot tight as a brick

when.you ivrote that letter ! Oh, come
now, old fellow, don't prevaricate in

your sober moments, any how. Want
proof, do you ? All right, you shall

have it with a vengeance. You said I

rode a " Kangaroo " that Summer.
This proves you were full as a tick,

for the first " Kangaroo" was brought
to America less than four months ago,
and the incident in question happened
over two years ago. Now you said

you paid for that shave, and those
dinners. It breaks my heart to expose
you, Secky, but you know I loaned you
the money for that purpose, and when
in the name of Belva Lockwood are

you going to pay it back ? Another
thing, you know you did ?iot " nose

"

your fingers at me from the top of that

car. You know if you had done so I

would have chased you right up to the
shining gates of the New Jerusalem
and walloped the everlasting thundera-
tion out of you. Alas, that the fumes
of your election blowout should so

fuddle your mind ! Cease, oh cease,

while there is yet time, your nightly

wassail, your unholy revelings, your
carmining the town, and the " set 'em
up again," business. It pains me
worse than an ingrowing nail to

say this, and in all charity I say it.

Having fired my wad I shall pay no
more attention to your vaporings. If

you will get corned, and then write

out the result of your disordered
imagination, I am not to blame. But
think of what may happen if you
don't cheese your racket. Think of

the fate of Edgar A. Poe, who broke
the golden bowl and kicked the eter-

nal stuffing out of the bucket in your
own beautiful, monumental city.

Think of the fate of other great men
like yourself, blessed with a brilliant

mind, good looks, health, wealth, and
all that makes life happy, who have
tried to drink up a brewery, and got
left. List to my words, dear boy, and
remember that wine is a mocker,
strong drink raises particular old Cain,

and whosoever don't catch on to the
fact is not up to snuff.

Good bye, Secky, God bless you.

Tertius.

WHEEL RACES.'

There was a big field of entries for

the annual winter meeting of the

American Athletic Club, but a still

larger crowd of spectators found their

way through the storm last Saturday,

and lined the eight-lap sawdust track.

They numbered over three thousand,
and the presence of many ladies in

the boxes and reserved seats were

noticeable. Over 400 entries were re-

ceived, of which 15 were wheelmen.
Over 36 heats were necessary to de-
cide the 70 yards run, and we imagine
it would make the heads of some bicy-

cling. " clerks of the course" swim] to

run the events off as smoothly as was
done under the rules of the N. A, A.
A. A. It was 12 o'clock before the

games were finished, but the occasion
was a memorable one in athletic cir-

cles. The track is not suited for bi-

cycling, being very narrow and lumpy
with sharp corners. A two-mile race
was put on the programme, and Dr.

Beckwith, the President of the League,
invited to act as one of the judges.
The first heat was won by T. W.

Roberts, of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., who
was at scratch. Time, 7m. 53s. His
competitors were P. W. Harris, M. L.

Bridgeman, E. W. Sanderson, C. M.
Murphy, who were strung out from
25 to 125 yards in advance. Harris
was booked for second place, but ran

so close to the edge of the track that

he was forced to dismount very hur-

riedly to avoid a foul, and lost his

chances of competing in the final.

The second heat had only three

starters,*and as one soon dropped out it

left E. C. Parker and T. Thayer to

finish at ease in 8m. 58s.

The final heat was contested by T.
W. Roberts, of Poughkeepsie,
(scratch), E. C. Parker, Harlem
Wheelmen, (75 yards), T. Thayer,
Ixion Club, (75 yards), and D. H. Ren-
ton, of Columbia College, (125 yards).

A very pretty race ensued. Roberts rode
easily for the first, mile, and then gracl-

ally forced his way to the front, pass-

ing one after the other, and crossing
the line in 8m. 3 1-53. The race between
Parker and Thayer wras a pretty one,

both were on the same mark, and both
pretty evenly matched. Parker finally

secured the lead and second place by
two yards.

Master Thos. Finley, of Smithville,

N. J., gave an exhibition of fancy riding

on the Star which won for him consid-

erable applause.

jAmm'$&ST*. SMITHS

Messrs. Zacharias & Smith, of New-
ark, New Jersey, seem to be giving the
H. B. Smith Co. a good many points
on the Star, as all Star riders know
the machine is sent from the manu-
factory almost entirely destitute of
those little necessaries that make bi-

cycle riding a luxury. Zacharias &
Smith have always believed in this

machine and pushed it, and have con-
stantly been adding star sundries with
intent to bring the machine up to the
standard in this particular. Besides
the lamp, c urriers, cyclometer, bags,

etc., already spoken of in these col-
umns they have recently produced the
Star step. This is much larger than
the regular step and has a rubber sur-

face, and is so constructed that it can
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be attached at once with the ordinary

wrench. We do not see how any rider-,

especially a new one, can get along

without this convenience, as in oui

opinion the old step was lamentably
small. Another novelty is the Star leg

guard. Mr. Smith told us that it was
found that pants, especially when
baggy would occasionally come in con-

tact with the rubber tire. This inven-

tion prevents that. It is easily at-

tached under the saddle. They are

about to put an engine into their ma-
chine shop, as so much repair work is

coming in they find it impossible to

get along with foot power any longer.

BORROWED FROM OUR
NEIGHBORS.

Yesterday noon, as one of the mem-
bers of the Reading Bicycle Club was
bowling along down Third street with

all sails set, the admiration of all be-

holders, a wayfaring cow suddenly
took a notion to cross the track of the

machine, when it was too late to put
on the air brakes or lower the cow-
catcher. As a consequence, bump
went the polished wheel into the ribs

of the milk producer. The wheel
stopped, but not so the rider. He
started after the cow and caught her
before he knew it. He struck her

about where the butcher cuts the rump
steaks out, and then he suddenly laid

down as if he were tired of the busi-

ness. The bicycle laid down on top

of him, while the cow gave him a part-

ing hand shake with her hind feet, and
resigned her membership in the club.

The young man did not know at first

whether it was an earthquake or a

boiler explosion, but as everything re-

mained quiet he concluded to get up.

The wheel was unhurt; so was the

cow ; but it took several square feet

of court plaster to mend the places on
the young man, where the rind had
been knocked off.

The six days' race between Ar-

maindo, Morgan, Brooks, and Wood-
side will prove a dead failure as far

as the public is concerned, provided
it is a genuine race and not a hippo-

drome If there is any attraction at

all it is Armaindo, but when she falls

some fifty or a hundred miles behind,

which she must certainly do, even her

drawing powers will cease. And
again, if Brooks-proves any kind of a

stayer, the race will be too one-sided

to draw flies.

Another wheelman, George P.

Bastian, of Brentwood, Cal., proposes

to ride his bicycle across the country

through California, Oregon, Idaho,

Wyoming, and so on to New York,
and thence by way of New Orleans,

Texas, and Mexico.

Referring to his defeat by Prince in

the mile race, Howell informed us that

a strong dose of beef-tea entirely up-

set him, inasmuch as three hundred
yards from home all power for tread-

ling seemed to have left him. The
English champion expressed his pleas-

ure at the fair treatment of the sport-

ing press, but was somewhat amused
at the tone adopted toward him by
some local journals, in one of which
he was described as the " tall, power-

fully-built man, resembling the British

bull-dog ;" whilst other equally flatter-

ing epithets were thrown out for his

especial benefit Howell is highly

pleased with the reception awarded

him by followers of the wheel across
the "herring pond," and looks for-

ward with pleasure to a second visit

next year.

The following conversation was
overheard the other day : Cycler

—

" Louis Ohnhouse broke his backbone
this afternoon, while riding on the St.

Joe road." Non - cycler — " Great
heavens ! how did it happen ? Is he
dead?" Cycler— " Dead ? No! It

was the backbone of the bicycle that

was broken." Non-cycler—''Oh! why
didn't you say so." Cycler—" You
did not give me a chance. I was
going on to remark that this was the
second accident Louis had met with
this season. Last July he cracked his

neck, and his head got so loose that he
had to give up riding until he got it

repaired."

" Are you hurt ? " shrieked a dozen
picnicking females, as a young man
was tossed over a neighboring fence
by an angry bull and landed on his

head in the middle of the road.

"Hurt? "he answered. "Why, of

course not; I am used to coming
down that way."

" Used to it !
" exclaimed the fair

chorus. "Why, how can that be ?
"

" I own a bicycle," was the reassur-
ing reply.

The Kangaroo seems to be gaining
immensely in popularity. We have
seen a number of these curious little

machines in the streets lately, and the
way in which the riders dodge in and
out among the 'buses, cabs, drays, and
heavy traffic of the streets is some-
thing wonderful to behold. There is

only one fault about them, and that is

the power they seem to possess of ex-
tracting bad lauguage from irate

Jehus.

THE "KANGAROO" SAFETY
BICYCLE.

The many applications for a practi-

cal opinion of the merits of the little

roadster bearing the above title caused
us, some weeks since, to experiment
with a sample machine, kindly placed
at our disposal by the makers, Messrs.

Hillman, Herbert and Cooper, of

Coventry and London. The specimen
sent us has a driving-wheel of 36-

inches, and a trailer measuring 24

inches, which we found to be equiva
lent in length of reach to a 52-in. ordi-

nary, or thereabouts. To enable us

to drive with a straight leg, it was
needful for us to lower the pedals some
two inches, or raise the seat propor-
tionately. The former could only be
accomplished by longer brackets and
driving chains, so we chose the alter-

native, and forcibly pulling asunder
the layers of the "Arab" cradle

spring, raised the saddle to the height

required. A little difficulty was at

first experienced in making a " bee
line " track, in consequence of the
weight being carried well behind the

steering centres, but this drawback
vanished with a few minutes' practice,

and we felt quite at home on the little

machine, which, geared up to 54-in.,

rushed over stone sets and every mi-
nor obstacle with impunity, at a speed
that would put a light " ordinary " to

the blush. Upon smooth surfaces its

superiority in this respect, is not so

paramount
;
indeed, it is not so fast

as its compeer, though it is, of course,

immeasurably safer. That the know-
ledge of this fact gives a wonderful
amount of confidence to some riders is

evidenced by the splendid performance
of Mr. G. Smith, of the "Merry Rov-
ers " T. C, who, in the contest re-

cently arranged by the makers of the

machine in question, covered the 100
miles in 7 hours, 11 mins. 10 sees., or 7

mitlS; 45 sees., faster than the notablt

ride of Mr. Appleyard, who in 1878
rode 100 miles on the Bath Road, tor

the championship of the London B
C, in 7 hours, 18 mins. 55 sees., on an

ordinary bicycle—a feat which, up to

within the last few weeks, had never
been approached. A strong wind fav-

ored the riders on both occasions, but

the performances are marvelous ones
nevertheless, and clearly demonstrate
the capabilities of the riders and their

machines.

To describe more fully the "Kan-
garoo," the latest marketable a dcl, t j0 ri

to the ranks of the "safeties," we
would say that the forks to the front

wheel—which are made of tubular

steel—are continued below the bear-

ing for some 10 or 12 inches, where
they each carry a spindle, to which
is affixed a toothed wheel, as in a tri-

cycle. To the axle of the toothed
wheel is attached the usual bicycle

crank (somewhat elongated to increase

the leverage), and motion is imparted
to the driving wheel by a chain which
revolves from it over a second toothed
wheel fixed on the axle. (The neces-

sity for two chains is obvious, seeing

that a through axle placed in the same
position would be in the way of the

spokes ) The extent of the " gearing

up " is practically limited only by the

strength of the rider, but speeds inter-

mediate between 54-in. and 65-in. are

in common use, and the higher limit

does not appear to be excessive even
for moderate hills. The feature which
to a practiced bicyclist is at first dis-

tasteful is the back last of the chains,

i. <?., the rising pedal naturally has a

falling action of greater or lesser de-

gree, the amount depending upon the

tightness of the chain it drives, but by
careful adjustment this can be reduced

to a minimum, and, indeed, it is highly

probable that a "bona fide tricychst
"

would altogether fail to notice it. As
to whether or not the chains will clog

upon very heavy roads, we should

hardly like to say positively, but we

have as yet seen no sign of weakness
in this respect, and we take it that if

it presents itself, the makers could
easily obviate it by devising a suitable

covering for the gear wheels, as is

done with machinery in textile manu-
factories.

We regard the " Kangaroo " as being
a thoroughly sound and reliable little

mount, likely to win its way more and
more into popular favor, particularly

among those who value their necks too

highly to risk them upon the ordinary
bicycle, or who are occasionally apt to

characterize the propulsion of a heavy
three-wheeler—as Dicken's friend did
the turning of the mangle—as " a

dem'd horrid grind."

—

Gazette.

CENTRAL PARK REGULA-
TIONS.

Department of Public Parks, )

No. 36 Union Square, E. >

New York, Dec. 4, 1884. )

BICYCLERS.

Members of regularly organized and
uniformed clubs, who have the

requisite badge displayed on their left

breast, may enter Central Park at the

Fifty-ninth street and Eighth avenue,

1 roth street and Seventh Avenue, and
Seventy-second street and Eighth
avenue entrances, and "use the "West
Drive " as follows :

During all hours, the " West Drive"
from Fifty-ninth street to Seventy-
second street only.

From 12 o'clock (midnight) to 9
o'clock a. M. the " West Drive for

its entire length.

BICYCLERS AND TRICYCLERS.

Members of regularly organized and
uniformed clubs, who have the

requisite badge displayed as above,

are permitted to use "Riverside
Drive " at all hours, under the follow-

ing rules, which will be strictly en-

forced.

RIDING RULES.

Wheelmen must not ride more than
two abreast, and must keep to the ex-

treme right of the roadway.
No coasting or speeding will be

allowed under any circumstances.

Lighted lamps must be carried at

night.

Moderate use should be made of

whistles and bells, and the greatest

possible care taken to avoid accidents.

Pass all vehicles going in the same
direction to the left only.

Badges will be issued only to com-
petent riders, and captains of clubs,

will be held responsible for the con-
duct of their members.
Badges are not transferable, under

penalty of forfeiture.

Egbert L. Viele,
President,

TALK WITH A WHEELMAN.
" No, bicycling can never become a

common sport, but will always be con-

fined within the limits of a certain

class," remarked a muscular youth, who
stood by his machine to a Telegram re-

porter.
" Indeed," replied the reporter, "and

who are excluded, and why are they
excluded ?"

"Well, don't you see, the line is

drawn just in front of those who can't

afford to spend anywhere from $80 to

$150 for a thing like this ;" and he put
his hand as lovingly on the saddle as
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though it could return his admiration

and enthusiasm. "I don't know that

I take any particular pleasure in the

fact that certain people can't have ma-
chines, but they can't, and there's an

end of it, and the result is that a large

proportion of those who ride are gen-

tlemen."
" Ts the bicycle extensively used ?"

queried the reporter.
" Oh, yes ; much more so than you

would dream possible, if you had not

looked into the subject. We have a

great many clubs in America, but, after

all, Europe is the place where a bicy-

clist is in his glory. A fellow can
travel, you know, from Paris to Vienna,
and hardly meet a pebble on the high-

way. Most of the roads are macad-
amized and rolled, and are as smooth
as a parlor floor. In Switzerland, the

authorities in the various cantons take

great pride in their roads and seem to

rival each other in keeping them
smooth and elegant. In this country
we have to do the best we can and we
have nothing to grumble at. Uncle
Sam has got a good deal on his hands
to take care of, and we don't expect the

government to be run in the special in-

terest of the bicyclist."

"Is it a healthy exercise ? I have
heard it complained of as developing
only a part of the body, leaving the

rest to take care of itself."

"Then you have been listening to a

mere yarn," was the quick reply. " An
hour's exercise on that machine calls

into action every muscle from the toe

to the hat."
';' It certainly makes big calves," sug-

gested the reporter, quizzically.

"Yes," was the answer; "but you
know some calves don't have to be
made, they are born ;" at which point

the reporter begged the wheelman not

to be personal, but to continue his val

liable conversation on the subject in

hand."
" Well, I should like to dispose of

that nonsense about any favoritism as

to the muscles which are brought into

play. There isn't a molecule in the

human system which is not affected.

It braces a man 'up and makes him
strong enough to resist even the tempta-
tion to take what doesn't belong to

him. And, by the way, the Aldermen
of New York do not ride the bicycle.

I state that as a historic fact, not as a

natural and logical deduction from my
previous remark. Do you ride?'' And
then, without waiting for a reply, he
continued, "If you think there's an
atom of ihe body which is not exer-

cised just get on this machine for ten

minutes and sweep round the block."
The reporter suggested that he was

not anxious to sweep around the block
in the way indicated

; that, indeed, he
had a young wife at home, who
wouldn't know to which of the city

hospitals he had been sent, and might
possibly be alarmed by an enforced
absence of a couple of months to get
his bruises healed.

This naturally turned the conversa-
tion to the mishaps which occur.

"Does a man learn easily and
quickly to balance himself on that

thing ?" the reporter asked.
" No; a man doesn't, but some boys

do. I suppose it would be rather a

hazardous thing for a green fellow of

say, two hundred weight or more, to

mount such a wheel as this. He
might possibly get off almost as quick
and as soon as he got on ; but five

boys out of ten can ride a bicycle with

nut any trouble at all."

" But don't even old riders some-
times meet with accidents?"

"Well, once in a while one hits a

stone, and then of course he
—

"

"Yes, I see," interrupted the eager
listener, " and what happens then ?"

" Why, as a general rule he alights

from his machine, and for half an hour
or so sits down in some convenient
spot and covers his face with a yard or

two of court plaster, just to conceal
his mortification and disguise himself.

After that he' generally waits until

dark before he goes home, and even
then he doesn't make any parade about
his arrival, I mean he doesn't play on
any tin horn to attract the attention of

the neighborhood, as the people who
ride on drags do, but goes quietly into

the house by the back door, and gives-

out the report that he has been sud
denly called to Montreal for a few-

weeks. What are called accidents are,

however, the result of carelessness, as

a general thing, and an accomplished
wheelman is never careless. On the

whole, it is the best sport in the world,
for it educates and develops every
part of the man ; his body, in propel-
ling the machine, and his mind in the
constant necessity of making up a

judgment as to what is best to do in

an emergency. So you think you won't
take a mount this morning? Well, I

will
;
good day—

"

And off he sped.

THE KEYSTONE'S BANQUET,
Owing to the possibilities of the late

Presidential campaign, the members o!

the Keystone Bicycle Club, of Pitts-

burg, had for months been anxiously
looking forward to their annual ban-
quet. Should St. John be elected,
what sort of a banquet would it be ?

How can we hold a banquet witbou
lemonade ? Hqw can we toast a Presi-
dent without anything to toast with ?

Happily things came out right

—

that is about right—and the club to

show their gratitude for the damage
he didn't do, christened their toasting
material "St. John Lemonade." On
the eve of Thanksgiving then, to our
great relief, we found ourselves seated
round the board at " Mashley's" not
to rise until several hours of genuine
fun had passed. The order of exer-
cises were full

; all the subjects dear
to the wheelman's heart being remem-
bered. The history of the club ano
its present condition give evidence ol

life, and promise well for the future
There are sixteen active members and
as many more with " associate" or
"honorary" affixed to their names. A
letter from Pittsburgh's " only orig-
inal " first wheelman, Mr. E. J
Waring, now of Elizabeth, N. J., was
received and read with enthusiasm.
Mr. Bidwell planted the seed of a fine
club-house, by a glowing description of
an imaginary one now possessed by the
club. Mr. Murdock, in response to a
toast to the ladies, caused the members
to greatly regret their action in limit-
ing the attendance to the male sex.
And so on, each of the fourteen giving
his contribution to the general enjoy-
ment. After this an adjournment to
the parlor was taken, that the accu-
mulated enjoyment might find'vent in
song. This was the only failure to
record of the entire evening's pro-
gramme. The club can do a great

many things, can ride, race, and lose

the prizes ; but they cannot sing. A
mor ifying fact it is, known only to

three or four of their number. But
they sang, and the very cats paused to

listen. At an early hour the "Third
Annual " was over, and for another
year we live only to look forward.

T. L. O.

CANADIAN TOURING.
FROM OTTAWA TO MONTREAL.

[Reported to Karl Kron by the Captain of the
Ottawa Bicycle Club. The remainder of his tour,
from Montreal to Sorel, and from Quebec to Matam,
will be presented next week.]

Dear Sir: I beg to enclose here-
with my promised report of what I

might call, " The river route from Ot-

tawa to Father Point and beyond." It

describes about 450 miles of roadway,
straightaway, all of which, excepting
hat portion between Quebec and
Corners, it was my happiness to
" pioneer." I have given just such
information as I would like to have
had, laying stress on the "fare " ques-
tion below Quebec, because, at many
of the villages, the food is very rough,
at others there is really no accommo-
dation at all, and a French Canadian
establishment means coarse, sour,

black bread and salt, very salt, pork

—

poor stuff to travel on. It is therefore

profitable to know where wholesome
food can be procured.

Those portions of road already de-

scribed in the guide book (C. W. A.)
I have skipped over very generally, re-

ferring to the book for details. I hope
I have not been too wordy for your
purpose. In writing of the ride below
X Quebec I found my enthusiasm ris-

ing to a degree that made it difficult

to keep within practical bounds. The
stimulating salt air, grand scenery, and
fishing and shooting opportunities the

route offers, makes this 260 miles of

straightaway riding a most satisfactory

vacation jaunt. I am already arrang-

ing with friends to repeat it next year,

when I hope to penetrate to New
Brunswick, a trip I believe to be
thoroughly practical.

I begin my present report with the

road route from Ottawa to Montreal,
r28 miles, which may be described as

follows :

Ottawa to St. Joseph village, ten

miles, good macadam ; two hotels.

Two miles past St. Joseph the mac-
idam ends, and there is four miles of

fair clay road to Cumberland village
;

two hotels. Cumberland to Clarence,
nine miles, is one mile sandy, balance
clay ; all rideable. A poor hotel at

Clarence. There is, however, fair ac-

commodation at Thurso, on the op-

posite side of the river. Clarence to

Wendover, seven miles clay, one hotel

From Ottawa to Wendover, the Ot-

tawa river is in view all the way, and
the scenery is very beautiful. Ai
Wendover the road bends inland, and
after four miles the Nation river is

sighted. Three miles further is Plan-

tagenet, a thriving little village, with

comfortable hotel by Mrs. Yeon. The
Honorable Hagan's famous stock farm
is one mile from Plantagenet. Mineral
Springs are also close at hand.

At Plantagenet the road crosses and
leaves the Nation river, and for five

miles to Alfred is too sandy for wheel-
ing. There are two hotels at Alfred.

Half a mile from Alfred the road
changes to clay again, and gives a

perfectly level, straight stretch for ten

miles, five miles from Alfred "Corners,"
with an hotel, are reached. The riuht

hand turning leads to Caledonia
Springs, the Grand Hotel at which
can be seen one mile distant.

Passing the "Corners" under the

sign-board of the Ottawa Hotel, the

road continues hard clay for six miles,

when it softens to a sandy loam for two
miles to Cassburn Corners ; all ride-

able. Cassburn is noted for its sugar-

bushes, that of Mr. Cass having
elaborate appointments for the carry-

ing on of his extensive business.

From Cassburn Corners there are

two roads leading to the river front.

The more'direct one, for a Montreal
bound wheelman, is that leading to

Hawkesbury village, but it is very

sandy, while, by turning to the left at

the Corners, the wheelman will enjoy
two miles good macadam to L'Origin-

al, whence, to Hawkesbury, the ride

is a charming one over a good gravel

road close to the river bank. There
are fair hotels at both L'Original and
Hawkesbury. The latter is a very

pretty village, and will repay the

wheelman for an hour's loiter. The
Hon. John Hamilton's mills, resi-

dence, and park in which deer and
Shetland ponies run, are of interest.

From both L'Original and Hawesbury
ferries connect with the Canadian
Pacific Railway, and the river route
from Ottawa to Montreal is also avail-

able.

The road from Hawkesbury to Point
Fortune, twelve miles distant, is ride-

able sand for two miles. The balance
firm, but too stony for fast riding. A
few miles from Hawkesbury a long up
grade is encountered, from the top of
which a magnificent view of the Otta-
wa Long Soult Rapids is obtainable.

Point Fortune is, as its name indi-

cates, on the river side, and a market
steamer runs to Montreal three times
a week. The hotel accommodation is

uninviting.

From Point Fortune to Rigaud.
nine miles, is a very good clay road.
Rigaud is beautifully situated on the

Rigaud river, one and a half miles
from the Ottawa. An imposing Roman
Catholic college graces the village, and
Mount Calvary, of geological fame,
flings a protecting shadow over all.

There are two very fair French hotels.

The L. H. one is recommended.
From Rigaud to Vaudreuil, eighteen

miles, the road is a good clay one for

seven miles. The balance has stony
patches that call for careful riding.

But the scenery atones for all short-

comings in the roadway. The road
winds along the shores of the Lake of
Two Mountains, so near its edge that

the perspiring wheelman has but to
lay his bike against a tree to enjoy a
plunge in its clear, cool waters. Como
and Pludson, hamlets passed en route,

are summer resorts of many
Montrealers, and charming lake shore
villas abound. After so many miles
of " Bon jour, Monsieur," the English-
speaking tourist will feel tempted to

linger here, just to have his ears

tickled by the dear familiar " English
as she is spoke."

Vaudreuil is on the line of the
Grand Trunk Railway, which crosses
the river to St. Annes here, and affords
the wheelmen the best means of cros-

sing, it he is so fortunate as to find a
passing train. On wheel, the three

miles across Isle Parent to St. Anne,
is very slow work, and necessitates
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dependence in the end on a ferryman
who is always at his dinner on the
other side when you want him.
At St. Annes the Clarendon House,

a large summer hotel, is pleasantly
situated at the water's edge, and will

be found satisfactory.

From St. Annes to Montreal, twenty
miles, the road runs along, the river
bank, and, after seven miles, rough
and stony to Point Claire, is macadam-
ized, and affords excellent wheeling.
For particulars see C. W. A. Guide
Book.
My experience of this route was a

very pleasant one, and I can recom-
mend it as enjoyable to all wheelmen

who are content with fifty miles a day.
For record breakers it would be a mis-
take.

I left Ottawa with a tricycling com-
panion on the afternoon of Saturday,
the 9th of August, 1884, and we rode
Clarence, twenty-five miles, that even-
ing. On Sunday we continued twenty-
five miles to Caledonia Springs, where
we remained until Monday morning,
when we rode on to Hawkesbury, fif-

teen miles. Here we parted company,
and I continued in the afternoon to
Rigaud, nineteen miles, where I spent
the evening and part of the following
morning. Leaving Rigaud at 10 a. m.,
Tuesday, I dined and spent the after-

noon at St. Annes, twenty-one miles,
and rode into Montreal, in the cool of
the evening, taking tea en route at

Lachine.

The great drawback to this route is

that the road bottom is blue clay, and
a little rain renders it unrideable—

a

HEELMEN ATTENTION!
We invite the attention of all wheelmen to the following list of

downpour, impassable on wheel or
foot. It is on this account that I have
particularized such facilities for escape
as steamboats and trains afford.

F. M S. Jenkins.

Ottawa, Nov. 22, 1884.

3.

GENTLEMEN.

of which we are the SOLE AGENTS for the United States,

Challenge,

Rudge LigM

Roadster,

^American

Budge,

Xtra Challenge.

Send stamp for the

TRICYCLES.

RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER.

Traveller,

Coventry Rotary

Tandem,

National,

Yeloceman,

Coventry

Convertible.

largest and most complete catalogue yet issued,
wanted in every city.

Reliable

New York Headquarters : G. R. BIDWELL. 4 East 60th St., N. Y.

Agents

Silk Bicycle Hose, Silk Tennis

Jerseys, Smoking Jackets, Fancy

Silk Tennis Belts, Polo Caps,

Bicycle Suits, Bicycle Gloves,

Mouchoir Holders, Card Cases,

Photograph. Bicycle Handker-

chiefs, Carriage Robes, Evening

Dress Shirts, Gloves and Scarfs,

Norfolk Jackets, Canes, Umbrel-

las, etc.

Just received a special im-

portation of London Macintosh

Coats at greatly reduced prices.

ten ?©?tp
128 and 130 Fulton Street,

87 iN assau Street,

NEW YORK.

The Most Sumptuous Book Devoted to the
Wheel yet Published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.

A.n Elegant Quarto Volume of Eighty Pages.
Bound in Blue Silk Cloth, with Side

Stamp in Gilt and Silver.

Price $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.

ADDRESS,

7Vte Cycling Publishing Co.,

2 1 PARK ROW,
Box 444 New Vork.

STODI ARD, LOVERING
D Miik Street, Boston

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new fiat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,
driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles ; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

M. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smlthville, Burlington C«., K. I

AJSTD SALESEOOM.
!. HUNT STERRY,

Corner Fulton and Orange Streets,

Two blocks from the Bridge. Ten minutes from the City Hall, N. Y. BROOKLYN, N

THE FINEST RIDING HALL IN THE COUNTRY.

AH Makes of Bicycles and Tricycles on Hand. Send Stamp for Circu

if the Celebrated
ft

Bicycles sold on the installment plan. Send for circular.
Competent Machinists in charge of Repair Shop. Nickel Plating, Repairing, etc. a specialty
Riding School open for instruction- from 9 a.m, to 10 p.m. Bicycles stored and lockers furnished to unattached riders
Second-hand Bicycles bought and sold.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.
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THE AMERICAN
As adapted to the STAR.

CLARK 8f CO. L

Jr a 17k IiiTB ?J i 1 d i.Q q
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... , BALTIMORE. *~
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THE AMERICAN ADJUSTABLE LONG - DISTANCE SADDLE,
Spring Frame. Perfect Ad-

justment, Light, Strong,

Elastic, Easy.

Completely absorbs all

Vibration.

PRICE $4.00.

Liberal Discount to Dealers.

Send for Circular.

Mention this paper.

" It is the easiest saddle I ever rocfe." BURLEY B. AYERS, Chairman Trans. Comm., L. A. W.
" The best saddle I have ever seen, and I have tested nearly every saddle known to the trade."

0. W. EDGERTO , Fort Wayne, Ind.
" I don't think there is a better saddle for the Star." J. P. MAYNARD, Chicago, 111.
" Tried your saddle on my Star, and found it the easiest and most comfortable saddle I have ever

tried. The steel spring and suspension seat appear to take away ?11 the jar of ridme:."
J. W. PARKER, Buffalo, N. Y.BULL & HAY1STES,

Importers of and Dealers in

Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries,
Repairing a specialty. Our facilities for doing all kinds of work, such as Brazing, Painting, Nickel

Plating, &c, &c, at reasonable prices, are unexcelled Correspondence - oucited. Wheels sold on tht
Installment plan. HERSEE HALL RIDING SCHOOL. Open Evenings. Purchasers taught free. Cor
Main and Chippewa Sts., Buffalo, N. Y.

,

WHAT AND WHY.
A 72-page pamphlet of value to all wheel-

men, young and old.

COMMON QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
WHAT TO SELECT.

THE L. A. W.
DRESS AND CONVENIENCES.

WORDS TO THE WISE.

By Charles E. Pratt.

Buy it Read it ! !

Price Ten Cents.

FOR SALE BY

The Cycling Publishing Co.,

21 PARK ROW,
Box 441. HEW YORK.

Remit in two-cent stamps.

E. I. HORSM
80 & 82 William St

9

N. Y.

Sole Agent, for City and Vicinity, 01 the

American STAE Bicycles.
The COLUMBIAS, HARVARD, and a full line

of Boys' Bicycles always in stock.

American and English Sundries:
Repairing, Nickel Plating, and Painting.

Second-hand Bicycles Bought and Sold.
Send for Catalogue.

"Wlieelmen. _A^-te:o--t±o:rL I
THE DUEYEA SADDLE

Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

SUBSCRIBE TO

i TEAR.

The Wheel and Outing $2.50 a Year.

THE CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,

Box 4=4=4:. 21 l^ark Row, 1ST. Y,

A Wheelman's Autograph Album I

If Cycling Friends.
Designed and Compiled

For Collection of Autographs.

It is- handsomely bound in cloth, with gold ani
black markings.

It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three hundred selections from the poets in regard

to lhe wheel.
Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs

of Cycling friends.
Three hundred En ravings, illustrating each quota-

tion.

Price One Dollar, Postpaid.

WILL C. MARVIN, Ovid, Mich.
Sole Agaat for the Uaittd States & Oaaade..

R. V. R. SCHUYLER,
I? BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK,— AGENT FOR THE

CELEBRATED "KANGAROO " BICYCLE, Manufactured by Eillman, Herbert & Cooper,

The "American Club" and "Club" Bicycles,

The "Cheylesmore," "Imperial" and "Club Sociable" Tricycles,
Manufactured by Coventry Machinist Co.,

The "American Sanspareil" Roadster,
Manufactured by Wm. Andrews, Birmingham, England,

And The
"
Royal Mail" Light Roadster and Tricycle,

REPAI&S A SPECIALTY. Catalogues Furnished on Application.

G-ixxxss ©po-cL ©5>ox*tii3Xg Goods-

Style B
Used by Hendee, Prince, Sellers, Howell, Woodside,

Corey, Landy, Jenkins of Louisville, E'ck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates, also Miles. Armaindo and Sylvester,

and all the flyers. Fits any machine, including Star

Bicycle. Special terms to dealers.

Prices : Japanned, $3.00; Nickeled §3.75.

IsT. ~5T_ TOY CO.
697 Broadway, New York,

MISCELLANEOUS.
[Advertisements inserted in this department n»

over 4 lines nonpareil for $10 a year.]

pHICAGO, ILL.—The John Wilkinson Co., 68
L» Wabash ave., Makers of Bicycle Hose Sup-
porters. The best style made. Price per pair 35
cents by mail. Agents for the Columbia Bicycles.
Send stamp for catalogue.

PORTLAND, ME.—LAMSON'S LUGGAGE
1 CARRIER, the cheapest, lightest, and most con-
venient thing of the kind. May be put in pocket when
not in use. By mail, seventy-five cents and one dollar.
C. H. Lamson.

OT. LOUIS WHEEL CO., C. E. Stone, Manager,O H21 Olive stieet. Agents for Columbia Bicycles
nd Tricycles, Rudge Light Roadster, Facile, Sans-

p, reil, American Club, Victor Tricycle, and all high
class machines. Repelling, nickeling, and enameling
promptly done Dealers in second-hand wheels.
Send for printed list.

WILLIAM G. SCRIBNER,
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles and Accessories.

Sole agent for Washington, D. C, of The Pot*
M'f'g Co., Stoddard, Lovering & Co., The Cunning-
ham Co., Sam'l T. Clark & Co., the Overman Wheel
Co., The Facile.
Riding Sccool attached. Visitors always welcome,

1108-1116 E. Street, N. W.,

Washington, D. a.
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New and second hand in great-
est variety of styles and prices.

No. 811 Arch Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Sej'Tn-g Agent for The Pope Mfg\ Co., Stoddard,
Lovering 6: Co., The Cunning-ham Co., Gormully &
Jeffrey, and The Western Toy Co.

ALL THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lists.

Tr3I_ 33. :e3\a_:e?,T-
A fine assortmen of Sundries always on hand.

FREEjroORifA

L

HANOVER'S SPECIFIC. An u (ailing and
speedy cure for Nervous Debility and We? less, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, .\ervous Prostration, vstcria,

or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, ov-t.work,
abuses of Alcohol, Tobacco, &c. (Over forty the ...-.and

positive cures.)
$5IF~Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills." A

dress HANOVER REMEDY CO.,
Lock Box i")84. Chicago, 111.

TRIC YCLES.

Ytolinen's Portable Outfits.

THE PHCEBUS CAMERA.

The lightest, most compact, and
cheapest. Folds up in space of 214
inches. Plate Holders, Darlot Lens.
Telescope Tripod, Canvas Case for

Camera and Tripod. Price $18 .00.

All makes of Cameras, outfits, and
supplies.

E. B. HUTCHINSON,
51 Nassau Street.

Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent upon
application

.

Roon 1

.

STANCH AND RELIABLE ROADSTERS,

In 18S3 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful participants in all-day runs of one
hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads ; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

in. 5 miles in the day. each, We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were
Columbias, and over fifty-five percent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias.; and
further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixtv per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on
Columbias, made the fastest rates of speed and
the shortest riding times, and that the two
longest distances, each two hundred and one
sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

BICYCLES
Lamps, Carriers, Si

and Bicycle Parts

DIFFICULT R

and TRICYCLES,
ar Cyclome tcr, B .gs, Sad.Ues

for both CRANK & STAR.

BPAIRS V SPECIALTY.

CO,

A. SCHOENLTSTGEK, President.

495 to 503 N.Wells st.

CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED|;i§

OTTO BICYCLES
For Boys and Youths-

Keep also a full assortment

Boys' Three-Wheeled Velocipedes

IN ALL SIZES AND GRADES.

For Sale by all Dealers, and Toy Houses.

Illustrated Catalogue furnished on application
_

New York Branch, 47 Murray St., N. Y.

R. U COLEMAN, Manager,.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
After long and careful experiments with Jive different speed and power tricycle attachments in

different forms, we ham completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient

numbers to supply it on our new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction; is applied to the crankshaft;
is operated by a handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle ;

is certain and effective in its operation; reduces the speed, and so increases the power for MU
climbing about one third, and is made of the finest material and with the finest workmanship, and
so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by its use.

Pardee of" Columbia Tricycle,

"With. Power G-ear,

;i60.

180.
The Columbia Power-gear will be applied to any Columbia Tricycle at our factory, at Hartford, Conn., for $25.

SEND STAMP FOE, ILLUSTRATED (36-PAGE) CATALOGUE.

Tire IPo~pe HVCf Oo.
rmcspal ffice, W Washington Street, Boston,

3, 12 WARREN STREET, HEW YORK.

!ass.

HEATER.
(Patent Applied Fok.)

For Cementing Rubber Tires.
EVERY WHEELMAN SHOULD HAVE ONE, AS IT SAVES TIME

AND MONEY.
Lamp, and full directions for cementing- a rubber tire, sent postpaid to

any part of the U. S. or Canada on receipt of

PRICE, - - SS.OO.
For sale by Dealers, or send to the Manufacturers,

Dealers i» Bicycles, Tricycles, &e.,

4 Bast 60th Street, New York*

T . ^YCLES SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.
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Clubs of Six

European Subscriptions,
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THI 'CYCLING PUBLISHING COMPANY,
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rate general correspendence to the Editor Irom mat
ter intended for publication. Always sign (confi-

dentially full name and address, with nom de plume,
as no attention is paid to anonymous contributions
Write only on one side ot the sheet, and have all
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ments, and all business connected wi h The Wheel
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Our worthy friend, the editor of

the official Gazette, has seen fit to

write us at length in regard to the

"consolidated office." We are in

clined to think that Mr, Aaron has

misunderstood us. The point we
wished to make was that a monthly

Gazette was all that the League should

have. That a weekly bulletin such as

is now sent to members is a costly

affair and uncalled for. That the C.

T. C. gets along very well with a

monthly publication and the League

can do the same. We meant to say

that any bright newspaper man could

take care of such a publication and do

his daily work on the newspapers. In

the case of Mr. Jenkins, we would

merely state from an intimate knowl

edge of his affairs, that although he

devoted four days a week to League

work, he also found time to edit two

weekly newspapers, and do occasional

work on the daily newspapers. It is

only a matter of how many hours con-

stitute a day's work.

As far as any particular knowledge

of bicycling to fill the position of sec-

retary is concerned, we have not much
more to say. We publish a fac simile

of one of the numerous letters on

grave " important matters that are

constantly springing up for the con-

sideration of the secretary, and the

"Any man, however intelligent, who was not a practical cycler, actively
with wheeling- matters, would frequently fail to display that broad grasp of the
which we believe will be necessary to the officer in question."— Official Gazette.

ONE OF THE IMPORTANT "SITUATIONS."

' / v j - &

identified

situation

/•Of —

editor as well, and in many of these

he exigei cies of the case are such,

and the time so limited, that he must
perforce act as a court -of last resort."

We submit these facts without

further comment. We will be de-

ighted to see brother Aaron elected

to this combined office at a good
salary, but when he surrounds the

same with a halo of mystery, we can-

not refrain from having a quiet laugh

to ourselves—at our own expense.

Journalistic enterprise is in most
cases commendable, and we would
with pleasure speak of the very com-
plete page of American records pub-

lished in the Springfield Wheelmen's

Gazette for the current month. Un-
fortunately again for Springfield, the

figures lie, and the records are woe-
fully inaccurate, both in the amateur

and professional tables and are conse-

quently valueless

We would overlook the efforts of an

inexperienced editor like Mr. Ducker,

but when our monthly contemporary,

the Amateur Athlete, whose editor is

the official handicapper of the league,

and supposed to have the times of

every one at his fingers' ends, prompt-

ly borrows and republishes the identi-

cal plate without correction, we
can only hold up our hands in holy

horror.

Without going into particulars we
would say that the times from the

third to the tenth mile in the amateur

records are badly mixed, and also the

sixth, seventh, eighth, and tenth, in the

professional list are inaccurate. The
whole table should be revised and re-

published, as it will only cause confu-

sion in its present unreliable form.

Karl Kron's plan of compiling a

"condensed directory of the trade,"

for insertion in the appendix of his

forthcoming road book, is described

by him in the December issue of the

Springfield Wheelmen Gazette, and it

seems to the editor so valuable that

he will endeavor to help it by sending

marked copies of the Gazette to every

firm and individual known to him as

identified in a business way with the

spread of cycling. Most of the lead-

ing wheel clubs, as a matter of pride

and sentiment, have insured perpetu-

ation for their names in " Ten Thous-

and Miles on a Bicycle," by pledging

their active riders in its support, and
if the representatives of the various

branches of "the trade " will now do

as well, as a mere matter of selfish

business interest, the subscription list

of 3,000 may be at once completed,

and the road-book be issued in Feb-

ruary, in good season to give a boom
to the spring trade.

Apropos of the statement made in

another column of the advantage

which hotel keepers may secure in

subscribing for " X. M. Miles on a

Bi" (thus introducing the names of

their houses to 25,000 readers, through

the " list of hotels where this book
may be found "), we note the fact that

two or three agents for the sale of

bicycles have personally subscribed in

behalf of their local hotels, in the be-

lief that the presence of the book in

the reading rooms of the same, will

attract business to themselves. Trades-

man, hotel-keeper, tourist, and pub-

lisher, all have a common interest in

making this hotel list represent as

many towns as possible, and whoever
wishes to encourage bicycle touring in

this country can render good service

to the cause by persuading his local

landlord to subscribe for the forth-

coming road-book.

SOME BOSTON NEWS.
Friday evening, December 12th, the

Somerville Bicycle Club gave their first

dance of the season. About 90 couple
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participated. The affair proved so

j

successful, both socially and financial-

ly, that the club have almost decided
to give a ball before the season is

over. The orders were very neat,

having appropriate bicycle emblems
on each. Captain Frank Norwood was
Floor Director, and George Shaw and
Eugene Sanger acted as aids. The
reception committee were Messrs. W
R. Maxwell, and Harry S. Worthen
Among the guests were President

Hayes, of the Cambridge Club, and
Captain Nelson, of the Charles^

town Bicycle Club For a new club,

formed at the end of the season, the

Som^rville boys are doing well. Their
membership is about 25. As a rule of

the constitut on gives the board of

officers the right to name the date of

the annual meeting of the L. A. W

.

hwpe that body will decide on some
day n Ju y arranging it so as to allow

those wisiung to join the " Big Four"
party, to take in both meeting and
tour.

Boston Wheelmen are much inter-

ested in Elwell's Bermuda Tour, and

every one wants to go. C. F. Joy is

to be one of the fortunate tourists, and
possibly Stewart C Miller, the tricylist

both of the Massachusetts Club. The
rest of us are looking with lon«ing

eyes toward the " land of the white

wash and onions." Most of us wil

continue to look and long and linger

o'er our labor, longing still.

I hear from Portland that Elwell is

to organize another Maine Tour next

year, taking in Mt. Desert and Moose-
head Lake, also, that Portland is to

have a great tournament. Wonder if

they are going to build a track ?

The Portland Wheel Club are to

give a ball, December 18th, and some
Boston men are going down to take it

in. Boston is to lose another wheel-

man. This time it is Mr. Frank Stin-

son, of the Massachusetts Bicycle

Club, who goes to Chicago, January'

1st, as Resident Manager of the Ashton

Valve Co. Stinson is only a this

season's cyclist, but is well known,
and very popular with all the boys.

He was a prominent member of the

club committee of the deceased Ram
biers, and the Massachusetts Club will

lose a hard worker when he leaves.

If the Chicago boys want a certificate

of good fellowship before they receive

him, we can furnish one a yard long

This notice will cost Stinson a ticket

to the opera, and cigars ad lib.

There seems to be a mistaken idea

going the rounds in regard to the atti-

tude of the Springfield Club toward

the League, started by a paragraph in

the offi ial Gazette, said to be "culled,"

wherefrom, unless trom the vivid im-

agination of the "culler," no one

knows. This party, by the way, seems

to have a grudge against the S. B. C,
having indulged in several slurs

against that organization. The fact is.

that though the S. B. C. naturally fell

a little sore over some of the treatment

they received, they are to-day a

League Club, intend to remain a

League Club, and will take as much
interest in, and do as much for, the

League as formerly. They have not

now 130 members, because there was
a reorganization of the Club, which

much reduced its membership. The
League have many worse friends than

the Springfield Bicycle Club
• The Cambridge Club give their first

German to-night.

The Newton Bicycle Club will give

a dramatic entertainment, followed by
dancing, in January The Committee
of Arrangements are J. C. Elms, H.
M. Sabin, and H. L. Wilson. George
E. Hutchinson, late instructor of the

Pope Mfg. Co., will give an exhibi-

tion of fancy riding at the Institute

Skating Rink, Saturday evening.

Hutchinson has made no little stir with

his riding. He is the only man who
rides backward, and who does the
" upside down mount " with one
wheel. Harvard College will be repre-

>en ed in the Cycling contest at the

New York intercollegiate games next

spring, by Eliot Norton and Frank L.

Dean. They will be trained by J G.

Lathrop, well known as the best timer

in Boston, who has lately been ap-

pointed as director of athletics at Har-
vard.

We have had snow and rain for

several days, and no riding is the

word. From this out, road news will

be rare. The Dorchester Club seem
to be alive, having taken in four new
members. Every member of this

organization belongs to the League.
The efficient Secretary, J. T. Greene,
is an enthusiastic Leaguer. The Com
mittee of the late Ramblers Club wi 1

soon declare a small dividend, and
draw lots for the club trophies which
were not disposed of at the late

auction. There would have- been a
larger dividend but for the fact, that

Fred. E. Bryant, a member, collected

for the Club sundry advertising bills,

aggregating about $50. This money
Bryant refused to turn over to the com-
mittee, saying he had as much right to

it as anybody, and getting a lawyer's

opinion that nothing could be done
with him for so doing, he saluted the

committee with Tweed's phrase of
'- What are you going to do about it,"

when they demanded payment. And
yet this man calls himself a gentleman
It seems the committee has no legal

redress, and the only thing they "can
do about it," is to expose his rascality,

and hold him up to the contempt of

all honest cyclists. W. I. H.
Boston, Dec. 5, 1884.

GOTHAM GOSSIP.
A dull week, and little doing, is the

almost universal cry Sunday morning
_

brought forth a number of wheelmen,"
with silver dollars pinned on the left

breast, and the favored army rolled

through the Park and on the Drive in

merry single file. The wail of the mug-
wumps is unabated, and one C T. C.

member is endeavoring to force his way
on the Drive by claiming that the club

is uniformed, and regularly organized.

The committee sat down on him, as

also on League members. The result

is that nearly all the regular clubs are

recruiting, and if I am not much mis-

taken, new clubs will spring up like

mushrooms. The movement is a

healthy one, and it tends to fix the re-

sponsibility of the riders. I under-

stand the privilege has been extended
to neighboring clubs, and badges will

be issued upon application through the

club captain.

Although New York city does not

support the League as extensively as

last year, the wheelmen are somewhat
interested in its affairs. I endeavored
to ascertain the feeling in regard to

the meet, but as all are anxious to go
on the big Four Tour, they naturally

want the meet at Buffalo, about the

tst of July. I presume the place for

the spring meeting will greatly influ-

ence the selection. Confidentially, the

wheelmen are tired of meets, and I

doubt if many will be held after next

year. Perhaps Chicago and Detroit

will be in shape to handle it in '86 and'

'87, but I do not care to spend ,^75.00

for a few days' fun, when I can make
the same amount run over two weeks'

vacation, and have a much better time.

We are much interested in the

friendly duel in re paid secretaay, be-

tween the Official Gazette and The
Wheel, and are glad to see that

perfect friendliness exists. Those who
ever doubted that Mr. Ducker was the

actual editor of the SpringHeld Gazette

had their illusion dispelled by reading

some of the notes. I he New York
news is particularly unreliable, and
several paragraphs, are uncalled for, as

well as inaccurate. Still one can

hardly expect otherwise, considering

the source.

The Citizens having recovered from
the effects of the house-warming, are

turning their attention to their Second
Annual Race Meeting. The remem-
brance of last year is sufficient to

guarantee a success, and I trust they

will again meet with the success they

deserve. X. Y. Z.

New York, Dec. 16, '84.

THE BEST KIND OF RIDING.
From Truth for the People.

Riding on a bicycle may be all very nice ;

Riding on a tricycle may pay for once or
twice

;

Riding on a steamboat is purely, simply
sweet;

But for a quiet, calm enjoyment, buggy rid-

ing can't be beat.

Riding in a buggy, boys, behind a trotting

mare.
What means of locomotion with a buggy

can compare?

Riding on a bicycle you're not allowed a
whip,

And except you're on a sociable you cannot
use your lip.

Then riding on a steamboat, there's a crowd
on every hand.

While you needn't have but two within a

buggy on the land.

Riding in a buggy, boys, behind a trotting

mare,
What means of locomotion with a buggy

can compare ?

Riding on a bicycle's a sort of Jersey treat

:

A sociable is better, for she may be very
sweet.

True, a shady nook or corner on a steam-
boat you may find,

But there's notl.ing beats the buggy when
no bicycler's behind.

Riding in a buggy, boys, behind a trotting

mare
The devil take the bicycle tha.t can with

that compare. Zachaky Y.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen want a

club house, and gave an entertainment

last Tuesday in order to raise funds

for that purpose.

The four-cornered race between
Wordside,Brooks,Morgan,and Armain-
do, is " off," as Morgan sprained his

ankle, and was unable to find a sub-

stitute.

The success of some papers seems
to consist in borrowing the greatest

amount of news with the least credit.

We think our Philadelphia friend, the

Sporting Life, excels in this particular.

Our 'steemed contemporary, the

Bicycling World, also prints a table of

records. We note that Hendee's
quarter mile is down as 38s , while the

Springfield Gazette gives it as 38 1-5.

We should like to know what figure

the Racing Board accepted. Also, if

18.33 4"5 and 21.44 2-5 are not the

correct times for six and seven miles,

instead of the figures given. Also,

Clark's and Johnson's records above
twenty-five miles were made on the

same date, February 21, 1880, and not

a week apart.

While we are always ready for sub-

scriptions, we must ask our friends to

refrain from sending us 10 and 15-cent

postage stamps. They are as bad as

an extra boiler, as far as The Wheel
is concerned. One and two-cent is the

limit.

Mr. H. S. Ward, the long distance

rider, of Philadelphia, writes concern-
ing the Duryea Saddle, as follows : "I
have ridden 3,100 miles since Feb. 1,

'84, on a-' Style A" Duryea. For the

first time I have been free from chaf-

ing, and have, with the utmost com-
fort, made several century runs. With
a block of soft rubber to hold the

clevis at the proper elevation, your
saddle is perfect."

The Citizens Club are talking of

changing the evening for their month-
ly meeting, and a mail vote is being
taken as a guide in preparing an
amendment to be acted upon at their

next regular meeting.

Messrs. Geo. R. Bidwell & Co. have
almost entirely recovered from the
effects of their fire, and the salesrooms
have been altered for the better, the

partitions dividing up the premises
having been dispensed with.

Mr. Harold R. Lewis,' of the Phila-

delphia Club,, writes the New York
Toy Co.. as follows :

" I have used
your Duryea Saddle, style A, since

February, 1884, and find it to be the

best in the market Before 1 got your
saddle, I never could ride more than
20 miles without soreness, but since I

have had it, I have ridden 70 miles at

a 9-hour pace without being at all

chafed. I would never take a long

trip on any other saddle."

THE LEAGUE MEET.
Editor of The Wheel: In your issue of

Nov. 14th, descriptive of "Another
Big Tour," you write that "the plan

contemplates the holding of a League
Meet at Buffalo, about the 1st of July,"

than which is no better time as our
weather is simply perfect, there is

frost every evening to lay the dust and
make sleeping enjoyable, not a mos-
quito nearer than Cleveland, where
they have hot nights and hotter days

;

"but this is of course impracticable,

as the by-laws of the League provide

that the meet each year shall be held

on or before the 30th of May." As I

read the by-laws the time and pi *ce of

the meeting are entirely at the discre-

tion of the Board of Officers.

The by-laws as published in the L.

A. W. Gazette, Aug. 28th, read " There
shall be an annual meeting of the

League at such time and place as tl.e

Board of Officers may determine at a
meeting to be held at least two months
previous to the 15th day of May, and
of which general meeting at least one
month's public notice shall be given."
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As it has been decided to have
" Another Big Tour " this year, and
to have it start from Buffalo in the
early part of July, would it not be
well to have both the cycling events of
the year at the same time and place ?

The tour under the auspices pro-
posed would prove a grand finale to

the L. A. W. Meet. A great many
enthusiastic wheelmen, who would
otherwise be debarred from one event
or the other, would be able to take in

both. The tour already promises to

excell all previous -efforts. Long Lon,
Witti his little fat friend have promised
to attend and bring along the rest of

thac bad Boston gang. The dude
from Chicago will be on deck, and
says he wont let the secretary carry

the colors more than two-thirds the

way. Pierce says he will see if he
" can't catch up " in time to captain

the cowboys from Leadville, Fair-

bault, Beluit, Chicago, etc.

Maynard, the ideal quartermaster,

will look after our creature comforts,

and sweep the road with his Star.

The bugler, who I see has been doing
hi nself proud with his drill corps in

Chicago, will have his lip in subjec-

tion, and will bugle all the way barring

Njw Castle. Beck will be along with

that bouquet.
Van Schaack and Parsons do not

regret their visit to Boston, and are

getting in trim for the grand tour.

Dr. Wassail insists that the tour will

be a failure unless the route takes in

Lake George. Tender recollections

of that hop I suppose.

,
Our Georgius, the modest man

from Toronto will lead the Kagoo
band. Speaking of Georgius re

minds me that i am in receipt of a

letter from him saying that he is mak-
ing a collection of group bicycle pho-
tographs, and asking where he can get

copies of the L. A. W. meets and
others. Perhaps some of your many
readers will kindly enlighten him. I

am under obligations to him for a

copy of the large crayon of the Wan-
derers Bicycle Club of Toronto, with

Georgius to the fore. Georgius is not
often left. There will be many wheel-
men badly left if they fail to take in

the tour next summer. They will

miss two weeks of unalloyed pleasure

in company with some of the finest

fellows- that ever buckled a wheel.

Among others Geo. Bidwell and Bur-
ley Ayers.

Yours fraternally,

Where is B ?

Buffalo, N. Y. Dec. io, 1884.

SOUTHERN BICYCLE TOUR-
NAMENT.

The growing favor with which the

useful and beautiful exercise of bicy-

cling is being received in the South,

has led the Memphis Bicycle Club, an
organization composed of a number of

enterprising young men in that city,

to conceive the idea of a Southern
Bicycle Tournament. The success

which has attended similar affairs

wherever they have been given in the

North and East, and the belief that if

properly managed, such an . event

would materially aid the cause of

wheeling in the South, they have
determined to move in that direction

at once. It is proposed to give two or

three days' races during the spring,

upon a fine half-mile track in the

suburbs of Memphis, and if a suffi-

cient number of wheelmen can be in-

duced to participate, prizes amount-
ing in value to several hundred dollars

will be offered. Hotel accornmoda
tions and railroad fares at reduced
rates will be secured, and every possi-

ble inducement offered. Wheelmen
everywhere in reach of Memphis
should at once write to W. L. Surprise,

the secretary of the Memphis Bicycle
Club, and give the movement their

hearty support.

DARN ATION.

'Smyantha, she is very fair,

Sitting in her wicker chair;'

With her knitting in her lap

And occasionally a slap

At a fly, that to her nose
Lightly comes and lightly goes.
Ah! the mem'ry of her sitting

On the old porch knitting, knitting,

Rocking, knitting, knitting, rocking;
Darning up her brother's stocking,

Is very sweet to Tertius Rowes
As the garden weeds he hoes.
" If they were only only mine she's mend-

ing."

Is the thought that's thro' him sending
Thrills ecstatic, never ending.
Hope and fear—blending, blending.

Round the pillars, all entwining,
Grow the roses and the vining.
In the fields the cattle lowing, 1

In the yards the chickens crowing,
At the spring house, hah! the splutter
As her mother churns for butter,

And the milk pots on the paling,

And her I i i tie brother waiiing.

At the back door crying, knocking,
" Sister, have you darned my stocking?"
Over all the sunshine streaming,
And the bees and birds a-dreaming;
As a picture, Tertius weeding,
Is with furtive glances heeding.
" Ah! If 'twere only mine she's mending,"
Is the thought that's thro' him sending
Thrills ecstatic, never ending.
Hope and fear—blending, blending.

Ah! she is a dainty miss
Whom the south wind loves to kiss,

And around it leaps and blows
Like her lover, Tertius Rowes,
Who has given up his hoeing,

Bo't a byke and gone to blowing.
Ah! he is a mighty rider

As he sitteth there beside her
Spinning yarns unto his glory
Weaving strong the old, old story,

Ah! she was so proud to know him,
That to her father, off to show him.
Said she :

" Oh! most mighty rider,"

As he lingered there beside her,
" Ride over yonder," and she smileth
Dimpling smiles that did beguileth,

And she pointed to a guily,

A deep and wide and stony gully,

Back he limps with bleeding nose, *

Holding forth his tattered hose,

And the old man laughs and chuckles
As he rubs his bony knuckles.

On the porch she sitteth rocking
As she darneth up his stocking.

"Ah! 'tis mine that she is mending,"
Is the thought that's thro' him sending
Thrills ecstatic, never ending,

Hope and joy, blending, blending.
Secretary.

FROM THE CLUBS.

Indianapolis.—The Indianapolis

Bi. Club have perfected arrangements
for a trip to New Orleans, Jan. 24th,

and extend a cordial invitation to all

wheelmen and their friends to join

them. An extra, car for wheels and
other extra accommodations will be
furnished. For further information

address C. F. Smith, (Manager), In-

dianapolis, Ind.

Elizabeth.—Although there were
some five or six bicycles in Elizabeth

as -early as 1880, organized cycling-

dates its birth in this city on June 7th,

1883, when an enthusiastic quartette

of cyclers met and organized the

" Elizabeth Wheelmen." The quartette
elected W.H. Flastings, Captain, G. J.
Martin, Lieutenans, M. W. Hasley,
Secretary and Treasurer, and V. R.
Value Member-at-Large. During last

season their ranks were swollen to

eleven by the accession of seven mem-
bers. Among these latter, though all

worked with a will, two especially

proved most valuable in booming the
wheel in this city, and these were Dr.

G. Carleton Brown and A. S. Roor-
bach, the artist. Dr. Brown was elected

Chief Consul of the New Jersey Divis-

ion, League of American Wheelman.
He started to work with the intention

of being no figure-head, and under the

seven months of his administration the
division has doubled in numbers. His
earnestness, and the enthusiasm of

such men as Martin and Roorbach,
and all the rest of the original eleven,

were soon felt, and steadily, by twos,

and threes, and fives, and twelves, the
club grew until it has. now reached
forty-eight active members. Every
new member seemed to catch the en-

thusiasm, and working all together,
they made the club what it is to-day
as far as membership is concerned,
the second league club in the State,

the Essex Bicycle Club standing fit st.

Dead!—The Tricycle Union is dead;
dead as any Egyptian mummy. There
is no gainsaying the fact, no beating
about the bush over the question ; the
mammoth association which has so

long been the laughing stock of wheel-
dom is really defunct, and what is

more, has, so to speak, signed its own
death warrant. At a meeting of the
T. U. Executive, held last Thursday
at the Palsgrave restaurant, at which
Dr. Benjamin Ward Richardson occu-
pied the chair, Mr. F. S. Cobb, the

honorable secretary of that body, pro-
posed, " That the election of officers

for 1885 be postponed sine die." This
was carried without dissent, and thus
the Tricycle Union fades out of the
cycling world in a legislative sense.

From its ashes is to be formed, in fact

is already formed, " The Society of
Cyclists," which, as our readers are

aware, has very high aims in connec-
tion with cycling and general science.

But, to revert to the defunct associa-

tion, it is customary in writing an
autobiography to enumerate and set

in as favorable and rosy a light as pos-
sible, the virtues the good deeds, and
the general excellence of the deceased.
Now, with every desire under the cir-

cumstances to tone down the faults

and follies of the T. U., and to expose
only the benefits it has conferred on its

appreciative clients, we are met from
the first by the difficulty that, after in-

tense thought and the most careful

scrutiny, we are unable to find that in

even one solitary instance it has jus-

tified its existence, and been of the

slightest benefit to wheeldom at large.

For an institution, which was started
with such a .flourish of trumpets, of
which so much was expected by a cer-

tain select coterie, and whose " clean
•sheet " was blazoned so gaily in the
face of all who cared to inspect it, this

is truly a lamentable admission. None
the less it is one which any man not
steeped in prejudice of the most pig-

headed order must admit is correct. The
Tricycle Union goes down to its grave
in the limbo of the forgotten " unwept,
unhonored, and unsung." Whether
its bantling, the outcome of Dr. Rich-

ardson's scientific and earnest, if

somewhat visionary enthusiasm, will

survive "the slings and arrows of out-

rageous fortune," remains to be
proved. A body such as that the
worthy Doctor hopes some day to see
in full swing, with a large club-house,
musem, library, monthly- magazine,
etc., would certainly be something
which the founders might point to

with pride ; but even, as " Rome was
not built in a day," we opine that
many years have yet to pass before the
apostle of Hygeia can see his schemes,
fair and sweet-smelling as they are,

approach perfect fruition. In the
meantime we shall watch " The Society
of Cyclists" anxiously ; it may, in the
course of time, become what its pro-
moters wish it to be ; on the other
hand, it may share a no better fate

than that abortive butt of wheel world,
erst known as the Tricycle Union.

—

News.

THE LEAGUE GAZETTE.
Editor of the Wheel : Your brief re-

ply to a recent eoitoi a in the Official

Gazette, u 1 he Wheel of December
5th, calls, 1 tnnik, to an answer irom
me. T.lvia answer I send to you so
that all who read the article in your
pjper.may see this as well.

I am at a lo^s to know' whether you
ire ignoiant of the diuies that would
fall to the lot of I he Secretary-Editor
if the L. A. IV. if the offices were
malgamatcd, or whether vuu unwit-

tingly misrepresent the position that I

took in my editorial. LT fortunate y,

y nir paper is now rditt d ano ymously,
md, iheiefore, I cannot form any idea

>f the> league experience of the editor,

md am c ins.* qur-nilv unable 10 judge
whether he don't or %vn /know.
Your one lime editor, Mr. Fred Jen-

,ins, admitted to me, at a lime when
lie League p 'ssess.-d less tr.anone-
half of the membership th.-.t it does at

iresent, that L-ague work to. k lour

lays of his time. Now, if you know
nything whatever of League bu-iness

von must know that the Secretary,

inder the new regime, will have nearly

ir quite double the work 10 d > that

vas required at the time that Mr Jen-
ins filled ihe restricted office, and

that is the best possible answer to your
tr^umeni that there are plenty 01

right (non-League) newspaper men
ivho could di-ch irge ihese'duties, and
at the same time "do their daily work
>n othtr newspapers."

Your statement that " the work on a

small monthly would be mere child's

id ay," has no bearing on the subject
whatever ; and that for two reasons :

First, The-League news could not
be circulated with suffh ient prompt-
ness by a monthly journal, as that jour-

nal must in a great measure serve as a
medium of intercommunication be-

ween officers and League numbers
and divisions and their members, and
>n many occasions spread news in

much less than the time possible with
a monthly

Second, The editing of lite j,eapv.r**

organ is not one- tenth the w rk that

will fall to the lot of the new Secre-

tary, and the argument that he can' be
a journalist (or any other manner of

man) in the daily pursuit of his c -
11-

ing while discharging his duties as this

League officer is most readily met hy
referring you to your editorial of two
weeks since, when you admitted that he
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could and should be paid about$i,ooo
per annum for his services Of course
you can hardly reconcile these state-

ments,they will not harmonize; and you
have failed to indicate the reasons
that have led you to change your mind
in two short weeks. In this light your
assertion that your " views are too well

known to need any further explana-
tion" is exceedingly amusing, to put it

mildly.

Now, my dear sir, I write this only

to correct a false impression likely to

grow out of the perusal of your edito

rial, and not from any desire to enter

into controversy for controversy's

sake. I believe I see in you a true

friend of the L. A. W., who can be re-

lied on in time of need, and with that

belief I come to you with the request

that you will kindly point out to us ali

just where, in your opinion, the

weak points in League management
lie, and by all means do not forget to

tell us how tve may remedy these evils.

Sincerely yours,

E. M, Aaron,
Editor L. A. W. Gazette.

PROGRESS OF^KRON'S CAN-
VASS.

Editor of the Wheel : The forty

-

sixth week of my canvass, ending to-

day, has brought in 26 names, just half

of which came in a bunch from the

Rutland Bicycle Club, of Vermont.
The previous week brought 51 names,
whereof 13 were forwarded by Captain
C. F. Smith, of the Indianapolis Bicy-
cle Club, 8 belonging to that club and
5 to Columbus, Ind.

1 devoted one day of this

week to impressing upon the blank
side of 200 of my circulars a

special hectograph letter to the bi-

cycle manufacturers and tradesmen of

England, calling attention to my arti-

cle, " A Pointer to the Trade," which
fills the 125th page of this month's
Springfield Wheelmen's Gazette. The
editor thereof has enclosed my circular

in the specimen copies of his paper
mailed to the 200 names upon his

English trade-list. This is the first sys-

tematic attempt which I have yet made
to win English support for my scheme,
but its effect cannot be reported in less

than five or six weeks If tradesmen
were able to see their own interests,

when presented to them in a novel

way, I should be certain that the first

return mail would bring me at least

500 English subscriptions. As a mat-
ter of fact, however, I shall be agree-

ably surprised if I receive as many as

50.from this particular effort.

Having driven my bicycle up to

Springfield at the time of the Septem-
ber tournament,. I drove it back again

during the first three days of last week,
riding 46 miles, on Thursday, to Meri-
den

; 40 miles, on Friday, to Bridge-

port ; and 56, on Saturday, to Harlem
Bridge. My ride ended at 7 p. m. on
this last day, when I had been on the

road for 12 hours, the first half of the

timein adense fog, t' elasf half in a driv-

ing r.iin storm. The way in which my
velveteen jacket withstood the weather
proved anew to me my wisdom in se-

lecting that particular material when I

had the jacket made in 1879, and 1

see no reason wh\ it should not rendei

me good service or five years to come.
I experienced no fall during this tour,

nor yet in the five diys' tour by which
I went up to Springfield, over a differ-

ent and more circuitous route in Sep-
tember. I tried a Duryea saddle for

the first time, on the recent journey,

and the fact that no soreness resulted

from so long a ride, after a ten weeks'
abstinence from wheeling, is probabh
a fact in favor of the saddle. I likec

it "well enough," but I shall need to

make a more extended trial of it before

I am ready to speak with the enthu-
siastic praise which many have ac-

corded it.

I have just sent a letter to the

Official Gazette describing some expe-

riences which I had on this tour in ver-

bally converting certain hotel men to a

partial realization of the benefit to

them of attracting wheelmen's patron-

age by subscribing to my book. The\
subscribed (though they had paid nono-
tice to my appeals to them through the

mail), but they were inclined to think

wheelmen's patronage of very little ac-

count. The actual placing of my
book in the hands of such doubters
by showing them the names of 3,000
wheelmen accredited to towns all ovei

the Union, will do much to enlighiei'

their ignorance as to the value of then
patronage. Whoever secures a hotel

keeper for my list, therefore, will ren-

der a service to " the cause" as well as

to myself.

In spite of my persistent proclama-
tion of the fact that the geographically

classified appendix of 3,000 subscrib-

ers' names is to be one of the distinct-

ive features of "Ten Thousand Miles
on a Bicycle," I am all the while hear-

ing of men who "intend to buy the

book as soon as published," but
who are entirely ignorant of this plan

of mine about securing their names as

well a? their dollars. Let me announce
once more, therefore, that I shall not

publish the book until I secure the

one-dollar pledges of 827 additional

subscribers, as I now have only 2,173
on my list ; and that the price of the

book will be $1.50, except for those

who pledge their support to it in ad
vance. A complete contents, table, and
a variety of other circulars concerning
the scheme will be mailed free by me
to all who may apply for them. At
present rate of progress, the best I can
hope for is to issue the book about the

close of the winter from the top floor of

the University Building,

Karl Kron.
Washington Square, N. Y., Dec. 13.

RECORD BEATING BY WOOD-
SIDE.

On Monday afternoon W. M. Wood-
side made a very successful attempt to

lower some of the professional records.

The track used was the gallery of the

Exposition Building, Chicago, and
great care was taken to have arrange-
ments complete in every particular,

and thus avoid the existence of any
doubt regarding the genuine nature of

the records. The track was carefully

measured by members of the Chicago
Bicycle Club, but contrary to L. A.
W. rules, the curves were merely
marked on the floor, instead of being
solid. As Wood side rode at least

three feet out, however, no question

can be raised on this account, and the

rider is fully, entitled to the records

made. The times were taken by
George E. Lloyd and Sam Vowell, of

the Chicago Bicycle Club, and two
score sheets were kept to guard against

any possible errors. A large number

of wheeling celebrities were present,

among whom were, Louise Armaindo,
Phil Hammel, and N. H.Van Sickten,

Woodir-ide started promptly at one
o'clock, and set out at a rattling pace,

finishing 5 miles in 15m. 53s., and 10
miles in 32m. 8^s. From this on the

records were cut down at every mile,

except the thirteenth and fourteenth.

He undoubtedly led the records at

these distances, but the times were
taken a lap too late. Woodside was
accompanied during the last ten miles

by Hammel. Following is a list of the

new records.

Miles. Times. Miles. Times.
LU- asm:. 2034s. 32 .lh. 48m. 2li%s

38m. 4l K>s. 33.... lh. 52m. 1154s.
53%s.48m. 4i s. 34.... lh. 55m,

IS.... aim 59J4S. 3 ") .. . .lh. 59m. 40*; s

17 55in. 21V:,S 6 ... 2h. 3m. 5 s,

18 . 58ra. 48 s. 37.... 2h. 6m. 33^s.
.9 lh. 2m. 9 s. 38.. . 2h. lUm. 6J4s.
20.... lh. .mii. rsf-j^s. 39 .. . .2h. 13m. 42 s

21,... ,Th. 9m. 11 Hs. 40 2h. 17m. 18WiS
12.... . Hi. 12m. .'lOJqs. 41 . 2h. 20m.

lGm. 14 s 42 .. .2h. 24m. 34 s.

'31
, lh. 19m, ;{fij,<:s. 43 . 2h. 28m. 12ks.

•-'5.... ..lh. 2.'5m. !>%$. 44 .2h. 31m. 51 Us.
26.... ..lh. 2Bm. 38 s. 45 ... 2h. 35m. 33J&3.
27 . .1 h. 30m. 14%s. 4G ... 2h. 3f!m. 21 s.

2X..'.. . lh. 33m. 48V4s. 47 .2h, 43m. 8 s.

20.... ..lh. 37m. 2734s. 48 . 2h. 4f.m. 55^s
no lh. 41m. F^s; 49 ... 2h. 50m. 43^s
:u lh. 44m. 52J4&- 50.... 2h. 54m. Iks.

The previous records from 11 to 24
miles were held by Prince ; Woodside
had the 25th

;
Prince, the 26th to 29th

;

Woodside came in on the 30th mile,

and then Belard from the 31st to the

34th, while Woodside had the 35th.

From the 36th to the 39th are credited

to Belard, and the 40th and 41st to

Stanton. Belard then carried them
up to the 48th ; Stanton had the 49th,

and Prince the full distance in 2h.

59m. 15s. Stanton and Belard's re-

cords were made as far back as Feb.

14, 1880.

—

Sporting Journal.
[We must decline to accept these

records under the above condition,

and trust that wheelmen will some-
time have it drummed through their

heads that a solid curb is necessary

for accurate records as far as The
Wheel is concerned.

—

Ed.]

BORROWED FROM OUR
NEIGHBORS.

While many of the papers give

Hendee the credit for breaking the

quarter-mile record of the world, none
of them seem to be aware of the fact

that he also took the three-quarter

mile record. The English papers have
not mentioned this, though they have
published the time—1:50—and com
mented upon the quarter record.

It has been stated in print that the

smallest tricycle in the world has been
supplied to the Midgets by a firm of

Coventry manufacturers. We doubt
it. The Midgets are very small peo-

ple, but we have in our possession a

front-steering tricycle, the diameter of

the driving wheels being four inches. It

is only a toy, of course, but it is a per-

fect three-wheeler. It could easily be
made to run a race round a small cir-

cular table by mechanism, if not by
animal propulsion

A story is going the rounds that Ar-

maindo and Morgan rode against

horses in a small town in Missouri. The
" Only Eck," who was with them, ar-

ranged a scheme to fill the general

purse. Arriving in town, the machines
were conveyed quickly to a hotel and
locked up away from the gaze of

curious sight-seers. To the hotel pro-

prietor, a fat, good-natured but very

curious fellow, they "only" vouchsafed

the information, as a great secret, that

the machines were geared, so that one
revolution of the pedal caused two of

the wheels, and by that means the

horses would easily be defeated. Ten
minutes later, the proprietor, boiling-

over with importance, imparted the

valuable information to a friend, who
told another friend, and so on, in the

old-fashioned way, until every one in

town knew all about it. Great anxiety
to back the bicycles was shown on the

track next day, and Eck " scooped" in

what little was to be had.

If America is successful in raising a
fund to send over representative am-
ateurs, England will welcome them
and give to them a hearty reception.

They will receive fair treatment from
the public and the press

;
they will

not be bullied by betting men who
have bet on any race ; and the winners
will be allowed to win, without patri-

otic but unfair and unsportsmanlike
decisions by referees, and we were go-
ing to say landlords will not charge
them twenty dollars for knocking a few
pillow cases loose—but we won't
prophecy for the landlords. If our
best amateurs are well beaten, they
will take their beating like men, and
they will have no "Ring" to support
them.

One thing is evident—post-card
records must no longer be accepted.
A memorandum-book, signed by pub-
licans, policemen, and other people en-
countered at the various points on a
journey, is vastly more reliable than
any quantity of post-cards ; and in

future, wherever the records are
broken, public suspicion will always
be aroused unless proof is produced
beyond doubt. Perhaps a satisfactory

means of inspiring confidence would
be for the record-breaker to make a
statutory declaration to the truthful-

ness of his statement as to having per-
formed the journey in the manner and
time alleged.

We wonder why so many makers in-

sist on fitting plain standards for sad-
dles ? Only the other day we found
one of these standards would not stay
up

; however hard we screwed it, it

sooner or later slipped down. The
slightest roughening or corrugation
would make it a rigid fixture, though
for our own part we prefer the stan-

dards with sunken holes in them to
take the end of the adjusting screw.
In the meantime we hear of many-
makers who are laying themselves out
to make their machines as complete
in the minor parts as they are in the

more important features of their con-
struction—a consummation devoutly
to be wished.

A varied entertainment will be given
by the Chicago and Hermes Bicycle
Club, at the Exposition building, on
Christmas day, to which all wheelmen
and their friends are cordially invited.

The official programme has not been
issued yet, but wi 1 include many in-

teresting features, including exhibi-

tions of speed by Van Sicklen, Ham-
mel,- Pierce, and others; fancy riding
iiy Bennett, Brown, and Warner, club
drills and races. It is quite possible

Crawford will be present, who, as he
is getting into fine condition, may
show a mile or two which will surprise

a good many.
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The little people known as the
Royal American M idgets are about to
become tricyclists. During the present
week they have been holding receptions
at Coventry, and one of the local

manufacturers has presented them with
a machine specially constructed and
adapted to their requirements. The
machine is said to be the smallest of
its kind in the world.

Charles B. JCeefer, aged 6 years and

7 months, residing at Washington,
D. C, is probably the youngest ama
teur bicyclist in the United States,

performing various feats on the wheel
with the utmost confidence, will coast

long hill with feet over handle-bars.

Gaskell, who visited the Springfield

meet, has won prizes valued at $4,500.
His eighteen American prizes aggre-
gated $1,500. Speaking of this gen-
tleman calls to mind a very sad occur-
rence. He was entered in a race at

Leeds, and Mr. Gaskell, Sr., decided,
unknown to his son, to see the sport.

The poor old gentleman was troubled
with heart disease, and during the
race became so excited that he dropped
dead at the moment his son rushed
first past the post.

Chicago, December 13th.—The pro-
posed bicycle team race between
Woodside and Brooks, and Morgan
and Louise Armaindo, which was to

have begun December 22d, at Battery
D Armory, and last six days, twelve
hours daily, for $250 a side, has fallen

through. A forfeit of $50 each had
been put up in the hands of T. Z.

Cowles, editor of The Mirror of
American Sports, with the agreement
to put up the remaining $200 a side in

installments of $100, December nth
and r6th. Tom Eck, who was to back
Morgan and Armaindo, paid forfeit, and
the match is off. Eck was depending
on John S. Prince to take the place of

Morgan, who is disabled in one of his

feet, but Prince refused to go in, say-
ing he didn't want to take part in a

six-day race at present. So the money
was taken down by Woodside on the
nth in st.

The series of weekly bicycle races,

undeY cover, inaugurated by the Read-
ing, Pa., Bicycle Club, was continued
last Thursday at the K^stone Skating
Rink, in Reading. In the slow race,

the second of the series, Mr. Henritzy
won "in three-quarters of a minute, the
remaining entries having been George
W. Miller and W. Irving Wilhelm.
The first i^-mile race, in which
George W. Miller and Fred W. Krue-
ger engaged, was declared in favor of

Krueger because of a foul by Miller,

the loul being a run-in on Krueger's
wheel. The second i>4-mile race was
won by Mr.

J. Arthur Curtis over Mr.
Henritzy, Curtis coming along in

splendid form in 5m. 40s. The third
1 14-mile race was won by W. Irving
Wilhelm in 6m. 9s. over Mr. Kline's

6m. 11 *^s , this being the closest race
of the lot. The result of the races

was very satisfactory, and next Thurs-
day they draw to a close, when the
prizes will be awarded.

—

Ex.

MEMORIES OF THE KENNE-
BEC TOUR

Editor of the Wheel : As the first

account of the "Kennebec Trip,"

taken last summer, originally appeared
!

in The Wheel, I have thought that

the inclosed poem might be of interest

to your readers. The poem was read
at the banquet given to the " Tourists"
at Skowhegan, on evening of July
31st, and was written by Mr. Edward
Fuller, one of the principal movers in

the reception given us at that time.

Though not a judge of such matters,

it appears to me to have many good
points, and as read by the author, was
certainly very interesting.

Yours very truly,

Louis B. Gravcs.

A LEGEND OF THE KENNEBEC
'Composed and read by Mr. Edward Fuller, of

Skowhegan, Me., at the banquet given the " Kennebec
Tourisis," July 31, 1884).

Far upward in the Northlands your thoughts
I wish to take

Where, nesting 'mid the mountains, there
lies a peaceful lake,

Her waters seldom wrathful like the mighty
deep,

For the mountains guard this jewel which on
their breast they keep.

The children of the forest have dwelt upon
the shore

And caught the trout and shot the deer for
countless years before.

They have a legend, sweet in its simplicity
and truth,

Which ancient chieftains used to tell to dusky
maid and youth :

A thousand thousand moons ago when Man-
itou, the Just,

Had raised the mountains clothed with woods
and left them in our trust,

He said unto our fathers :
" My children, we

must part,

But I shall ever keep for you a warm and
loving heart.

Be just and good and trust in me, a friend
unseen but near,"

And as he hid his face and wept, he dropped
a shining tear,

Which, falling downward through the skies,

became this liquid gem,
This lake amid the forest broad to please the

eyes of men.
The waves, the children of the lake, played

up and down the shore;
They tossed the pebbles to and fro and cared

for nothing more
;

But one bright wavelet, resting "neath the
pines one summer day.

Heard the mountains whisper something of

an ocean far away,
Of a broad and mighty ocean, whose waves

were mountain high,

Whose breathings rose in gorgeous arcs be-
tween the earth and sky

;

And the youth set forth with gladness to seek
the mighty deep

And left the lovely lake behind to mourn for
him and weep.

She sobbed upon her shores all night and
through the cheerless day;

The heart was filled with sorrow that once
was light and gay.

He tumbled over ledges, but laughed and
sang with glee :

" I'm off tose£k the waters of the great and
mighty sea!"

He heard the tiny brooks go singing through
the forest aisles

And called them forth to take his hand with
winning words and smiles.

As larger streams came dancing down the
rugged mountain-side

He took them to his bosom as a bridegroom
takes his bride.

And, then grown strong and lusty, a river
deep and grand,

He dashed in torrents, whirled in pools, or
slept on shining sand.

The mountains chanted sad farewells and
waved their verdant plumes

;

The hill-sides echoed back his laugh in

swiftly changing tunes.
At length he reached a pleasant vale with

hills encircled 'round
And he^ a shining jewel, a worthy prize,

v as fou id ;

A lovely
, uark-green island now rests within

those arms
Which guard it from all danger and turbulen

alarms,
But up again and onward he reached his goal

at last

And mingled with the wafers of the pcean,
deep and vast,

A. H. Robinson, better known as
" Doodle," has quitted England; in

fact he has sailed for America, not,

however, to return " that medal," but
goes farther south ; his destination is

the Panama Canal.

CANADIAN TOURING.
MONTREAL TO SOREL. QUEBEC TO

MATANE.

[Reported to Karl Kron by the Captain of the
Ottawa Bicyce Club.- His description of the route
from Ottawa to Montreal was printed in The Wheel
of last week.J

The trip from Montreal to Quebec
has not yet been done. As 1 had
heard that the road along the North
shore of the river was rough and
sand)'', I chose the unknown South
shore one, crossing by ferry to Long-
neuil. From Longneuil to Boucher-
ville, five miles, the road is a rough
macadam, which it is a relief to ex-
change for the very fair clay one
which extends from Boucherville,
through Varennes, to Vercheres, 16
miles distant. A good French hote°
here, with the unusual luxury of a
bath-room. From Verch eres a market
steamer runs daily to Montreal.

After passing Vercheres, the road is

difficult, and soon unridable, being
hopelessly sandy. At Sorel, 25 miles
further, a party of surveyors told me
that the road continued sandy for at

least 90 miles—as far as they had been.
So sandy, indeed, that it is difficult with
horse and carriage. Of course, there are
always foot path and grass chances,
and a wheelman, with plenty of time
on his hands, might do the trip very
well. As I was impatient by looking
forward to Lower St. Lawrence wheel-
ing, and was restricted as to time, I

took the boat at- Sorel for Quebec.
The ride from Quebec to Cacouna,

131 miles, is a fine one. Beautiful
scenery, bracing air, and a road that
makes 60 or 70 miles a day easy. Is

not this heaven ? It reads like it. And
indeed, amid such happy surround-
ings, it is not difficult to lap care, and
hold one's lead— until dinner time.
That pressing need, and the inade-
quate means at hand for satisfying it,

brings swift realization of the fact that
one is still of earth and of that par-
ticular French-Canadian portion of it,

where fresh meat and angels' visits are
of like rarity. Salt pork abounds, and
fish can be procured, but this diet

won't give a wheelman wings. It is

not a record-breaking diet. I have,
however, discovered possibilities ot

beefsteak in the following villages,

which the tourist will do well to note
and arrange his wheeling hours accord-
ingly :—Montmagny, L' islet, Riviere
Quelle, Kamouraska, Notre Dame du
Portage, and, of course, Riviere du
Loup. For details of the road, see C.
W. A. Guide Book.
Of the road from Cacouna to Trois

Pistoles, 30 miles, I cannot speak ex-
perimentally. I have been several
miles below Cacouna, and found it

passable for a bicycle, and the inhabit-
ants assured me it preserved the same
character the rest of the way. It is,

however, quite impassible for a tri

cycle, owing to high grass ridges be-
tween the wheel tracks. As I had
been joined by a tricyciist at Riviere
du Loup, I submitted to the indignity
of a 30-mne skip by rail here.

Trois Pistoles is a refreshment sta-

tion on the Intercolonial Railway, and

excellent accommodation can be found
at the restaurant. There is a good
beach for bathing near by.

From Trois Pistoles to "Bic," 31
miles, the road is a fair clay one, 20
miles through St. Simon to St. Fabian,
after which it changes to gravel, and
improves with every mile, until at Bic,
it is nearly perfect. The scenery on
this last ten miles is very attractive.

From Trois Pistoles the road, which
has clung to the shore up to this point,
takes a more inland couise Atter
leaving St. Fabian, it descends into a
beautilul valley, walled in on either
side by lofty mountains. The only
outlet is found by following a secretive
little river to where it joins Bic Bay,
and this the road does to good pur-
pose, revealing' a widening prospect
with every pedal-push, until the Bay
itself, sentinelled 'by woody islands,

with Bic village stretching along its

curving shores, and beyond the almost
limitless water-reach of old St. Law-
rence, presents a scene that commands
the attention of the most prosaic.

Bic is a popular sea-side resort, and
there is fair hotel accommodation
There is no hotel at either St. Simon
or St. Fabian.

Fiom fiic to Rimouski, 12 miles, the
road is a liule soft for 2 mnes, to
where Hatte Byy, a popular bathing
beach, is passed, alter which it hardens
tnd affords most satisfactory wheel-
ing. At Rimouski there are two
hotels and a baiber's shop. Frcm Ri-
mouski the road is a fine gravel one, and
runs along the beach. There are no
mils worth mentioning, and the wheel-
man can ".rush" with impunity for 26
miles. Four miles from Runuuski,
Father Point is passed. In summer
this is the point of reception and de-
spatch forthe Canadian Trans- Atlantic
fnail service. Mails are convt yed thus
tar by rail, and are here shipped by
"tender" to passing steamers. The
wharf is of extraordinary leng'h and
ridable from end-to end.

St. Luce (no hoiel) is 6 miles fur-

her,
' and St. Flavie, with one poor

iotel, 10 miles beyond St. Luce. At.
St Flavie the old government ".Meia-
pediac" road is lound running inland
0 New Bru, swick with ttmptmg di-

rectness, the direr tion board reading
1 to miles to Campbellton, N. B.
Leaving St. Fiavie, the road continues
unchanged in character for 6 mdes,
*vhen it leaves the beach for higher
ground, and is hilly for 4 m.iles to

Grand Metis. There ate 2 hotels
ere, and the Meiis river affords good

fishing. The ',' Falls," about i miles
up the river, are well worth a visit.

From Grand Metis to Little Metis,

7 miles, is principally beach road again,
and affords delightful wheeling. Little

Metis is a popular summer resort and
either one of the two large hotels,

"Tariff Hall" and "Ast.r House," will

be lound satisfactory.

From Little Metis to Matane, 26
miles, the road continues a be^ch one
.-f excellent quality, 2 Injurs ro minutes
being my time over it. The villages
en route offer but scant accommodation
md it is beiter not to depend on them.
Two liule rivers, the "Taitijoux" and
' Blanche," are crossed, 'i he latter

has an attractive fall " a short dis-
tance (r< m the mad,

At Matane, the hotel kept by Mr.
Fraser, the Norwegian vice-consul,
will be found satisfactory. Matane is

literally the "get off" place on this
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Lower St. Lawrence route. Conse-
quently, I got off here, and made it the
" terminus " of my tour. The road is

said to struggle on for a few parishes

further, and is then lost in the moun-
tains. There is no railway connec-
tion within thirty miles, and a city

man feels a refreshing sense of isola-

tion that he can never experience,

while within daily ear-shot of a loco-

motive's bell and whistle. Salmon
and trout - fishing and good bathing
facilities are the recreative induce-
ments the village offers.

From Trois Pistoles to Matane
would make a fine straightaway cen-
tury. Bic, Rumouski and Little

Metis, can be depended on for good
hearty fare, and the road affords

seventy miles of beautiful wheeling,
while the remaining thirty is not by
any means bad. There are four or

five hills that cannot be ridden, but

they are steep rather than long, and
will not cause much loss of time.

To a man looking for recreation

this Lower St. Lawrence route cannot
be too highly recommended, for be-

sides its attractive scenery, which I

have but touched on, and its sea bath-

ing advantages, I have but hinted at

in the above report, the route possesses

social interest of a peculiar nature, in-

asmuch as it introduces him to a coun-
try where the old Feudal system still

exists. True, it is now modified into

some semblance of consistency with

modern ideas of equity, but this

change is a recent one, and has really

been effected on paper only, the origi-

nal customs still obtaining to a de-

gree that gives a distinct character to

these people. Distances are reckoned
in leagues, half leagues, and acres

;

superstitions of a past age are cher-

ished, and quaint little customs of the
" long ago " surprise one at every

turn ; in short, the trip is like a dive

into a past century, from which a man
comes back refreshed, and capable for

the requirements of this exacting

nineteenth one. F. M. S. Jenkins.
Ottawa, Nov. 22, 1884.

WHAT AND WHY.
A 72-page pamphlet of value to all wheel-

men, young and old.

COMMON QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
WHAT TO SELECT.

THE L. A. W.
DRESS AND CONVENIENCES.

WORDS TO THE WISE.

By Charles E. Pratt.

Buy it 1 ! Read it ! !

Price Ten Cents.

FOR SALE BY

The Cycling Publishing Co.,

21 PARK ROW,
Box HI. NEW YOEE.

Remit in two-cent stamps.

THE AMERICAN"
As adapted to the STAR.

THE AMERICAN ADJUSTABLE LONG - DISTANCE SADDLE,
Spring Frame. Perfect Ad-
justment, Light, Strong,

Elastic, Easy.

Completely absorbs all

Vibration.

PRICE $4.00.

Liberal Discount to Dealers.

Send for Circular. •

Mention this paper.

" It is the easiest saddle I ever rode." BURI EY B. AYERS. Chairman Tra^s. Comm., L. A. W.
" The besL saddle I have ever seen, and I have tested nearly every saddle known to the trade."

U. W. EDGFRTO , Fort Wayne, Ind
" I don't think there is a b'tter saddle for the Star." J. P. MAYNARD Chicago, 111.

"Tried your saddle on my Star, and found it the easiest and mo t comfortable saddle I have ever
tried. The steel spring and suspension seat appear to take away all the jar of rid nif."

J. W. PARKER, Buffalo, N. Y.BULL & HAYNES,
Importers of and Dealers in

Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries,
Rspairing a specialty. Our facilities for doing all kinds of work, such as Brazing. Painting. Nickel

Plating, &c, kc. at reasonable prices, are unexcelled Cokrfspondence olicited. Wheels sold jn tht
Installment plan. HERSEE HALL RI i TNG SCHOOL. Open Evenings. Purchasers taught free. Cor
Main and Chippewa Sts., Buffalo, N. Y.

WHEELMEN ATTENTION

!

We invite the attention of all wheelmen to the following list of

mexvdes
t

of which we are the SOLE AGENTS for the United States.

BICYCLES. TRICYCLES.

A

Challenge,

Rudge Light

Roadster,

^American

Rudge,

Xtra Cli illenge. kUDGK LIGHT ROADSTER.

Traveller,

Coventry Rotary

Tandem,

National,

Yeloceman,

Coventry

Convertible.

Send stamp for the largest and most complete catalogue yet issued. Reliable Agents
wanted in evsxy city.

New York Headquarters : G. R. BIDWELL. 4 East 60th St., N. Y.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.

lO Milk Street, Boston.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a greac improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."

The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every
machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

II. B. SMITE MACHINE CO.,

Smithvilie, Burlington Ce., N. JL

BROOKLYN HEIGHTS BICYCLE SCHO
AJSTD SALESEOOM.

% HUNT STERRY, Manager.

Corner Fulton and Orange Streets,

Two blocks from the Bridge. Ten minutes from the City Hall, N. Y. BROOKLYN, N. Y

THE FINEST RIDING HALL IN THE COUNTRY.

Ail Makes of Bicycles and Tricycles on Hand. Send Stamp for Circular

Agent for the Celebrated " KANGAROO.
Bicycles sold on the installment plan. Send for circular.

Competent Machinists in charge of Repair Shop. Nickel Plating, Repairing, etc , \ specialty.
Riding School open for instruction from 9 A.M. to i& p.m. Bicycles stored and lockers furnished to unattached riders.

Second-hand Bicycles bought and sold.

VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME.
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Messrs. S. T. CLARK & CO.,

IMPORTERS >>

2 & 4 Hanover Street, Baltimore, Md.,

Beg to announce that they have recently been appointed Sole United States Agents
for THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO. (Limited), Coventry, England, the

Largest and Oldest Bicycle Makers in the World, Manufacturers of the Celebrated

WHEEL SONGS,

CLUB "

f

ICYCLES and
RICYCLES,

And, knowing the demand for these favorite machines, they have now in stock and in

transit a larger number of the Famous

American Chafo Bicycles,
Which, retaining all the features and improvements which have made them so valued in

the past, and further improved by the addition of

HANCOCK'S NON-SLIPPING TIRES,

DROPPED HANDLE BARS (AT OPTION), and HARRINGTON'S ENAMEL
IN LIEU OF PAINT.

These Bicycles are universally admitted to be the most elegant machines now on the

American Market, and gentlemen contemplating purchasing new mounts are recom-
mended to consider the sterling merits of the AMERICAN CLUB.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

Reliable Agents Wanted in every City,

Poems of Bicyclinj
BY S. CON ANT FOSTER.

The Most Sumptuous Hook Devoted to the

Wheel yet Published-.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.

An Elegant Quarto Volume of Eighty Pages.
Bound in Blue Silk Cloth, with Side

Stamp in Gilt and Silver.

Price $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.

ADDRESS,

The Cycling Publishing Co.,

21 PARK ROW,
Box 444 New York.

SUBSCRIBE TO

A YEAS.

$11

A YEAR

The Wheel and Outing $2.50 a Year.

THE CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,

Box 4=4=4=. 21 Park Eow, 1ST. Y.

A Wheelman's Autograph Album T

My Cycling Friends.
Designed and Compiled

For Collection of Autographs.

It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and
black markings.

It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three hundred selections from the poets in regard

to he wheel.
Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs

of Cycling friends.
Three hundred En ravings, illustrating each quota-

tion.

Price One Dollar, Postpaid.

WILL C. MARVIN, Ovid, Midi.
Sols Agent for the United States & Canada.

R. V. R. SCHUYLER,
17 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK,

AGENT FOR THE

CELEBRATED "KANGAROO " BICYCLE, Manufactured by Hillman, Herbert & Cooper,

The "American Club" and "Club" Bicycles,

The "Cheylesmore," "Imperial" and "Club Sociable" Tricycles,
Manufactured by Coventry Machinist Co.,

The "American Sanspareil" Roadster,
Manufactured by Wm. Andrews, Birmingham, England,

And The
"
Royal Mail" Light Roadster and Tricycle,

REPAIRS A SPECIALTY. Catalogues Furnished on Application.

Gttxxxs accxcL Ssxaxtri-ng G-ocxia.

LOUT FEE
1 Til]

-FOR-

GENTLEMEN.

Silk Bicycle Hose, Silk Tennis

Jerseys, Smoking Jackets, Fancy

Silk Tennis Belts, Polo Caps,

Bicycle Suits, Bicycle Gloves,

Mouchoir Holders, Card Cases,

Photograph Bicycle Handker-

chiefs, Carriage Robes, Evening

Dress Shirts, Gloves and Scarfs,

Norfolk Jackets, Canes, Umbrel-

las, etc.

Just received a special im-

portation of London Macintosh

Coats at greatly reduced prices.

\va Yevego
128 and 130 Fulton Street,

87 Nassau Street,

NEW YORK.

THE DURYEA SADDLE
Patented Feb. 19, 3884.

Style B.

Used by Hendee, Prince, Sellers, Ho\, u., W oodside
Corey, Landy, Jenkins of Louisville, Eck, Morgan,
Higham,. Yates, also Miles. Armaindo and Sylvester
and all the flyers. Fits any machine, including Star

Bicycle. Special terms to dealers.

Prices : Japanned, $3.00; Nickeled $3.75.

2ST- "5T- TOT CO.
697 Broadway, New Vorlc.

MISCELLANEOUS.
[Advertisements inserted in this department no

over 4 lines nonpareil for $10 a year.]

/HICAGO, ILL.—The John WILKINSON CO., 08
V. Wabash ave., Makers of Bicycle Hose Sup-
porters. The best style made Price per pair 35
cents by mail. Agents for the Columbia Bicycle*.
Send stamp for catalogue.

DORTLAND, ME.—LAMSON'S .LUGGAGE
1 CARRIER, the cheapest, lightest, and most con-
venient thing of the kind. May be put in poiket when
not in use. By mail, seventy-five cents and one dollar.
C. H. Lamson.

OT. LOUIS WHm CO., C. E. Stone, Manager,O 11-1 Olive stieet. Agents for Columbia Bi>- vcles
nd Tricycles, Rudge Light Roadster, Facile, Sans-

p re 1, Americ n Club, Victor Tricycle, and all high
class machines. Rep..ii ing. nickeling, and enameling
promptly done. Dealers t.n second-hand wheel*.
Send for printed list.

WILLIAM C. SCRIBNER,
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles and Accessories.

Sole agent for Washington, D. C, of The Popx
M'f'g Co.. Stoddard, Lovering & Co., The Cunning-
ham Co., Sam'l T. Clark & Co., the Overman Wheel
Co.. The Facile.
Riding Sc ool attached. Visitors always welcome.

1108-1116 E. Street, N. W.,

Washington, D. C
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New and second hand in great-
est variety of styles and prices.

S-i. B. HART,
JS~o. 811 Arch ' Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Selling Agent for 1 he Pope Mfg. Co., Stoddard,
Lovering & Co., The Cunningham Co., Gormully &
Jeffrey, and The Western Toy Co.

ALL THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lists.

HI. 33- HAET.
' A fine assortmen* of Sundries always on hand.

FREE~forT1 rial.
HANOVER'S SPECIFIC. An u failing and

speedy cure for N rvous Debility and Wei- less, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, ervous Prostration, vstcria,

or an, eviliesult of indiscretion, excess, ov :.work,
abuses of Alcohol, Tobacco, &c. (Over forty thc^and
positive cures.)

jgg^Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. A -

dress HAiNOVER REMEDY CO.,
Lock Box ,'j84. Chicago, 111.

Wheelmen's Portable Outfits.

COLLI
ETC YCLES and TRIC YCLES.

STANCH AND RELIABLE ROADSTERS.

THE PHCEBUS CAMERA,

The lightest, most compact, and
cheapest. Folds up in space of 2Vt
inches. Plate Holders, Darlot Lens,
Telescope Tripod, Canvas Case for

Came a ;>nd Tripod Price §18. 00
All makes of Cameras, outfits, and
supplies.

E. B. HUTCHINSON,
51 Nassau Street

Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent upon
application.

Room 1

.

I'm

8 fcElJr^lifl dJXLU-

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES,
Limps, driers, Star Cyclometer, Bvgs, SacMlss

and Bicycle Parts for both CRANK & STAR.

DIFFICULT REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.

A. SCHOElsriN'GER,, President.

495 to 503 N. Wells st.

CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

OTTO BICYCLES
For Boys and Youths-

Keep also a full assortment

Boys' Three-Wheeled Velocipedes

AND

Petit Tricycles,
IN ALL SIZES AND GRADES.

For Sale by all Dealers and Toy Houses,

Illustrated Cataloguefurnished on application

Net York Branca, 47 Murray St., X Y,

R. L. COLEMAN, Manager.

In 1883 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads
; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

1 11. 5 miles in the day. each. We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Columbias, and over fifty-five, per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias; and
further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on
Columbias, made the fastest rates of speed and
the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
After long and careful experiments with five different speed and power tricycle attachments in

different forms, we have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient

numbers to supply it on our new machines, and to amy Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction ; is applied to the crank-shaft;
is operated by a handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle ;

is certain and effective in its operation ; reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill

climbing about one third, and is made of the finest material and, witli the finest workmanship, and
so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by its use.

Price of Columbia Tricycle.

A\7ith Power Gear,
S160.
180.

The Columbia Power-gear will be applied to any Columbia Tricycle at our factory, at Hartford, Conn., for $25.

SENT STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED (36-PAGE) CATALOGUE.

nmci

Tlxe ZPcrpe UVCfg. Go
Office, 597 Washington Street, Boston,

BRANCH HOUSE, 12 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

ass.

THE PERFECTION HEATER.
(Patent Applied For.)

For Cementing Rubber Tires.
EVERY WHEELMAN SHOULD HAVE ONE, AS IT SAVES TIME

AND MONEY.
Lamp, and full directions for cementing a rubber tire, sent postpaid to

any part of the U. S. or Canada on receipt of

PRICE, - - $1.00.
For sale by Dealers, or send to the Manufacturers,

G. R. B IDWELL & CO.,
Dealers in Bicycles, Tricycles, &c,

4 East 60th Street, New York.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.
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ter intended for publication. Always sign (confi-
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as no attention is paid to anonymous contributions.

Write only on one side of the sheet, and have all

communications sent in by Monday morning at the
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All matters relating to subscriptions or advertise-

ments, and all business connected with The Wheel
should be addressed to the Company. Make all

Checks and Money Orders payable to The 'Cycling
Publishing Company. We cannot use siamps other

than the two or one cent issue.

The advent of Christmas practically

closes what has been a most prosper-

ous year in the history of American

wheeling. In spite of the proverbial

" hard times " everything has progress-

ed. The dealers are happy, clubs are

iu better condition, .tournaments have

been successful, and the wheel papers

seem to boom.

It has been bur usual custom at this

time to extend to our patrons a few

words of mention, and to thank them

for the support they have so freely

given. We predict that the season of

1885 will be a brilliant one. Our man-

ufacturers and importers are laying in

a stock of machines such as they would

not' dream of a few years ago.

The Pope Manufacturing Company

still continue to head the list of manu-

facturers, and their sales are probably

larger than all others combined. The

old cry of "monopoly" has been deeply

buried, and it is a difficult matter to

find ajajrofle who would not care to

possess one. Their machines are all

too well known to need special men-

tion. Their sterling merit carries

them through the fight on all occasions,

and the makers can probably find a

market for their Expert as long as they

choose to manufacture and advertise

it. We wish our biggest client a

Merry Christmas and pass to one of

the leading importers.

Messrs. Stoddard, Lovering & Co.

have found the limits of ro Milk street

too small to contain their growing busi-

ness, and have secured' elegant quar-

ters at 152, 154, 156, and 158 Congress

street. Here they will be located dur-

ing 1885, and we trust for years to

come. They have earned a name for

the Rudge machines which is hard to

equal, and their other machines are all

up to that high standard. The firm

recently sent their representative, Mr.

H. D. Corey, abroad, and while there

he placed an order tor one thousand

machines. This we believe is the larg-

est single order 'ever given by an im-

porter, and proves pretty conclusively

that Messrs, Stoddard, Lovering & Co,

intend to fight pretty hard for the lead-

ing position in the trade. May success

crown their efforts.

Another popular importer hangs out

a sign at 2 and 4 Hanover street, Bal-

timore, Md. Everybody knows Sam.

T. Clark, and those who do not should

immediately form his acquaintance.

Active in business, prominent in actual

wheeling, and one of the oldest riders

and League officers in this country,

Mr. Clark has made a host of friends

who are always glad to see him at the

different meets and race meetings.

Mr. Clark pushes the Sanspareil not

only from the saddle but in the trade.

For '85 he promises a machine second

to none, and may success attend his

efforts. We wish him a barrel full of

good luck.

Smithville is located in New Jersey,

and New Jersey is an important town

in America. The H. B. Smith Machine

Co. own the town of Smithville, and of

course have a lien on New Jersey.

New Jersey is the land of Stars, and

they make 'em there. We understand

that the coming year will show many

improvements in this remarkable wheel.

In fact, the concern have hardly begun

to manufacture the Star in any quan-

tity, preferring to make them in small

lots, and improve each machine. We
are very familiar with the Star, and so

are the. Canada tourists, and we trust

to see the weight materially reduced,

and the bearings and workmanship

improved. We think a thirty-five

pound Star would be an excellent

article, and trust that next year will

produce it.

Thanksgiving Day found Geo. R.

Bidwell & Co. in ruins, but Christmas

sees them well established in even more

comfortable quarters, with a new stock

of everything necessary to a wheelman.

The enterprise of this firm is too well

known to need mention here. The

Perfection Alarm is so well known that

over 4,000 were sold last season, and

now the " Heater" is pushing its way

with rapidity. Messrs. Geo. R, Bid-

well & Co. have in stock a full line of

machines from a child's bicycle up.

Their riding-hall is conveniently situ-

ated and their storage facilities excel-

lent. A prosperous year is undoubt-

edly in store for them.

Number 17 Barclay is "an attractive

establishment, and the proprietor, Mr.

R. V. R. Schuyler is always pleased to

see wheelmen and show them" the

mysterious Kangaroo, the graceful

Royal Marl, the staunch American

Club, and any first-class mount re-

quired.

Of course in the matter of furnish-

ings no one else can be mentioned in

the same breath as Ira Perego, at 128

Fulton street, New York. Mr.

Perego's excellent stock of fine im-

ported goods is enough to make one

sigh for a purse a mile long. His

Christmas display is superb, and those

who find the walking bad, should send

for his illustrated price list and cata-

logue.

Buffalo is the land of good fellows,

and Bull and Haynes are no exception

to the rule. At present, besides do-

ing a good agency business, they are

pushing the American adjustable

saddle with, success, judging from all

reports.

We cannot help saying a good word

for our Philadelphia friend, Mr. H.

B. Hart, who, although not making a

great stir in the 'cycling papers, attends

strictly to business, and has one of the

largest agencies in the United States.

Mr. Hart has brought out many nov-

elties in the way of sundries, and we

trust that the season of -'85 will be

more than satisfactory.

Zacharias & Smith, of Newark, N.

J., are celebrated - for the complete-

ness of their repair shop, which is one

of the largest known outside of the

factories at Hartford, and elsewhere.

The specialties in the way of luggage,

carriers lamps, steps, etc., have been

explained in detail in these columns,

and need no special mention at this

time. We wish them a very merry

Christmas.

Over 3,000 Duryea saddles were

sold last year, and probably 6,000

wheelmen will want to purchase them

this year. For ease and comfort they

are unsurpassed, and they will doubt-

less retain the enormous lead they

have over other competitors.

Remember the children around

Christmas, and no better present can

be made than a bicycle or tricycle.

The Western Toy Company, of Chi-

cago, and New York manufacture a

machine that is both serviceable and

at the same time reasonable. Their

well-known manager, Mr. R. L. Cole-

man, is one of the most pushing men
in the business, and is always pleased

to see wheelmen at 47 Murray street,

New York.

In conclusion, we have only to say

that as far as The Wheel is con-

cerned, we will do our best to make

it interesting and worthy of the sup-

port of wheelmen. We prefer to let

others speak for us, but can only say

that the year 1885 will see some

changes which we think will be for the

better. We wish our readers a merry

Christmas, and a very happy New
Year, and trust that they may con-

tinue to live and retain their names on

the books of The Wheel.

SOME BOSTON NEWS.

It seems rather a sarcasm to head

this letter "Some Boston News," be-

cause it contains but little in the way of

actual news.

This is the time of the year when cy-

cling is about as dead as it well can

be. The Charlestown Bicycle Club

have had their annual election of offi-
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cers with the following result : Presi-

dent, F. S. Nelsen
;

Sec'y-Treas

,

M. K. Kendall; Captain, J. W.
Vivian ; First Lieutenant, J. A.
Corey ; Second Lieutenant, Charles
Gill

;
Bugler, F. Arthur Lane ; Execu-

tive Committee, Messrs. Nelsen, Ken-
dall, Vivian, Smith, and Webber. Mr.
C. W. Howard was elected Secretary,
but declined to serve. Vivian was
one of the Chicago Tourists. The
club has been howling for a captain
to give them more runs. If Vivian
rides as hard as he did in the tour
they will get running enough.
The ball of the Charlestown Club

next Monday (29th) will be quite a
swell affair, and is looked forward to

with many happy anticipations by the
fair residents of the monument dis-

trict. The invitations are quite
unique, and I understand the orders
will be something elegant

George E. -Hutchinson the new
" fancy " man, gave an exhibition at

the Institute Rink' Saturday night.

His riding was something different

from the general run, and in many
points superior to anything I ever
saw.

His feats of balancing are hard to
excel. His act, with one foot on the
pedal, and the other on the handle bar,

as well as that of standing erect in the
saddle, were heartily applauded. He
mounted and rode backward, a feat

not attempted by other riders, and
final'y gave an exposition of unicycle
riding, closing with the upside down
mount with the unicycle. The handle
bars are placed on the floor while
Hutchinson mounts the pedals, steady-
ing himself by the wheel ; he then
pulls up the bar with a string, seizes

it, and rides off on one wheel. He failed

the first time, but on the second trip

he rode off as easily on one wheel
as an ordinary rider would on two,
amidst enthusiastic applause from the
few wheelmen present, the general
public looking stolidly on, unaware of

the great risk he incurred.

It is hard to make a comparison of

the performance with that of Canary,
as *their tricks are so radically differ-

ent, but in his way, Hutchinson has
no superior. This ends the news, ex-
cept that Frank G. Stumcke defeated
Chas. O. Walton in a one mile race
at the Institute Rink, Friday night

;

Stumcke rode one wheel, an ex-
pert ; and Walton glided around
the laps on eight wheels. The
cycle downed the rollers in 3.26. As
this is to be my last letter to The
Wheel, Lewee being about to resume
his pen, I shall take the opportunity to

say a few words on a subject which
will be under discussion in the near
future, and as I shall not probably be
at the next officers' meeting of the L.
A. W. I venture to have my say a lit-

tle in advance. The question to arise,

or at least it ought to, before the
board is, what shall be done to make
the League of sufficient utility to con-
vince its 5,000 members that they are
receiving a benefit, or that the cause
receives a benefit from their Contribu-
tions. If the average wheelman could
be convinced of a benefit to be derived
either by themselves or others, instead
of 5,000 we would have thrice that
membership. We give our dollars
on faith, a faith that the past year
has not justified. I, myself, am con-
vinced that the League will ultimately
be a grand and powerful organization,

but to make it so, there are thousands of

scoffers whom it is necessary to con-
vert, and the only way to reach these
men and gather them in, is to show
them some solid and apparent results

and benefits. The League is really

losing ground among those who can
push it, and make it the ideal organi-

zation which was the hope and ambi-
tion of its founders. The men who
have filled the places of the workers
who have left us are good men and
true, but lack the experience of vet-

erans.

If we are to lose a large number of

our best men every year, the L. A. W.
will soon lose whatever prestige it has,

and will have as dismal an ending
as the luckless Tricycle Union in Eng-
land.

We want to get good men and keep
them. I have no great scheme to ac-

complish the desired results, but at

the proper time I hope to make some
suggestions that may in some degree
add to the probability of its accom-
plishment. The coming year will find

the League in a fair way towards ac-
cumulating a fund, the judicious use
of which may do much toward it. I

have called attention to this matter
that League members and officers may
consider it, and try to find a way to

carry it out. In conclusion, let me say
that there is a widespread feeling that
the power of the League would be
greatly increased by more frequent
gatherings of its officers.

I am told that League members are

debarred the privileges of Central Park
unless they are members of a club.

And this without a protest from the
principal officers of the League, whose
headquarters are in New York State.

I trust this is not true, and it behooves
President Beckwith to explain the

matter to those who intrusted him
with the government of the League.

W. I. H.
Dec. 22, 1884.

A CORRECTION.
Editor of The Wheel: In your

issue for December 18th, you make
much ado over inaccuracies and mis-
takes appearing in the printed matter
of your contemporaries the Springfield
Wheelman Gazette the Bicycling World
and the Amateur Athlete. Now, while
willing to allow your paper its full

credit for wishing to point out in a
considerate, kindly, and gentlemanly
manner, mistakes which come under
its notice, I still cannot but call to

mind the old saying that " People
who live in glass houses shouldn't
throw stones," for in the very same
issue of your paper I have been, if

not maligned, at least very roughly
handled. Your observing Boston cor-
respondent has discovered, with an
acuteness which even his remarkable
letters hardly warranted me in suppos-
ing him to be gifted with—he has
discovered that some where among
my "cycling comments," published in

the L. A. W. official gazette, I did, to

put the matter in the sense if not in

the words that he puts it, slander the
Springfield Bicycle Club. If I have
been guilty of such an act I am sorry

for so doing, for I would not wilfully

slander or promulgate a mistaken idea
about any one or anything, even about
the distinguished W. I.- H. himself,

who is so kind as to start this pretty

story about Chris Wheeler. I deny

his statement flatly, and ' call upon
him to produce the paragraph in ques-
tion, and print it when and where he
likes. I will even ask him to cull the

comments from my columns which he
says contain slurs upon the Springfield

Bicycle Club, and I will match them
if he can find them, with others of my
comments, Avhich are complimentary
to the club, rather than anything else.

If W. I. H. tries to crawl from the
hole into which he has unfortunately
stumbled by saying that the slm's, etc.,

which he refers to, in such a manner
as to give nine out of every ten read-

ers the idea that they were made in

the Gazette, were made verbally, or in

the columns of other journals If he
says this I would ask him to write

more clearly in future. If he does'

make this argument, which I here fore-

stall with an answer, because I hate a

newspaper controversy. I will say
that he enlightens me considerably,

for I do not remember ever having
had the pleasure of speaking two
words to him, and I am very certain

that Chris Wheeler never penned a
slur on the Springfield Bicycle Club.

It is small business to dub a plain cri-

tical comment a slur. If W. I. H. so
wishes he can among my comments
pick out ones which approach more to

"slurs" on the " League organ " and
on its editor, than any which cast

reflections on the S. B. C I am sorry
for having to haul up your corres-

pondent thus, and I hope that some
day he will have a better knowledge
of Ch;ris. Wheeler.

Phila. Dec. 20, 1884.

GOTHAM GOSSIP.

About the time this paper will be in

the hands of your readers, the Christ-

mas dinner will have disappeared be-
fore the attacks of the hungry wheel-
man, and while the smoke is still rising

from the after dinner cigars, the mind
of Gotham's wheelmen will be turned
back a year. The snow was then
piled up in huge drifts and riding had
been abandoned for some time, but the
spirit of wheeling was alive and showed
itself in the action of the Citizens

Club. To them the date is doubly
significant. It carries them back to

their old quarters at 60th street, and
two days later, the 27th of December,
the corner-stone of the building was
laid amid ceremonies that were appro-
priate. I well remember the slush, fog,

and rain, and the picture of the hud-
dled 'cyclists in spite of all this, en-

thusiastic to the last degree, will long
be remembered. How familiar the

form of the " parson " appears as he
read the three column history of the
club. How we remember the jokes
that Ford perpetrated upon the weath-
er—and even he will be forced to

smile. How familiar brother Bourne
looked as he tapped the stone with the
mallet and afterwards tapped some-
thing else. And all this was a year
ago. What changes since then. The
completion of the club house, the suc-

cessful race meeting, the struggle with

the League question and the subse
quent vote to withdraw from the same.
The meet at Washington, the numer-
ous runs and quiet unchronicled good
times. Trips to Milford and else-

where, and finally the recent house
warming. All rush through the mind
in rapid succession. A record of a

busy year of manly, healthful enjoy-
ment, and yet it seems as if it were

but yesterday. To-day the members
can congratulate themselves. With
an active membership of eighty and a
snug home, they can look out on the
cold world and bid the elements defi-

ance. Firmly organized, with a good
j

bank account to their credit, at peace
with everyone, they can point to their
career with pride.

And now a word to the smaller
clubs Go ye and do likewise. Cre-
ate for yourselves comfortable quar-
ters Develop a social feeling among
your members. Make your rooms
bright and home like, so that the
members will be drawn towards
them and not repelled. Set apart
an evening a week and develop
what talent exists among you, but.
which is not brought to light for want
of proper encouragement. If your
membership has reached thirty or
forty, agitate the subject of owning
your own house. Issue bonds bearing'
six per cent, interest, and try and.
place them among your friends.' Give
entertainments. Don't think that be-
cause you have bought a wheel that is

to be the last of you. Become a
worker, and if you have not time to
take an active hand, lend your moral
support. Don't accuse your active
men of trying to "run things " unless
they wilfully sacrifice the best interests

of the club. Be a little charitable to-

wards the enthusiasts.and do what you
can to promote good feeling. There
are always some workers in an organi-
zation, and there has to be. Now that
your wheel is coated with vaseline as
it should be, keep your brain going
and not let the outside public think
that it is altogether located in your
calves. Stir up and work. You cani
do wonders if you only try. Such a

'

thing as a club disbanding should be
unknown in this country. The occa-
sions should not exist, and the mem-,
bers are alone to blame.
The past week has failed to develop-

an item of news, but instead 1 have?
indited a little Christmas sermon,which
I trust the editor can find room for in-

stead of the weekly jottings of

X. Y. Z.

WHEELWOMEN.
Some three years ago. when I made

my first delighted essay on wheels, a
tricycling woman, in these parts, was
regarded with somewhat the same feel-

ings as a bicycling woman would be
to-day ; and I remember having a
thrill of guilty apprehension, lest the
vicar of the parish, whom I skillfully

avoided, by means of a sudden friend-
ly sharp corner, should request me to
resign my Sunday-school class, as a per-
son Unfitted by such frivolous and inde-
corous pursuits, to be the guide of inno-
cent youth Nowadays, a lady on three
wheels excites no more emotion in the
village breast than a lady in a bath-
chair would do ; and even in the re-

moter rural districts one is no longer
pointed out by gaping, but presuma-
bly honest, sons of toil ; while the
merry children hoot with derision, and
fling clods of earth from a safe and re-

spectful distance. I don't think other
parts of the conntry are always as en-
lightened as mine own Southern
county. Last year I was visiting in

Yorkshire, and my casual and innocent
mention of my tricycling habits pro-
duced a sudden shock of silence and
horror in a certain pleasant drawing



THE WHEEL..
STATISTICS OF THE NIAGARA TO BOSTON TOUR.
I thought it would be interesting to your readers to know some of the

statistical facts of the great Niagara to Boston tour of the Chicago Bicycle
Club. I have, therefore, as secretary of the tour, compiled the following
tables, which I trust will be found substantially correct

:

Age.
r -Weig it Size of

Whopl
No.

Oldest.

Youngest,

j
Average.

Heaviest.

Lightest.

Average.
Greatest.

Total.

1

J

Average.
Largest.

,

;

Smallest.

1\

Average.

|

Married,

j
£

Single.

;

Total.

|
i

Staff

yrs.

5i

yrs.

18

yrs.

26
lbs.

155
159
158

163 •

180
180

lbs.

115

115
125

127
100
106

lbs.

129 -

135^
136

138K
134
136

144
147^
139
140

lbs.

6

lbs.

15

lbs.

62 42 53 8 10*X 2

25 21 23 5 I3X 2^ 58 48 53 I 4 5

Middle Div 37 17 25 13 47 2 56 40 52 213 18

Western Div 29 16 22 1S2

1S2

126

130
no
no

15 39 60 52 '56 11 113^

40 16 30 147
150

5 10 1 54 50 53 6 10
After Tour

4

5i 16 25 1S2 100
106

136

138K
15 2^ 53 10 47 57

182 124^
(The averages in. weight and age are made up from all the weights and ages.)

It appears from the above table that the Western men, although the
youngest, were the heaviest, and rode the largest wheels

;
they must, there-

fore, have expend the most power, yet 'they gained the most. I think this
is a pretty good answer to those who consider the wheel injurious.

The Canadians were the oldest.

There we represented 10 States and Canada, 24 cities of the U. S., 5 of
Canada, 35 L. A. W., 16 C. T. C. 8 C. W. A., 27 clubs, 36 Republicans, 8
Democrats.

Date.

Time

on

the

Road.

1|
Rests.

Number

of

Rests.

Average.

Riding
Time.

Number

of

Rides.

Average.

'

Miles. Miles

at

a

I
ime.

Miles

per

Hour.

July 15

h. m. h. m. m. h. m. m.
2 30 2 15 I 30 3 30 9 3 6

July 16 10 10 4 20 20 5 45 14 25 45 3 .2 8.2
10 10 4 10 h % |,

28 6 ro 36 45 4 -5 7-5
July 18 9 40 5 15 5 63 4 25 6 44 46 7 •7 10.4

2 5o 30 2 15 2 20 3 47 25 83 10.

7

July 22 io 7 3 140 3"
4 45 2X 5 7

July 24 2 40 55 3 18 I- 45 - %:
26 20 5 11.

4

July 25 4 35 1 30 * 4>
!

23 2- 55 5 35 ,
2fc .

•

5 8.9
10 4 6 17 6 • 7 5i

]
-5;I

- 7- • 3 8-5

61
6

55
52

28

3

10

06
47
5 "is"

'

33
3

40
44

56
6 38

288

32 5 • 5 8.8

In the above table the times and speeds of the slowest men were taken.
For those planning tours this table contains much that may prove useful;

for a large party of good and poor riders cannot do much more than this and
be in as fine spirits all the time as were the " Canada Tourists."

H. F. Fuller.
Chicago, December 17, 1884.

room. After a very marked pause, con-
versation was resumed, but with an ab-
rupt change of subject ; and I felt my-
self regarded by the more benevolent of
the company, with a certain wistful

sadness, as who should say :
" Poor

wanderer from the paths of propriety
and womanliness ! can she really be
sensible of the enormity of her trans-

gressions?" Portions of Essex also
seem still wrapped in benighted gloom.
The lady-tricyclist is an unknown thing
in ' Colchester ; and I know a lady,

who, while visiting friends in the neigh-
borhood, used to terrify the whole
country side, by her very gentle tri.

trips.

Still, this sort of thing is now hap-
pily the exception. Tricycling for

women is coming more actively into

favor every day that passes, and the
wheelwoman, instead of being the
somewhat peculiar exception to her sex,

is fast becoming as ordinary a thing
as the fainting young lady who
screamed at a spider, and went into

hysterics over a black beetle, used to

be. When one comes to think of it,

what a splendid stride public opinion
has taken ! Fifty years ago, I suppose
a woman who ventured to mount a tri.

would have been cut by all her ac-
quaintances

; and now the quietest,

gentlest, most womanly of their sex
may join the C. T. C. without even the
elevation 6T an eyebrow from Mrs.
Grundy. My own wonder is, not that
so many women ride, but that every
woman not absolutely a cripple or con-
fined to her sofa does not take ad-
vantage of an invention which is cer-

tainly, as far as women are' concerned,
one of the grandest blessings of
the age. I know, of course, some
of the reasons that keep them
from it. First of all, the aver-
age woman has not nearly as

much money at her command as the
average man, while the average girl,

living at home, has usually an allow-

ance which leaves no margin for ex
pensive luxuries. Hence, few women,
comparatively, can afford to possess

trades, and no one who has under-
gone a long course of hiring a machine
can wonder if tricycling, as seen solely

through the medium of hired tricycles,

should not .hold out those bewilder-
ing allurements which might be ex-

pected. Then, again, women, as a

class, are not used to the sort of ac-

tive exercise associated with a tricycle.

They make a first attempt with a vig-

our which does more credit to their

hearts than to their heads, and when
exhaustion supervenes, they hastily

conclude that they have no strength
for such hard work, and throw it up
in disgust. Now I am perfectly cer-

tain that nothing is more likely to do
away with that physical torment which
people have learnt to call " the little

health of woman "—the combination
of nerves, indigestion, and lack of in-

terest in life—than judicious and hab-
itual tricycling. There is nothing so
calculated to afford moderate yet. suffi-

cient exercise, fresh and sweet air, and
that change of scene and surrounding
which is the surest medicine for a sick

heart and brain. Can any pleasure
equal that ever fresh, ever pure de-

light of darting away with an ease and
lightness beyond any motion one has
ever known before, to find oneself in

a new world, undreamt of hitherto,

though close to one's own haunts ; a
world of life and beauty ; of green
lanes and tangled hedge-rows , of

fair forests and clear running streams,
and smiling meadows ; a world that is

the heritage of every one of us who
has eyes to see, and a heart to enjoy ?

Life, when one tricycles becomes so
much better and more delicious a

thing, that I would every sister-woman
of mine were a wheelwoman, even as

I am. And from my two years of ac-

tive experience, of constant, sometimes
daily riding, perhaps I may be able to

give some hints which may help those
who aspire to be wheelwomen, too.

First of all I would beg them to dis-

criminate in their choice of a machine.
I have tried many, and can say with-
out hesitation, that I have found the
Royal Salvo fitted above all others for

a lady's use. Of course, it. is by no
means the swiftest, but speed is' not
our main object, at least, till the time
arrive—the which the fates forbid !

—

when women take to the racing path.

My favorite tricycle, and the one I

most frequently use, is one of this

build, small wheels, geared down, and
I believe it to be as near perfection as
anything that has yet been patented.
Rear-steerers I don't consider safe
riding for women. The only tumble I

have had in all my three years' tricycling

was from one of these machines, a
Coventry Triumph, I think. The
break was a spoon one, acting on the
rear wheel, and it acted with such
effect that the machine executed a
sort of polka in descending a very steep
hill, and tossed' me out upon the road-
side bank as if I had been a ball. I wasn't
seriously hurt, but my dignity and I was
somewhat shaken, and then and there I

registered a solemn vow that the rear-
steerer and I should part company
thenceforward for evermore. The next
important item is the costume ; and I

think the defect of most proposed tri-

cycling dresses is that, being planned
by men, they are too thick and heavy
for a lady's wear. In summer I find

it utterly impossible to ride in cloth

—

cotton is as much as one can endure
for a gown, and even in winter, unless
it is unusually severe. I wear a light

serge or woollen dress, and carry a
small fur cape to put over my should-
ers when I stop.

A cape of this kind is valuable even
in hot weather, if one rides when the
dew is falling, or when one shoots
down a long hill, after being over-
heated. A straw sailor hat is very com-

fortable wear on hot days, and may be
prettily adorned with a club ribbon

—

the C. T. C. for instance ; and it is

well to carry a cricketing cap also, for

wet or windy weather, if one is tour-

ing. The gown should be just long
enough to touch the instep as" the

wearer sits on her saddle ; and it

sliould not exceed two yards in width.

Here, let me say, that I believe the

saddle to be infinitely better than a seat

for ladies' riding, and if the front be
rounded instead of pointed, it will be
found far more satisfactory. There is

so much to be said on the dress ques-
tion that I cannot exhaust it here. A
medical man of my acquaintance, not
long since, wrote out his views as to* a
tri. costume for women, and brought
them to me to correct. If any lady

who may read this would like to have
them, I am sure he will be glad to send
them to her address.

Having secured her machine and
her costume, let the would-be wheel-
woman begin to ride But this is the

point where most judgment is required.

Let her not ride too far nor too furi-

ously ; let her begin by gentle strolls

on her tri., and increase the distance

as she goes on. Let her never ride

after she is tired ; never start to ride

unless she feels, as she herself would
say, " up to it." Let her never at-

tempt to ride up a hill after her breath
fails, and her heart beats fast ; let her
never shoot a hill without a hand on
her break ; let her carry a tiny flask of

eau de Cologne, in which she will find

much refreshment. If she be thirsty

by the way let her drink lemonade or

ginger-beer, or, better still, soda and
milk, and when she comes home let

her have a cup of well-made tea, and a
hot bath. So shall the wheelwoman
ride, with pleasure and profit to her
complexion, her health, her spirits,

and her happiness. But let her only
beware, lest, . having once begun to

taste the wild fierce joy of the tri., she
doth fall its victim, body and soul, and
—forgetting for its sake home and
friends, lover or husband, house-
keeping cares, and the laurels of the
tennis-court—ride it by night and by
day, in season and out of season, in

the busy mart, and far from the
haunts of men, till she take at last, oh
picture of terror ! to the racing path,

and become that thing, pitied of gods,

and derided of men, the racing-lady

of the tri.—Miss Davidson in Wheel-
ing Annual.

THE ELIZABETH WHEEL-
MEN'S EXHIBITION.

The E. W. helped along the Eliza-

beth wheel boom not a little last night
by its first public cycle exhibition.

The entertainment was given in the
Temple Rink, a place by size and ar-

rangement well suited for the purpose.
The boys had worked like beavers,

and by extensive and judicious adver-
tising drew to the rink a large assem-
blage. The New Jersey Wheelmen,
the Plainfield Bicycle Club, and the

Hudson County Wheelmen were rep-

resented by large delegations in uni-

form. The throng of neatly costumed
wheelmen on the floor during the in-

tervals allowed for skating, made the
sight a pretty one to the spectators.

With the exhibition itself, there was
unanimous satisfaction expressed, and
it is safe to say, that the wheel boom
in Elizabeth will receive considerable

advancement from it. The idea was
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to teach the uninitiated the beauties
and pleasures of cycling, as much as

it was to get our building fund started.

Five thousand copies of an eight-page
paper, The Elizabeth Wheelman, were
published and distributed. This placed
before the public as many facts about
wheeling as could be crowded into the
limited space. Many of these facts

were stolen bodily, and, in most cases,'

without giving credit, from the cycling,

press. Thanks.
Of the performance itself, perhaps,

I may be' allowed to say a few words.
When we started a few weeks ago to

work up the exhibition, we .hoped to

be able to have the Kings County
Wheelmen's drill squad as one of the
chief attractions of the evening. Un-
fortunately for us, however, their

many engagements would not permit
their attendance at any of the few
dates at our disposal. We were in a
quandary how to supply this feature

of the entertainment. We had never
done any club drilling, not even so

much as falling in by twos and fours
at the signal of the whistle. Some-
thing had to be done, and the boys
proceeded to do it. Chief Consul
Brown was actually the only member
who had ever witnessed a club drill,

and he undertook, in conjunction with
Captain Martin, to manufacture some
evolutions for a squad of eight of the

boys. The managers of the rink gave
them the use of the floor for about ten
drills of twenty minutes each. Four
of the squad rode stars, and four,

cranks. No evolutions of any great

difficulty were attempted. They were
satisfied to do the few simple move-
ments that could be crowded into a

space of twelve minutes. Be it said to

their credit that they did it well, and
they were loudly applauded by their

friends for the very good attempt they
made to fill the gap left by the Kings
County Wheelmen. Some time in the

near future we expect to have the K.
C. W. out to show our citizens what
drilling is, as they have kindly placed
themselves at our disposal for some
future date.

Next on the programme was a pa-

rade of the tricycles belonging to the

club. Miss Vincent and L. B. Bon-
nett took the lead on a tandem. Miss
Suydam and C' H. K. Halsey follow-

ing on a Sociable. Then came three

Victor singles ridden by Joseph Bat-
tin, H. T. Alexander, and Geo. M
Ross, We have recently elected three

lady members, and the tricycle parade
was given to encourage more to go
and do likewise. The tric-yclers made
quite an imposing array of influential

citizens, embracing in their small

numbers the President, Secretary,

Treasury, of the Water Company, the

President of the Elizabeth Athletic

Club, an organization of 300 members,
the President of the Viking Rowing
Association, a member of the Common
Council, and a vestryman of one of

the churches, all these titles of dis-

tinction being distributed between
Messrs. Battin, Halsey, and Ross. Mr.
Battm is a gentleman over eighty

years of age, and is one of the most
enthusiastic of the wheelmen. The
young ladies, who had the courage to

set such a good example of daring to

do what they thought was right and
proper despite foolish conventional

prejudices, were loudly applauded
and most respectfully treated, and no

one has yet ventured to hint that they

lowered their dignity a particle, or
violated a single proper rule of con-
duct of the high social circle in which
they moved. They are grandchildren
of one of Columbia's most noted Pres-
idents, and great grandchildren of one
of the most noted men in America's
early history. Their birth and position

added weight to the example of inde-

pendence they set their sex.

Tommy Finley followed with his ex-

hibition on the Star, and was received
with the enthusiasm and applause his

well known performance always calls

forth. His graceful riding and neat
execution of all his tricks made a com-
plete crush of every girl in the build-

ing. He was voted the " masher

"

par excellence of the evening.
Harry Tufts completely paralyzed

the spectators. His feats are incredi-

ble, and need an actual witnessing to

believe possible. It seemed as though
he only needed a suggestion of some-
thing wildly impossible to be able to

accomplish it, so perfect was his con-
trol over his machine. One of his

feats was this : Coming to a standstill

by a sudden jerk he threw the head
and saddle on the floor, so that the

wheel stood upside down, as bicyclers

place their machines to spin the wheels.
All this time he had not left his wheel,
but was standing on the pedals. After
remaining in this position a short time
by some peculiar twist he righted his

wheel and rode off. It must be re-

membered that all this time he had
not touched the floor. His unicycle

riding over a- beam was loudly ap-
plauded.

Finley then beat Morrell and Floy
in a slow race.

The famous trick mule, old-fash-

ioned hinge in the middle boneshaker,
then entered on a career of destruc-

tion. The unsuccessful attempts of

.the most expert bikers to master the
brute were received with roars of

laughter. •

Financially and otherwise our ex-

hibition was a great success, and has
helped wheeling along immensely in

Elizabeth.

Perhaps I have taken up more space
than the importance of the event
called for, but long-windedness is the
thorn that always goes with this rose.

Jonah.

KRON'S ARGUMENT TO
HOTEL KEEPERS.

Editor of ' The Wheel': Sixty sub-
scription pledges for "Ten Thousand
Miles on a Bicycle" have made
memorable the forty-seventh week of

the canvass, ending to-night, when
my total enrollment is 2,233. Among
the notable arrivals are a dozen from
the Scranton Bicycle Club, half that

number from Irwin, Pa., five from
Fort Leavenworth, Kan., (paid in ad-

vance) and four from the Sydney Bi-

cycle Club, of New South Wales, Aus-
tralia,—raising the number of my
patrons in that part of the planet to a

round three dozen. Perhaps even more
notable than these was the arrival of

a pledge for fourteen subscriptions

from the editor of the League Gazette

(in addition to the original one given
at the outset of the canvass), since

that act places the gentleman at the

head of my supporters, inasmuch as

the largest single subscription pre-

viously recorded was for a dozen
copies,

At the same
(

time with this liberal

investment, the- editor returned the
article on hotels (which my last

Saturday's letter to The Wheel al-

luded to as having just been written

by me for the League Gazette), ac-

companied by the remark that,
" though he should personally very
much like to publish it, he was not at

liberty to do so, inasmuch as his ac-

ceptance of a previous article of mine,
advertising the book, had drawn out
protests from several members of the
board against publishing notices of

that sort for one who was not a
League member." The implication of

such protest k that if I were a League
member the Gazette might properly
join with all the other cycling papers
in helping push my scheme to success.

There seems an odd confusion of

ideas in the theory that the fact of

membership has anything to do with
the case, or that I ask the help of the
Gazette, or any other paper, as a mat-
ter of personal favoritism. My theory
simply is that the papers will all have
an increase of subscriptions and adver-
tising as a result of the success of 'my
book, and that such success will give
a great boom to the League. In ask-

ing the officers of that organization
to help the scheme along, I merely
ask them to fulfill their official duties

in the most effective manner. I am
proud to help the League anyhow

;

but I should think its officers ought to

help me in helping it. The rejected
article was as follows :

As a dozen pledges have come to me
by reason of the letter which I wrote
three weeks ago to the Gazette, I

again ask your permission to announce
that intending purchasers of my $1.50
road-book may secure it for two-thirds
that price by promptly authorizing me
to insert their names and residences,

with League and club connections, in

my " appendix of 3,000 subscribers."
The chief object of my present note,

however, is to urge the great en-

couragement which will be given to

touring in case I am able to print a
list of 250 or more towns whose lead-
ing hotel keeps my guide in its office

for consultation. I have 88 such
hotels now on my subscription list; but
the difficulty of securing additions to

their number, by appeals through the
mail, will be evident from the follow-

ing facts : Ten responses only have
come to me from the ninety hotels to

which I addressed, four weeks ago,
sealed hectograph letters, reminding
each proprietor of the exact date
when I registered at his house, while
touring on "a bicycle, and asking him
to read and fairly consider the argu-
ment in my "special circular to hotel
keepers."

Nevertheless, I am confident that
of these eighty landlords who thus
neglect the best chance ever given
them for attracting [to their houses a
new line of patrons, by the expendi-
ture of a trivial sum, I could secure at

least seventy-five for the scheme, if it

were possible to have a few minutes'
talk with them. The average hotel

keeper simply will not try to under-
stand any scheme of this sort which
comes to him through the mail. He
has been fooled by s.o many crazy
projects for " advertising," that when
a good one presents itself he refuses

to recognize it.

My only hope of overcoming this

natural human prejudice against ex-

amining into the merits of a novelty,

consists in my ability to persuade some
wheelman in each town to verbally

explain the matter to the keeper 'of its

chief hotel. It is simply impossible
that any house whose name is cata-

logued in the three special lists of my
appendix can fail to attract more than
a dollar's worth of patronage in con-
sequence

; because a large proportion
of the 3,000 men whose names are
printed there subscribe to the book
on account of their interest in touring;

and when they engage in a tour they
will naturally visit the hotels which
are named in the book.

I say to landlords that they need
not pay me anything until they see
with their own eyes that the names of

3,000 advance purchasers (including
their own) are really printed in the
appendix ; and that, therefore, even
though I fail to sell the remaining
2,000 copies of the promised edition,

the pledge of a dollar will bring the
name of each house' to 15,000 readers
(estimating five of these for each pur-
chaser), to say nothing of securing a
copy of a book whose retail price is

$1.50: I say to them that when a
wheelman is debating which one of

several possible tours he will start out
upon, he will be likely to decide in

favor of a section of the country where
he sees the hotels are most numerous-
ly named as owners of the road-book.
I can present to them a dozen other
arguments, any one of" which would
decide a man to pledge a dollar, if he
really comprehended the present im-
portance of the wheeling interest and
its certainty of rapid growth.

I am atraid, however, that the hotel
men generally look upon this sort of
travel as of trivial importance, and
regard the act of " official recom-

.

mendation by the League" as little

better than child's play. I recall the
fact that when I stopped at the United
States Plotel, in Easton, Penn., last

June, I easily persuaded the pro-
prietor to subscribe for the book, in

spite of his assertion that he " made
it a rule never to advertise, as he
practically had a monopoly of all the
first-class travel * but when I sug-
gested to him, as an argument, that his

house had been " appointed a League
hotel," he assured me that he had
" never before heard of the fact."

-

Likewise, within the last week,
having had occasion to patronize two
of the "three dollar a day hotels,"

—

the Winthrop, at Meriden, Ct., and
the Getty, at Yonkers,—I again had
the truth impressed upon me that the
landlords consider bicycle travel as of
trivial consequence. The proprietors
of these two houses I found to be in-

telligent and good natured the
former a man no older than myself,

and the latter a landlord of twenty
years' experience— and they both
listened to me civilly, and finally

agreed to take the book. But neither
of them had paid any attention to my
circular, and neither of them expri ssed
any confidence that rny book would
bring a single additional paiion to

their houses. They subscribed chiefly

on " general principles," and because
the book seemed likely to " give them
a dollar's worth of amusement, any-
how," rather than because they
believed in it as a legitimate business
investment.

I am certain that the investment
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will ultimately yield to each of those
' men a return of from $50 to $100 ;

.yet I was powerless to make them
even approximately comprehend the

truth that cycling is " a great institu-

tion," whose 'hotel patronage is well

worth making a bid for. They would
not be convinced that bicycle travel

amounts already to respectable pro-

portions, and that my forthcoming ex-

hibition of American roads must
needs add greatly to the volume of it.

If these men, therefore, possessing

good sense and sagacity beyond the

average of their class, hesitated so

long about pledging a dollar for so

tangible a thing as the insertion of

their houses' names in 5,000 copies of

a wheelmen's guide, what value would
they be likely to put on so shadowy
and remote a thing as " official recom-
mendation by the L. A. W. ?

"

The implied answer to this question

seems to me to show that whoever
persuades the hotel keeper of his

town to subscribe to my book not only

confers a personal favor on all wheel-
men who may tour through that town,

b ut also does the best thing in his power
to open that hotel keeper's eyes to the

importance of the League, itself. I

appeal, then, .to League officers and
members to secure the local hotels for

my list, without waiting for me to

send them personal requests, accom-
panied by circulars,—though I shall

be glad to supply my hotel circular to

all who wish to 'arm themselves with

its arguments. The pledge by a land-

lord of even so small a sum as a dol-

lar is significant of his genuine desire

to gain the patronage of wheelmen
;

while a refusal to make this guarantee
of good faith by a man who consents
to have his hotel " recommended " by
the L. A. W. or C. T. C. is a certain

sign that he looks with contempt upon
the whole business.

The 125th page of the Springfield
Wheelmen's Gazette for December,
which has just come to hand, is de-

voted to an article of mine called " A
Pointer to the Trade," in the course
of which I urge that every bicycle

dealer would help his own business by
persuading the chief hotel keeper in

every town of his locality to subscribe
for my book. Mr. J. V. Stevenson, of

Greensburg, Pa., secured the hotels of

six towns besides his own in the course
of a short business trip, and Mr. C. R.
Zacharias, of Newark, N. J., has
pledged to me an even larger number.
This shows that my book might be
placed in 1,000 hotel offices if other
dealers were equally energetic. As a

matter of fact, my. present number of

pledged hotels is only ninety.

Karl Kron.
The University Building,

N. Y., Dec. 20, 1884.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

A merry Christmas to all our read-

ers. .

May the New Year bring increased
prosperity to all our clubs, manufac-
turers, and dealers.

May the League feel the influence

of the new year, with an increased
membership roll

;
may all feelings of

discontent and jealousy vanish ; and
may its " channels of usefulness " in-

crease and its treasury wax fat.

May the League meet be at Buffalo,

and be the event of the year, and may

our good friend Aaron be the next
Ac-Secretary.

May the League publish once a
month a Gazette of some typographi-
cal merit and accuracy, and may its

editor think that some men are not as
bad as they are painted.

May the March elections be marked
by a clean sweep of those men who
hold office for vanity's sake alone, and
are merely drones in a busy hive of
workers.

May the actual benefits of the Lea-
gue be shown in a clearer light than
in the past, so that May 30th will see
7,000 names on the register.

May the good work of building
special houses for our large clubs con-
tinue, and thus stamp bicycling as a
permanent institution in the minds of
an incredulous public.

May the 1001 club men that are
content to read The Wheel without
paying for it, send in their names with
a dollar, and begin the new year well.

May the Big Four Tour be the
social event of the year, as was its

predecessor, the Canada jaunt.

Outing promises the first series of
papers by Thomas Stevens, the great
American tourist with its March num-
ber. It will be illustrated in Outing's
best style, and as the ride is an event
in American bicycle history the pres-
ent is a good time to secure a year's
subscription to that excellent journal.

Prince has lately figured as a rival

to " Karl Kron," in his efforts to work
the press, and our Western contem-
poraries are filled with columns each
week, giving reasons why Prince failed

to race Howell.

The Chicago Bi. Club smoked the
pipe of peace on Tuesday evening, at

their club house, 189 Michigan avenue.
The " exercises " were no doubt con-
ducted with the well known enthusi-
asm for which its members are noted,

John S. Prince, says :
" I have just

won the six- days' race in this city,

covering 889 miles in six days of
twelve hours' daily riding, and rode
the entire distance on a Duryea Sad-
dle, which saddle I recommend to all

wheelmen who desire ease, comfort,
and safety in riding. I shall use no
other saddle in the future. Morgan,
who came in second in above contest,

(884 miles) also used a Duryea.

SOUTHERN VT. ITEMS.
We have had a long period of " the

Indian Summer, with its bland south
west and mitigated sunshine," but at

last the riding season is practically
over, and it has extended much
beyond its usual limit this year.

Those interested in cycling have
been favored with bicycle exhibitions
lately, there having been four given at

the rink, not a week apart.

Thanksgiving Day evening and also
the one following were taken up
by "Prof. John Wilson, Champion
Trick Star Bicycle Rider of the
World," who gave two very good ex-
hibitions.

When he was here, he had just com-
menced (in private) on a new trick,

and the same when mastered will be a
novelty in the Star line, viz.: riding
the large wheel with the backbone (or
rather front-bar, as it .is. called) and
little wheel detached,

During his exhibitions the " astron-
omer " was in his glory, and kept up a
running fire of remarks, as " Look at
him now," " I tell you what, that's the

machine," etc., etc.

He now warbles " Some day, some
day ; some day I shall' own one."
The little gent that plays bass in

the "kazoo" trio has a touch of the
astronomical fever also.

On the Monday and Thursday even-
ings of the week after Thanksgiving
the celebrated " Speedwell Bros." gave
exhibitions of their skill upon the
wheel, which surpassed anything of
the kind ever seen here before.

For the benefit of those who have
never seen them, something about
them and their exhibition may not be
out of place. They are three in num-
ber, and ride a machine constructed
for their especial use, judging from
the appearance of the same. They
ride upon the same machine in all con-
ceivable positions, many of which are
not easily described in writing. They in

fact rode on all parts of the machine,
and with an ease that was astonishing.
One quite difficult feat of balancing

was the following : the machine was
placed upon two pedestals about one
and a half or two feet from the floor,

and while one balanced it by standing
on one of the pedals and the step, the
others, one at a time, climbed up the
opposite side to the saddle, from which
they threw back somersaults to the floor.

The largest one of the three, with
one of the others seated upon his

shoulders, rode around once or twice,
and then came to a standstill, dis-

mounted, and mounted again, all the
while with the one seated On his

shoulders.

. So I might go on, space permitting.
I think one has to be a wheelman to
fully appreciate the skill required to

do most of their feats. Wheelmen in

New England should not miss seeing
them, and while they are in this part
of the country, as they are as good as
there is on the list of such "celebri-
ties

"

NOTES.
I have read the account of the Citi-

zens' " house-warming," with the va-
ried programme enjoyed by the audi-
ence, and when the B. C. C. have
theirs, shall expect " Furgy " and
"Billy" to make their debut in that
great statue clog act. I think they,

might give quite a programme of

"specialties" with the assistance of
some others.

There is a story being circulated
among the members of the club, to the
effect that one hot day last summer,
the " flier " rode so fast that he froze
his ears. Too bad, was it not ?

As wheel matters are usually so dull
with us during the winter months, I
shall, like the woodchucks, retire to
my winter retreat, and wait for the
balmy days of spring, when you may
again hear from " The Tramp."

FROM THE CLUBS.
Junior Wheelmen.—At the annual

meeting of the Junior Wheelmen, 353
Druid Hill Avenue, Baltimore Md.,
held November 4, 1884, the following
officers were elected for the ensuing
year : J. C. Guggenheimer, President

;

C. B. Hight, Secretary and Treasurer;
C. P. Brigham, Captain

; L. W. Stork,
Lieutenant

; J. Hanway, Bugler.

C. B." Hight,
Secretary and Treasurer,

A MEMORABLE NIGHT.

Our great poet, "the.bard of Avon,"
has affirmed that

" All the world's a stage.

And all the men and women merely players;
They have their exits and their entrances;
And one man in his time plays many parts."

Is it not as true as said ? Alas ! that

too often in our playing, there is more
tragedy than comedy. What terrible

scenes of real drama have taken place
on this earth of ours ! What shocking
murders, what awful suicides, what
terrible wars, what sad insanities, what
soul-revolting diseases, what calami-
tous famines, what ruinous conflagra-
tions, what sweeping pestilences has
this world seen ! Reader of history,

pause for a moment while you run
over in your mind some of the ter-

rible tragedies in which your breth-
ren of the past have played a part.

Fortunately it does not fall to the
lot of all to be mixed up, though in

the smallest degree, with them in any
shape or form. We are not all called

upon to wrestle with a madman about
.to commit suicide, and at the risk of

our own life, to snatch from him the
sharpened razor which he menacingly
'holds in front of us. Such sad expe-
riences nowadays are at least rare to

most of us. How strange, too, that
night should be chosen always by these
temporary madmen to do their deeds of

madness ! And yet how fitting ! But
to commence my strange experience.
To begin with, I am a lawyer

;
my

name, Andrew Stebson
;
my age, 27 ;

my height, 5ft. pin
;
my complexion,

dark
;
my politics, Conservative. There,

I hope that description will satisfy the
most curious of my fair lady readers.
Oh ! yes, I had forgotten, clean shaved,
except an apology for a moustache.
There ! . Will that" do ?

Finally, I am a junior partner in the
firm of Messrs. Dockett & Stebson,
Derby.
One morning I felt unwell. The

fact was, I had been confining myself
too closely lately to my professional

duties. Our firm had occasion to see

personally an old farmer, living some
six or seven ^miles away, at a village

called Shettlestone. I determined to

go myself. The walk would doubtless
do me good I could have driven cer-

tainly, or gone on my bi., but I prefer-

red somehow this ' morning doing
neither, so immediately after dinner 1

set out. It was a clear, frosty, Decem-
ber morning. It was farther round by
the road, so I determined to go by the
fields. In the course of a couple of
hours I arrived at Shettlestone, trans-

acted my business there, felt better for
the walk, and decided to accept the
pressing invitation of the farmer's old,

homely wife to stop to tea. It was a
very simple meal, but the walk and
country air had created a keen appe-
tite, and caused me to enjoy the hum-
ble fare.

It was towards seven before I left.

I refused the farmer's courteous offer

of driving me to town in his new
market cart. I lit my pipe, bade the
old people a hearty good night, pay-
ing no heed to their earnest advice to

return by the road instead of the
fields. It was a -beautiful clear night.
The sky was studded with stars. The
field way was the nearer of the two. I

should be all right. I had not walked
through many fields before a sudden
change took place, Clouds obscured
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the sky, fogs and mists rose from the

earth, and I was enveloped in perfect

darkness, a darkness whicli could be
actually felt, I wished now I had
taken to the road as the old people

had advised me. But regrets were
useless. I walked on until I suddenly
tripped over sctaething. It turned
out to be a horse asleep. The inci-

dent frightened me not a little. I

then walked more slowly and cau-

tiously, feeling with my stick after the

fashion of a blind man. It was lucky

I did so, for this saved me from run
ning straight into a thorny hedge. I

began at length to- get despondent. I

had lost the footpath, and perhaps
kept describing a fruitless circle in

the field. I struck a match, but the

damp air immediately put it out. - I

was beginning seriously to think chat

I should be compelled, like Jacob of

old, to have that night, a stone for my
pillow. All I hoped was that, if such

was the unfortunate case, my dreams
might be as pleasant as those of tne

pilgrim patriarch.

By unremitting labor, however, I

discovered, to my great pleasure, the

stile, and, better still, a little later on''

I perceived the turnpike road. I

struck a match, this time with better

success, and a milestone against me
fortunately revealed my whereabouts.

I knew now where I was.

I was beginning now to laugh at all

my past fears, treating tr^ experience

as a capital joke, and little thinking

that real dangers were at hand. I re-

lit my pipe, and buttoned my overcoat

right to rriy neck, for the chill night

air was beginning to tell upon me.

Presently, I saw a light a good dis-

tance from me in the centre of the road.

It appeared to me like the light of a

bicycle lamp. Perhaps it was my
friend Fred Rivington, manager of a

mine in the neighborhood, 'and who
always 'returned home, or nearly al-

ways, on his tricycle about this time.

But then this light was coming in the

opposite direction to his way. I

stopped, thinking the wheelist, who-
ever he might be. would soon pass

me ; but strange to say the light seem-

ed to remain stationary. Had some
one met with an accident, or stopped

to re-light their pipe ? Or did my
imagination deceive me, the light be-

ing merely an ignis fa-tuus, a deceptive

Will-o'-the-wisp ? To say the least of

it, it was strange. I proceeded to-

wards it. It was no good being fright-

ened, .for if I intended getting home
that night, pass it I must. I may ad-

mit at once that I am by no means a

nervous man, but as I approached
that mysterious light, I must confess

that I felt not a little bit timid. I

walked on and on, until I was not

more than 100 3^ards from it. I

paused to think. In a moment some
one struck a match, and as he held it

to his pipe it lit up a dark, ugly, black-

bearded face. Instantly I put my pipe

out for fear that it should betray my
presence, I climbed over a gate, and
proceeded stealthily by the hedge- side,

until I got parallel to the spot.

The sight that presented itself to

my gaze appalled me. My heart

throbbed against my trembling breast,

and every limb in my body shook with

fear.

The light was a horned lamp, con-

taining a farthing dip. Three men
were busily at work with spades and
pickaxes, digging what appeared to

me a huge grave, right across the mid-
dle of the road. What did it all mean?
Had they waylayed some poor traveler

on the road and murdered him ? My
biood curdled within me at the thought.

My imagination, strong at all times,

especially when excited, pictured to

me in awful vividness the poor victim
with his skull battered in ! At length,

the men spoke in under tones. My
heart quailed ! What' if they should
discover me ? My legs seemed rooted
to the ground. Oh ! how anxiously I

listened to what they said.

"Bill, what's the time ?
"

" It's a few minutes past ten. We'd
better hasten on."

" The young devil always goes by at

half-past to the minute."
The truth instantly flashed across

my terrified mind. It was a diabolical

plot to bring about my friends de-

struction.

I crept back again as noiselessly as

I could, knowing only too well that

my life would be the cost of the

least-indication of my presence. I re-

gained the gate, walked slowly up the

road, until I was out of hearing dis-

tance, and then ran as I had never ran

before in my life. There was not a

moment to be lost. If I did not stop

my friend he would ride on to instan-

taneous destruction. Presently I espied
his light turning a corner. He was
riding as usual, furiously fast. I ran

towards him. I shouted to him with
all my might and main, " For heaven's
sake. Rivington, stop. You are riding

to your death."

Unfortunately, at the time he was
descending a very steep hill. The
machme whizzed past me like a flash

of lightning. Had he heard me?
Surely he must. Then why did he not
stop ? I redoubled my efforts, till the

woods re-echoed with increased sound
my excited words.

Presently he stopped. I went to
meet him. A few hurried words ex-

plained all. He sprang into his ma-
chine, bade me jump on one step and
hold tightly to him. Our enemies had
heard us, and were pursuing with

hurried steps and awful oaths. We
had a steep hill before us. Should we
manage it ? It was an exciting race.

The hill was so steep and rutty that

every moment the men seemed to gain

upon us. We won. We reachd the'

top, and in a few seconds soon put a

'mile or so between us and rhem.

Fortunately Fred had recognized the

men's voices, and knew the meaning
of it all.

They were three men whom he had

dismissed from the .works on account

of daily drunkenness, and this was the

manner the men wished to revenge

themselves. The men were eventually

captured, and imprisoned for several

years, on the strength of our united

evidence ; and Katie Rivington, my
friend's sister, is now (mainly through

this) the loving little wife of Vincent

St. George.— Wheeling Annual.

BORROWED FROM OUR
NEIGHBORS.

The Memphis, Tenn., Bicycle Club
propose to give two or three days'

races during the spring, upon a fine

half-mile track in the suburbs of Mem-
phis, and if a sufficient number of

wheelmen can be induced to partici-

pate, prizes amounting in value to

several hundred dollars will be offered.

Hotel accommodations and railroad

fares at reduced rates will be se-

cured, and every possible inducement
offered. Wheelmen everywhere in

reach of Memphis should at once

write to W. L. Surprise, the secretary

of the Memphis Bicycle Club, and

give the movement their hearty sup-

port.

We heard an absent-minded 'cyclist

the other clay call out " Come in " as

he heard himself knocking the ashes

out of his pipe. And then he won-
dered what the joke was as soon as we
all began to laugh

WHEELMEN ATTENTION

!

We invite the attention of all wheelmen to the following list of

IHctjcles and 3* licycles,
of which we are the SOLE AGENTS for the United States.

BICYCLES,

British

Challenge,

Budge Light

Roadster,

American

Rudge,

Xtra Challenge. RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER.

TRICYCLES.

Traveller,

Coventry Rotary

Tandem,

National,

Veloceman,

Coventry

Convertible.

Send stamp for the largest and most complete catalogue yet issued. Reliable Agents

wanted in every oity.

New York Headquarters : G. R. BIDWELL & CO., 4 East 60th St., N. Y.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.

152, 154, f 56 and §58 Congress Street,

boston, nvr^ss.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-

my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."

The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every
machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

K. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithville, Burlington Co., N. J.

RICAN ADJUSTABLE Toi - DISTANCE SADDLE
Spring Frame. Perfect Ad-

j istment, Light, Strong,

Elastic, Easy.

Completely absorbs a'l

Vibration.

PRICE $4.00.

Liberal Discount to Dealers-

Send for Circular.

'

Mention this paper.

" It is the easiest saddle I ever rode." BURLEY B. AYERS, Chairman Trans. Comm., L. A. W.
" The best saddle I have ever seen, and I have tested nearly every saddle known to the trade.''

0. W. EDGERTO , Fort Wayne, Ind.

V> I don't think there is a better saddle for the Star." J. P. MAYNARD, Chicago, 111.

" Tried your saddle on my Star, and found it the easiest and most comfortable saddle I have ever

tried. The steel spring and suspension seat appear to take away all the iar of ridincr.'^

Buffalo N y

BULL & HAYNES,
°

Importers of and Dealers in

Bicycles, Tricycles, Parts and Sundries,
Repairing a specialty. Our facilities for doing all kinds of work, such as Brazing Painting, Nickel

Platine &c, &c. at reasonable prices, are unexcelled. Correspondence bouoTED. Wheels sold on the

installment platr. HERSEE HALL RI DING SCHOOL. Open Evenings. Purchasers taught free. Cor-.

Main and Chippewa Sts., Buffalo, N, Y,

THE AMERICAN
As adapted to the STAR.
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IIMl
-FOR-

GENTLEMEN.

The Most Sumptuous Hook Devoted to the

Wheel vet Published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.

An Elegant Quarto Volume of Eighty Page
Bound in Blue Silk Cloth, with Side

Stamp in Gilt and Silver.

O
CQ

C
CD

Price $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.

ADDRESS,

The Cycling Publishing Co...

2 1 PARK ROW,
Hox 444 few Yor

"Wlieelmen
SUBSCRIBE TO

Silk Bicycle Hose, Silk Tennis

Jerseys, Smoking Jackets, Fancy-

Silk Tennis Belts, Polo Caps,

Bicycle Suits, Bicycle Groves,

Mouchoir Holders, Card Cases,

Photograph Bicycle Handker-

chiefs, Carriage Robes, Evening

Dress Shirts, Gloves and Scarfs,

Norfolk Jackets, Canes, Umbrel-

las, etc.

Just received a special im-

portation of London Macintosh
Coats at greatly reduced prices.

:28 and 130 Fulton Street,

87 Nassau Street,

NEW YORK.

THE DURYEA SADDLE
" Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

el an

THE CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,

Box 4=4,4=, 21 Park Row, isT. Y.

A Wheelman's Autograph Album!

Cycling Friends, i

Designed and Compiled

For Collection of Autographs.

It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and
black markings.

It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three hundred selections from the poets in regard

to ihe wheel.
Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs

of Cycling friends.
Three-hundred En ravings, illustrating each quota-

tion.

Price One Dollar, Postpaid.

WILL C. MARVIN, Ovid, MM.
Sole Agent for the United States & Canad a

.

R. V. R. SCHUYLER,
17 BARCLAY ST., NEW YORK,

AGENT FOR THE

CELEBRATED "KANGAROO " BICYCLE, Manufactured by Hillman, Herbert <t Cooper,

The "American Club" and "Club" Bicycles,

The "Cheylesmore," "Imperial" and "Club Sociable" Tricycles,
Manufactured by Coventry Machinist Co.,

Ihe "American Sanspareil" Roadster,
Manufactured by Wm. Andrews, Birmingham, England,

And The
"
Royal Mail" Light Roadster and Tricycle.

REPAIRS A SPECIALTY. Catalogues Furnished on Application.

Gt-lxxxs and. S;po:c"-b±jCLg G-oocLs.

Style B.

Used by.Hendee, Prince, Sellers. Howell, iVl .

.

Corey, Landy, Jenkins of Louisville, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates, also Miles. Armaindo and Sylvester,
and all the flyers. Fits any machine, including Star
Bicycle. Special terms to dealers.

Prices : Japanned, $3.00; Nickele< $3.75.

IN"- "5T. T03T CO.
69? Broadway, New York.

MISCELLANEOUS.
[Advertisements inserted in this department not

over 4 lines nonpareil for §10 a year.]

I
HICAGO, ILL.—The John Wilkinson Co., 6S
Wabash ave., Makers of Bicycle Hose Sup-

porters. The best style made. Price per pair 35
cents by mail. Agents for the Columbia Bicycles
Send stamp for catalogue.

PS^rAS?' ME.-LAMSON'S LUGGAGE
1 CARRIER, the cheapest, lightest, and most con-
venient thing of the kind. May be put in pocket when
not m use. By mail, seventy-five cents and one dollarC H. Lamson.

OT. LOUIS WHEEL CO.* C.J, Stone, Manager
vJ 1181 Olive stieet. Agents for Columbia Bicycles
nd Tricycles, Rudge Light Roadster, Facile, Sans-

on reil, American Club, Victor Tricycle, and all high
class machines. . Repining, nickeling, and enameling
promptly done. Dealers o second-hand wheels
Send for printed list.

WILLIAM G. SCRIBNER,
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles and Accessories.

Sole agent for Washington, D. C, of The PopeM f g Co., Stoddard, Covering & Co., The Cunning-ham Co., Sam'l T. Clark & Co., the Overman Wheel
Co., 1 he Facile.
Biding School attached. Visitors always welcome.

1108-1116 E. Street, W.,

Washington, I). C
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New and second hand in great*
st variety of styles and prices.

H. B. HART,
X/n 811 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Seeing Agent for The Pope Mfg. Co., Sto.idard,
Lovering & Co., The Cunningham Co., Gormully &
Jeffrey, and The Western Toy Co.

ALL THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lists.

h:_ b. habt-
A line assortmen'. of Sundries always on hand.

l
r R I£H k.,k l RIAL.
HANOVER'S SPECIFIC. An ir failing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility andWea . less, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, Nervous Prostration, Hysteria,
or am evil result of indiscretion, excess, overwork,
abuses of Alcohol, Tobacco, &c. (Over forty thousand
positive cures.) •

Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. Ad-
dress HANOVER REMEDY CO.,

Lock Box f)84. Chicago, 111.

Wheelmen's Portable Outfits.

THE PHCEBUS CAMERA,

The lightest, most compact, and
cheapest. Folds up in space of 2J/<j

inches. Plate Holders, Darlot Lens,
Telescope Tripod, Canvas Case for
Cameia and Tripod. Price $18.00.
All makes of Cameras, outfits, and
supplies.

E. B. HUTCHINSON,
51 Nassau Street.

JSP™ Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent upon
application.

Room 1

.

NEWARK, J.

BICYCLES and TRICYCLES,
L unpp, Carriers, Star Cyolome tor, Bags,

-

Saddles

and Bicycle Parts for both CRANK & STAR.

DIFFICULT REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.

Iitsttfii Tif
A. SCIIOENINGER. President.

495 to 503 N.Wells st.

CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

OTTO BICYCLES
For Boys and Youths-

Keep also a full assortment

Boys' Three-Wheeled Velocipedes

AND

Petit Tricycles,
IN ALL SIZES AND GRADES.

For Sale by all Dealers and Toy Houses.

Illustrated Catalogue furnished on application.

New York Branca, 47 Murray St., N. Y.

R. L. COLEMAN, Manager.

COLUMBIA
SICYCLES and TRIC YCLES.

STANCH AND RELIABLE ROADSTERS.

In 1883 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy-

successful participants in all-day runs of one
hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads
;
and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

111.5 miles in the day, each. We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Columbias, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias; and
further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on
Columbias, made the fastest rates of speed and
the shortest riding times, and that the- two
longest distances, each two hundred and one

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
After long and careful experiments with five different speed and power tricycle attachments in

different forms, we have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient

numbers to supply it on our neio machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction; is applied to the crank-shaft

;

is operated by a handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle ;

is certain Hind effective in its operation ; reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill,

climbing about one third, and is made of the finest material and with the finest workmanship, and

so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by its use.

Price of Columbia Tricycle,

With. Power G-ear,

!±60.

ISO.
The Columbia Power-gear will be applied to any Columbia Tricycle at our factory, at Hartford, Conn., for $25.

SEND STAMP FOE ILLUSTRATED (36-PAGE) CATALOGUE.

Tlx© ZPcrp© IVCfg. Go
al Office, 597 Washington Street, Boston,

BRANCH HOUSE, 12 WARREU STREET, NEW YORK.

THE PERFEGTIO!
(Patent Applied For.)

For Cementing Rubber Tires.
EVERT WHEELMAN SHOULD HAVE ONE, AS IT SAVES TIME

AND MONEY.
Lamp, and full directions for cementing a rubber tire, sent postpaid to

any part of the U. S. or Canada on receipt of

PftBCE, S 1 .00,
For sale by Dealers, or send to the Manufacturers,

O. R. BIDWELL & CO.,
Dealers in Bicycles, Tricycles, &e.,

4 Bast 60th Street, New York*

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.
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That nonentity, Mr. " Chris. Wheeler,"

is making a very great stir about noth-

ing. Not only has he inflicted The
Wheel with a column of matter about

somebody who sometime or other said

that he said something about a certain

big club, which was not exactly true,

but so on, with variations, through all

the 'cycling papers of last week. Now
as to the merits of the case we can only

say that we have, examined the para-

graph by " W. 1. H." in question. We
see nothing particularly offensive in it,

except that it is, generally speaking, cor-

rect. We do not think that " W. I. H."
meant anything malicious when he

wrote the words, or we should not have

allowed them to be printed. It seems

strange that 'cycling journalism should

almost entirely consist of controversies

of a personal nature. Perhaps Master

Chris, is very young, and on that ground
may be excusable. Chris, should stop

and think that outsiders occasionally

read the 'cycling papers, and that to

them these bubblings must appear ex-

tremely ridiculous. We shall do what
we can to keep our columns free from
articles of this sort.

We owe our esteemed contemporary,

the "'Cyclist and Athlete," an apology for

speaking of it as a monthly publication.

We wrote worthy, and the infallible

printer succeeded in making it appear
otherwise. Perhaps if we wrote weakly
the error would be more to the point.

We do not do our own printing, and

have to rely in a measure on the accu-

racy of others.

The general sentiment regarding the

League meet for 1885 seems to be in

favor of Buffalo on the 3d and 4th of

July. There are many advantages con-

nected with this scheme that cannot

well be overlooked. Friday would be

an excellent day for the business meet-

ing, while Saturday, the 4th, being a

day of general celebration, is undoubt-

edly the best date for the parade and

races. It would find every one in. a

holiday mood, the railroads as a rule

make a general reduction at that time,

and it would be a poor move on the

part of the League to overlook the point

of making the races a financial, success.

The following day, Sunday, could be

profitably spent by a visit to Niagara

Falls, and the meet would virtually ex-

tend over three days, only taking one

from business. As the Big Four is

scheduled to start on the morning of

the 7 th, it would give the Eastern men
an excellent opportunity to accompany
them all or part the way home. It seems
that a combination of these two events

would be a stroke of policy not to be
overlooked. If the meet is held at any
other date, it will doubtless keep away
all who intend to take in the tour, as

few will care to go to the expense of

two trips. Again, the date and time is

especially adapted to the wants of

Western men, and they, of course, are

to be largely considered. The Buffalo

men have expressed a decided prefe-

rence for the 3d and 4th of July, and as

the burden of the work in connection

with the races and meet will fall on their

shoulders, their wishes should be recog-

nized.

LEWEE'S LETTER,
It has now been a long time since I

have written one of these letters, I hav-

ing been prevented from so doing by
sickness, absence from the city, and va-

rious other causes. My enforced retire-

ment has not been very agreeable to

me, but, perhaps, !t has proven more so

to the readers of this paper. However,

I now expect to be able to regularly

pour out my weekly grindings ; for any

attempts at writing a 'cycling news let-

ter during this season of the year most

certainly are grindings, but the scarcity

of news has been lamented over by

abler pens than mine, so I'll forbear on

that subject.

Christmas was enjoyed here after the

manner which Christmas' hereabouts

usually are, a big dinner and a generous

exchange of presents being the chief

features of the day. A number of bicy-

cle club runs were planned, I believe,

but none were carried out. No- indeed,

they were not. Instead, the enthusias-

tic wheelman, who considered the times

too hard to warrant him indulging his

best girl with a sleigh ride, remained at

home, and wondered how any poet could

ever have been inspired to see anything

beautiful about snow. We Bostonians

should not, however, complain about the

weather, for during the fall it was unu-

sually pleasant, and if it is now a little

more than ordinarily disagreeable, it is

nothing more, than what must be ex-

pected. Besides, we are not alone in

our suffering.

I was in Washington a few days since'

and found them there enjoying a choice

sample of Boston weather, with a heav-

ier fall of snow than there had been for

several years. It is an unusual thing

for Washington wheelmen to have to

contend with more than two or three

consecutive days during the winter,

when riding is impractical, and conse-

quently they are very disconsolate dur-

ing these days of inactivity, when they

are forced to ride in horse cars to and

from their places of business, instead of

independently speeding there on their

'cycles. It is customary with the ma-
jority of Washington 'cyclists to make
their New Year's calls on their wheels,

and all the single and double tricycles

in the city have long since been engaged

for this year's calling. I hope they may
be able to use the 'cycles, but it cer-

tainly don't look much like it now.

Speaking of Washington, reminds

me that the 'cycle agency business in

that city seems to be rather under a

cloud just at present, the two principal

agents, W. C. Scribner and Thomas
Harrison, having both failed. Scribner,

I understand, still continues his busi-

ness, but Harrison, I am told, after set-

tling most of his bills, suddenly left for

parts unknown. 'Cycling is so very

popular in Washington that it certainly

seems as though an agency could easily

be made to pay there, and one cannot

help thinking that there must have been

very bad management or some reasons

other than financial difficulties that

caused these failures. These, with the

numerous other failures that have been

reported in other cities, must prove very

discouraging to any one contemplating

going into the business.

The manufacturers here, however,

don't feel at all discouraged, but look

forward to a trade next season that will

be far in excess of any previous year.

Stoddard, Lovering & Co., and the

Cunningham Company, have each se-

cured new and more commodious quar-

ters, and are said to have placed large

advance orders for machines, with their

English manufacturers. Stall & Burt,

and the other dealers, will also carry

large stocks of wheels ; so altogether the

trade outlook here is exceedingly bright.

The Boston warerooms of the Pope
Manufacturing Company are quiet

enough, but at their Hartford .factory

all is different. There is no 1

cry of

" hard times " among the workmen
there, for the works are all running

on full time, producing vast numbers of

machines to supply the great demand
which is sure to begin with the first

signs of spring. Several improvements
will be made in the construction of the

Columbia tricycle, and also in the. light

roadster bicycle, which latter machine
promises to become a general favorite

next season.

The Club Committee of the Boston
Ramblers Bicycle Club, which organiza-

tion, it will be remembered, disbanded
last October, have not yet settled up
their accounts, being unable to do so by
the refusal of F. E. Bryant to give up
the money which he collected for the
club sometime since. Mr. Bryant was
greatly incensed over what he consid-

ered the underhand way in which the
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Ramblers were disbanded, and I am
told that this is why he refuses to give

up the money. If he is retaining it

merely for spite, he has now had it long

enough, and should make his returns at

once. Bryant was a general favorite

with the Ramblers, and they would be

very sorry to believe him capable of

dishonesty.

I hear considerable comment here

about the restrictions placed on 'cycling

in the New York Central Park. To us,

who have never had any restrictions

whatever placed on our riding by the

city authorities, the rules adopted by the

New York Park Commissioners, seem

exceedingly ridiculous and uncalled for.

Our opinion of the subject doesn't alter

the case in the least, however, and the

New York wheelmen are showing their

good sense in making the best of the

matter. By conducting themselves

properly when riding, treating the Com-
missioners with great politeness, etc.,

they are. gradually securing further con-

cessions ; so it is probably only a matter

of time when the restrictions will be en-

tirely removed. A prominent wheel-

man remarked to me a few days since

that he thought the restrictions giving

club members only the privileges of the

park, was unfair, and that President

Beckwith should endeavor to secure the

same for all League members. This is

not my opinion, for I think that Central

Park being a public institution, the ave-

rage unattached rider has as much right

there as has the average League mem-

ber. The rule admitting club men only

was made because it was thought that a

wheelman who intimately associated

with other riders, would be likely to

have a better control of his machine,

and be more careful in its management

than would one accustomed to solitary

riding—a supposition which is perfectly

correct. It would be absurd to -say that

by simply belonging to the League a

man is made a better rider, so no addi-

tional privileges can be claimed for him

on that score.

What the League is endeavoring to

do, I believe, and what it should do, is

to secure the full privileges of the park

for every 'cyclist, regardless of his mem-
bership in any organization. I believe

in having " League benefits for League

members only," as a general thing, but

in this case it would look very much
like trying to "bulldoze" unattached

riders into becoming members, and the

interests of no organization were ever

advanced by any such measures.

POINTS.

The Bostons are to have a restaurant

at their club-house.

Edward P. Burnham, of Newton,

gives as his record for 18843,000 miles,

of which 940 were made since Novem-
ber 1. Of the total distance 1,140 were

made on a tricycle.

C. F. Joy and S. C. Miller, of the

Massachusetts Club, have signified

their intention of participating in the

Bermuda tour.

The Boston Club will keep open
house New Year's day.

It is expected that the new house of

the Massachusetts Club will be ready

for occupancy by January 15. A house

warming will be held about two weeks

later.

Gideon Haynes, Jr., of the Buffalo

firrh of Bull & Haynes, has been in town

for the past few days.

The drill squad of the Brockton Bicy-

cle Club, are said to claim the State

championship.

Colonel Albert A. Pope, with his

characteristic generosity, has contribu-

ted $100 towards the wheelmen's enter-

tainment fund at the Buffalo L. A. W.

meet. Stoddard, Lovering.& Co. have

given $50. It is to be hoped that other

dealers^ and also wheelmen generally,

will do what they can towards assisting

the Buffalo boys. We know, from expe-

rience that it is a pretty expensive affair

to have a League meet held in one's

city. . ... v

THE UNCLUBBED CLUBBED.
Editor of The Wheel : The Cayuga

Bicycle Club is dead. Peace to its

ashes. Its life was noble—it brought

out the champion of Cayuga County

—

and nature might stand up and say to

all the L. A. W., this was a club. But

though it is dead, it still lives. From

its ashes, soaring Phoenix-like to Jove,

the Weedsport Bicycle Club has burst

upon the enraptured gaze of a wonder-

ing nation. Silently as the spring time

its crown of verdure weaves, without

a toot from any galoot^ the new club has

quietly engaged palatial* rooms in the

Cayuga Chief building, and fitted them

up in a style which makes the world

stand at gaze like Joshua's moon at Alja-

lon. The wealth of the Orient, the pro-

duct of Persian looms, the wonders of

the vale of Cashmere, of Baxter. Street

and the Bowery are in our rooms.

Turkish divans, rare tapestry, tete-a-

tetes, easy chairs, rare bric-a-brac, curi-

osities from the East andNew' Jersey, it

were impossible to enumerate them all.

A janitor, armed with seven revolvers

and a bull-dog pup, keeps watch and

ward over these treasures.' A long ar-

ray of club rules and regulations have

been adopted, among which are the fol-

lowing : Punning—death on the rack.

An ordinary lie—fine, ' cigars for the

crowd. An unusual lie—expulsion.

Lying like Tertius—decapitation. Spit-

ting on the carpet—$1.56 (as the Trea-

surer can't come within a mile of a cus-

pador his fine will be ten Qents straight)

Abusing each other—25 cents. Abus-

ing the Secretary—$100. ' Playing on

the organette—$1,000. " Stocking "

the cards— ! ! ! ! Lying to a visiting

wheelman—death.

Visiting wheelmen may rest assured

that they will always be heartily wel-

comed, and that they will not be called

upon to mortgage their lot in Paradise

by trying to out lie our liars.

Yours truthfully, Tertius.

Weedsport, N. Y., Dec. 24, 1884.

GOTHAM GOSSIP.

A very dull close for a most success-

ful year. With six inches of snow on

the ground we cannot really get up

much excitement over 'cycling. Christ-

mas made a pleasant break, and the

club houses were in most cases well

filled with "settlers." A $50 bank note

was a substantial Christmas for " Mor-

ris," the faithful janitor of the Citizens'

Club.

The Ixion Club are booming in the

way of recruits. Over forty names grace

the rolls, and several more are posted

for election at the next meeting. Their

club rooms are very convenient and

handsomely fitted up, and they are in a

fair way to make several improvements

in their organization. Mr. Frank Egan,

the President, who was reported en

route for New Orleans, has abandoned

the trip, owing to his interest in a fat

Custom-house office. The " Owl" was

a hard worker for the successful candi-

date, and has an eye to the spoils.

It is said that one of the most enter-

prising daily papers in New York con-

templates opening a Sunday 'cycling

column, after the pattern of the Boston

Globe. This will doubtless help the

sport greatly, as our friends (?) the Park

Commissioners, will be reached through

the influence of the public press.

The Bi. World prints a leader on the

Park question which is very high sound-

ing but decidedly impractical. What

can 500 wheelmen do in a city of one

million and a half inhabitants ? If they

want an estimate of their political

strength they should follow the example

of the man who, in order to find out

how much he would be missed in the

world, in case he committed suicide,

thrust a needle in the centre of a pond,

and then tried to find the hole he

made. As far as I can determine the

clubs are satisfied with the action of the

Park Commissioners, and as far as the

unattached are concerned they are not

united, and can accomplish little except

individual action.

I see the names of several New York-

ers booked for the Bermuda trip. I re-

gret that the cold days have had their

effect on my pocket-book, and I will

have to be left out for the present. The

prospect of riding over good roads is

certainly very inviting, and I . should be

very glad to join the party, but, unfortu-

nately, Blaine was not elected, and the

innumerable bets I have had to pay,

precludes any thought of more conge-

nial climes.

I heard something said about an an-

nual dinner a short time ago in connec-

tion with the Citizens' Club, but as yet

nothing of importance has developed.

It is almost time to receive information

of the race meeting, but that will follow

in due season, I presume.

The New York Club are still alive,

all reports to the contrary. They have

pleasant quarters, and although they do

not ride very much as a club, the mem-

bers enjoy 'cycling after their own

fashion.

The Ixion Club will receive their

friends on New Year's Day, and I pre-

sume the usual good time willl not be

amiss. The hours marked are from 1

to 10 p. m., but I have not the slightest

doubt but that ' they will be reversed.

Will tell you about it in my next.

X. Y. Z.

WHEELING IN FRANCE: ITS

ORIGIN, GROWTH AND
PROSPECTS.

Before the Franco-German war of

1870-71, wheeling in this country was

carried on to a very great extent on ve-

locipedes ot the " boneshaker " type,

and Paris was considered the most im-

portant city for the sport.

The "Compagnie Parisienne " was at

that time in full swing manufacturing,

and occasionally exporting, numbers of

velocipedes to England and other coun-

tries; in fact, the best machines were

looked upon as those of a Parisian

make. Races were numerous, and the

sport generally was quite a favorite one

with the public. However, during the

war, and after it, the pastime gradually

dwindled into virtual oblivion, although

several little mechanics managed to

exist on a few repairs and an occasional

stroke of business in the way of a sale.

There are still a great number of the

ancient velocipedes to be met with, and

at Toulouse I had the opportunity of

inspecting various types of these old

wooden carvings, having a "ride" on

the racing machine, the property of M.

Marty, who, by the way, was one of the

former champions of this country. The

machines were all shapes and sizes, two

wheels, three, and four also, and the

hands were brought into use as well as

the legs. The " dandy-horse " veloci-

pede was interesting, also an arrange-

ment on a two-wheeler, for taking re-

freshments en route. I noticed several

ideas in these old fragments of byegone

days, that have been introduced into

many of our modern bi.'s, but more es-

pecially the tri.'s.

The words " bi. and tri." are becom-

ing of universal adoption for our ma-

chines in the place of the " velocipede,"

but still this word is used in connection

with the sport and trade here in the

present day.

When I first visited this country,three

years ago, I was deeply interested with
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the novelties I continually came across

in the way of machines and other por-

tions of our sport. The principal item,

and the worst of all, were the tracks on

which racing was indulged in. I some-

times look back at all old times' and

wonder how I went through the appa-

rent danger, for it was really dangerous

to risk racing on such abominable
" tracks," or rather roads.

Sometimes the races were held on

main roads, in the centre of the town,

about 200 yards being divided off, and

up and down this piece of road the

events were contested.

Promenades and public walks are still

the only tracks, but the surface and

measurement is better arranged than in

days gone by.

Since the growth of wheeling in Eng-

land, and the introduction of better ma-
chines, so has the sport and machines

found their way into this country
;

" boneshakers " have been laid aside for

the " steel steed with noiseless wheels,"

and so the sport increases.

Nearly every town contains its veloce

club, and it is these societies that have

done so much good for the sport in this

country. Wheeling is carried on in the

South more than any other portion of

France, and the majority of clubs and
race meetings are around towns in the
" sunny South." I will not linger over
the past, but hasten to the present, and
to-day it may be said that the sport over
here is decidedly the next and most im-
portant after England,and soon we shall

run the "tight little island" close in

man)r things.

There are no permanent tracks, true,

splendid temporarybut there are some
ones, such as can be laid out on the

Place de Quinconces, at Bordeaux, or

the Esplanade, at Grenoble, and even
Agen is not behind, with the Place du
Gravier.

There are some fair open promenades
on which tracks can be made, such as

those at Angers. Narbonne, Montpelier,

Pau, etc, but still there are a great

number of dangerous scarcely fit to risk

a heavy roadster upon, let alone a racer

of the present "feather" weight.

There are a few veloce clubs of an
exceptional character, notably the Ve-
loce Club, Bordelais, which can boast

of 400 numbers, and the vast majority

are active. The club-house and their

spring and autumn race meetings are

excellent, and it is a pushing club.

Perchance its great success is due to

their genial president, M. Rousset, who
has his whole heart in the sport, and
with a few more gentlemen connected
with the pastime like M. Rousset, the

wheel world would thrive.

" Many are the clubs, but minus good
management " ; the best are the V. C.

Grenoblois, V. C. Agenais, V. C. Nar-
bonnais,V. C. Bearnais, and the Societe

Metropolitaine. But the " old-fash-

ioned " club life of England is missing.

Club runs are another " missing link
"

with the different societies, but some-
times they are carried out upon a very
minor scale. However, racing is the
" centre on which the sport turns," and
race meetings are numerous, but not of

quality, although quantity.

There is no club costume virtually,

but each club has its badge, its presi-

dent, vice, secretary, treasurer, anr

committee, etc. Captains are unknown
here, which does away with that " mili-

tary notion " which sometimes is appa-
rent in club life ; a president has a more
important tone, so why a captain ?

There are no absurd restrictions

anent the amateur and professional

question in this country, and, therefore,

every one is free to win objets dart,

medals, scarves of honor, diplomas, and
money, and all these things are offered

as prizes. We do not walk around the
wheel world as " shady objects of so-

ciety " in this way every one joins in
the sport with a genuine spirit, and a
little money assists the pocket and helps
the pastime, and this is a lot to young
fellows such as the wheelmen of the pre-
sent age. The sport throughout the
country shows signs of great prospect,
and, although there are no tracks for

racing, there are some splendid roads,
which is more important, for tracks -are

easily made, but roads are difficult.

The wheeling journals here do little

to assist the sport, for the editors do not
appear to have a deal of knowledge of
the wheel world of the present day.
The_ Sport Velocipedique' is the best,

but it lacks news, and does not express
its opinion on matters generally, neither
for tlae sport nor trade.

The Revue Velocipedique is another
peculiar morceau de chiffon, but these
journals may likewise improve with the
times.

The trade is the great aid to the
sport, and every agent and manufacturer
is very contented with the progress of
the tri. • the demand is ever increasing,
and sociables, tandems, as well as the
" parcels express," and such other addi-
tional forms of the tri., are constantly
sold in large numbers,which is a decided
proof of their popularity as a means of
pleasure and business. Tricycling is

wonderfully popular among the aristoc-

racy, the reason being, perhaps, the ut-

ter absence of " cheap machines," so
that only the better class can afford to
invest in a tri., and so the sport main-
tains the high position it has gained.
The fair sex are exceptionally fond of
tricycling, as it is an easy and pleasant
machine to manipulate, as well as the
finest exercise of a light nature that can
possibly be indulged in to arrive at the
only blessing—health. Many elderly

persons take kindly to it, and they very
well understand that if the fair sex and
their younger rivals can ride a tri. and
derive such benefits out of such a plea-

sant pastime,why should they not follow

their example ? And so the sport in-

creases. If we could take a peep at the
future, "all the world would be on
wheels," but yet the real benefits will be
gained with further experience.

There are a few small manufacturers
in this country that strive hard, but fail

to thrive, because it is simply impossible
to manufacture a machine here equal to

the English goods to sell equal to the
English market price ; in the first place
labor is dearer, and all the material has
to come across the " silver streak," and
the customs duty and carriage make a
machine, when finished, costly • and,

therefore, it is not surprising, when I

say nearly all of the machines are those
of Rudge & Co., of Coventry, and op-
position is virtually impossible, for they
have depots, equal to those in London,
in all the principal towns : at Paris, Ly-
ons, Marseilles, Bordeaux, Montpellier,

Nice, etc.; so that a single manufacturer
cannot possibly exist. They say the
maison Rudge est trop forte, and all the

best racing men ride these machines, so

that they have virtually an everlasting

monopoly, and it is these machines that

have done so much good for our sport

and pastime in this country.

In summing up this article, it is very

apparent that France is progressing in a

most satisfactory manner, and the sport

has a bright future before it. And so

the wheel world wags, such is the expe-

rience of an Anglais.—[H. D. Duncan,
in Wheeling • Annual.

place, and

J. Tourte-
all of the

THE HERMES MEET,
With the thermometer registering zero

in the Exposition on Christmas Day, it

was out of the question that the meet of

the Hermes Bicycle Club should receive

the patronage it deserved ; and yet some
400 brave souls, including quite a num-
ber of ladies, stood out the cold, and
were warm in their enthusiasm, if in

nothing else. The first race was a one-

mile dash, for which there were seven

entries, but only five started, as follows:

George Webber,Smithville, N. J.; Percy
Stone, J. Rogers, and Lindell Gordon,
of St. Louis, and N. H. Van Sicklen, of

Chicago. The course was seven and a
half laps to the mile. After being given

the word, they went away together in a

bunch, but soon fell in line, Webber
dropping out of the race after the sec-

ond lap, the cold proving too much for

him. The others kept well together

until the last lap, when Van Sicklen

forged ahead and won the race—time:

3:16 4-5; Rogers second in 3:19 2-5, fol-

lowed by Gordon and Stone.

There Were ten entries for the two-

mile handicap race, but only four

showed up at the starting

these were Howard Page, F
lotte and W. G. E. Peirce,

Hermes Club. This proved to be the

most exciting race of all, and the friends

of each contestant shouted themselves
hoarse in trying to encourage their fa-

vorite. Tourtelotte dropped out in the

sixth lap, but the others continued to-

gether in an eager effort to obtain the

lead. Howard Page, with a handicap
of forty seconds, finally obtained the

lead, and won the race in 7:31, with
Bradley, handicapped by thirty-five sec-

onds, second.

The half-mile dash proved an uninter-

esting event, there being but two start-

ers, Percy Stone and J. Rogers, of St.

Louis. Stone took the lead at the start,

and maintained it to the finish, Rogers
proving himself to be in too fast com-
pany. The time was 1:44 4-5.

The five^mile dash was closely con-

tested by George Webber, of Smithville,

N.
J., and N. H. Van Sicklen, of Chi-

cago. At no- time during the race were
the two machines more than two feet

apart. Webber took the lead and held
it until

; the. twenty-first lap, when he
slowed up, and Van Sicklen made the

pace during the balance of the race,

coming in the winner, with Webber at

his wheel.- Tifne, 18 minutes.

Then came Prince and Woodside's
race for $100 a side, the final deposit in

which was placed in the hands of the

editor of the Mirror of American Sports

on Tuesday, Dec. 22, at 3 p. m. Wood-
side labored under the double disad-

vantage of a large wheel on a short

track and a /severe cold on his lungs.

Nevertheless he rode a plucky race,

forcing the pace from start to finish,and

only being beaten by one of Prince's

great spurts around the last turn on the

last lap. The face was bona fide in

every respect,- and was ridden on its

merits ever inch of the way. Prince won
by less than six feet in 53:09^.

The two-mile dash was declared off,

and the last race, a three-mile handicap,

called. The starters were Howard Page,

55 seconds, G. W. E. Pierce, 25 sec-

onds, both of Chicago, and Percy Stone,

no handicap, of St. Louis. Pierce took
the lead, followed by Page and Stone.

The positions were not materially

changed during the race, Pierce being
the winner. Time, 11:41!-. The officers

were J. O. Blake, referee ; Ed. F. Brown
and C. Murison, judges : H. F. Fuller,

W. Giles, and J. R. W. Sargent, time-

keepers ; T. S. Miller, starter
;
James

O. Heyworth, clerk of the course ; E.

Sharp, scorer, and N. H. Van Sicklen,

handicapper. The prizes were gold and
silver medals.

At 6 o'clock in the evening the Chi-
cago Bicycle Club entertained the visit-

ing members of the St. Louis Club at

dinner in the Leland Hotel.—[Mirror
of American Sports.

MONUMEMENTAL CITY
WHEELMEN.

The 'cyclists of Baltimore did not fail

to properly observe Christmas day, judg-

ing from the following from the Balti-

more Herald: The Baltimore Cycle

Club received some 300 of their friends

at their club house, 648 Druid Hill

Avenue. The rooms were tastefully

trimmed with evergreens. On one of

the walls was placed a bicycle, formed
of pine, and made by Mr. W. Bayley
and Mr. J. Baetjer. A handsome colla-

was served the guests down stairs in the

wheel room. The honors of the day
were done by the following Reception
Committee : W. Bayley. C. Isaacs, H.
Kries, H. Bayley, R. Lockwood, A.
Mealv, J. Baetjer. H. Darby, A. Snyder,

W. Sprigg, and W. Colder. The club

is now in a very prosperous condition.

It has only recently changed its name
from " Lafayette Wheelmen " to " Bal-

timore Cycle Club." The membership
numbers upwards of thirty. During the

afternoon Mr. W. S. Bayley, President

of the club, presented Mr. A. M. Sny-
der with a handsome gold medal as

a tribute to his excellence as a bicyclist,

he having made the longest distance

since May last, namely, 2,013 miles.

Mr. Snyder responded modestly and
appropriately. The officers of the club
are : W. S. Bayley, President ; R. M.
Lockwood, Secretary; W. B. Brown,
Treasurer

; J. F. Baetjer, captain ; A.
M. Snyder, Lieutenant ; A. W. Mentzel,
Bugler.

Members of the Maryland Bicycle

Club entertained their friends with a
reception at their house, ro North Ave-
nue, during the day and until 11:30 in

the evening. All the rooms throughout
the building Avere tastefully decorated
with festoons of cedar, pine and holly,

wreaths of the same hung against the
walls, and symbolic mottoes. In the
rooms down stairs were tables, from
which were served terrapin, turkey,

salads, wine and liquors, and each of
the guests as he arrived was received
with true Maryland hospitality. Among
the visitors who called during the day
and evening were Messrs. Thomas J.
Shryock, George R. Kirwan, John W.
Denny, W. M. Oler. Wm. H. Hooper,
Walter Smith, C. 6. Gambrill, L. W.
Cox, W. P. Miller, Howard Philips, W.
W. Thomas, J. Lee Jones, H. D. Nor-
ris, G. Filbert, Charles W. Zerkla, W.
Dodson, J. C. Timanus, D. L. Brinton,

Edward Elliott, Jr., L. C. Byrd, C. B.-

Byrd, G. W. Mason and Tohn W. Sickle
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'CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB.

General Meeting.

Founded at Harrogate, at the North

of England Bicycle Meet, on Bank Hol-

iday, August 6, 1878, by a few enthusi-

astic riders under the title ofthe Bicycle

Touring Club, this organization was for

a considerable time, looked upon as a

provincial institution. Its rapid increase,

more especially among metropolitan

riderrs, gave it a more general character,

but when, two or three years ago, there

was talk of transferring its headquarters

to London, there was nearly a revolt

among the country members. This step

was, however, taken, and the course of

events have fully justified its wisdom.

With the change of locale came an al-

teration in the title—necessarily owing

to the development of tricycling—into

'Cyclists' Touring Club. So enormous

had the roll of membership become that

extensive offices were taken over 140

Fleet St., and Mr. E. R. Shipton, long

known as an energetic worker for the

welfare of the club, appointed as secre-

tary at a good salary—now about £300

per annum—-with a staff of clerks. He
has proved the right man in the right

place. The work to be gone through

may be understood when we state that

there are now some 18,000 members,

spread over nearly the whole world. In

fact, it has become an international in-

stitution.which every 'cyclist is expected

to join and support. The subscription

is merely nominal—only 2s. 6d. per an-

num, with is. entrance fee—and the

benefits derived therefrom numerous,

not the least of which is a special tariff

for members at hotels in every part of

the kingdom. It is no wonder that it

is the largest club in the world. Of late

there has been some slight discussion in

some quarters with regard to the policy

of the executive, and several notices of

change in the management appeared on

the agenda for the meeting, which was

held in the large hall of the Cannon

Street Hotel this (Saturday) afternoon.

The meeting proved the largest of the

kind that has yet been held, about 500

being present, including several ladies.

Proceedings commenced at 5:13 p. m.,

by Mr. N. F. Duncan, of Carlisle, being

called to the chair, a post he filled with

remarkable efficiency. After a brief re-

sume of the club's progress, he called on

Mr. E. R. Shipton, the Secretary, to

read the report of the last general meet-

ing, which was held at the Queen's Ho-

tel, Leeds, about six months ago. It

caused no comment, and its adoption

was proposed by Mr. Burr, seconded by

Mr. Retching, and carried unanimously.

The second item on the agenda merely

related to a' technical alteration in the

last rule of the club, No- 71, which was

explained by W. B. Tanner, and carried

nem. con.

The real business of the evening com-

menced with the third clause, which

stood in the name of the chairman, but

was, in his place, moved by Mr. E. R.

Ingersoll. It ran as follows

:

To consider the advisability of elect-

ing a patron and vice-patrons of the

club, abolishing the offices of president

and vice-presidents, and of electing a

chairman and vice-chairman, who shall

preside at general meetings of the club

and at council meetihgs.

An alteration was agreed to, viz., re-

place patrons and vice-patrons by presi-

dents and vice-presidents. The motion

provoked considerable discussion, and

Mr. J. B. Marsh first " struck fire" and

roused the meeting into enthusiasm by

speaking against the appointment of or-

namental officials, royal or otherwise,

and having " mere marionettes " at the

head of the club. A tiresome debate

followed, among others Messrs. Jones,

Robinson, Johnson, Lloyd, Cobb, Hold-

ing, Hillier, M'Rae, etc., speaking. Af-

ter over forty minutes' idle talk, the

motion was lost.

An important change was introduced

by Mr. A. J. Hills, of Biggleswade, re-

lating to the change in dividing the

country into consular districts. The
resolution, which was seconded by Mr.

J. H. Sturmey, was as follows :

That from the 1st April, 1885, there

shall be a chief consul for each county,

but this will not debar any forty-consul-

power individuals who desire it from ap-

plying for more than one county, and

that it be an instruction to consuls to

bring up a report of the alterations ren-

dered.

Another weary waste of time followed.

After a brilliant speech by the introducer

of the motion, over a dozen speakers

had their say on the matter. In the end

it was carried by acclamation, only five

voting against it. Owing to this, the

fifth motion, which embraced a similar

project, fell through. So far over an

hour had been occupied in discussing

two short resolutions.

Mr. J. H. Glenny proposed, and Mr.

A. Nixon seconded:

That in future all members be re-

quired to renew their subscriptions be-

fore January 31 on each year, in place

of March 1, as now.

The following amendment was moved
by Mr. Robinson, and seconded by Mr.

Took

:

That all officers be required to renew

their subscriptions before 31st January,

ordinary members by 1st March.

The amendment was eventually car-

ried by 101 to 88.

The chief ground of debate— the

eagerly-looked-forward-to motion by Mr.

J. B. Marsh, who of late has been the

author of several letters in the 'cycling

press bearing on the conduct of the sec-

retary and committee—was now entered

upon, the following resolution being sec-

onded by Mr. Jones

:

That this meeting proceed forthwith

to the election of twelve gentlemen to

form an executive council, which shall

meet in London once a quarter; the

said executive council to have absolute

control of all the affairs of the club.

Now came the tug of war, and a very

long and tiresome tirade of talk, even-

tually lasting one hour forty-seven min-

utes. Mr. Marsh stated his case very

fairly, but was frequently interrupted, as

were all who supported his views, by a

small clique connected, we believe, with

one of the wheel papers, who were very

noisy. He spoke for over twenty min-

utes, and was succeeded by a whole

shoal of would-be orators. The debate

grew very acrimonious in tone, and per-

sonalities were freely bandied about,

Kennedy Child's speech being by far

the best. We do not propose to wade
through the oceans of talk, and it would
be impossible to give even all the speak-

ers' names, as they could not be ob-

tained in every case. Finally every one

grew weary of the whole question, and
the last speakers were nearly stopped by

cries of " Divide ! " The Secretary re-

ceived an ovation on giving "an expla-

nation," and Mr. Marsh another, but of

a different nature, on replying. Finally,

to the relief of all, at 9:18 p. M., a divi-

sion was taken, when only half a dozen

or so supported the motion, which was
accordingly thrown out. The eighth

resolution accordingly fell through, and
the last stage was entered by Mr. Free-

man proposing, in a very faint and inau-

dible speech, which very few were able

to hear, the following:

That the council shall endeavor to

arrange terms for effecting an amalgam-
ation with the National 'Cyclists' Union;

and if this can be done to their satisfac-

tion, they shall call a special general

meeting in London, and at as early a

date as possible, to accept the same,

and to make such alterations in the

rules and management of the club as

may be found necessary consequent

thereon.

The matter was quickly disposed of

—only two voting for it—and with a

vote of thanks to the chairman the

meeting broke up, after sitting for con-

siderably over four hours.—[The^ Ref-

eree.

WHEEL GOSSIP.
And still they come.

.

Another 'cycling paper.

This time from New Orleans.

The Bicycle South in name. Neat
but not gaudy.

Competition is the life of trade, and
time Avill show the survival of the fittest.

We don't say much about this week's

paper, but it must he evident to all that

new type is an improvement.

New Orleans wants the League meet,

but Buffalo has the call for 1885.

Many will doubtless be glad to wel
come " Lewee " back to health and ac-

tive work.

Some of our correspondents need
bracing up. We are afraid they have
allowed the ink to dry up in their stylo-

graphic pens.

Louise Armando, the champion bicy-

clienne of the world, says :
" I have

used the Duryea saddle exclusively in

all my long distance riding and racing

for the past twelve months, and will say

for it that it is the best I have ever used,

and would not be without one for its

weight in gold. It does not chafe, and
gives a close reach, enables me to ride a
wheel two sizes larger than I formerly

rode."

The Ixion's New Year's Day reception

was a great success as usual. Tags were
in demand about 2 g. m.

Next season should boom everything.

The outlook is very encouraging, and
dealers are laying plans for a larger

stock than heretofore.

Karl Kron hopes to issue his book by
the middle of February. We are afraid

he will have some trouble in collecting

his subscriptions.

It is funny to see how some men hang
on to the mighty dollar when it comes
to subscribing to a journal of this sort.

The Bicycling World offers a month's
subscription for ten cents. This is a

step in the right direction, as the price

of the World is too high. The World
last week had 186^ running inches of

reading matter, while The Wheel had

251^ inches. Nearly three pages more
than the World, yet the price is just one-

half. The World should come down.

The Mirror of American Sports thinks

we show poor taste in not accepting the

records of Woodside made on a track

without a curb, and says as a final argu-

ment that they have been accepted by
the racing board of the Illinois Division.

It makes no difference to us as far as

the racing board is concerned, as racing

boards as a rule are not infallible, and
have made too many errors in the past

to be accepted as an authority.

Our contemporary, the Official Ga-
zette, wants to know how all the great

race meets have been conducted the

past year, whether the League rules

have been complied with or not. We
know that Sellers record was made as

follows : The watches were started on
the flash of the pistol and stopped when
his wheel touched a tape held two feet

above the ground by two judges. We
think this smacks more of N. A. A. A.

A. rules than those of the L. A. W.
The pistol being within twenty feet of

time-keepers the difference between the

flash and report was imperceptible.

Both Prince and Woodside rode Dur-
yea saddles in their recent races at Chi-

cago.

FATAL TRICYCLE ACCI-
DENT.

A tricycle accident which occurred in

Aldersgate street, City, yesterday (Tues-

day) afternoon, has resulted in the death

of Colonel W. R. Newton, an American
biologist, who had only recently arrived

in England for the purpose of delivering

a course of lectures on subjects connect-

ed with the theory of evolution. Col-

onel Newton, it appears, was indulging

in his favorite exercise of cycling yester-

day afternoon in the thoroughfare just

mentioned, and when near Long lane

his machine came into violent collision

with a hansom cab which was proceeding

in an opposite direction. The tricycle

was smashed, and Colonel Newton was
pitched on his head to the ground. He
was picked up in an unconscious state,

and examined by a medical man who
was passing at the time, and who or-

dered the unfortunate gentleman's im-

mediate removal home. A cab was
procured, [and Colonel Newton was at
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once removed to his residence in

Queen's Road, Bayswater, where he
died two hours' after, never having re-

covered consciousness, the cause of

death being fracture of the skull. The
tragic end of Colonel Newton will be
widely regretted, as he was the author

of some valuable contributions to Amer-
ican and European literature on scien-

tific subjects. He was fifty-five years of

age, and was accompanied to this coun-
try by his wife and eldest daughter.

—

[Bicycling News.

SIX DAYS* SAFETY RACE AT
THE AQUARIUM.

This event promoted by the manage-
ment of the Westminster Aquarium,
commenced shortly after 12 o'clock on
Monday, ten riders putting in an ap-

pearance, Howell, who fell while train-

ing, being the only noticeable absentee.

The men Avere arranged in a long single

file in the following order : W. Arm-
strong, " Rudge "

; R. James, " Royal
Mail "

; J. Keen, " Rudge "
j J. Birt,

"Rudge"; E. Watson, "Rudge"; D.

Stanton, "Facile" ; D. Garner, "Rudge"
;

A. Hawker, "Club"; C. Drury, "Rudge";
S. Vale, " Rudge."
A good start was made, Armstrong

cutting out the pace, Keen setting a fast

pace for the second division. At first,

several of the men were very uncomfort-

able, and one or two collisions occurred,

Vale and Hawker coming down, the lat-

ter being badly bruised about the back,

and then four or five fell all of a heap,

but happily escaped any serious injury,

Garner's bruises being the worst, while

Armstrong, who is much fancied, had
' fallen back, owing to a loose pedal.

Some exciting racing took place during

the opening three hours, Keen being es-

pecially noticeable for his very careful

work, and he reaped his reward in escap-

ing falls ; in fact, lookers-on were much
impressed with Happy Jack's style, al-

beit he was not very happy at close

quarters. Stanton, who seems quite un-

fit, fell steadily to the rear with Drury,

who lost a pedal in one of the croppers.

At the conclusion of the first three hours'

work the positions were :

NAME.
Vale
Birt

Keen . .

.

Weston

.

James .

4i

4i

40

40

40

MLS.

37

37
36
3i 5

UPS. NAME.
2 Armstrong
1 Hawker .

.

9 Stanton . .

7 Garner1
. ..

2 Drury. . .

.

Armstrong turned very giddy and -had
to stop, while Garner was very bad from
an awkward bruise on the hip, and Drury
was very slow, though sticking to it with

any amount of pluck. James, if he re-

mains well, will worry the best of them.

After the allotted spell of rest, the

start recommenced for the .finishing five

hours of the day, when Keen at once

flew to the front, and set a good pace

for the first ten miles, when he stopped

to oil up. By 8 o'clock Vale was lead-

ing with 67 miles 4 laps, Birt next, a lap

to the rear, Weston third, four or five

laps further off, and James fourth j but

shortly after this a series of spills, in

which nearly all the riders took part,

served to enliven the proceedings, though
none were seriously hurt. Birt and Vale
still held the lead, and spurted hard to-

gether, and finishing their 100 miles at

10:30, Birt then being two minutes
ahead. Sharp spurting between Birt

and Vale, the latter having pulled up on
the leader, owing to a stoppage on the

part of Birt, resulted in the Northamp-
ton rider just gaining the honor of being

first for the day on the call of time, both
Birt and Vale having covered 107 miles

6 laps, the accomplishments of the race

being as follows :

MLS. LPS. MLS. LPS.

Birt 107 6

Vale 107
Weston . . 102

Armstr'g .102

Garner. ..100

99

93
88

78

64

Hawker
James . .

Drury .

.

Stanton

Keen.

.

The distance coveted is remarkable,

and points to a big performance being

put down to the 48 hours, while as the

men have now got " set " to the track,

there will doubtless be fewer accidents.

Keen is going splendidly, and the execu-
tive are doing all they can for' the com-
fort of the men, as well as for the con-

venience of visitors.—['Cyclist.

BORROWED FROM OUR
NEIGHBORS,

A bicycle show race between the

three slowest riders of Illinois will take

place at Le Grand rink, Jan. 9. An
elegant gold medal is the trophy, and
Ed. F. Brown and Burley B. Ayers, of

Chicago, and J. S. Gibson, of Rockford,
the contestants.

"An Old Subscriber " is usually a man
who borrows the paper from a neighbor,

or reads a copy at the club house or

news room; while "A Constant Reader "

never reads anything beyond circus

posters and Willing's illustrated news on
his hoardings.

" Is that a bull-dog ? " inquired a
wheelist of a foot passenger. " No, sir;

it's a cow dog." " A cow dog ! I never
heard of that breed." " Well, sir, if you
doubt my word, just look at the affec-

tionate way in which he's looking at

your calves." Wheelist puts his head
down and cuts out the pace for himself.

President Tom Miller, of the Chicago
Bi. Club, is to be married New Year's

day. The lady lives in Worcester, Mass.,

and it is there the ceremony will occur.

Last summer, as he lay in the ham-
mock, dreamily gazing at the smooth,
flower-sprinkled lawn, his darling ap-

proached and said: "There is a differ-

ence between you, dear, and the grass

plat." .

" Communicate the variation."
" This is a daisy level, while you are a
lazy ." I couldn't hear the rest of it.

In appreciation of Woodside having

lowered the American records from ten

to fifty miles upon one of their ma-
chines, the American agents for the

Rudge at Boston, are having a hand-
some gold medal, valued at $70, pre-

pared for the Irish champion.

What a marvellous fellow our Yankee
friend Karl Kron is. His book will be
worth reading, I'll promise, but he
grumbles that we English don't support
him.

" Socials " do an immense amount of

good. To say nothing of the increase

in a club's membership which may re-

sult from them, think of the pleasure

wheelmen have in new friendships and
" fighting their battles o'er again." Men
meet who have not seen one another

for months, and may not meet for

months to come. Club jealousies are

cast aside, and all exert themselves with

one object in view—to enjoy the fleet-

ing hour while yet they may. In fur-

therance of this idea, one man expa-

tiates on the latest invention in springs,

another holds forth on the excellence of

ball-bearings in general, and the perfec-

tion of his " Timbuctoo " back wheel in

particular. A third deplores the state

into which our highways have fallen, or

discusses with much vigor the latest de-

velopment of the Franchise question,

solacing himself meanwhile with whiffs

of the noxious weed, puffed from the

latest monstrosity in pipes, conscious

that he is an object of admiration and
envy to all who may behold him.

When wheelists meet on an occasion

of this kind their talk is, as a rule, of

the wheel wheely, and to one unac-

quainted with the technicalties of the

sport, the general impression conveyed
is that wheelmen are a very peculiar

class of beings. I know one gentleman
who, after hearing a discussion about

some race meeting, spent nearly a week
in trying to find out how many laps

there are in a mile, believing, in his

guileless innocence, that a lap was the

same distance all the world over—some
statutary distance, fixed and immovable
as the laws of the Medes and the Per-

sians. But industry and persevering

curiosity have met with their due re-

ward, and this gentleman is now as ar-

dent a wheelist as ever steered a 'cycle,

and can discourse learnedly on any sub-

ject from the Touring Club to a tyre

clip.—[The Scottish Umpire.

Phil. Hammill is hung up by the arbi-

rary action of the Chairman of the L.

A. W. Racing Board, who has, it ap-

pears, taken rumor and newspaper re-

port as formal charges, and referred the

matter to Mr. Sholes, of Cleveland. No
protest has been lodged in Chicago, and
no charges preferred by anybody, and
yet Chairman B'assett sees fit to disqual-

ify Hammill arbitrarily, and, as we be-

lieve, without authority. It seems that

a newspaper report was not sufficient to

establish Woodside' s recent records, but
was sufficient to make out a case

against. What kind of child's play is

this, Mr. Bassett? Hammill is the vic-

tim of a gross injustice, and if we mis-

take not, the indignation of the entire

body of Chicago wheelmen will shortly

be heard from. Evidently the L. A. W.
Racing Board needs reorganizing in

more ways than one.

The Midgets.—-This diminutive cou-
ple from America (who were recently

married at Manchester), were at Coven-
try, last week, and on Friday evening,

Nov. 21, Messrs. Rudge & Co. present-

ed them with a specially made converti-

ble tricycle (silver plated), the weight of

which was only five pounds, and is said

to be the smallest ever made. General
and Mrs. Mite rode round the Corn Ex-
change on the tricycle, much to the

amusement of the audience, which at

least numbered 1,500.

The latest effort of 'cycling is a match
between a runner, a skater, and a bicy-

clist. The first has to run four miles,

while a skater covers five, and a wheel-

man five and a half miles. This is a
very fair test of skill: A nice problem
to solve would be to find out how many
miles a 'cyclist could go while an ordi-

nary telegraph boy was traveling half a

mile.

In dealing with the question of viola-

tion of the racing rules of the L. A. W.
as regards the competition of amateurs
with professionals, the intention of the

party concerned should have due weight.

The case of Mr. Colar E. Stone, of St.

Louis, is one in point. From the infor-

mation we have received we are fully

convinced that Mr. Stone was innocent
of any intentional wiolation of the rules

when he took part in the race with To-
bin at Kansas City. He did not then
know Tobin to be a professional,' and he
ought not to be disqualified. Mr. Stone
is tenacious of his amateur standing,

and is not deserving of punishment for

what was at worst a harmless mistake.

We read with pleasure of the advent
of American " Star " safeties in Eng-
land—not that we wish or expect that

they will supersede the English ones,

but that they illustrate the adoption of
a successful principle in the manufac-
ture of the bicycle, for by the placing of

the small wheel in front, headers are
avoided, and one of the main objections

to the bicycle, pure and simple, re-

moved.

John S. Prince has written a letter to

the Bicycling World in regard to the
controversy between himself and How-
ell. Prince says he offered at Spring-

field to race Howell for $500 a side, the
race to take place within two weeks.
Howell said he must run the next day
or not at all. He is wiling to race
Lees, Howell, De Civry or Keen for

$500 a side, any distance inside of ten
miles. Prince pronounces Howell's
statement that he offered to run him a
" barney " totally untrue. He says he
saw Howell at Early's, but did not have
any conversation with him. Prince
signs his communication as " Champion
one-mile recordist of the world."

Phil. Hammell, of Chicago, forfeited

his standing as an amateur by making
pace for Woodside in the race against

time in the Exposition building, Decem-
ber 8. The L. A. W. rules distinctly

forbid an amateur to make pace for a
professional. Possibly Hammell was
unaware of this. If so, and he desires

reinstatement, the matter can doubtless
be explained to the satisfaction of the
Racing Board.

The great George Lacy Hillier, the
man of all men, universal adviser, and
head-cook-and-bottle-washer of the 'cy-

cling world, has just distinguished him-
self at running. George in his time has
tried nearly everything. Bicycle racing,

tricycle racing, walking, running, swim-
ming. His ambition is extraordinary.

He is now taking pugilistic lessons, and,
I hear from a friend Avho has seen him
spar, that he hasn't made much of a
mark at that yet. His opponents gen-
erally make the mark. I forgot, though,
George has not yet come out as a
dancer. Is it, I wonder, that he is riot

fojid of the ladies, or is he frightened
that his legs would not look graceful ?

So after all it is true that " Doodle "

Robinson has started for the other side

of the herring pond. He won't trust

himself to the States anyhow, they love
him so there, his destination being fur-

ther South, to a rather warmer place,

Panama, in fact. Its a grand idea for a
man who has no doubt of his ultimate
destination, seeking an increased tem-
perature . every time he changes his

abode. Well, well. What's England's
gain is Panama's loss.

We were told that the most precious
possession that comes to a cyclist in this

world is a woman's heart. It would
seem that our informant has never ob-
served the tender care with which a rider

handles a new itiachine, nor the gentle
way in which he dusts the backbone
with his silk pocket handkerchief.
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" What are these cups for ?" asked a

well-dressed man of a silversmith, point-

ing to some elegant silver cups on the

show-case. " These are race-cups, to

be given as prizes to the best racer."

" If that's so, suppose you and I race

for one," and the stranger, with the cup
in hand, started, the silversmith after

him.

A wheeling chappie recently told a

spirited girl, whom he had been making
sheep's eyes at all the evening, that the

rim of his front wheel was like his love

for her. " How's that ?" asked the

sprightly maiden. "It has no end,

pretty one." " Thanks, very much, dear

boy. It also correctly resembles my love

for you." " Oh, how's that ?" asked the

chappie, overjoyed at having made a

mash so successfully. Quoth the mai-

den coyly, " It has no beginning." Then
the music started, and another partner

claimed his dance.

A TRAGEDY,
Nobby 'cycler,

On a bike.

Little doggie,

Long-haired type.

Reckless 'cycler

Strikes the pup

—

Wheel and rider,

All broke up.

Luckless 'cycler

Breaks his head.

Little doggie

Killed quite dead.

Wounded 'cycler

Homeward carried.

Nursed by maiden,

They get married.

Mournful 'cycler

Full of woes,

Envies doggie's

Turned up toes.

Wretched 'cycler

Leaves his bride

—

Jumps in river,

-Suicide !
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AMUSEMENT NOTES.
The Charity Ball of 1885 will be given

at the Metropolitan Opera-house on

Jan. 6, which is nearly a month earlier

than usual. The Charity Ball continues

to hold its own, as is shown by the list

of managers, on which are the names of

many people of recognized social con-

sideration. As usual, the ball is for the

benefit of the Nursery and Child's Hos-

pital, a benevolent institution which is

second to none in the good that it does.

Tickets for the ball may be obtained of

any of the managers and boxes from

Mrs. Thomas Hitchcock, 8 East Twen-
ty-ninth Street.

" Love on Crutches " is still booming

at Daly's Theatre.

" Called Back " will be played at the

Grand Opera House this week.

Miss Davenport will play in " Fedo-

ra " at Niblo's Garden this week only.

" Victor Durand " will hold the fort

at Wallack's Theatre for a long time to

come.
" Adonis " tallies its 125th represen-

tation at the Bijou Opera House next

Saturday.

Heme's "Hearts of Oak" will be

presented this week at the Third Ave-

nue Theatre.

" The Private Secretary " shows no
signs of diminishing popularity at the
Madison Square Theatre.

Bartley Campbell's play, " The White
Slave," will be performed at the Mount
Morris Theatre this week.

The new Standard Theatre is reviving
the comic opera successes of its prede-
cessor with " A Trip to Africa."

Lawrence Barrett will succeed Mme.
Ristori at the Star Theatre on Jan. 5.

He will play in " Francesca da Rimini."

" Three Wives to One Husband" and
" One Touch of Nature " are playing to
full houses at the Union Square Theatre.

Garfield's deathbed and the " Story
of a Crime," told in wax, are the latest

additions to the Chamber of Horrors at

the Eden Musee.
" Prince Methusalem " is meeting

with all its former favor at the Casino.

On Wednesday evening, Jan. 12, " Apa-
june " will be produced.

FOB SALE AND EXCHANGE.

[Advertisements inserted under this head,not ex-
ceeding four lines nonpariel, for $ 1.]

WANTED—THE BUSINESS CARD OF EVERY
agent or dealer in Bicycles and Sundries in

North America. BULL & HAYNES, 587 and 589
Main Street, Buffalo. N. Y.

COMPETENT WHEELMAN WANTED.
Over twenty-one years of age, to manage the Duryea

Saddle department for the U..S. Must be abie to de-

posit cash or bond security. State expectations as to

salary. N. Y. TOY CO.,

697 Broadway, New York.

Every Wheelist Knowing French Stall Reafl

"LE VELOCEMAN."
Monthly Illustrated Magazine of the

Sport and Trade in France.

Published Every Month, commencing

January i, 1885.

Single Copies 5d. Annual Subscrip-

tion, 5s.

Best advertising medium for those wish-

ing to introduce goods on the

French Market.

Terms, Particulars, Etc., Address

PROPRIETOR,
18 Rue Nationals. Montpellier, France.

AMUSEMENTS.

QHARITY BALL.

THE 25THANNUAL CHARITY BALL
will take place .tn

TUESDAY EVENING, JAN. 6, 1885,

at the
METROPOLITAN OPERA HOUSE,

under the usual management.

Boxes may be procured between the hours of 11 and
1 bv applying to MRS. THOMAS HITCHCOCK, 8
East 29th Street,

JyjANHATTAN ROLLER SKATING RINK,

BOULEVARD, 8TH AVENUE and 59TH STREET.
AFTERNOON AND EVENING SESSIONS.

CASINO. Broadwavand 39th Street.

LAST NIGHTS OP PRINCE METHUSALEM.
By the McCaull Opera Comique Company,

as performed at the Casino 120 times.

Admission 50c. Monday. Jan. 12', APAJUNE.

MADISON SQUARE THEATRE. At 8.30.

Evenings at 8.30. Saturday Matinee at 2.

DO YOU KNOW ?

THE PRIVATE SECRETARY.
THE PRIVATE SECRETARY.
THE FUNNIEST OF COMEDIES.

STANDARD THEATRE, 1,285-1,287 Broadway.
Under the direction of MR. JAS. C. DUFF.

A thoroughly fire-proof buildiug.

EVERY EVENINGAT 8. MATINEES AT 2.

A TRIP TO AFRICA.
Comic opera in three acts by Suppe.

"A gorgeous spectacle.—New Yo>'k Herald.

A POWERFUL CAST. CHORUS OF 50. EN-
LARGED ORCHESTRA. Special MatineeNew Year's

Day at 2.

Box office open 8 a, m. to 10 p. si. Prices, 50c, $1,

$1.50.

FOR SALE AT AT A SACRIFICE.
A new full-nickled 52-in. SPECIAL SANSPAREIL ROADSTER. Never

been used. Ball pedals, hollow detachable handle-bar, Eclipse Saddle, 1885

pattern. Will sell on easy terms to reliable parties. Address

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,
21 Park Eow, Box 444, New York.

HEELMEN ATTENTION!
We invite the attention of all wheelmen to the following list of

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES,
of which welirTSOLE AGENTS for the United States.

TRICYCLES.

BRITISH

CHALLENGE,
.

RUDGE LIGHT

ROADSTER,

AMERICAN

RUDGE,

XTRA CHALLENGE-

TRAVELLER,

CQVENTY ROTARY

TANDEM,

NATIONAL,

VELQCEMAN,

COVENTRY

CONVERTIBLE.

RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER.
Send stamp for the largest and most complete catalogue yet issued. Reliable

Agents wanted in every city.

Hew York Heaflparters : G. R. BIDWELL & Co,, 4 East 6OO1 St, H. T.

STODDARD, LOVERING & GO,,
152, 154, 156 AND 158 CONGRESS STREET,

BOSTON, MASS.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Eider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."

The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every
machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

IX. IS. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithville, Burlington Co., N. J.

THE

AMERICAN ADJUSTABLE LONG-DISTANCE SADDLE,
Spring Frame, Perfact Ad-

,
justment, Light, Strong,

Elastic, Easy.

Completely absorbs all

Vibration.

PRICE, $4.00.

Libera] Discount to Dealers. " THE AMERICAN
Send for Circular. As adapted to the STAR.

Mention this paper.

" It is the easiest saddle I ever rode." BTJRLEY B. ATERS, Chairman Trans. Comm. , L. A. W,
" The best saddle I have ever seen, and I have tested nearly every saddle known to the trade."

C. W. EDGERTON. Fort Wayne, Ind.
" I don't think there is a better saddle for the Star." • J. P. MAYNARD, Chicago, 111.

" Tried your saddle on my Star, and found it the easiest and most comfortable saddle I have ever tried.

The steel spring and suspension seat appear to take away all the jar of riding."
J. W.PARKER, Buffalo, N.Y.

BULL & HAYNES,
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, PARTS AND SUNDRIES.
Repairing A Specialty. 'Our facilities for doing all kinds of work, snch as Brazing. Painting, Nickle

Platinc &c &c , at reasonable prices, are unexcelled. Correspondence Solicited. Wheels sold on the

installment plan. HERSEE HALL RIDING SCHOOL. Open evenings. Purchasers taught free. Corner
Main and Chippewa Streets, Buffalo, N. Y.
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MESSRS. S. T. CLARK & CO.,
IMPORTERS,

2 AND 4 HANOVER STREET, BALTIMORE, MD„
Beg to announce that they have recently been appointed Sole United States

Agents for THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO. (limited), Coventry
England, the Largest and Oldest Bicycle Makers in the World, Manufacturers

of the Celebrated

~\ » BICYCLES
—n and

U TRICYCLES,

and, knowing the demand for these favorite machines, they have now in stock

and in transit a larger number of the famous

AMERICAN CLUB BICYCLES,
which, retaining all the features and improvements which have made them so

valued in the past, and further improved by the addition of

HANCOCK'S NON-SLIPPING TIRES,

DROPPED HANDLE BARS (AT OPTION), and HARRINGTON'S
ENAMEL IN LIEU OF PAINT.

These Bicycles are universally admitted to be the most elegant machines now
on the American market, and gentlemen contemplating purchasing new mounts

are recommended to consider the sterling merits of the AMERICAN CLUB.

Send Stamp Fqr Catalogue.

RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY CITY.

WHEEL SONGS.

POEMS OF BICYCLING,

BY S. CONANT FOSTER.

The most sumptuous book devoted to the wheel yet

published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.
an elegant quarto volume of 80 pages,

bound in blue silk cloth, with side

stamp in gilt and silver.

Price, $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.

ADDRESS,

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,

21 PARK ROW,

Box 444, New York.

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE L. A. W.

Are You Insured Against Accident?

ill Desirable Forms of Accident Insurance can be obtained of the

FIDELITY A2TD CASUALTY COMPANY.
E. E. CLAPP, Manager Accident'Department,

NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, AND PENNSYLVANIA.

OFFICE, iig BROADWAY, New York.

New York, Jan. 7, '84.

I was persuaded to take out an
Accident Policy last August, in

the Fidelity and Casualty Com-
pany, of New York, for $5,000 in

case of death, and $25.00 per

week if injured. About the

middle of October, you will recol-

lect, I was thrown from my
bicycle, and sustained an injury.
I have just recovered from this,

and last Friday filed a claim for
eleven weeks' indemnity. The
company promptly paid the
amount ($275.00), and I cannot
but publicly praise their business
methods. To the many wheel-
men who are dependent upon
their salaries for support. I un-
hesitatingly say : Insure in the
Fidelity and Casualty Company.
The cost is very little, and, in
event of injury, you will find the
indemnity very handy to have.

FRED JENKINS,
Editor of The Wheel,

New York, Nov. 17, '83.

This company issues accidental
policies of insurance against anv
bodily injury and loss of life in-
duced by accidental means,
whether it happen while travel-
ing on your bicycle, or in any
of the lawful and usual avoca-
tions of life.

I am carrying a policy of in-
surance in this company, and I

highly recommend it to your con-
sideration.
You are journeying more or less

over the country on your bicycle,
and if unfortunately you " make
a header, and down vou go," and
are disabled to the extent of SIX
MONTHS, you can depend upon
receiving your full indemnity for
that length of time.

The strong Board of Directors
will convince you that it is in the
hands of reliable men.

Yours very truly,

N. MALON BECKWITH,
Prt£t L. A W.

A WHEELIAFS AUTOGRAPH ALBUM!

IT CYCLING FRIENDS.
DESIGNED AND COMPILED

FOR COLLECTION OF AUTOGRAPHS.
It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and

black markings .

It'has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three Lnndred selections from the poets in regard

to the wheel.
Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs of

cycling friends.
Three hundred Engravings illustrating each quota,

tion.

PRICE ONE DOLLAR, POSTPAID.

WILL C. MARVIN, (M(l Michigan.

Sole Agent for the United States and Canada,

B. V. H. SC3TCJYLEH
17 BARCLAY, ST., NEW YORK,

AGENT FOR THE

CeletaaM "fflGAROO" BICYCLE, Manufactured by Hilliiian, Herbert & Cooper.

The "AMERICAN CLUB" and " CLUB" Bicycles,

The " CHEYLESMORE," "IMPERIAL," and " CLUB SOCIAL" Tricycles,

Manufactured by Coventry Machinist Co.,

The "AMERICAN SANSPAREIL " Roadster,

Manufactured by Wm. Andrews, Birmingham, England,

And the " ROYAL MAIL " Light Roadster and Tricycle.

REPAIRS A SPECIALTY. CATALOGUES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION,

GUNS AND SPORTING GOODS.

HOLIDAY

PRESENTS
FOR GENTLEMEN.

Silk Bicycle Hose, Silk Tennis Jer-

seys, Smoking Jackets, Fancy Silk Ten-

nis Belts, Polo Caps, Bicycle Suits,

Bicycle Gloves, Mouchoir Holders,

Card Cases Photograph Bicycle Hand-

kerchiefs, Carriage Robes, Evening

Dress Shirts, Gloves and Scarfs, Nor-

folk Jackets, Canes, Umbrellas, etc.

Just received a special importation of

London Mackintosh Coats at greatly

reduced prices.

128 AND 130 FULTON STREET,

87 NASSAU STREET,

NEW YORK.

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 1

Style B.

Used by Hendee. Prinze, Sellers, Howen, Woodside
Corey, Landy, Jenkins of Louisville, Eck, Morgan,
Higham, Yates; also Miles, Armaindo, and Sylvester
and all the flyers. Fits any machinr, including Star
Bicycle. Special terms to dealers.

Pbices, Japanned, $3 00
; Nickeled, $3 75.

NEW YORK TOY COMPANY,
697 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

MISCELLANEOUS.

[Advertisements inserted in this department no
over tour lines nonpariel, for §10 a year.]

P°?™N
+?'

ME.-LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CAR-
L ^IW' the cheapest, lightest, and most conven-
Iiient thing of the kind. May he put in pocket when
notm use By mail, seventy-five cents and one dollar
C.« H. LAMSON.

^F'MM™EL CO., C.E. STONE,MANAGER.°
t h 1™

,

e &treet
- Agents for Columbia Bicycles

and Incycles, Rudge Light Roadster, Facile, Safispa-
reii, American Club, Victor Tricycle, and all high
class machines. Repairing, nickeling, aud enanielino-
promptly done. Dealers in second-hand wheels. Send
for printed list.

WILLIAM G. SCRIBNER,
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles al Accessories.

S?le agent for Washington, D. O, of the PopeMfg. Co., Stoddard, Lovering & Co., the Cunning-
£am £?" £aiTeI T

-
clark & Co -, the Overman Wheel

Co., The Facile.
Riding school attached. Visitors always welcome.

1,108-1,116 E. Street, N. W.,

WASHINGTON, D. C,
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BICYCLES
New and second hand in greatest variety of styles

' and prices.

H. B. HART,
NO. 811 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, PENH.
Selling Agent for the Pope Manufacturing Co.,

Stoddard, Lovering & Co., The Cunningham Co.,
Gorniully & Jeffrey, and The Western Toy Co.

AIX THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lists.

H. 15. HART.
A fine assortment of Sundries always on hand.

FREE for TRIAL,
HANOVER'S SPECTFC. An unfailing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility and Weakness, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, Nervous Prostration, Hysteria,
or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, overwork,
abuses of alcohol, tobecco, &c . (Ower forty thousand
positive cures.)

S^~Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. Ad-
dress HANOVER REMEDY CO.,

Lock box 584. Chicago, 111.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,

NEWARK, N. ].,

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

Lamps, Luggage Carriers, Star

Cyclometer, Bags, Saddles and parts for

both Cranks and Star Machines. .

Makers of the Celebrated Safety Step

for the Star Bicycle.

DIFFICULT REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.

Riding School and Roller Skating Rink.

Send Stamp for catalogue.

WESTERN TOY CO.,

A. SCHOENINGER, President.

495 to 503 N, WeUs Street,

CHICAGO,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

OTTO BICYCLES,
• TOE BOYS AND YOUTHS.

Keep also a full assortment

Boys' 3-Wheeled Velocipedes,

—AND—

Petit Tricycles,
IN ALL SIZES AND GRADES".

For Sale ly all Dealers and Toy Houses.

Illustrated Catalogue furnished on application.

New York Branch,47 Murray St.,N.Y.

R. L. COLEMAN, Manager.
'

COLUMBIA

STANCH AND RELIABLE ROADSTERS.

In 1883 there were, according to the care •

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy-

successful participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads ; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

111.5 miles in the day -each.
,
We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Columbias, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias ; and

further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

Coiumbias, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one-

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
After long and careful experiments with five different speed and power tricycle attachments in different forms,

we have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient numbers to supply it on our

new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction; is applied to the crank-shaft; is operated by a

handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle ; is certain and effective in its ope-

ration ; reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill climbing about one-third, and is made

of the finest material and with the finest workmanship, and so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by

its use. .
- — ' -

PRICE OF COLUMBIA TEICYCLE,

WITH POWER GEAR,

$160.

180.

The Columbia Power-Gear Will be Applied to any Columbia Tricycle at Our Factory, Hartford, Conn., for $25.

SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED 36-PAGE CATALOGUE.

The Pope Manufacturing Company.
Principal Office, 597 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

BRANCH HOUSE, 12 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

BICYCL

THE PERFECTION HEATER.
(patent applied for,)

FQR CEMENTING RUBBER TIRES.
EVERY WHEELMAN SIIOI LI> HAVE ONE, AS IT SAVES TIME AND MONEY.

Lamp and Ml directions for Cementing a Eubber Tire, sent post paid to any part of the United

States or Canada on receipt of

Price, SI-OO
FOR SALE BY DEALERS, OR SEND TO THE MANUFACTURERS.

G. R. BIDWELL & CO.,

DEALERS IN BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, &e„

4 EAST 60th STREET, NEW YOKE.

S AND TRICYCLES SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.
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PHIL. HAMMILL'S SUSPEN-
SION,

Boston, Dec. 26.—To the Editor:
It was with no little surprise that I

read your attack on me in ihe last num-
ber of your paper, for I supposed the
editor of a State League organ, which
your paper purports to be, "would be
willing to assist the officers of the na-
tional body in their good work of pro-
tecting amateurs from professionalism,
even though a local favorite be affected.

You have not only attacked me person-
ally, but through me the Racing Board
and the League, for you have con-
demned me for proceeding against Mr.
Ham in ill in a manner justified by a long
line of precedents. The Racing Board
does not wait for protests nor for
charges. It takes a professional when
and where it finds him, pursues an in-

vestigation, and then, if necessary, pre-
fers charges itself to the League. How
long would we have to wait, think you,
for charges to reach us against Hammill
from Chicago? And, supposing him
guilty, how would the Chicago amateurs
like it had we permitted him to race
Christmas day with the inevitable result
of making them all professionals ? I say
" supposing him guilty," not wishing to
prejudge a case now pending, but I de-
sire to call your attention to the fact
that your paper published to the world
that Hammill made the pace for Wood-
side, and the statement has not been
contradicted in your columns. Your
representative was present and wit-
nessed the whole affair; he is responsi-
ble in part for the suspension of Ham-
uiill. If what he said is true, Hammill
is a professional under League N. C. V.
and athletic rules. If it is false, your

duty as a League organ should have led

you to set the thing right by an explana-
tion. The action of the Racing Board
was taken in the interest of the ama-
teurs of Chicago, and I regret very much
that it has not been appreciated, but
that a duty which is never pleasant has
been made much less so by the very
ones from whom he should have aid and
encouragement. No, the Racing Board
cannot wait for charges. No rule obliges
them to. All precedents forbid them.
Whenever and wherever we see the
amateur status of a League member
threatened, we shall stretch forth an arm
to protect him, charges or no charges.
This we did at Chicago when Ave learned
that Hammill had placed himself under
suspicion and knew that he was about
to enter amateur races. Mr. Hammill
is not yet adjudged a professional, and
I hope that duty will be saved us, but I

can promise you that his case will be
investigated fully, fairly, and without
fear of the direful results which you
threaten.

Assuring you that the Racing Board
may be depended upon at all times to
do the utmost to protect amateurs in
Chicago and through the country, and
assuring you that the present action will
be repeated when next called for, and
trusting that we shall have the support
rather than the ill will of Chicago wheel-
men, I am yours fraternally,

Abbot Bassett,
Chairman of the R. B

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE CASE.

We are not familiar with the " long
line of precedents " to which Mr. Bas^
sett refers in the above letter, but if
there are any precedents by which an
amateur in good standing among those
most familiar with his record can be dis-
qualified by a mere newspaper state-
ment, then it is full time a new pre-
cedent was established. The writer of
the report in " The Mirror of American
Sports" doubtless thought his statement
correct when he referred to Hammill as
" making the pace " for Woodside. kit
that did not make it so. The score or
more of brother wheelmen who were
conversant with all the facts—among
them the Illinois Chief Consul—knew
that Hammill did not "make the pace,"
but was mere!}- practicing. They had
no thought of his being disqualified, and
were surprised when they learned that
he was suspended and could not start in
the Christmas meet of the Hermes
Club. No protest had been lodged
against Hammill, and to this day he has
received not one word of notification
that his standing as an amateur has been

called in question or that he is on trial.

Is this in accordance with "a long line

of precedents?" We hope not. No
man but Hammill can answer the ques-
tion whether he made pace for a pro-
fessional, and he has had no opportu-
nity to answer the question. His asso-
ciates in the Chicago Bicycle Club knew
then and know now that he had violated
no rule of the L. A. W., and they knew
that they incurred no risk in racing with
him, for not even the all-powerful Chair-
man of the Racing Board could under
such circumstances bring about the re-

sult of "making them all professionals."
It takes rather more than a careless
statement in a newspaper to do this.

There was nothing to set right, for Ham-
mill had committed no wrong. Mr.
Bassett went off at half-cock in assum-
ing the contrary to be the case. Chi-
cago amateurs and the L. A. W. officers
resident in this city are competent to
look after their own standing, and it is

no credit to their intelligence to be in-
formed that the Boston autocrat consid-
ers it his particular province to see that
they don't get into bad company. Chief
Consul Blake, to whom the impertinent
letter of Dec. 15, quoted below, was ad-
dressed, was fully informed of all the
facts in Hammill's case, and needed no
reminder as to "guarding the interests
of the amateurs" of Chicago. The ap-
pended correspondence shows Chair-
man Bassett in a most unfavorable light—that of a dictatorial and bull-headed
official who began by "putting his foot
in it," and then refused to take it out
when his attention had been called to it

in a respectful manner. The first inti-

mation received of the " tempest in a
teapot" Avas in the folloAving letter from
Mr. Bassett:

Boston, Mass., Dec. 15—John O.
Blake, Esq., Chief Consul of Illinois.—
Dear Sir: I am informed that Mr. Phil.

Hammill, of Chicago, made the pace for
W. M. Woodside on the occasion of a
public trial to beat records Dec. £ This
will make him a professional under the
racing rules. I have notified Mr. F. T.
Sholes, of the Racing Board, who has
charge of the district in which Illinois is

located, to investigate the matter and
make such recommendations to the
Board as he deems best. In the mean-
time will you please guard the interests
oi the amateurs in your city by doing
what you can to prevent their racing
with him, lest they be made professionals
also. Fraternal iy yours,

Abbot Bassett.
To this Chief Consul Blake made the

folloAving reply, dated Dec. 18 :

I note yours in reference to Hammill.

I think you are in error, inasmuch as
newspapers give him the credit of being
pace maker, but of this will, write full

particulars later. He should not be
suspended. Fraternally,

J. O. Blake.
The next day Mr. Blake wrote more

in detail, as follows :

Chicago, III, Dec. 19, 1884.—Ab-
bot Bassett, Chairman Racing Board L.
A. W.—Dear Sir: I Avish to make the
following simple statement of the facts
in reference to Mr. Phil. Hammill, of
Avhom you wrote me under date of Dec.
15. On the 8th of December, when
Woodside rode fifty miles in his attempt
to foAver the records, several wheelmen
visited the Exposition building during
the progress of the race. Among them
were Hammill, Van Sicklen, and others
Avho have been riding daily on this track
for exercise. After Woodside had rid-

den about tvventy miles, Hammill
mounted bis wheel and rode around the
track several times ; at last spurting and

'

passing Woodside, he kept ahead for
several miles, or until Woodside finished.
I have made careful inquiry and find
that Hammill did not go on for the pur-
pose of making a pace, did not make a
pace, and all avIio have seen your letter,

also one written by Mr. Sholes at your
recmest, are astonished. It seems that
the fact of his acting as pace maker ori-

ginated in the in tellect of a reporter who
wanted to make it appear that though
Woodside did well, Hammill, as an ama-
teur, did better. Hammill really did
not break the letter or spirit of the L. •

A. W. Racing Rules, and I sincerely
regret that some inquiries were not
made by you before sending out your
letter, unless there has really been a
protest or complaint entered, which, I
should judge from the Avording of your
letter, was not the case. Yours frater-

nally,
J. O. Blake, Chief Consul.

One day later Mr. Blake supplement-
ed the above with the folloAving direct
statement of facts and appeal to have
the matter stopped where it Avas, in or-
der that Hammill might not be barred
from the important races of the Hermes
Club :

Chicago, 111., Dec. 20, 1884.—Abbot
Bassett, Chairman Racing Board, L. A.
W.—Dear Sir: Inclosed please find
documents,'which carefully peruse. I
trust you will see your Avay clear to Avire

me Monday before 6 p. m. to the effect
that Hammill is all right. If you do
not the I, A. W. will get a hard blow
right here, as it is well knoAvn that he
kneAv the law and did not break it.

Personally I am a close observer of
these affairs and know such to be the
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tact. This is not a case that should go

before the full Board under the circum-

stances, and it comes at a bad time,

when he was training for our Christmas

races. I could not take the time to see

all who were present that day, but all

are of the same mind. I send this day

(Saturday) so you will get it Monday a.

iVL, when you can wire answer. Send
by Postal Telegraph. Yours fraternally,

J. O. Blake.

This was backed up by the following

from the reporter of the Morning News,

who was present at the Exposition Build-

ing, Dec. 8 :

Chicago, 111., Dec. 19, 1884.—Abbot
Bassett, Chairman Racing Board L. A.

W.—Dear Sir: In justice to Philip

Hammill, whom I have always consid-

ered one of the most honorable ama-

teurs of the city, allow me to correct a

statement made by me. 1 was present

at the trial made by William Woodside,

professional, and noticed Hammill on

the track towards the latter part of the

riding. In writing up my account of the

affair I incidentally mentioned that

" Hammill set the pace." It was a

careless slip, and I have since learned

that he did not set the pace. In fact,

during the riding I remarked that Ham-
mill was setting the pace very strangely,

as he rode very fast, while Woodside
had considerable hard work ahead.

Again you are misinformed in refer-

ring to Woodside's trial as a public one.

It was a private trial, to which only the

members of the press and local ama-
teurs were invited. I hope there is no

rule making professionals of the ama-
teurs who were present and secured a

genuine record by enforcing all the rac-

ing rules of the L. A. W. I am, yours

very respectfully. Chas. K. Lush.
Sporting Ed. Morning News.

The same mail bore to Boston the

following earnest request from well

known Chicago wheelmen and others:

Chicago, 111., Dec. 19, 1884.—Ab-

bot Bassett, Chairman Racing^ Board L.

A. W. Dear Sir : We, the undersigned,

witnesses of the event referred to, be-

lieve the letter written by Mr. J. O.

Blake, Chief Consul 11.1. to be the cor-

rect status of the case, and urge you to

reconsider your letter of December 15th,

and at once, before more harm i done

to Hammill. Respectfully,

N. H. Van Sicklen. Chairman Racing

Board 111. Div. L. A.'w. ; E. F. Sharp,

Hermes, Bi. Club ; Win. M. Woodside,

C. K. Lush, Sporting Ed. Morning
News

; J. O. Blake, Chief Consul 111.
5

T. S. Miller, Pres. Chi. Bi. Club ; Sam-
uel Al. Miles, Sporting Journal ; W. G.

E. Pierce, Capt. Chi. Bi. Club : A. G.

Bennett, Chi. Bi. Club; Howard Page,

Hermes Bi. Club ; E. R. Pike, Hermes
Bi. Blub, S. H. Vowell. Sec. Chi. Bi.

Ciub.

In the meantime Mr. Bassett had
shifted the responsibility upon Mr.

Sholes, at Cleveland, as appears by the

following letters :

Boston, Mass., Dec. 22, 1884—Mr.

John O. Blake—Dear Sir : Some days

ago I wrote to Stone and advised him
not to go to Chicago for the races, since

there was little probability of his case

being settled before that date. I have

just received a letter saying that he will

not go, and that St. L. would be repre-

sented by Percy Stone and li Jack

"

Rogers. I will wire you if the verdict

comes in time, and will also wire Stone

at St. Louis.

Regarding the " Hammill " affair. I

beg to say that it is not now irt my
hands. The whole case has been re-

ferred to Sholes. who has charge of your

district. Lay all facts before him. He
will investigate and make such recom-

mendations to the Board as he sees fit.

In a case of this kind the Board will

generally vote to adopt the recommen-
dation of the investigation, and so you
wall see that fate of Hammill is practi-

cally in his hands. I hope you will

make a good case for H.
These things are very annoying. You

can't imagine how unpleasant it is for us

to proceed against wheelmen as we
have to, for we like to treat them fairly

and reinstate them if there is a chance,

and yet we do not want to have the im-

pression get out that we are ready to
" whitewash " any and everybody.

Please write me about these Wood-
side records. If, as the " Sporting Jour-

nal " says, there was no curb, the rec-

ords won't stand. Fraternally, etc.,

A. Bassett.

By this time Mr. Bassett began to rea-

lize that he was being placed on the de-

fensive, and he wired Mr. Blake as fol-

lows :

Boston, Dec. 23.—J. O. Blake:

Have sent your paper to Sholes. He
is the man in charge of this affair. Our
investigations are based upon public re-

ports in the newspapers, which are suffi-

cient.

Abbot Bassett.

The same day he wrote Consul Blake

in his defense of his action as follows :

Boston, Mass., Dec. 23, 1884.—J. O.

Blake, Chicago, 111.—Dear Sir: I have

received your letter of 19th December,
and have immediately forwarded it to

Mr. Sholes. Beyond this I am power-

less. The matter has been made public

through the press, and in justice to Mr.

Hammill and the Racing Board we
must clear it up. If we did not do so

Mr. Hammill would go down on the

books of every sporting paper and club

in the country as a professional. (?) In

his interest we must investigate. Hav-
ing referred the matter to Mr. Sholes, it

would be exceedingly disrespectful for

me to render a decision " over his

head." If Mr. Sholes finds " no case,"

the matter will not come before the

Board. I wish you had sent your let-

ters to Mr. Sholes, for if he had consid-

ered them and wired me " no case," I

should have wired you to go ahead and
might have reached you in time. Be-

tween ourselves, let me call your atten-

tion to the letter from the reporter. He
is anxious to make it out a private per-

formance and closes with the claim that

all the records were broken. A sport-

ing editor should know that records are

not broken at private performances.

I sincerely hope that the Chicago
wheelmen will not itensify what is at

best an unpleasant duty for us, for we
are at work-in their interest as much as

in our own. We shall try to act fairly

toward them and we ask the same of

them in return. Fraternally,

Abbot Bassett.

P. S.—Please suppose for a moment
that I had let this thing go unobserved,

and that later on a charge had been
made against H. and his professionalism

proved? Then every Chicago wheel-

man who contested with him would be
a. professional.

Meanwhile Mr. Blake had been mak-
ing diligent inquiry to ascertain whether
any protest had been lodged against

Hammill. He could not find that there

had been, and he therefore telegraphed

as follows, the reply to this dispatch be-

ing given in Bassett's telegram of the

same date

:

Chicago, III., Dec. 23, 1884.—Ab-

bot Bassett, 8 Pemberton Square, Bos-

ton, Mass.—Wire me quick, this line, in

reference to Hammill. Did any one

protest him to you? If not, your pro-

ceedings are strange and unwarranted.

J. O. Blake.

Mr. Sholes, at Cleveland, whose

course throughout has been courteous

and respectful, seems to have realized

that he was engaged in pulling some very

hot chestnuts out of the fire for the ben-

efit of the man in Boston. He was very

anxious to oblige Consul Blake and the

Chicago wheelmen so that Hammill

might take part in the Christmas races

—a desire, it will be noted, that at no

time troubled Chairman Bassett—and

accordingly sent the following dispatch

the day before Christmas

:

Cleveland, Dec. 24—J. O. Blake,

Chief Consul, L. A. W. : Have Ham-
mill wire me immediately a direct state-

ment whether he intended to set pace

for Woodside on 8th or not.

Fred. T. Sholes.

Three days later Mr. Sholes wrote as

follows

:

Cleveland, Dec. 27, 1884.-—J. O.

Blake, Chief Consul L. A. W. Illinois,

70 Wabash Avenue, Chicago. Dear

Sir—Your inclosures of 19th and 20th

inst, to Chairman Bassett, were courte-

ously forwarded to me by that gentle-

man, as member of Racing Board for

district embracing Illinois. The letter

reached me Christmas Eve, and I wired

you immediately, asking that Mr. Ham-
mill telegraph me a direct statement

whether he intended to set pace for Mr.

Woodside ot not, and have had no re-

ply. Mr. Bassett's advices left the mat-

ter in a way in which it would have been

adjusted at once if you had kindly an-

swered my message; for though the

manner in which your petition was

drawn was most complete, it omitted

any statement from the chief—or de-

fendant. The matter is still in my
hands, and as soon as Mr. Hammill's

statement is received I shall be very

glad to forward to Chairman Bassett im-

mediately, -and it will receive prompt at-

tention. Very truly,

Fred. T. Sholes, Racing B'd.

Mr. Sholes fell into the error of sup-

posing that Chairman Bassett had done

his duty and notified Hammill charges

were pending against him. It was a

reasonable supposition, as nineteen

days had elapsed since the alleged viola-

tion of the rules. But Hammill had re-

ceived no notification whatever, and had

no knowledge that he had been made a

defendant in any proceeding before the

Racing Board. It happened, moreover,

that as Mr. Sholes' telegram of Decem-

ber 24 did not reach Chicago until after

the close business hours, and as the fol-

lowing da}r was a holiday, Mr. Blake did

not receive the dispatch until Friday, as

he explains in the following letter

:

Chicago, 111., Dec. 59, 1884.—Fred.

T. Sholes, Racing Board L. A. W.,

Cleveland, O. Dear Sir : Your favor of

December 27 received to-day, and con-

tents carefully noted. Your telegram

reached me on Friday morning and the

races took place on Thursday ; conse-

quently it wras too late to have done any

good. You say the statement I sent to

Bassett was not complete, inasmuch as

it contained no statement

"chief or defendant." Perhaps you are

not awrare that the correspondence has
been all done between Bassett and my-
self ; Hammill not having been placed
in the position of a defendant by having
been notified that he had broken a rule,

which I reiterate he has not done. Bas-
sett assumed too much in this case,

based on a newspaper report, and I do
not think it was a case for the Board.
How can a man be suspended without
being protested, and on what grounds
can a man be'protestedjwithout facts to

back it ? I wrote Bassett the facts in

the case, in answer to a letter to me
from Bassett, wherein he requested me
to il warn amateurs."

I appreciate your position in the mat-
ter, and can understand howr you feel,

but you do not understand the case un-

less Bassett has forwarded you copies

of his letters to me. If he has not done
so, and he still insists that this is a case

for the Board to act on, you should ask

for the complete correspondence.

Yours fraternally,

J. G. Blake, Chief Consul, 111.

We have given the above correspon-

dence in full in order that the wheel

men of America may be put in posses-

sion of all the facts. It is impossible to

escape the conclusion that Chairman
Bassett has not only treated the Illinois

Chief Consul and League members resi

dent in Chicago with gross discourtesy

in refusing to listen to their representa-

tions and appeals, but has also arbitrari-

ly usurped authority nowhere conferred

upon him by the constitution and by-

laws of the L. A. W. That a grave in-

justice has been done Hammill is obvi-

ous—an injustice all the more exaspe-

rating because it was gratuitous, delib-

erate and persistent—[Mirror of Amer-
ican Sports.

LEWEE'S LETTER.
For the past few days we have had

some delightful weather, and the roads

have been sufficiently ridable to bring

out not a few of our hardy winter riders,

who never think of putting their wheels

away in vaseline at the advent of cold

weather, but keep them in a condition

for riding all the year around, certain of

a day or two every now and then when
they can enjoy a lively spin. Several

years ago I made a vow that I would

ride my bicycle.- every day during the

winter, and fulfilled it, too ; but I have

no intention of making any more such

vows in the future, and should not ad-

vise any other rider to, either. I did

not find it particularly enjoyable riding

dowTi Tremont street every morning be-

tween the horse-car tracks, with snow
banked up several feet high on either

side of me, while the cold was so intense

as to make breathing impossible except

through a heavy scarf. No, that was

not at all pleasant, but I do enjoy riding

on a " not too " cold day, if the roads

are in a condition that will allow a brisk

gait. There is something so exhilarat-

ing in the cold, frosty air and the lively

going that makes you feel good all over.

It is rather cold on first starting out, but

your blood soon gets warmed up, and

for the next hour or so you have a per-

fectly delightful ride that can be enjoyed

at no other season of the year. Heavy
clothing is not at all necessary or desira-

ble. I have found that the ordinary rid-

ing suit, with the addition of winter un-

der-wear, is amply sufficient. The hands

and ears, however, require extra cover-

from the 1 Ing, for these parts of the body seeming-
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ly have little to do other than attract

and feel the cold. When a wheelman
first attempts winter riding he usually

has considerable difficulty in retaining his

balance on the rutty and frozen road. A
wheelman should never go to ride in

winter without a good supply of twine,

for the cold so chills the cement which
fastens the tire to his wheel that it is

liable to crack and allow the rubber to

drop off. I have seen the tire of a
wheel drop completely off, leaving the
rider sitting in the road several miles
from home, and in anything but a happy
frame of mind.

One of the latest wrinkles to be put
out the coming season by the Pope
Manufacturing Company will be a

breech-loading lantern for bicycles or

trycycles. Every 'cyclist knows the
bother encountered in lighting an ordi-

nary lamp on the road. Matches will

not burn, or the wind blows them out,

or the wick ignites so slowly that the
blaze expires before the wick catches

;

.but by this ingenious breech-loading de-
vice all trouble is done away with. At
the back of the lantern is a circular

magazine charged with eleven parlor

matches, each one of these by a turn of
a small knob in the lamp is ignited

and brought directly against the wick,

setting it ablaze at once; by another
turn of the knob the blaze can be ex-

tinguished, or, if needed, reduced to a

mere glimmer, with no danger of its

extinguishing for hours. With this de-

vice the bicyclist can dismount and light

up in three seconds, and away again

without a moment's check to the regular

pace of a club run, while the tricyclist

can light or extinguish his lantern while

going at full speed. At the bottom of

the lam]} is a device for carrying a lot

of matches, so that the magazine can be
recharged in a moment after the eleven

lightings of the lamp.

Secretary, F. A. Lindsey
; Financial

Secretary, E. M. Bailey; Treasurer, F.

M. Sanderson
; Captain, E. G. Gordon

;

First Lieutenant, Ed. L. Story ; Second
Lieutenant, George E. Cain; Bugler,
C. H. Field; Color-bearer, George H.
Butler. The club voted to hold an en-
tertainment at the Colisseum in Febru-
ary, similar to the one held tliere last

September.

One of the new Star machines which
the Smithville Company are to place on
the market the coming season, is on ex-

hibition at State & Burt's. The ma-
chine is much lighter, and seems to be
of better workmanship than the old

style ; the objectionable, noisy racket is

done away with it can be run back-
wards as well as forwards, and has a
number of other needed improvements.

At the Watertown skating rink last

Thursday afternoon, E. L. Mattock on
roller skates won a three-mile race from
Geo. Harrison, the latter on a bicycle,

in thirteen minutes. During the eve-
ning of the same day Harrison won a
five-mile race from Mattock in two min-
utes fourteen seconds.

time past painting the town all sort's of eight hours. The course was a peculiar

Tjrifr "Columbia" advertising j one, and one not over favorable for

'cycling purposes. It reached the full

length of the Aquarium and across each
end. and, in addition to being so narrow

colors

signs

The long standing suit of the United
States against the Cunningham Com-
pany, for alleged non-payment of cus-

tom-house duties, has finally been set-

tled by a compromise. To a represen-

tative of the "Bicycling World," Mr. F.

W. Weston' said, regarding the matter:
" The Government has confessed its

weakness in the case by the withdrawal
of its suit in consideration of a money
recompense, but it was very careful that

the latter should represent about all that

we possessed after our- seven years of

labor.knowing well from past experience
that if the Cunningham Company should
ever recover from the blow, it could
only be after the lapse of years, and that

the stockholders would never consent to
a further expenditure of cash in venti-

lating its. grievances, or in vainly at-

tempting proceedings against an un-
swervable defendant."

The first of the season's chop suppers
of the Boston Bicycle Club was held last

Saturday evening. The number at these
suppers is limited to eighteen, but it is

likely that other supper clubs will be
formed to meet on other evenings of
the week. It is thought that these Sup-
pers will eventually lead to the estab-

lishment of a restaurant at the club
house, as this department is considered
by many of the members to be a neces-
sity.

1 At a meeting of the Lynn Cycle Club,
held at its rooms last Friday evening,

\he following officers were elected for

the ensuing quarter: President, S. S.

Miller
;
Vice-President, J. D. Kimball *

I am told that Captaiu Pitman, of
your Ixion Club, contemplates wheeling
from New York to Boston on his tricy-

cle at as early a date as the condition
of the roads will allow. That the "Old
Vet's " affianced bride resides in Boston
may be the reason of his contemplating
this long ride.

President T. S. Miller, of the Chicago
Bicycle Club, was married on New
Year's day to a Worcester young lady.

He is now on his wedding tour, and is

spending a number of days in Boston.
He expects to remain in the East for
about three weeks, when he will return
to Chicago.

As was the case last January. Presi-

dent Williams, of the Massachusetts
Club, has issued blanks to the members
of his club, requesting a statistical his-

tory of themselves, as to their age,

whether married or single, make of ma-
chine preferred, number of miles ridden,

etc.

At the semi-annual meeting of the

Peabody Bicycle Club the following offi-

cers were elected for the ensuing year

:

President Cornelius J. O'Keefe ; vice-

president and captain, Wm. H. Friend

;

Secretary, Lewis McKeen
;

treasurer,

Alfred L. Poor ; first lieutenant, Roslyn
H. Hardy; club committee, C. J.
O'Keefe, Gordon McKee and George
Allan. It was voted at this meeting to

have an exhibition and dance at the
the Peabody skating rink February.

The Northampton Bicycle Club pro-

pose a grand ball and tournament some
time in March if sufficient interest can
be evoked.

It is at this season of the year that the
would-be theoritorical wheelman sets his

brains at work designing wonderful com-
plications of gear-wheels, useless speed
increasers, etc., for the bicycle, from
which he expects to reap untold wealth.
The lives of the manufacturers are made
miserable by titese cranky inventors.

There is. not a single first-class ama-
teur fancy rider in Boston. About the
only one in the country that amounts to

much is Rex Smith, of Washington, and
it is rumored that he contemplates enter-
ing the professional ranks.

as to barely admit of two long-handlec

bikes passing, the planks were laid Ion

gitudinally, and, as they got worn, awk-
ward edges appeared. The height of
the course also—eight feet from the

ground—and just above the dazzling

lamps, rendered it rather inconvenient.

It had been made for pedestrians, and
as it was an afterthought of the energetic

secretary's (Mr. Marks) that the 'cycle

race should be held at all, no blame can
attach to the Aquarium people, and we
only mention the fact to show that,

under more favorable circumstances,
even a longer distance than was tra-

versed might have been done. Mr. G.
Lacy Hillier

—

!i Our Only Judge "— at

five minutes past 12 at noon, started the
men as follows

:

8ize Ocar.
Name. District. Maker. of will. ed.

D. Gamer Bristol Rtidgw 36 5M
S. Vale Bloxwich Kiulgc 38 38
W. Armstrong Leeds R,ndfe 88 58
T. Birt Northamplou Kiidire. 38 51}

R. James Birmingham Bovnl Mail 38 5fi

A. Hawker Leicester Cluh % (>ii

E. Weston Northampton Budge 4£ .54
' 4SCramlington BayFiss is Thomas 3-5

Snrbiton Rnnge

At the meeting of the Massachusetts
Club to be held this evening, a commit-
mittee will be appointed to make nomi-
nations for officers for the ensuing year.
The election will be held on the first

Tuesday in February. It is reported
that a number of changes will be made
in the present board of officers.

The Cambridge Bicycle Club will

give a minstrel entertainment at Union
Hall, Cambridge, Thursday, February
5. The entertainment by the members
of this club last season, will be remem-
bered by all who attended as a most en-
joyable occasion, and the affair this,year
will probably prove fully as good.

James J. Gilligan,' of the Massachu-
setts Club, returned a few days since
from a three weeks' visit in New York,
and is enthusiastic in his praise of the
hospitality of your wheelmen. I have
no doubt but that you enjoyed his com-
pany as much as he did yours, for Jim
is known here as a "jolly good fellow."

THE BIO FOUR TOUR.
The arrangements of the tour are well

under way, and an organization has
been partially effected as follows : Bur-
ley B. Avers, manager ; Fred. G. Bourne,
N. Y. commander; Fred. Jenkins, N.
Y. general agent ; H. F. Fuller, Chicago
secretary

; J. P. Maynard, Chicago quar-
termaster; Frank H. Taylor, Philadel-

phia commodore
j W. G. E. Peiree, cap-

tain Chicago division ; E. G. Whitney,
captain Boston division ; W. S. Bull

Q. Drnry
J. Keen

Carefully cutting out the pace at first,

the riders soon settled down into a
steady slog, and as confidence in the
course Avas gained, the shaves of colli-

sions became frequent, till in the four-

teenth mile a severe spill occurred to
Hawker, who missed his pedal and
brought, down Drury. Remounting,
however, the first hour was completed
jxist after the accident alluded to, the
distances recorded being: Gerner, 14
miles; Vale, 13 miles, 8 laps; Arm-
strong, 13 miles, 8 laps; Birt, 13 miles.

8 laps
;
Keen, 13 miles, 7 laps ; Hawker

and Weston (off the track, 13 miles, 7
laps; James, 13 miles, 5 laps Stanton,
12 miles, 7 laps, and Drury, 8 miles, 9
laps. The times for 15 miles were as
follows : Garner, ih. 4111. 20s.; Vale
and Armstrong, ih. 4m. 40s.; Birt, ih.
5m. 20s.; Keen, ih. 6m. 40s., and Stan-
ton, ih. 10m. 50s.

There was little then of note, except
the varying changes of placing of the
men, a recounting of which would only
confuse our readers, until 3 p. m. ap-
proached, and then the times at 40 miles
were anxiously looked for. They were

captain Buffalo division
;
George R. Bid- as follows: Vale. 2h ;cm 10s • Birt

well, capiain N. Y. division

These gentlemen, together with G.
H. Orr and J. W. Clute, the convoys,
will meet at the Genesee House, Buf-
falo, on Sunday, January 19th, at 9
o'clock, to arrange the entire pro-
gramme and subdivide the work. We
do not hesitate to say that the Big Four
Tour will be the biggest thing on wheels,
as far as a bushelful of fun is concerned
at a moderate expense. The plans sub-
mitted contain many novelties in the

2n - 55m - 3os;
Keen, 2h. 56m.; Weston.

ih. 57m., and James, 2J1. 59m. At five
minutes past three, when the competi-
tors left the track, the full distances
were: Vale, 41 miles, 2 laps; Birt, 41
miles, 1 lap

; Keen, 40 miles, 9 laps

;

Weston, 40 miles, 7 laps; James, 40
miles, 2 laps;' Armstrong, 38 miles, 5
laps; Hawker, 37 miles, 8 laps; Stan-
ton, 37 miles, 1 lap

; Garner, 36 miles,
1 lap; Drury, 31 miles, 5 laps.

The same remarks apply to the eve

The Portland Wheel Club are to give
a ball at Bath, Me., January 22.

When the Massachusetts club-house
scheme was first broached, it was calcu-
lated to spend about $10,000 on the
construction of the building. Over
$20,000 has already been expended, and
it is not finished yet.

E. R. Shipton has an article in a re-
cent number of the "London 'Cyclist"
on times and timing, which it might be
well for the L. A. W. to look into.

E. R. Drew, of the .Massachusetts
Club, has been at New Orleans for some

'

. ,,1,1 , - """^ ivumiM ci ijijjy iu luc eveway of enjoyment that have heretofore ning's run. There was no excitement
been unheard of.

THE RECENT SAFETY RACE
AT THE ROYAL AQUARI-

UM, WESTMINSTER,
This six days' professional contest of I

hours was
eight hours per day^ divided into run-
ning times of from 12 till 3, and 6 till

11, and of which we gave a brief account
in our columns last week, came to a-

close on Saturday night last, when Birt,

of Northampton, on a " Rudge Safety^"

proved the winner, having placed 630
miles 5 laps to his credit in the forty-

except an occasional spill,which brought
one or two more to the ground en
masse, and the retirement of Keen,
from giddiness, about 8 p. m. In the
last half hour, however, some good
spurting took place between Birt and
Vale. The final day's work of eight

Birt

Vale....
Weston

.

M.

107
T07

ro2

L.

6

8

Hawker .

.

James ....

Drury ....

Stanton .

.

Keen ....
Birt took the special guinea for 'for

day's best distance,

Armstr'g .102 2

Garner . . too o

99

93
88

78

64



THE W HEEL.
SECOND DAY,

Beyond the men mustering conside-

rably the worse for wear in the way of

bruises, carefully sticking-plastered, and
the absence of Keen, who had given up,

there was nothing special to recount.

It was anybody's race, for although Birt

and Vale held a good lead, an unlucky
tumble might at any moment have
ended their chances. These two stuck

together throughout, but both Weston
and Armstrong gained slightly on them,

the 3 o'clock score resulting

:

over the last named considerably re-

duced, and at hp. Ml, when time was
called, the score stood:

Birt 146

Vale 1 46

Weston .... 141
Armstrong... 139
Garner 139

m. 1..

6

6

8

Hawker .... 138 7
Drury 126 2

James (rest.). 100 o

Stanton "
. 94 5

Keen (retir'd. 64 7

When, at 6 p. m., the men again were
called out, it was found that Stanton

and James had decided to join Keen in

his retirement, and " We are seven"
was sung sotto voice by the remaining
Safetyists. The pace at first was warm,
but as the hours wore on Drury and
Armstrong began to drop behind—the

latter particularly—but the two leaders,

Birt and Vale, spurted hard, with no
one else to compete against them at the

finish.

Birt

Vale . . .

Weston .

Hawker

.211

.211

,208

.205

Garner 203

Drury 185
Armstrong. .170
James (re' d).. 100

Stanton(re'd) 94
Keen (r'tr'd). 64

The special prize of £1 is., which

was given for the best record made in

the day, was won by Hawker with 105
miles, 8 laps, Weston being second with

105 miles, 2 laps, Birt next with 104
miles 3 laps, and Vale fourth with 104
miles 1 lap. Garner traveled 102 miles

3 laps, Drury 96 miles 8 laps, and Arm-
strong 67 miles, 9 laps. .Stanton went
16 miles, 4 laps,and James 7 miles only.

THIRD DAY.

As an evidence that their exertions

had not told on the men severely, we
may mention that Birt, Hawker, and
Weston all put in 14 miles 3 laps in the

first hour. Beyond this there is little to

record. The men kept pegging away
with great regularity, and, indeed,

throughout the race the spurting was
principally confined to the evenings,

when, the circus and the Beckwiths
being finished with their performances,

the whole crowd turned their attention

to the 'cyclers and clapped them into

spurting. When 3 o'clock was called,

the score stood

:

Birt

Vale
Weston . .

.

Hawker . .

.

Yawning
to time at 6

-VI.

2 53
249
247

Garner. . .

Drury
Armstrong

M. L.

.240 1

.221 3
211 s

mostly, the men appeared
p. M. For two hours it was

one monotonous trundle round, and the

first sensation was a spurt by Hawker,
who put one mile to his credit in 3m.
44s. Shortly after Weston and Vale
spurting, collided, and fell heavily, Birt,

Drury, and Armstrong coming down
over. Garner had just retired for good
for the day, owing to the reopening of a

flesh wound received on the first day,

and Hawker, being in front, escaped the

melee. At half-past nine Hawker, who
had been going so well, suddenly col-

lapsed with a swollen knee, and retired

for the night. Birt, Vale, and Weston
then spurted on, but Vale had his lead

M. L.

Birt 321 1

Vale 319 8

Weston .... 3 1 7 o

Hawker. ... 294 5
Drury 279 2

M. L.

5

6

Armstrong . . 270
Garner. . . . . 263

James (re'r'd)ioo

Stanton (r'd). 94
Keen (r'd) ... 64

FOURTH DAY.

Hawker had sufficiently recovered to

put in an appearance, and, indeed, was
so fresh as to be able to get 13 miles

within the first hour—a -feat accom-
plished by all except Drury. Bar the

inconvenience and danger experienced

by the rain dripping through the glass

roof on to the boarded track—a state of

affairs which rendered sand a necessity

—nothing occurred of note until half-

past two, when Birt's saddle coming
loose he was pitched over clean on his

head," and although escaping miracu-

lously himself, his machine was tempo-
rarily disabled- This, however, gave
his great adversary, Vale, the pull, and

Birt . . .

A
r

ale. .

.

Weston

M. L,

,360 8

559 7

•357 o

M. L.

Hawker 334 5
Drury 317 8

Armstrong . .308 6

Very slowly the men started at 6, and
it was a procession for several miles.

At 7:30, however, Hawker, whose knee
appeared to give him no trouble, begun
piling it on, and some quick work en-

sued for half an hour, when another

monotonous hour was put in, at the end

of which Birt had reached 400 miles,

with Vale well up, viz., 398 miles 6 laps.

A large number of spectators had now
gathered, and these applauding a spurt,

the riders seemed suddenly to wake up,

and dashed gaily along until 10 p. m.,

when Garner, though hopelessly out of

it, came out to enliven the proceedings
j

but the men had not much go left, and
the finish for the day was somewhat pro-

cessional. The following was the result

:

M. L. M. L.

Birt 426 6 Drury 374 o

Vale 424 2 Armstrong . . 320 6

Weston .... 423 2 Garner 277 4
Hawker .... 400 7

FIFTH DAY.

This was the tamest morning of the

whole performance, and only five men,

viz.', Birt, Vale, Hawker, Weston, and
Drury put in an appearance at noon.

These rode on till 3 p. m., more or less

regularly, with the exception of Hawker,

who, from his knee, had twice to " seek

the seclusion which the cabin grants."

At time the score stood :

Birt 463 5 j

Hawker .... 426 9
Vale 461 1 Drury 404 3
Weston .... 460 1

j

In the evening the morning's starters

were joined by Armstrong, who, though

having only 520 miles 6 laps to his

credit, set the pace after a few prelimi-

nary rounds had been taaversed. Twen-
ty minutes of this, however, sufficed for

Armstrong, and he again retired within

his shell. Almost immediately after-

wards Birt, in rounding the unbanked
corner, fell, and brought Hawker down
heavily. The offender got off scot free,

but Hawker had to be assisted to his

dressing room and laid on a couch.

Shortly after this catastrophe, the long

expected event, viz., Weston securing

second place, occurred,, and Vale

dropped to the rear. At 37IL 47m. from

the start the leader, Birt, passed his

500th mile, and bravely keeping up his

courage, pounded away well within his

powers until 10:30 p. m., when he com-
menced spurting for the day's guinea

record, and lapping Weston time after

time, secured the coveted fee. The full

score at it p. m., closing time, stood:
1

aS. m. 3U

Birt 527 8 Anustrong . .338 6

Weston ... .524 2 Garner 291 9
Vale 513 2 James (r'd). . 100 o

Hawker .. ..470 9 Stanton (r'd). 94 5

Drury 459 5 Keen (r'd).. 64 o

"Run limp" was the only verdict

which could be arrived at when the men
turned out at noon on their last day.

Five of them, viz., Birt, Weston, Vale,

Hawker, and Drury, alone put in an

appearance, and they rode on steadily

throughout, except Vale, who tried to

spurt up to his old position of second,

but unavailingly. At 3 p. m. the score

stood :

Birt .

Weston
Vale .

Hawker
Drury

MI l

566 2

566 6

S5i 9
508 1

498 o

A good many 'cyclists were "among

the throng down stairs when the final

five hours' ran was started, and these,

of course, remained throughout the eve-

ning. It is not to be wondered at that

one of the sporting dailies stated that

'cyclists had given but little support to

the race as spectators, seeing that the

gentleman who penned the statement

apparently knows remarkably little about

'cyclists personally. An amusing inci-

dent of this occurred at 6:10 p. M.,when

probably the best knowwn 'cyclist in

London, and certainly the best known
in connection with the wheel press, on

which he has been a prominent man for

nine years come next month, mounted
into the press box, and was calmly

asked by the would be critic of 'cyclists

if he were a member of the press, a

query to which he promptly replied, " I

have that honor, have you ? " The fact

is, that so long as a reporter gives the

facts as regards a race taking place, be-

fore his eyes he is safe, but when he

wanders into the region of general

criticism, it is necessary that he should

first know his subject ; and not to know
the best known men in 'cycling certainly

is to argue oneself unknown in those

circles. But to return to nos moutons

—

in this instance the sore and scarred

men who had gamely stuck to their

work all the week. They rode man-
fully on, but the proceedings partook

very much of the Indian file character,

as the men in front were unwilling to

risk their victory by a spill, and those

behind had not much left in them. As
hp. m. approached, however, the men
went round to a brisker tune, but there

was even then no passing. Amidst a

good deal of excitement the pistol was

fired for the last time, the men still be-

ing in Indian file. The score was then

found to be

—

M. L.

Birt .

Weston .

Vale .

Hawker
Drury
Armstrong
Garner.

627 o

616 5

54° 1

52-2 2

362 7

3 IQ 3

Keen, Stanton, and James had re-

tired, and the latter looked much more
comfortable and fit for riding down in

the body of the hall than he would have

done had he borne the heat and the toil

of the week. As a performance, that of

Birt, considering the awkward track and
the comparatively few hours per day he
was permitted to ride, is a very goed
one. Six hundred and thirty miles in

forty-eight hours is not to be underrated,

and the race cannot fail to impress the

public that there is a lot of "go" in the

small-wheeled geared up bicycle of 1884.

—['Cyclist.

GOTHAM GOSSIP,
How did I spend my New Year's ?

Well, I made calls. Not many, to be
sure, but a few. I rang the bell of the

Citizens Club, and found the janitor

there, and a register that showed the
names of four men who rode the old

year out and the new year in. Gene
rally this custom has been left to the

Ixion Club, who have usually paid a

nocturnal visit to Mr. F. G. Bourne, but
this year it was postponed on account
of sickness in the latter's family.

I then wandered eastward to the
quarters of the first club to organize in

Gotham. Dark as Egypt were the win-

dows, and worse yet the door was fas-

tened. I tucked my card under the

door, caught on to a bobtail car, and
was soon landed at the Ixion club-rooms
at 2 Fast Sixtieth Street. Old Gotham-
ites who remember the early struggles of

the " boys," as they were dubbed, would
hardly recognize the enterprising and
pushing club of to-day. They now num-
ber thirty-five, and have almost out-

grown their headquarters. In fact they

are trying to " cast an anchor to

windward" and locate elsewhere. I

paused outside for a few minutes, as

through the lace curtains that adorn the
plate-glass door 1 caught a glimpse of
several well known faces, and from over
the stained glass transom came the echo
of the joyous voice of Campanini New-
man, one of the best know of Gotham's
wheelmen. The song concluded, I

opened the door and was cordiallv wel-

comed by several of the members. The
rooms were handsomely decorated with
evergreens and flowers, while an enor
mous bank of immortelles and ivy com-
pletely filled the window. The word
" Ixion " was worked in the club colors,

with beautiful effect. In the locker

room two long tables lighted by wax
candles were literally loaded with good
things. There were salads, salmon, and
sandwiches, while two enormous punch
bowls of claret and champagne seemed to

keep the wits of the guests up to a high
pressure. Over seventy-five wheelmen
called during the day and regisrered

their names on the book. ITnfortunate-

ly 1 was obliged to leave before 10
o'clock, but I understand that a number
of Citizens and the editor of The
Wheel called about 12 o'clock. Beck-
with made a mighty speech, while the

odds were even as to whether Ford's
dancing or Jenkins' singing were the

most attractive features of the evening.

However, it was a red letter day for the

club, and I trust the year '85 will bring

them all they desire.

Cards are out for the fifth annual re-

ception of the Kings County wheelmen,
on Thursday, January 22, at Knicker-

bocker Hall, in Clymer Street. The
Kings County are an enterprising club,

and will no doubt do the proper thing,

as they always do. These receptions
are very pleasant affairs, and I have not
the slightest doubt but that the coming
entertainment will surpass its predeces
sors.



THE WHEEL.
The Citizens Club have their regular

monthlymeeting on i3th,and will, I think,

change the date of their regular meeting
to the third Monday of the month, as

many of the members are engaged on
Tuesdays. The chances of a race meet-
ing are very good, as there are now
several large rinks that could be em-
ployed other than the American Insti-

tute. Probably the best time would be
in March, as to make it a success re-

quires time and hard work. X. Y. Z.

New York, Jan. 7, 1885.

WHAT BUFFALO WANTS.
Editor ok The Whkki,: Accept

congratulations on improved appearance
of The Wheel. In your new dress you
look as pretty as " Little Jack," of the

Chicago's, in his "canary bird" suit.

You are right in stating that the Buf-
falo Club want the meet in July—but
not in saying that they favor the 3d and
4th as the dates. In fact, it would be
utterly impossible to have the parade
here on the morning of the 4th, as we
always have a grand military parade on
that day. A great many of our wheel
men are members of the different mili-

tary organizations, and will have to de-

vote the entire day to the military pa-

rade and to the reception of the visiting

companies. Several of our racing men
would, for the same reasons,be debarred
from the L. A. W. races if held on the

afternoon of the 4th, among them our
best man, Dan. MiUey, who now com-
mands "D Co.." Buffalo City Guards.

For these reasons, and for the addi-
tional one that the weather here seldom
gets settled for the summer before July,
we much prefer the 2d and 3d of that
month as the dates of the L. A. W.
meet.

Our city is noted for its hospitality, in

proof of which we refer you to any
member of the Seventh Regiment, or of
the other military organizations who
have been entertained here. We are
inclined to think, too, that any wheel-
man who attended our tournament last

summer will tell you the. same. When
the races were over a party of the visit-

ors was conducted over a portion of
our parks and boulevards by a member
of the club, and on disbanding at head-
quarters they nearly all declared that
they had not had such a glorious run in
their lives. The parks and pavements
will not run away next summer, and we
shall do our best to see that they are
enjoyed by our visitors.

There is a dearth of local 'cycling
news at present. Buffalo wheelmen are
making the pleasant rooms of Bull &
Haynes their headquarters; not the least
of the attractions is the fact that they
find there on file all the current 'cycling
literature. At almost any hour of the
day or evening can be fonnd there a
group of 'cyclists discussing the coming
L. A. W. meet, the Big Four tour, or
the merits of the Royal Mail, the Ex-
pert, the Kangaroo, or the Columbia,
and Victor tri's, all of which machines
are carried in stock in all sizes and
styles of finish. Bull & Haynes are
very conveniently located in ' a large
four-story building on the corner of
Mam and Chippewa Streets. They have
a large and well lighted show "room,
where is displayed about forty or fifty

wheels of the different makes represent-
ed by them, in addition to a large and
complete line of sundries. Adjoining is

the cozy office, which is decorated with
photos, etc. Among the other objects

of "bigotry and virtue" is the tambou-
rine carried through the Niagara to

Boston tour by W. S. Bull. It has now
inscribed on the face, " Niagara to Bos-
ton Bicycle Tour, Kazoo Band, organ-
ized at Whitby, Ont.. July 16, 1884."

On another floor the firm have a com-
modious riding school. Bull & Haynes
are making a specialty of fine repairs,

and in their well equipped shops in the
same building have every facility for

doing all classes of work.' They have
been very fortunate in securing the ser-

vices of E. N. Bowen to superintend
their shops. They say that they will

back him against the world to make or
repair anything appertaining" to 'cycling,

from a cyclometer to a twenty-pound
racer. We were shown several novel-
ties in the way of sundries, which are

novelties, by the way, and not copied
from English models, which will shortly

be put on the market. These goods are
manufactured under the personal super-
vision of Messrs. Bull & Haynes in their

own shops in the building, and are fair

samples of the fine work they are capa-
ble of turning out. Among other things
were the Buffalo tool bag, the smallest
and most convenient made ; a new spoke
grip, and a new saddle clip. The inge-'

nious Bowen is putting the finishing

touches on a new house trainer of his

own design, which has, in addition to a
cyclometer with bell, a spring balance
with a scale on the face attached to the
stop brake, by which the amount of re-

sistance can be determined. The ma-
chine is very neat in appearance, having
cow horn bars with gimlet handles. The
saddle and handle bar are adjustable to
suit riders of different sizes. . The exact
sized machine suitable for any rider can
be told by a scale. This feature should
recommend it to dealers, as by means
of it they can demonstrate to intending
purchasers what size of wheel they
should ride. They are increasing their

facilities for the manufacture of the
American saddle, the demand for it hav-
ing far exceeded their anticipations for
this season of the year. We advise vis-

iting wheelmen to call on Bull &
Haynes, and can assure them that they
will be pleasantly received. Yours fra-

ternally, Prof.

WHEEL GOSSIP.
Mud and slush.

The Christmas number of " Wheel-
ing" and the '"Cyclist" are unusually
good this year.

We are sorry to see that M . Aaron
is not enough of a journalist to under-
stand that anything published in The
Wheel does not bear a personal char-
acter, and should not credit as such.
Official acts should not bear on personal
relationship between friends.

Christmas day marked the conclusion
of the eleventh month of the canvass for
" X. M. Miles on a Bi.," and Karl Kron
left town then to rest and reflect for
eleven days on the difficulties experi-
enced in securing his 2,246 subscribers.
Returning to the city last Monday even-
ing, for the final struggle with the list, he
found its size had been increased by 35,
leaving 719 names still to be captured
before the alleged " impossible scheme "

of "securing 3,000 one-dollar pledges"
can be called complete.

Mr. Arthur Perego, the well-known
wheelman, sails for Europe to-morrow
for a combined business and pleasure
trip. He expects to be absent about
two months.

W. G. Kendall, D. D. S., of Boston,

writes to the New York Toy Co. as fol-

lows :
" I rode my Duryea saddle over

2,300 miles last season between June
and Thanksgiving without the least sign

of chafing, and that I and my friends

are convinced that style A, Duryea to

be, by long odds the best saddle we
have yet seen.

Mr. F. A. Elwell, of Portland, Me.,
announces that his party of voyagers in

search of "winter wheeling in Bermuda"
numbers fifteen, and we presume they
all intend to sail with him from this port

on the steamship Orinoco, January 22.

Apropos of this, the "Springfield Wheel-
man's Gazette " of next week wall de-

vote three or four of tis pages to Karl
Kron's report of his last winter's Ber-

mudian explorations in company with
Mr. Elwell. He will also print in the
March issue of " Outing " a full account
of the custom-house experiences con-
nected with " the Bermuda test case,"

which resulted in the Treasury decision

making a traveller's bicycle entitled to

free entry into the United States as a
part of his " personal property." Both
of these articles will be reprinted as a
chapter of "'Ten Thousand Miles on a
Bicycle."

Mr. Ernest Thomson, the old "' Len-
nox " rider and racer, who is now at

Harvard College, was home for the holi-

days last week. "Tommy" has grown
fat and weighs 165 pounds. Those who
remember the no-lb. youngster that

pulled Pitman along at the Philadel-
phia races over two years ago can ap-

preciate the change. He may be seen
next spring on the track, and if he does
will doubtless make a good record.

A large number of wheelmen have
signified their intention of visiting New
Orleans during the exhibition there.

Several have already been there, and
they all unite in praising the hospitality

of the local club, which has about thirty

members, all of whom are pronounced
to be jolly good fellows. There are but
few roads near the city suitable for rid-

ing, but these are made the most of.

All the leading cycle manufacturers have
displays of their goods at the exposition,
and it is thought that wheeling in that
city will thereby receive a big boom—

•

[Globe.

W. M. Woodside, Ireland's champion,
says: I owe thanks and acknowledge
the " Duryea's " greatness in all my best
performances, all my races being won on
the "Duryea's." I can say truthfully
that of all saddles ever used by me (and
I have used a few), the " Duryea" tops
the record. My fifty-mile record break-
ing performance in Chicago December
last was accomplished on the " Dnryea."
Long may it prosper.

Mr. H. J. Hall, Jr., of the < Kings
County Wheelmen," has returned from a
six months' trip in England. He rode
over 2.000 miles, was made an honorary
"member of a Liverpool club, and finish-

ed fourth in a two-mile race for the
North of England championship. As he
had Cripps, Sellers and Moore for com-
pany, this is not to be wondered at. He
is full of interesting bits of gossip about
England, and he will probably give the
readers the benefit of some of' his expe-
riences.

"Rink and Roller" is the title of a
new eight-page paper devoted to the in-

terests of roller skating, which has
taken hold of the American public with

such force. It is published at Nos. 36
and 38 Beekman Street, and is of liter-

ary and typographical merit.

MEXICAN WHEELING.
IMt. Warren S. Locke, foimerh' of Boston, who is

now established in the City of Mexico, sends the fol-
lowing report for Karl Kron's road book, under date
of Nov. 21. 188*.]

My friend Baxter's article in the No-
vember number of " Outing," was rather
rose colored—especially about the cin-
der track- From my knowledge of the
riders here I think it better to try to sell

your book by sample than in any other
way. I do not know the name of any
English speaking riders in this country,
outside of this city, and so tar as I know
I am the only American who rides here.
"El Club National Velocipedista " is

just at present "busted." as are most
clubs of its class here, on account of
bad times. Have reasonable hopes of
seeing the club started again soon. I

ride a "52" full nickled "Expert"
everywhere about the city (260,000 in-
habitants), although we 'have nothing
but cobblestone pavements. These
streets, however, are neither swept nor
washed as at home, so that it frequently
happens that I can get along at a very-
good speed. I sold five "Experts " last
spring, and their owners soon made such
a race course of every walk on the Ala-
meda that the authorities soon prohib-
ited the use of that fine park by large
wheels. After the Alameda the grand
Paseo de la Reforma is next preferable
on account of its accessibility and qual-
ity of surface. There . are many passes
running from the city, having been used
at various times, but this is the only one
that is frequented to any extent at pre
sent. It is about two miles long, and
runs directly west from the city to the
Castle of .Chapultepec, which is now
used as a national military college. The
castle is situated on an immense ledge
of rock more than 100 feet high, and is

impregnable in its position save on' the
side where Scott stormed it in 1847.
Around this castle is about two miles

of nice riding in a grove of as ancient
and illustrious cedars as any countrv
can boast of. From the grand arched
entrance of the park of Chapultepec a
sharp turn to the left leads you to Tacu-
baya, one and one-half miles further on
by a good road. In this suburban resort
is some fair riding. Passing through the
town another mile brings you to the Ha-
cinoa de la Gastaneda, a' very pleasant
and picturesque garden and fruit park.
Here you can order your fruit from the
tree or vine, if you wish, and enjoy it

fresh. By poor roads three miles fur-
ther on, that is, seven and a half miles
from the city, you reach San Angel, the
most aristocratic suburb of the city,
where there is some good riding. An-
other trip from the city is out to Quada-
lupe, the birthplace of the patron saint
of Mexico—three miles. On this road
on the outskirts of the city is located
the race course of the jockey club
where all the 'cycle races are held.
From February to June the best ride is

alongside the canal one mile south-
east from the plaza. Here you can have
as pretty a spin of five miles as heart
can wish. On one side is the canal,
which has a good current and is always
partly covered with craft, varying in size
from the smallest dugout made for one
person to the great wood scow six feet
wide and thirty feet long. On the other
side ol the road are the famous floating
gardens, from which the city gets a large
proportion of its vegetables, The lono-_
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est ride T have taken in a straight line

from the city was out to Tlalpam, di-

rectly south fifteen miles. This is the
poorest road I ever rode in my life,

though it was near the close of the
dry season, and there was much loose
sand at the time I went out. For a
third part of the distance the sensation
in passing over the road was exactly
like that experienced when in a row-
boat—taking a steamer's swell. I have
been told by Americans from Queretard
that from that place to San Diego is

eighty miles of a fine road as a bicycler

could wish, but as yet no bicycler has
eA'er been on it.

A WONDERFUL INVENTION.
We had the pleasure of inspecting this

week a new and wonderful invention in

the shape of a steam bicycle. A recip-

rocating engine is attached to the
' Star " bicycle on the bar, which con-

nects the handle with the small wheel in

front. Benzine is used for heating pur-

poses and steam can be got up in a few
moments. At the present time the sup-

ply of the fuel and water has to be re-

plenished every hour, but with antici-

pated improvements supplies enough for

several hours will be provided for. Nine-

ty pounds of steam can be carried^ but

the machine can be run with twenty

pounds. The machine averages about

five minutes a mile over an ordinary

road. The pedals can be used in con-

junction with the steam power whenever
necessary, and the speed will be in-

creased accordingly. When the steam
power is only used the pedals are

brought into requisition for foot rests.

By the unscrewing of two bolts the en-

tire machine can be taken off and there

remains the ordinary " Star " bicycle in

its entirety. Possibly the reader has

pictured a machine which is both awk-

ward and cumbersome, so he will be all

the more surprised when he learns that

everything connected with the steam

part of the bicycle, the boiler, water-

tank, engine, benzine tank and all the

appliances weigh only eighteen pounds.

The engine is furnished with quarter

horse power. The machine has reached

the present state of perfection only after

four years of continuous study and ex-

perimenting by the inventor, Mr. L. I).

Copeland, of Phoenix, Arizona. At the

request of several wheelmen, Mr. Cope-

land gave an exhibition with the ma-

chine at the Mechanics' Pavilion last

Sunday. The few gentlemen who were

fortunate enough to be present were

unanimous in the praise of the inven-

tion. The ingenuity of the contrivance

ir a matter of astonishment to those of

a mechanical turn of mind. Mr. Cope-

land has patented the invention, and is

negotiating with the large bicycle firms

in the East for the purpose of entering

into some engagement for the manufac-

ture of the steam bicycle. As a great

many people are desirous of examining

the machine, Mr. Copeland will no

doubt engage a hall where all interested

will have an opportunity to see the ma-

chine at work.—[Breeder and Sports-

AMUSEMENT NOTES.
• v Adonis" continues to fill the Bijou

Opera House.

"Victor Durand" is proving profita

hie at Wallack's Theatre.

TheXomedy Four will appear at the

Mount Morris Theatre this week.

We, Us & Co." will be played for

at the Fifth Avenueanother fortnight

Theatre.

"A Trip to Africa" will probably out-
last the winter at the new Standard
Theatre.

"Love on Crutches" continues to
meet with the favor it deserves at Daly's
Theatre.

Jacques Kruger and his company
play "Dreams" at the Grand Opera
House this week.

" The Private Secretary " seems to be
as laughable as ever at the Madison
Square Theatre.

A company from Wallack's Theatre
will play " Lady Clare " at Niblo's Gar-
den this week.

Rice's Surprise Party will present a
" Bottle of Ink," at the Comedy Theatre
to-morrow evening.

Mr. Lawrence Barrett reappears in

"Prancesca da Rimini" at the Star

Theatre to-morrow evening.

" Three Wives to One Husband " and
" One Touch of Nature " may still be
seen at the Union Square Theatre.

"Apajune" will succeed Prince Me.
thusalem" at the Casino next Monday-
The usual Sunday night, concert will be
given.

EveryWheelist Knowing French Should Read

" LE VELOCEMAN."
Monthly Illustrated Magazine of the

Sport and Trade in France.

Published Every Month, commencing

January i, 1885.

Single Copies $d. Annual Subscrip-

tion?, 5 s.

Best advertising medium for those wish-

ing to introduce goods on the

French Market.

Terms, Particulars, Etc.. Address

PROPRIETOR.
18 Rue Nationals, Montpellier, France.

II

AMUSEMKNTS,

ARRIGAN & HART
at tliii

NEW PARK TIIKATHE.
Broadwav. corner 85th St.

MONDAY EVENING, Jan 5.

Mr. EDWARD HARRIGAN S
New Local Comedy.

MCALLISTER'S LEGACY,
five new songs bv Mr. DAVE BRA HAM.
MATINEES TEESDAY AND FRIDAY.

]\JIBLO'S GARDEN,
1\ Poole & Gilmore, Proprietors and Managers.
Reserved seats (orchestra circle and balconvi. 50 ets.

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY,
The famous Wallack's Theatre success.

LADY CLARE.
Misses Harriet Jay, Cora Tanner. Louise Dillon

;

Messrs. Pitt, Aveling, Freeman, Corbett, etc.

MATINEES WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY.
Next Week—Harrison and Gourlay. Skipped.

jyrANHATTAN ROLLER SKATING RINK.

BOULEVARD, 8TH AVENUE and 59TH STREET.
AFTERNOON AND EVENING SESSIONS.

OASINO. Broadwav and 39th Street.

L LAST NIGHTS OF PRINCE METHUSALEM.
By the.McCaull Opera Comique Company,

as performed at the Casino 120 times.

Admission 50c. Monday. Jan. 12, APAJUNE.

MADISON SQUARE THEATRE. At 8.30.

Evenings at 8.30. Saturday Matinee at 2.-

DO YOU KNOW ?

THE PRIVATE SECRETARY.
THE PRIVATE SECRETARY.
THE FUNNIEST OF COMEDIES.

OTANDARD THEATRE. 1.285-1.28; Broadwav.

O ' Under the direction of MR. JAS. C. DUFF.
A thoroughly fire-proof building.

E VERY EVENING AT 8. ^1 ATIN E Es AT 2.

A TRIP TO AFRICA.
Comic opera in three acts by Suppe.

'•
<\. goraeblis spectacle.-^New York Herald.

\ POWERFUL CAST, CHORUS OF 50. I.N

LARGED ORCHESTRA.
Box office open 8 a. jr. to 10 P. sr. Prices. 5i c„ $1

$1.50.

FOR SALE AT A SACRIFICE.
A new full-nickled 52m. SPECIAL SANSPAREIL ROADSTER. Never

been used. Ball pedals, hollow detachable handle-bar, Eclipse Saddle, 1885

pattern. Will sell on easy terms to reliable parties. Address

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,
21 Park Kow, Box 444, Few York,

HEELMEN ATTENTION!
We invite the attention of all wheelmen to the following list of

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES,
of which we are SOLE AGENTS for the United States.

BICYCLES.

BRITISH

CHALLENGE,

RUDGE LIGHT

ROADSTER, •

AMERICAN

RUDGE-

XTRA CHALLENGE-

TRICYCLES.

TRAVELLER,

CQVENTY ROTARY

TANDEM,

NATIONAL,

VELQCEMAN,

COVENTRY

CONVERTIBLE..

RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER.
Send stamp for the largest and most complete catalogue yet issued. Reliable

Agents wanted in every city.

New York Heaiojiarters: S. R. B1DWELL & Co.. 4 East 601 St, N. Y.

STODDARD, L0VERING ' & GO,,
152, 154, 156 AND 158 CONGRESS STREET,

BOSTON, MASS,

AMERICAN ADJUSTABLE LONG-DISTANCE SADDLE,
Spring Kvame, Perfect Ad-

,
justmont, Light, Strong,

Elastic, Easy.

Completely absorbs fill

Vibration.

['KICK, $4.00.

1 .1 1 >< 1 Discount to Dealers.

Send for Circular.

THE AMERICAN"
As adapted to the STAR.

Mention this paper,

••
It is The easiest saddle 1 ever rode." BLRLliV B. AYERS, Chairman Trans. Comm., L, A. W,
The best saddle I havj ever seen, and I have tested nearly every saddle known to the trade."

C. W. EDGERTON, Eort Wayne, Did.
• I don't think there is a better saddle for the Star." J. P. MAYNARD, Chicago, 111.
''Tried your saddle on my Star, an 1 found it the easiest and most comfortable saddle I have ever tried

The steel spring and suspension seat appear to take away all the jar of riding."
J. W. PARKER, Buffalo, N. Y.

BULL & HAYNES,
IMPORTKRS AND DEALERS IN

BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, PARTS AND SUNDRIES.
Repairing a Specialty. Onr facilities for doing all kinds of work, snch as Brazing, Painting, Nickle

Plating. &c, &c. atjreasonable prices, are unexcelled. Correspondence Solicited. Wheels sold on the
installment plan.' HERSEE HALL RIDIXU SCHOOL. Open evenings. Purchasers taught free. Corner
Main and Chippewa Stp.eets, Buffalo,-N. Y.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE,
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion withotU dead

centres, a requisite condition for both, speed and power.
The new Hat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will iwt buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."

The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every
machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

H, B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smfthville, Burlington Ce., H. J.
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WHEEL SONGS.

POEMS OF BICYCLING,

BY' S. CONANT FOSTKK.

The most sumptuous book ilcvolerl to the wheel yet

published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATK1).
ax elegant quarto volume of so pages,

bound in blue silk cloth, with sots
stamp in gilt and silver.

Price, $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.

ADDRESS,

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,

21 PARK ROW,

i

Box 444, New York.

r vr i i

H

SUBSCRIBE TO

A YEAR. A YEAR.

THE WHEEL AND OUTING $2,50 A YEAR,

BOX 444,

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING COMPANY,
—: " ' - - 21_PARK ROW, NEW YORK .

R- V. R.'SQETfYliER,
17 BARCLAY, ST., NEW YORK,

HOLIDAY

PRESENTS
FOR GENTLEMEN.

Silk Bicycle Hose, Silk Tennis Jer-

seys. Smoking Jackets, Fancy Silk Ten-

nis Belts, Polo Caps, Bicycle Suits,

Bicycle Gloves, Mouchoir Holders,

Card Cases Photograph Bicycle Hand-

kerchiefs, Carriage Robes. Evening-

Dress Shirts, Gloves and Scarfs, Nor-

folk Jackets. Canes, Umbrellas, etc.

Just received a special importation of

London Mackintosh Coats at greatly

retluced prices.

lm Yevego
128 AND 130 FULTON' STREET,

87 NASSAU STREET,

NEW YORK.

A WHEELMAN'S AUTOGRAPH ALBUM!

MY CYCLING FRIENDS.
DESIGNED AND COMPILED

FOR COLLECTION OF AUTOGRAPHS.

It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and
black markings.

It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three hnndred selections from the poets in regard

to the wheel-.

Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs of

cycling friends.

Three hundred Engravings illustrating each quota-

tion.

PRICE ONE DOLLAR, POSTPAID.

will c. mm, ovi mm.
Sole Agent for the United States and Canada.

AGENT FOR THE—

Celrated "KANGAROO" BICYCLE. Manufactured by EMail, Herbert & Cooper

The "AMERICAN CLUB" and " CLUB" Bicycles,

The "CIIEYLESMORE," "IMPERIAL," and " CLUB SOCIAL" Tricycles

Manufactured by Coventry Machinist Co.,

The « AMERICAN SANSPAREIL " Roadster,

Manufactured by Wm. Andrews, Birmingham, England,

And the « ROYAL MAIL " Light Roadster and Tricycle.

REPAIRS A SPECIALTY. CATALOGUES FURNISHED QN APPLICATION,

GUNS AND SPORTING GOODS,

IE DDRYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. in. 1884.

Style B

Used by Hendee, Prince, Sellers, Howen, Woodside.
Corey, Tandy, Jenkins of Louisville, Eck, Morgan.
Higham, Yates; also Miles, Armaindo, and Sylvester
and all the flyers. Fits any machine, including star
Bicycle. Special terms to dealers.

Prices, Japanned. $3 00 : Nickeled, $3 75.

NEW YORK TOY COMPANY,
697 BROADWAT, NEW YORK.

MISCELLANEOUS.

[Advertisements inserted in this department, not
ove^ four lines uonpanel, for $10 a year.]

pHICAGO, ILL.-THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.%U 68 Wabash Avenue, makers of Bicvcle Hose Sud-
porters. The best style made. Price per pair 35 cents
by mail. Agents for the Columbia Bicycle. Send
stamp for catalogue.

PORTLAND, ME.—LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CAR-
1. K1EB, the cheapest, lightest, and most conven-
ment thing of the kind. May he put in pocket when
not in use. By mail, seventy-five cents and one dollar
O. H. LAMSON.

QT. LOUIS WHEEL CO..C.E. STONE,MANAGER
0 ,

1,1.21 Olive Street. Agents for Columbia Bicvcles
and 'tricycles, Hudgc Light Roadster. Facile, Sanspa-
reil, American Club, Victor Tricycle, and all high
class machines. Repairing, nickeling, aud enameling
promptly done. Dealers in second-hand wheels. Send
for printed list.

WILLIAM G. SCRIBNER,
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles ail Accessories.

Sole agent for Washington, D. O., of the Pope-
MAfg. Co., Stoddard, Lovering & Co., the Cunnino--
ham Co., Samuel T. Clark & Co., the Overman Wheel
Co., 'Hie Facile.

Riding school attached. Visitors always welcome.

1,108-1,116 E. Street, N. W.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.
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JLv X wLiAiO
New and second hand in greatest variety of styles

and prices.

H. B. HART,
NO. 811 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
Selling Agent for the Pope Manufacturing Co.,

Stoddard, Lovering & Co., The Cunningham Co.,
Gormnlly & Jeffrey, and The Western Toy Co.

AEE THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lists.

H. B. HART.
A fine assortment of Sundries always on hand.

FREE for TRIAL,
HANOVER'S SPECTFC. An unfailing and

speedy euro for Nervous Debility and Weakness, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, Nervous Prostration, Hysteria,
or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, overwork,
abuses of alcohol, tobecco, &c. (Ower forty thousand
positive cures.)
(K|p™Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. Ad-

dress HANOVER REMEDY CO.,
Lock box 584. Chicago, Dl.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,

NEWARK, N. J.,

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

Lamps, Luggage Carriers, Star

Cyclometer, Bags, Saddles and parts lor

both Cranks and Star Machines.

Makers of the Celebrated Safety Step

for the Star Bicycle.

DIFFICULT REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.

Riding School and Roller Skating Rink.

Send Stamp for catalogue.

WESTERN TOY CO.,

A. SCHWENINGER, President.

495 to 503 N. Wells Street,

CHICAGO,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

OTTO BICYCLES,
POE BOYS AND YOUTHS.

Keep also a full assortment

Boys' 3-Wheeled Velocipedes,

—ANfD—

Petit Tricycles,
IX ALL SIZES AND GRADES.

For Sale ly all Dealers and Toy Houses,

Illustrated Catalogue furnished on application.

New York Branch,47 Murray St.,NY.

R. L. COLEMAN, Manager.

COLUMBIA

STANCH AND RELIABLE ROADSTERS.

In 1883 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads ; and they

covered in aii 7,773.47 miles—an average of

111.5 miles in the day each. We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Columbias, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

o
distance covered was done on Columhias ; and

further, that of those who rode more than, the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

I 'oiumbias, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest, riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one-

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
After long and careful experiments with five different speed and power tricycle attachments in different forms,

we have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient numbers to supply it on our

new machines, and to any . Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction ; is applied to the crank-shaft
; is operated by a

handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle ; is certain and' effective in its ope-

ration
; reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill climbing about one-third, and is made

of the finest material and with the finest workmanship, and so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by

its use.

PRICE OF COLUMBIA TRICYCLE, . . , $160.

WITH POWEE GEAR, , . . , . 180,

The Columbia Power-Gear Will be Applied to any Columbia Tricycle at Our Factory, Hartford, Ooim,, for $25.

SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED 36-PAGE CATALOGUE,

The Pope Manufacturing1 Company,
Principal Office, 597 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

BRANCH HOUSE. 1'2 WARREN STREET.

THE PERFECTION HEATER.
(patent applied for,)

FOR CEMENTING RUBBER TIRES.
EVERY WHEELMAN SHOULD HAVE ONE, AS IT SAVES TIME AND MONEY.

Lamp and Ml directions for Cementing a Knbber Tire, sent post paid to any part of the United

States or Canada on receipt of

Price, - S1.00
FOR SALE BY DEALERS, OR SEND TO THE MANUFACTURERS.

G. R. BIDWELL & CO.,

DEALERS IN BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, &c„
4 EAST 60th STREET, NEW YOKK.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.
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Clots of Six,
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TO SUBSCRIBERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.
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they do not receive their paper regularly it is on this
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The meeting of the managers of the

Chicago tour will be held on Sunday,

Jan. 18, and not on the 19th, as stated

in our last issue. All are expected to

be on hand at the Genessee House at 9

a. M. ,
sharp, as important matters are

to be discussed and many will be obliged

to return the same day.

In a recent issue of the Philadel-

phia " Ledger," the report of the cap-

tain of the Fairmount Park police, or

" guards," as they are called in the City

of Brotherly Love, is published. It fills

a column of interesting reading, enter-

ing into minute details of every imagi-

nable occurrence in the park coming to

the knowledge of the guard during the

year 1884. We extract some of the fig-

ures that will doubtless be of interest to

wheelmen, especially in this city, where

the park question is in doubt. At sev-

eral of the entrances the records are

kept, and aggregate as follows

:

One-horse vehicles 586,191
Two-horse vehicles 355, 083
BICYCLES 37,796
Equestrians 49,777
Pedestrians 4,691,5 10

One-horse sleighs 2 3, I 54
Two-horse sleighs 9,586

While the bicycle stands fifth on the

list, being outnumbered by the eques-

trians, it is not out of place to compare

the totals for the year 1883. Another

table is given in which the increase is

noted. Nine thousand seven hundred

and fifty-four more bicycles passed into

the park gates in 1884 than in 1883,

while the increase in the total of eques-

trians is only 5,839, of which 1,000 are

estimated as passing through small gates

where no tally is kept. As we see no
estimated figures of bicyclers we must

conclude that they used no other means

than the regular entrances. This in-

crea e is really something remarkable,

and speaks volumes for the progress of

the bicycle; Indeed, the proportionate

increase of 33J per cent, is greater than

that of vehicles or pedestrians. We pre-

sume that energetic dealer, Mr. H. B.

Hart, had something to do with these

figures.

Now we will see how the wheelmen

stand as regards behavior. We find

that of the 246 persons ejected from the

park during the year only 13 were bicy-

clers, and of these, 2 were without lamps

and t 1 without gongs, trivial offenses in-

deed. We find no record of bicyclers

being arrested.

Of the in persons receiving injury in

any one way, only 5 were wheelmen,

which is certainly a very small propor-

tion of 37,000 odd riders. No wheel-

men are reported as "missing," which

proves that bicyclers are always home
early. None committed suicide or were

accidentally killed.

We come to the most interesting fig-

ures of all, the runaways. Forty-nine of

these occurred, of these 33 were caught

by the police. Of these 15 were caused

by "frightening at locomotives," 9 by

"frightening at sleighing," 3 were caused

by reins breaking, and only 4 by bicy-

cles ; 1 1 horses and carriages and 3 sad-

dle horses were "abandoned to guards."

Of the 23 persons thrown from their

horses 18 lost their seats because they

were " unskillful riders," the rest from

causes they could not control. Several

horses were killed in accidents or by in-

juries resulting from them. There were

231 cases of breakage to vehicles and

harness, lo vehicles being completely

demolished. Seventy-six breakages were

caused by collisions, 45 by runaways,

and 56 by the parts broken "being

worn out." In one case a bicycle was

broken in a collision.

These figures go to show in a great

measure that the modern bicycle is not

only safe as far as the rider is concern-

ed, but to the outside public, and es-

pecially the driving element. We trust

these figures will be brought to the no-

tice of the Park Commissioners in this

city, that they may read, learn, mark,

and inwardly digest them, with the effect

of increasing the at present limited priv-

ileges as soon as the riding season com-

mences in earnest.

Our Boston contemporary, in a review

of the year 1884, which covers nineteen

columns of its issue for January 2, de-

votes the following generous amount of

space to the "free advertisement" of a

certain enterprise: "Karl Kron, as we
presume every one is aware, is getting

out a road-book. Large portions of it

have already been published, but we
await its appearance with none the less

interest." This leads us to remark that

if every one is aware of the progress

which "Ten Thousand Miles on a Bicy-

cle " is slowly and laboriously making
towards successful publication, it is not

by reason of reading the "Bicycling

World." Years ago that paper used to

keep crying aloud for some one to " com-
pile and publish an American road-book"-

but from the very day when Kron'slong

canvass for subscribers was put in mo-
tion by The Wheel's recommendation

of it to the League, our Boston contem-

porary seems, strangely enough, to have

lost all enthusiasm on the subject of

road-books. If it consents to allude at

all to "X. M. Miles," it is apparently

for the sake of sneering at all the other

'cycling papers in the world for their un-

accountably folly in consenting to be

"worked by Kron for a free advertise-

ment."

LEWEE'S LETTER.
A month or six weeks since the pro-

ject of holding a large bicycle tourna-
ment in Boston next fail was agitated,

but after a mild shaking up was permit-
ted to settle quietly down again, and
since then nothing lias been heard of it.

It has not been entirely forgotten, how-
ever, and there are many who are ex-

ceedingly anxious that such a tourna-
ment be held here. The one thing

which those who were opposed to the
scheme had to say was that a bicycle

tournament could not be made to pay
in the city, because one had never yet

been made to pay, taking as their chief

example the tournament held last Sep-
tember under the auspices of the Bos-
ton Union Athletic Company. There
were many reasons for the failure of the

Union tournament. First, the affair

was not advertised until within a very

short time before its occurrence, and
the advertising was not half sufficient.

Why, a number of persons, some of
whom were wheelmen, said to me after

the tournament that they " had heard
something about bicycle races, but
didn't suppose that they had been held
yet." It is true the affair was well

worked up in the daily press, but there

is a large portion of the general public

who do not make a habit of reading the

sporting columns of a paper, and the

only way to reach them is by posters,

etc., in the street, or by direct adver-

tising. If the people here do not take-

enough interest in a bicycle race to par
for the privilege of seeing one, they can
be made to do so by continuously ham-
mering into their heads the fact that

that there is to be a race at such a time,

and that they ought to be there to wit-

ness it. It is the same as advertising

any business ; the first few times one
sees the advertisement he may take no
interest whatever in it, but if it is forced

on his attention day after day, he can-

not help but in time become interested

in it, be the matter ever so trivial. This
is the method pursued by the Spring-

field Club in advertising their tourna-

ments, and it is the only method that

will lead to success. Another reason
for the failure of the Union tournament,

and the chief one as far as the attend-

ance of wheelmen was concerned, was
that the affair was run under the

auspices of a private corporation,instead

of being in charge of some well known
bicycle club, as it should have been.

Then the track on the Union grounds
was so small and in such poor condition

that it was impossible to make any re-

spectable time on it, nor was it thought

any could be made there. When in

other cities a mile is covered under 2.40,

it can hardly be expected to draw a

crowd where the average mile time is

about 3.40. The above, together with

many other reasons, may be assigned as

the causes of the failure of the Union
tournament. Now, let's see what is to

be done to make a tournament pay in

this city.

To begin with, it must be well adver-

tised, and the advertising commenced a
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long time in advance. If the meet is

to be held next September, now is none
too early to begin planning for it. It

must be run under the auspices of a bi-

cycle club. This will give the affair a

certain "tone" which is necessary to

induce wheelmen to attend in any large

numbers, and will insure proper atten-

tion being given to the details of the

affair, by the appointment of numerous
committees. In this instance it would
be better if the two leading » Boston
clubs could be induced to jointly take

charge of the meet. If this cannot be
arranged, either the Massachusetts or

the Boston Club would alone be fully

able to properly conduct the affair. 1

have no positive assurance that either

of the clubs would be willing to under-
take the affair, but judging from the

remarks made by a number of members,
I think that there would be little trouble

in inducing one of them to, if their way
to success could be clearly shown. Re-
garding the track, Beacon Park would
answer very well. By expending a few
hundred dollars the mile horse track

could be put in a very good condition,

as good, at least, as the Springfield Club
had for their first and second years'

races. By holding the meet about the

time the Springfield and other large

tournaments occur, the attendance of

all the leading racers of this and other

countries could be insured. The nu-

merous 'cycle dealers here would, I feel

confident, be willing to contribute liber-

ally toward the expenses of the tourna

ment ; it would be for their advantage to

do so. There are such a great number
of wheelmen in Boston and vicinity that

with their support the success of the af-

fair would be guaranteed without any
great assistance from the general public.

But the general public would show up
all right, and there would be a great

many wheelmen attend from a distance.

The League meet held here four years

since showed that Boston could turn out
a larger number of wheelmen than could

any other city. Boston is looked upon
as a kind of Mecca by wheelmen in dis-

tant cities, and were the opportunity
offered would be glad to visit the city.

They did not come here during the

Union tournament because no prepara-

tions were made for entertaining them.

If the meet was held by a large club,

entertainment committees would of

course be appointed and everybody
properly cared for. I will have more to

say on this matter in the future, going
into details of expenses, etc., and in the

meanwhile would be glad if any Boston
wheelmen likely to be intetested in the

affair express their opinions of the mat-
ter through the columns of The Wheel.

From all that I can learn of the Phil.

Hammill case, Mr. Bassett has the right

of the matter. If Hammill set the pace
for Woodside he certainly violated the

League rules, and should suffer the con-
sequence. If he did not know that the

rules forbid his setting a pace for a pro-

fessional, he deserves punishment for his

ignorance, as there is no excuse for it.

If a man who has participated in as

many races as has Hammill does not
think it worth his while to read the rac-

ing rules he certainly is entitled to no
sympathy when he gets caught. On the

other hand, if Hammill did not set the

pace for Woodside, his innocence can
easily be proved by an investigation, and
he will be none the worse off by having
been looked into. It certainly shows
very bad taste on the part of the Chicago
wheelmen to make such a fuss over the

matter, for Hammill has not been sus-

pended from the League, but has simply
been put under investigation. Their
evident desire to avoid an investigation

looks very much as though there might
be some truth in the charges. I should
be the last one to wish that Hammill be
expelled from the League, but I do ob-
ject to the Racing Board being in any
way intimidated from doing their duty.

If, after the investigation, Hammill is

found guilty and expelled, the matter
could be brought before the next meet-
ing of the league officers, when I feel

confident that, good reasons being given,

he would be reinstated without the

slighest objection from any one.

A meeting of the Massacnusetts Bi-

cycle Club was held last Tuesday even-
ing, President Williams in the chair.

The report of the president of the Mas-
sachusetts Club Corporation showed the

advancement which had been made to-

wards the completion of the new club

house on Newbury street and the fur-

nishing of the same. There is little

doubt that it will be ready for occu-
pancy before February i. Some twenty-
five shares of the corporation stock re-

main unsubscribed for, but it is likely

that they will all be taken within a week
or two. It was voted to give two re-

ceptions at the new house at as early a
date as possible, one about February i,

for club members and invited wheel-
men; the other about February 15, for

club members and their lady friends.

A committee consisting of Captain E.

W. Pope and A. D. Claflin was appoint-

ed, to arrange for the annual club din-

ner, to be held at Young's, February
20. It was voted that the dinner be ex-

clusively for Massachusetts club mem-
bers, the former custom of inviting lead-

ing members of other clubs being dis-

continued. At the request of Chief Con-
sul Currier, E. W. Pope and A. D. Claf-

lin were appointed a committee to nom-
inate a League consul for Boston. As
the election of club officers occurs at

the next meeting, the following two com-
mittees were appointed to make nomin-
ations : A. S. Parsons, S. H. Day and
S. C. Miller; Augustus Miller, F. G.
Parker and W. S. Slocum. Notice was
given that a motion would be made at

the next meeting to amend the constitu-

tion, changing the number of members
forming the club committee from five to

seven. The lease of the present head
quarters was given up, as it is expected

to hold the next meeting at the new
house. The following were elected

members of the club: W. H. M. Bel-

lows, Boston; John Wood, Lexington;

George R. Bidwell, New York ; G. H.
Hastings, Boston ; H. A. Edgerly, Cam-
bridge

; J. A. Kennedy, Boston ; V. J.

Loring, Aliston.

I know of no one who is better fitted

for the position of L. A. W. Consul for

Boston than Mr. A. L. Atkins, who is a

member of the Massachusetts Club, and
is assistant superintendent of the Pope
Manufacturing Company. Mr. Atkins

is probably the most generally known
wheelman in the city, and by his thor-

ough knowledge of the roads and points

of interest around the city, he is capa-

ble of filling the position most satisfac-

torily. . Besides, being at the Pope Man-
ufacturing Company's rooms he is easily

accessible to all wheelmen, which, I am
sorry to say, has not been the case with

our previous consuls. An active consul

is sorely needed in Boston, and the in-

terests of the League would be greatly

benefited were one here.

The Brockton Bicycle Club has elect-

ed the following officers : Captain, W.
Hayward ; first lieutenant, Herbert
Carr ; second lieutenant, Charles Cher-
igney ; first bugler, Frank Dermuth

;

second bugler, Fred. C. Smith. The
club contains about sixty members, and
is in a flourishing condition. The mem-
bers have lately purchased new uni-

forms and refurnished their rooms.

The annual meeting and election of

officers of the Wakefield Bicycle Club
was held on January 5, at the new club

rooms. The following officers were
elected for the ensuing year : President,

Clarence Knight; vice-president, Frank
Nichols; captain, G. P. Aborn; secre-

tary and treasurer. George Silver. After

the meeting the club entertained its

friends very hospitably.

The semi-annual election of officers

of the Somerville 'Cycle Club, was held

at its rooms last Wednesday evening.

Herbert E. Foot was re-elected presi-

dent ; William Maxwell, vice-president
j

Frank Norwood, captain
;
Eugene San-

ger, lieutenant; George Beales, second
lieutenant; George Steele, secretary

and treasurer ; William E. Hill, bugler
;

club committee, H. S. Worthen and
George Shaw. The club is in a very
flourishing condition, and has just added
a very complete gymnasium to its club-

room.

It is reported that Jos. Dean is or-

ganizing a small riding club inside of

the Boston Club. It is also reported
that the Boston's contemplate changing
the color of their uniform from green to

gray, and that a "ladies night" is to be
held at their club-house shortly.

A recent letter from W. D. Wilmot,
the Boston fancy rider, states that while
in Denver he separated from his part-

ner, Pavilla, and that now he, Wilmot,
is doing single riding at Salt Lake City,

Utah.

I am glad to hear that one of the

New York dailies is to open a Sunday
'cycle column. It will undoubtedly do
the sport much good in your city.

The Bermuda tourists have received
another addition in the person of Cap-
tain Stevens, of the Cambridge Bicycle

Club. Mr. Stevens has been in bad
health for some time past, and hopes to

benefit it by his trip to Bermuda. He
will remain there several months.

The Worcester yEolus Wheelmen are

to hold a social entertainment this eve-,

ening.

Lawrence F. Abbott, late associate

editor of " Outing and the Wheelman,"
and who has for a long time past been
in poor health, sailed for Australia last

Thursday.

There promises to be a greater com-
petition among the dealers here the

coming season than ever before.

Mr. Chas. E. Pratt has been succeed-

ed as editor of " Outing and the Wheel-
man," by Mr. Sylvester Baxter, formerly

of the Boston "Herald", staff, and a

well known wheelman of this city.

The annual meeting of the Boston
Bicycle Ciub was held last Wednesday
evening, and the following officers elect-

ed : President, Edward C. Hodges

;

secretary, Edward W. Hodgkins ; treas-

urer, W. B. Everett
;

captain, Louis R.
Harrison; first lieutenant, W. H. Ed-
munds ; second lieutenant, D. N, C.

Hyams.
Boston, Jan. 13, 1884.

KRON'S FIFTIETH WEEK.
Editor of The Wheel : Twenty-

three one-dollar pledges for "X. M.
Miles on a Bi." have come to me on
this fiftieth week of the canvass, raising

the total to night to 2,301. I wish I

might be able, when the first year ends,

a fortnight hence, to report an even

2,400 at least ; and so 1 urge club sec-

retaries and others, who may be holding

a few names for me in hopes of " get-

ting more," to send in those few at once,

and take a fresh start in reference to the

laggards.

My chief accession of the week has
come from Clearfield, Pa., in the shape
of ten names, collected by the friendly

activity of Mr. J. E. Harder, "manufac-
turer of and dealer in guns and pistols,"

who writes as follows :
" This town is a

very old as well as a very wealthy one,

being a great lumbering headquarter,

and having about 3,000 population. It

is situated on the west branch of the

Susquehanna, on which all lumber is

sent to the markets at Marietta and
other places. The country is beautiful

throughout this and adjoining counties.

Quite a number of riders went through
here last season while on long tours

—

stopping in town for a day or so—and
they seemed to enjoy the scenery and
invigorating air of this mountainous re-

gion. We have beautiful roads winding
around the mountain sides, and they are

not too steep for good riding, except

that here and there one will occasionally

see a good chance to walk. I gave up
the bicycle agency here three years ago,

when I only sold three machines, but
now I am going into it again ' red-hot,'

and talking up the wheel at every chance
I can get. You will observe that I

have secured for you the chief hotel in

Carwinsville, as well as in this town.

This is a result of my reading what you
said in The Wheel.
As I see that Mr. Elwell, of the Port-

land (Me.) Wheel Club, requests the fif-

teen fellow travelers Who intend to sail

with him from this port for Bermuda,
January 22, to get acquainted with each
other by taking dinner together at the

Astor House, at noon of that day, I

propose to invite myself to the feast in

the character of "an old Bermudian." If,

having gained admission in this way, I sud-

denly assume the role of deadly Ameri-
can book agent towards the one or two
of the party whose names are not al-

ready on my subscription list, I am sine

that " my subscribers," being in a vast

majority,will not allow these delinquents

to throw me out of the window.

It was the prospective voyage of this

fortunate party of winter tourists which
spurred me up to the pitch of writing

my chapter on " The Coral Reefs of

Bermuda," and allowing the " Spring-

field Wheelmen's Gazette" to pub-
lish it, in advance of its insertion

in " Ten Thousand Miles." The story

comprises more than 8,000 words, and
covers four solid pages of the "Gazette,"

being by far the longest piece which it

ever inserted in its columns. I rather

hope to secure some reprints of those

pages, for circulation in England, when
I send out my circulars soliciting sub-

scriptions there. My English supporters

now number 35, whereof 25 are

residents of London. America, out-

side the United States, has supplied

120 names, as follows: Canada, 74]
Nova Scotia, 39; New Brunswick, 4;
Bermuda, 3 ; and Mexico, 1.

Karl Kron.
Washington Square, N. Y.. Jan. 10.
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Chicago. Jan. 6.—To the Editor :

In looking over "The Mirror of Ameri-
can Sports" of Dec. 27, 1884, I notice

a paragraph to the effect that The
Wheel shows poor taste in not accept-

ing Woodside's records, after they had
been accepted by the Chairman of the

Division Racing Board I wish to say

that I did not accept them. The L. A.

W. has nothing to do in accepting pro-

fessional records. I merely certified

that the measurement of the tracks and
the time reported were correct. Wood-
side ran the full distance, of that I am
sure, but the track had no solid curb,

but was measured by a painted line on
the floor, fully three feet from the rail-

ing. Please publish this in justice to

the Division Racing Board, and oblige

yours fraternally,

N. H. Van Sicklen,

Chairman 111. Div. Racine: Board.

A COMPLETE AND IMPAR-
TIAL HISTORY OF THE
TRICYCLE UNION.

BY A. J. WILSON.

" Complete !
" Yes, for the Tricycle

Union has. ceased to exist. " Impar-
tial !

" Yes. I believe that my history

will be found fault with by none, being
a true and dispassionate record of events,

not of opinions or assertions merely.

The origin of the Tricycle Union
must be traced back to the Tricycle

Association. Soon after the Tricycle

Association had been incorporated with

the Bicycle Union, some of its members
were dissatisfied with the arrangement.
It matters little what foundation they
had for this dissatisfaction. Some have
alleged that it was merely pique at be-
ing deprived of office ; other's that it

was a spirit of contempt for the more
youthful bicyclists, who constituted the
majority of the Bicycle Union. The
malcontents themselves professed to be
dissatisfied with the want of attention

given to purely tricycling interests, but
the only explicit fact advanced in sup-

port of this complaint was that the Bicy-

cle Union had decided not to hold the

fifty miles tricycle race on the road
which had been annually promoted by
the Tricycle Association. The Bicycle

Union refused to perpetuate this illegal

contest, offering, instead, to institute a
tricycle championship, to be raced for

on a path, if a desire therefor was ex-

pressed by tricyclists generally.

A side-wind arose on this point, which
resulted in a long wrangle concerning
the relative merits and evils of path
racing and road racing.

The next development was the ap-

pointment, by the London Tricycle
Club, of two of its members " to meet a
like number of representatives from the
Acton, Finchley, and West Kensington
Tricycle Clubs, to decide what course
shall be taken in the matter " of the tri-

cycle championship. These representa-

tives eventually decided to hold the

fifty miles road race, and formed them-
selves into a " Tricycle Conference,"
under which title they carried out the-

fifty miles race in 1882. Not satisfied

with doing what their clubs had dele-

gated them to do, however, they held a
public supper, at which it transpired
that the " Tricycle Conference" intend-
ed to develop itself into a Tricycle
Union, in opposition to the Bicycle
Union, its objects being to promote the
fifty miles road race and the monster

meet of tricyclists annually, as well as

to endeavor to secure for tricyclists only
—not for bicyclists—admission to the

London parks. Advertisements had set

forth the first two objects for several

months; but upon the conference call-

ing a meeting of tricycling clubs, at An-
derton's Hotel, the conference's inten-

tions were displayed in the initial mo-
tion on the agenda, to wit: "That a
permanent tricycle society, consisting

exclusively of bona fide tricycle clubs,

be formed for the purpose of carrying

on the Annual Meet and Championship
Road Ride from year to year, and also

for endeavoring to obtain permission for

tricyclists to ride in the public parks,

and generally to advance the interests of
tricycling."

In the event, this meeting was at-

tended by many more clubs than the

promoters anticipated, the avowals at

the conference supper having put the

tricyclists who supported the Bicycle
Union on the qui vive, so that it ap-
peared as though there was a majority
of clubs represented at the meeting who
were likely to vote against the formation
of the proposed society. This resulted

in the conference withdrawing from the
meeting, after an informal discussion;

and. thereupon the meeting was called

to order, and the 'agenda negatived by
fifteen votes to two. The same num-
ber of votes were recorded in favor of a
motion condemning the road race ; and
unanimous resolutions were passed ap-
pointing a secretary to call a meeting of
delegates from tricycling and mixed bi.

and tricycling clubs, to make arrange
ments for holding the Annual Meet.
(This meeting, it must be remarked,
was subsequently held, and a represen-
tative committee formed which even-
tually did carry out the Meet. This
course was repeated in 1884). The
meeting also unanimously passed a vote
of confidence in the Bicycle Union.

Meanwhile, the members composing
the conference were not satisfied with
the manifest will of the majority, but
determined to call another meeting, to

be strictly confined to themselves and
the representatives of three other clubs,

viz., the South London, North London,
and West Middlesex Tricycle Clubs,
"to consider the question of the forma-
tion of an association for the protection
of purely tricycling interests."

This second meeting (at which the
Finchley Tricyle Club was not repre-
sented) was held on Dec. 12. 1882, no
agenda being presented, but the chair-

,man stated that the objects of the pro-
posed body were :

" The admission of
tricycles into public parks ; the arrange-
ment and carrying out of the annual
meet of tricyclists and the annual road
race (should it be deemed expedient to
carry out the latter), and to look after

the interests of the tricycling fraternity

generally." The "North London" and
" South London " clubs proposed to ad-
journ the meeting in order to secure a
representative delegation from all the
tricycle clubs, but being outvoted in
this, those clubs' representatives with-
drew, and the remaining delegates of
the four clubs—London, Acton. West
Kensington, and West Middlesex

—

agreed to form the society under the
title of "The Tricycle Union." Mr. F.
S. Cobb was appointed honorary secre-
tary pro tern, and it was resolved," That
an executive committee be formed of
delegates from every tricycle club form-
ing the new Union." * * *

Up -to this time the Tricycle Union
was practically a private society, being

formed at a private meeting, and had

its promoters acknowledged this fact,

they would have escaped the hostility

which was eventually shown towards

them. But it was evident all along, by
means of the public utterances and
writings of its promoters, that the T i-

cycle Union was to be promoted and
fostered as a public body representative

of all tricyclists, and aiming at the with-

drawal of all tricycling matters from
" The Bicycle Union, with which is in-

corporated the Tricycle Association."

Hence arose the determined oppositioh

on the part of the tricycle clubs whicn
had been excluded from the inaugural

meeting on December T2, supported by
the North London and South London
Clubs, who had withdrawn, and by
the Finchley Tricycle Club, which had
been a part of the " conference," but

refused to assist in the forming of a Tri-

cycle Union against the wish of the ma-
jority of clubs.

Time passed, and advertisements ap-

peared inviting all tricycle clubs to join

the Tricycle Union and send delegates

to attend a meeting on February 5. In-

asmuch as the programme of the Tricy-

cle Union was not yet confirmed, but
was of so vague a nature as not to com-
mit it to any definite course, some of

the opposing clubs decided to join it as

the only means of securing a voice in

its ultimate constitution. Accordingly,

the Finchley, South London, Alton,

Huddleston, North London, Merry
Rovers, and Newcastle Tricycle Clubs
intimated their intention to join the Tri-

cycle Union, and sent delegates to the

meeting on February 5. Trouble was
yet in store for the conference party,

however, for, owing to a difference of

opinion on a point of formality, the

chairman, secretary, and another .with-

drew from the room in dudgeon, leaving

the meeting to proceed to business with-

out its prime movers. Thereupon,
Messrs. Hillier and Howard were elect-

ed jointly honorary secretaries pro tern,

and a provisional committee was appoint

ed to draft a code of rules for submis-

sion to another meeting.

The next meeting was held on April

5, at which a code of rules was present-

ed and eventually adopted, both the

rules and objects being but a replica of

the Bicycle Union, but referring to tri-

cycling only, the original objects (the

road race and the meet) being left out
altogether. Subscriptions were fixed,

and it was decided that no club should
be entitled to attend the next meeting
unless it had paid its subscription.

Immediately after this meeting the

North London Tricycling Club passed
the following resolution :

" Whereas, it

appears by the resolution passed at the

meeting of _ the Tricycle Union on 5th
April that the aims and objects of the
said Tricycle Union are identical with
those of the Bicycle Union, with which
is incorporated the Tricycle Association,

to which the North London Tricycling

Club is by its rules affiliated ; and where-
as the North London T. C. has no rea-

son to lose confidence in the said Bicy-

cle Union, with which is incorporatec

the said Tricycle Association—Resolved,
therefore, that the North London T. C.
will not support the said Tricycle Union,
but does hereby withdraw therefrom.

Resolved, further, that the secretary of
the T. U. be requested to render a copy
of the account for expenses incurred by
the T. U. up to and including the 5th
April, in order that the N. L. C. T. may
pay its just share of such expenses."

The spirit of the above quoted deci-

sion appeared to be shared by other

clubs, for, although no formal notifica-

tion of their withdrawal was published,

their names were omitted from the offi-

cial list advertised by the Tricycle

Union, the clubs which remained in it

being the London, Acton, Merry Rov-
ers, West Kensington, West Middlesex,

and Alton Tricycle Clubs.

Since then the West Middlesex Club

has died, the Alton Club has withdrawn,

the Acton Club has been amalgamated
with the Ealing, and the Merry Rovers

Club is popularly reported to be practi-

cally dead, although not formally dis-

solved.

The summer of 1883 found the Tricy-

cle Union nominally in existence, but

with the objects for which it was origi-

nated altogether absent from its consti-

tution. Therefore, the London Tricycle

Club once more joined its forces with

two or three of the other clubs, and
formed a committee which carried out

the annual fifty miles road race—a race

which was eventually stopped by the

police.

One of the earliest efforts of the Tri-

cycle Union, now that it had a tangible

existence, was to send a deputation to

the First Commissioner of Works, re-

questing him to allow tricyclists, but not
bicyclists, to enter the public parks.

The Bicycle Union also instituted a cru-

sade, with the object of obtaining that

concession for all 'cyclists, whether they

rode tricycles or bicycles.

While the matter was still pending,

Viscount Bury was invited to become
President of the Tricycle Union, which
he did on the explicit understanding
that he would use his influence to bring

about an amalgamation of the Tricycle

Union with the Bicycle Union. Nego-
tiations to this purpose took place, and
the Bicycle Union changed its name to

"National 'Cyclists' Union,"; but upon
Lord Bury reporting to the Tricycle

Union that he had succeeded in arrang-
'

ing for the amalgamation, the Tricycle

Union repudiated their part of the agree-

ment, whereupon Lord Bury threw up
his connection with that body in disgust.

(Lord Bury was subsequently elected

President of the National 'Cyclists'

Union).

Meantime, the Tricycle Union had
succeeded, by widespread advertising,

in obtaining accessions to its member-
ship roll, chiefly among the class of in-

dependent tricyclists who knew nothing
of the merits of its politics ; a number
of its more enthusiastic members were
also prevailed upon to pay a composi-
tion for life membership, so that at the

end of its first financial year its income
was stated to be derived from about 700
members. Beyond the deputation above
referred to, the only work accomplished
appeared to be the employment of legal

assistance in conducting a police court
prosecution of a tricycle thief and "the

holding of a dinner
;

yet, when the an-
nual report came to be made up, it was
found that the whole of the funds were
exhausted, including the life -member-
ship subscriptions !

Another year was entered upon, and
objectors were told that this second year
would witness the results of the advertis-

ing which the first year had been de-
voted to. Yet, upon a review of the
year's doings, we find that failure en-

sued upon every attempt at doing any
of the work for which the Union nomi-
nally existed, the only deed accomplish-
ed which could be in any way classed as

useful being the gift of to a Scottish tri-

cycle club of a sum of money to help
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pay the law expenses incurred in a tri

cycle case. The Parks agitation has
succeeded, but it has been the prayer of
the National 'Cyclists' Union which has
been granted, no distinction being made
between tricyclists and bicyclists. The
Tricycle Union has confined itself to
organizing pleasure excursions to Co-
ventry and Brighton, with processions
and gastronomical entertainments, on
the occasion of its " Council meetings,"
Its effort to promote a tricycle cham
pionship race on the path, in defiance of
the recognized racing laws of the Na-
nonal 'Cyclists' Union, resulted in such
Complete failue that the Council forth-

with expunged that object from its con-
stitution. An announcement that the
Tricycle Union intended to take over
the control of the Annual Meet was met
with a storm of indignant protest from
the clubs which had formed a truly rep-

resentative committee for that object,

which committee had carried out the

Meet in 1884, and announced its inten-

tion to arrange for the Meet in 1885.
During all this time prominent mem-

bers of the Tricycle Union were speak-

ing and writing with great bitterness

against the National 'Cyclists' Union—
although frequent assertions were made
that the two bodies were not antagonis-

tic—but, from the fact that the London
Tricycle Club, among others, had with-

drawn from the National 'Cyclists'

Union for the express purpose of joining

the Tricycle Union, and that some indi-

vidual members of the South London
Tricycle Club had prevailed upon that

club to withdraw from the National 'Cy-

clists' Union—ostensibly because it was
not, in the divided state of the 'cycling

world, advisable to support either side

—

the pretence that there was no opposi-

tion was a transparent absurdity. How-
ever, the National 'Cyclists' Union was
not affected by the opposition, but se-

cured frequent accessions to its ranks
among tricycling clubs and independent
trieyolists, as well as among bicycling

clubs, independent bicyclists, and mixed
bi. and tricycling clubs.

Soon after the withdrawal of Lord
Bury, the Tricycle Union prevailed upon
Dr. B. W Richardson to become its

president, and on the few occasions

when that gentleman has taken part in

its deliberations, he has exhibited a
striking divergence from the creed of his

nominal colleagues
;

for, while the Tri-

cycle Unionists have been declaiming
against bicyclists, and going to intem-

perate extremes in their condemnation
of the identification of the interests of

both classes of 'cyclists, Dr. Richardson
has advocated the fusion of both, and
deprecated the animosity shown by the

tricycling section towards the bicycling,

and at last, after some vague prelimin-

ary advice as to the Tricycle Union seek-

ing for higher aims than the mere pro-

motion and protection of the sport and
pastime of tricycling, its president has
launched forth a scheme for a total

change, which involves the immediate
cessation of the Tricycle Union.

Briefly, Dr. Richardson proposes to

form a high class British 'Cyclists' Soci-

ety for the purpose of scientific study,

with which the only connection of the

Tricycle Union will be that its members
will be admitted to the new society free

of entrance fee. The Tricycle Union
has accepted this proposition, and sign-

ed its own death warrant, nothing more
being required than for its final obsequies
to be decently performed.

Thus ends a movement which, has
given rise to an amonnt of acrimonious

discussion which is Scarcely credible.

The gentlemen who originated the Tri-

cycle Union may have started with the
purest • of motives

;
evidently they

thought that they could do something—
they were not very sure what—to ad-

vance the interests of tricycling. Pos-
sessed of a great deal of that " mania
for organization " which leads men to

devote a considerable part of their time
to honorary labor, they have worked in

their own way, under the impression that

their age gave them wisdom far beyond
that of the slightly younger men—men
in the prime of life—who work the Na-
tional 'Cyclists' Union; and, oblivious

of their own incompetence, they have
spent time and money to no purpose.

One after another their objects have
been abandoned ami their programme
changed ; as soon as one of their legisla-

tive skittles was knocked down, they

have set another up. But minorities

must ever give way to majorities, and
first, with the discovery that the great

majority of tricyclists insisted upon re-

maining with the National 'Cyclists'

Union, came the announcement that the

Tricycle Union does not want to govern
tricycling, but only wants to lepresent

those who choose to be represented by
it ; then came failure after failure ; and
as a drowning man will catch at a straw,

so have the Tricycle Unionists, in de-

spair of achieving their ambition as tri-

cycling legislators, caught at the pro-

posal which gives them a somewhat less

sudden appearance of expiring than if

they had simply dissolved their society.

A few of them will doubtless join Dr.

Richardson in forming his Society of
British Tricyclists ; in that sphere they

will have ample scope to discover, as

every student of science does discover,

how very much they have to learn, and
if scientific pursuits suit their tastes, no-

body will be any the worse for the de-

velopment. But the great bulk of mem-
bers of the Tricycle Union will have
nothing to do with an expensive society

for the study of abstruse science, and
the only result to the cycling world at

large will now be that the interests of

the sport and pastime of tricycling and
bicycling will remain, as heretofore, in-

disputably the purpose solely of the Na-
tional 'Cyclists' Union.—[Wheel World.

ON WHEELS.
Only a girl on roller skates,

Only a female defying the fates
;

Only a step or two out on the floor,

Only this, then something more.

Only a man on the backward glide,

With hands outstretched and feet spread
wide

;

Only a bold dash, then a dull thud,

Only a scream that would curdle your,

blood.

Only a mingling of stripes in air,

Only a shower of auburn hair
;

Then she sat on him by the ton,

Never was man so sat upon.

— [Courier-Journal.

FROM THE CLUBS,

Capital.—The annual election of

this club, held December 13, resulted

as follows : President, J. West Wag-
ner; Vice-President, H. M. Schooley;
Treasurer, Jos. E. Learning; Recording
Secretary. Thos. A. Berryhill; Corre-
sponding Secretary, John M, Killits

;

Captain, DeLancy W. Gill; Sub-Cap-
tain, Edson B. Olds; Junior Sub-Cap-
tain, Chas. A. Burnett.

Fort Schuyler Wheelmen.—The
Fort Schuyler wheelmen of Utica, N. Y.,

had a very enjoyable reception at their

club headquarters. Devere'ux Block, last

evening. The reception was given by
the club to invited wheelmen from Utica

and surrounding villages, and all the

guests were highly pleased, not only by
the hearty welcome extended, but by
the attractive appearance of the club

parlors. These are fitted up in very

cosy style, with carpets on the floor, the-

Avails handsomely papered and covered
with pictures, and with curtains at the

doors. The inscriptions "Welcome"
and "Happy New Year" were not

needed to express the sentiments of the

club to' its visitors. A black board and
register occupy a prominent position,

while bugles and other insignia of wheel-

men were noticeable. In these cosy par-

lors the members of the club and their

invited guests passed the hours very

pleasantly from 8 to 11 p. m. in games
of skill and chance, music by the club

orchestra and social converse. At 1 t

p. m. supper was served in the adjoining

room, which was tastefully decorated

with evergreens. A bicycle of ever

greens occupied a prominent position in

the centre of the table. About sixty

persons were present, including the

twenty-four members of the club. Like
canoeists and others who journey thro'

the country, the wheelmen provided

their own supper, and the feast not only-

showed generous hospitality, but was
highly creditable to the skill of the

cooks. The bill of fare embraced roast

pig, roast turkey, and many other sub-

stantial, besides delicacies innumerable.

After the company was seated, the presi-

dent, Edward M. Glenn, welcomed the

visitors in a very cordial address. The
supper was then enjoyed, and the feast

prolonged until a late hour. Arthur

Lux, with several able assistants, served

his fellow wheelmen royally. Letters of

regret were received from W. G. Ey-
non of the University of Michigan, the

Rome Bicycle Clnb, and the Berkshire

County Wheelmen, of Pittsfield, Massa-
chusetts.

The supper over, the wheelmen wash-

ed each other a happy New Year,"

and toasts and responses were in order.

The toasts and responses were :

Our Guests, Will Wright ; Old Utica
Bicycle Club, John Linder of Newark

;

Rome Bicycle Club, Walt Nicholson;
" Headers," H. K. VanSize ; Absent
Friends, Pierre White ; Fort Schuyler

Wheelmen, James Cutler ; The Ladies,

Hugh White.

The lady friends of the wheelmen pre-

sented them a handsome banneret of

black satin, embroidered with the figure

of a wheelman in gold.

ONE VACATION,
I had occasion to take a semi-busi-

ness trip out West last June, and ex-

pecting during my stay an abundance of

leisure, I took with me my trusty wheel,

a 52-inch Expert, equipped with a few
duplicates of essential parts and a bottle

of sperm oil. Not without some mis-

givings, I decided to include my riding

suit in the outfit, and subsequent devel-

opments confirmed the wisdom of the

provision. In the untutored West knee-

breeches are still regarded as a mark of

immaturity, and it is' only by exercising

the greatest firmness that wheelmen can
secure attention at places of public re-

sort, such as hotels and anti-prohibition

counters.

I was twenty-two years of age, had

had considerable road experience, and a
" century " run was 10 me no novelty.

I felt at home on the wheel, was " up "

in all the various mounts and dismounts,

coasting, balance, etc. My hill-climb-

ing was rny pride, and I could make a

creditable spirit when occasion required.

I don't mind saying that my destina-

tion was Nebraska, The roads m cer-

tain parts of this growing State lead the

tourist through a landscape of unparall

eled beauty. That portion surrounding
the point of my intended sojourn is for

miles and miles one unbroken stretch of

rolling prairie. The occasional clumps
of trees are almost without exception
the result of artificial cultivation, and
the lack of natural timber has suggested
to the thrifty fanners the use of hedges
for marking off their lands. Nebraska
is one of the few States where organiza-

tion preceeded settlement. The roads
have been scientifically surveyed and
marked oft" at right angles, a mile apart.

Each square mile of land is thus cut off

geometrically, and with its boundary 'of

green growing hedges adds much to the

undulating beauty of the bird's-eye-

view. The roads proper have for a
foundation that mixture of sand and
clay which is rightly proportioned lor

hardness and quick drying. The ruts,

however, are abominable, being about
four inches wide and sinking at times a
foot deep. The prairie is one great un-
dulating perspective, formed, as it were,

of crystallized billows, about 200 feet

from base to base and fifty feet high.

The view from the summit of these is

magnificient ; each house is surrounded
by its bouquet of planted tiees, while at

regular intervals on the horizon can be
seen the tall frames of the railroad wind-
mills which furnish the stations with wa-
ter. <~-- . ^VtaJli»«p*^

Well, I reached S at dusk, un-
loaded my bike, and followed with it

behind the porter of the (only) hotel,

who carried my trunk. Although I had
friends in the surrounding country, I de-

cided to make the hotel my headquar-
ters for reasons of diet.

Next morning, after establishing the

preliminaries of my business relations, T

walked down to the station to wire my
arrival. Imagine my surprise and de-

light on recognizing the operator as a

former school friend. Frank B., as I

shall call him, was a jovial fellow of ex-

cellent temper and disposition. He had
completed a brilliant public school edu-

cation, and was on the eve of entering

college, when financial difficulties com-
pelled him to take up telegraphy—and
hence the meeting.

" My dear fellow," said he, with a
hearty shake, " you are the last person
in the world I should expect to see in

this forsaken country. You are doubly
welcome, and I am royally glad to see

you."

We discussed old times at length, and
I asked him regarding the roads, casu-

ally remarking that I had brought my
wheel.

"Well, old fellow," he remarked good
humoredly, "if you ride the bicycle as

well as you handled the ball and bat in

days gone by, you must be a la-la
!

"

I assured him that without making
any extraordinary pretentions, I was
master of the wheel under ordinary cir-

cumstances, and that my health as well

as my heart was in the sport. He sug-

gested that so far as my health was con-

cerned, horseback riding was as good
exercise as could be desired. This I

contradicted, remarking jocosely that

we of the wheel were prone to regard
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horsemanship as an exceedingly billions

sport, from being connected with things
that are liver-y. The bicycle, I said,

was the king of all pastimes. I then
explained to him the difference between
the suspension wheel and the wagon
wheel—expatiated upon the selection of
materials for resisting the various
strains, and set forth the virtues of ball

bearing. In conclusion I told him that
for speed in long distance and for abso-
lute endurance the bicycle could on or-

dinary roads surpass the best horse in

existence ; that compared to this means
of locomotion, the unaided progress of
a man was insignificant.

" You don't say so !" he exclaimed in

astonishment. " If I did not know you
so well, I should feel inclined to treat

you as an enthusiast and discredit your
statements accordingly. As it is, I be-

lieve you ; but let me add that there is

not a soul in all the surrounding coun-
try who will do as much."

" fit prove it to 'em !

" said I, with
enthusiasm. " I'll convince these rus-

tics that there are better means of pro-
gression than their lumbering legs and
their still more lumbering beasts of bur-
den. I am going to be the ' apostle of
the wheel ' in this section—and don't
you forget it !

" Then followed a recital

of a few personal experiences which
seemed to fascinate him.

You have not ridden yet, have
you ? " asked Frank, with sudden ani-

mation.
" Why, no. Indeed, nobody is at all

aware of the presence of my wheel, ex-
cept yourself and the porter. It was
dark when I came, you know."

''By jove! That is excellent!" he
exclaimed gleefully. " I have a plan by
which we can reap considerable enjoy-
ment, and at the same time teach these
conservative numbskulls a lesson. I
have been buried alive in this detestable
holt for so long," he added with a tinge

of bitterness in his tone, "that I should
be glad of the opportunity to show them
a little of the stuff that we despised
'city folk ' are made of."

I must confess that an idea probably
similar to his own, and tending to the
same result, had already assumed shape
in my own mind, but I reserved its ut-

terance, and nodded assent to his im-
plied bid for my attention.

"You see," he commenced, '

' there is

in this miserable apology for a town, a
certain spirit of contempt for all that is

urban, both as to muscle and endurance.
Being about the only representative of
the city-bred class, and being of assaila-

ble age, I have been made among them
the butt of this ridicule. I never was
much at athletics, any way, but I feel

their scorn just the same, and a chance
to get even will be a rare relish indeed,"
and his eyes glistened with pleasure.
" Every Fourth of July," he continued,
"all these clodhoppers gather together
to have a good time generally. They
engage in tournaments and set-to's of
all kinds—races, dancing, swinging, etc.,

and prizes are offered to winners. Now
wouldn't it be a capital idea for you to

pretend awkwardness on the wheel, and
after several weeks of premeditated mis
haps, to challenge their crack runner
(whom I particularly dislike). If you do
this, old boy, I will never be able to ex-
press the full measure of my gratitude
to you ' As an additional inducement,
I will say that this part of the country
is gifted with a good sprinkling of ap"

preciative girls, who, though unlettered,

are as frank and unconventional as a
city young man might wish. Coupled

with your looks, such a performance
would make sad havoc among them. I

admire the robustness of the country
lass ; with her rosy cheeks and bloom-
ing health she is the ideal of feminine
physique'. I never could reconcile my-
self to the simpering city girl, anyhow,
and my final choice is about determined
upon in this locality. However, I di-

gress. If you are agreeable,! can make
all the arrangements for such an event,

and I assure you that its successful con-
summation will be to me more sweet
than a gallon jug of loaf-sugar syrup,"

and he seized my hand at the conclu-
sion of this rhapsody, shaking it with an
energywhich I felt compelled to mollify.

I agreed with him in all important par-

ticulars, and acquainted him with some
indispensable details. I now left him
for dinner, he meanwhile promising to

busy himself with the necessary arrange-
ments.

I will here incidentally remark that

the so-called spring chicken I ate re-

sembled closely the cradle-spring variety,

and I noticed on the part of the waiters
a painful tendency analogous to that of
the detective service, viz., to "spot"
you before you know it.

The afternoon was fine, and I deter-

mined to begin my part of the pro-

gramme. Accordingly I brought my
machine out into the middle of the road,

and after a few intentionally futile at-

tempts, I climbed awkwardly into the
saddle. The spectators, as you may
imagine, were considerably edified, and
as I came in front of the grocery-saloon -

post-office, I was saluted with :

" Who put you up ?"

I had not expected such a display of
interest, but I promptly answered :

"Fell up-!

"

" Climb down and look at yourself."
" Thanks," I answered drily, " it's

more fun to sit up here and look at you."
This established my position squarely

by giving me the last word; besides, I

was now out of hearing. A buggy
dashed along containing, as I afterward
ascertained, the doctor and his " girl."

The spirit of the thorough-bred arose
within me, and I was just in the act of
bending forward and reaping an easy
victory, when the remembrance of my
agreement crossed my mind. The temp-
tafion of Saint Anthony sinks into in-

significance compared to the torments I

endured in curbing my propensity to
spurt—but I triumphed over the flesh,

and remained faithful to my promise.
The three weeks intervening between

my arrival and the Fourth were rapidly
passing. My business transactions were
well under way, and I managed to ex-

tract considerable comfort out of my
wheel—upon which my display was lim-

ited to the plain step-mount and pedal
dismount. On one occasion an inquisi-

tive rustic asked the use of "them there
notches" (referring to my hub step) and
I answered as naturally as I could that
some people there were who could
"climb in" from that point, but that it

was by conservative men considered
" risky business "—to which he assented.

Finally my friend announced that
matters were in fine shape. He had,
pursuant to my suggestion, agreed to

back me against their fleetest runner for

a race of 300 yards straight-away, the
runner to have fifteen yards start. The
idea of this concession tickled them
hugely.

For reasons of policy, I told my friend
that he must station himself at "the ter-

minus of the course and leave me to

manage my start alone, I would ac-

cept no other starter than Frank, and
as I required him to be judge of the fin-

ish, it was necessary that I should start

alone. This point I had arranged with

no little complacency, since a few days
before the hoosiers had ridiculed the

possibility of a standstill on a machine
resting on two points only. At that time

my agreement with Frank had prevented

me from proving it.

One evening, several days before the

Fourth, I repaired to the selected course,

which was quite level, and exhibited to

my friend some of the manoeuvres on
the wheel, and gave him also a display

of speed which astonished him. I cov-

ered the distance of 300 yards in 35 sec-

onds, and said I could better it in my
riding suit.

Finally the day anived. Needless to

say, the local press, from lack of other

news, I suppose, had something to say

every week bearing on the approaching
race—not altogether favorable to the
wheel, either. The tradesmen also, an-

ticipating increased patronage as a re-

sult of the crowd, took the matter in

hand, and the result was an unexpected-
ly large attendance. The general feel-

ing among the visiters seemed to be that

the "city man" would back out at the
last moment.

I appeared on time, however, clad in

my natty riding suit. I am sure I cre-

ated quite a stir among the feminine
spectators, for the suit fitted me elegantly.

When the starter called " time," I ad-
vanced my wheel to the line, and ad-
justing the cranks parallel to the ground,
I backed the machine obliquely a few
feet from the side of the road. With an
easy motion I swung into the saddle
from the hub and advanced deliberately

to the line. Here I turned the wheel un-
der me in the old familiar way,and struck
my balance. You must imagine the
surprise of my opponent, for I cannot
describe it. As the saying goes, you
might have heard a house fall.

At the pistol shot the runner—who
was really an athlete—darted off like a
flash.- My start, of course, required
more time. Profiting by experiences of
a similar kind, I gave the first few turns
of my wheel without effort. My oppo-
nent was now some twenty-five yards
in advance of me, and the cheering was
vociferous, as were also the cries of de-
rision.

No time was to be lost. My trusty

Expert had now acquired sufficient mo-
mentum to respond to more earnest work,
and I increased the pressure on the rapid-
ly descending pedals. The runner had
passed the half-way mark and was still a
dozen yards in the lead. He now be-
gan to see the race in its true aspect.

He made a desperate effort to put on
more speed. It was at this moment
that I bent forward for my final spurt.

I was actually flying over the ground.
At thirty yards from home I passed him.
He made a sudden side movement as
my wheel hummed past him—and he
gave up the race. I threw my legs neg -

ligently over the bar and sailed like a
bird past the finish. Then there were
cheers indeed, cheers that made the
echoes ring—but this time they were for

me. * * *

This was my experience last year. I

shall go there again next spring, but this

time I look forward to a more difficult

victory, for they now speak (so my
friend writes me) of running me against
one of their road horses. They little

know how bad a defeat awaits them, if

I can match myself against the animal for
a sufficiently long distance. Pierre.

RELATIVE MERITS OF THE
"STAR" AND "CRANK"

BICYCLES,

1 am surprised that the readers of
The Wheel get so little reading con-
cerning the practical experience of riders

with the different wheels in the market.
This is not as it should be. The adver-
tisements, solely, cannot always be de-

pended on. I do not wish it understood
that advertisers are a deceitful set. Far
from it. A man will not, and certainly

is not expected, to run down his own
stock, and the majority will not hesitate

to claim that their wheels are the " best
in the world." Now. taking a dozen
such ads. and placing them before him,
the new rider will often be very much
puzzled which to select. He wants the
best

;
every advertiser is ready to get up

on a stack of Bibles and swear that his

is just the machine the novice is seek-
ing. Therefore the latter should turn
to experienced and disinterested riders

to decide the question if he cannot do
so himself. Never was there a more
perplexing question than which to se-

lect, the "Star" or the "Crank." If

my experience with both those wheels -is

of any value, I will be glad to share it

with intending buyers. I have before
me the book " What and Why," which,
if it were not for certain things it con-
tains, would be a good article, but the
thrusts made at safety bicycles which
are hardly true, and done with evident
intent of injuring manufacturers of this

class of wheels. I also have before me
the modest claims made by the Smith
Machine Company for the " Star." I

will analyze those two papers, and see
what I have found by experience.

I will take the most important claims
up alternately and comment on them.

1. Smith Machine Company—" Ease
of control." Very true, but over our
rough Western roads it is not controlled
as easily as the " Crank."

2. "What and Why"—"The little

wheel in front is harder to push than the
little wheel behind is to drag." No;
they run about equally easy.

3. "Safety"—Smith Machine Com-
pany. Yes, the " Star " is safer than
the " Crank " in many respects.

4. " What and Why "_" ' Star ' not
equal to the ' Crank ' for speed or dis-

tance, or better than the tricycle."

Comparing the weight the "Star" is

equal to the "Crank" for speed, and
superior to it for distance, and very
much ahead of the tricycle.

5. Smith*/ Machine Company—"Eas-
ier to mount and dismount." I am
sorry to say that no rider will find this

so, unless he gets a wheel several sizes

smaller than the " Crank" he can ride.

If you ride a 54 " Crank " a/id get a 54
"Star," you will find it takes three
months to learn the mount, and even
then you will not attempt to mount in a
crowded street. I can mount a "Crank"
in a space six inches wide, and not leave
that track, whereas it takes twelve feet
clear space to mount the "Star." All
this may be changed by getting a small
.wheel.

6. " W. & W."—" Not a whit more
dangerous than- the 'Star,'" Well,
I should smile. Maybe the company
considers the breaking of a few necks,
arms, and legs, as a light matter, not
worth a thought. I have not- heard of
many cases of serious injury on the
" Star," while there have been enough
maimed on the " Crank " \o fill a good
sized cemetery.
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7. S. M. Co.—"It is possible for a

small boy or a tall man to ride the same
size wheel." Yes, a small boy can ride

a 54 " Star," but woe to him if he goes

a few miles out of town, and has to dis-

mount, and there are no friendly fences

or stumps. He can't mount it again
without some aid, and he will no doubt
decide to get a " Crank," after pushing
a seventy pound " Star " several miles

on foot.

8. "W. & W."—"'Star' is called a
' safety ' bicycle,in order to gain for it the

favor accorded the more successful spe-

cies." The " Star " is called a bicycle

because it is one. A bicycle is a vehicle

having two ground wheels running in

the same line, and I am surprised that

the company countenances such an as-

sertion as No. 8. If the " Star " is not
a bicycle then I will be eternally con-

demned if the "Expert" is. If the

above manufacturers are ever compelled
by riders to get out a safety wheel, I

suppose, of course, they will not call it

a bicycle, but a lumber wagon, or some-
thing else. " What and Why " also says

that the tricycle is better than the
" Star " or any safety bicycle. No tri-

cycle in the world, excepting, perhaps,

the " Royal Mail," is worth a small chew
of tobacco on our rough Western roads,

on account of the steering wheel. To
those who have no knowledge of the

roads this may seem untrue, but when
all understand that our roads are in nine

cases out of ten formed with a high

ridge in the middle, the only smooth
riding to be had is in the two horse

tracks and those of the wagon wheels,

they will thing so too.

I think all experienced riders will

agree with me when I say that for fine

smooth riding and in crowded cities a

man would, perhaps, in the former case

and undoubtedly in the latter, prefer

the " Crank," and for rough, hilly roads

I would say, select a small " Star," with

all the improvements extant, and you
will be happy. Especially take care to

select a good saddle. Pedibus.

"a TRAGEDY."
Winsome maiden,

Perfume laden,

Street parading.

Twilight fading.

Dude a riding,

Through air gliding,

Care defying,

Maid espying.

A little stone,

The rider prone.

May I see you home ?"

The daylight's gone.

Garden gate,

Rather late;

Bull dog awake,

Mournful fate.

Retreating dude,

Bull dog food,

Awfully rude,

Anatomy nude.

Maiden weeping,

Darkness deepening,

Dude far away creeping,

Bull dog sleeping.-

Georgius.

COMMON VEHICLES.
Bicycles are common vehicles, so

Judge Stowe ruled in the case of Thos.

A. Estep against James D. Hailman and

others. The defendants rode their bi-

cycles ajong Forbes Street. Pittsbugh,

Pa., a year ago. They encountered the

defendant in a buggy. They crossed

the horse's path and so frightened it that

it ran off, wrecked the buggy and in-

jured the plaintiff. Though ruling that

bicycles were common vehicles and that

they have a right to the roadway, the

Court refused a motion for a non-suit

because the defendants had crossed the

horse's path.

[The above decision was rendered in

the Court of Common Pleas of Alle-

gheny Co., Pa.

—

Ed.]

AMUSEMENT NOTES.

Messrs. Harrigan and Hart will pre-

sent their new play, " McAllister's Leg-
acy," at the New Park Theatre to-mor-

row evening.

Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony and
selection from Wagner's " Gotterdaem-
merung " will be performed at the third

rehearsal and concert of the Symphony
Society at the Academy of Music on
Friday afternoon and Saturday evening.

Mr. Edwin Booth will begin a four

weeks' engagement at the Fifth Avenue
Theatre on January 19. It will be his

only appearance in New York this sea-

son. He will be sustained by R. M.
Field's Boston Museum Company. He
will revive "The Iron Chest," "The
Apostate," " Ruy Bias," and " Don Cse-

sar de Bazan," in none of which he has
been seen here in many years.

EveryWMA Knowing FrenchM Read

"LE VELOCEMAN."
Monthly Illustrated Magazine of the

Sport and Trade in France.

Published Every Month, commencing

January 1, 1885.

Single Copies 5d. Annual Subscrip-

tion, 5 s.

Best advertising medium for those wish-

ing to introduce goods on the

French Market.

Terms, Particulars, Etc., Address

PROPRIETOR,
18 Rue Nationals, Montpellier, France.

AMUSEMENTS.

HARRIGAN & HART
at the

NEW PARK THEATRE,
Broadway, corner 35th St.

MONDAY EVENING, Jan, 19,

Mr. EDWARD HARRIGAN \S

New Local Comedy,
MCALLISTER'S LEGACY.

Five new songs by Mr. DAVE BRAHAM.
MATINEES TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.

ATIBLO'S GARDEN,
[\ Poole & Gilmore, Proprietors and Managers.
Reserved seats (orchestra circle and balcony), 50 cts.

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY,
HARRISON and GOURLAY

in

SKIPPED BY THE LIGHT OF THE MOON.
The funniest of all funny plays.

MATINEES WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY.
Next week—"A Bunch of Keys."

1\ /TANHATTAN ROLLER SKATING RINK,

LOTOULEVARD, 8TH AVENUE and 59TH STREET.
AFTERNOON AND EVENING SESSIONS.

MADISON SQUARE THEATRE. At 8.30.

Evenings at 8.30. Saturday Matinee at 2.

DO YOU KNOW ?

THE PRIVATE SECRETARY.
THE PRIVATE SECRETARY.
THE FUNNIEST OF COMEDIES.

OTANDARD THEATRE, 1,285-3,387 Broadway.

O Under the direction of MR. JAS. 0. DUFF.
A thoroughly fire-proof buildiug.

• EVERY EVENING AT 8, MATINEES AT 2,

A TRIP TO AFRICA.
Comic opera in three acts by Suppe.

"A croreeous spectacle.—New York Herald.

A POWERFUL CAST, CHORUS OF 50. EN-
LARGED ORCHESTRA.
Box office open. 8 A, M. to 10 p, m. Prices, 50c., $1

$1.50, ; ' '
*•• *• * ' "

"'

FOR SALE AT A SACRIFICE.
A new full-ruckled 52-m. SPECIAL SANSPAREIL ROADSTER. Never

been used. Ball pedals, hollow detachable handle-bar, Eclipse Saddle, 1885

pattern. Will sell on easy terms to reliable parties. Address

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,

21 Park Eow, Box 444, New York,

Wheelmen Attention!
We invite the attention of all wheelmen to the following list of

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES,
of which we are SOLE AGENTS for the United States.

BICYCLES.

BRITISH

CHALLENGE,

RUDGE LIGHT

ROADSTER,

AMERICAN

RUDGE,

XTRA CHALLENGE-

TRICYCLES.

TRAVELLER,

CQVENTY ROTARY

TANDEM,

NATIONAL,

VELQCEMAN,

COVENTRY

CONVERTIBLE.

RUDGE LIGHT ROADSTER.
Send stamp for the largest and most complete catalogue yet issued. Reliable

Agents wanted in every city.

New Tort Heaiwiaita: G. RJ iBIDWELL & Co, 4 East 60th St, I Y.

STODDARD, L0VERING & GO,,
152, 154, 156 AND 158 CONGRESS STREET,

BOSTON, MASS.

AMERICAN ADJUSTABLE LONG-DISTANCE SADDLE,
Spring Frame, Perfact Ad-
justment, LTght, Strong,

Elastic, Easy.

Completely absorbs all

Vibration.

PRICE, $4.00.

Liberal Discount to Dealers.

Send for Circular.

THE AMERICAN
As adapted to the STAR.

Mention this paper.

" It is the easiest saddle I ever rode." BURLEY B . AYERS, Chairman Trans. Comm. , L. A. "W.
" The best saddle I have ever seen, and I have tested nearly everv saddle known to the trade."

C. W. EDGERTON. Fort Wayne, Ind.
" I don't think there is a better saddle for the Star." J. p. MAYNARD, Chicago, 111.

" Tried your saddle on my Star, and found it the easiest and most comfortable saddle I have ever tried
The steel spring and suspension seat appear to take away all the jar of riding."

J. W. PARKER, Buffalo, N. Y.

BULL & HAYNES,
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, PARTS AND SUNDRIES.
Repairing a Specialty. Our facilities for doing all kinds of work, such as Brazing, Painting, Nickle

Plating, &c, &c, atjreasonable prices, are unexcelled. Correspondence Solicited. Wheels sold on the
installment plan. HERSEE HALL RIDING SCHOOL. Open evenings. Purchasers taught free. Corner
Main and Chit-pewa Streets, Buffalo. N. Y.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new fiat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheefthat will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—" In strength, safety, control,
driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all
Bicycles ; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.

Jo? further particulars address,

H. B, SMITH MACHINE CO.,
SmtthwiHs, Burlington C#,, It, K
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MESSRS. S.T. CLARK & GO.,
IMPORTERS,

2 AND 4 HANOVER STREET, BALTIMORE, MD,
Beg to announce that they have recently been appointed Sole United States

Agents for THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO. (limited), Coventry
England, the Largest and Oldest Bicycle Makers in the World, Manufacturers
of the Celebrated

)) BICYCLES
and

TRICYCLES,

•and, knowing the demand for these favorite machines, they have now in stock

and in transit a larger number of the famous

AMERICAN CLUB BICYCLES,
which, retaining all the features and improvements which have made them so

valued in the past, and further improved by the addition of

HANCOCK'S NON -SLIPPING TIRES,

DROPPED HANDLE BARS (AT OPTION), and HARRINGTON'S
ENAMEL IN LIEU OF PAINT.

These Bicycles are universally admitted to be the most elegant machines now
on the American market, and gentlemen contemplating purchasing new mounts

are recommended to consider the sterling merits of the AMERICAN CLUB.

Send Stamp Fqr Catalogue.

RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY CITY

WHEEL SONGS.

POEMS OF BICYCLING,

BY S. CONANT FOSTER.

The most sumptuous book devoted to the wheel ye

published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED
an elegant quarto volume op 80 pages,

bound in blue silk cloth, with side

stamp in gilt and silver.

Price, $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.

ADDRESS,

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.

21 PARK ROW,

Box 444, New York.

r
H H

J j

SUBSCRIBE TO

A YEAR. A YEAR.

A WHEEL1AFS AUTOGRAPH ALBUM!

MY CYCLING FRIENDS.
DESIGNED AND COMPILED

FOR COLLECTION OF AUTOGRAPHS,

It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and
black markings.

It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three hnndred selections from the poets in regard

to the wheel

.

Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs of
cycling friends.
Three hundred Engravings illustrating each quota-

tion.

PRICE ONE DOLLAR, POSTPAID.

WILL C, MARVIN. Mi, MicMpi.

Sole Agent for the United States and Canada.

THE WHEEL AND OUTING $2,50 A YEAR,

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING COMPANY,
BOX 444, - 21 PARK ROW, NEW YORK

R. V. E. SCHUYLER,
17 BARCLAY, ST., NEW YORK,

AGENT FOR THE

Celebrated "KANGAROO" BICYCLE, Manufactured ly Hillnian, Herbert & Coop,

The " AMERICAN CLUB " and " CLUB " Bicycles,

The "CHEYLESMORE," "IMPERIAL," and " CLUB SOCIAL" Tricycles,

Manufactured by Coventry Machinist Co.,

The " AMERICAN SANSPAREIL " Roadster,

Manufactured by Wm. Andrews, Birmingham, England,

And the " ROYAL MAIL " Light Roadster and Tricycle.

REPAIRS A SPECIALTY. CATALOGUES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION,

GUNS AND SPORTING GOODS.

HOLIDAY

PRESENTS
FOR GENTLEMEN.

Silk Bicycle Hose, Silk Tennis Jer-

seys, Smoking Jackets, Fancy Silk Ten-

nis Belts, Polo Caps, Bicycle Suits,

Bicycle Gloves, Mouchoir Holders,

Card Cases Photograph Bicycle Hand-

kerchiefs, Carriage Robes, Evening

Dress Shirts, Gloves and Scarfs, Nor-

folk Jackets, Canes, Umbrellas, etc.

Just received a special importation of

London Mackintosh Coats at greatly

reduced prices.

128 AND 130 FULTON STREET,

87 NASSAU STREET,

NEW YORK.

DURYEA SADDLE.
Patente-i Feb. 19, i<

Style B.

Used by Hendee. Prince, Sellers, Hovven, Woodside.
Corey.Landy, Jenkins of Louisville, Brooks, Eck, Mor-
gan,Higham,Yates; also Miles,Armaindo,and Sylvester

and all the flyers. Pits any machine, including Star

Bicycle. Special terms to dealers.

Pbices, Japanned, $3 00
;
Nickeled, $3 75.

NEW YORK TOY COMPANY,
697 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

MISCELLANEOUS.

[Advertisements inserted in this department, not
over four lines nonpanel, for $10 a year.]

CHICAGO, ILL.—THE ~JOHN WILKINSON CO.,
V_, 68 Wabash Avenue, makers of Bicycle Hose Sup-
porters. The best style made. Price per pair 35 cents
by mail. Agents for the Columbia Bicycle. Send
stamp for catalogu e.

PORTLAND, ME.—LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CAR-
i RIER, the cheapest, lightest, and most conven-
nient thing of the kind. May be put in pocket when
not in use. By mail, seventy-five cents and one dollar.
C. H. LAMSON.

QT. LOUIS WHEEL CO.,C.E. STONE,MANAGER
O 1,121- Olive Street. Agents for Columbia Bicycles
and Tricycles, Rudge Light Roadster, Facile, Sanspa-
reil, American Club, Victor Tricycle, and all high
class machines. Repairing, nickeling, aud enameling
promptly done. Dealers in second-hand wheels. Send
for printed list.

WILLIAM G. SCRIBNER,
DEALER IN

Bicycles. Tricycles and Accessories.

Sole agent for Washington, D. O., of the Pope
M'f'g. Co., Stoddard, Lovering & Co., the Cunning-
ham Co., Samuel T. Clark & Co., the Overman Wheel
Co., The Facile.
Riding school attached. Visitors always welcome.

1,108-1,116 E. Street, N. W.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.
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New and second hand In greatest variety of styles
and pncep.

NO. 811 ARCH STREET.
PHILADELPHIA, PENH".

Selling Agent for the Pope Manufacturing Co.,
Stoddard, Lovering & Co., The Cunningham Co.,
Gormully & Jeffrey, and The Western Toy Co.

An. THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lists.

H. B. HART.
A line assortment of Sundries always on hand.

COLU

FREE m TRIAL
HANOVER'S SPECIFC. An unfailing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility and Weakness. Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, Nervous Prostration, Hysteria,
or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, overwork,
abuses of alcohol, tobecco, &c. (Ower forty thousand
positive cures.)

^P~Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. Ad-
dress HANOVER REMEDY CO..

Lock box 584. Chicago, 111.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,

NEWARK, N.
J.,

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
Lamps, Luggage Carriers, Star

Cyclometer, Bags, Saddles and parts for

both Cranks and Star Machines.

Makers" of the Celebrated Safety Step

for the Star Bicycle.

DIFFICULT REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.

Riding School and Roller Skating Rink.

Send Stamp for catalogue.

WESTERN TOY CO.,

A. SCHOENINGER, President.

495 to 503 N. Wells Street,

CHICAGO,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

OTTO BICYCLES,
FOE BOYS AND YOUTHS.

Keep also a full assortment

Boys' 3-Wheeled Velocipedes,

—AND—

Petit Tricycles,
IN ALL SIZES AND GRADES.

For Sale 'ly all Dealers and Toy House?.

Illustrated Catalogue furnished on application.

New York Branch, 47 Murray St.,N.Y,

R. L. COLEMAN, Manager.

STANCH AND RELIABLE ROADSTERS.

In 1883 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads ; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

111.5 miles in the day each. We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Columbia?, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias ; and

farther, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

Coiumbias, made the.fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one-

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.,

ANNOUNCEMENT.
After long and careful experiments with five different speed and power tricycle attachments in different forms,

we have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient numbers to supply it on our

new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction ; is applied to the crank-shaft ; is operated by a

handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle ; is certain and effective in its ope-

ration ; reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill climbing about one-third, and is made
of the finest material and with the finest workmanship, and so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by

its use.

PRICE OF COLUMBIA TRICYCLE, . . . $160,

WITH POWER GEAR, '

. . , . , 180.

The Columbia Power-Gear Will be Applied to any Columbia Tricycle at Our Pactory, Hartford, Conn., for $25.

SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED 36-PAGE CATALOGUE.

The Pope Manufacturing Company.
Principal Office, 597 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

BRANCH HOUSE, 12 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

(PATENT APPLIED FOR,)

FQR CEMENTING RUBBER TIRES,
EVERT WHEELMAN SHOULD HAVE ONE, AS IT SAVES TIME AND MONEY
Lamp and full directions for Cementing a Rubber Tire, sent post paid to any part of the United

States or Canada on receipt of

Price, - - SI.OO
FOR SALE BY DEALERS, OR SEND TO THE MANUFACTURERS.

G. R. BIDWELL & CO,

DEALERS IN BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, &c,
4 EAST 60th STREET, NEW YOEK.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.
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rate general correspondence to the Editor from mat-
ter intended for publication. Always sign (confiden-
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All matters relating to subscriptions or advertise-
ments, and all business connected with The Wheel
should be addressed to the Company. Make ail
checks and money orders payable to The 'Cycling
Publishing Company. We cannot use stamps other
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The communication in our last issue

on the relative merits of the Crank and
the Star machines, which has naturally

received considerable attention from our
readers, contains one or two points in-

advertently overlooked by us at the time
of its insertion, on which we consider

some comment to be due, in justice to

the well-known writer of " What and
Why," the little work which is undoubt-
edly more widely known than any other
in this country as a treatise on the bicy-

cle and its use.

Our correspondent " Pedibus " quotes
this as directly and especially criticising

the Star machine. It is to be noted, of
course, that in the book none of the
safety machines are mentioned by name
although some of them are described
with more or less accuracy.

As "What and Why" was published
at the beginning of 1884, when no form
of the safety machine had been devel-
oped as far as at present, it is not alto-

gether fair to bring up its statements as
referring to the present state of affairs.

We understand that in order to treat of
these machines as they now stand, some
necessary changes have already been
made in a new edition of the book for
x88 5 .

While some of the points made by
" Pedibus " are undoubtedly correct, his

entire article would have come closer to
the mark if he had studied his ground
more carefully.

We wish to hold our columns open at

all times to discussions or communica
tions which may be of interest to wheel-

men, but we also desire that all state-

ments shall be fairly made, and are un-

willing to let any go by without com-
ment which can be construed into

misstatements.

THE BIG FOUR TOUR.
The gun has been fired, the siege

raised, and the organization of the " Big
Four Bicycle Tour" completed. On
Sunday, January 18, there gathered at
the Genessee House, Buffalo, N. Y., a
number of well-known wheelmen from
various points of the country, accord-
ing to notice, given in recent issues of
The Wheel. Chicago sent that inde
fatigable worker, Burley B. Ayers, N
H. Van Sicklen and W. G. E. Pierce
Buffalo was represented by W. S. Bull
Boston sent E. G. Whitney and A. D.
Peck, Jr.; while New York's interest was
represented by Fred. G. Bourne, Geo.
R. Bidwell and Fred. Jenkins. Mr. J.
W. Clute and Mr. Frank H. Taylor
were also present.

The management of the Genessee
House very kindly set apart the parlors
used by Ex-Governor Cleveland during
his recent visit to Buffalo for the ac-
commodation of the party, and prior to
the meeting, while awaiting the arrival
of the Western delegation, informal calls
were made by members of the home
club, among whom were Secretary Chas.
K. Alley, Captain Dakin and others.
About n o'clock the meeting was

called to order by Mr. Ayers, who was
promptly elected chairman of the meet-
ing. No time was lost in electing the
permanent board of management for the
tour, which resulted as follows

:

Burley B. Ayers, Chicago, manager
and treasurer; Fred. Jenkins, New
York, general agent ; Fred. G. Bourne,
New York, commander Frank H. Tay-
lor, Philadelphia, commodore; H. F.
Fuller. Chicago, secretary;

J. P. May-
nard, Chicago, quartermaster; W. G. E.
Pierce, captain Chicago division • E. G.
Whitney, captain Boston division.; W. S.
Bull, captain Buffalo division, and Geo.
R. Bidwell, captain New York division.
The following convoys were also select-
ed: George H. Orr, Canada -

; J. W.
Clute Schenectady, and H. R. Bryan,
Hudson.
The first question for discussion was

the selection of a date, and in view of
the fact that July was convenient to
many taking vacations, and agreeable as

to weather and condition of roads, it

was unanimously resolved that Monday,
July 6, was the most desirable and con
venient date. The Genessee House,
Buffalo, was selected as the headquar-
ters, and the "Big Four Tour" will be-
gin its pilgrimage at 9 A. m. sharp, rain
or shine. Royal purple was selected as

the color to be worn by the tourists,

while the different divisions will be des-

ignated by separate colors as last year.

That of the Boston division being red,

New York white, Buffalo blue, and Chi-
cago yellow.

The question of route was then taken
up step by step and discussed in its mi-
nutest details, every one being called

upon to express his opinion as to the
most desirable . territory to be visited,

and several hours were consumed in

mapping out the programme of the tour,

which is about as follows :

Monday, July 6, 1885.

Leave Buffalo (Genessee House) 9 a. m.

Tonawanda.
Pendleton.

Lockport (dinner).

Wright's Corners.

Hartland.

Jeddo.
Ridgeway.
Medina.

Tuesday, July 7.

Leave Medina 9 a. m.

Millville.

Albion.

Holley.

Brockport (dinner).

Spencerport.

Rochester.

Wednesday, July 8.

Leave Rochester, 9 a. m.

Charlotte.

(Steamer across Lake Ontario).
Coburg, Ont. (Arlington Hotel).

Thursday, July 9.

Leave Coburg, 9 a. m.

Wicklow.
Colborne.

Brighton (dinner).

Trenton.

Belleville (Defoe House).

Friday, July 10.

Leave Belleville, 9 a. m. .

Shannonville.

Milltown.

Napanee (dinner).

Odessa.

Westbrook.
Cataragui.

Kingston.

(Steamer to Round Island Park).
Thousand Islands.

Saturday, July ii.

Thousand Islands.

Sunday, July 12.

Thousand Islands.

Monday, July 13.

Leave Thousand Islands 4 p. m.

(Steamer to Clayton).

Leave Clayton 5 p. m.

(Utica and Black River- R. R.)
Arrive Amsterdam.

Tuesday, July 14.

Leave Amsterdam 9 a. m.

Hoffman's Ferry.

Pattersonville.

Shenectady (dinner).

Albany (Delavan House).

Wednesday, July 15.

Leave Albany 9 a. m.|

Castleton.

Stuyvesant Landing.
Hudson (dinner).

Catskill (Prospect Park Hotel).

Thursday, July 16.

Leave Catskill, 9 a. m.

Baker's Mills.

Red Hook.
Rhinebeck.
Staatsburg.

Hyde Park.

Poughkeepsie (dinner).

Steamer to West Point.

Friday, July 17.

Leave West Point 9 a. m.

(Steamer to)

Tarrytown.

Irvington.^

Dobbs Ferry.

Hastings.

Yonkers.

Kingsbridge.

Fort Washington.
New York.

[It is understood that the last named
points in each day's run indicate the
stopping place for the night]

In addition to the above skeleton
plan we would say that arrrangements
have been made for entertainments at
nearly all the principal points. Those
of the old party will well remember the
numerous hops, yachting, and theatre
parties of last year, and need no urging
to report their names to the captain of
the division to which they propose to
attach themselves. To new aspirants
we would say that every arrangement
for the comfort and pleasure of the party
will be attended to. At present the
exact expense cannot be given, yet it is

certain that the total amount for the
two weeks will not exceed fifty dollars,
and the chances are that it will be much
lower.
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An illustrated programme of the route

will be issued later and sent to every
known wheelman. Wheelmen who wish
to participate should send their names
and addresses to the captain of the di-

vision with; which they care to be identi-

fied. In order to simplify matters while

on the road it has been found necessary

to thus classify the riders, but there is

an option as to choice.

The Western men will report to the

Chicago Division, Captain W. G. E.

Peirce, no Dearborn Street, Chicago,
111. Those in the vicinity of Buffalo

should send their names to Capt. W. S.

Bull, 587 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
The Eastern contingent will communi-
cate with Capt. E. G. Whitney, 106
Dartmouth Street, Boston, Mass., and
New York wheelmen and elsewhere will

be under the direction of Captain Geo.
R. Bidwell, 2 East 60th Street, N. Y.
As the number will be limited to 100,

we advise all who think they will be able

to participate to send their names in at

once, as it will greatly facilitate the

work of the managers in making hotel

and transportation arrangements. The
general agent will be pleased to give

any information at his office, 21 Park
Row, room 65, New York.

BY TELEPHONE,
" I beg your pardon, but my name is

not Hello."
" Whom do I want ?

"

" Why, Tertius."
" Tertius who ?

"

" Why—ah—why Tertius—ah—Ter-
tius—ah—don't you know Tertius ?

"

"You don't? Alas! what is fame."
" Hurry up, did you say ?

"

" Tertius, Tertius. Well, I guess it's

Tertius the third, son of Tertius the

second, and grandson of Tertius the

first."

" That sucker, did you say ?
"

" Yes, that's him, though the hiero-

glyphic decipherer on The Wheel says

he's asnoozer."—[Better English.

—

Ed.]
"You'll send for him. Thanks."
" Please repeat that. Thanks

r
I un-

derstand now, the regular charge is 50
cents an hour, but as he is deaf, the

charge is but half."

"That you, Tertius? Am glad to

know you are there. I enjoyed your
advice the other week, and would have
thanked you before, only my time has
been absorbed in speculating in turkeys.

Did you ever speculate in turkeys?
Well, I've been speculating where I can
get a turkey for Christmas dinner. I'm
still on the spec. But I ' spectroscope

'

the bird. I said that, Tertius, because
I know you are deaf and cannot hear it.

Tertius, old fel', I do not feel one bit

like talking. In fact, I feel all dismem-
bered. Say, old boy, what is your pri-

vate opinion of that compositor ? Don't
you think it is discouraging when one
carefully writes two columns of matter,

leading the reader step by step to the

apex, and then when you have strug-

gled through with him, with triumphant
feet you turn the last bend, and cry, be-
hold!—and the apex is not there. Does
not one feel inclined to seek a desolate

spot and cry aloud, sic semper tyrannus,

I am sick ?

"Yes, Tertuis, my child, when I

wrote that article, I brought my entire

mental faculties to bear on it,and thusly

with my concentrated forces, I produced
the effort of my life. With my enchant-
ing smiles I led the reader along pleas-

ant paths, where rosy flowers bloomed

and yellow daisies made bright the
green carpeting of spring. Happy birds
sang in the budding trees, Mary's infan-

tile sheep friskily frisked in frisky frisk-

ness. The robins were nesting again.

Everything denoted the approach of
spring, even your spring-bottomed pants.

Yes, Tertuis, thusly, in my most subtle

manner, did I lead the guileless reader
along. Said I : 'I was riding along a
road at the base of a perpendicular cliff,

3,000 feet high. Suddenly, without any
apparent cause, I began ascending
through the air. Up, up, until I grew
dizzy. Higher, the broad river seemed
a shining silver thread. I reached the
top of the cliff. A hand grasped my
arm, and I was safely landed. I heard
a low, pleasant, -familiar chuckle. I

turned and looked. It was he. I cried,

Tertuis, you sucker.'

" With triumphant feet I turned the
last bend and cried, behold ! And the
apex was not there. That phenomenal
mind reader who sets type on this jour-
nal for physical culture, set it up
snoozer. I repeat, Tertius,what is your
private opinion of compositors ? It

seems to me that when like a meteor on
•a moonless night, a brilliant thought
flashes across the lofty and strong mind
of a writer, and he dashes it off on a
piece of paper, and sends it to a printer,

that it may be so preserved that poster-
ity may admire its splendor, the intelli-

gent, careful, classical, compositor, that
erudite Egyptologist, is so dazzled and
bewildered by lis radiance that his trem-
bling hands cannot find the right type.

Now, take the two words, sucker and
snoozer. I'll defy any one, not a com-
positor, to transform one to the other.

I experimented myself, wrote fast and
slow, and all sorts of ways, and the only
other word it looked like was ducker.
As I grow older, Tertius, I become
more convinced that there are only two
things on which you can depend. You
even cannot depend on your closest

friends. Why, they actually accuse me
of being you. They tell me I cannot
fool them, they know my style. I

needn't deny it, they are sure Tertuis
and I are one". Say, Tertius, do me a
favor and deny it, won't you ? Am sure

you don't want to see an injustice done
me.

"Your closing remarks, Tertius, in

your telephone advice, were your best.

When you referred to Edgar A. Poe,
you actually became poetical; when you
'galaxyed' me with other brilliant men,
the scintillations of your wit were elec-

trical. You ended by saying, ' Wine is

a mocker.' Alas, it is too true. But

—

give me' a little more of the mocker. I

use, dear boy, to drink a parting toast

:

As the future, day by day, unfolds thy

picture-book of life, may each succeed-
ing page be fairer to look upon. May
the faces wear but smiles, and tears

strangers be, and may the prints of thy

byke be on every page, and when the

final leaf is reached, may it be a pair of

silver feathered wings and a vision of

the farther shore, the former a reward
for your truthfulness, to bear you to the

latter.

" God bless you Tertius
;
good-bye."

Secretary.

SAFETY BICYCLES.
COMPILED BY. W. I. H.

When a man becomes a good bicy-

clist he says, " Good-bye sick list." This

is an ancient pun, but, though a chest-

nut gray, its antiquity has not robbed it

of any of its force. Indeed, time has

proved its truth, if it has not improved
its quality. There are thousands of

men, engaged in the various walks of

life, whose employment is sedentary.

They are told that they must exercise if

they wish to keep up health and spirits.

A prominent Philadelphia physician has

said " that 'cycling is by all odds one of

the healthiest exercises in the world,"

and his opinion is confirmed by emi-

nent authorities the world over.

A man who has been told to exercise,

after looking the field over, naturally in-

clines, if able to afford it, to 'cycling, for

in addition to the gain in health, there

is about it a charm which can only be
appreciated by one who has made it his

business to talk to wheelmen, and re-

ally investigate the elements that are pro-

ductive of enjoyment and serve to make
the sport so popular. Many of those who
consider the subject are, of course, like

the William of whom a 'cycle poet thus

wrote :

" There was a stout party named Bill,

Who at Pullborough suffered a spill,

When the damage was seen

He cussed the machine,

But somehow he sticks to it still.

Such men care little for safety. Oth-
ers there are to whom a few weeks in

the house, from the effects of a cropper,

is a sort of pleasant vacation, during

which they are petted and humored and
live on the dainties of the land. For
either class the ordinary bicycle has no
terrors. On the other hand there is the

timid man, he who fain would ride but
fears to fall; then there are those who
feel that were they obliged to remain
laid up, at home, their business would
suffer; and lastly the men of moderate
incomes or large family, to whom en-

forced idleness means debt and diffi-

culty. To these three last classes safety

machines possess much interest, and
principally for their benefit is given a

description of the different ones manu-
factured and in use in this country and
abroad.

For perfect safety it goes without

question that the tricycle stands at the

head of all safety machines. But tricy-

cling is harder work than bicycling, ex-

cept on the best of roads, so a long felt

want existed for a bicycle which would
combine, ease, speed, and safety. The
first attempt to meet this want was
made in 1877, when Singer & Co., of

Coventry, England, introduced

"The Safety."—This machine was
perfected by the inventor, L. J. Lawson,in

1878, and is known as the original safe-

ty machine. The front wheel was the

smallest and the rider sat directly over

it. The pedals were on the little wheel
forks, and connected with the cranks of

the large one by means of steel rods or

levers. It was a primitive affair, and
was but little if ever used. This first

attempt at safety was quickly followed

by others, and there have been alto-

gether some thirty different safety ma-
chines placed on the market. A great

many of these were either failures or so

homely and cumbersome as to be of lit-

tle practical value. Among this class

were the "Merlin," "Scantlebury,"Carr,"

"Rucker," "Hall," "The Crocodile,"

"Fletcher's Patent," "The Shadow,"
"The Sultan," and "The Wagtail

Champion," and " Mist." These are

now obsolete. There are several others

that are but little used, and not now
manufactured, but they are described

because they are curious and peculiar.

" The Pony," invented by Mr. Blood,

secretary of the Irish Champion Bicycle

Club.—The driving wheel is forty inches

in diameter. Otherwise this is an ordi-

nary bicycle. A man six feet in height

is enabled to drive this with a straight

leg by means of a second crank which
connects the pedal with the crank pro-

per. This second crank revolves on a
short pin secured to the end of the first,

and the pedal is placed at the other ex-

tremity. It will be seen from this that

when the pedal is at its lowest point it

only clears the ground by about six

inches, and hangs suspended at its high-

est point at the same elevation as the
centre of the wheel. The swinging of
the secondary crank, when the feet are

taken off, is prevented by a neat catch
on the pedal, which is applied by a side

pressure of the foot to the butt of the

main crank.

"The Bicvclette " was a curiosity

which had twenty-four and forty-inch

wheels, and in general outline resem-
bled a modernized boneshaker. At the

time it was made it was considered that

for perfect safety nothing could touch it.

The peculiarities of the "Club Safe-

ty " machine exist in the steering gear
and pedal action. The former consists

in giving the forks a ten -inch rake, and
so bending the head that instead of

being in a line with the forks, or with
the point of ground contact, it is per-

fectly vertical. The pedals are fixed on
curved levers ; an endless chain holds

the levers in position, being connected
by pinion wheels on each crank and on
the bearings. The levers transmit the

power by the chain to the large driver.

"The Flying Dutchman" had a
forty and thirty-six-inch wheel. A
curved back-bone connects the two
wheels, they are two feet apart; from
the middle of the back-bone, and be-
tween the two wheels, is suspended an-

other wheel eighteen inches in diameter,

so placed that it does not touch the

ground, but runs, three inches clear,

above it. To this are attached the

cranks and pedals. The saddle is over-

this. The centre wheel has no tire, but
in the groove an endless cord runs to

grooves on the hubs. This transmits

the power. The steering is done with
the front wheel. In principle this is the

most curious machine ever produced.
This ends the list of oddities but little

used. The machines now on the mar-
ket and in general use next claim atten-

tion.

" The Atlantic Special " is, to a
certain extent, a tricycle, as it has three

wheels, but here the resemblance ends.

Its management and action are identi-

cal with the bicycle proper. The front

forks are raked slightly forwards, and
curve back around the bearings, below
which they run forwards horizontally till

they clear the large wheel, when they

end in a neck and centres on which a
small Stanley head and forks work. A
second back-bone runs down in front

over the large wheel, and is fixed to the

steering connection by a stout spring,

which enables the front wheel to take the

inequalities of the road. A rod depends
perpendicularly from the steering han-
dles to the horizontal forks, where it

ends with a pinion wheel working a rack

on a rod, and by that means turns the

small front wheel as desired, the handles
being kept fairly rigid by means of a
stout spring. It is claimed for this ma-
chine that the rider is placed immedi-
ately over his work, is saved from all

chance of headers, and can stand still

with greater ease than on the ordinary

bicycle.

[To be continued.]
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LEWEE'S LETTER,

I am glad to see that the " Bicycling

World " and the " Official Gazette " are

t last beginning a crusade against

wheelmen playing polo in a way which
makes them loose their amateur stand-

ing. Attention was drawn to this mat-
ter over a year ago in the columns of

The Wheel, at the time polo playing

first became popular. Beyond a passing

paragraph or so, no attention was given
to the subject in the other 'cycling jour-

nals. The Racing Board have now
taken active steps for the suppression of
the trouble, but it is rather late, for

numberless wheelmen have by this time
laid themselves liable to expulsion from
the League by competing in profession-

al polo games, or in public, against

those who are professionals. I know of

a number of riders who competed in

amateur bicycle races last summer that

had lost their standing the previous win-

ter by polo playing. Members of the
Racing Board were aware that these

men had no right to compete in ama-
teur races, but did nothing to prevent
them from doing so. One of the mem-
bers of the Board remarked to me that

no protest had been made against them,
and that he did not care to interfere

until one had been made. It seems to

me, though, that it is the duty of the

Board to investigate all such matters,

whether any protest is made or not.

According to a strict interpretation of

the racing rules, I cannot see but what
all those riders who competed against

the polo playing wheelmen, have also

laid themselves liable to a protest. It is

decidedly a mixed up affair, and a great

deal of trouble and hard feeling is likely

to result from it, when next season's

racing begins.

It seems utterly incomprehensible
that so many persons cannot or will not
understand the meaning of the amateur
rule. It is simple enough, even if it is

somewhat strict, and by a once reading,

any one of ordinary capacity should be
able to comprehend it. But they don't
and many who should understand it the
best know the least about it. The sport-

ing editor of one of our daily papers
told me a few days since that he could
not see why a professional roller skater
should necessarily be also a professional

bicyclist, as the two sports had no con-
nection with one another. He seemed
much surprised when informed that the
rule adopted for the government of bi-

cycle races, was substantially the same
as that adopted by the N. A. A. A. A. in

all their games. If a man in his posi-

tion does not understand the rule, it

does seem as though there was some
excuse for the ignorance of an ordinary
wheelman. I cannot say that I alto^

gether believe in the rule which makes
a professional in one sport a professional
in all sports, but as long as the rule re-

mains as it is it must be obeyed, or the
consequence suffered by those who
break it. I should be strongly in favor
of having the League amateur rule
amended somewhat, if the English rules

and rules of the athletic associations
could also be amended as well j but it

would not do for the League to adopt a
rule so slack that its members would be
out-talked by all other associations. At
one time the amateur rule was so strict

in England, that no one who did any
kind of work or followed any business
for a living, was admitted to the ama-
teur ranks. The rule has, of course,
since then been greatly modified, and

doubtless will be still more so in the fu-

ture. It would be a good idea to have
the matter discussed at the next meet-
ing of the League, Avhen some rule

might be prepared, and submitted to
the other English and American 'cycling

or athletic associations.

I notice that the "Bicycling World"
advocates doing away with the parade
and banquet at the next League meet,
devoting the entire two days to transact-

ing business. The theory is all right,

but I should like to ask our friend how
many wheelmen would be likely to at-

tend such an affair ? There must be
other attractions besides a business
meeting to induce distant wheelmen to

attend.

I am very sorry that Karl Kron is

obliged to postpone the issuing of his

road book until April next, for I have
been looking forward to the receipt of a
copy this month, with pleasurable ex-
pectation. A wheelman remarked to
me a few days since that he had care-
fully preserved Karl Kron's contribu-
tions to the 'cycling papers, and thought
that he now had about all that the road
book would contain when issued.

From all accounts they are having
some lively times in the Springfield club
over the loss of the treasurer's books.
The loss of the books cannot help throw-
ing considerable suspicion on the man-
agement of the club, and for Treasurer
Fennessey's sake I sincerely hope that
they may be found.

Stoddard, Lovering & Co. have placed
large orders for the Rudge safety bicy-
cle and expect an extensive demand the
coming season for this excellent little

machine.

The local committee entrusted with
the duty of collecting subscriptions for

the erection of C. T. C. sign boards, re-

port that sufficient money has now been
secured to begin work on the boards.
If they cannot have League signs, they
are bound to have C. T. C's. It is to

be hoped that next season the League
will do some active work in this line.

A paragraph in the last issue of the
Springfield " Wheelman's Gazette

"

states that bicycling, as a sport, is on the
decline in Boston. This is by no means
the case. On the contrary, it is on the
increase. If Boston has never taken
very kindly to 'cycling as a sport it is

because we have never had anything in

that line worth taking very kindly to.

Let there be a first-class tournament
held here, and then see what will be the
result.

Mr. A. L. Atkins, of the Pope Manu-
facturing Co., has been appointed
League Consul for Boston. The ap-
pointment meets with general approval
here, and the interests of the League
will undoubtedly be greatly benefited
hereabouts by his work.

The annual dinner of the Massachu-
setts Bicycle Club was held at Young's
last evening. President Williams and
others made addresses.

A special meeting of the Massachu-
setts Bicycle Club was held last Friday
evening, President Williams in the chair.

R. Heber Hogdon was admitted to

membership. The report of the Club
Committee stated that the new club-
house was now completed and ready for

furnishing. It was voted to authorize
the committee to furnish the parlor and
meeting room, but further appropriations

were deferred to the next meeting, when
a large number of members will be pre-

sent, and about $2,000 more will then

probably be voted for furnishing.

A story is going the rounds here to

the effect that Johh S. Prince, the cham-
pion bicyclist, was married to a New
York actress a few days since, and to

pay the expenses of his bridal tour, had
forged a check, which was cashed by a

member of the company to which his

wife belonged. He afterwards left for

Boston, and nothing has since been
heard of him. This is not the genuine

John S., however, but another wheelman
of the same name, but of less fame on
the 'cycling path.

A NEW ROLLER RINK,
The Olympian Club opened their new

skating rink on Broadway and Fifty-

third street. Mr. Fortmeyer is the

manager, and gave his patrons an agree-

able entertainment Monday evening,

consisting of fancy skating by Mr. Mayer
and Miss Jennie Houghton, and a clever

exhibition of bicycle riding by Harry
Tufts. The arrangements for visitors

are excellent, and we predict a success-

ful business for the new enterprise.

"OUTING 55 FOR FEBRUARY.
The February issue of " Outing

"

shows the substantial excellence that the

public have learned to expect from this

charming magazine. The leading pa-
per describes, under the title, " The
Mont Blanc of our Switzerland," the ex-

periences and observations of Mr. J. R.
W. Hitchcock among the glaciers, the
canons, and the snow-covered spurs
which lie hidden within the dense forests

surrounding Mount Tacoma, in Wash-
ington Territory. This paper, which is

accompanied by spirited illustrations

from the pencil of Mr. Henry Sand-
ham, presents the first adequate account
from personal observation of the snow-
crowned . monarch of the Northwest.
The present popular interest in New
Orleans makes especially timely the en-
tertaining paper by Mr. Norman Walk-
er, on. " Out-door Life in Louisiana," in

which the various delights of that "para-
dise for the sportsman " are pleasantly
set forth. Mr. Walker mentions, as one
evidence that New Orleans has yet
something to learn in these matters, that
all its out-door clubs are thus far "bound
by the Salic law, and refuse to admit
women." Mr. K. C. Atwood contrib-
utes a bright sketch of a cruise by the
Pelican Canoe Club down the Merrimac,
which is well illustrated by F. Childe
Hassam. " His Majesty's Ultimatum,"
by Louise Stockton, is a strong and in-

teresting love story, the scene of which
is laid in the Fiji Islands. " The Luck
of Candarago Camp " is a readable
camping sketch, with excellent illustra-

tions. The winter element is introduced
into an interesting paper on " Snow-
shoeing in Canada." Maurice Thomp-
son's " Tangle-Leaf Papers " are contin-
ued. A practical paper on the con-
struction of model yachts, by Capt. R.
B. Forbes, a veteran yachtsman of Bos-
ton

; a lively account of a bicycle run
from Hartford to Boston ; an entertain-

ing description of the Kennebec tour of
last summer, and several clever poems,
together Math the 'usual well filled de-
partments, make up a number that well
sustains the reputation which " Outing "

has gained.

We send The Wheel and " Outing"
for one year to any address postpaid for

$2.50 a year,

BORROWED FROM OUR
NEIGHBORS.

Now that the Citizens have led the

way, a good many follow in building

their own houses. The Springfield Club
is the latest to declare its intention of

so doing. There is some talk among
the members of the Ixion Club of doing

likewise, though it would be hardly poli-

tic for so small a body to attempt to

raise the funds which would be required

for a move of the kind in New York
city especially.

A new bicycle will be on the market
before long. The Overman Wheel Co.,

makers of the Victor tricycle, are now
at work on an altogether new style of

machine, which is to be built like an
ordinary bicycle, with a lever and clutch

action like the Star.

A member of one of our prominent
clubs while recently riding up Riverside

Avenue was attacked by a lean looking

pup. The distracted 'cycler dismount-

ed and threw a rock after the fleeing

canine, which lodged in its neck and in-

stantly killed the offender. The wheel-

man at first thought of having it stuffed

for display in the club rooms, but aban-

doned the idea when the owner ap-

proached and even to the extent of a
five dollar note.

A devout feeling of thankfulness will

go up from the reader of every 'cycling

paper on the face of the globe when K.
K. has published his book and retired

into oblivion.

William M. Woodside is out with a
challenge to ride John S. Prince five

races at the following distances—ten,

fifteen, twenty, twenty-five, and fifty

miles, for $500 a side, and the title of

champion of America, the winner of

three out of the five races to take the

stakes and title.

J. Rolfe, the champion bicyclist of
Coventry, England, recently set himself

the task of beating his own record of

6h. 11m. 45s. for 100 miles. He met
nine of the best men who could be found
to ride against him in relays of 10 miles.

The track was soft, and the turns very
sharp. Rolfe defeated all his men ex-

cept Grant and Chapman, Grant de-

feating him one lap in 10 miles, and
Chapman four laps in the last 20 miles.

Rolfe finished his 100 miles in 6h. 9m.
3s., winning a bet of $100.

More than one of our pros if they
chose would soon make Prince Howell
with rage. The struggle will, no doubt,

be Keen, but the Yank must eventualy
Waller in defeat and re-Tyre o'er the
Western Lees.—fWheeling.

Belva Lockwood recently called on
President Arthur at the White House,
using her tricycle as a means of convey-
ance. During her visit some one re-

moved the tricycle to a vacant lot back
of the Washington monument, where it

remained until discovered and returned
some days later to its owner by a small

boy. Belva was greatly incensed over
the affair, and believes President Arthur
had the machine carried off to prevent
her coming there again.

LATESTFROM "x. M, MILES."
Editor of The Wheel: The fifty-

first week of my canvass, ending with
Saturday night, brought twenty-six

pledges to my list, but as this morning's
mail has added fourteen, my total now
stands at " 2,340," I cari hardly hope,
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however, that the next five days will

bring in enough to exhibit an average
200 subscriptions a month for the first

year, and leave only an exact fifth still

lacking for the needed 3,000, Unless I

can immediately increase this average to

more than 200 a month, May Day will

be pretty certain to arrive in advance of

my book.

The newly-organized bicycle club of

Henderson, Ky., took the lead in last

week's record—supplying eight represen-

tatives, who were pledged by a ninth,

Mr. V. F. Mayer, "an old subscriber."

The Indianapolis Bicycle Club added
two hotels and two club members to its

previous list of nine. The chief repre-

sentative of the trade in New Hamp-
shire, Mr. E. H. Corson, of Rochester,
added four pledges to his original one
of a year ago, and at the same time no-
tified me that he is projecting a new pa-

per, to be called the " Star Advocate,"
and also preparing a new edition of his

"Star Rider's Manual." He likewise

has fallen a victim to the temptation
which all enterprising dealers seem to

labor under, for he says: "I have just

invented a new saddle, which does away
with all objectionable features. It's a
daisy. I have sent out about three

dozen specimens, and have got some of

the strongest testimonials in its favor.

Riders who have tried all the other kinds

say it takes the lead. I have also been
perfecting my ' tourist's delight ' (a

drinking tube for use on the road), and
shall push it for all it is worth this sea-

son. I have another promising inven-

tion in mind in connection with the bi-

cycle, but shall not try to mature it un-
til I derive some proper return from the-

schemes already under way."
Four additional names received this

morning from the secretary of the

King's County Wheelmen (in response,

doubtless, to my request in last week's
Wheel) raise the representation of that

club on my roll to thirty-seven, as com-
pared to the Citizens Bicycle Club of

New York, which has forty-two, and the

Springfield Bicycle Club, which leads

the list with nearly fifty. My impres-

sion is that no other club has supplied

as many as twenty names to me, though
I cannot spare time at the present writ-

ing to examine my local' index for de-

tails. I expect soon, however, to pre-

pare for publication a statistical article

showing the "geographical distribution"

of my first 2,400 pledges; and I do not
suppose that the 600 final ones will add
more than 200 towns to those already

represented in support of the scheme.
Among the curiosities of this morning's
mail was a postal card from York, Eng.
land, pledging to pay $1.50 each for two
copies of the book. I hope this is an
omen of my ability to sell the final 2,000
copies of the edition at that price ; but
I have notified the writer that the "sub-
scribers' autograph edition " of 3,000
copies, whose purchase is pledged in

advance, are to be supplied at the
" merely nominal and absurdly insignifi-

cant price of $1 dollar each."

As the editor of the "Bi. World" was
good enough to print, last week, my
recommendation that he keep up a con-
tinual hammering of opposition to the

theory that the L. A W. and C. T. C.
• can benefit touring wheelmen at all by
ensuring them bad rooms, " cold vic-

tuals," and contemptuous toleration at

country hotels (for this is the plain Eng-
lish of " reduced rates "), I have been
encouraged to send him a second letter

on the same subject, quoting two ex-

tracts from The Wheel to exhibit the

practical results of the "cheap and
nasty " policy. I urge again the theory,

which I have already presented in your
columns, that the slowness of the hotel-

keepers in consenting to pledge even a
dollar for my book (whose general cir-

culation among wheelmen is already en-

sured, and whose triple mention of their

hostelries must prove a valuable busi-

ness card in attracting the patronage of

wheelmen), shows that they have no
conception of the real value of such pa-
tronage, and that they do not consider

"reduced rates" as any real concession.

One object of my struggle to force " X.
M. Miles" into "the office of the best

hotel of as many towns as possible " is

to convince the owners thereof that

touring wheelmen are - not a poverty-

stricken set of beggars for " reduced
rates," but, on the contrary, a distinct-

ively well-to-do class of patrons, who
want the very best accommodations
within their reach, and who are willing

to,pay a proper price for them. So I

declare that whoever takes pains to add
to my " alphabetical list of hotels where
this book may be found" the name of

the highest priced house in his town,
will not only confer a special favor upon
me, and upon the hotel-keeper, but will

also help enlighten the general public

as to the importance and respectability

of wheeling, and will help counteract the

reproach that " the cheap-John policy
"

(of offering to take " the leavings

"

which reduced hotel rates ensure) tends
to throw upon the intelligence and so-

cial standing of all touring wheelmen.
As an appropriate conclusion, I will

quote the letter which my single patron
in Elyria, O., wrote four days ago : "I
have just called on the proprietor of our
best hotel here, the Beebe House, for

the purpose of inducing him to sub-

scribe for your book. When I asked
him, at the outset; if he had heard of
' Ten Thousand Miles on a Bicycle,' he
said he had, and that he did not want
it. I then enquired if he understood
thoroughly the scope and object of the

publication, and he acknowledged- that

he didn't, but supposed it was simply a
narrative of a ride of 10,000 miles.

With such meagre information of course

he did not think he wanted the book,
not dreaming that his possession of it,

or rather subscription to it,was a matter
of considerable importance to him. He
began to hedge a little when I explained

the case, and before I came away he
said he thought likely he would sub-

scribe. AVhen I left him he was ab-

sorbed in the perusal of the circulars

which you sent me, and I presume you
will soon receive his subscription."

It has not turned up yet, however,
though my list of hotels has now nearly

reached a hundred ; but the story illus-

trates the stolid indifference which the

average landlord entertains towards
every proposition which comes to him
through the mail ; and the readiness

with which that indifference may be
overcome by the verbal persuasion of a

personal acquaintance. Karl Kron.
Washington Square, N. Y., Jan. 19.

SIX DAYS' RACE AT MEM-
PHIS.

The Memphis 'Cycle Club have good
reason to be proud of the success of
their big venture. Eight months ago
fourteen young men organized under
this title, succeeded in breaking down
the existing prejudice against bicycling,

and paid out nearly $3,000 for wheels.

In order to furnish club rooms and to

give a boom to the graceful exercise

they arranged with five of the most fa-

mous riders of the world for a tourna-

ment of six days, eight hours a day, and
in order to make it a success went to an
expense which would have frightened

older men. They had Arnold's band, a

flood of electric light, and well disci-

plined and well paid corps of gentle-

manly employees, and gave one of the

most fascinating and exciting entertain-

ments ever given in this city. It was a

hard matter to override the prejudice

against the exposition building where so

many bold hippodromes have been
given, but they worked with a will, and
the result was that the hall was nightly

visited by the very best people of the

city, many of the ladies complimenting

the club by appearing in full dress.

Yesterday afternoon a grand matinee

was given, and over a thousand children

witnessed the performance for 10

cents each. It was a spectacle good to

look upon. The little ones were wild

with delight. Last night the gallery and
the great main hall were well filled, and
from 8 until 9 o'clock, when the bicy-

clers, in their brilliant costumes, were
all on the track, the enthusiasm was in-

tense. It was a genuine ovation.

When 9 o'clock arrived, Mr. W. L. Sur-

prise, the secretary and treasurer of the

'Cycle Club, mounted the platform and
made a short address, thanking the pub-
lic on behalf of the club for the support

given the organization. He was listened

to with profound attention, and he has

just reason to be proud of his effort.

The racers were called for one at a time,

each making brief speeches of thanks.

The score was as follows :

Morgan, 450 miles 9 laps.

Eck, 415 miles.

Armaindo, 343 miles 6 laps.

Prince, 287 miles 1 lap.

Woodside, 285 miles 5 laps.

FROM THE CLUBS.

Ariel.—The Ariel Wheel Club, of

Poughkeepsie, held the annual meeting

Jan. 13, 1885, and elected officers for

the ensuing year as follows : President,

J. Reynolds Adriance; secretary and
treasurer, Charles F. Cossum

;
captain,

Frank J. Schwartz
;
lieutenant, Graham

L. Sterling; bugler,Frank H. Adriance,

executive committee, Hiram S. Wiltsie;

A. N. Shafer. Yours truly,

C. F. Cossum.

Elizabeth Wheelmen.—The annual

meeting of the " Elizabeth Wheelmen "

was held January 14, at which the fol-

lowing officers Avere elected for the en-

suing year: President, R. W. Wood-
ward

;
vice-president, C. H. K. Halsey

;

secretary and treasurer, John C. Wet-
more

;
counsel, Frank Bergen ; mem-

bers of executive committee, D. Blake

Bonnett
;
captain, G. J. Martin ; first

lieutenant, G. Carleton Brown ; second

lieutenant, Harvey Floy; bicycle divis-

ion color bearer, L. P. Bonnett
;

tricy-

cle division color bearer, Miss Eliza G.

Suydam
;
bugler, A. S. Roorback.

The secretary's report showed a mem-
bership of 48, a gain of 38 during the

year. The bicycle exhibition was such

a success that arrangements are to made
to hold another.

The drill squad has the use - of the

large local rink an hour each week for

practice, and has added some new evo-

lutions to those presented at the exhibi-

tion. A new uniform was adopted of

cadet gray throughout with Norfolk

jackets. The ladies of the tricycle di-

vision will probably adopt dresses to

correspond. The captain presented a
very interesting report containing statis-

tics of interest to the members, selec-

tions from which I may send you later.

The winter has been so open that there

has been much riding done. A club

run was called on short notice for a ride

through the snow to Newark, to which
four responded and without very tough
work managed to plough along at seven
miles an hour. The boys found it great

fun, and not by any means as hard work
as they imagined it to be. They hearti-

ly recommend all wheelmen who have
not done so already, to try it, and have
no doubt but that they will pronounce it

sport. Chief Consul Brown and Bugler

Roorbach, who made a run of twenty
miles without a dismount on Wednes-
day last, report the macadam roads to-

ward Newark and around Orange to be
in prime condition, allowing them to do
the distance in 2h. 15m. The new
track is now surveyed and ploughed and
work will be begun on it as early in the

spring as possible. The tricycle divis-

ion as well as the bicycle will have many
additions in the spring. Jonah.

Northampton.—At a meeting of

Northampton Bi. Club held last even-

ing it was voted that our first annual
ball should be held on March 4, at the

skating rink in this city. A fancy rider,

said to fully equal Nash, will be engaged,

first-class music on hand, and no pains

will be spared to make it a most enjoy-

able occasion. Some 400 invitations

will be issued, and any representatives

of the 'cycling press that may be pres-

ent will receive a hearty welcome.
Yours truly,

Louis B. Graves,
President Bi. Club.

Hudson.—At the annual meeting of

the Hudson, N. Y., Bicycle Club, Sat-

urday, Jan. 10, the following officers

were elected for the ensuing year : Pres-

ident, H. J. Barringer, Jr.; vice-presi-

dent, R. W. Evans; secretary and treas-

urer, C. A. Van Deusen, Jr.; Captain,

H. R. Bryan; lieutenant, C. H. Evans,

Jr.; standard bearer, F. S. Stoll; bugler,

C. A. Van Deusen, Jr.

WHAT BUFFALO WANTS.
Editor of the Wheel : In

your last issue some . person under the

above heading writes from the city by
the "ragin' canawl" advocating the hold-

ing of the League meet of 1885 there on
the 2d and 3d of July. Perhaps many
of your readers will feel compelled to

mutter to themselves "it's none of his

business," but if you will allow me I

would suggest to the league authorities,

if the cat may look at the queen, the

impropriety of holding the meet on
those days. As I understand it, one of

the arguments advanced in favor of

Buffalo as the place for the next meet
is its close proximity to the 2,000 wheel-

men of Ontario, and the likelihood of a
goodly detachment of them attending

the meet. This argument certainly

should have some weight when the

board of officers come to decide upon
where the meet shall be held. If, how-
ever, they desire to see the expectations

of a Canadian contingent fulfilled they

must select some other dates. The an-

nual meet of the C. W. A. is held regu-

larly on the 1st of July, and wil all
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probability go to Montreal this year.

Montreal and Buffalo are pretty widely
separated, and to be in one on the ist

and the other on the 2d of the month
will be impossible. I am quite certain

that it is needless to say more. The
mere bringing of the fact of our meet
being held on the ist of July to the no-
tice of the L. A. W. board is sufficient

to cause them to decline to give offense

to a friendly association by allowing the

two affairs to clash.

Fraternally yours,

H. B. Donly,
Sec. and Treas, C. W. A.

L. A. W. No. 361 1.

Simcoe, Jan.' 14, 1885.
[We are inclined to differ from our

correspondent on this point. The ac-

tual meet will not be held until July 3.

The business meeting will occupy the

2d, and few Canadians will care to at-

tend that, we imagine, while two days
intervene between the Montreal meet
and that of the League, and this would
give many an opportunity to visit the

States, as both come together. The
Albany meet was all the more success-

ful on account of following that at Hart-
ford, and the above is only a parallel

case.

—

Ed.]

WHEEL GOSSIP,

Buffalo is alive and anxious for the

League Meet

It looks very much as if she was to

have a walk over.

That was quite a pleasant family
gathering around the fire at the Genes-
see House last Sunday.

Any one who misses the three day's at

the Thousand Islands next July, with
its varied programme, looses the event
of a life-time.

W. S. Bull apparently lost none of the
ve satility that made him so famous on
the Chicago tour.

The Citizens Club will give an annual
dinner at the Grand Union Hotel the
early part of February. No date has
been set for their second annual race
meeting, but it will doubtless be in the
month of March.

Zacharias & Smith, of Newark, N. J.,

are now ready to place their new style

dropped handle bars on the Star, and
also the improved brake. Cuts of the
same will soon be ready for the trade.

The champion John S. Prince writes

:

"I have used your famous 'Duryea'
saddle for the last two years, and can
speak in high praise of the same • all

my long and short distance races have
been won on the same identical ' Dur-
yea' which I bought of you two years
ago. My mile record of 2:39 was ac-
complished on the 'Duryea.' Wishing
you success, I remain yours truly, John
S. Prince, champion of America, and
holder of the one mile professional
record of the world."

Ridable roads, free from snow, and
good weather for riding characterized
the first ten days of year 1885, in the
region of New York. The manager of
the

_

Pope Manufacturing Co.'s of-

fice in this city reports a pleasant jour-
ney of thirty-three miles on Thursday,
the 8th, and he also found tolerable rid-

ing on the previous Sunday. His record
for 1884 was in 1,221 miles. Karl Kron

housed his " No. 234, Jr." in winter
quarters on the 24th of December, after

riding it in the snow storm of that day
from Washington Heights to Washing-
ton Square. His eight months record,

beginning with the 24th of April, was
1,408 miles, showing an average of 32
miles for each of his 44 riding days. He
fell, twice in doing this distance, which
comprised 800 miles of roads never be-
fore traversed by him, and his wheel had
two additional falls.

Mr. Robert A. Huebner, the inventor
of an automatic pigeon trap, has turned
his attention to the bicycle and patented
an improvement on the hub, by, which
the spokes can be easily replaced and
adjusted by the rider without the aid of
a machinist.

Mile. Louise Armaindo,the champion
lady bicyclist of the world, says: "The
'Duryea' purchased of your Chicago
agent suited me immense. You have
my hearty thanks and appreciation for
your timely invention of the now cele-
brated ' Duryea.' All previous saddles
more or less chafed me, but yours, the
' Duryea,' is a daisy, and I give my will-

ing tribute with those who appreciate a
good article.

_

Very respectfully yours,
Louise Armaindo, champion lady bicy-
clist of the world."—[Ex.

Our worthy friend, the Springfield
" Gazette," is saying considerable about
a sample copy circulation. The Wheel
does not find it necessary to blow its

own horn. It has stood the test of
time and can afford to keep quiet about
its personal affairs. <

Mr. George D. Gideon, the well-known
racing man, has gone into the bicycle
business in connection with Mr. A. G.
Powell at 1539 Race street, Philadel-
phia, Pa.

As we pen the above lines a neat in-
vitation comes to hand to attend the re-
ception of the Germantown 'Cycling
Club at their new house, 2314 Fair-
mount avenue, on Saturday evening,
January 24. We have no doubt but
that the affair will be an unbounden
success.

SOME REMARKABLE RIDING
Editor of The Wheel : In hand-

ing to you for publication the following
facts which Dr. Tyler, of New Haven,
kindly prepared at my request. I wish
to bear testimony to the remarkable
skill or good luck which characterized
his continuous ride of 25 miles on No-
vember 4. I myself went over the same
road a month later, and I am inclined
to think I dismounted 25 times in doing
the distance. The formal certification
of Dr. Tyler's feat was not necessary to
convince me or any other personal ac-
quaintance of the gentleman ; but the
feat itself was so notable that I am glad
on general principles to have it put on
record formally, for the satisfaction of
any possible doubters.

'

Karl Kron.

Dear Sir: As you asked for accounts
of runs over 100 miles, and distances
over 25 miles without leaving the sad-

dle, I enclose two. These runs are
both authenticated, as in the Boston
trip I was started by a member of N.
H. Bi. Club. Sent postals from way
places meeting friends in many places

and winding up in the " Bi. World " of-

fice, 1$ hours ahead of time, which, if I

had been met as I expected, would have
been devoted to 20 or 25 miles more
within the 24 hours.

In reference to the second I enclose

a sworn statement of Mr. J. H. Whiting,

who accompanied me, that I did not
leave the saddle for 25^- Indies in a

straightaway between New Haven and
Norwalk, measured by two cyclometers.

The feat lies wholly in the character of
the roads, sand, and hills, which no one
knows better than yourself. If you can
make any use of it, do so. If you wish
more detail, will be glad to give it. Am
sorry the rain interfered, as we felt in

trim to see New York and return in 24
hours. I have ridden a 26^ lb. Rudge
racer 953 miles on the road at the pre-

sent writing, and it has never needed
repair nor tightening. I am thoroughly
testing a light machine to see what it

will stand. It is 51 inches, and I do
not spare it in the least. My road record
for the year so far is 4,372. I have a
record of each day's riding. A large

proportion has been made in my pro-
fessional rounds. Very truly yours,

N. P. Tyler, M. D.
New Haven, Ct., Nov. 25, 1

October 19, 1884.—Straightaway run,

New Haven to Boston. Train from
E. Brookfield to S. Framingham (43
miles); time, 22^ hours; distance,

130 miles ; actual riding time, 17!
hours.

Left New Haven on a clear calm af-

ternoon at 2:15 p. m., and reached Mer-
iden at 4:45, 21 miles, the roads being
in good condition. I rode a 26^ pound
Rudge racer, 51 inches, no brake, and
very small lantern. McDonnell cyclo-
meter. Stop one-half hour for supper.
Left Meriden 5:15, arrived at New Bri-

tain by way of Berlin at 7:25 p. m., 33
miles. Was obliged to light my lantern
a mile out of Meriden. Slow riding on
account of darkness ; Hartford 9:10, 43
miles. Had a hearty supper, left Hart-
ford at 10:10, took the west side of
river, going up through Agawam, reach-
ing Springfield at 3:52, 72 miles. Out
of Springfield by way of Boston turn-
pike I found sand, practically unridable.
After a few miles I took to the railroad
tracks, and made good time to East
Brookfield, 8:30, 108 miles, and being
ordered off the track I took the train
due at 8:37 as far as S. Framingham,
from which point I had heard the roads
were good. Left S. Framingham 11:03,
arriving at the "World" office 12:45 p -

m. Oct. 20, 130 miles. The road from
S. Framingham to Boston was like a
race track, and the first 1 6 miles was
rolled off in 1.03 minutes. Coming into
the city by a wrong road the last 6 miles
consumed three-quarters of an hour.
After a bath and dinner, I rode to the
reservoir with a friend, rode several
times around it and back, making 13
miles. The machine was in perfect
condition, had had neither oil nor
wrench at any time on the journey. I

rode a Lillibridge saddle, and found it

exceedingly comfortable.

Nov. 4, 1884.—Straightaway run New
Haven to Tarrytown, N. Y.; distance,
68 miles; time, 14^ hours; actual
riding time, 10 hours.

Election day was bright and calm,and
Mr. Whiting, of N. H. Bi. Club, and
myself, started for New York and re-
turn in 24 hours. We took the Shore
road to Milford, and reached Bridge-
port, 20 miles, in 2:05. I was compelled

to dismount for a long steep hill 4^
miles out of New Haven, (I have since
ridden around this hill by another road
without a dismount) and from that point
retained my saddle for a distance
of 25^- miles, when another savage
hill compelled a dismount. We reached
South Norwalk 11:45, 36 miles in exact-
ly four hours. The bridge at the Saug-
atuck River being down we were com-
pelled to go back and walk across the
railroad bridge. We made Stamford at
1 p. m., 44 miles, where we stopped one
hour for dinner. Starting at 2 p. m. it

sprinkled, and the road became heavy.
We went through Greenwich, and then
struck west to Glenville, but were com-
pelled to strike south again across what
is termed Hog-pen Ridge, three miles,

and very fine riding, to the Portchester
boulevard. It was then raining torrents
and the mud was inches deep, but we
pushed on, reaching White Plains 5:30
p. m.—61 miles—at 8:45. I pushed on
to Tarrytown, reaching there at 10 p.

M., still raining. I would advise riders

to go direct from Stamford to Portches-
ter, and then push west to White Plains,

as being the better shorter road. Green-
wich is, however, decidedly hilly. I

rode a 26^ pound Rudge racer and
Lillibridge saddle. This ride was re-

markable in reference to 25I miles with-
out dismount, as you know the road
yourself.

This is to certify that Dr. N. P. Tyler
and myself left New. Haven November
4, 1884, for a run to New York city and
return, but were prevented by the rain
from going further than White Plains;
that we reached Bridgeport, 20 miles,
following the Shore road, in two hours
and five minutes, .and South Norwalk in

exactly four hours, 36 miles. Dr. Tyler
rode from New Haven to the Saugatuck
River with but two dismounts, and the
distance between the first in West
Haven and the second beyond Green's
Farms was 25^ miles, measured by both
a McDonnell cyclometer and an Excel-
sior cyclometer. The absence of the
bridge over the Saugatuck compelled us
to cross by the railroad bridge, or we
should have reached South Norwalk
without another dismount. In five

hours and fifteen minutes from our start

we reached Stamford. Wednesday I

rode from White Plains to Milford, 51
miles, inside of nine hours; running
time, seven hours and fifteen minutes.
It being very dark and a high wind, I

then took the train, as I had no light.

Dated at New Haven this eighth day
of November, A. D. 1884.

John H. Whiting.
Subscribed and sworn to this eighth

day of November, 1884, at said New
Haven, before me

Julius Tuiss, Notary Public.

KENTUCKY.
Her Roads and 'Cycling Prospects.

This State has some of the most de-
lightful touring roads imaginable, pass-
ing through the fertile blue grass region
at its heart ; and we have no complaint
to make against the general quality of
pikes throughout the commonwealth,
with the exception of the extreme south-
westerly portion, a section covering a
radius of fifty miles around the Mam-
moth Cave and the mountainous re-
gions in the Cumberland Mountains,
which form its border on the eastern
side.

The State seems to have been well
favored in the matter of turnpike roads
during the stage-coaching days, and
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many of the old routes remain the best
of our riding roads in these days of the
ascendancy of steam over plain, slow,

overland staging. Though some fine

roads are found in the southern portion,

those counties bordering on the Ohio
River seem to abound most in those
ways that please the hardy 'cycler.

Thus, commencing with Ashland, in

Boyd County, the extreme eastern end
of the State, where are a number of
wheelmen and some nice routes, we
look west along the river and find Mays-
ville, in Mason County, near where are'

some of the finest pikes to be found
any place. This point is the terminus
of the famous Paris and Lexington State

Road, of which so much has been said

and written, and several fine roads lead

in different directions, notably some ele-

gant touring routes up into the Buckeye
State across the Ohio. Next on the

river is Augusta, in Bracken County,
with a nice club and plenty of fine

roads; then we come to Covington, in

Kenton County, opposite the metropo-
lis of Ohio, which boasts of the liveliest

club in Kentucky, and out of which,

with its sister city Newport, in Campbell
County, lead some famous runs; to say

nothing of those to be found leading

north into Ohio back of Cincinnati.

Still looking west we make a jump of

160 miles by river and come to Louis-

ville, the metropolis and 'cycling centre

of the State. Here are several clubs

and a majority of the riders of the State.

The League Chief Consul is here also,

and a State division is maintained which
we would like to see larger and more
energetic. Many roads lead from here,

and the wheelmen are said to be the

hardiest road riders in the country.

Covington riders claim- a share of that

honor, too, and have the material to

back their assertion.

We look next at Owensboro, in Da-
viess County, 150 miles below the me-
tropolis on the Ohio. A League consul

is here, and says that the roads are of

the finest, being gravel pikes. Hender-
son and Paducah both have a goodly

showing of 'cyclers and are river towns

of considerable import. Coming back

now to the blue grass country, we see

Lexington, the rival of Frankfort for the

capitalship. This city, lying in Fayette

County, eighty-five miles by bike south

of Covington,enjoys some of the smooth-

est roadways in the West, and has a

flourishing club and a consul of the

League. It lies, the centre of good
wheeling in central Kentucky, and a

visit to it repays the wheelist with beau-

tiful scenery, fine tours, and unsur-

passed roads.

This State has a most encouraging

prospect for the advancement of wheel-

ing within its borders, and the popular

impression that our roads are so rough

that the ploughed fields are preferable

is wholly inapplicable, and if you come
and see us we will show you.

Some famous rides I will give you.

Their mere outline is all that I could

ask space for, and as for details I could

fill a volume with their description

:

Louisville to Bardstown, 39 miles,south-

east; Louisville to Bloomfield, 37 miles,

south-east, 26 miles on the former road
;

Bardstown to New Haven, 16 miles

south ; Bardstown to Springfield,

18 miles, south-east; Shelbyville to

Frankfort, 21 miles, east; Owensboro

to Gelvington, 1 2 miles, north-east

;

Lexington to Maysville, 66 miles, north-

east, via Paris and Blue Lick Springs
;

Lexington to Versailles 13 miles, west;

Lexington to Frankfort, 23 miles, north-
west

;
Lexington to Covington, 85 miles,

north, through Georgetown
;

George-
town to Paris, 18 miles, east; Coving-
ton to De Morsville, 28 miles, south

;

Newport to Alexandria, 13 miles, south-
east; Maysville to Germantown, 12
miles, west; Augusta to Milford, 22
miles, south

;
Augusta to Germantown,

1 2 miles, east ; Ashland to Catlettsburg,

5 miles.

This is only a part of many routes
which form a network over the State,

and I could give you a minute descrip-
tion of about 1,500 miles of as pretty
roads as any one could desire. Let no
one depreciate the " hills of Kentucky,"
for they are beautiful to those who live

among them, and thrice beautiful to
those who have wheeled there among.

P. N. Myers.

THE BICYCLE IN COURT.
A case has just been concluded

which the wheelmen of Pittsburgh, Pa.,

have been watching with great interest

and anxiety.

On Monday, Jan. 5, case No. 324,
March Term of 1884, C. P. No. 1, be-

fore Judge Stowe, was called. This was
an action brought by T. R. Estep,

against Jas. D. Hailman, T. Sherman
Clark, Wm. L. Jones, and F. O'Neil, to

recover damages for injuries sustained

by reason of the alleged negligence of

defendants in riding bicycles, which oc-

casioned the horse of plaintiff to run
away and throw him out, inflicting the

injuries complained of.

The facts were these : The four de-

fendants were riding up Shady Lane, in

the city of Pittsburgh, where they met
the plaintiff riding with a friend in a
buggy-

. The horse became unmanage-
able, plunging finally against the curb-

stone and spilling out the plaintiff so

ungently as .to break his leg and cause
other injuries. The fracture was so set

that an apparent shortening of the limb
resulted. " The plaintiff, now walking

with a painful limp, wants $20,000 as

an offset to his misfortune. The de-

fendants are well to do, and the plaintiff

so injured appealed to the sympathies

not only of the jurors, but of the wheel-

men also. A verdict in favor of the de-

fendants, therefore, would be based
strictly on lav/.

The prosecution offered in evidence

that the defendants were riding very

fast ; that the bicycle was usually driven

from twenty to thirty miles an hour

;

that the defendants were bunched,
scarcely giving sufficient room for a
horse to pass ; that the grade was not

above two feet to the hundred ; that no
alarm was sounded, the "gum-band"
around the wheels making them noise-

less ; no inquiries were made as to his

health, and it was a heartless and avoid-

able affair throughout.

The defense showed that the boys
were toiling up a grade of 4 9-10 to the

hundred, three near the curb on the

right side of the street, and one on the

left, leaving the centre open to horses

;

the grade declared by experts to be too

steep to admit of fast riding or any rid-

ing, except by an unusual effort; that

the horse passed before becoming no-

ticeably frantic ; that the horse had never

been driven without a mate or in a city

before, and therefore unbroken, and

that they had gone back and given what

aid they could.

Refusing a motion for non-suit, the

Judge declared that a jury alone could

decide the question of negligence, on
which the case turned. In his charge

he took the ground that the bicycle was
a vehicle having all the rights of horses

and wagons, all governed by the same
rules, " introducing a new or unusual

mode of locomotion or travel upon the

streets or highways, whether for pleas-

ure or profit, a higher degree of care

becomes necessary in its use than in

customary and ordinary modes of

travel." It was for the jury to say

whether or not the use of the bicycle

was an ordinary and unusual mode of

travel, and if so whether the defendants

exercised that degree of care which the

case demanded. Should the jury find

negligence it must be in the one rider

who passed on the left. Yet a bicycle,

like all vehicles, had the right to both

sides and the middle of the street, the

driver passing on the left being liable at

law only in case of collision. The jury,

after three or four hours' deliberation,

found for the defendants, placing costs

with plaintiff. The latter proposes to

appeal the case to the Supreme Court,

but will likely be deterred by the fact

that his honor Judge Stowe has had but
little bad work returned on his hands.

T. L. O.

FOR SAXE AND EXCHANGE.

T70R SALE.—COLUMBIA TRICYCLE, NEW
F last July ; >n good order ; S105 cash.

WM. B. KRUG, North River Savings Bank,
S. E. cor. 8th. Ave. and 34th St., New York.

AMUSEMENTS.

jy^ANHATTAN ROLLER SKATING RINK,

BOULEVARD, 8TH AVENUE and 59TH STREET.
AFTERNOON AND EVENING SESSIONS.

ATIBLO'S GARDEN,
1M Poole & Gilmore, Proprietors and Managers.
Reserved seats (orchestra circle and balcony), 50 cts.

THIS WEEK ONLY. THE SPARKS COMPANY
in "A BUNCH OF KEYS."

Two and a half hours of roaring ftin.

MATINEES WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY at 2.

Next week—" Dreams in a Photograph Gallery."

MADISON SQUARE THEATRE. At 8.30 .

Evenings at 8.30. Saturday Matinee at 2.

DO YOU KNOW ?

THE PRIVATE SECRETARY.
THE FUNNIEST OF COMEDIES.

QTANDARD THEATRE, 1,285-1,287 Broadway.
O Under the direction of MR. JAS. C. DUFF.

A thoroughly fire-proof buildiug.
EVERY EVENING AT 8. MATINEES AT 2,

A TRIP TO AFRICA.
Comic opera in three acts by Suppe.

"A gorgeous spectacle.—New York Herald.
A POWERFUL CAST, CHORUS OF 50. EN-

LARGED ORCHESTRA.
Bos office open 8 a. m. to 10 t. m. Prices, 50c, $1.

$1.50
v

Eyery Wheelist Knowing French Should Read

"LE VEL0CEMAN."
Monthly Illustrated Magazine of the

Sport and Trade in France.

Published Every Month, commencing

January i, 1885.

Single Copies 5d. Annual Subscrip-

tion, 5 s.

Best advertising medium for those wish-
ing to introduce goods on the

French Market.
Terms, Particulars, Etc., Address

PROPRIETOR,
18 Rue Nationals, Montpellier, France.

FOR SALE AT A SACRIFICE.
A new full-nickled 52-in. SPECIAL SANSPAREIL ROADSTER. Never

been used. Ball pedals, hollow detachable handle-bar, Eclipse Saddle, 1885
pattern. Will sell on easy terms to reliable parties. A ddress

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,
21 Park Kow, Box 444, New York.

r 1

H

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES

SEND

FOR

CATALOGUE

RELIABLE

AGENTS

WANTED.

THX R OTA R Y TAN D~ETM

A FEW SHOP-WORN AND SECOND-HAND
MACHINES AT LOW PRICES,

fc Tort Mtnarters: G. I BIDIELL & Co, 4 East 60tti St, S, Y.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO,,
152, 154, 156 AND 158 CONGRESS STREET,

BOSTON, MASS,
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AMERICAN ADJUSTABLE LONG-DISTANCE SADDLE,
Spring Frame, Perfact Ad-
justment, Light,

,
Strong,

Elastic, Easy.

Completely absorbs all

Vibration.

PRICE, $4.00.

Liberal Discount to Dealers. "THE AMERICAN"
Send for Circular. As adapted to the STAR.

Mention this paper.

" It Is the easiest saddle I ever rode." BURLEY B. AYERS, Chairman Trans. Comm., L. A. W.
" The best saddle I have ever seen, and I have tested nearly every saddle known to the trade."

C. W. EDGERTON. Fort Wayne. Ind.
" I don't think there is a better saddle for the Star." J. P. MAYNARD, Chicago, 111.

" Tried your saddle on my Star, an 1 fouHd it the easiest and most comfortable saddle I have ever tried

The steel spring and suspension seat appear to take away all the jar of riding."
J. W. PARKER, Buffalo, N. Y.

BULL & HAYNES,
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, PARTS AND SUNDRIES.
Repairing a Specialty. Our facilities for doing all Jkinds of \ work, such as Brazing. Painting, Nickle

Plating, &c. &c, at reasonable prices, are unexcelled. Corkbspondence Solicited. Wheels sold on the
installment plan. HERSEE HALL RIDING SCHOOL. Open evenings. Purchasers taught free. Cop.nkr
Main and Ckippkwa Stkeets, Buffalo, N. Y.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
k PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,
driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star" leads all

Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering. and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

II. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithville. Buriington Co., N. J.
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SUBSCRIBE TO

A YEAR. A YEAR.

THE WHEEL AND OUTING $2,50 A YEAR,

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING COMPANY,
BOX 444, - - -

'

- - - 21 PARK ROW, NEW YORK
A WHEELMAN'S AUTOGRAPH ALBUM!

MY CYCLING FRIENDS.
DESIGNED AND COMPILED

FOR COLLECTION OF AUTOGRAPHS.
It is handsomely hound in cloth, with gold and

black markings.
It has one hundred pages—gilt edge

.

Three unndred selections from the poets in regard
to the wheel.
Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs of

cycling friends.
Three hundred Engravings illustrating each quota-

tion.

PRICE ONE DOLLAR, POSTPAID.

WILL C. MARV1, CM, Michip.

Sole Agent for the United States and Canada.

H. V. E. SCHUYLER,
17 BARCLAY, ST., NEW YORK,

AGENT FOR THE

CeleTiratea "KANGAROO" BICYCLE, Maimfactured by Hfflman, Herbert & Cooper.

The "AMERICAN CLUB " and " CLUB" Bicycles,

The "CHEYLESMORE," " IMPERIAL," and " CLUB SOCIAL" Tricycles,

Manufactured by Coventry Machinist Co.,

The "AMERICAN SANSPAREIL " Roadster,

Manufactured by Wm. Andrews, Birmingham, England,

And the " ROYAL MAIL " Light Roadster and Tricycle.

REPAIRS A SPECIALTY. CATALOGUES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION,

GUNS AND SPORTING GOODS.

THE DDRYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

Style B

Used by Hendee. Prince, Sellers, Howen, Woodside.
Corey,Landy, Jenkins of Louisville, Brooks, Eck, Mor-
gan,Higham,Tates; also Miles, Armaindo,and Sylvester
and all the flyers. Pits any machine, including Star
Bicycle. Special terms to dealers.

Prices, Japannkd, $3 00
;
Nickeled, $3 75.

NEW YORK TOY COMPANY.
697 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

MISCELLANEOUS.

[Advertisements inserted in this department not
over four lines nonpanel, for $10 a year.]

pHICAGO, ILL.—THE JOHN WILKINSON COU 68 Wabash Avenue, makers of Bicycle Hose Sup-
porters. The best style made. Price per pair 35 cents
by mail. Agents for the Columbia Bicycle. Send
stamp for catalogue.

PORTLAND, ME.-LAMSONS LUGGAGE CAR-
1 RIER, the cheapest, lightest, and most conven-
nient thing of the kind. May be put in pocket when
not in use. By mail, seventy-five cents and one dollar

QT. LOUIS WHEEL CO.. C.E. STONE.MANAGER
O, 1.121 Olive Street. Agents for Columbia Bicycles
and Tricycles, Rudge Light Roadster, Facile, Sanspa-
reil, American Club, Victor Tricycle, and all hi<*h
class machines. Repairing, nickeling, aud enameling
promptly done. Dealers in second-hand wheels Send"
for printed list.

WILLIAM G. SCRIBNER,
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles ai Accessories.

Sole agent for Washington, D. C„ of the PopeMTg. Co., Stoddard, Lovering & Co., the Cunning-
ham Co., Samuel T. Clark & Co., the Overman Wheel
Co., The Pacile.
Riding school attached. Visitors always welcome.

1,108-1,116 E. Street, N. W.,

. WASHINGTON, D. C.
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New and second hand in greatest variety of styles
and prices.

NO. 811 ARCH STREET,
PHILADELPHIA, PENH".

Selling Agent for the Pope Manufacturing Co.,
Stoddard, Lovering & Co., The Cunningham Co.,
Gormully & Jeffrey, and The Western Toy Co.

ALL THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lists.

• H. B. HART.
A fine assortment of Sundries always on hand.

FREE for TRIAL.
HANOVER'S SPECIFC. An unfailing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility and Weakness, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, Nervous Prostration, Hysteria,
or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, overwork,
abuses of alcohol, tobecco, &c. (Ower forty thousand
positive cures.)

J3T"Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. Ad-
dress HANOVER REMEDY CO.,

Lock box 584. Chicago, 111.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
NEWARK, N. J.,

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

Lamps, Luggage Carriers, Star

Cyclometer, Bags, Saddles and parts for

both Cranks and Star Machines.

Makers of the Celebrated Safety Step

for the Star Bicycle.

DIFFICULT REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.
Riding School and Roller Skating Rink.

Send Stamp for catalogue.

WHEEL SONGS.

BY S. CONANT FOSTER.

RICHLY

The most sumptuous uuu«. uevoted to the wheel yet

published.

ILLUSTRATED.
an elegant quarto vqlume of 80 pages,

roundjn blue silk cloth, with side

stamp in gilt and silver.

Price, $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.
ADDRESS,

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.

21 PARK ROW,
Box 444, New York.

COLUMBIA

STANCH AND RELIABLE ROADSTERS

; In 1883 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads ; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

111.5 [miles in the day each. We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Columbine, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias ; and

further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

Coiumbias, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one-

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
After long and careful experiments with five different speed and power tricycle attachments in different forms

we have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient numbers to supply it on our

new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction ; is applied to the crank-shaft ; is operated by a

handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle ; is certain and effective in its ope-

ration ; reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill climbing about one-third, and is made

of the finest material and with the finest workmanship, and so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by

its use.

PEICE OF COLUMBIA TRICYCLE, . . . $160.

WITH POWER GEAR, . . . . . 180.

The Columbia Power-Gear Will be Applied to any Columbia Tricycle at Our Factory, Hartford, Conn., for $25.

SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED 36-PAGE' CATALOGUE.

The Pope Manufacturing Company.
Principal Office, 597 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

BRANCH HOUSE, 12 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

THE PERFECTION HEATER.
(patent applied fob,)

FOR CEMENTING RUBBER TIRES.
EVERY WHEELMAN SHOULD HAVE ONE, AS IT SAVES TIME AND MONET
Lamp and full directions for Cementing a Kubber Tire, sent post paid to any part of the United

States or Canada on receipt of

Price, ----- - $ 1 .OO*
FOR SALE BY DEALERS, OR SEND TO THE MANUFACTURERS.

G. R. BIDWELL & CO.,

DEALERS IN BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, &c,
4 EAST 60th STREET, NEW Y0E&

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.
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checks and money orders payable to The 'Cycling
Publishing Company". We cannot use stamps other
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Mr. H. B. Donly's letter in the last

Wheel has created considerable of a

stir among wheelmen, coming as it does

from the secretary of the Canadian

Wheelmen's Association, it carries with

it more than usual weight. We are not

exactly in accord with Mr. Donly's

views on this important subject, and see

fit to set forth some arguments in oppo-

sition to his supposition that by holding

the meet on July 2d and 3d it will ne-

cessarily clash with the arrangements of

the Canadian's Wheelmen's Association

Mr. Donly is a most excellent

gentleman, and in every respect

worthy of the greatest consideration.

His personal influence in Canadian

wheel circles is very considerable, but

he labors under a misapprehension in

thinking that the establishment of the

League meet in Buffalo July 2d and 3d

will serve to injure the C. W. A. meet,

except, perhaps, the very natural fact

that the L. A. W. meet will be a much
larger and more attractive affair, owing

to our superior numbers, and a few Ca-

nadians might conclude to visit the L.

A. W. meet in preference to their own,

where their financial status or limited

time would make the attendance on

only one of the two meets possible.

The meet of the L. A. W. will no doubt

be held in Buffalo. It is for the interest

of the L. A. W. to hold its next meet

there. The unanimous opinion, almost,

of L. A. W. members is that it should

be held in Buffalo. This being the case,

the date of the meet must be set to ac-

commodate the climate of that city and

the wheelmen of Buffalo, whose guests

the L. A. W. will be. Owing to lake

influences it will not be proper to hold

the meet there earlier than the middle

of June, and the best time would be the

fore part of July. Buffalo wheelmen are

unanimous on July 2d and 3d.

The fact that Buffalo wheelmen set

this date for the proposed meet in their

city is conclusive of its fitness, and the

only appropriate date to set by the board

of officers in alloting the time and place

of meeting. The fact of Buffalo being

on the international line will very natu-

rally cause Canadian wheelmen to visit

our annual gathering. For Upper Can-
ada Buffalo will be a quicker and cheap-

er point than Montreal for them to visit,

two great requisites with a busy people.

The C. W. A. meet is not yet definitely

settled upon. Therefore, if the C. W.
A. managers

,
apprehend that they will

suffer by the proximity of the L. A. W.
meet, let them change their date on the

principle of the smaller organization ac-

commodating itself to the greater influ-

ence. For our. Canadian brethren we
have the greatest friendship and respect,

and trust the feeling between the L. A.

W. and C. W. A. may always be the

best ; but it is a fact that the L. A. W.
tried to establish itself in Canada and
bind the wheeling people of North
America together in one union without

success—the Canadian wheelmen pre-

ferred an organization of their own, in

which preference they had a perfect

right, it being natural and consistent.

But setting aside all personal and inter-

national friendship, and the mutual sym-

pathy in the common cause existing be-

tween American and Canadian wheel-

men, we see no obligation on pait of the

L. A. W., speaking in a strictly business

sense, to sacrifice its interests or the

unanimous desire of American wheel-

men to favor a people that refused com-
mon union. There can be no "offence"

in the L. A. W. setting a time and place

of meeting that might not be in accord

with the interests of the C. W. A. To
place the annual meet of the L. A. W.
in Buffalo July 2d and 3d is a purely

business transaction, and represents fore-

sight, sagacity and enterprise on part of

the L. A. W. management. American

wheelmen cannot too strongly express

their respect and admiration for their

Canadian contemporaries, for in all the

attributes of excellence they are not sec-

ond to our best.

We therefore cannot feel that the

Canadian Wheelmen's Association and

the League of American Wheelmen will

ever be antagonized, especially on the

basis of date of annual meeting. The
wisdom of the C. W. A. has heretofore

placed their annual meeting on the 1st

of July, the Canadian national holiday.

The L. A. W. management is adopting

concurrent wisdom and placing its meet

about July 4th, the American national

holiday. These are two days, of all

days in the calendar, when Americans
and Canadians celebrate. Let the beaver
celebrate on the 1st, and then come
over and help the eagle scream !

LEWEE'S LETTER.
The annual dinner (I understand that

it is hereafter to be really an annual af-

fair) of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club
was held at Young's last Tuesday even-
ing. From all accounts it was a very
enjoyable occasion. As there were no
invited guests the treasurer was proba-
bly particularly happy. The following
account of the dinner was handed me
by one of the members present

:

The third annual dinner of the Mas-
sachusetts Bicycle Club was held at

Young's hotel Tuesday evening, January
20, about one-third of the members be-
ing present. Although the circular sent
to members stated 7 p. m. as the hour,
it was 7:30 before the members were
seated. After discussing the menu and
cigars reached, President Williams call-

ed the club to order. He reviewed the
general standing of the club and com-
plimented the members on its high
standing. The president then called
upon Capt. E. W. Pope, who gave a
detailed account of the runs called, at-

tendance, etc. Mr. Shillaber responded
on behalf of the married men. The
other speakers were Messrs. Slocum,
Pratt,Col.Pope,Morse,and Cooke. A let-

ter was read from A. S. Parsons regret-

ting his inability to be present. The
festivities closed about 11:30 p. m.

I understand that the Racing Board
have investigated the Phil. Hammill af-

fair, and are to report "no case." I am
very glad of it, and offer my congratula-

tions to Mr. Hammill on his reestab-

lished amateur standing.

Of all the queer rules governing bi-

cycle races, that of the recent Chicago
slow race decidedly takes the lead. The
idea of permitting a man to come to a
standstill, subject only to the penalty of
one point to the lead. If such a race
was held hereabout it is impossible to

tell how long it would take to finish it.

The riders would bring their machines
to a standstill, and keep them there,

eating their meals while in that position,

if necessary.

The vote on the League amendment
question was certainly a large one, and
argues well for an increased interest in

League affairs. I was very sorry,though,
to see the returns from New York State
so much in excess of those from Massa-
chusetts. With two such enthusiastic

supporters of the League as the "Bicy-
cling World" and the " Springfield Ga-
zette " within its boundaries, the State
should certainly do better.

We are to have another 'cycling house
in our city, the Overman Wheel Co. is

to remove its headquarters from Chic-
opee to Boston about Feb. 1. Glad to
have them come. " The more the mer-
rier," as the saying goes. It will have
to be a pretty enterprising concern,
though, that will stand much chance in
competition with the three large firms
already so firmly established here.

I am told that at the annual dinner
of the Massachusetts Club the only per-
sons present who drank anything of an
exhilarating nature were members of
the Ramblers Club. This is rather a
bad give-away on the Ramblers. They
should reform, and learn to love the re-
cognized Massachusetts Club drink-
fresh milk. If they cannot go milk, per-
haps they will be willing to compromise
on koumiss. The latter contains all the
good properties of milk, with the addi-
tion of the exhilarating element.

I had a pleasant little chat with Mr.
F. A. Elwell, of down East fame, a few
days since. He stopped a few days in
Boston on his way to New York to join
the Bermuda tourists. Mr. Elwell thor-
oughly believes in the Bermuda tour,
and says that his great ambition is to
get up a sufficiently large party so that
a steamer can be chartered, and the
tourists thus be independent as to the
length of their, stay on the islands. He
thinks that if a party of about seventy-
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five could be organized, a steamer could

be chartered and t^e party be able to

remain on the isignds for about ten

days, at a total cost of about $75 each

for the whole trip, which would occupy
in all about a month. This would cer-

tainly be a delightful way of avoiding a

portion of a disagreeable New England
winter, and, if properly worked up, there

is every reason to believe ' that such a

party could be brought together.

It is rather amusing the way some of

the 'cycling journals complain about
other papers using their stuff without

giving credit, for it is noticeable that

those who make the greatest outcry over

the matter are those papers which steal

the most themselves, and contain the

least matter worth stealing.

Boston has contributed $1 toward the

Keen fund. Wonder how much the

city would contribute should a testimo-

nial be gotten up for John S. Prince ?

The second annual ball of the Charles-

town Club will be held this evening, and
without doubt will prove a very enjoya-

ble affair.

Among the numerous presents the

President-elect received was a full nick-

eled bicycle. As Mr. Cleveland has

made it a rule to return all presents sent

him, the machine was promptly shipped

back to Boston, from whence it came.

The question now is, Who sent the bi-

cycle ?

W. F. Faulkner, the Lynn profession-

al bicyclist, will this evening try his

speed against a roller skater in a five

mile race.

J. F. Walters, of London, England,

and maker of the Iriquois bicycle, has

been in Boston for the past few days.

He has with him a number of machines,

and came to this country for the pur-

pose of establishing an agency here.

" Outing and the Wheelman" is to be

greatly improved with the March num-
ber, and the subscription price per year

is to be increased to $3.

Owing to the expiration of a limited

partnership the firm of Stall & Burt

have dissolved. W. W. Stall will con-

tinue the business at the same stand

with the New England agency of the

Star, while W. V. Burt, it is reported, is

to take the American agency of a large

English 'cycling firm.

C. H. Lamson, of Portland, Me., has

i nvented a most convenient and cheap

tire heater. It consists of a rubber

tube about three feet long, so arranged

that it can be easily snapped on to any

gas jet. At the terminus of the rubber

tube is a small Bunson burner, enclosed

within a suitable handle. A flame six

inches long can be obtained from this,

and the whole affair is so small that it

can be carried in any ordinary tool bag.

The heaters are shortly to be for sale

by the Pope Manufacturing Co.

The number of novelties in bicycles,

tricycles, and sundries to be brought

out by the Pope Manufacturing Co.,

and other American dealers, the coming

season, will be varied enough to satisfy

the most exacting.

The annual dinner of the Boston Bi-

cycle Club will be held at Parker's

Feb. 7.

The Club Committee of the defunct

Boston Ramblers' Bicycle Club met one

evening last week and finally settled up
the affairs of the organization. The
treasurer's report showed that when all

the bills had been settled, a balance of

about Si. 33 will be due each member
as his share of the spoils. The Club
trophies and property that.had not been
sold, were divided among the members
by lot. E. L. Parker and E. G. Whit-

ney secured a volume of "The Wheel-
man"; E. B. Cole, the ice pitcher

and salver; R, S. Low, the " Wake-
field prize cup"; I. S Damerell, the

white banner, and A. D. Rice the pink

banner. The silver bugle was given to

C. S. Howard, in recognition of his ser-

vices while captain.

SAFETY BICYCLES.
COMPILED BY W. I. H.

[CONTINUED.]

"THE DEVO N."

This machine differs from the ordi

nary bicycle in its method of driving.

To the side of each fork a straight rod

is attached, working at its top end upon
a joint. In length each rod about

reaches the bearings, and at its lower

extremity a second rod is jointed. This

second rod has attached to it, at about

one-third of its length from the first, a

socket and pin, the latter of Avhich is

provided with a nut, wherewith it is fas

tened to the crank end in the same way
as an ordinary pedal

;
passing this point

the rod curves, dropping so as to form a

U, the rearmost end of which carries a

pedal. The side rod swings to and fro

and upon pressure being applied to the

pedals they act somewhat on the lines

of a piston and crank, and so work the

machine. The advantage of this method
of driving is that the rider can put his

saddle way back from the head, an ex

treme long spring being used, and so

obtain safety and yet have his pedals

well beneath him with a nearly vertical

tread. An ingenious contrivance can

be applied to this wheel by which the

steering is affected by both wheels sim

ultaneously, and the rider can take very

sharp turns in safety.

LITTLE SHIELLY.

A very peculiar bicycle. It has 20 and

30 inch wheels. The rake of the forks is

three inches. From the front bearings

two stout rods fall away backwards, one

on each side of the wheel, at an angle

of 30 degrees, and terminates one inch

beyond the circumference of the wheel,

where they support' a short horizontal

rod, the whole being held in place by

stays running to the junction of the

forks. Nearly the same framework is

run out in front, only the angle of the

rods is 45 degrees and they run upwards

from the bearings. Between the ex

tremities of the two frames, projecting

in front, a spur wheel is fitted with or-

dinary cranks. To the horizontal rod

supported in the rear, two levers are at-

tached, ending in broad hollow jaws, be-

tween which pedals are fitted; these

pedals are in position a few inches in

front of the bearings and five or six

from the ground, and are connected by

steel rods with the cranks on the spur

wheel. This spur wheel is connected

with a similar one, on the hub of the

driving wheel, by a chain gearing

Working the levers turns the cranks, and

the chain on the spur wheels transmits

motion to the driver and so propels the

machine. These wheels can be geared

to 60 inches.

SUN AND PLANET.

This belongs to the small wheel va-

riety, and has a driving wheel 36 to 44
inches. The steering action, foot mo-
tion and position of the rider are identi-

cal with those of the ordinary machines.

Upon each side of the hub a large 8

inch spur wheel is fastened just outside

the forks ; taken thus the wheel and its

attachments with a hollow axle run loose

the bearings
;

through this hollow

axle a rod passes, carrying at each end

a crank, which is provided at its end

with a small spin wheel so placed as to

gear with the larger one, and the same

pin that serves to secure the small

wheel to the crank end is used to attach

a second crank, which hangs loose and

carries a specially constructed pedal at

its lowest extremity. If either of the

cranks be turned by itself upon its own
centre the small spur wheel will revolve

and travel around the large one, but if

the feet are pressed so as always to keep

the crank in a vertical position the small

wheel draws the large one round with it,

causing it to travel about 1^ revolutions

to one of the pedals.

The safety of this machine lies princi-

pally in the small size of the driving

wheel.

THE FACILE
'

comes next on the list. The diameter

of the driving wheel is 40 inches. The
rear wheel, diameter 22 inches, trails a

long way behind the leader to decrease

the liability of a header. The front

forks are prolonged 1 2 inches below the

bearings and curve slightly forwards

;

to their ends are jointed 18 inch pedal

levers, to which secondary cranks are

jointed. The object of this; as indeed

in all other small machines, is to allow

a tall man to drive a small wheel with a

straight leg, having the feet close to the

ground. The leg action in this machine

is nearly vertical. The steering action

is the same as in ordinary bicycles, ex-

cept that the feet give no assistance, the

arms only being used.

THE KANGAROO

has a driving wheel of 36 inches and
rear wheel 22 inches. The forks are

tubular. The short arms carrying the

bearings are strongly clamped on to the

forks, which from here downwards are

double, one fork within another. Thus
while the axle is some 2^ inches in front

of the fork, the pedals are kept well un
der the rider. On each side of the driv-

ing wheel is a toothed flange, part' of the

hub, in fact. A toothed wheel is at-

tached to each pedal crank, which is

connected with the hub flange by an

endless chain. The size of and number
of teeth on the crank wheel determines

the revolutions of the driving wheel as

compared to the crank. The machine
can be geared to 60 inches. The small

wheels with pedals close to the ground
make a side fall but of little account,

while the weight of rider and backbone
and distance from the head preclude the

possibility of a header. The arms that

run out on either side are to rest the

feet upon while coasting.

'XTRAORDINARY CHALLENGE

has a driving wheel 48 to 54 inches and
rear wheel 22 inches. The claim for

this wheel is perfect immunity from

headers and ease in mounting and dis-

mounting. Any size wheel can be used,

irrespective of the rider's length of leg.

The safety is effected by a very great

rake of the forks, and the rake is coun-

teracted by levers. The pedal action is

different from the ordinary. The rake

may be from seven to twelve inches, or

more if desired, but it is not generally

over nine inches.

THE RUDGE SAFETY

is another of the small wheels. It is

really a minature of the Rudge Road-
ster. It differs from the ordinary only

in the size of the wheels and the addi-

tion of gearings. The forks extend be-

low the centre as in the Kangaroo. At
the extremity of each is a gear wheel

with fifteen teeth, which are connected

with flanges in the hub of the driving

wheel, having nine teeth, by an endless

chain.

The safety is derived from the fact

that a large proportion of the weight of

the machine is placed at the lower end
of the fork extension, which acts as an

anchor to keep the rear wheel on terra

firma. The machine is easy to mount
and dismount, and can be propelled and
steered as well as the ordinary.

THE AMERICAN STAR

has the little wheel in front and is driven

by levers. Headers on it are almost

impossible. The driving wheel is set in

a frame work, which supports the steer-

ing bar, with forks on the end of it, in

which runs the steering wheel. The
driving mechanism consists of two sets

of gravity pawls and ratchets, one on
either side of the wheel and connected
with its corresponding lever. The manu-
facturers also make a machine with a

much smaller driving wheel, and a little

different construction of the levers, which

is called the " Pony Star."

In addition to all these " safeties,"

there are promised next season a num-
ber of small, geared-up bicycles. The
" xtra " is to be made with larger levers

and smaller wheels. A small safety, to

be ridden by either lady or gentleman,

will be put on the market, and also a

small machine called the " Humber
Safety," which is to have the little wheel

in front like the " Star," and which will

have a rotary motion and be practically

" a Star Crank."

REMARKS BY TERTIUS,
It is a cold day ; the thermometer has

fallen to 45 below zero,- and is frozen

solid. The big coal stove within five

feet of me is red-hot all over, but my
breath freezes at every breathe, and a

heated poker in my ink barely keeps it

fluid. It is a very cold day
;
my friends

Quintz and Jim Josh have just entered

my den, and are removing their wraps

;

Quintz has on three pairs of overshoes,

four overcoats, five pairs of gloves, and
a hot brick to each ear. I have a

flask of fine ante bellum Kentuck on
the stove to keep it from freezing. Jim
is a toteetalar, so I pass the flask to

Quintz. He takes it with a smile, and
is about to take a " smile "—when, con-

found the luck—the liquor begins to

congeal, and in another moment is

frozen solid ! Yes, it is a cold day. An
unfortunate dog across the street has

just tried to bite a tramp, but the bite

has frozen fast in his throat, and his

owner is trying to break it loose with a

club. A woman who gave a rival a
" freezing look," has been fined ten dol-

lars and costs. One of our best poker
players proposed a game of " freeze

out " at the club rooms last njght ; he
was instantly seized and thrown out of

the window—but, sad to say, was not

injured, although he fell forty-one feet,

nine and one-half inches, by the tape,
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He said it was like falling into a snow-
drift. The air was so fulfof frost that
it kept him up, and he fell to the ground
like a feather. Quintz and Jim have
come to talk about the tournament of
the Weedsport Bicycle Club next June.
Of course you know that we are to have
a grand meet here, probably the 17th
and 1 8th of June,which will be an event
in 'cycling matters. Jim Josh remarked
that he would have to get a new handle
for his racer, as the intense cold had
drawn the temper from the steel so that
the handles lopped right down on each
side of the forks. Quintz added that
his racer was much worse off, as the
cold had buckled his big wheel all out
of shape. "Gentlemen," said I, my
bosom swelling with pride, "I have
taken full precautions against the ice
king

;
my wheel is safe, my wheel is

proA-ided with gum overshoes, ear muffs,
buffalo robes, hot scotches, and woollen
blankets, etc., ad. lib. Come and look
at it." We went into a closet covered
knee deep with furs, the walls being
heavily draped with Astrakan and lamb's
wool. My wheel reposed gently upon
its head, robed like a Russian, and my
companions turned green with envy at
sight of its comfortable surrouudings. I
proceeded to take off the wraps that I
might gaze on the graceful beauty.
Alas ! how true are the words of Solo-
mon :

" Pride goeth before destruction,
and a haughty spirit before a fall." The
frost king had touched my elegant racer
with his fatal breath, and the deadly
work was done. Every blessed spoke
was frost-bitten, and when the hot air
struck the wheel the ruin was complete.
The spokes fell out, the rubber dropped
off and fell in a puddle at my feet, the
backbone collapsed like a telescope,and
the felloes were mixed up. worse than a
Tammany caucus. It was a cold day !

Being a wealthy man I of course did
not mind the monetary loss, but I was
proud of my wheel, and it made me feel
bad to have it frozen to death. How-
ever, the thoughts of the tournament
drove all other matters out of my head.

.

The Weedsport Bicycle Club will
give a two day's tournament about the
middle of June, for the following rea-
sons :

t. Because it wants to.

2. Because Weedsport wants us to.

Because we believe in tournaments.
Because we have a fine half-mile

wonderfully cold day, and got the com-
ing tournament of the Weedsport Bi.

Club mixed up with it. However, don't
forget the letter. T.

3-

4-

track.

5. Weedsport has a central location,
excellent hotels, splendid railroad facili-
ties (twenty-three passenger trains daily),
and its people are

.

warmly interested in
'cycling.

The Weedsport Bicycle Club is com-
posed of workers, and it is intended
that the coming meet shall be a grand
success if money, pluck and hard work
can accomplish it. There will be races
of every description—amateur, profes-
sional, tricycle, tandem, etc.—and a val-
uable array of prizes will be offered.
The club solicits correspondence from
wheelmen in every locality, and letters
addressed to the Charles Townsend
Secretary Weedsport Bi. Club, Weeds-
port, N. Y., will receive prompt atten-
tion.

Remember the dates, June 17 and t8
1885.

Yours truly.

Tertitjs.
P. S.—In looking over this MSS., I

find to my intense astonishment that I
have got two separate articles irretrieva-
bly mixed. I started to write about a

THE FINEST BICYCLE AND
ATHLETIC CLUB-HOUSE

IN THE WORLD.
The magnificent brick and terra cotta

building on the southwest corner of
Sixth avenue'and Fifty-fifth street is daily
attracting the attention and admiration

^

of passengers on the elevated railroad.
It has been luxuriously furnished, and
the last artistic touches to its interior
are now being made. There will be a
grand house Avarming on Feb. 5, and its

OAvners will take full possession tAA ro
days later. The rooms will then be open
day and night as long as the structure
stands. It is the temple of the New
York Athletic Club, and undoubtedly
the finest club-house deA'oted to athletic
exercises in the Avorld. It has cost the
club, including ground, $300,000. Its

equipment is complete, and it has all

the latest modern appliances in the Avay
of electric buttons, electric bells, electric
lights, electric clocks, and hydraulic
A\

raiters. The kitchen is on the roof,

and meals are sensed in a dainty restau-
rant on the second floor.

The building has a frontage of 76 feet
and 6 inches on Sixth aArenue, and 100
feet on Fifty-fifth street. The main en-
trance is beneath an exquisite arch or
portico of red granite on Fifty-fifth

street. The visitor enters Avhat is termed
the staircase hall. It might almost be
termed a rotunda. A broad staircase
with rich balustrades winds to the gym-
nasium on the fourth floor. A bronze
statue of Mercury, caduceus in hand,
with Avinged head and feet,stands on the
newel post of the staircase, bearing aloft
an electric torch, a la Bartholdi. The
hall is exquisitely furnished, and has a
cheery aspect. The office is on the left

of the entrance. It is fitted up much
like the office of a hotel clerk. Speak-
ing and pneumatic tubes connect it with
every part of the building. The com-
mittee room is back of this office. The
entire northeast corner of the floor is set
aside for the use of members de-
siring Turkish baths. The steam,scrub-
bing, cooling, and massage rooms equal
anything of the kind in either Europe
or America. Slabs of the purest Avhite
marble Avere used in their construction.
A marble tank offers a plunge bath, and
lounges and dressing rooms, with por-
tieres, invite repose after a plunge. A
barber shop, luxuriously furnished, oc-
cupies the southwest angle of the first

story. The hat and coat, room is near
the staircase hall.

THE GREAT NATATORIUM.

The great attraction of the first floor,

however, is the swimming bath. Tt is

nearly as large as the Bijou Opera-
house. White marble Avas used almost
exclusively m its construction. Its bot-
tom is covered with Avhite encaustic
tiles, which give the Avater a pellucid ap-
pearance. It is 68 feet long and 21 feet
wide. It can be filled with pure Croton
in two hours, and the Avater can be
warmed to any temperature by the use
of steam from the boilers. The steam
may be carried to any part of the bath
through rubber hose. Dressing rooms
adjoin the bathroom on the north. They
open upon a marble corridor, with col-
umns and arches facing the pool. Mar-

ble steps lead to platforms of marble at

the ends of the tank. From either cor-

ridor or platform a direct plunge may
be made. Swimmers emerge by stairs

so delicate that they recall the filaments
of a spider's Aveb. Daylight is admitted
through great Avindows at the south.

These AvindoAvs open upon a marble hall

facing the natatorium, large enough for

a conservatory. It is to be filled with
palms and rubber trees, whose branches
will be reflected in the clear water.
This tropical grove will probably en-
hance the enjoyment of the bathers. At
night the effects of daylight will be pre-
served by a great nest of electric lights,

which hangs over the tank like a jew-
elled croAvn.

Six bowling alleys arc to be found in
the basement. Two of these can be
made private. They have a private en-
trance from a small alley in the rear of
the building. A shooting gallery is

ranged at the side of the bowling alleys.

The alleys are lighted by electric lights.

A novel effect has been produced by
gilding the pipes and pumps stretching
along the ceiling and leading to rooms
above. There is a laundry in the base-
ment, also a storage room for bicycles,
which are taken to Fifty-fifth street by
the paved alley in the rear. The wine
vaults are beneath the sidewalk in Fifty-
fifth street. The boilers which furnish
the steam, and the engine and dyna-
mometer Avhich make the electric lights
are beneath the foot pavements of Sixth
avenue. Engine, dynamo, and lights
are all of Edison's latest patents.

SPARRING AND BILLIARD PARLORS.
The stainvay leading to the second

floor opens in a reception hall, a model
of comfort and taste. A lofty fireplace,
richly tiled, recalls the days of Queen
Anne and Louis Quatorze. The room
is substantially furnished. Its antique
chairs are upholstered in morocco,Avhose
rich red color is set off with the polished
brass heads of their nails.

. A hallway
leads from the reception room tOAvard
Sixth avenue. The reading-room and
parlor are entered on the left, and the
restaurant on the right of this hallway.
All these rooms are richly but not gaud-
ily furnished and decorated. Every-
thing has a substantial look. The res-
taurant will seat ninety persons. A
serving room adjoins the restaurant, and
is connected Avith the kitchen on the
roof by a hydraulic dumb waiter.

Flanked by the parlor and restaurant,
the halhvay leads to the billiard parlor,
which stretches along Sixth avenue at
about the height of the ekrvated rail-

way. There are four billiard and two
pool tables of exquisite finish made by
the Collender, BrunsAvick & Balke Com-
pany. One of these tables is placed in
a private room adjoining the billiard
parlor. Like the private bowling alley,
it will be reserved for matches or for
members accompanied by ladies. No-
thing that could add to the comfort of
players has been omitted in these rooms.
Electric lights gloAv above the tables, re-
freshing drinks and sandAviches appear
as by magic, and marble basins are at
hand in little niches and alcoves.
The main staircase leads to the third

story, in Avhat is known as Locker Hall.
Nearly two-thirds of the floor is occu-
pied by private lockers. There are
1,024 of them in rows, all numbered,
with long lanes between them, and all

lighted by electric bulbs. A sparring
room absorbs the Sixth avenue corner.
It is plainly but neatly furnished, and
Avill be under the supervision of Prof,

Michael Donovan. A twenty-four foot
ring will be its main attraction. Here
members can practice the manly art of
self-defence amid the roaring of the ele-

vated trains, and punish each other to
their hearts' content AATthout fear of
police interference. Douche rooms
with hard-wood ceilings, tiled walls, and
tessellated flooring adjoin the sparring
chamber. To these rooms the sparrers
can betake themselves after their lively

contests, and wash aAvay the stains of
the fighting beneath cooling shower
baths. A friction room is near at hand,
where the combatants are dried after
the douche baths. The toilet room oc-
cupies the southAvest corner of the third
floor. Combs, brushes, mirrors, whisks,
and other necessary adjuncts of the toi-

let are there in profusion.

A MODEL GYMNASIUM.

The whole of the fourth floor is de-
voted to the gymnasium. It is tAventy-
two feet high. As' regards light, venti-
lation, and apparatus it has no equal in
the Avorld. Windows surround it on all

sides. In the evening it is to be lighted
by electric bulbs, thus doing aAvay Avith
the heat arising from the use of gas.
On summer evenings the atmosphere
will be cool and delightful, and the
members can exercise as freely as in
winter. The exercising apparatus has
been provided by Dr. Sargent, of Har-
vard College, at an expense of over
$5,000. It includes many machines in-
vented especially for the New York
Athletic Club. Over 100 of these ma-
chines are noAv in position, aside from
the trapezes and horizontal bars. Every
muscle in the human body, even doAvn
to the muscles controlling the fingers
and toes, can be developed and hard-
ened by the use of this apparatus.
There are rowing machines that can be
handled, like college shells, by a whole
boat's creAV, and machines that strength-
en the muscles of the neck, tighten the
grip of the hand, straighten the chest,
and drive Aveakness from the loins. The
air is a network of rings, ropes, and tra-
pezes. A farmer looking at the ma-
chinery ranged against the wall might
easily imagine himself in the agricultural
department of a State fair.

The officers of the club consider
themselves fortunate in securing the ser-
vices of Mr. George Goldie as superirt-

1 tendent of the gymnasium. For fifteen
years Mr. Goldie has been professor of
gymnastics at Princeton College. He
is credited with having no equal in his
combined knoAvledge of athletics and
gymnastics. For seven years he held
the all-around athletic champion prize
of the united Caledonian societies of the
United States and Canada. There is
no feat in the gymnasium too difficult
for him. Princeton subscribed liberally
in an effort to retain his services,but the
New York Club outbid her, despite the
great pressure brought to bear on Mr.
Goldie. The superintendent makes a
medical examination of each patron of
the gymnasium, and suggests the rudi-
mentary physical discipline necessary to
develop a thorough athlete.

A gallery suspended from the root
surrounds the gymnasium. It has a
track for pedestrians and runners—not
one of the old saAvdust canvas-covered
tracks, but bevelled at the corners like
a railroad track on a short curve, Avith a
bottom of heavy felt, covered with a
half-inch layer of corrugated rubber.
This layer gives a spring to the foot, and
prevents the runner from untoward
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slipping. The kitchen is a model of

neatness and simplicity. There is every

facility for cooking a dinner for 300 per-

sons. An immense tank at the south-

east corner of the roof supplies every

apartment with water. It is supplied

by a steam pump in the basement.

Aside from the tank there is much un-

used space on the roof, which it is pro-

posed to cover with ferns, palms, and
other shrubbery, and utilize as a sort of

summer garden for the use of members
of the club and their friends.—[New
York Sun.

GOTHAM GOSSIP.
Press of private affairs has rather pre-

vented my giving your readers an afflic-

tion in the shape of my column of trash,

as the word news is well buried beneath

the sun and ice of a cold January.

There is little or nothing doing here in

the city. The only real item of news
that can be relied upon is the date of

the annual dinner of the Citizens Bicy-

cle Club, at the Grand Union Hotel.

Friday, Feb. 13, has been selected, and
a jolly time will no doubt be the result.

In fact the Citizens are very wide

awake, and one great reason why they

do not spend more of their time at their

club house is the fact that many of

them are society men, and you can

rarely go to the opera, theatre, or any

large ball without meeting one of them.

A few have developed matrimonial in-

tentions, and one popped off rather sud-

denly a few weeks ago.

The Ixion Club are great skaters, and
dot nearly all the eight rinks in New
York at various periods. Their

fondness for club rooms is explain-

ed by the fact that nearly one-half of

them are musicians in one form or

other. The banjo is most popular, and
is a common sound in the neighborhood

of 2 East Sixtieth street. Jim Burdette

is a member and he is of course a host

in himself.

The trade is in «a fair way to brighten

up. Messrs. A. G. Spaulding & Bro.,

of Chicago, have located here at present

at 47 Murray street, but I understand

they are to have a large store in a de-

sirable district at an early date. They
handle the " Kangaroo," and have had
a special machine built to order for

them by a well known English manufac-

turing concern. It was designed by
their energetic manager of the bicycle

department at Chicago, Mr. L. W. Con-

kling, and it combines the best points of

all the known makers. They will prob

ably push it very heavily, and I have no

'

doubt but what it will " go " with such

a substantial backing.

Geo. R. Bidwell & Co. have brought

out a new patent letter file, consisting

of a box with movable adjustable com-
partments for each letter of the alpha-

bet, and any special department that

can be labelled to suit the taste. It is

very compact, and sold for the reasona-

ble price of $4. It is made to exclude

all dust, but at the same time easy of

access in case of reference.

The Kings County Wheelmen's re-

ception was unusually successful, and
although many Gothamites were absent,

the few who participated enjoyed them-

selves immensely. I understand they

give a carnival at the Brooklyn Roller

Skating Rink shortly. The track is, I

believe, about ten laps to the mile, but

the skating will doubtless be the attrac-

tion. X. Y. Z.

OFF FOR BERMUDA.
Thursday, January 22, was a cold,

blustery day, but in spite of wind and
weather a jolly party gathered in a pri-

vate dining-room at the Astor House
about noon. Ten of the tourist party

were on hand, and together with several

local wheelmen sat around the festive

board. The members who were booked
to go were as follows :

Frank A. Elwell, Portland, Me., 51
inch Yale.

S. C. Miller, Mass. Bi. Club, Colum-
bia tricycle.

W. H. De Graff, Harlem Wheelmen,
Kangaroo.

S. T. Shaw, Citizens Club, New York,

Kangaroo.
C. H. Lamson, Portland, 50 inch Ex-

pert.

C. F. Joy, Mass. Bi. Club, 52 inch

Expert.

S. D. Engle, Hazleton, Pa., 50 inch

Special Columbia.

J. M. Thompson, Watkins Glen, N.

Y., 54 inch Expert.

Dr. W. H. Hertz, Hazleton, Pa., 45
inch Star.

R. L. Phillips, Pottsville, Pa., 54
inch Expert.

W. H. McCormack, Citizens Club,

New York, 52 inch Rudge.
Rev. W. Buddington, Brooklyn, N.

Y., Kangaroo.
The last two named did not put in an

appearance. The other visitors were

the Peerless Pitman, Karl Kron, and
the following " Citizens " : Simeon
Ford, Frank J. Pool, Elliott Mason, T.

C. Smith, and Geo. R. Bidwell. There
was a feast of reason for half an hour,

owing to the non-appearance of the sol-

itary waiter, and a flow of soul, coupled

with bumpers of champagne. At two
the party repaired to the "Orinoco,"

and at three sailed down the bay, leav-

ing the few shivering wheelmen on shore

wishing they were in the party. The
trip will occupy about two weeks, al-

though a few will remain' over if the

country and good times warrant it.

K« C. W.'S RECEPTION.
Probably the largest and gayest com-

pany that ever filled Knickerbocker

Hall, gathered there last night, at the

reception of the Kings County Wheel-
men, which proved to be the most suc-

cessful ever given by that organization.

The floor was thronged and the gallery

was filled with spectators. Palms and
other plants half hid the glistening

spokes of half a score of wheels on the

stage, and Schneider's orchestra, sta-

tioned near at hand, never gave forth

more animated melodies.

The wheelmen all appeared in the

jaunty uniform habitually worn by riders

of the frisky steed. One gallant who
wore knee breeches, and who donned
with it a swallow-tailed coat with the

vest conventionally associated there-

with, had the appearance of a devoted

adherent of the art principles propagated

by Mr. Oscar Wilde. The ladies' cos-

tumes were, in many instances, novel

and beautiful, and served to give a very

picturesque air to the gathering. The
drill in bicycles by the club team was of

unusual iuterest, and the fancy riding

by Mr. W. D. Bloodgood was marvelous

to the inexperienced on-lookers.

The series of dances, which was not

finished until 2 o'clock, was joined in

by an animated company of nimble
people.

The floor managers were Messrs.

Malcolm L. Bridgeman, Franklin

Loucks, and Frank Fenstermaker. The
Reception Committee consisted of Rob-
ert F. Hibson, chairman; Edward Pet-

tus, Thomas B. Hegeman, Edward F.

Fisk, A. C. D. Loucks, Wm. H. Austin,

Frank H. Douglas.

The following are the present officers

of the Wheelmen : Robert F. Hibson,

president; Thos. B. Hegeman, vice-

president; A. C. D. Loucks, secretary,

Charles Schwalbach, treasurer; Edward
Pettus, captain; Edward F. Fisk, first

lieutenant ; Frank Fenstermaker,second

lieutenant; John H. Long, color-bearer;

Eph. Johnson, bugler.

END OF "K, K.'S" FIRST
YEAR.

Editor of the Wheel : The pres-

ent dreary day, which concludes the first

year of the canvass for " X. M. Miles on

a Bi." has brought me but a single sub-

scriber, in an "Arkansaw traveller," from

Pine Bluff, whose pledge just doubles

the representation of his State upon my
list. The total for the week is thus

raised to 31, for the month to 112, for

the quarter to 351, and for the year to

2,358. With this may be compared the

record of the first week (after The
Wheel of January 25, 1884, put my
canvass in motion), 238; the first month,

533; the first quarter, ending April 25,

1,137. The second quarter, ending

July 25, brought 365 names, and the

third quarter, ending October 2 5,brought

505. Dividing the twelve months into

thirds, the first third brought 1,280 sub-

scribers; the second 660, and the third,

418 ;
or, by halves, the first six months

brought 1,502, and the second 856.

It is just sixteen years ago to-night

since " the best of bull dogs," whose
ever blessed memory my road-book is

designed to perpetuate, dropped down
dead in the snow ; and in planning to

put his portrait opposite its title page, I

am not moved by a mere whimsical

fancy, but by a desire to do justice to a

shining example, from obedience to

which all my hopes of successful publi-

cation really spring. Nothing but death

or disablement could loosen the grip of

the dog from any object which he had
once fastened upon ; and I should think

myself unworthy of the respect and
friendship which he used to have for me
in bygone days if I allowed any lesser

obstacle to upset my expressed determ-

ination to " print the names of 3,000
one-dollar subscribers as an appendix to

'Ten Thousand Miles on a Bicycle.'"

I don't know how long it may take for

me to get the 542 names now lacking,

but if I live long enough to print the

book at all, I shall assuredly print the

names of those 3,000 supporters.

There is no doubt about my ability

to get them, provided my health doesn't

break down in the struggle. The doubt

now simply is as to the amount of time

and money required in getting them,

and the probability of any margin of

profit being left after getting them. Let

me assure those patrons of the scheme
who think that I ought to issue the book
before I secure a guaranty fund of

$3,000 in its support, that my cash ex-

penditures on account of it are almost

certain to • reach $2,700. Am lover-
cautious, therefore, when I insist on
having a margin of $300 as a reward for

eighteen months' of wearing labor in de-

veloping the scheme ?

If people will bear in mind that ten

cents rather than a dollar represents my
probable profit on each of the 3,000 ad-

vance subscriptions (or, in other words,

that my only hope of any profit really

worth considering is connected with my
ability to sell the remaining 2,000 books

at $1.50 each), they may understand

my persistence in securing 3,000 ad-

vance supporters at all costs and haz-

ards. The theory on which I have kept

up'my courage from the outset simply is

that each advanced patron probably rep-

resents a subsequent purchaser of the

book. The theory may be wrong, but

it is the basis of my scheme, and I am
bound to live up to it, no matter how
long it may take me to enroll the 3,000

names which seem necessary to ensure

a probable sale of 5,000 books. No one

else can possibly have a thousandth part

of my own impatience in looking for-

ward for publication day ; but when a

man has risked two years of his life and

$2,000 cash on a business enterprise, he

can hardly afford to take any new steps

in it merely " for fun."

At recent rates of progress, nearly a

half-year longer will be required in com-
pleting my list of 3,000, but I hope in

fact to reach the end much sooner. I

have had the plates made for a speci-

men chapter of my book, "The Coral

Reefs of Bermuda," and shall very soon

circulate 1,000 copies of this sixteen-

page pamphlet as a bait for possible

subscribers. Those already enrolled

who may wish to receive this specimen,

or who may be able to name some of

their acquaintances as likely to take an
interest in it, are invited to send their

orders to me at the University Building,

on Washington Square.

Karl Kron.
New York, Jan. 24. 1S85.

FROM THE CLUBS.

Springfield—The club are in trou-

ble again. This time it is not debt,

but the conundrum, " Where are Treas-

urer Fennessey's books ? " Mr. Fen-
nessey brought the books of 1883 and
1884 to the regular meeting on the eve-

ning of Nov. 20, and all the vouchers,

receipts, and contracts the club had
made for Hampden Park track and
other matters. After the meeting, Mr.
Fennessey claims, instead of carrying

them to the bank where they are usu-

ally kept, he locked them in a desk at

the club rooms. He states that the

next day he discovered the books were
missing. The directors were notified,

but thought they had been taken by
some member and would be returned

soon. The treasurer reported on the

15 th from Nov. 20, and his statement

was not accepted. Members of the club

censure the treasurer for carelessness in

leaving so exposed books recording to

the amount of over $40,000. The di-

rectors are confident that a new set of

books can be made from memoranda
which members of the club possess.

Mr. Fennessey says the books were
taken to injure him. The club's next
meeting is Feb. 5. The club have had
considerable trouble of late. Not long

ago a theft from a cash-box in the rooms
occurred. In this box the members
who played, billiards were accustomed
to put a small sum for each game, the

fund being intended to pay for tables.

There is a question in dispute before

the club over the accounts for 1S83.

Bills newly found have increased the in-

debtedness $460. Fennessey says to-
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day that whether the books are found
or not the accounts of the club are all

straight, and will, in due time, be placed
before the public. The old treasurer,

with the auditor and directors, have
sufficient notes, vouchers, receipts, and
documents required to make a new set

of books for 1884, provided the stolen

books and accounts are not found. In
the meantime diligent search is being
made for the missing property.

The next regular meeting of the club
is set down for Thursday, Feb. 5. The
club members are free in expressing
their opinions, and some of them are by
no means complimentary to the man-
agement. The bills for annual dues
have just been sent out; they bring

$750 for active members and $10 for

the guarantee members. The latter

put in money freely to help out the
club's financial troubles of 1883, and
the active members were assessed $21
each. It is claimed that those who
could not furnish $21 were turned out
of the club at the time. It is also

claimed that the $6,000 that was made
from last year's tournament was divided
among the guarantee members, and that

while the subject was brought before a
meeting no attempt was ever made to

return the money to the active mem-
bers. It is also said that while it was at

first reported that there was $500 in
the treasury, there is now but $40.
The present members say it is their

due to know something of the financial

workings of their club, and they pro
pose to know before putting in any
more money. Mr. Fennessey left town
on business this afternoon, but before
doing so secured an attorney to aid him
in case of need.—[Mirror of American
Sports.

Kings County Wheelmen will hold
their first annual indoor race meeting
and entertainment at the Brooklyn
Roller Skating Rink on the evening ot

Wednesday, Feb. 25. The chief at-

traction is to be a parade of 'cyclists in

the rink, and it is hoped that their 'cy-

cling friends will generously join them
with their wheels on this evening, and
thus aid in making it a gala night for

'cycling in Brooklyn. The only open
events otherwise are a one-mile scratch
race and a 75 yards slow race, no entry
fee charged, and are invitation races.

The proceeds are to defray the expense
of fitting up their new club-house, and
they should meet the generous support
of their friends in the undertaking.
Full particulars can be had of E. K.
Austin, P. O. box 2,414, New York,
chairman of committee in charge.

Hudson County Wheelmen.—The
H. C. W. will give a fancy dress carni-

val at the Alpha Skating Rink on Mon-
day evening, Feb. 9. There will be an
exhibition game of polo, a club drill,

and other attractions. Only those in

costume will be admitted to the floor.

Dr. E. W. Johnson, corner Broadway
and Fulton street, New York, the pop-
ular captain, has the matter in charge.
Whirling Wheelmen.—The Whir-

ling Wheelmen, of Maryland, held their

annual election of officers at their club-

house, 325 East Baltimore street, on
Thursday evening, Jan. 22, 1885. The
following were selected : President, Dr.
P. G. Dausch

;
captain, Wash. B. Booz

3

lieutenant, Harry B. Davis
;

secretary,

Phil. W. Reiter; treasurer, Edwin J.
Mabbett

;
color-bearer, J. Weisenfield

;

bugler, Harry L. Shaffer • club commit-
tee, Edwin D. Booz, Thomas M. Booz,
and Fred. R. Shaffer, Jr.

New Haven.—The sixth annual
meeting of the New Haven Bicycle Club
was held Saturday evening January 24,
at which the following officers were elect-

ed for the ensuing year : President,

Wm. M. Frisbie
;

secretary, J. De Seld-

ing Brown; treasurer, Will A. Water-
bury

;
captain, Wm. H. Hale ; first

lieutenant, W. H. Thomas ; second
lieutenant, William Wait; bugler,

Gorge Gibson ; standard bearer,

Elmer F. Schroeder. The club begins
the year with increased life and enthu-
siasm, and will probably be heard from
more than once before its close. Fra-
ternally yours,

J. De Selding Brown, Sec'y.

AN OLD MARYLAND
TOURIST. .

[facts and opinions reported to
karl kron by dr. h. jarvis, of tal-
BOT county!.

I was born in St. Paul, Minn., in

1854, but have spent the past twelve

years in Maryland, ten of them in Bal-

timore city, and the rest here at Oxford,

Talbot county. Since 1876, when I

saw the first bicycle at Philadelphia, I

have been almost continually connected
with the wheel. In the fall of the year

1879,1 procured a 50-inch Standard Co-
lumbia, " No. 244." Of all the bicycles

that I have ridden up to the present

time, none can come up to the Pope's
first bicycle, the old style Standard Co-
lumbias ; for the rough wear and tear

they have no equal. My 50-inch Stan-

dard, in spite of very rough use and
many miles of running, stood it all with-

out costing me but for a broken handle
bar and for one crank shaft,both breaks
being caused by riding over wet and
greasy cobblestones. I finally, in June,

1880, purchased an Extraordinary 52-

inch, and used it almost constantly up
to last October, when, on account of

the death of my father, I was compelled
to stop riding, for the resulting business

affairs required my sole and constant

attention. I hope, however, to renew
my wheeling in the spring of the present

year, and I have lately been offered a

bicycle as a present by a company, pro-

vided, of course, I ride it in all my com-
ing trips and tours. Having sold my
Extra, I cannot say what kind I shall

ride hereafter, although I am inclined

to prefer an undersize Extra, since, after

actual test of both under and over-size

wheels, I will take the under size at all

times for all kinds of work on the road.

Of all outdoor sports for health and
strength I think that bicycling takes the
lead, and I do not speak from theory
but from actual experience. I think

that bicycling is far safer than yachting

or canoeing, as I have covered many
miles in both yacht and canoe. In fact

my " Nautilius " canoe is at present
housed, taking its rest till some future

time, when the waters around my home
are more pleasant than in January. As
for accidents, they ought never to oc-

cur, if any care is taken whatever, and
of all the accidents that do occur nine-

tenths are due to downright hard headi-

ness, carelessness, and recklessness.

My road riding on the 50 Standard
was principally around Baltimore in '79

and '80; and on the 52 Extra in (1)
Pennsylvania, (2) Delaware, (3) Mary-
land, (4) Minnesota, (5) Wisconsin, (6)
Michigan, (7) Virginia, (8) West Vir-

ginia, (9) Massachusetts, (10) New
York, (ti) Ohio, (12) Iowa, (13) New

Jersey, (14) Illinois, (15) Indiana, and

(16) Dakota Territory. In 1883 I

covered more than 1,500 miles of road-

way in one straightaway trip from St.

Paul, Minnesota, to Baltimore. To
give an account of this trip in all its de-

tails would take up a moderate sized

volume of itself. The river road from

St. Paul to Hastings, through the west

side, and the roads thence to Winona
are fair and good, with very fine views

of the Mississippi river. Entering here

into Wisconsin, I found the roads across

this State to Milwaukee almost all rida-

ble, and I encountered but few hills.

From Milwaukee to Chicago the riding

is also quite fair; Chicago to Fort
Wayne is the same ; then from this point

through to Wheeling, W. Va., it is more
or less hilly and rough ; from thence to

Frederick, Md., quite hilly, and some
sharp hills at that ; from Frederick to

Baltimore the ground was familiar, and
afforded good coasting and riding.

Around Baltimore all the roads (with

the exception of the old Philadelphia

pike) are fair to good. The shell road
out of the city to Point Breeze Hotel,

about 4 miles, is A 1, and for the other

7 miles to Keller's Pavilion it is fairly

good. On the day after a moderate
rain it is excellent, with its fine level

stretches and three or four nice coasts.

Both of these summer resorts are quite

well patronized by the wheelmen of Bal-

timore, though when I first began riding

I was almost alone. In fact, I was the

first man to ride the bicycle on the prin-

cipal roads.

A trip from Baltimore to the eastern

shore of Maryland down the peninsula'

was made by me in August, 1882, in

company with Harry B. Weaver. We
started out at 5 A. M. on the 21st by
way of Aisquith street to the Hartford
road towards Belair. The morning
though warm was all that could be wish-

ed for. My companion rode a 51-inch

Star, with lamp, tool-bag, and bundle
carrier. I myself was mounted on a 52-

Extra, with a large Multum, cyclometer,

tool-bag, etc., both of us being thus pre-

pared for whatever, emergencies might
take place. The road to Belair is quite

hilly in the long Green Valley, and one
long steep hill approaching the Gun-
powder River should be coasted with
care. We reached Belair at 11:30 a.

m, and went to the Brick Hotel for din-

ner. All wheelmen passing or stopping

here would do well to patronize this

place, as the meals are No. 1 and
charges moderate. This is, by the way,
the exact reverse through the southern
part of this State ; and I would advise

all to ask in advance the price of their

lodging and even of their meals. If you
don't, you will be likely in nine cases

out of ten to pay for three times their

worth. It is no more trouble to ask a
man or woman the charges for so and
so at first than at the last, as it will save
considerable in the end, as we found out
to our expense on two occasions. From
Belair we went to Lapidum, on the Sus-
quehanna, arriving at 4:30 p. m., the road
being poor for one-third of the distance.

Two miles from Lapidum it is better, as

you mount several long grades until sud -

denly gaining the top after a hard pull

you are brought in view of the river, and
a most splendid view it is. Letting our
machines fall towards an embankment
we take a side dismount and stretch

ourselves on top of a mound or some
close fine grass— looking for miles
around—and down the valley, when we
observe it is a down grade to the town

of Lapidum. Mounting our machines,
we had a fine though rough coast into

the town. The hill leading on this road
in the town gains in its steepness very
rapidly, and one should use due care in

coasting down it, as our machines fairly

flew, and as there is a tide-water ca-

nal at the foot of it we most certainly

would have taken, a bath without
ceremony but for a quick dismount.
Crossing the canal over a very steep
bridge, we were by the side of a tug-

boat used as a ferry, and piling our
wheels on the roof of the little tug it

turned its bow towards Port Deposite,
while we stretched ourselves on the
shady side of its wheel-house. In about
seventeen minutes we were in the Port.

After refreshing ourselves with a lunch,

we again mounted and tried to climb
the long hill leading out of the Port to-

wards Bay View—and such a hill ! It

was all we could do to push our ma-
chines up, trudging behind them. In
fact, we had finally to pick them up and
carry them bodily. Sand ? Well, yes !

nothing but a regular sand bank, such as
we found it that hot summer day. After
finally gaining the top and a short rest,

we took to the saddle again. From here
to Bay View the roads are sandy and
ridable only by short distances, requir-

ing many mounts and some sudden dis-

mounts, which soon commenced to tire

us. Stopping at sundown at a farm-
house, we procured some fresh milk,

bread, and a plate of tomatoes, which
we did full and ample justice to. Being
told that we could only secure lodging
at Bay View, we rode three miles
through the darkness, and then trudged
along through more sand for about two
miles, when suddenly a few lights show-
ed themselves. Inquiring of some per-
sons on a porch near the side of the
road if Bay View was where Ave saw
those lights, the answer was this:
" B-e-e-s y-o-u a-g-o-i-n-g t h-a-r ?" This
was enough. We thought if we waited
longer for the end we might wait until

sunrise next morning. Thanking our
informant, we started, when he called
out, " H-h-h-h-o-l-d on !" We thought
we would hold on to our good long
strides we were just then making. "Be-
e-s you g-g-g-g-oing a-t-h-a-r ?" we heard
again as an echo while we went along.
The proprietor of the Bay View House,
which we reached a quarter of an hour
later, was one of those lodging house
sharks which I spoke of in the first part
of this letter. He wanted to charge us
for about a week's board instead of for

breakfast and lodging. It was rather
queerly shown by his asking me how
much "them things" (meaning our
wheels) might be worth. I told him
about $5 each. " Oh," said he, " I sup-
posed them worth about $200 apiece,
and thought you could afford my price."
At 7 o'clock next morning we awoke

to find a steady drizzling rain. After
our breakfast we were told that the dis-

tance was six miles to North East and
the road a slight down grade, and we
thought we had better get there in dou-
ble quick time. So, timing ourselves at
the start, we went a flying. The rain
of the previous night had laid the dust
of the day before and made it nice
smooth riding for about two miles, when
on rounding a curve in the road, we foun
ourselves within a few leet of a double-
horse team. Both parties were equally
surprised, and there was no time for a
dismount. The horses gave a wheel
around, while we took a run around a
clump of bushes and down in the road
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again at the end of the wagon. Then
the horses, getting another sight of us,

turned back again, and the way they

took that wagon up that grade was a

caution. When within one-half mile of

the town we struck a cindered part of

the road, while at the edge of the town
was the railroad train coming, and at

the end of this cinder road was the rail-

road tracks. What cared we just at

that time ? We were both on safety

machines, on a down grade, feet as well

as muscles working like engine pistons,

and we crossed but a few yards in front

of the train. Several heads were stretch-

ed out the windows as the passengers

saw us some distance off. Ladies

waved their handkerchiefs to us, but we
at that moment could not return the sa-

lute. Once over the railroad tracks, we
threw legs over for a brief rest. Look-
ing at our watches we found we had
been fifteen minutes in making the dis-

tance from Bay View to North East.

The Baltimore " Sun " and the North

East papers had an account of this quick

run.

Although thoroughly soaked through

to the skin, these " notices of the press"

repaid us for the hard day's work on the

previous day. After a drink of beer,

we took a quiet ride around the town,

then started on the old Philadelphia

pike for Elkton, arriving there at about

i p. m. I would advise all who would
like to try this route that they had bet-

ter take a train. Until the sand is first

removed, a bicycle can't be ridden here.

Sand hills are too hard to ride, and no
resorting to foot paths, because paths

are nearly all like the road. Riding

through the town we turn to the left,

crossing a covered bridge on our way to

St. George's, Del.

Almost as soon as we crossed the

State line a difference was perceived in

the roads, they were better, as well as

the farms. Here, too, we struck our

first peaches—very nice ones at that

—

though nothing compared with those in

the orchards farther down the State. It

would repay any wheelman during the

peach season (especially in a year when
the crop is abundant), to take a trip

down this State. I give warning, how-
ever, against the sandy portion in the

extreme southern part. The majority

of the country roads afford good riding,

and the foot paths are good. . We reach-

ed St. George at 5 p. m., and took sup-

per at a private house ; then proceeded

about three miles further into the coun-

try again, where we rested several days

at the farm-house of my companion's

cousin.

Starting on again early one morning,

we sought new adventures on our way
to Dover, Newcastle, and a number of

intermediate towns. . The roads through

here, especially the paths, are excellent,

and between Newcastle and Dover
grow some of the finest peaches we ever

saw. Near Camden we found the sand

again, and for two days following

we walked more than we rode, varying

our lodging between small inns and
farm houses, on our way to East New
Market, Md. There is no pleasure in

riding through this section, but having

heard so many contradictory reports in

regard to it, we thought we would find

it out. We were the first bicyclers to

pull their wheels through this section of

the country, and very many queer re-

marks were made upon us by the resi-

dents. In fact, they are very ignorant

as well as superstitious, especially the

darkies. One day, in riding along a nar-

row path, we approached a house with

two colored women, one on each side

of the little gate, near the path. We
increased our speed, and so intent were

they jawing each other that they never

noticed us until we were almost directly

upon them, when, catching sight of me,
they both grabbed each other, carrying

gate and all over with them. One
shouted, " Good Lord, save me ! " while

the other said, "Please devil, don't for

de Lord take me yet !
" • Glancing over

our shoulders for an instant, all we saw
Avas dust and petticoats flying around
worse than a wind-mill's fans in a gale.

In a minute we were out of sight. We
finally finished at New Market, Md.,

whence we took steamer across Chesa-

peake bay to Baltimore. We averaged

about 60 miles a day, making a total in

ten days of 600 miles of roadway cov-

ered.

Besides riding several long straight-

away trips, I have ridden 30 miles with-

out a dismount, and I am sure of being

the first to carry tent and blanket to

use at night for camping out. Any one
who has toured by canoe, and has

stretched the little tent over the canoe
hatch, knows how easy one can spend a

quiet as well as comfortable night

therein. For a bicycler to sleep under

just the same kind of tent is ten times

better than to be penned up in a little

room, likely as not swarming with bed-

bugs. It is very easy to carry both tent

and blankets on a bicycle, in a rubber

bag, without interfering in any way with

riding. Of course, in thickly settled

districts, a wheelman can take his choice

as regards his lodging; but on long

trips and on roads through very sparsely

settled districts, it is satisfaction to

know you have a ready means of shelter

at your hand, when conditions of the

roads are quite unfavorable, with ap-

proaching darkness, and only a vague

idea as to distance. At some future

time I will give drawings of tents with

description of same, if wheelmen or

some editor wishes it.

• H. Jarvis, M. D.

Oxford, Md., Jan. 7, 1885.

AMUSEMENT NOTES,

century. Mr. F. C. Morley's Marc An-
tony was excellent, but his efforts in the

celebrated funeral oration were some-

what tampered by the mob, which was
a little too noisy. Mr. Barrett will pre-

sent Hamlet, Richelieu, Yorick's Love,

and a Blot on the 'Schutcheon before

terminating his engagement here in New
York, and will not appear at any other

theatre this season.

COVENTRY 'CYCLE Co,
(LIMITED)

Whitefriars Lane,
Coventry - England.
Largest makers of first quality

IBICYCLES. TRICYCLES, and
I

PERAMBULATORS.
[Illustrated Catalogue on Appli-

cation.

FOR SALE,
A COSY SUMMER HOTEL,

In Central New York, on the banks of

one of the best known fishing lakes in

the State ; convenient of access by

Northern Central, Erie, and Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western railroads.

Splendid roads for 'cycling. For par-

ticulars address CYCLOS,

Wheel office. New York.

AMUSEMENTS.

lyJ^AKHATTATST ROLLER SKATING RINK,

BOULEVARD. 8TH AVENUE and 59TH STREET.
AFTERNOON AND EVENING SESSIONS.

TVJIBLO'S GARDEN,
IN Poole. & Gilmore, Proprietors and Managers-.
Rteerved seats (orchestra circle and balcony

1

), 50 cts.

MORE PUN—THIS WEEK ONLY.
DREAMS; OR, PUN IN A PHOTOGRAPH

GALLERY.
Jacqncs Kruger and capital company of comedians.

MATINEES WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY at 2
Next week, May Blossom, with the original cast.

1\ /fADISON SQUARE THEATRE. At 8.30.

lVl Evenings at 8.30. Saturday Matinee at 2.

DO YOU KNOW ?

THE PRIVATE SECRETARY.
THE FUNNIEST OF COMEDIES.

QTAR THEATRE, Broadway and 13th street.

O Every evening at 8, Saturday matinee at 2.

MR. LAWRENCE BARRETT
as C-\SSIUS in a grand production of Shakespeare's

tragedy JUUUS'CJESAR. The soldiers, senators,

and Roman populace' by the pupils of the Lyceum
Theatre School of Aeting. Mr. Barrett will not ap-

pear at any other New York theatre.

EyeryWheelist Known French Should Read

"LE VELOCEMAN."
Monthly Illustrated Magazine of the

Sport and Trade in France.

Published Every Month, commencing
January i, 1885.

Single Copies 5d. Annual Subscrip-

tion, 5s.

Best advertising medium for those wish-

ing to introduce goods on the

French Market.

Terms, Particulars, Etc., Address

PROPRIETOR,
18 Rue Nationals. Montpellier, France.

FOR SALE AT A SACRIFICE.
A new full-nickled 52-m. SPECIAL SANSPAREIL ROADSTER. Never

been used. Ball pedals, hollow detachable handle-bar, Eclipse Saddle, 1.885

pattern. Will sell on easy terms to reliable parties. Address

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,
21 Park Bow, Box 444, New York.

THE RUDGE
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES

" Ixion" will be revived at the Come-
dy Theatre on February 2.

"The Wages of Sin" has been trans-

ferred to the People's Theatre.

- "Victor Durand" has apparently lost

none of its popularity at Wallack's The-

atre.

"Maloney's Visit to America" will

be this week's piece of resistance at

Tony Pastor's Theatre.

Mr. Booth plays this week in " Ham-
let" and " The Apostate " at the Fifth

Avenue Theatre.

Mr. Lawrence Barrett made his first

appearance this season as '•' Cassius

"

in Julius Csesar last Monday at the Star

Theatre before a large and critical audi-

ence. The support was on the whole

better than has been seen in this city for

a long time, the Lyceum school of act-

ing furnishing the material for Roman
senators, soldiers, and the populace.

The latter, with a little less activity,

will be an improvement over the usual

worn-out " supes." Mr. Barrett's im-

personation is too well known for ex-

tended criticism, except that the charac-

ter has improved with his years of expe-

rience. Mr, Louis James was a noble

Brutus, possessing a fine voice, but a

beard that smacked of the nineteenth

SEND

. FOR

CATALOGUE.

RELIABLE

AGENTS

WANTED.

T H E R O T A B Y TANDEM.
A FEW SHOP-WORN & SECOND-HAND MACHINES AT LOW PRICES.

A Full Line of Kangaroos Just Received.

Jew Yort Heailprters: G. B. BOTELL & Co,, 4 East 60th St, H. Y.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,
152 154, 156 AND 158 CONGRESS STREET,

BOSTON, MASS.
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MESSRS. S. T. GLARK & CO.,
importers] UJG)

2 AND 4 HANOVER STREET, BALTIMORE, MD,
Beg to announce that they have recently been appointed Sole United States
Agents for THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO. (limited), Coventry
England, the Largest and Oldest Bicycle Makers in the World, Manufacturers
of the Celebrated

"TT) " BICYCLES
~s. and

U D TRICYCLES,

and, knowing the demand for these favorite machines, they have now in. stock
and in transit a larger number of the famous

AMERICAN CLUB BICYCLES,
which, retaining all the features and improvements which have made them so

valued in the past, and further improved by the addition of

HANCOCK'S NON-SLIPPING TIRES,

DROPPED HANDLE BARS (AT OPTION), and HARRINGTON'S
ENAMEL IN LIEU OF PAINT.

These Bicycles are universally admitted to be the most elegant machines now
on the American market, and gentlemen contemplating purchasing new mounts
are recommended to consider the-sterling merits of the AMERICAN CLUB.

AMERICAN ADJUSTABLE LONG-DISTANCE SADDLE,
Spring Frame, Perfact Ad-
justment, Light, Strong,

Elastic, Easy.

Completely absorbs all

Vibration.

PRICE, $4.00,

Liberal Discount to Dealers.

Send for Circular.

THE AMERICAN
As adapted to the STAR.

Mention this paper.

" It is the easiest saddle I ever rode." BURLEY B. AYERS, Chairman Trans. Comm., L. A. W, '

" The best saddle I have ever seen, and I have tested nearly every saddle known to the trade."
C. W. EDGERTON, Fort Wayne, Ind.

" I don't think there is a better saddle for the Star." J. p. MAYNARD, Chicago, 111.

" Tried your saddle on my_ Star, and found it the easiest .and most comfortable saddle I have ever tried.

The steel spring and suspension seat, appear to take away all the jar of ridin<*."

J. W. PARKER, Buffalo , N. Y.

BULL & HAYNES,
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, PARTS AND SUNDRIES.
Repairing a Specialty. Our facilities for doing all .kinds of

j
work, such as Brazing, Painting, Nickle

Plating, &c, &c, at reasonable prices, are unexcelled. Correspondence Solicited. Wheels sold on the
installment plan. HERSEE HALL RIDING SCHOOL. Open evenings. Purchasers taught free. Corner
Main and Chippewa Streets, Buffalo, N. Y.

Send Stamp For Catalogue.

RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY CITY

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.
A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all
Bicycles ; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

H. B, SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithville. Burfington Co., N. J.

H H
i J

H

SUBSCRIBE TO

A YEAR.

THE WHEEL MD~OTING^$2.50 A YEAR,

BOX 444,

THE "CYCLING PUBLISHING COMPANY,
_21_PARK ROW, NEW YORK

A WHEELMAN'S AUTOGRAPH ALBUM!

MY CYCLING FRIENDS.
DESIGNED AND COMPILED

FOR COLLECTION OF AUTOGRAPHS.
It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and

black markings.
It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three hundred selections from the poets in regard

to the wheel.
Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs of

cycling friends.
" Three hundred Engravings illustratine each quota-

tion.

PRICE - ONE DOLLAR, POSTPAID,

WILL C. MARTIN, OriJ, MicMgan.

Sole Agent for the United States and Canada.

B- V. R. SCHUYLER.
17 BARCLAY, ST., NEW YORK,

AGENT FOR THE
1

KANGAROO " BICYCLE, laiinfactoreil ly Hillinaii, Heitrt & Coop.

E DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19, 1884.

Style B.

Used by Hendee. Prince, Sellers, Howeii, \\ uodside.
Corey,Landy, Jenkins of Louisville, Brooks, Eck, Mor-
gan,Higham,Yates; also Miles,Armaindo,and Sylvester
and all the flyers. Fits any machine, including Star
Bicycle. Special terms to dealers.

PiiiCEs, Japanned, $3 00
; Nickeled, $3 75.

NEW YORK TOY COMPANY.
69 7 BKOADWAY, NEW YORK,

MISCELLANEOUS.

[Advertisements inserted in this department not
over tour lines nonpanel, for $10 a year.]

r^«F&QP' ^•-THE J0HN WILKINSON CO..
oo VV abash Avenue, makers of Bicycle Hose Sun-

porters The best style made. Price per pair 35 rientgby mail. Agents for the Columbia^ llcyele. Sendstamp for catalogue.

~ UJ IWIUIUII,

The "AMERICAN CLUB " and " CLUB" Bicycles,

The "CHEYLESMORE," "IMPERIAL," and " CLUB SOCIAL" Tricycles,

Manufactured by Coventry Machinist Co.,

The "AMERICAN SANSPAREIL " Roadster,

Manufactured by Wm. Andrews, Birmingham, England,

And the " ROYAL MAIL " Light Roadster and Tricycle.

REPAIRS A SPECIALTY. CATALOGUES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION
GUNS AND SPORTING GOODS.

P° nT^P' ^-LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CAR-
1 EIEK, the cheapest, lightest, and most conven-ient thing of the kind. May be put in pocket whennot^n use By mail, seventy-five cents and one dollar.

QT. LOUIS WHEEL CO., GE. STONE MANAGERO 1,121 Olive Street. Agents for Columb a Cyclesand Tricycles, Rudge Light Roadster, Facile, Sanspa
reil, American Club, Victor Tricycle, and all hi4
class machines. Repairing, nickeling, and enamelhVpromptly clone. Dealers in second-hand wheels Sendfor printed list. ° u

WILLIAM G. SCRIBNER,
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles and Accessories.

ci
ent
sL

o

ddKonag^ & &&$gS TheIS61 T
-
Cla* & C°-' the ° Vevman Whefl"

Riding school attached. Visitors always welcome.

1,108-1,116 E. Street, N. W.,

WASHINGTON, D. C,
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BICYCLES
New and second hand in greatest yariety of styles

and prices

.

H. B. HART,
NO. 811 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, PENS'.
Selling Agent for the Pope Manufacturing Co.,

Stoddard, Lovering & Co., The Cunningham Co.,

Gonmilly & Jeffrey, and The Western Toy Co.

ALL THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lists.

H. B. HAKT.
A flue assortment of Sundries always on hand.

FREE for TRIAL
HANOVER'S SPEC1FC. An unfailing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility and Weakness, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, Nervous Prostration, Hysteria,

or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, overwork,
abuses of alcohol, tobecco, &c. (Ower forty thousand
positive cures.)

tSf^Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. Ad-
dress HANOVER REMEDY CO.,

Lock box 584. Chicago, 111.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
NEWARK, N.

J.,

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

Lamps, Luggage Carriers, Star

Cyclometer, Bags, Saddles and parts for

both Cranks and Star Machines.

Makers of the Celebrated Safety Step,

for the Star Bicycle.

DIFFICULT REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.

Riding School and Roller Skating Rink.

Send Stamp for catalogue.

"wheeTsongsT
POEMS OF BICYCLING,

BY S. CONANT FOSTER.

COLUMBIA
AND TRICYC H

J i

STANCH AND RELIABLE ROADSTERS.

In 1883 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads ; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

111.5 fmiles in the day each. We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Columbias, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias ; and

further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

Coiumbias, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one-

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
After long and careful experiments with five different speed and power tricycle attachments in different farm s

we have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient numbers to supply it on our

new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction • is applied to the crank-shaft ; is operated by a

handle, easily accessible, at the left hand, of- -the rider as he sits on the tricycle; is certain and effective in its ope-

ration; reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill climbing about one-third, and is made

of thi finest material and with the finest workmanship, and so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by-

its US':

PRICE OF COLUMBIA TRICYCLE, . . $160.

WITH POWER GEAR, . . s . .
180.

Tlie Uolumbia Power-Gear Will be Applied to any Columbia Tricycle at Our Factory, Hartford, Conn., for $25.

SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED 36-PAGE CATALOGUE.

The most sumptuous uuvouu lo the wheel yet

published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.
an elegant quarto volume of 80 pages,

bound in blue silk cloth, with side

stamp in gilt and silver.

Price, [$1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.

ADDRESS,

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.

21 PARK ROW,
Box 444, New York.

The Pope Manufacturing Company.
Principal Office, 597 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

BRANCH HOUSE, 12 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

THE PERFECTION HEATER.
(patent applied fob,)

FQR CEMENTING RUBBER TIRES.

EVERT ' WHEELMAN SHOULD HAVE ONE, AS IT SAVES TIME AND MONEY

Lamp and full directions for Cementing a Rubber Tire, sent post paid to any part of the United

States or Canada on receipt of

Price, ----- - SI.OO
FOR SALE BY DEALERS, OR SEND TO THE MANUFACTURERS.

G. R. BIDWELL & CO.,

DEALERS IN BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, &c,
4 EAST 60th STREET, NEW YORK.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.
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Single Copies,

Subscription Price,

Clubs of Six,

European Subscriptions,

Five cents.

One dollar a, year.

Five dollars.

Five shillings.

Published every Friday morning, "by

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING COMPANY",
Box 444, 21 Park Row, N. Y.,

and entered at the Post-Office at second-class rates,

TO SUBSCRIBERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.
Subscribers must be particular to notify the Pub-

lishers promptly of any change in their address. If
they do not receive their paper regularly it is on this
account.
Contributors and correspondents will please sepa-

rate general correspondence to the Editor from mat-
ter intended for publication. Always sign (confiden-
tially) full name and address, with nom de plume, as
no attention is paid to anonymous contributions.
Writs only on one side of the sheet, and have all
communications sent in by Monday morning at the
latest.

All matters relatitvg to subscriptions or advertise-
ments, and all business connected with Tub Wheel
should lie addressed to the Company. Make ail
checks and money orders payable to The 'Cycling
Publishing Company. We cannot use stamps other
than the two or one cent issue.

According to a notice published in

the " Official Gazette " of last week, the

annual spring meeting of the Board of

Officers will be held in New York on
Monday, Feb. 23, at the Grand Union
Hotel. While the motives may seem
selfish, we cannot but commend the

judgment of the executive officer in se-

lecting this city as the place of meeting.

From its central location it is likely to

attract a larger representation than any
other point that could be mentioned.

The spring meeting is as a rule the

most important the League holds. Al-

though a meeting of representatives only

and necessarily limited in number, yet

they are as a rule enthusiastic and hard

working men, who have studied the gov-

erning policy of the organization to a

greater or less extent, and who are more
or less familiar with the rules. In this

connection the proposed changes in

these, embodied in the report of the

Chairman of the Committee on Rules

and Regulations, will no doubt be the

chief business of the day. We trust that

the Committee will see fit to publish

the result of their deliberstions in ad-

vance of the meeting, and thus enable

the delegates to become familiar with

the proposed changes, and be thus able

to. vote intelligently. When rule after

rule is read before an open meeting it

becomes monotonous, and many things

slip through without argument that

would otherwise be subjected to scru-

tiny and debate. In fact, the League

rules have been amended and altered so

often that their publication entire would
be a decided benefit.

While on the subject of rules and the

lack of a large attendance at Board

meetings, we wish to make a little sug-

gestion. Would it not be a good plan

to allow representatives a mileage when
the distance from the place of meeting

exceeds fifty miles ? If we should give

our far away representatives a little

financial aid in defraying a portion of

their expenses it would result in a bene-

fit to the organization. In that case we
would do away with the rule permitting

a chief consul in each State unless it

had fifty members, for even at the mod-
erate rate of one cent a mile the treas-

ury would suffer when our Texas or

California representatives presented

their bills.

Perhaps the most absorbing question

will be the settling of the date for the

sixth annual League Meet, which we
trust will be located in Buffalo. We
have nothing further to offer in the shape

of arguments than what has already ap-

peared in our columns. The Buffalo

men want the meet, and the League
members want to go there. They have

all heard of Buffalo hospitality and are

anxious to let the boys entertain them.

Seldom in the history of the League has

a warmer welcome been extended, and
few cities have begun their preparations

thus early to arrange an entertainment.

As we have said before, the date is of

more consideration than anything else.

July 2d and 3d have been chosen by the

home club, and we do not hesitate to

say that they are admirable for the oc-

casion. Coming as they do when the

weather is congenial, and when two holi-

days follow in succession, allowing ample
time for the most distant to reach home,
it is particularly desirable. The pro-

gramme as roughly sketched provides

for a business meeting on July 2d, and
the parade, races, and banquet on the

3d. This will leave the 4th a holiday,

to which the races could be postponed
,

in case of inclement weather. The ar-

gument that local affairs will be neglect-

ed if these dates are selected is ridicu-

lous and unpatriotic, as the national

meet should overshadow any minor con-

sideration and receive the first attention.

LEWEE'S LETTER,
President Beckwith's selection of New

York as the place and February 23 as
the date for the spring meeting of the
Board of Officers, was undoubtedly the
best that could have been made, and is

likely to secure a large attendance. It

is certainly to be hoped that there will

be a good attendance of officers, for the
questions to be considered are of the
first importance, especially when the
condition of the League is to be taken
into consideration. The condition of
the League at the present time is a crit-

ical one, not that the organization is

not prosperous, for it is its very pros-
perity which makes its condition criti-

cal. One year ago it was thought by
many, and not without reason, that
there was a strong probability of the
League going to pieces, for there was a
powerful dissension among the members
and the treasury was empty. Happily,
however, the crisis was safely .passed,
and the League at once began to in-
crease in the number of members and
influence. It is now on a good firm
basis, and. is amply able to begin the
work of being a practical benefit to its

members. I don't mean to say that it

has not heretofore benefited its mem-
bers, but the benefits derived have not
been sufficiently tangible to be appre-
ciated by the members at large, and are
not what has been promised. The firm-
est supporters of the League, those who
have stood by it at all times, no matter
what its condition, are beginning to
think that it was time something was
done. This is the class of members
who have not in the past tried for great
results,as they were clear-headed enough
to understand that it takes time to ac-
complish these results, and were willing
to wait for them; but, as I said before,
they think that they have now waited
long enough, and are getting impatient
at the non-arrival of the " benefits."

The question then arises, What are
the benefits wanted ? They are many,
some of a direct and others of an indi-
rect nature, most of which have very re-
cently been fully discussed in the several
'cycling journals, fairly by some and un-
fairly by others. All that I wish to refer
to in this letter are the direct benefits
coming to each member of the League,
and in my opinion the chief of these are
to come through the consular system,
and I therefore think that the subject

of reforms in this department of the
League should receive earnest attention

at the coming meeting of the Board of
Officers. Under the existing order of
things the consuls do not accomplish
the work they should, nor, in some
cases, have they the authority for doing
so. The consul should, as far as possi-

ble, have sole control over his district,

have the power of sanctioning races,

and be held responsible for the manner
in which the same are conducted. If

the consul was given more authority, he
would be likely to consider his position

of more importance and devote more
attention to it. No one should be ap-
pointed consul who is not willing to de-
vote the necessary time for the proper
discharge of his duties. This should be
impressed on him when he receives his

appointment, instead of being given to

understand, as has not unfrequently
been the case during the past, that he
would have nothing much to do, and
that his position was more of an hono-
rary one than anything else. It is the
duty of the consul, as far as he can, to

look after any visiting wheelman, giving
him every assistance in his power, and
not put him off with a word or two. He
should be thoroughly familiar with the
rules of the League, so as to be able to
furnish any information required, and
should also be well up in the law re-

garding the use of the bicycle on the
highways, and should be supplied with
copies of the most important legal deci-

sions on the subject. He should be
required to use the League stencil on
the roads in his district, and should pre-
pare a schedule of the roads in his ter-

ritory, making a report of the same to

the chief consul. The necessity of this

latter has long been felt,' and it might
be well for the officers to set a date at
their next meeting when the consuls
should be expected to have these re-

ports prepared. If consuls could only
be induced to do this, a road book could
be prepared that would be of infinite

benefit to all wheelmen. When the re-

sults are considered, the labor required
of the different consuls is very little.

The Boston consul, Mr. ' A. L. At-
kins, fully appreciates the necessity of
action in this matter, and has set an ex-
ample that should be followed by all

consuls. He is about to issue a very
complete road book of this .city and vi-

cinity on a somewhat novel plan. In-
stead of a very dry description of streets
the book will be laid out in routes, all

starting from Trinity square, and run-
ning all over the suburbs and adjoining
towns, as far out as Salem on one side
of the city, and to Natick and Wellesley
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on the other. The routes will be de-
tatched, giving the right and left hand
turnings to be taken, and the character
of the roads as to levelness and condi-
tion of surface, on each route, so the
rider can know when he can safely coast
and when not The routes will embrace
all the historic spots in the vicinity of
the city. Cambridge and Harvard Col-
lege, Lexington and Concord, the old
battle-fields of the Revolution, Newton,
with its sand-papered roads; Long-
wood, with its shady streets and beauti-
ful villas ; Milton and Quincy,the home
of the Adams family, and all the places
of interest, including the pleasure resorts

of the Point of Pines, Ocean Spray,

Nantasket, Downer's Landing, Revere,
and also all the stand-by routes of the

Massachusetts and Boston Clubs. The
book will fill a want long felt by local

as well as visiting wheelmen. Lack of

space prevents me further discussing in

this letter the duties of the consuls, but
I certainly hope that they will receive

proper attention at the officers' meeting,
and that rules will be prepared requir-

ing the consuls to perform their duties

or resign their positions.

The new board of officers of the Bos-

ton Bicycle Club will assume their du-

ties to-morrow evening. A special meet-

ing of the club was held last week, when

twenty-two members of the club met to

discuss the feasibility of changing the

club's uniform. The changes suggested

were the adoption of the C. T. C. uni-

form, with green stockings and cap, but
it was decided to have the uniform re-

main as at present, dark green through-

out. The medals given by this club to

the manners of the ioo-mile road race

last fall are unusually fine. They are

made from new dies, especially con-

structed for the purpose by Shreve,

Crump & Low. The pendant is a crust-

ed silver star, bearing the Boston Club
monogram in blue enamel, set upon a

heavy band of old Roman gold, the

whole suspended from a bar of artistic

design. The active members of the

Boston Club resent the insinuations cast

by certain persons that the club is de-

generating into a social organization to

the exclusion of the bicycle, and say

that it is doing nothing of the kind, nor

does it intend to do so in the futnre,but,

on the contrary, more interest is to be

taken in wheeling the coming season

than heretofore. The record of last

year was not at all bad, for there were

frequent club runs held, and the average

attendance on the same was seventeen.

I do not know how the record of the

Massachusetts Club compared with this,

as the captain's report has not yet been
published.

I had the pleasure a few days since

.of examining the model of the Colum-

bia tricycle. I am not at liberty at

rjresent to give a description of the ma-

chine, but will do so later on. The ma-

chine is considerably an improvement

over that of last year. It appears to be

nearly perfect in construction, and will

undoubtedly prove the favorite tricycle

for 1885.

The second annual ball of the Charles-

town Bicycle Club, held last week, was

a great success, even more so than that

of- last year. The, Charlestown Club

have earned an enviable reputation for

the creditable manner in which they

have conducted all their parties.

KARL KRON'S LETTER,
News from Bermuda—Dr. Jarvis's

Long Tour—Road Reports from
California and Tennessee—" X.

M. Miles " Still Lacks 606.

Editor of The Wheel : I spent
Sunday afternoon very pleasantly in lis-

tening to the earliest return tidings from
the Bermuda tourists, as detailed to me
by Mr. C. H. Lamson, of the Portland
Wheel Club, known to wheelmen as in-

ventor of the Lamson luggage-carrier,

and designer of the League badge. He
reached this port at noon, accompanied
by Mr. Thompson, of Watkins, N. Y.
The other ten members of the Elwell

party (who sailed from here Jan'. 22, it

will be remembered) are to remain upon
tli* islands until the next return steamer,

a fortnight later. All of the men were
thoroughly delighted with the charms of
" the ocean paradise," and Mr. Lamson
says he intends to console himself for

the brevity of this first visit (which he
largely devoted to the taking of " phot-
graphic groups" of the wheelmen) by
indulging in a longer one next winter.

The third day of the outward passage
was so rough that all but two of the

party were seasick, but the return voy-
age was unusually smooth.

The allusion which Dr. H. Jarvis

makes—in his report of a Maryland trip

which you printed last week—to a
" straight-away ride of 1,500 miles," re-

minds me to send you more detailed

facts Concerning it. He tells me in a
later letter that the ride was not a con-
tinuous one—-the country between Chi-

cago, 111., and Fort Wayne, Ind., and
between Massailon, O., and Oakland,
Md.—having been traversed by rail.

He wheeled from St. Paul to Chicago,
from Fort Wayne to Massilon, and from
Oakland home to Baltimore, by way of

Hagerstown, thereby doing a distance,

as I understand him, estimated at 1,500
miles, though he carried no cyclometer.
" Started July 10. 1883, and was about
26 days on the trip—say 23 days of

actual all day riding. My longest day's

record was not less than 85 miles,

though I'm sure it was nearer 95. My
shortest day's record was 35 miles, on
the occasion of my being stopped by a

rain storm in the mountains near Deer
Park, Md. On several nights I rode
as late as 10 or 11 o'clock, and for two
weeks of this trip I slept comfortably in

my portable tent, described in my pre-

vious letter to you. As I perspire very

freely, and had some very warm days to

contend with, I lost weight at first, but

soon regained my normal condition in

that respect. I drink abundantly on
the road, no matter what some riders

say about 'one glass of milk being

enough.' My only fall on the entire trip

was near Piedmont, caused by striking

a loose stone while coasting a short hill.

This bent the crank into the spokes,but

did no harm to myself, as I slid off side-

wise on to terra firma. I also broke out

three spokes by catching my heel in

them on three separate occasions, but

had no other accidents. If I am alive

in the summer and autumn of 1886, I

intend then to make a continuous trail

with the tire of my bicycle from Winni-

peg, Manitoba, to New York city—tak-

ing a route near the lakes."

Mr. Fred T. Merrill, one of the pio-

neer wheelmen of the Pacific coast, in

sending into me a hotel subscription

from Portland, Or., (thereby raising the

whole number secured for me in that

town to a round dozen, and putting it

on an equality with Portland, Me.,) gives

me the following facts about the earliest

tour in California : "About the 1st of

May, 1 88 1, Mr. A. A. Bennett and my-
self rode from San Francisco to Reno
over the Sierra Nevadas by.way of Cape
Horn. Our riding time was six days,

and on the fourth day went forty miles

through the snow-sheds and crossed the

summit through the snow. ' We made
the first eighty feet of the descent in a

sitting-down position—using our wheels

as brakes in the snow—-and in ten or

fifteen minutes afterward we were riding

through gardens and green fields." I

hand you a bit of humorous verse which
he encloses in regard to " The Mystic
Wheel."
A member of the Nashville Bicycle

Club in sending me a couple of pledges,

which increase to ten the total of that

city's representation upon my list, says

:

" The Hardin pike offers Nashville men
a fine run of a dozen miles out, and the

White Creek pike is superb for thirteen

miles. The Franklin pike is also kept

in fine order for forty miles. We have
a number of other pikes centering here,

which supply good riding, except in the

winter months. I am sorry the Ken-
tucky tour of your 'Ten Thousand Miles

on a Bicycle ' didn't continue down our

way." Mr. J. D. Talbott, secretary- of

the Rock City Bicycle Club, of Nash-
ville, has agreed to send me additional

reports of Tennessee roads for publica-

tion in The Wheel, and ultimate use

in connection with my book.
The number of one-dollar men en-

listed under my standard during the first

week of the second year of my canvass,

ending last Saturday night, was only 26,

but this morning's mail has brought 10

additional pledges, swelling my present

total to 2,394. " Dakota" and "Ari-

zona " have both been added to my list

during the week, but I still need patrons

in Florida, Nevada, Idaho, and Indian

Territory to justify my hope of having

every division of the Union represented

there. My " specimen chapter," the

sixteen-page pamphlet on Bermuda, will

not be ready for distribution before

Wednesday or Thursday, and two or

three weeks must elapse before a result

can be reported in regard to the proba-

ble success of this plan for completing

the long-drawn-out canvass for "X. M.
Miles on a Bi."

Karl Kron.
The University Building, N. Y.,

Feb. 2, 1885.

THE MYSTIC WHEEL.
The mystic wheel, the magic wheel,

Light, graceful, staunch, and strong,

Each flying revolution doth

The rider's life prolong.

The tireless steed consumes no " feed,"

Ne'er tires nor loses beauty,

It takes-no cold, doth ne'er grow old,

Nor catch the episooty.

Fred. T. Merrill.

FROM THE CLUBS.

Ixion.—At the regular annual meet-
ing of this club, held Feb. 2, the follow-

ing board of officers were elected : Pres-

ident. O. G. Moses; vice-president, M-
G. Peoli

;
corresponding secretary, E.

S. Robinson
;
recording secretary, Will

Veitch
;

treasurer, Wm. Da Camara

;

captain, Will R. Pitman; first lieuten-

ant, P. M. Harris ; second lieutenant,

F. C. Ringer
;
governing committee, O.

G. Moses, president ; M. G. Peoli, vice-

president ;.E, S. Robinson, correspond-
ing secretary, ex-officio, and B. G. Sand-
ford. Very truly,

E. S. Robinson, Cor. Sec'y.

Capital Club.—The Capital Club
celebrated their sixth anniversary by a
dinner at Willard's Hotel on Saturday
evening, January 31. We have received
the following witty

menu.
'• Man shall not live by bread alone."—Matthew iv.,4.

[Entries close it 8 o'clock. Open to all members.
Start from scratch.]

OYSTERS.
Bine points, double geared. Fluted forks.

* SOUP.
Volallle an Riz 1'Allemande tra la la le.

EISH.
Red Snapper, e'liptical backbone, Shrimp sauce.

Hollandaise Potatoes, tandem.

RELEVE.
Saddle of Southdown mutton, long distance.

Capon braise, a la Toulouse, not too loose.*

ENTREES.
Filet de Bcenf

,
pique, with laced spokes.

Cotelettes de Mouton, with power traps.
Spring Chicken, fried, with noiseless ratchets.

Quail on toast, with rat-trap pedals.
Punch, a la Cardinal, Pope M'f'g Compauy.

GAME.
Canvas Back Duck, bnckled, with C'roton "Waste.

Venison, with Currant Jelly, shrunk on.
Pool, with set-ups. Billiards, with ball-bearings

SALADS.
Lobster, narrow-tread. Chicken, with gun metal hubs.

VEGETABLES.
Green Peas, droped forged. Sweet Corn, half-nickled.

Baked Mashed Potatoes, on the dead centre.
Stewed Tomatoes, anti-friftion.

DESSERT.
Tapioca Pudding, non-corrodent sauce.

Assorted Cakes, enameled and striped.
Strawberry Ice Cream, on one wheel.

Macaroons, Invincible double section hollow rims.
Fruits, sociable. Champagne Jelly, hands-off

Roquefort Cheese, hill climbing.

LIQUORS.
French Coffee. Aqua Pura, Glace a la Artesian.

Illustrated diagrams may be had of the Committee.

Music by Schroad'er.

GOTHAM GOSSIP.
The past week has caused a slight

ripple on the surface of dull monotony
of club life. Of course riding is at a
discount, and the wheelmen flock to the
rinks and elsewhere for evening enter-

tainments.

The Ixion Club elected an almost
entirely new board, of officers, President
Egan declining a re-election. Mr.
Egan has done much to placing the or-

ganization on its present solid basis,

and will doubtless have .a monument
when the occasion requires.

A new broom sweeps clean, and the

management will doubtless be vigorous.

The old man Pit is almost the ' only fa-

miliar name on the list, except his faith-

ful lieutenant, Harris, and the invaluable

treasurer, Da Camara. By the way, it

is almost time to receive cards for the

old one's wedding.

The Citizens Club have made a new
departure and voted for a billiard table.

The old prejudice that it serves to keep
men from riding is greatly overshad-
owed by bringing them together during
the winter months and swelling the

treasury, a very important item.

Their second annual dinner will be
held on Feb. 13, at the' Grand Union
Hotel, and rumor has it that mine host

Ford is going to outdo himself on the

menu. I am sorry to see that one of

their old members, Edwin Oliver, has
left them.

The second annual race meeting of
the club will occur on April 17, and,

like its predecessor, will be the event of
the season in Gotham bicycling. I un-
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derstand that there will be a tricycle

handicap, and I predict more fun than
fast time.

The Park Commissioners have de-

cided to allow all competent unattached
riders the privilege of the Park, and
they must present themselves for exam-
ination as to ability on Friday mornings
at the arsenal. About thirty badges
have been given out to such, which is

bringing the thing down to a basis

where it should be.

Considerable interest is taken in the

Big Four tour in this city, and a large

party will be under the leadership of

Captain Bidwell, if the stock market
holds out.

The advance guard of the Bermuda
tourists arrived here Sunday and visited
the Citizens in the evening.

I have seen some photographs of the
new Spaulding bicycle, and must say
that from all appearances it will push
the present light machines very closely.

There is room for them all," and they
are welcome.

There is talk in the Citizens of chang-
ing the date of their annual meeting to
the third Monday in March, instead of
June. The argument is that the new
officers will then have a chance to be-
come familiar with their road work be-
fore the riding season and meets are
fairly on them. Several changes are
predicted in the board of management.

The opening of the New York Ath-
letic club-house took place last evening.
This magnificent building has been often
described,but admission is at a premium
at present, owing to the first rush of
members. I understand that the open-
ing spread, costing $5,000, was given
by the Chairman or the House Com-
mittee. A good man to have interested
in a club. X. Y. Z.

resided at the upper end of the run

—

and I will let the reader imagine that I

have pulled up many valley hills, out of
the depression in which the Ohio river

finds its course, to the extent of eight
miles.

I wheeled up to the Eight Mile
House, and as I laughingly bantered the
old landlojd on being so slow in mak-
ing my lemonade, he said :

" Never mind, young felloAV, you will

make up for my tardiness if you try to
get into M to-night."

It had been gathering thick in the
West, but I had not noticed it particu-
larly, For the sun was not obscured as

A SCARY 'CYCLER AND A
THUNDER STORM.

I am a Kentuckian, aad as the popu-
lar idea concerning denizens of that
commonwealth is that they are impervi-
ous to fear—bold and bloodthirsty—

I

will not refute these pet opinions with
any of my poor logic, but will venture
to say that, though born and raised in

the grand old border State of Clay,
Beckenridge, and Crittenden, I some-
times get scared. I wish it understood
that I am not a coward. I am a person
of vivid imagination and high-strung
nerves, consequently I become fright-

ened sometimes, especially when the
cause of the fright is a bigger man than
myself—and my gun is at home on the
piano—or is an unseen enemy lurking
in darkness.

I think the time of all times when I

was most terribly frightened was when I

first commenced taking long road rides
on the bicycle, after having passed the
beginner's stage, and become a tolerably
strong wheelist. I had competed in
several races and had had my triumphs
and defeats as all embryo racing men
must, so finding city life in June "rather
a bore," as the dude persists in remark-
ing, I sought for pleasure with the wheel
in knocking about the country to while
away a day or so when time hung heavy
on me. Well, this occasion upon which
I got scared was when I was taking a
thirty-mile run which I was partial to

—

not because the road was anything ex-

tra, but because of a certain person who

yet, and I had been busy getting up the
grades aforesaid and keeping my tern

per ; so when the old man called my
attention to the threatening aspect of
the heavens, I felt a trifle apprehensive,
but as there were two stopping places
where hotels might be found in the next
twenty-two miles of my intended run, I

cheerily mounted and bidding him adieu
sped onwards towards my—hum—never
mind what I sped on towards.

I did not carry a lamp in those days,
because I had been almost crippled by
one, which came loose in the wheel and
brought my countenance into uncom-
fortable proximity to the dark and
bloody soil. So, as my cyclometer
clicked off the miles towards M , I

began to think as the West grew murky
that I should have brought a " glim."

Soon the sun went behind the rapidly
rising cloud bank and with his smile
went my cheerfulness. The air grew
heavy and close, and no breeze rippled
the standing crops of grain, which seem-
ed to be strengthening themselves for a
contest with the elements. My gait

quickened, for I had three miles yet to
cover before a settlement where shelter

could be had might be reached. I
glanced furtively back at the storm and
1 felt awe as I saw the white fringes of
the clouds being blown hither and thith-

er about its brow. Deep mutterings of
distant thunder rolled and growled, and
soon the wind began to sough in the
trees and make the dust fly from under
my now rapidly advancing wheel. If I
had had company or some one to talk
to I would not have felt so completely
alone in the world, for every house I

passed—and they were 'few—was closed
and silent, and I had not spoken a word
since I bade the landlord farewell, many
miles back. I seemed to be an isolated
being, flying for his life over a barren
earth, so completely alone was I. The
road was splendid and with only a little

grade now and then. I flew along, as
the wind came at me from behind and
gave me a boost as you may say.

Soon a vivid flash of lightning follow-
ed by a fearful peal of thunder, startled
me,and the danger of my position struck
me at once. The nickeled backbone
of my wheel, thought I, is a temptation
to the lightning, and at any moment I

may be struck down dead with a bolt
from heaven.

The flashes increased in frequency,
and I, seeing no shelter but trees, re-

solved to make the next two miles at a
high speed, and run the risk of being
struck or drenched with rain, which I
was sure would soon be upon me. Ac-
cordingly, I " laid out" over the han-
dles and commenced a terrific race with
the storm. A long level stretch lay.

before me, and by hard gazing I might
have seen the little town in the distance,
but I had no time to gaze. I was in-

tensely occupied with getting over the

ground at a three-minute gait—as I im-
amgined—and in thinking over my past

misdeeds and making plans for future

saintship if I ever'got out of this scrape.

I wished that I had taken an accident

policy before leaving, I wished that I

had made my will, I wished that I had
not been so unkind as to leave home
without bidding mother adieu, and I

wished most of all to have a roof over
me.

As these and many other thoughts
and fancies rushed through my head, I

was whirling along, with the wind at my
back, making a long, continued "spurt"
which I would not have been capable
of sustaining for two miles on the track,

or if anybody had been looking at me
and commenting. I passed a tobacco
barn as a flash of lightning and a clap

of thunder simultaneously clashed, and
everything in and about it were lit up
so vividly that I can almost tell to this

day the exact position of every pole
around it.

I crossed the railroad, a cloud of dust

enveloped me, and I felt the big drops
of rain coming in my face. Half a
mile more ! My singing ears seemed to

hear the bell at the starter's stand, and
the cries of " Last lap !

" and " Now

!

Jim, go in ! " as I had heard them many
times, and, with a feeling akin to that

which possesses one when finishing a
hard fought race, I put my remaining
breath and strength into one grand en-

deavor to gain shelter for myself and
my faithful wheel, which bore up so well

under the strain.

The drops came faster and the light-

ning increased in its fury. The road
became dark as the rain wet it, though
not muddy, and being gravel made a
smooth path for me which was welcome
after the hard, dry way I had come. I

was beginning to feel faint from the
exertion, and my brain was in a tumult
as I hove in sight of the white spire in

the town. The wind drove the rain in

my face, and once, coming at me from
the side, nearly threw me to the ground,
sheering me out of the beaten road.

Rounding a bend I saw the veritable

"last lap" before me, a straight smooth
road up to the hotel door, and with
breath coming hard and muscles relax-

ing involuntarily, I summoned my flying

will and drove the wheel to its shelter.

I dropped limply and pantingly to the
earth, and as the thunder roared still

louder, the wind blowing fiercely, I

dragged my bicycle under the horse
shed, and assailed the door of the office.

The landlord, a friend of mine on
previous trips, said

:

"Well, ye got a bad night to ride yer
hoss, haven't ye."

I replied that I wasn't going to ride
any further that evening, and sinking
into a " cheer " which he placed, gave
thanks for my deliverance.

The danger had not been so very
great, yet I confess I was terribly un-
strung, and after a warm supper, rubbed
my wheel in a weak way, and went to

bed.

And a certain person, up the road,
sat in a certain parlor, and hoped and
wished that "he. hadn't started;" and
sat up late waiting for " him " all the
same, and when "he " came, next day,
all bespattered with the soil of old Ken-
tucky, and every muscle sore, this per-
son chided him for starting on such a
night. He said it wasn't night when he
started, and he would have come on
through if he hadn't been—erurn—not
afraid, but—ah—just weary, Norb,

REMARKS ON CLUBS.
To speak of Clubs in a general way
Leaves much to Imagination's away;
For " clubs have been trumps " since Adam's day
When he clubbed the apples all away,
And was fired from Eden, sad to say.

There ! Who denies that I am a
poet! When a fellow feels blue he
usually rushes into rhyme I suppose it

is because misery loves company, for if

anything will make an average man mis-
erable it is to read amateur poetry. But
I am merciful ; I have given you only
one verse as a sort of preface to my re-

marks. The United States has the call

on clubs. We can show more of them
to the square mile than all the tottering
and effete dynasties of Europe, Asia,
Africa, Hoboken and Gowanus can
muster. Take New York city as an il-

lustration. In that cheerful town the
woods are full of them. From the
Union League on the avenue to the
Jolly Sluggers on Hester street j from
the stately Citizens in their uptown pal-
ace to the Bohemian Bums of Printing
House Square there are clubs out of
mind. And what is true of New York
is true of our whole Yankee doodle
Dixie dum. Of course my thoughts are
on bicycle clubs in general, and the
Weedsport Bicycle Club in particular.

Still I will give you this pointer. You
will find in ever)- club—high, low, rich
or poor—whether composed of sports-
men, scientists, gamblers, thieves, or
"sooners"—the same identical human
nature cropping out. There is the
club-liar to begin with. This execrable
creature is a product of the nineteenth
century. A thousand years ago he
would have been slugged with a bung-
starter, hit with a sand bag^ dipped in
Newtown Creek, chopped up with a
dull meat axe, and dumped from a gar-
bage scow. I would like to go back a
thousand years for a few days. I would
like to get hold of that Maryland villain

who has attempted to blast my good
name by saying that the Secretary and
Tertius are one. Shades of Joshua !

Thou wert a mighty liar with thy tale of
the tooting tooters who tooted down
the walls of Jericho, but compared to
this Maryland fiend where art thou ?

The Contrary Member is another club
infliction. This fellow pines for glory.
If every member will bow down to his
mighty mightiness, as if he were a little tin
god on wheels, all will be well. But woe
betide the hardy members who venture
to do anything without his august per-
mission. No matter though he be to-
tally ignorant of the subject ; no matter
if better men than himself have studied
it thoroughly; no matter if he favors
the subject—still as he has not been
asked to " boss the job" he will oppose
it with all his well known bullheaded
bullishness. You all know him, and
you all love him, oh, how you love him !

Another prize package is
"

the club kid.'

He is a darling. A little too big to
spank and a great deal too small to
slug, he is a regular nondescrip so far as
discipline goes. His tongue is hung in
the middle and works both ways. What
he does not know has neither size nor
being. He believes he could square
the circle, bring parallel lines together,
measure the infinity of space and eter-
nity, and do a mile faster than Sellers.
But the kid has one good quality, he
cannot always be* a kid, he must grow
older in spite of himself, thanks to
Father Time.
The Doubting Member is a stunner,

Ha is never sura of anything ; he is a
"
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perambulating " If—" and a personi-

fied "But —." He is a wet blanket

to every enterprise, and his lugubrious
face is enough to throw a man into the

fever and ague. No one would kick a
dog that bit him, nor shed a Aveep when
"a time for disappearing" sends him
flying over the handle bar.

Every club has its Grumbler. He is

a holy terror. He would kick if he was
going to be hung. Nothing ever suits

this chap. How the poor wea.ther has

to take it. It is either too hot or too

cold, too wet, too dry, too windy, too

still, too something or other always and
ever. And maybe the roads don't catch

it. And his bicycle—poor thing, how
it must suffer. But don't imagine that

he is unhappy because he grumbles.

Bless you, he likes it. He gets fat on
it. And he will always grumble—-al-

ways. Mark my words : When Gabriel's

horn announces the grand wind-tip, and
the hosts of 'cyclers are wheeled up
through the blue into the highest peak
of the empyrean hence,to ride on golden
wheels through the shining gates of the

New Jerusalem, where Park Commis-
sioners cease from troubling, and horse

men never come, there, even, there the

Grumbler will grumble that his wings

don't fit or that his halo don't match his

complexion. There are other unpleas-

ant features which crop out among club

members, and the great problem of the

age is, How are we to handle these mal-
contents? It won't do to run amuck
among them, as some of them might be
redeemed by less heroic treatment. I

would like to hear from my friend the

Secretary on the subject. Yours truly,

Tertius.

W. decide definitely what its policy

shall be as regards the standing of pro-

fessional poloists and skaters and the

consequent relations of bicycle riders

who engage in polo or skating contests

with these professionals. In the present

l

chaotic condition of the polo field and
the almost total impossibility of ascer-

I
taining who are and who are not profes-

sional poloists or skaters, the L. A. W.
Racing Board has a tough job on hand
to keep track of the .behavior of wheel-
men. This is especially true of the

West, where, until very recently, there

was no central organization and no
means of drawing the line which sepa-

rates the amateur from the professional.

In this state of affairs it is going to be
a serious question whether the L. A. W.
is prepared to undertake a wholesale
** slaughter of the innocents," for we
have no doubt whatever that in a vast

majority of cases the wheelmen who
have violated the anti-professional law
in the manner under consideration have
done so ' innocently and without inten-

tion.—[Minor of American Sports.

ENFORCEMENT OF THE AN-
TI-PROFESSIONAL RULE,
Steps have been taken toward lodg-

ing a formal protest with the I,. A. W.
Racing Board against C. C. Philbrick,

of the Chicago Bicycle Club, on the

ground that he has violated the league
law defining an amateur, and is there

fore no longer an amateur in good
standing. The specifications are that
Mr. Philbrick, as a member of the Le
Grand Polo Club, has engaged in nu-
merous games with clubs in part con-
sisting of professional roller skaters.

Under the L. A. W. rules this makes
Mr. Philbrick a professional bicyclist as

well as roller skater, and subjects him
to the penalty of expulsion from the

Chicago Bi. Club and from the League.
The parties moving in this matter are

Messrs. L. W. Conkling and N. H. Van
Sicklen, and they profess to be actuated
solely by a desire to protect amateur
wheelmen from the danger of being
professionalized if they should engage
in a race with Philbrick. Owing to the

absence from the city of Chief Consul
Blake, through whose hands the papers
must pass, the protest has not yet been
forwarded, but as Messrs. Conkling and
Van Sicklen make no secret of their in-

tention and have notified Philbrick to

that effect, the proceedings may be re-

garded as public. There is, we are in-

formed, no denial that Philbrick has
played polo against clubs containing
professional players, or that he did so

knowingly. We have not heard his side

of the case, and do not know whether
or not he intends to offer any defense
or contest the case in any way. It is,

however, proposed to make this a test

case, and by this meant; have the L. A!

THIS AND THAT.
Editor of The Wheel: I humbly

beg pardon from whom it is due if I

have 'wrongly represented the book
" What and Why " in my last article. It

certainly does not mention the " Star
"

by name, but describes it a good deal
more accurately than the mere mention
of the name would. I am very glad to

hear that this valuable little pamphlet
is to be changed at these points. It

needs it badly.

While I have my pencil in hand I

may as well write of something that con-
cerns the moral welfare of every reader
of The Wheel. Karl Kron has tried

the patience of us all until it is about
time to say something. The '-'X. M.
on a Bi." is all right, and perhaps would
benefit the sport if issued. But Karl
Kron is the only author whoever at-

tempted to talk his customers out of it

before his book is issued. Week after

week I and thousands of others have
taken up The Wheel and rested our
tired eyes on " Kron's Twenty-Seventh
Week " as the case may be, and got the
information that he only lacked a few
hundred more " pledges " of $i each
before the "road-book" could be is-

sued. Now he has got to the fifty-sec-

ond week, and hang me if he isn't just

as fresh as at the start. The last Wheel
I got had one-third of its reading space
given to Karl Kron. and some time ago
he made a five-column argument to ho-
tel keepers, which is safe to say did not
get under the eyes of more than ten
landlords, and when it did reach them
they no doubt wished very sincerely, in

looking over its expanse, that they could
rest their eyes on the particular spot
where he "came to the point." America
is a free country and a man can write

what he pleases, but I would like to hint
in the most polite manner in the world,
just to insinuate, that Karl is guilty of
discourtesy when he takes up so much
space in The Wheel for saying what no
reader cares to read. Moreover, he is

doing his own book an injury, as read-
ers who have lost all patience with him
are not likely to patronize him. All
that is needed in each Wheel is a ten-

line notice giving progress and soliciting

orders, and I venture to .speculate that
he will be better pleased with the result.

Now, I have had my say on that point

and feel ten ounces lighter. I have had

many inquiries as to whether the Duryea
saddle is made for racing or road riding,

and while I always say " for both," the

advertisement of this excellent saddle in

The Wheel will tend to mislead many.
More emphasis should be put on the

fact that it is a road saddle as well as a
racing one.

. It appears that Chicago wheelmen are

feeling unduly elated over the defeat of

Webber, of Smithville, N. J., at their

Christmas races by Van Sicklen. I ven-

ture to hint that they are a little too pre-

vious. On equal terms Van is no
match for Webber. The terms were
not equal at Chicago. A man can't go

very well with the tires off his machine,

like Webber's was in the mile race.

Nor can any man race worth a cent on
a smooth track, and a small one at that,

when his tire is bound on by loose wire,

as Webber's was in the five-mile race.

No, my dear Chicago comrades, do not

crow till you have downed Webber and
Frazier on a half-mile track.

Many would like to see the next

League meet at Buffalo, and I have very

little doubt that it will be there, but I

rather incline to the suspicion that the

Big Four Tour will be the bigger affair

of the two. If that persuasive little liar,

" Secretary," alias " Tertius," could be

hired by the entertainment committee

for the two days of the meet it would
be a financial success. Speaking of

Secretary, reminds me that I recently

purchased " Bohunkus," his old ma-
chine, and put it in a glass case worthy

to be the house of the steed that has

carried the greatest modern liar safely

and unsafely over many miles of road.

Pedibus.

FROM BOSTON TO PAW-
TUCKET BY BICYCLE.

One bright September morning at ten

by the clock, three members of the

Pawtucket Bicycle Club stand in front

of the Vendome, Boston, (which, by the

way is a League Hotel giving special

rates to wheelmen) making a Caretul

examination of the machines, which are

to bear them on a run of fifty miles.

Everything is in order, and, making
a mount, off we whirl down Dartmouth
street, past the elegant and showy club-

house of the Art Club, striking towards

the Highlands, by endless rows of swell

fronts.

It is a holiday, and a Pawtucketer

would be amazed at the number of bi-

cycles and tricycles on the road, and
more so at the riders, ranging in years

from the sturdy boy of ten with a " mus-
tang " to the bearded man of fifty with

his tricycle. The Massachusetts Club
boasts of one venerable rider, sixty

years of age. Imagine one of our ven-

erable citizens perched upon the festive

wheel ! A friend of mine, an English-

man, once told me he thought bicycles

were well enough for boys, until one
day he saw the broad brim of a Quaker
flapping along over the wheel, when he
had to give in to the march of improve-

ment.
From the start for several miles the

road is a pretty stiff up-grade, rather

trying to a hearty breakfast and unused
lungs, but every up hill has its down,

and we were compensated for our climb

to the summit of the Highlands by an

easy bowl over magnificent roads, lined

with beautiful country seats. Soon we
cross the track of the Old Colony, that

gigantic spider that spins its web over

Eastern Massachusetts, leaving behind

the solid city, and over hill and dale

glide smoothly through suburbs, the like

of which can only be found around this

" Hub of the Universe." Mrs. Heming-
way's country place is superb, the

grounds large enough for a good sized

town. Milton, which we are now in, is

full of just such places,and is a paradise

on earth. Who could find fault with a

country, fertile and beautiful, within

easy drive of a great and splendid city,

and an easywalk of the green old ocean ?

We took a short spin through the

leafy entrance of Colonel Russell's mag
nificent stock farm, catching a glimpse

of the farm-house (?) and '•' Smugler's
"

palace.

A short distance beyond we leave our

machines in care of a farmer, and strike

through the woods for the summit of

Blue Hill.. Hill climbing is much the

same the world over. You bark your

shins,tear your clothes, fret, blow, fume,

and sometimes swear. The summit
seems farther away the nearer you gel

to it, and when you do arrive, you are

so tired that the sight of a beautiful

view is about as agreeable as the sight

of your garden full of dockwood. The
view from Blue Hill might, I suppose,

be termed glorious, but being on a bi

cycle trip I don't propose to take it

away, and will leave the view for an)

body who wants to go up there and get

it. A party of Germans on the summit
were lustily singing choruses and glees,

It seemed remarkably well adapted as a

hall for practice, and we would recom-
mend it to our Pawtucket band.

Sliding down Blue Hill we resume our

saddles, and haste away for South Can-
ton ,where is Cobb's Tavern and, what
is more to the point, dinner.

The roads to Cobb's are like billiard

tables, and this was the pleasantest part

of the run. We had one coast of near-

ly or more than a mile in length. The
valley, in which the different parts of

Canton lie, open out very prettily at sev-

eral points. We pass Elijah Morse's

place, which is very conspicuous for its

brilliant gold fountain and' statues. At
one corner of his palace is built a drink-

ing fountain, decorated with very watery

texts.

We soon reached Cobb's Tavern, just

out of South Canton, from time immem-
orial a resting place for man and beast.

Our beasts we lean peacefully against

the barn, and ordering dinner take a

short period for repose. In the old

store connected with the tavern, one of

our party amused himself by reading

some entries in an old book of account,

dating back fifty years. It may possibly

pain the lovers of the ardent to learn

that whisky was then to cents a pint,and

at that high price was even then a pop-
ular article. What would it be now ?

If this is one of the effects of increased

civilization, let us go back to—but we
have not time to moralize, for mine host

announces the leg of mutton. Dinner
was glorious, and this was also one of

the best parts of the run. A young man
with his young wife dined with us. They
were out on a riding excursion through

some of the old country towns.

But it is late and we must hurry on.

From Canton to Mansfield the roads

are excellent, much better than our

country pikes, and we spin along with-

out a break, unless one of the party

drops a bundle or hat, which one of the

party continually did. The country is

green and pretty, but not very thickly

settled; the soil also seemed poor.

Mansfield is a. stupid, hopeless town,
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without even a decent soda fountain.
Between Mansfield and East Attleboro
the shades of evening began to fall, and
we fell likewise. Like Western Union
we were continually up and down. The
market was veryunsettled,but we finally

groped our way into East Attleboro.
Here the moon rose benign and ladiant
above the tree tops, and for the last

eight miles we glide through fairyland.

You seem to float in the moonlight and
lose all sense except the charm of mo-
tion. Dodgeville, Hebronville, Leba-
non, flit by, and the lights of Pawtucket
twinkle and welcome us.

Our run is ended, and with a hearty
good night we separate, just as the
hands of the illuminated clock point at

half-past seven. Bicycler.

TANGENTIAL VERSUS DI-
RECT SPOKES,

Although the subject of tangential

versus direct spokes, has been thor-

oughly discussed, and the advantages

and disadvantages of the one over the

other fully exhausted, by practical

riders, we doubt if the question has been

debated from a scientific point of view.

It is a well known fact that wire de-

teriorates under atmospheric influences,

and the fact has been firmly established,

that every vibration imparted to a wire
brings it nearer to a state of crystalliza-

tion, when its fibrous structure becomes
so degenerated that it snaps short.

Scientists have measured the number
of vibrations which determine the
length of life of different kinds of wire,

and have found it to be varying accord-
ing to material, but to be limited in

every case, and they claim that even a
wire of ideal perfection after vibrating
some hundred of thousand times must
eventually lose its integration. No wire
of ideal perfection is obtainable, how-
ever, and all are more or less defective.

Even telegraph wires are affected by
the winds, and after a lapse of time are
very apt to snap under the least extra
vibration.

'Cycle spokes are always made of the
lightest of steel wire, and the vibrations

of a 'cycle when in use must certainly
tend to rapidly impair the organism and
weaken the strength of such spokes.

Tangential spokes are usually of
lighter wire than that used for direct

spokes, and consequently are more apt
to show the effects of vibration by snap-
ping off short (or shedding) one by one,
as soon as they weaken, while the heav-
ier direct spokes, although their inter-

nal structure may undergo crystallization

just as quickly as the tangential, require
some extraordinary shock or vibration
to break them

(

when what is termed
buckling generally takes place, and the
rider gets a bad fall.

We by no means wish the reader to

infer that this happens only with direct

spoked wheels, as tangential spoked
wheels have been known after to

buckle, but we do say buckling is much
more common.with direct spoked wheels.

Tangential spokes when first intro-

duced were neither tied or brazed when
they crossed each other, but manufac-
turers now see the great advantage to
be gained by reducing the length of the
spoke and lessening the vibration, and
tangential spoked wheels are always
turned out of factories either tied or
brazed—generally brazed,—[The Bicy-
cle South,

RESOLUTIONS ENDORSING
THE AMATEUR ATHLETIC
RULES ADOPTED BY THE
KENTON WHEEL CLUB.
Whereas, Some of the young men of

this city are, in the pursuit of. the exer-
cise of rolling-skating, violating the es-

tablished rules of amateurship in ath-
letics by competing with professionals
in public when admission is charged,
thereby rendering themselves liable to
protest when entering any amateur con-
test in future ; and

Whereas, We recognize the fact that
the rules of the League of American
Wheelmen and the National Association
of Amateur Athletes of America are the
standard of all non-professional athletic
clubs in this country • and

Whereas, The line between profes-
sionalism and amateurship must be
maintained, and those rules enforced
which will conduce to such maintain-
ance ; it is

Resolved, That this club as an ama-
teur, or non-professional organization,
and member in a body of the League of
American Wheelmen, does hereby heart-
ily endorse the rules of said league per-
taining to amateurship; together with
those of the National Association of
Amateur Athletes as far as they are
identical; and

Resolved, That the conditions of
amateurship which it strives to maintain
are the following from the Racing Rules
of the League, to-wit

:

" (a) An amateur is a person who has
never competed in an open competition,
(b) nor for a stake, (c) nor for public
money, (d) nor for gate money, (e) nor
under a false name, (f) nor with a pro-
fessional when gate money was charged,

(g) who has never engaged in any ath-
letic sport for money, (h) who has never
exhibited his skill in any branch of ath-
letics for money, (i) who is not a paid
teacher of any branch of athletics. This
rule does not apply * * * * to fae
acts of minors under sixteen years of
age who are not members of this asso-
ciation;" and

Resolved, That any person who has
not acted in accordance with the above
rules is a professional to -all intents and
purposes ; and

Resolved, That this club will use its

utmost endeavors in inducing amateurs
to abstain from either knowingly or mis-
takingly competing with professionals in
public (thereby making themselves pro-
fessionals)

; and
Resolved, That this club warns its

members and whom it may concern not
to compete with professional skaters or
riders in public contest, and advises
them to carefully peruse the rules of the
league and strive to maintain its laws as
laid down ; and be it further

Resolved, That these resolutions be
spread upon the minutes of the club,
and published in a suitable manner that
they may be transmitted to all persons
interested in their substance.
Adopted unanimously by the Kenton

'Club, January 29, 1885.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

Look out for special number April ?,

1885.

Volume eight begins then, and we
shall shake things up a little.

The illustrations will be by Commo-
dore Frank H. Taylor, who has a^high

reputation, and who will give the subject

his best attention.

The Citizens Bi. Club will give their

second annual race meeting at the
Knickerbocker Roller Rink on Friday,

April 17, 1885.

Miss Annie Sylvester is now in Den-
ver, Col. She attended the recent
opening of the club rooms of the Colo-
rado Wheel Club.

The Professionals will give a six days'

tournament at Galveston, Texas, com-
mencing with Feb. 3.

In Louisiana wheelmen are charged
a toll of 10 cents, while horsemen get
off with 5.

Clark, of Woodstock, is the fastest

rider in Canada. He is 1 7 years old, 5
feet 9^ inches high, and races at 148
pounds.

Abbott Bassett, Chairman of the
League Racing Board, has written to
the "London 'Cyclist," giving a full

statement of the trouble between Rob-
inson and the Racing Board regarding
the 25-mile American championship
medal, it is thought that the C. T. C.
will expel Robinson.

W. J. Morgan writes to this paper as
follows :

" Through your columns I

wish to deny and contradict reports cir-

culating to the effect that I ride any
other racing machine except the well
known Rudge. In all my past and fu-

ture races the Rudge is and will be my
'mount' in preference to all others."

The East Saginaw Bi, Club gave an
exhibition drill Jan. 21, at the rink, in
East Saginaw, to a large and apprecia-
tive audience.

The most interesting English topic
just now is the forthcoming " Safety "

race. Mr. A. P. Engleheart will ride a
" Facile " from Messrs. D. Rudge &
Co., against Mr. F. W. Gibb, who will

pilot a "Rudge" safety. The distance
will be twenty-five miles, straight-away.

H. W. Gaskell will probably compete
on a " Club " safety. If three ride the

two losers will present the winner with
a £21 cup.

The Capital Bicycle Club, of Wash-
ington, has 105 members, the Washing-
ton 'Cycle Club has 43, the District

Wheelmen has 31, and the Star Club
has 13—a total of 192.

A contingent of unattached wheel-
men in New York will, it is said, ask for

the privileges of Central Park, now
granted to none but club members, for

them. This is a move in the right di-

rection. As an argument to bicyclers

causing damage, the Park Commission-
ers should be presented with a copy of
the Philadelphia "Ledger," wherein the

report of the Chief of Police of Fair-

mount Park is given.

In comparing the L. A. W. with the

C. W. A. there is one very marked dif-

ference. Through some unaccountable
flaw in the formation of the C. W. A. it

does not provide the necessary wrang-
ling that seems to be continually going
on between various members and offi-

cials of the L. A. W., and in which the

Americas 'cycling journals frequently

take part. Whether this is a fact to be
deplored or not has yet to be found

out.

The Ariel Wheel Club of Pough.
keepsie, held a very interesting tourna-

ment indoors at the Casino Rink, 15 th,

1 6th, and 17th of January. The club
drills with and without lanterns were
well received. The club were assisted

by Mr. George E. Hutchinson, the new
professional rider, who gave a most ex-
cellent exhibition. His tricks are new
and were neatly and gracefully executed.
On Friday evening Master Thomas R.
Finley added not a little to the pleasure
of the evening's entertainment. He is

a perfect master of the " Star." Win-
throp Simpson, of the Ariel Club, gave
exhibitions of fancy riding. There were
races each evening as follows: One-
legged bicycle race, won by Frank H.
Adriance ; time race, won by Frank Os-
borne ;• novice's race, won by Charles L.
Lumb, and an obstacle race, won by A.
N. Shafer. Through the efforts of the
boys the people of Poughkeepsie were
afforded a rare treat, and though the
weather was most disagreeable and
stormy every day, the tournament was
fairly successful financially.

The Sanspareil machine seems to
have gained in favor considerable dur-
ing the past year. A good many old
riders favor the Sanspareil for its rid-

ing qualities, and others for its beauti-
ful appearance. It is the best bicycle
in the market, when the latter point is

in consideration.—[Landisville Vigil.
.

" It is mock modesty," says a Wash-
ington lady, " that prevents many ladies
from riding the tri. Some of them say
that a lady sacrifices her dignity when
she gets upon a tri. I am sure I sacri-

fice no dignity when I ride my tri.

Why, there is infinitely more dignity
about a lady on a tri. than a lady on
horseback. It you don't believe it you
watch the next lady you see taking a
horseback ride. When a lady talks
against wheeling, either she is not able
to get one or she cannot 'pull.'

"

Pennsylvania has passed New York
in the race for the greatest number of
L. A. W. members.

Mr. William Newman, of the Ixion
Club, will make his debut as a light

weight jockey this year.

Karl Kron writes to assure us that he
is now working the Pyramids of Egypt
for a free advertisement, and that he
hopes to have the well-known twenty
centuries of the late N. Buonaparte
"look down from the tops of them"
upon the successful completion of the
canvass for "X. M. Miles." In other
words, he seems to have secured an ad-
vance press agent for the British army
in Africa, for he sends us the following
postal card, signed by Mr. W. H.
Norerse, 16 December, at "Wadi Hal-
fa, 1,000 miles up the Nile," and post-
marked on the 23d :

" Though I am
with the Canadian voyagers up the Nile
for the relief of General Gordon, I

haven't forgotten your " Ten Thousand
Miles on a Bicycle," and if it comes out
before my return I wish you to keep me
a copy. I hope to be able then to write
you an interesting letter about bicycling
in Cairo and Alexandria, as Avell as
other places I have visited since leaving
Canada. My subscription was sent laet

winter, you will remember, from Winni-
peg, Manitoba." Kron's idea seems to
be that if this enterprising agent of his
manages to push through with a " pros-
pectus, table-of-contents, and special
circular for hotel keepers " and thereby
raise the seige of Khartoum, General
Gordon will "subscribe" as a simple act
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of gratitude, and thus .give a tremendous
boom for " the great American road-

book."

The membership of the Massachu-
setts Bicycle Club has probably increas-

ed more rapidly than that of any other

similar organization in the country. At
the last meeting seven new members
were voted in. The membership is

composed almost entirely of substantial,

energetic business men of Boston and
vicinity, all of whom are active wheel-

men.

It is expected that another club will

be started in this city (New York) at an
early period, to be composed of twelve

members. We think the city already

supports as many clubs as practicable,

though several are inactive. Indeed
the only ones that seem to be awake are

the Citizens' and Ixion. The latter will

give another art exhibition during 1885.

The Racing Board, L. A. W., has

voted to reinstate Cola E. Stone, of St.

Louis, as an amateur. Mr. Stone was
unwittingly led into a contest with a

professional. He was immediately sus

pended by the Board, and an investiga-

tion made. After a full and free inquiry

the Board has found that Stone was in

no way to blame, and they have voted
to reinstate.

The treaty, granting club members
part of the park, says :

" If wheelmen's
competency shall be evidenced by a

badge or written permit, which badge or

permit shall bear the user's name, and
be issued and controlled by a joint com-
mittee composed of one member chosen
by each club of twenty-five or more
members." This means that unattached
wheelmen shall not be permitted to ride

in the parks. We do not see why such
a prejudice exists that shall exclude all

of single blessedness. It generally turns

out that a 'cycler does not willingly re-

main unattached, but from pecuniary
embarrassments • and a man on $40 a

month cannot afford to pay the admis-

sion fee to a club nor purchase a uni-

form, and the unattached man is the

one to whom it is most essential to have
a ride after a hard day's work in the of-

fice, and the park to him would be an
Eden.

Ladies in Oakland and San Francisco

seem to be anxious for a tricycle race.

They asked to have a wheel race placed

on the programme of the Bay City tour-

nament, but the track was too small to

admit of such action.

AMUSEMENT NOTES.
" Three Wives to One Husband

"

and "One Touch of Nature" still form

the bill at the Union Square Theatre.

Nat. C, Goodwin and his company
will perform " Confusion " and " Those
Bells " at the Grand Opera House this

week.

M. B. Leavitt and Tony Pastor re-

opened the Third Avenue Theatre in

"An Adamless Eden."

" The Private Secretary " continues

to make audiences at the Madison
Square Theatre laugh as much as its

predecessors made them weep.

The Eden Musee has long since es-

tablished its reputation as one of the

sights of the metropolis. Admission on
Sunday is half the regular rates,

"A Trip to Africa is doing well at the
new Standard Theatre.

"Three Wives to One Husband "will
be presented at the Mount Morris The-
atre this week.

Mr. Daly is still coining money out
of " Love on Crutches."

" McAllister's Legacy " is fast dispel-

ling the superstition that the New Park
Theatre is unlucky.

Beginning with the first presentation
of "A Prisoner for Life," at the Union
Square Theatre last Wednesday night,

Messrs. Shook & Collier, the lessees,

will reduce the prices of admission an
average of one-third. The price for the
family circle will be 25 cents, and for

the orchestra and balcony, $1 ;
general

admission, 75 cents.

" Apajune," one of the brightest and
most sparkling of light operas that have
been produced at the Casino, seems
destined to have a long run. It is brim-
ful of fun from beginning to end, and
the costumes, scenery and orchestration

are well up to the high mark of Ameri-
ca's finest place of amusement.

" Julius Caesar " continues all this

week at the Star Theatre. Next week
is the last of Mr. Barrett's engagement,
and he will produce a Blot in the 'Schu-
ton and the King's Pleasure on Mon-
day, Tuesday, Wednesday and Satur-

day evenings. On Thursday evening
and Saturday matinee Yorick's Love
will be performed, while Friday will be
set apart for " Richelieu." As Mr. Bar-

rett does not appear at any other thea-

tre this season, the opportunity to see

him should not be allowed to pass un-

noticed. Mr. and Mrs. Florence will

succeed Mr. Barrett on Feb. 16th with

their new play, " Our Governor."

COVENTRY 'CYCLE Co,
(LIMITED)

Whitefriars Lane,
Coventry - England.
Largest makers of first quality
BICYCLES. TRICYCLES, and

PERAMBULATORS.
Illustrated Catalogue on Appli-

cation.

FOR SALE.
A COSY SUMMER HOTEL,

In Central New York, on the banks of

one of the best known fishing lakes in

the State ; convenient of access by

Northern Central, Erie, and Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western railroads.

Splendid roads for 'cycling. For par-

ticulars address CYCLOS,

Wheel office, New York.

For Sale at a Sacrifice.

A new full-nickled 52-in. SPECIAL

SANSPAREIL ROADSTER. Never

been used. Ball pedals, hollow detach-

able handle-bar, Eclipse Saddle, 1885

pattern. Will sell on easy terms to reli

able parties. Address

TDK 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO,

j?T fffl% Row, Bqx*444,|N<?w York.

1 0.000
COPIES OF

WILL BE ISSUED

APRIL I 1885,
Containing the Official Programme and

a full illustrated description of the

AMUSEMENTS.

jypVNHATTAN ROLLER SKATING RINK,

BOULEVARD, 8TH AVENUE and S9TH STREET
AFTERNOON AND EVENING SESSIONS.

NIBLO'S GARDEN,
Poole & Gilmore, Proprietors and Managers.

Reserved seats (orchestra circle and balcony"!. 50 cts.
MADISON SQUARE THEATRE COMPAANY IN

MAY BLOSSOM.
Georgie Cayvan, Jos. Wheelock, Benj. Mnginley.
THE ORIGINAL CAST. New' sceneffand effects.

MATINEES WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY at 2.

4 4
BICYCLE TOUR
AND OTHER INTERESTING ARTICLES

EROM PROMINENT WHEELMEN.

A LIMITED NUMBER OF ADVERTISEMENTS

RECEIVED AT LOW RAffi

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,

BOX 444, - NEW YORK.

MADISON SQUARE THEATRE. ' At 8.30
Evenings at 8.30. Saturday Matinee at 2.

DO YOU KNOW J

THE PRIVATE SECRETARY.
THE FUNNIEST OF COMEDIES.

STAR THEATRE, Broadway and 13th street.
Every evening at 8. Saturday matinee at 2.

MR. LAWRENCE BARRETT
as CASSIUS in a grand production of Shakespeare's
tragedy JULIUS GVESAR The soldiers, senators,
and Roman populace by the pupils of the Lyceum
Theatre School of Aeting. Mr. Barrett will not ap-
pear at any other New York theatre.

WEEK OF FEB. 9.

Close of Mr. Barrett's engagement.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday nights,

A Blot in the 'Scutcheon and The King's Pleasure.
Thursday night and Saturday matinee, Yorick's Love.
Friday Night, Only performance of Richelieu.

pASINO. Broadway & 39th st.

C> Every evening at 8. Mat, Saturday at 2.

. APAJUNE.
Bv the McGaull Opera Comiqne Company.

ADMISSION, 50 CENTS.
SUNDAY EV'G, GRAND POPULAR CONCERT.

Eyeryf tieelist Knowing French Should Read

"LE VELOCEMAN."
Monthly Illustrated Magazine of the

Sport and Trade in France.

Published Every Month, commencing
January i, 1885.

Single Copies 5d. Annual Subscrip-

tion, 5 s.

Best advertising medium- for those wish-

ing to introduce goods on the

French Market.
Terms, Particulars, Etc., Address

PROPRIETOR,
18 Rue Nationals, Mon'tpellier, France.

THE RUDGE
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES,

SEND

FOR

CATALOGUE.

RELIABLE

AGENTS

WANTED.

TH E ROTA. R Y T A N D E M.

A FEW SHOP-WORN & SECOND-HAND MACHINES AT LOW PRICES.

A Full Line of Kangaroos J ust Received.

New York tolprlers: 6, R, BIDWELL & Go, 4 East 60th St, J. Y,

STODDARD, LOVERING & GO.
152, 154, 156 AND 158 CONGRESS STRL. T, -

BOSTON, MASS, u
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All Desirable Forms of Accident Insurance can be obtained of the

FIDELITY A2TD CASUALTY COMPANY.
E. E. CLAPP, Manager Accident Department,

NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, AND PENNSYLVANIA.

OFFICE, i49 BROADWAY, New York.

AMERICAN ADJUSTABLE LONG-DISTANCE SADDLE,
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Spring Erame, Perfect Ad-

justment, Light, Strongs

Elastic, Easy.

Completely absorbs all

Vibration.

PRICE, $4.00.

Liberal Discount to Dealers.

Send for Circular.

Mention this

THE AMERICAN"
An adapted to the STAR:

paper.

" It \s the easiest saddle 1 ever rode." BURLEY B. AYERS, Chairman Trans. Comm., L. A. W.
" The best saddle I have ever seen, and I have tested nearly every saddle known to the trade."

C. W. EDGERTON. Fort Wayne, Ind.
" Idon't think there is a better saddle for the Star." J. P. MAYNARD, Chicago, 111.

" Trie I your saddle on my Star, and found it the easiest and most comfortable saddle I have ever tried.

The steel spring and suspension seat appear to take away all the iar of riding."
J. W. PARKER, Buffalo , N. Y.

BULL & HAYNES,
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, PARTS AND SUNDRIES
Repairing a Spscialty. Onr facilities for doing all kinds of work, such as Brazing, Painting, Nickle

Plating, &c, <fcc, at reasonable prices, are unexcelled. Correspondence Solicited. Wheels sold on the
installment, plan. HERSEE HALL RIDING SCHOOL. Open evenings. Purchasers taught free. Corner
Main and Chippewa Streets, Buffalo, N. T,

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, & requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not bucktt.
A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star" leads all
Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

II. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithville, Burlington Co., N. J.

TO THE MEMBERS OFTHE L. A. W.

Are Yon Insured Against

THE DDRYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19,^884.

New York, Jan. 7, '84.

I was persuaded to take out an
Accident Policy last August, in
the Fidelity and Casualty Com-
pany, of New York, for $5,000 in

case of death, and $25.00 per
week if injured. About the
middle of October, you will recol-
lect, I was thrown from my
bicycle, and sustained an injury.
I have just recovered from this
and last Friday filed a claim for
eleven weeks' indemnity. The
company promptly paid the
amount ($275.00), and I cannot
but publicly praise their business
methods. To the many wheel-
men who are dependent upon
their salaries for support . I un-
hesitatingly say: Insure in the
Fidelity and Casualty Company.
The cost is very little, and, in
event of injury, you will find the
indemnity very handy to have.

FRED JENKINS,
Editor of The Wheel.

New York,. Nov. 17, '83.

This company issues accidental
policies of insurance against anv
bodily injury and loss of life in-
duced by accidental means,
whether it happen while travel-
ing on your bicycle, or in any
of the lawful and usual avoca-
tions of life.

I am carrying a policy of in-
surance in this company, and I
highly recommend it to your con-
sideration.
You are journeying more or less

over the country on your bicycle,
and if unfortunately you " make
a header, and down vou go," and
are disabled to the extent of SIX
MONTHS, you can depend upon
receiving your full indemnity for
that length of time.

The strong Board of Directors
will convince you that it is in the
hands of reliable men. -

Yours very truly,

N. MALON BECKWITH,
Preit L. A W.

A WHEELIAffS AUTOGRAPH ALBUM!

MY CYCLING FRIENDS.
DESIGNED AND COMPILED

F0R COLLECTION OF AUTOGRAPHS.
It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and

black markings. s

It has one hundred pages—gilt edge
Three hundred selections from the poets in regard

to the wheel. 6

Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs of
cycling friends.
Three hundred Engravings illustrating each quota-

tion. 1

PRICE ONE DOLLAR, POSTPAID.

will c. mm, ovid, MicMa
Sole Agent for the United States and.Oanada.

R- V. R. SCHUYLER,
17 BARCLAY, ST., NEW YORK,

—AGENT FOR THE-— ^^Y~

Celebrated
!i

KANGAROO " BICYCLE, Manufactured by Hilton, Her]* & Cooper.

The << AMERICAN CLUB " and " CLUB " Bicycles,

The " CHEYLESMORE," - IMPERIAL," and - CLUB SOCIAL "
Tricycles,

Manufactured by Coventry Machinist Co.,

The « AMERICAN SANSPAREIL " Roadster,

Manufactured by Wm. Andrews, Birmingham, England,
And the » ROYAL MAIL " Light Roadster and Tricycle.

REPAIRS A SPECIALTY. CATALOGUES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION
GUNS AND SPORTING GOODS.

Style B.

Used by Hendee. Prince, Sellers, Howen, Woodside.
Corey,Landy, Jenkins of Louisville, Brooks, Eck, Mor-
gan,Higham,Yates; also Miles, Arniaindo.and Sylvester
and all the flyers. Fits any machine, including Star
Bicycle. Special terms to dealers.

Pkices, Japanned, $3 00
;
Nickeled, S3 75.

NEW YORK TOY COMPANY,
697 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

MISCELLANEOUS.

[Advertisements inserted in this department, not
over four lines nonpanel, for §10 a year.]

pHICAGO, ILL.—THE JOHN WILKINSON CO
V.., 68 W abash Avenue, makers of Bicvcle Hose Sup-
porters. The best style made. Price per pair 35 cents
by mail. Agents for the Columbia Bicycle. Send
stamp for catalogue.

POHTLAND, ME.-LAMSONS LUGGAGE CAR-
1 PIER, the cheapest, lightest, and most conve-
nient thing of the kind. May be put in pocket when
not m use By mad, seventy-five cents and one dollar.
U. Id. -LAMbON.

^WS? WHEEL CO., C.E. STONE,MANAGER^ h- °llve &treet
- Agents for Columbia Bicvcles

and Tricycles, Rudge Light Roadster, Facile, Sanspa-
reil, American Club, Victor Tricvcle, and all high
class machines. Repairing, nickeling, aud enameling
promptly done. Dealers in second-hand wheels. Send
tor printed list.

WILLIAM G. SCRIBNER,
DEALER IN

' Bibles. Tricycles aiifl Accessories.

™Sg? ?%
entJ0i

:
Washington, D. C.', of the Pop*M 1 g Co Stoddard, Lovenng & Co., the Cunning

Co
m
TheIS * C°- the °Vei'man Whe^

Riding school attached. Visitors always welcome

1,108^1,116 E. Street, N. W.,

WASHINGTON, D. C
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BICYCLES
New and second hand in greatest variety of styles

and prices.

NO.
H. B. HART,

ARCH STREET,811
PHILADELPHIA, PENN.

Selling Agent for the Pope Manufacturing Co.,

Stoddard, Lovering & Co., The Cunningham Co.,

Gormully & Jeffrey, and The Western Toy Co.

ALL THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lister .

H. B. HART.
A fine assortment o^f Sundries always on hand.

FREE for" TRIAL
HANOVER'S SPBCIFC. An unfailing and

speedy euro for Nervous Debility and Weakness, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, Nervous Prostration, Hysteria,
or any evil result of indiscretion, ' excess, overwork,
abuses of alcohol, tobecco, &c. (Ower forty thousand
positive cures.)

f39™Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. Ad-
dress HANOVER REMEDY CO.,

Lock box 584. Chicago, 111.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
NEWARK, N. J.,

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

Lamps, Luggage Carriers, Star

Cyclometer, Bags, Saddles and parts for

both Cranks and Star Machines.

akers of the Celebrated Safety Step

for the Star Bicycle.

DIFFICULT REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.

Riding School and Roller Skating Rink.

Send Stamp for catalogue.

~ WHEEL_ SONGS.

POEMS OF BICYCLING,
BY S. CONANT FOSTER.

The most sumptuous book devoted to the wheel yet

published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.
an elegant quarto volume of 80 pages,

bound in' blue silk cloth, with side

stamp in gilt and silver;

Price, [$1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.
ADDRESS,

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.

21 PARK ROW,
Box 444, New York.

COLUMBIA

STANCH AND RELIABLE ROADSTERS.

In 1883 there were, according to the care •

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy

succeesful- participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads ; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

111.5 [miles in the day each. We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Columbias, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias ; and

further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

Coiumbias, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one-

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT,
After long and careful experiments with five different speed and power tricycle attachments in different forms

we have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient numbers to supply it on our

new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction ; is applied to the crank-shaft ; is operated by a

handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle ; is certain and effective in its ope-

ration ; reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill climbing about one-third, and is made

of th } finest material and with the finest workmanship, and so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by

its use

PRICE OF COLUMBIA TRICYCLE, . . . $160.

WITH POWER GEAR, . . , . . 180.

The Columbia Power-Gear Will be Applied to any Columbia Tricycle at Our Factory, Hartford, Conn., for $25.

SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED 36-PAGE CATALOGUE.

The Pope Manufacturing Company,
Principal Office, 597 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

BRANCH HOUSE, 12 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

THE PERFECTION HEATER.
(patent applied for,)

FOR CEMENTING RUBBER TIRES.

EVERY WHEELMAN SHOULD HAVE ONE, AS IT SAVES TIME AND MONEY

Lamp and full directions for Cementing a Rubber Tire, sent post paid to any part of the United

States or Canada on receipt of

Price, - - - $1 -OO
FOR SALE BY DEALERS , OR SEND TO THE MANUFACTURERS.

G. R. BIDWELL & CO.,

DEALERS IN BICYCLES, TKICYCLES, &c,
4 EAST 60th STEEET, NEW YORK.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.
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Single Copies, - - - - Five cents.

Subscription Price, - - One dollar a year.

Clubs of Six, - Five dollars.

European Subscriptions, - - Eive Shillings.

Published every Friday morning, by

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Box 444, 21 Park Row, N. Y.,

and entered at the Post-Oflico at second-class rates.

TO SUBSCRIBERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.
Subscribers must be particular to notify the Pub-

lishers promptly of auy change in their address. Ji-

tney do not receive their paper regularly it is on this
account.
Contributors aud correspondents will please sepa-

rate general correspondence to the Editor from mat-
ter intended for publication, Always sign (confiden-
tially) full name and address, with nom de plume, as
no attention is paid to anonymous contributions.
Write ouly on one side of the sheet, and have all

communications sent in by Monday morning at the
latest.

All matters relating to subscriptions or advertise-
ments, and all business connected with The Wheel,
should be addressed to the Company. Make ail

checks and money orders payable to The 'Cycling
Publishing Compant. We cannot use stamps other
than the two or one cent issue.

A portrait of L. D. Copeland and his

steam bicycle appears in the current
" Clipper."

The Citizens' Club of New York will

banquet at the Grand Union Hotel,

February 19.

It is desired to raise $2,500 for the

testimonial fund to Jack Keen. Over
$500 has been raised.

Three of the Portland, Ore., wheel-

men are now staying at the Rossmore,
bent on having a good time.

Mrs. Fred. G. Bourne, the president,

or rather presidentess, of the Ladies'

Club, will shortly resign that position.

The active members of the Boston
Bicycle Club will meet at the club-house

on the last Wednesday of each month.

The present board of officers of the

Massachusetts Bicycle Club is the

strongest chosen since its organization.

Win. M. Evarts has followed the lead

of Henry Ward Beecher, and purchased
a three-wheeler. It will come from
England.

" Wheeling," that excellent English
'cycling weekly, gives splendid likenesses

of wheel celebrities to its readers with
each issue.

The San Francisco park commission-
ers have recinded their recent order
against bicycling, and the wheelmen are

now happy.

'

The new quarters of the Connecticut
Club of Hartford, on Central row, op-
posite the post-office, are surpassed by
none in the State.

The board of officers, L. A. W., will

meet at the Grand Union Hotel, Forty-

second street and Park avenue, at 9:30
a. m., February 23.

Prince has accepted Woodside's chal-

lenge for a series of races, 20, 25 and 50
miles, for $200 a side, February 13, 14,

15, at New Orleans.

There will be a two-mile bicycle race

at the Manhattan Athletic Club games
to be held at Madison Square Garden
February 28, at 8 p. m.

A series of races will be arranged in

St. Louis in the spring, and, if success-

ful, they will be followed by a grand
tournament in the fall.

The second slow race in Chicago was
contested by Brown and Gibson, and
was won by the former. Gibson had
won the previous contest.

The sentiment of the members of the
Boston Bicycle Club is against any
change of uniform, but a committee has
been appointed to consider the matter.

Mr. Garvey, manager of the New
York Toy Co., who recently sailed for

England to place the Duryea saddle on
the market, has returned to New York.

The lockers of the Massachusetts Bi-

cycle Club are leased to members at $10
for five years and $3 yearly. 'Upon
leaving the club, the locker reverts to

the organization.

We understand that something new in

the way of a team drill will be given by
the K. C. W. team at their tournament
on the evening of the 20th inst, and be
worth going a long journey to see.

We will give a five-cent stamp for the
best article sent in to this office. We
expect a spirited competition,, so don't
delay in forwarding your manuscript.
.Remember, you may be the lucky one.

Among the members admitted at the
last meeting of the Massachusetts Bicy-
cle Club was a gentleman 68 years of
age.

.
On the same evening the young-

est member, 18 years of age, was ad-
mitted.

Jno. Rolfe, professional champion of
Australia, rode a 100-mile race against
time at Sidney recently. 'Following
were the times: 18 miles in ih.j 40
miles in ah. i6^m.; 50, 2I1. 54^111.; 60,
3I1. 32m.; 80, 4h. 51 m., and the whole
distance in 6h. 8|m.

"Geo. D. Gideon, of Philadelphia,"
so the report says, " thinks of establish-

ing a New York branch for his gun
business, and in case it yields better

profits than the Quaker City, to aban-

don the latter place entirely and devote

his attention to New York."

Mr. T. Hunt Sterry, manager the

Brooklyn Bi. Co., of Brooklyn, recently

thought of transferring his business to

Orange, N. J., but has given the subject

up, thinking, no doubt correctly, that

there was no money to be made by sell-

ing machines in such a small place.

" Mamma,where' s papa gone?" asked
a little girl one Saturday last summer.
" He's gone to the Crystal Palace to

race and win you either a butter dish or

a biscuit tin, darling." " Oh, mamma,
I wish he would win the cake he is al-

ways talking about !
" sighed the child.

And now an advertisement is issued

by one of the patent medicine compa-
nies to the effect that " Mr. John Rolfe,

the champion bicyclist of Australia, fell

behind in the first part of a great race,

and as a last resort tried , and en-

tirely recovered,winning the big contest."

The Thorndike Bicycle Club, of Bev-
erly, Mass., will give an exhibition and
skating carnival on February 16. Among
the attractions there will be a contest in

polo on Star bicycles between Thomas
R. Finley and Charles A. Frazier, and
an exhibition of fancy riding by Wm.
M. Marshall.

We are told that Captain Pitman, of
the Ixion Club, contemplates wheeling
from New York to Boston on his tricy-

cle at as early a date as the condition
of the roads will allow. That the " Old
Vet's" affianced bride resides in Boston
may be the reason of his contemplating
this long ride.

The bicycle club of Northampton,
Mass., contemplates giving an entertain-

ment on March 4, and are making ex-

tensive preparations to carry out the
venture successfully. They have se-

cured Mr. W. S. Maltby, of Boston, an
amateur, who is said to be a phenome-
nal fancy rider.

What fascination an old spot seems
to exercise over a body. We were walk-
ing last Sunday to the Park for a skate,

and passed the very spot where but
two months before we had taken a tre-

mendous header. Really we stayed over
that spot, like a guardian angel, for at

least fifteen minutes.

A five-mile race for a purse of $25
between Walter Faulkner, of Lynn, rid-

ing a bicycle, and E. L. Maddocks, of

Boston, mounted on rollers, took place

in the Coliseum rink, Lynn, Mass., Jan.

28. Faulkner, who gave his antagonist

two laps, finally won, with three laps to

spare, in 19m. 10s.

Miss Violet Lome, in " Wheel Life,"

takes exception to "Jonah's" article

published in The Wheel relating to

Tommy Finley mashing the ladies. We
always like to hear from a female, and
would say something naughty again if

we were sure it would provoke the criti-

cism of one of the fair sex.

Mr. H. D. Corey, of this city, has
been presented by Mr. J. H. Addington,
of Buffalo, N. Y.. with a beautiful mini-

ature silver bicycle, 6^ inches high and
6 inches long, perfect in the details of

its construction. Both wheels and ped-
als revolve, and the brake and saddle

spring are in working order.

The Buffalo Bicycle Club numbers
nearly one hundred members and is an
L. A, W. organization. Dr. J. C. Dav-
idson, president ; Dr. Charles L. Butler,

secretary, and Charles F. Hotchkiss and
W. S. Bull are a committee appointed
to make provisions for the entertain-

ment of wheelmen at the annual meet.

The Lynn (Mass.) 'Cycle Club will

give an entertainment Feb. 13, at the
rink. Tommy Finley and" Charles Fra-
zier will play a game of polo on their

Stars, and Master Frank Fowler, a local

rider, will give an exhibition of trick

and fancy riding. After the above is

carried out, dancing will be indulged in

till the "wee sma' hours."

T. W. Eck, the Canadian fast profes-

sional says : "I use the ' Duryea ' exclu-

sively in all my races. It is the best
saddle yet invented, and that is saying a
great deal. Riding long distances used
to be a great punishment to me, owing
to chafing, but now I fear not, for the
'Duryea' is with me every time, and
it is a blessing to all wheelmen."

H. W. Gaskell will shortly leave Eng-
land's shores for the United States,

whither he goes to represent the Coven-
try Machinists' Company. Boston will

be his chief centre. All who know him
either personally or only by his brilliant

riding on the track, will combine with
us in wishing him as successful a busi-

ness career in the "land of stars and
stripes " as was his recent racing visit

there.

The Albany Bicycle Club had an un-
usually lively time Thursday evening,
when the annual election of officers oc-
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curred. There are 170 members and
118 votes were cast. David W. Shanks
was elected president; William Safford,

financial secretary, and George F.

Brooks, surgeon. One year ago the

club numbered 47 ;
to-day it has 170

members. The club has a balance of

$2,000 in the treasury. The third an-

nual races, September 10, 11, resulted

in a deficit of $65, due to inclement

weather.

W. J. Morgan, the long-distance pro-

fessional, pays the " Duryea " the fol-

lowing tribute: "Having had experi-

ence with nearly all English and Ameri-

can saddles, I can safely say the ' Dur-
yea' knocks "em' out in the first round.

For ease and comtort the ' Duryea

'

should recommend itself to all wheel-

men, amateur and professional alike. I

ride the ' Duryea' in all my races, and
cheerfully recommend it to all my pro-

fessional as well as amateur friends. It

is the best saddle in the market."

A prominent journal informs us that

Wing Hing is one of the late additions

to the wheeling ranks of Cedar Rapids,

Iowa. We shall not be surprised to hear

of Left Lung, of Grand Rapids
;
High

Strung, of Louisville, Ky.; High Sung,

of New Orleans
;
Swing Low, of Boston,

or perhaps Ching Ling, of Cleveland, all

engaged in breaking the records when
the summer comes again. We shall be

pleased to hear from some Indian reser-

vation next. Can't some of our West-

ern brothers inform us what the wily

untamed Sioux is doing in the promo-
tion of wheeling.—[Ex.

The wheelmen of Nashville have had
very little opportunity to indulge in their

sport on account of the prevailing bad
weather and the roads, but. they have

one of the finest club rooms in the South

to pass away the time. It is situated

on one of the most prominent streets in

the city. On entering the club-house

you first see the large hall 80x60 feet,

used for practicing. Upstairs they have

a magnificent suite of rooms expensive-

ly upholstered, including a fine billiard

room. The club house was fitted up at

great expense, but it has all been paid

for and is on a good financial footing

now, and the club intend to do some
good work the ensuing season.

That live little body, the Essex Coun-

ty Wheelmen, have really done more
good for themselves than any similar or-

ganization. Though the membership is

only a little above 200, (still that is a

good deal for the limited space they oc-

cupy) they have a political power over

local affairs which the L. A. W. has

never possessed.

The above from the "'Cyclist and

Athlete " gives our views precisely. But

the fact that the members are contained

in one county, and a small one at that

(about fifty square miles), with a thin

population, should of course make a good

showing at county elections, and must

be taken into consideration.

A correspondent, writing of the Big

Four route between Buffalo and Roch-

ester, says : "No doubt the wheeling, on

the average, is better by way of Batavia;

way of Lockport there are some patches

of roading hard to beat. The best route

is to Tonawanda, thence to Martinsville,

thence along north bank of Erie canal

until road is struck leading to Bear

Ridge. Roads are of clay and very good

during favorable weather. Bear Ridge

road is part clay and part gravel, usually

good. The State or Canal road will be
reached at White Sulphur Springs, two
and a half miles from Lockport. The
road is stony and will necessitate fre-

quent dismounts. Lockport roads are

fair to middling. To Gasport the roads

are good, and the same is true of the

road leading to Middleport, being of clay

and gravel, hard packed. From Mid-
dleport to Medina the roads are only

fair, and they are nothing extra until

Brockport is reached, whence by way of

Spencerport they are very fine. Near
Albion, ten miles from Medina, there is

a tough hill to climb and a stone road,

which will make the party groan."

The route- is evidently a combination

of good and bad, making a fair average.

How sublime the Canadian roads will

appear, from Cobourg to the Thousand
Islands, after this experience !

The Kings County Wheelmen's Tour-

nament, to be held at the Brooklyn Rol-

ler Skating Rink, corner of Bedford and
Atlantic avenues, evening 25th inst> 8

p. m., promises to be the success it

deserves. Entries for the events are suf-

ficient to assure interesting contests.

Reserved seats are in demand, a num-
ber will be held by the committee until

the 20th inst. for their 'cycling friends.

The events are one-mile scratch open,

and seventy-five yards slow race open.

Gold medals to first and second in each

event. Other events two-mile handicap

for club members, gold medal to first

and second ; one mile for club members
who have never won in a fast race, gold

medal to first, and pair all-clamp roller

skates to second man ; match tricycle

race between Secretary Loucks and Cap-

tain Pettus. distance one mile, for a pair

of roller skates, and Captain Pettus is to

ride a " Kangaroo " against Hegeman,
their dashing skater, one mile for a pair

of skates. There will be fancy riding

on the Star by Mr. T. B. Finley, and on

the Ordinary by Mr. W. D. Bloodgood.

Also a game of polo by Messrs. Frazier

and Finley, and we believe a match tan-

dem tricycle race between a quartet of

their flyers, the tournament to wind up
with a one-mile roller skating race by

'the members for the club championship.

The parade, the first event of the even-

ing, promises a sight worth seeing.

Dr. Richardson recently organized in

England a body called the " Society

of 'Cyclists." The following is from

their constitution : 1. That the officers

shall consist of a president, vice-presi-

dents, treasurer, an hon. secretary, and

a. council of eighteen. 2. That mem-
bers be elected by ballot. That the en-

trance fee for members be £1 is. for

the first five hundred, and afterwards

£2 2S., and the annual subscription, for

members resident within twenty miles

of Charing Cross be £2 2s., and for

members residing beyond that distance

£1 is. per annum. That the aubscrip-

tion be payable in advance on January

1 in each year. 3. That four sections

be formed, called respectively A, anti-

quarian and artistic; B, geographical;

C, mechanical; D, natural science. 4.

That meetings for the reading between

the months of October and March, over

which any officer of the society shall be

eligible to preside, and that the council

may, if they see fit, invite eminent per-

sons, whether members of the society or

not, to act as presidents at such meet-

ings. 5. That a journal, to be called

the " Transactions of the Society of

'Cyclists," be puplishedfor the members

once a quarter, containing the papers

or selections therefrom, read at meetings

of the society. 6. That a conference or

congress be held from time to time in

any part of the United Kingdom, at

which papers be read, public meetings

held, machines exhibited, and excur-

sions arranged. All papers read to be

the x>roperty of the society.

Speaking in a matter of fact way, the

League does not seem to have added

any benefits for its members from six

months or a year ago beyond what they

enjoyed at that time. This the reader

would regard either as a fabrication or a

mistaken idea, but it is nevertheless

true. The membership has increased,

the treasury has grown fat, the " Official

Gazette" has proven in many respects

satisfactory, yet the organization lacks

—

that hard to define—goaheadness, which

characterized it in the latter part of

1883. The blame or cause can not be

rested with the officers, for most of them
have proved themselves trusty and true

to the interests of the L. A. W., and
eager to push the rights of its members.

It must be the latter, then, that have

caused this seeming sleepliness so unbe-

coming to those who are pointed at as

the representative wheelmen ofAmerica.

When the L. A. W. was organized and

the first couple of years following, the

'cyclists who really had the interest of

the organization at heart, joined the

body and went in red-hot for everything

calculated to advance the interests of

wheelmen in the United States. This

same state of affairs continued till the

foremost part of 1883, when those who
had watched the progress of the L. A.

W., seeing its increased influences, and

the privileges being granted to its mem-
bers, the ones who had worked to put it

on its feet firmly, continued to do so,

and are still joining. All that now en-

ter the ranks are of this latter class, who
pay $1 and receive all the privileges that

are granted to its older members, who
worked so laboriously to have it firmly

established. The men of this class now
form a large majority over the real work-

ers, and of course tend to bring down

the standard of our national body. To
these men, no doubt, the unenviable po-

sition in which the L. A. W. is placed

can be credited. In any organization,

to whatever be it devoted, a minority

of members cannot bring their body to

a high standing, while the majority, con-

stituting the selfish element, calmly look

on, and hope that the good work will

prosper. The League stands in this po-

sition, thus briefly defined, and only by

the unflinching labor, and devotedness

to the cause, by those who have its in-

terests at heart, can it brought from the

rut into which it has fallen.

Stoddard, Lovering & Co. have on

exhibition at their rooms a 5
7 -inch

Rudge racer, imported especially for

Geo. Hendee. It is a marvel of light-

ness, strength, and beauty.

CHICAGO.
The recent slow race at the Le Grand

Rink was a very interesting affair to the

wheelmen present, although it is evi-

dent this style of race is of no interest

to outsiders. The distance was fifty

yards over the skating surface, courses

being chalked out three feet wide. Time

2:35, which is more than equal to 5:10

for 100 yards, as the last 50 yards of the

100 is always made slower than the first.

There was but one error—Gibson made
the slightest shadow of a standstill.

" Lewee " exclaims against the rules

governing this race, in that the contest-

ants are permitted to stand still, with

penalty of but one point in the lead.

Npt so, a foot being deducted for every

second the stand still is maintained.

Again the stand still is not permitted,

the penalty being provided in case it

should accidentally occur. Let any bi-

cycler attempt to make fifty yards in

2:35, within the limits of a three-foot

track, on a smooth surface, without dis-

mount or stand still, and he will appre-

ciate the rare difficulty.

Our Mr. Hammill has been reinstated

by the chairman of the Racing Board
and all is now serene. On the whole,

the chairman is highly respected in Chi-

cago. He has shown that he is wide-

awake to the interest of amateurs, and
although he erred a little it was on the

right side. He comes out of the diffi-

culty with a good record, and if the

League knows its interests it will ap-

prove and congratulate this worthy offi-

cial. With chairmen in the various

committees as energetic and enterpris-

ing as Mr. Bassett, the L. A. W. will

become truly great.

Since the races between St. Louis and
Chicago on Christmas day, nothing of

interest in wheeling shows up. A story

like this is on the rounds : Louisville

writes proposing to come up and race

Chicago. Van Sicklen, our chief racer,

answered that it was a go, guaranteeing

a medal. Louisville replied that they

would expect the Chicago boys to pay
railroad fare, hotel bills, hall hire, and
incidental expenses. Van inquired in

return if they had not forgotten some-
thing. There was a day when Louis-

ville championed the West. Somehow
or other they do not appear as speedy
as they used to be.

C. C. Philbrick, of the Chicago Club,

appears to have got himself in trouble

in a professional way, he being the crack

player in a polo club. The Illinois di-

vision chairman of racing board threat-

ens to protest him. Philbrick denies

the charge, but evidence seems to pile

up. The fact that Philbrick denies it is

good enough authority that he is all

right, but some things have got to be
explained away. Philbrick is the secre-

tary of the finest roller rink in Chicago,

the Le Grand, and a noble polo player

and an adept on the rollers. His en-

thusiasm may have lead him into indis-

cretions.

The new uniform of the Chicago Club

is just making its appearance, and it is

really elegant. Plain black" cheviot, cut

and made by the most artistic tailor in

Chicago, the coat made the same as an

ordinary every-day sack with no furbe-

lows whatever, and is very serviceable

and appropriate for city riding. When
it comes to country touring the case will

be different. However, very little coun-

try touring is done here. The grand

boulevards, parks, and magnificent as-

phalt and wood-paved streets covering

the city's area of twelve miles long and
five miles wide, is quite good enough for

reasonable desires. When the country

is ventured into, let the tourist put on

the L. A. W. uniform of gray. *

Being neighbor to the Chicago end of

the Big Four Tour, can recite some
things about it. The secretary is get-

ting out printed blanks for making bul-
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letins, and also a blank for individual
reports. He is going to make the sta-

stistics very complete.

While in the engraver's establishment
saw an extensive letter-head under way
for the Big Four Association, giving the
exact route and time-table to be follow-

ed. Also a large map of the route.

You will hardly meet a wheelman in

Chicago but says with the greatest as-

surance that he is going to " take in the
tour." This being the case, the 100
limit will be filled right here. The pop-
ular Captain Pierce will evidently head
a big delegation.

Chicago wants the L. A. W. meet held
in Buffalo. We have never had the
privilege of showing up at a meet in full

force since the time we had the meet
here, and Buffalo about July 4th will just

suit. Talking with a railroad friend of
mine the other day, he said fares would
be half-rates for the round trip.

Chicago has finally brought out what
will certainly be the leading bicycle on
the market this summer, the " Spalding."
It is a light roadster, Warwick rims, fork
and head something like the Yale, but
better and more graceful. Hollow han-
dle-bar of graceful and original cow-
horn, seventeen-inch rear wheel between
a new design half-hollow rear fork. The
triumph of the machine is the bearings
and tangent spoke principle, the inven-
tion of our Conkling, and an entirely

original and novel scheme. The spokes
are direct, but screw into a graceful
shaped steel hub at a tangent with the
axle, thus combining the neatness of the
direct spoke with the rigidity of the tan-
gent. The bearing is identical with the
Rudge, except the case is split at the
back as well as front, thus making it

look something like the old Harvard
bearing. Single balls are used. The
bearing is fastened to the fork by a
hinge joint, solidly bolted and fitted.

Axle is hollow. The whole contour is

as handsome as a bicycle can be, and
its parts well nigh perfect. The Spald-
ing is made at the Hillman, Herbert &
Cooper factory in Coventry, exclusively
for A. G. Spalding & Bro., of Chicago,
(which firm has recently opened up a
branch in New York) the firm paying
for the extra plant necessary. Wheel-
men of the country will hear of this ideal
machine this summer, as its proprietors
are great pushers and thousands are be-,

ing manufactured. The new Victor bi-

cycle will find it hard scratching to cope
with it, and without doubt the Expert
will sink out of sight, at least out West.

Josh.
Chicago, January 31, 1885.

LEWEE'S LETTER,
An Atonement bv the Board of Of-

ficers a Necessity—The Boston's

Have a Good Dinner and Lots of

Fun — The Massachusetts Club

Elect Officers in a New House—
Success of the Cambridge Club in

Burnt Cork Disguise.

Now that the date of the annual Of-
ficers' meeting of the League has been
decided upon, the 'cycling press is teem-
ing with good, bad, and indifferent sug-
gestions and recommendations to the
Board. As Secretary Aaron says, this

has an encouraging significance, arguing
well for the interest taken in the League

by its members. There is one thing I

hope and believe the Board will not fail

- to do, and that is reinstate Mr. Fred.

Jenkins, and thus, in some measure,
atone for the wrong done that gentle-

man by the Board of last year. . The
mistake made by the Board in expelling

Mr. Jenkins, is too generally understood
at the present time to need much com-
ment. It is not necessary to consider
who was in the wrong or who was in the

right in the trouble between Mr. Jen-
kins and Messrs. Ducker and Fennessy,
for it was a matter in no way under the
jurisdiction of the League. It was
purely a personal matter between the
parties most interested, and should have
been settled privately, or, if they wanted
to, they could have had it decided in a
legal way, for it certainly had more rea-

son for being carried into the courts
than into the League. As has been
said many times before, if the League
undertakes to settle personal quarrels

among its members it will very soon have
more business of a police court nature
to transact than anything else. Mr.
Jenkins has the further claim for rein-

statement in consideration of the ser-

vices he rendered the League while cor-

responding secretary. He did an im-
mense amount of work during that year,

and a large portion of the present mem-
bers of the League were secured through
his personal efforts, for which he has re-

ceived no credit whatever. He certainly

deserves something for all this work,
and it is very little to ask that he be re-

instated to membership in the organiza-

tion for which he worked so hard. That
Mr. Jenkins may not be personally
popular with some of the members is no
reason at all why he should be refused
admittance, for the League is not in

any way a social organization. It is

not intended that it should be, and it is

absurd to attempt to regulate its mem-
bership according to any rules necessary
for the success of a social club. By
becoming a member of the League a
person in no way necessarily puts him-
self in a more intimate relation with any
of the other members than he was be-
fore joining the organization. Any re-

spectable wheelman, no matter what
may be his condition or occupation,
providing, of course, that he is not a
professional athlete, has as much right

to membership in the League as has the
highest personage in the land. That
Mr. Jenkins is eminently respectable is,

I think, satisfactorily proven by the
unanimous support which he has re-

ceived from those who know him best—the Citizens Club, of New York. All
I have thus far said in favor of the rein-

statement of Mr. Jenkins has been as a
matter of justice, but there is still an-
other reason whyhe should be reinstated
as a matter of policy on the part of the
League. The Citizens Club withdrew
from the League on account of the ex-
pulsion. While I was down South a
few months since I found the feeling
there to be strongly in Mr. Jenkins'
favor, and not a feAv riders loudly ex-
pressed their disgust at the action of the
Board of Officers,and spoke very strong-
ly about not renewing their member-
ship. This was not out of any personal
regard for Mr. Jenkins, but simply an
appreciation on their part of what is

right and what is wrong.

The Boston Bicycle Club celebrated
its eighth birthday last Saturday by a
dinner at Parker's. The dinner was a
good one. and from all accounts every-

body enjoyed themselves thoroughly.

To those who were fortunate enough t©

attend the first dinner of the club, held

seven years ago in the little back room
of a restaurant on Ha.wley street, the af-

fair last evening must indeed have
proved a great contrast. On that oc-

casion the principle toast was " Success

to the Boston Bicycle Club, the first bi-

cycle club in the biggest country, with

the longest roads and the stiffest hills in

the universe." How the wishes of that

little party of 'cycling pioneers have
been granted could not be better shown
than by a glance last evening into the

main dining hall of Parker's Hotel,

where some 125 members were enjoying

themselves at three bountifully spread
tables. The post-pandeal exercises

were entirely informal, and were pre-

sided over most acceptably by President

E. C. Hodges. There were no invited

guests present, so all the toasts were re-

sponded to by members of the club. As
has been invariably the case in former
years, Frank W. Weston was called upon
to respond to the toast, " The Boston
Bicycle Club," which he did as well as

ever. Captain L. R. Harrison, in re-

sponding to " Active Membership," told

in a happy vein what the 'cycle riding

members did for their amusement, while

E. J. Smith and Charles Pfaff did the
same for the non -wheeling members, in

response to the toast " Associate Mem-
bers." The other toasts responded to

were :
" The old club committee," by C.

P. Donohue; "The new club commit-
tee," by F. A. Nelson ; " The secre-

tary," by E. W. Hodgkins • " The treas-

urer," by W. B. Everett • " The press,"

by J. S. Dean ; " The Chop Club," by
R. J. Tombs. The last toast was "Club
life," which was responded to ad libi-

tum by those present.

The second annual minstrel entertain-

ment of the Cambridge Bicycle Club
was held last Thursday, and was even a
greater success than that of last year.

The Cambridge Club have earned a
lasting reputation by these two success-
es in the burnt cork line, and whatever
they give in the future is sure to be well
patronized. All seats for the entertain-
ment last Thursday were sold a week
previous, so the house was filled to its

utmost, and the enthusiasm among the
audience unbounded. There were
twenty-five in the circle, and almost
without exception they were accom-
plished performers. Probably the fa-

vorite of the evening was J. J. Todd,
but the honors were well shared by T.
E. Stutson. They were the two end
men, and the position of interlocutor
was acceptably filled by John Amee
The music was furnished by Merser or-
chestra, and following the overture a
well rendered opening chorus was sung
by the entire company. " Nellie Gray"
was a ballad well sung by C. F. Hunt-
ing, and secured him an encore.
Indeed, nearly all the pieces re-
ceived a lively encore. T. E.
Stutson sang a remarkably good
end song, "We're gwine to raise the
roof," and was followed by a bass solo,
" Rocked in the cradle of the deep," by
T. R. Parris. Several good songs were
rendered by the quartette, Messrs. C.
F. Hunting, W. A. Hunnewell, B. O.
Danforth, and T. R. Parris. Solos by
B. O. Danforth, J. J. Todd, W. A Hun-
newell, and a chorus by the company
concluded the first part. Part second
opened with several good selections by
the Jamaica Banjo Quartette, S. L.

Hills, C. H. Whillesey, Robert Seaver,
and W. G. Hills. One of the best feat-

ures of the evening was a lecture on
" Zoology" by "P. T. B." Stutson, and
his celebrated "kollection of karnive-
rous kuadrupeds." A solo "Not much,"
was particularly well sung by J. J. Todd,
and he was followed by John Colman in
song and dance. A farce, entitled

"The trials of a traveler," concluded
the entertainment.

The Newton Bicycle Club held their

second annnal dramatic entertainment
last Wednesday evening, and although
it proved a very pleasant affair, it can-
not be considered much of an artistic

success as compared with the minstrels
of the Cambridge Club. . Two one-act
farces were selected for the evening's
entertainment, " Cool as a Cucumber,"
and " Wide Enough for Two." In the
first piece the characters were taken as
follows : Old Barkins, by G. H. Hast-
ings; Frederick Barkins, by Lewis E.
Morgan • Plumper, Hanly L. Wilson

;

Miss Jessie Hornton, by Charles E.
French; Wiggins, Eben H. Ellison
The best work was done by Mr. Wilson,
most of the others appearing to have
some trouble with their lines. The
cast of characters in " Wide Enough
for Two were : Mr. Wichemark, a male
crank, by James E. Elms, Jr. j Hiram
Brush, a level-headed partner, by Free-
Ion Morris; Ferdinand Cowley, by C.
L. Bartlett ; Fritz Keller, by H. M. Sa-
bin; Pump, by F. H. Butts; Miss
Prune, by C. E. French ; Satira Brush,
by J. H. Aubin. Sabin was decidedly
the star of this cast, and she was fairly

well supported by the others. The
house was well filled, and the applause
was generous. A large proportion of
the applause came from the delegation
from Boston, the members of which
every few minutes raised several large
umbrellas for some mysterious purpose.
Both of the above entertainments were
successes financially, and the club trea-
suries have no doubt each secured a
snug addition thereby.

The new house of the Massachusetts
Club was opened for the first time last

Tuesday evening, at which time the
annual meeting was held, and the offi-

cers for the ensuing year elected. There
was about seventy-five members present,
and all were enthusiastic in their praises
of the new house, and confident of con-
tinued success. The meeting was held
in the gymnasium, which is in a more
advanced stage of completion than any
other portion of the building, The
house will probably not be fully com-
pleted until March 1, but from what has
been done it can clearly be seen that
the house will far exceed in elegance
and convenience any building ever oc-
cupied by a 'cycling club. The election
of officers was quite unanimous, and re-
sulted in the choice of the following

:

President, Henry W. Williams, 258
Washington street; vice-president, W.
S. Slocum, 257 Washington street ; sec-
retary, Geo. Pope, 597 Washington
street; treasurer, E. R. Benson, 597
Washington street

;
captain, C. P. Shil-

laber, Hotel Berwick ; first lieutenant,
Alondo D. Peck, 9 Otis street; second
lieutenant, Fred. W. Hill, 143 Federal
street; buglers, E. R. Benson, H. H.
Frost; club committee, Henry W. Wil-
liams, Geo. Pope, C. P. Shillaber, Ed.
W. Pope, A. D. Claflin, Stuart C. Mil-
ler, J. E. Savill ; house committee, Ed.
W. Pope, chairman ; W. C. Lewis, A.
E, Pattison, Twenty-three gentlemen,
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whose ages varied from eighteen to six-

ty-eight years were elected to member-
ship. A vote was passed fixing the
prices for rental of the lockers, and
a number of the lockers most desirably
located were auctioned off and brought
high premiums

; $25 being paid by Col.

A. A. Pope, and $21 by A. D. Claflin,

for the choice for five years.

X, M, M." AT KHARTOUM.
K ron's Canadians in Egypt—An Ex-

planation for "Pedibus" —The

Frying-pan and the Fire— He
Still Wants 567.

Editor of the Wheel: Though you
may not profess to compete with the
" great morning journals " as a purveyor
of general news, you certainly "get
ahead " of them last Friday in a remark-
able manner, for while they simply an-

nounced the fact that the Arabs had
captured Khartoum, The Wheel gave
an inkling of the causes of that capture

by printing the message of my advance
advertising agent in the relief expedition

up the Nile. I suppose it is useless for

me any longer to keep back the truth

that the Canadian contingent were en-

listed at my instigation, in hopes that by
the happy stroke of covering Khartoum
with prospectus of "X. M. Miles" on
the very day when they drove off the

Madhi from the siege of it, they would
cause the two things to be identified in

the minds of grateful Britons, who -would

forthwith shower their one-dollar I. O.

U.'s in upon the University Building,

and bring my canvass to a close with a
hurrah boys ! General Gordon was
really sacrificed by a typographical error
-—an accursed "printer's blunder,"

which delayed my " Bermuda pamph-
let " for more than a month, and so pre-

vented my relief party from getting in

on time. Had I known - that his case

was so urgent, I wouldn't have held my
my men back solely on this account,

though I naturally wished to have them
do the thing up in style by a liberal use

of my latest and most effective docu-

ments. I knew, furthermore, that they

were putting in good work for me by
pasting up my "234" placards on the

Pyramids ; and hence the temptation to

trust Wolseley to keep the False Prophet
in check until my thousand pamphlets

were ready for distribution overcame all

my scruples. Thus my o'erweeing am-
bition as an advertiser defeated itself.

Thus Gordon fell ; and with him perish-

ed the last hope of reaching my publi-

cation day in April. I must now buckle

down to the task of trying to corral the

British wheelmen individually, instead

of capturing them in mass by a single

brilliant stroke. The next mail steamer

will carry toward them 200 packages of

circulars, therefore, as my first broad-

side.

As I recall the fact that when I was
young "people used to get tired of hear-

ing Aristides called ' the Just,' " I have

no doubt that your last week's corres-

pondent, "Pedibus," won the approval

of a good many of your readers by tak-

ing me to task for the long-windedness

of some of my di quisitions on the sub-

ject of "the great American road-book."

I always take pleasure in seeing a man
"free his mind," with sincerity and truth,

and there was enough of both in this

correspondent's indignant outburst to

make me laugh heartily. The use of

the superlative degree is always rather

dangerous, however, and when he says
that "all" of your readers are tired of
hearing me tell about the progress of
"X. M. Miles," and that "none" of
them care to read what I print about it,

he rather over states the case. Hardly
a week passes, in fact, without bringing
a letter from, some subscriber or corres-

pondent expressing approval of my proc-
lamations in The Wheel. " Pedibus "

certainly compliments that paper very
highly, when he assumes by the implica-

tion contained in his argument that the
editor's ordinary standard of excellence
is so exacting as to expose him to criti-

cism when he admits a single article

which is not of universal interest. Most
readers, however, do not hold a journal
to quite so high an ideal as that. They
realize that it makes an appeal to "many
men of many minds." They do not
expect to read everything in it, and are

satisfied to exercise the privilege of skip-

ping the parts which do not interest

them.

Let me remind "Pedibus," further-

more, that a 'cycling journal's standard
of what is suitable for copy has to be re-

laxed somewhat in the winter season,

unless it wishes to have very hard sled-

ding. It cannot slide along smoothly
then Avithout the aid of much "pad-
ding," which would not be thought
worth resorting to in the season of act-

ive racing and touring. At that season

I should not think of asking the editor

to make room for such sort of stuff as I

am now turning off for possible use in

this week's paper ; for I am not a vic-

tim to the delusion that all these letters

of mine are of intense and universal in-

terest. My theory simply is that, in the

absence of them, " Pedibus " might find

himself getting just as tired of the mate-
rial which would be substituted

;
as, for

example, the abstruse mechanical dis-

cussion of " crypto-dynamic gearing,"

"time keeping and time pieces," "trade

and manufacture," and similar exhila-

rating themes which the Boston editors

prefer for " filling" during the dull sea-

son.

Accidents will happen, too, even in

the best regulated newspaper offices,and

it is only fair to explain that the ab-

surdly long article in November, which
my critic so justly cried out against, was
the result of an accident which tempo-
rarily disabled the editor of The Wheel.
He wrote to me then for all the copy
which I could spare time to grind out,

in the shape of "a free advertisement,"

and I prepared the piece, at considera-

ble personal sacrifice, in order to " help

fill up." Between the time of writing

and the time of printing, too, there was

a change made in The Wheel's type,

from small to large, so that, though I

knew the piece would cover an undue
amount of space even in small type, I

was fairly paralyzed when I saw the

amount of space which it did in faet

cover. Let "Pedibus" forgive this

atrocity, then, in remembrance of the

editor's broken leg, and let him believe

that, under normal conditions, so long

a screed would not have been written

by me nor printed by him.

In still further justification, let me
say that most of my letters, though de-

signed to proclaim the progress of the

book, contain enough information

about other matters to "take off the

curse." I insist, for instance, that my
last week's summary of reports from

four correspondents,on a variety of sub-

jects, was as interesting as any two col-

umns which the paper contained ;
and

my personal statement at the end could
easily be skipped by a person whose
mind revolts from the perusal of such
statistics. Perhaps " Pedibus " is right

in thinking that the number of such per-

sons is so large, relatively, among those

who read The Wheel as ' to make my
letter an injury rather than a help in the

attraction of subscriptions
;

though I

believe he is wrong. But, as to his no-
tion about their injuring the subsequent
sales of the book, I am confident that

such sales will depend not at all on
what is said concerning it in advance by
myself or any one else, but entirely on
the character of the book itself. Of that,

it is well to remember that I have said

nothing and shall say nothing. But in

showing my advance supporters, with
such tiresome iterations, that my possi-

ble profit in the enterprise must come
not from their 3,000 pledges of a dollar,

but from my ability to sell the final

2,000 copies of the edition at $1.50, I

give the strongest possible proof of my
intention to produce a volume whose
merits shall compel general support. If

I fail in that intention, I shall have
thrown away two solid years of my life,

so far ' as earning a livelihood is con-

cerned.

The second week of the second year

of my chase for 3,000 names, brought
forty new ones to my list ; and the ar-

rival of nine by this morning's mail
swells the present total to 2,433. Mr-
Frank A. Deans, President of the Wells-

boro Wheelmen, who was one of my
earlier supporters, sends in a dozen new
pledges, including that of the chief local

hotel, and Mr. F. E. Davenport sends

eight from the Auburn, Ind., Bicycle

Club, which was previously not repre-

sented at all. The most welcome addi-

tion, however, was the nine from the

New York Bicycle Club, raising it from
twelfth to fifth place on my list; and it

was the result of a little work which one
of the members put in for me at last

Monday night's annual meeting, under
the inspiration produced by a perusal of

my Wheel letter, "which no reader

cares to read." Karl Kron.
The University Building, Washing-

ton Square, N. Y., Feb. 9, 1885.

THE BUFFALO HOME
TRAINER,

Affords the best

possible means
of exercising- the
lungs and heart.

By its use riders

may keep in good
practice and con-

dition during the

winter or bad
weather. A very
valuable feature

in this connection
is the practice it

gives in quick
pedalling. B y
means of a scale

attached to the
brake, the
amount of resist-

ance may be de-

termined. This

jiliis the only home
trainer possessing

this advantage.

It is adjustable to any length of leg,

s feature that makes it particularly de

sirable for gymnasiums, bicycle club

rooms and dealers. By means of a scale

on the side of the adjusting rod, dealers

can at once demonstrate to intending

purchasers the exact size bicycle suita-

ble. The trainer is fitted with the

American adjustable saddle, parallel

pedals adjustable to different lengths of

throw, and a positive cyclometer that

rings a bell every quarter-mile. Retails

at $40, and is manvfactured exclusively

by Bull & Haynes, Main street, Buffalo,

N. Y.

ADVICE TO PHYSICIANS.
The jagged ends of a desultory con-

troversy regarding the healthfulness of

wheeling exercise still bobs serenely up
in the columns of the 'cycling press oc-

casionally. While physicians appear to

be almost unanimous in approving of

wheeling as a healthful exercise on gen-

eral principles, one occasionally knits

his brow professionally, fixes a pensive,

far-away, esculapian stare on some the-

oretical idea, and proclaims to the

world that the universal spread of bicy-

cle riding will gradually transfer the

brains of the coming generation from
their heads to their heels, and even-

tually work the cupola of their spinal

columns up through the crowns of their

heads. These exceptional theorists,

however, know not that their chimerical

effusions are veritable boomerangs, that

harm nobody by their going out, whilst

they come back howling meteors of in-

jurious possibilities that hit the physi-

cians' future prospects a resounding
whack for the astounding short sighted-

ness in saying anything whatever derog-

atory to 'cycling. No other human
being besides the undersigned has a
head long enough or an intellect suffi-

ciently profound to penetrate the

gloomy depths of obscurity in which the

point of the above argument is bidden,

however ; therefore physicians, wheel-

men, and others whose powers of men-
tal penetration are more or less circum-

scribed, can scarce be expected to avail

themselves of a fact located beyond the

boundary line of their comprehensions.

Thirteen people out of a dozen upon
reading over the above three times

thoughtfully, would relight their cigars

and conclude that the physicians who
discourage 'cycling are, on the contrary,

very thoughtful of their own pecuniary

interest, since the fewer Avheelists the

more patients, and a bank account cor-

respondingly satisfactory. It is, of

course, contrary to human nature for a
physician to advise his patients tcr'a

course that would leave him biting his

nails in hollow-eyed expectancy, instead

of employing two type-writers to assist

in preparing $5 prescriptions ; conse-

quently it appears at first thought that

the physicians arraying themselves along

the chalk line of the opposition are some
degrees wiser in their generation than

their brethren. Leaving them to adjust

their differences among themselves.how-

ever, it is my intention here in a brief

peroration to point out a simple child-

like scheme by which all the pill and
prescription operato s in America can

gather unto themselves the surplus

wealth of the country in a few months,

and buy each for himself a steam yacht.

Ahem ! ahem ! ! In China the physi-

cians instead of receiving fees from their

patients for prescribing for them during

sickness, are entitled to payment only

when they keep them in perfect health.

Ahem ! ahem ! ! If the physicians of

this country would first prescribe 3.
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steady course of wheeling for their pa-
tients, and then condescend to borrow
a lesson from the "heathen Chinee,"
and thus draw a small but perpetual
revenue from each person reclining be-

neath the shadow of their professional

care, plainly their road to millionaire-

dom would be short and easy.

In this connection it is as well, per-

haps, to point out the moral certainty

of a brilliant and overshadowing future

for 'cycling in the Flowery Kingdom
;

and in five years after the Mongolian
doctors read and ruminate over this ar-

ticle there is no question but that China
will be a howling wilderness of whirling

wheels, Pekin pedallers, and Formosa
flyers. Thos. Stevens.

A RACE FOR A DEANERY,
" Take it all in all, there is no finer

exercise than wheeling, and unlike some
doctors I can speak from practical ex-

perience, for I have followed my own
prescription for more than ten years."

Such was the dictum of my old friend

and college chum, Walter Marsh, M.D.,
to whom 1 had pleaded guilty to sundry
misgivings that I was getting into a bad
way through insufficient exercise, and
yet could not make my mind as to what
kind of exercise would be best for me.

" Yes, my boy, wheeling is the exer-

cise for you; buy a tri., and use it, and
your doctor's bill will be considerably

shorter than you have been accustomed
to see it, and if this isn't disinterested

advice, I don't know what is." Here
the doctor paused to light a cigar, and
I followed his good example. The
silence, however, was of short duration,

for Marsh had mounted his hobby, and
was off again.

" By the way, did you see the anounce-
ment of uncle's appointment to the
Deanery of Aylcester last week ?"

" Yes, and I was uncommonly glad
to see it ; worth about £2,000 a year, I

fancy."
" Well, what would you say if I told

you the old boy won his preferment by
a bi. ride, eh ?"

" Oh! I should say you were having
a joke at my expense. Dr. Osborn on
a bi., indeed, and racing for a deanery

!

No, no ! I cant swallow that, old fellow."

"Don't you put a wrong construction

on a man's words. I didn't say he rode
the machine ; in point of fact, I did the
riding and he gained the prize. Would
you like to hear the story?"

"Very much, indeed," was my re-

sponse.

"Well, fill your glass; this is 'Glencoe,'

and the prime old Irish : mix for your-
self."

Preliminaries having been arranged
to our mutual satisfaction, the doctor
commenced.

" Two years ago I had a very press-

ing invitation from my uucle Osborn to

stay a month at his place in Devonshire;
you know he was vicar of Elmwood—

a

scattered rural parish, five miles from
the nearest railway station. I didn't

feel over well at the time, and really re-

quired a holiday, so away I went, for-

warding my luggage by rail, and follow-

ing on my bi. I'm not going to describe
my ride, more than by saying I enjoyed
it uncommonly well, and met with very
civil treatment en route.

"My welcome, both from my uncle
and aunt, was all that could be desired,

and within a week I had found out all

the picturesque spots within a radius of
20 miles. I was rather struck, though,

with my uncle's preoccupation whenever
we were together, and his scarcely dis-

guised eagerness to seek refuge in his

study, and I half suspected he was pre-

paring to embark on the troubled seas

of authorship. My aunt, however,quick-
ly undeceived me, on my broaching my
suspicion to her.'

"'Is it possible, my dear Walter, that

you have not heard that your uncle is

to preach before the Ethical Congress
at Ambluston, on the 21st? I thought
he had told you, if, indeed, you required
telling. I am sure it has been announc-
ed in all the papers I have seen.'

"
' Oh ! that is the secret of Uncle

Frank's learned meditation. Well I must
confess I had not heard of it, and I sup-

pose the London newspapers omitted to

publish the interesting fact, or I must have
overlooked it. So the dear old gentle-

man is going to edify the learned pundits.

I suppose, by the way, you will be in

attendance?'
" ' Of course, I shall be there,and you

also, I trust,' was my aunt's reply.

"Well, at length, the eventful day
arrived, and the sermon (enfolded in a
new case specially worked for the pur-

pose by my aunt) had received the last

finishing touch. A fly from the nearest
inn was at the door, and shortly after

8 o'clock we were off. The nearest sta-

tion, as I mentioned, was five miles

away, and the train that was to convey
us to Ambluston started at nine, cover-

ing the distance to our destination in

the wonderful time of forty-three min-
utes, the said distance being not less

than fourteen miles. In due course' we
arrived at the station, being about
twenty minutes Defore the train. Those
minutes seemed about the longest I

ever knew, the vicar figetted, Aunt
Helen fidgetted, and both feared the
train would be late.

" At last the wretched apology for a
train rumbled in sight, and we took our
seats, and presently were off.

"'If you will excuse me,' began my
uncle, ' I think I will just glance at my
sermon,' and in another moment the
MSS. was in his hand. A hasty excla-

mation burst from his lips, and the ser-

mon fell to the floor of the carriage. In
a moment my aunt and I had seized his

hands, and were about to loosen his

cravat, fearing he had fainted, but he
waved us off, and gasped out, ' The ser-

mon, the wrong sermon !

'

"Before I could utter a word, my
aunt had the sermon in her hand, and
had grasped the whole situation. The
grand discourse, in its new case, had
been placed on the library table, near
his old familiar one, containing his last

Sunday's exhortation, and by force of
habit he had taken up the one to which
he was accustomed !

" Here was a pretty muddle ! The
savants would meet expecting an intel-

lectual treat, and would be sent away
empty, unless by some means the ser-

mon could be placed in the preacher's
hands by half-past eleven. I made a
hurried calculation; the train would stop
at a station about three miles away,
thence to Elmswold would be seven
miles. Elmswold to Ambluston, by the
nearest road, sixteen miles, total, twen-
ty-three miles, time about two hours
and a quarter. Could it be done ? I

would try.

" ' Uncle,' I said cheerily, ' don't be
too sure that you will disappoint the
pundits. Tell me exactly where the
sermon is (and the text to prevent mis-
take), and I think I can undertake to

put it into your hands by half-past

eleven, if that will be early enough.'
" ' No ! no ! You can't do impossibi-

lities ; there are no more trains till the

evening.'
'" No trains, but you forget my bi. at

Elmswold. See, uncle, the train is go-

ing to stop, tell me quickly where I shall

find the sermon.'
" Oh ! my boy, if you could do it

—

but no—

"

" Again my aunt's good sense came
to the rescue.

" ' There is a chance, Frank, let us

try it. Give Walter your keys, and tell

him where you left the sermon.'
" ' On the library table, and the text

is "Parallelisms of Thought in the

Writings of Ancient Greece and the Sa-

cred Scriptures."

'

" Seizing the keys, I leaped from the

train before it had come to a standstill,

and hurried out of the station. My ob-

ject was to borrow a horse at the near-

est hostelry, ride as speedily as the ani-

mal would go,to the vicarage,and thence
by bi. to Ambluston.

" As good luck would have it, I man-
aged to get a tolerable horse at the

Langley Arms, and within a few min-
utes was galloping towards Elmswold.
Fortunately I was tolerably well ac-

quainted with the road, and knowing
the importance of my errand I had no
hesitation in urging my steed to the ut-

most of his powers.
" The clock in the old church tower

struck ten as I rode up to the vicarage

door. I fancy I can see now the aston-

ishment depicted on the homely counte-
nance of old dame Perkins, my uncle's

servant, as I burst upon her view, my
horse covered with foam, and showing
by his heaving flanks how severe his

task had been.
" ' Don't say a word, Perkins,' I cried,

' but send this moment for Teddy Giles,

and let him rub down the horse, and
then trot him back to the Langley
Arms, at Langley Abbas.'

" In two minutes more I had the pre-

cious sermon in my pocket, and was
busily engaged in scanning my trusty bi.

Yes, it seemed thoroughly sound; little

oil might not be amiss, and then for the

race—sixteen miles in eighty minutes.

"At first the roads seemed very fair,

and I made good progress, causing,

however, no little scandal to the stolid

countryfolk wending their way to church
or chapel.

" After the first three miles my diffi-

culties began; an ugly cross road, deep
in ruts, and heavy with stones and mud,
intervened between me and the high
road to Ambluston.

" To ride my machine would be, I

plainly saw, out of the question. There
was no alternative but to walk and push
my machine. The wretched lane seemed
interminable, but, like most things, it

came to an end.
" With a sigh of relief, I gained the

high road, and within five minutes had
the satisfaction of passing a milestone,
indicating eleven miles to Amblustone.

:
' On I sped, as if a kingdom's safety

depended upon my success, and now
the old daiing feeling of recklessness

and exhilarating sensation that I had so
often experienced when riding to hounds,
possessed me.

"The next five miles was covered in

little more than twenty minutes, and I

calculated that the anthem was just be-
gun. If I could but keep up the pace
I should have a few minutes to spare.

A steep hill now presented itself, and I

elected to dismount and walk my ma-
chine up the incline rather than expend
my muscular energy in riding. From
the brow of the hill I had a fine view of
my road for nearly a mile. In a mo-
ment I was in the saddle, and dashing
along at racing speed. Three miles to

Ambluston, and, barring accidents,

plenty of time to accomplish my task.

I could reckon on seventeen minutes,
at least.

" Presently the stately spire of the old

church appeared in sight, and I imag-
ined the Litany would now be well in

hand.
" In turning a corner I almost ran

into a gypsy encampment, and earned,
or at least gained, a sandwich of oaths
and curses, accompanied by a few
stones, which fortunately did no damage,
as I was out of range by the time the
missiles were sent after me.

" As I rode up to the church door, I

saw a decent looking countryman stroll-

ing about the church yard, who readily

took charge of my machine, while just
within the sacred building my aunt was
seated, with one eye on my uncle and
the other on the door.

" The Gospel was just concluded,
and I took advantage of the people
rising to place the important sermon in
my aunt's hands. Such beaming grati-

tude as she looked I never witnessed
before or since. A discreet verger was
close by, and by his agency the MSS.
was speedily in my uncle's possession.

1
1;" I was rather disappointed at first

with the discourse, but when I saw the

close and intelligent attention the sa-

vants bestowed upon it I began to think

that possibly I was not so competent to

appreciate a learned sermon, as to con-
vey it over a distance of sixteen miles
(walking and riding), in an hour and
twelve minutes."

"Well, the sermon was fully reported
in the ' Guardian,' and led to a learned
correspondence between my uncle and
the Premier. A great deal of ink was
used, and much Greek quoted, and the
deanery followed.

"Take another glass, and don't forget

my advice, buy a machine and use it."

—[Wheeling Annual.

TENNESSEE ROADS,
[Reported to Karl Kron by J. D.

Talbot, Secretary of the Rock
City Bicycle Club.]

From Nashville to Eldorado Springs.

On July 4, 1884, the Nashville Bicy-
cle Club and the Rock City Bicycle
Club met at Waggoner's Hotel for a run
to Eldorado Springs, a beautiful water-
ing-place about thirty miles from Nash-
ville. The weather was tolerably warm,
but owing to it being cloudy and a slight

wind stirring, it was all a wheelman
could wish for a happy day's sport.

The merry party consisted of about
twenty-three young men, and at the
command of Capt. Burdett and the
blast of Mr. Henry French's bugle, they
mounted, single file, and were soon
wheeling across the suspension bridge
over the Cumberland river, and " out
through the suburbs to the Dickinson
pike.

After proceeding for about six miles
the company was called to order in front
of the beautiful country home of Mr.
Tom Hart, where stood waiting two im-
mense stands of iced buttermilk under
the shade of a tree, and likewise two of
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Mr. Hart's servants with tumblers and
pitchers to issue out the thirsty beverage

to the thirsty 'cyclists, which had been
previously arranged by Capt. Burdett,

who never forgets anything for a wheel-

man's convenience and pleasure. While

thus engaged the party was joined by
two more wheels from the city whose
riders had probably slept a little late,

and who had made some awful spurts

to overtake the party.

Once more in the saddle, the road

being perfectly smooth now, we were

soon spinning through the beautiful lit-

tle village of Goodlettsville, with a little

church and school-house, and groups of

people by the roadside to see so many
" of them knee-breeches fellers on them
flying machines."

After passing Goodlettsville the road

is as level and smooth as a cinder track,

aud the few hills to be encountered are

hardly coastable. This good road con-

tinues for ten or twelve miles, where the

road is a little rough for a few miles.

At this point one of our men took a fear-

ful header from running into some soft

sand on the edge of the road. He and

his companion dropped out of line, and
instructions were given his companion

to have him conveyed back a few miles

to a railroad station, and the party pro-

ceeded.

When we reached the foot of the

ridge (Paradise Ridge is the name, I

think), there was waiting a large hay
wagon to convey the wheels up the steep

mountain, and likewise the hotel band,

rendering sweet strains of music, to the

approaching wheelmen, both of which

had been sent out by the managers of

watering-places to make the wheelmen
feel they were welcome to the beautiful

and picturesque Eldorado. The ma-
chines were carefully handed into the

large hay frame of the farm wagon (its

capacity for space being nearly that of

a freight car), the ascent of the moun-
tain was made on foot, the distance

being nearly four miles to the summit,

over a steep zigzag but shady route.

About half way up the mountain is a

point called " Devil's Elbow," which is

formed by the road going in an easterly

course, and then turning a sharp curve,

taking nearly a direct westerly course,

and when you have traveled about a

mile on the second angle you are within

a stone's throw of the first angle of the
" elbow," with a yawning chasm several

hundred feet deep between. After get-

ting to the top of the ridge we were in-

formed that it was only about two miles

to our destination, over a beautiful road

through the shady woodland, and over

rustic bridges across the brooks from

the clear springs, for which this section

is noted.

After a short rest from our tramp up

the mountain the driver handed down
each his wheel, and the line was soon

formed and the glorious resting-place

was reached a few minutes later. No
doubt our coming had been thoroughly

announced, for the windows of the ho-

tel, the verandas, the pavilions, the

drives, and even' the hillsides were

thronged with people to see the wheel-

men arrive. After giving a short bicycle

drill and display a dismount was made
and the wheels stacked. The forenoon

was spent in visiting the various springs

of medicinal water, browsing on the hill-

sides, and singing merry wheel songs,

until the welcome gong announced din-

ner. But about about this time we
could see two wheelmen coming in the

distance, It was our unfortunate friend

who had received the severe header in

the morning, and his companion. He
had sufficiently recovered from his" fall

to be able to ride, but gracious knows
how he got his machine up the steep

ridge.

In the afternoon Mr. J. L. Ross gave
an exhibition of his trick riding on the

Star in the spacious ball-room. A grand
ball was given the 'cyclists at night, and
many were the compliments passed by
the fair ladies of Eldorado that " those

knickerbockers worn by the wheelmen
were just the thing tor such occasions

as balls," etc. At daybreak next morn-
ing the boys were startled from their

slumbers by the bugle call, and after a
quick breakfast were once more in line

wheeling over the smooth drives toward
the fearful steep ridge. Strange to say

that not many dismounts were made to

make the descent, some standing on
the step, some sitting on the saddle with

feet on pedals, while others were actu-

ally coasting. Everybody seemed to be
flying toward the centre of gravitation.

Once at the foot of the mountain we
were soon on the broad smooth turn-

pike, and before the sun had risen very

high on his daily journey we were all at

our homes in Nashville,with the pleasure

of the two days' wheeling deeply im-

pressed upon our memories. De T.

FROM THE CLUBS.

New. York.—-The annual meeting of

the New York Bi. Club was held on the

evening of February 2d. The attend-

ance was large and the excellent present

condition and future prospects of the or-

ganization were sufficient reasons for the

enthusiasm that prevailed. The re-

newal of the lease for the club quarters

now occupied was referred to the Execu-
tive Committee with power to act. A
committee of three was appointed to

consider the matter of a change of uni-

form and to report at next meeting.

The following were elected as officers

for the year : Captain, Howard Conk-
ling; first lieutenant, J. B. Roy; sec-

ond lieutenant, J. O. Jimenis
;
secretary,

Edwin W. Adams; treasurer, R. R.

Haydock ; house committee, F. W.
Kitching, E. J. Shriver.

As the sentiment of the meeting was
against an appointment of bugler, no
name was presented for this position.

Edwin W. Adams, Secretary.

The Barney & Berry Roller Skates.

UNEXCELLED IN DESIGN,
UNSURPASSED IN CONSTRUCTION,
UNEQUALLED IN MERIT,
UNRIVALLED IN EASE OP OPERATION.

Amon? the leading advantages of Nos. "M,,V "J,"
"O," and "P" of the Barney & Berry Roller Skates

may be mentioned.
1st. The oil well, an opening in journal extending

to axle, which supplies the axle, wheels and journal

bearing with oil.

2d. The use of steel springs in place of rubber, as

the latter, both from use and effects of oil, varies in

its elasticity, and when one worn-out rubber is re-

moved to secure perfect action it necessitates the re-

newal of all rubbers on both skates, while springs do
not require this and retain the same amount of elas-

ticity.

3rd. Owing to simplicity of construction these skates

are the lightest, the lowest, and run the easiest of any
roller skate in the market.

4th. The Rarney and Berry roller skate is noiseless

as compared with other skates.

5th. The centre of action coming on the axis and
angle of trucks being slight, skating on the Bar-

ney and Berry Roller Skate is similar to ice skatiug

and position or inclination of body the same, without
the bending of ankle as attended with skates whose
trucks have considerable angle and whose centre of

action is on one M<|et of the axis.

1 0.000
COPIES OF

WILL BE ISSUED

APRIL a 1885,
Containing the Official Programme and

a full illustrated description of the

4 4
BICYCLE TOUR.
AND OTHER INTERESTING ARTICLES

EROM PROMINENT WHEELMEN.

A LIMITED NUMBER OF ADVERTISEMENTS

RECEIVED AT LOW RATES,

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,

BOX 444, - NEW YORK

AMUSEMENTS.

MADISON SQUARE THEATRE. At 8.30
Evenings at 8.30. Saturday "Matinee at 2.

DO YOU KNOW ?

THE PRIVATE SECRETARY.
THE EUNN1EST OF COMEDIES.

ATIBLCTS GARDEN, Reserved seats 50 cts.

1M LAST WEEK OF MAY BLOSSOM.
MATINEES WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY at 2.

The original Madison Square Theatre cast.

Next week—Thatcher, Primrose and West.
WILLIAM MULDOON, the champion Grreco-

Roman athlete, in Classic Tableaux at Niblo's next
week, with Thatcher, Primrose & West's Minstrels.

STAR THEATRE, Broadway and 13th street.

MONDAY, FEB. 9. Sixth and last week.
MR. LAWRENCE BARRETT.

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday nights,
A DOUBLE BILL. TWO NEW PLAYS.

A BLOT IN THE 'SCUTCHEON
and THE KING'S PLEASURE.
Thursday night and Saturday matinee, Yorick's Love.
Friday Night, only performance of Richelieu.

Monday, Feb. 16, THE FLORENCES in " Our Gov-
ernor."

FOR SALE AND EXCHANGE.

T?OR SALE.—A 42-inch Special Facile, pattern of
JP 1884, good as new, with stand and bell, for $105.
Address FACILE, P. O. Box 2826, New York.

For Sale at a Sacrifice,

A new full-nickled 52-in. SPECIAL

SANSPAREIL ROADSTER. Never

been used. Ball pedals, hollow detach-

able handle-bar, Eclipse Saddle, 1885

pattern. Will sell on easy terms to reli-

able parties. Address

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.

2T Park Row, Box 444, New York.

E RUDGE
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES,

SEND

FOR

CATALOGUE

RELIABLE

AGENTS

WANTED.

TH E 6 T A R V T A N DT¥7
A FEW SHOP-WORN & SECOND-HAND MACHINES AT LOW PRICES.

A Full Line of Kangaroos Just Received.

New York Headauarters : &. B. BIDWELL & Go,, 4 East 60th St, I Y.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,
152, 154, 156 AND 158 CONGRESS STREET,

BOSTON, MASS.

EORGE D.GIDEON,
VJ PHILADELPHIA 'CYCLING BUREAU,
Ho. 1539 EA0E ST., - - - - PHILADELPHIA. PA,

Sole MaflelpMa Agent for tie RUDGE.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE
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MESSRS. S. T. GLARK & CO.,
IMPORTERS,

2 AND 4 HANOVER STREET, BALTIMORE, MD.,

Beg to announce that they have recently been appointed Sole United States
Agents for THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO. (limited), Coventry
England, the Largest and Oldest Bicycle Makers in the World, Manufacturers
of the Celebrated

r T) « BICYCLES
—
s. andU TRICYCLES,

and, knowing the demand for these favorite machines, they have now in stock

and in transit a larger number of the famous

AMERICAN CLUB BICYCLES,
which, retaining all the features and improvements which have made them so

valued in the past, and further improved by the addition of

HANCOCK'S NON-SLIPPING TIRES,

DROPPED HANDLE BARS (AT OPTION), and HARRINGTON'S
ENAMEL IN LIEU OF PAINT.

These Bicycles are universally admitted to be the most elegant machines now
on the American market, and gentlemen contemplating purchasing new mounts
are recommended to consider the sterling merits of the AMERICAN CLUB.

Send Stamp Fqr Catalogue.

RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY CITY

AMERICAN ADJUSTABLE LONG-DISTANCE SADDLE,
Spring Frame, Perfact Ad-
justment, Light, Strong,

Elastic, Easy.

Completely absorbs all

Vibration.

PRICE, $4.00.

Liberal Discount to Dealers.

Send for Circular

.

THE AMERICAN
As adapted to the STAE.

Mention this paper.

" It is the easiest saddle I ever rode." BITRLEY B. AYERS, Chairman Trans. Comm., L. A. W.
" The best saddle I have ever seen, and I have tested nearly every saddle known to the trade."

C. W. EDGERTON. Fort Wayne, Ind.
" I don't think there is a better" saddle for the Star." J. P. MAYNARD, Chicago, 111.

" Tried your saddle on my Star, and found it the easiest and most comfortable saddle I have ever tried.

The steel spring and suspension seat appear to take away all the jar of riding."
J. W. PARKER, Buffalo, N,Y.

BULL & HAYNES,
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, PARTS AND SUNDRIES
Repairing a Specialty. Our facilities for doing all kinds of work, such as Brazing, Painting, Nickle

Platin" &c &c at reasonable prices, are unexcelled. Correspondence Solicited. Wheels sold on the

installment plan. HERSEE HALL RIDING SCHOOL. Open evenings. Purchasers taught free. Corner
Main and Chippewa Streets, Buffalo, N. Y.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion urilhout dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles ; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-

my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."

The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every
machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

II. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithviile, Burfington Co., N. J.

1 r - -•

H
j j M. j

H

SUBSCRIBE TO

A YEAR. A YEAR.

THE WHEEL AND OUTING $3,00 A YEAR,

BOX 444.

A WHEELIM'S AUTOGRAPH ALBUM!

MY CYCLING FRIENDS.
DESIGNED AND COMPILED

FOR COLLECTION OF AUTOGRAPHS.
It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and

black markings.
It lias one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three hnndred selections from the poets in regard

to the wheel.
Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs of

cycling friends.
Three hundred Engravings illustrating each quota-

tion.

PRICE ONE DOLLAR, POSTPAID.

WILL C. MARVIN, OS, IcHip,

Sole Agent for the United States and Canada.

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING COMPANY,------ 21 PARK ROW, NEW YORK

CLOSING OUT SALE
—OF—

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES
OF ALL MAKES.

BARGAINS
! BARGAINS

!

AMERICAN CLUBS,
AMERICAN SANSPARIELS,

KANGAROOS, ROYAL MAILS.
R. V. R. SCHUYLER,

17 BARCLAY, ST., NEW YORK.
WRITE BEFORE PURCHASING A NEW MOUNT.

THE DDRYEA SADDL1
Patented Feb. 19J1884.

Style B.

Used hy Hendee, Prince, Sellers, Howen, Woodside.
Corey.Landy, Jenkins of Louisville, Brooks, Bck, Mor-
gan,Higharn,Yates; also Miles,Axmaindo,and Sylvester

and all the flyers. Fits any machine, including Star

Bicycle. Special terms to dealers.

Prices, Japanned, $3 00
;
Nickeled, $3 75.

NEW YORK TOY COMPANY.
697 BROADWAY, NEW YOKE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

[Advertisements inserted in this department, not
over four lines nonpariel, for $10 a year.]

pHICAGO, ILL.—THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.,
\j 68 Wabash Avenue, makers of Bicycle Hose Sup-
porters. The best style made. Price per pair 35 cents
by mail. Agents for the Columbia Bicycle. Send
stamp for catalogue.

PORTLAND, ME.-LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CAR-
1 RIER, the cheapest, lightest, and most conven-
ment thing of the kind. May be put in pocket when
not m use. By mail, seventy-five cents and one dollar

OT. LOUIS WHEEL CO..C.E. STONE,MANAGERO 1,121 Olive Street. Agents for Columbia Bicycles
and Tricycles, Rudge Light Roadster, Facile, Sanspa-
reil, American Club, Victor Tricycle, and all high
class machines. Repairing, nickeling, and enamelin"
promptly done. Dealers in second-hand wheels. Send
for printed list.

WILLIAM G. SCRIBNER,
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles anil Accessories.

Sole agent for Washington, D. C, of the Pop*
M'f'g. Co., Stoddard, Lovering & Co.; the Cunnin^
£?
m £an??el T -

clark & &e Overman Wheel
Co.,_ The Eacile.
Riding school attached. Visitors always welcome

1,108-1,116 E. Street, N. W„
WASHINGTON, D, C.
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New and second hand in greatest variety of styles

and prices.

H. B. HART,
NO. 811 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, PENH.
Selling Agent for the Pope Manufacturing Co.,

Stoddard, Lovering & Co., The Cunningham Co.,

Gormully & Jeffrey, and The Western Toy Co.

ALL THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lists.

H. B. HART.
A fine assortment of Sundries always on hand.

FREE for TRIAL,
HANOVER'S SPECIFC. An unfailing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility and Weakness, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, Nervous Prostration, Hysteria,

or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, overwork,
abuses of alcohol, tobecco, &c. (Ower forty thousand
positive cures.)

K3F"Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. Ad-
dress HANOVER REMEDY CO.,

Lock box 584. Chicago, 111.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
NEWARK, N. J.,

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

Lamps, Luggage Carriers, Star

Cyclometer, Bags, Saddles and parts for

both Cranks and Star Machines.

akers of the Celebrated Safety Step

for the Star Bicycle.

DIFFICULT REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.

Riding School and Roller Skating Rink.

Send Stamp for catalogue.

WHEEL SONGS.

BY S. CONANT FOSTER.

The most sumptuous book devoted to the wheel yet

published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.
an elegant quarto volume op 80 pages,

bound in blue silk cloth, with side

stamp in gilt and silver.

Price, $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.

ADDRESS,

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.

21 PARK ROW,
Box 444, New York.

COLUM
i j

STANCH AND RELIABLE ROADSTERS.

In 1883 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads ; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

111.5 [miles in the day each. We find that

fifty-sis per cent, of the machines used were

Columbine, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias ; and

further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

Coiumbias, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one-

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

After long and careful experiments with five different speed and power tricycle attachments in different form s

we have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient numbers to supply it on our

new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction ; is applied to the crank-shaft • is operated by a

handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle;' is certain and effective in its ope-

ration ; reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill climbing about one-third, and is made

of trh-i finest material and with the finest workmanship, and so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by

its us"

PRICE OF COLUMBIA TRICYCLE, . . . $160.

WITH POWER GEAR, ..... 180.

The Columbia Power-Gear Will be Applied to any Columbia Tricycle at Our ractory, Hartford, Conn., for

SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED 36-PAGE CATALOGUE.

The Pope Manufacturing Company.
Principal Office, 597 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

BRANCH HOUSE, 12 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

THE PERFECTION HEATER.
(patent applied for,)

FOR CEMENTING RUBBER TIRES.

EVERY WHEELMAN SHOULD HAVE ONE, AS IT SAVES TIME AND MONEY

Lamp and fall directions for Cementing a Enbber Tire, sent post paid to any part of the United

States or Canada on receipt of

Price, $1 .OO
FOR SALE BY DEALERS, OR SEND TO THE MANUFACTURERS.

G. R. BIDWELL & CO.,

DEALERS IN BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, &c,
4 EAST 60th STREET, NEW Y0EK.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.
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Single Copies,

Subscription Price,

Clubs of Six,

European" Subscriptions,
"

Five cents.

One dollar a year.

Five dollars.

Five shillings.

Published every Friday morning, by

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Box 444, 21 Park Row, N. Y.,

and entered at the Post-Oftice at second-class rates.

TO SUBSCRIBERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.
Subscribers must be particular to notify the Pub-

lishers promptly of any change in their address. If
they do not receive their paper regularly it is on this
account.
Contributors and correspondents will please sepa-

rate general correspondence to the Editor from mat-
ter intended for publication. Always sign (confiden-
tially) full name and address, with nom de plume, us
no attention is paid to anonymous contributions.
Write only on one side of the sheet, and have all
communications sent in by Monday morning at the
latest.

All matters relating to subscriptions or advertise-
ments, and all business connected with The Wheel
should be addressed to the Company. Make ail
checks and money orders payable to The 'Cycling
Publishing Company. We cannot use stamps other
than the two or one cent issue.

The " 'Cyclist & Athlete's" columns
have greatly improved of late.

W. Prince Wells, of Louisville, has
resigned from the L. A. W.

The " Wheelman " will add fifty pages
and place the price at $3 after March

The Tandem Tricycle Race at the
K. C. W. Tournament, promises to be
of unusual interest.

Prince thinks that he can beat 2.39
this year, and wants to bet Mr. H. D
Corey to that effect.

2.39 Prince is a very strong card for

the D uryea saddle, as his letter in an-
other column will show.

The "'Cycling Times," of London,
has followed "Wheeling" and gives
prizes each week for the best article sent
in.

Judging from a photograph which we
have received, the Spaulding Bicycle
seems to be a very handsome and dura
ble machine.

Asa Dolph, the New London flyer,

who has a record of 2.40^, is about 31
years of age, 5 feet 8 inches high, and
rides a 54-inch Rudge.

England, with 300,000 wheelmen, has
eight papers devoted to 'cycling, while
America has the same number of jour-
nals with but about 35,000 wheelmen.

Many interesting events at the Kings
County Wheelmen's Tournament and
Race Meeting, Wednesday evening Feb-
ruary 25th, commencing at 8. p. m.
sharp.

The Citizens Club will hold their race
meeting at the Knickerbocker Roller
Rink, American Institute, on the 17th
of April. It will doubtless be a suc-
cessful attraction.

Capt. Will R. Pitman leaves for Bos-
ton Wednesday, and will be married
there on Monday, the 23d, while the
Board of Officers are discussing the
League meet question.

The New York Athletic Club will
give their annual meeting at Tammany
Hall to decide the amateur champion-
ships at boxing and wrestling, on Satur-
day, March 28, at 8 p.. m.

W. L. Howe. Chief Consul L. A. W.
for Iowa, has announced his intention
of resigning that position, and recom-
mends C. D. Howell, of Winterset, as
competent to succeed him.

Mr. Adam Phool thinks that there is

an axe to grind in the League meet
being held in Buffalo next July, but
he is evidently such a novice in bicy-
cling matters that he forgot to sign his
name.

The slow race at the K. C. W. Tour-
nament has entries of the best slow ra-
cers of the country and will be of con-
siderable interest, as a test of the merits
of the Ordinary and Star bicycle for this
style of racing.

No doubt if some prominent dealer
who is known to the 'cycling fraternity
were to advertise in the papers a salve,
a sure remedy for cuts and falls liable
to a happen to a 'cycler, he would work
up a good trade.

In a recent number we stated that
Pennsylvania had passed New York in
the race for the greatest number of
League members. It was an error which
we are very glad to correct, as New
York still holds the lead.

world. Wonder if our friend is as ten-

der as a missionary. Perhaps King
Calico will take a liking to him.

Probably the biggest thing ever at-

tempted in the skating line is the six

days', tournament, to begin Monday,
March 2, at Madison Square Garden.
Fancy riding contests on wheels are
freely interspersed with the other events.

A. L. Atkins, Consul for Boston, is

preparing a map of that city and vicin-

ity. It will give the best roads to sur-

rounding towns, historical spots, best
hotels, and as it is the only one of the
kind published, it will probably be in
great demand. •

Probably the most sickly organization
in existence is the American Division
of the C. T. C. We have never heard
of any benefits obtaiued for its members.
Indeed, we would forget that it still

lived, but for its column in the " Bicy-
cling World," which is of great interest
as reading matter.

It is said that the Pope Manufactur-
ing Co. are negotiating with the commit-
tee of the Bartholdi statue to have a tri-

cycle placed on top of the torch which
is held in the hand, and on the wheels
of the tricycle letters reading Columbia.
Of course a good sum will be paid for
the privilege if it is granted.

Mr. R. V. R. Schuyler, who has been
identified with the bicycle business for

the past five years, has decided to retire,

as business in the West demands his un-
divided attention. He offers his stock
of wheels at a bargain and immediate
purchasers will find it to their interest to
consult him before purchasing elsewhere.

Messrs. A. G. Spaulding & Bro. have
leased the elegant building at 241 Broad-
way, and will take possession about the
2d of March. It is well adapted for
their purpose, and will serve to brighten
up the trade in this vicinity.

" Wheel Life " is out with a good car-
toon, in which Don Quixote on a bicy-
cle, with his worthy squire, Sancho, on
a tri. in the background, is charging the
records made by Webb, Sutton, Adams,
etc., in the guise of windmills.

Mr. Stevens recently whispered us
that perhaps he would take a hack at
New Zealand roads in his tour round the

"H." the Hartford, Conn., corres-

pondent of the " Wheelman's Gazette,"
thinks that The Wheel is not worthy
of criticism. " H." seems to be one of
the numerous scribes who makes silly

attacks on any whom their fancy dic-

tates, to bring their name into promi-
nence, either as a good writer or a mal-
content.

A large rink is in course of prepara-
tion on the corner of 108th street and
Lexington avenue. The manager in-

tends making bicycling a strong feature
of his entertainments. There is to be
a field attached to the building,, with a
13-lap track, suitable for running or
wheel races. It will be rented out to
clubs at reasonable rates.

.

According to Karl Kron's statement
his book will not be issued till April at
least. No doubt K. K. will secure his

3,000 subscribers some time, but when
the book appears probably a good num-
ber will fail to send on the necessary
dollar, both from death, inability, and
the numerous circumstances which are

apt to engulf a man at any time.

A drink of lemonade before a race
helps a man wonderfully. It should be
drank without sugar, and perfectly sour.

—['Cyclist and Athlete.

The same paper advocated the use
of cold tea for the bicycle rider, in its

issue of Jan. 29. We fail to see how two
extremes like tea and lemonade would
tend to bring about the same effect.

W. D. Wilmot, the celebrated Boston
fancy bicycle rider, who has for the past
few months traveled through the West-
ern States, has now reached San Fran-
cisco, where he is said to be meeting
with great success. Since he separated
from his partner, Pavilla, he has given
exhibitions of single riding, and says
that they take fully as well as do double
exhibitions.

The sudden craze for Safety machines
which reigned in this city, on the intro-

duction of the Kangaroo and Rudge,
seems to have "abided somewhat. The
rides are not full of Safeties, to the ex-
clusion of other machines, as as was or-

dained by the 'cycling press. But we
have had several inquiries lately as to
the Star, which seem to be more of a
favorite now than ever before.

W. Gordon Stables, M. D., has pub-
lished a very interesting bOok entitled
" Health Upon Wheels." The author
is an ardent tricycler, and has had the
experience necessary to issue such a vol-
ume. It treats of drunkenness, use of
tobacco, diet, and riding, and gives some
good advice regarding the purchasing or
choice of a wheel, and some useful
hints regarding training and racing.

There is a movement on foot to con-
solidate all the principal bicycle clubs
in St. Louis into one large club. The
object is to amalgamate the St. Louis
Stai Club and the St. Louis Ramblers,
with the Missouri Bicycle Club, and
thus make one large body of wheelmen,
which it is thought will strengthen the
cause and enable the wheelmen to work
together for the common good of 'cy- .

cling.

Thus comments the '"Cyclist and
Athlete," of last week, on the loss of
money (?) sustained by the Springfield
Club in 1883 : "Is it not odd that a
race meeting, or rather a tournament at
Boston, with all the big riders, would
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lose money, and that one meet of the

Springfield Club would do likewise,

when the Citizens could pay about $550
for the use of a rink one night, and with

3,000 people clear $800."

The Springfield Bicycle Club have
voted to hold their fourth annual tour-

nament on September 8, 9, and 10. The
track will be considerably improved by
an outlay of over $100, and this tour-

nament is expected to eclipse all for-

mer efforts. President -Ducker is still

to continue at the helm, and as active

preparations have already begun, we
may look for something big in wheeling

at Springfield in the coming fall.

Attend the Kings County Wheelmen's
Tournament and Race Meeting at the

Brooklyn R. S. Rink next Wednesday
evening, the 25 th inst., commencing at

8 p. M. sharp. Fulton Avenue cars

from Fulton Ferry or Nostrand Avenue
and Franklin Avenue cars from Grand
and Roosevelt Street ferries run to the

rink, and arrangements have been made
with the Nostrand and Fulton Avenue
lines to convey wheels from now until

the 27th inst.

We dislike to become personal in our
remarks, but while speaking of Wash-
ington, must record another little in-

cident which came under our notice in

the gallery. Mr. Egan, we believe, had
just called for three cheers for the Cap-
ital Club, which were heartily given,

when a young member of that club, who
was lordly smoking a cigarette, unbo-
somed his feelings by touching his nose
with his thumb, while the fingers were
elevated in the air.

The Ixion Club gave a social at their

headquarters, 2 East 60th Street, on
Thursday evening, Feb. 12 th. About
twenty members with their lady friends

were present and passed a very enjoya-

ble evening dancing. Later on a sup-

per was served by a local caterer, and
still later or earlier the remaining guests

interspersed the dancing with vocal mu-
sic. The Ixions show an energy worthy
of imitation by some of our older organi-

zations, and are to be congratulated upon
the success of the occasion.

Robert James and Richard Howell,
who finished second and third respect-

ively to John S. Prince in the one mile
championship of the world race at the
international bicycle meeting at Spring-

field, Mass., in September last,will prob-

ably ride a mile race for the English
championship. James has deposited

$25 at the London " Sporting Life " of-

fice and calls upon Howell to cover it.

Prince won the world's championship in

2m, 39s., James' time being 2m. 39
2-5S., and Howell's 2m. 40s.

" Don't be afraid, Mamie, don't be
afraid; it won't hurt you," said a lady to

her little daughter," as a wreck of a for-

mer man approached, attired in court

plaster, with bunged up eyes, broken
nose, arm in sling, and general dilapida-

tion. However, the little girl hid be-

hind her mother when the hideous look-

ing object passed. " What is it, mam-
ma; what is it ?" "Don't you remember,"
replied the lady, " the young,

good-looking wheelman who used to call

on your sister ? Well, he tried to ride

down Mount Washington."

While in Washington, at the meeting
of the L. A. W., we were up in the gal-

lery part of the time, and sat next to

Mr. Foster, of Baltimore, who was ex-

pelled from the ranks prior to that
event. He was with a friend, and,
nudging the latter,directedhis gaze to the
'cycling press reporters who reposed in

the box below. He made remarks on
their 'personal appearance, etc.,. which
seemed to provoke a laugh from his

companion ; but all we could catch of
the conversation was " the wolf and the

lamb," and the "fox and the sour
grapes " from Mr. Foster.

John S. Prince and W. J. Morgan,
the professional bicyclists, were recently

invited by the Memphis Medical Col-

lege to visit the college, that their mus-
cles and other parts brought into prom-
inence by the sport might be examined.
In the course of an address to the stu-

dents, Prince said :
" My training con

sists of plenty of hard work; my diet

consists of mutton, beef, and other di-

gestible meats, generally giving pork
and veal the go by. In all my expe-
rience, I have yet to learn of bicycling

being injurious or hurtful, to any one,

except in the ordinary course of acci-

dents, to which all are liable."

A correspondent writes :
" I have

seen trick riding by Canary and Tufts,

but the most wonderful act I have ever
witnessed in the fancy riding was per-

formed by an amateur in this city (New
York). He got up into the saddle, the
machine being held the while, and
crawled out toward the big wheel and
sat on the handle bar. He then dropped
from the handle bar of the machine,
having one leg on each side, and keep-
ing himself in a nearly vertical position.

With his hands he then took hold of
the spokes, changing them as they came
around, and rode in a circle for about
six minutes, or, as registered by the cy-

clometer, two-fifths of a mile.

In a recent comparison of English
and American bicycle records an Eng-
lish writer attributed our superiority in

short distances from the fact that our
pushers off ran some distance after that

machine. The writer cited an opion to

this effect, said to be fathered by L. E.
Myers, our champion amateur runner.

In conversation with Myers he denied
that he had ever given such an opinion,

that he had not bothered his head about
the pushing off or timing of bicycle

races, and furthermore that the article

in question was a complete surprise to

him, manufactured out of the whole
cloth and entirely without foundation,

as far as any statement concerning his

opinions was concerned.—['Cyclist and
Athlete.

Among the feats now performed by
American trick riders, are evolutions
which would very much astonish some
of our English professionals, and greatly

increase the gate money at our exhibi-

tions and race meetings. The Speed-
well Brothers execute inter alia, the as-

tonishing feat of the "big brother,"

mounting, riding, and dismounting, with
the two others on his shoulders. Some
of Hutchinson's feats reads like the ex-

ploits of Baron Munchausen ; while the

following is one of the tricks indulged in

under the style and title of " Upside-
down tricycle mount." With the back
bone removed, the wheel is placed up-
right, with the handle-bar lying on the
ground. Hutchinson stands balanced
between the pedals, and by aid of a

string, draws up the bar, seizes the han-
dles, and rides on one wheel.—['Cy-

cling Times.

The following gentlemen will preside

at the K. C. W. Tournament as officers :

Geo. R. Bidwell, referee ; N. M. Beck-

With, president L. A. W. ; A. W. Guy,
captain L. I. W. ; F. A. Egan, Elliott

W. Johnson, captains H. C. W. ; and
H. R. Elliott, captain Brooklyn Bicycle

Club, judges ; W. H. Robertson and S.

R. Austin, W. A. C. timers ; F. E. Sni-

der, W. A. C. and F. H. Douglass. K.
C. W. scorers ; Walter Hegeman, W. A.

C. starter ; A. C. D. Loucks and W. D.

Bloodgood, K. C. W. clerks of course

;

Robert F. Hibson, president K. C. W.
chairman reception committee ; commit-
tee ofarrangements, F. N. Fenstermaker,

A. C. D. Loucks, M. L. Bridgman, T.

B. Hegeman and E. K. Austin, P. O.

Box 2414 New York Chairman.
The open scratch race one mile at

the K. C. W. Tournament will be a test

race between stars and cranks, fast riders

of both are entered and we know of two
crank riders who can and will push the

stars in this race.

Strange to say the question of giving

a tournameut on a large scale in New
York has never been discussed. We are

inclined to think that with good man
agement, plenty of advertising, capital,

and energetic work, one would succeed.

The most successful meeting the L. A.

W. has ever given was held in New
York city, owing the enthusiasm of the

resident clubs, who, we think, would
gladly do anything in their power to

give New York the lead in racing cir-

cles. The public of this city appreciate

and are interested in the sport, though
they do not participate in its pleasures.

They have patronized everything ever

given by the wheelmen, and most
markedly the race meeting of the Citi-

zens Club, where 3,000 of the elite of

the city were present, and applauded
every event, though only local riders

were entered for the races. We cannot
think of a single instance in the line of

race meetings, art exhibitions, or house
warmings, that there was not a full at-

tendance and money made. Thus far,

Springfield has given the most success-

ful tournaments,but we earnestly believe

that if the clubs of New York would
work together they could organize one
that would equal if not outshine any
ever given by the Springfield Club.

HUB NOTES,
The artistic little Columbia valentine

is in great demand here.

The Cambridge Bicycle Club are said

to have netted $300 by their recent
minstrel show.

The Thorndike Bicycle Club gave a
very successful exhibition at Beverly
last Monday evening.

State Consul F. A. Pratt is endeavor-
ing to compile a list of C. T. C. mem-
bers in Massachusetts, and requests that

all members of that organization in the

State send their names and addresses

to him at 31 Chestnut street.

The De Corma brothers are here this

week giving exhibitions of their skill at

'cycling on a tight rope. A former
member of this troupe lost his life re-

cently by fail from his machine while

performing on the roof of a building at

Pittsburgh. VVm. Maltby, the young
New Hampshire trick rider, has been
engaged to appear at the Madison
Square Garden, New York, skating car-

nival next week. I understand that

Maltby intends giving up two-wheel rid-

ing, and devoting his attention exclu-

sively to the unicycle. He does some
very wonderful tricks on one wheel, his

latest being to dismount while at full

speed, pick up a handkerchief, and re^

mount without stopping the wheel.

OUR PRIZE OFFER.
Keen Competition for the Five-cent

Stamp—A Bushel of Rival Manu-

scripts from all Parts of the

World—Public Interest Second

Only to that Awakened by the

Famous Brattleboro Stamp—Prize

Finally Awarded for Earliest

Report of the Returned Bfrmudi-

ans—The Winner a New and Un-

known Writer—His Name, " Kay
Kay"—Read! Read! Read!

The success of our scheme for devel-
oping the latent literary energies of
wheelmen, by the offer of extraordinary
prizes, has been demonstrated with un-
expected rapidity and impressiveness.

Competitors for the five-cent stamp,
mentioned in The Wheel of Feb. 13,
have sprung up, as if by magic, from all

over the world, and the labor of bring-
ing their manuscripts from the post-of-

fice has sadly taxed the energies of our
able-bodied office-boy. Australia, New
Jersey, West Springfield, Japan, Skow-
hegan, and many other foreign regions
have contributed to the bushel of rival

essays, from which we have extracted
the following, with a nickle-plated fish-

hook, as seeming to be most worthy of
the prize. A United States "beer and
spirits stamp," of the current issue, de-
nomination five cents (thoroughly can-
celled by a legally appointed revenue
officer " as a guarantee of good faith ")

has been sent by special messenger to

the lucky winner.

To the Editor of The Wheel : I

never saw or heard of your paper until

this morning, when a friend Of mine
kindly sent in a copy of last Friday's is-

sue, with a red pencil mark drawn
around the following paragraph :

""We will give a five-cent stamp for the best
article sent in to this office. We expect a spir-
ited competition, so don't delay in forwarding
your rnamiscript. Remember, you may be the
lucky one."

Accompanying it was a message say-

ing :
" Here, now, is a chance to distin-

guish yourself. The editor has evidently

got tired of filling up his columns with
the lucubrations of 'Karl Kron' and
such old stand-bys, and is adopting a
liberal policy in order to' ' draw out new
talent' in support of his paper. Spite
of your entire lack of experience as a
penman, I urge you to try for this mag-
nificent prize. 'It is the unexpected
which happens,' as the French say. So
don't let your youth and diffidence act

as a barrier when Fortune points out a
path leading to affluence. Throw mod-
esty to the dogs. Assume a stiff upper
lip, if you have it not. Be as cheeky as

a book agent. And you will surely win."
Now, Mr. Editor, with the support of

the foregoing certificate, and of the con-
sciousness that I myself have often been
made very tired by reading the remarks
of Karl Kron (I read them in manu-
script, before they appear in your paper,

though I have no acquaintance what-
ever with that person), I make bold to

put in a claim for that capital prize, so
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generously offered by you for the free

competition of the literary men of this

country. Let me say plainly that in

all my lie(f), I never before wrote a
single lie(n) for the public prints. I

now break over the rule simply because
I'm in such desperate straits for money.
The reason for this is that for about two
years past I've been engaged upon a
scheme for collecting and puplishing " a
directory of the 3,000 most active wheel
men in America," who pledge their

names to me in advance at a dollar each.

I shall print a few road reports with the
names, and I have just decided to call

the whole business "Ten Thousand
Miles on a Bicycle." In thus giving
you a chance to first announce this title

to the public, I may as well add that
though the entire scheme has thus far

been kept by me in the closest secrecy.
I intend to give it " a free advertise-

ment" hereafter. In fact, that's the
real reason for my writing to you now

!

No doubt I've already said "more
than enough " (for that's a way I often
have) to ensure your awarding me the
five-cent stamp. Not only do I stand
in more urgent need of this, however,
than any other one of your contributors
can possibly stand, but I also deserve it

by virtue of my former position as pos-
sessor (1870 to 1883) of "the most val-

uable- five-cent stamp in the world." It

was a square inch of paper which I

bought for seventy-five cents and sold
for a hundred dollars—thereby making a
profit of 12,500 per cent, on the invest-
ment. This was a rather larger rate of
compensation than I expect to receive
on the money which I have risked on
my book publishing scheme ; but as the
present holder of the stamp calls it "the
eye of the peacock throne," and adver-
tises it in the market as " on sale for

$10,000," I suppose I ought to believe
that I was ruined when I parted with it.

Perhaps the fact that this unique stamp
dates, like myself, from the year 1846,
accounts in some measure for its extra-
ordinary value. I don't suppose that
the five-cent stamp which you offer as a
prize approximates very closely to it in
market quotations, but, in case you
award me the prize, I will offer to 'ac-
cept $500 cash as a full equivalent for
the stamp.

There still remains for me the duty
of writing to you the story on which I
have my hopes of securing the coveted
trophy. The story simply is that I had
an hour's call, last evening,from Messrs.
Elwell, Joy, and Miller, of the Bermuda
party, who landed at this port about 5
o'clock in the afternoon, after a very
slow and stormy passage, and who took
the night express homeward for Boston.
Six others of the party came with them,
two returned a fortnight ago, and one
still remains on the island. During the
eighteen days of their stay there, only
four days passed without bringing rain

;

but, in spite of this unusual frequency
of showers, and in spite of the universal
seasickness on the homeward voyage,
every man in the croAvd enjoyed him-
self thoroughly, and speaks in the high-
est terms of the success of the excur-
sion. The only tricycle in use was dis-
abled a few days before the return, and
the " Kangaroos " suffered some mis-
haps, as well as the riders of them, but
an injured arm and two sprained ankles
do not make a very long accident list,

when assigned to the fortnight's record
of a dozen tourists. They report that
the number of resident wheelmen on
the islands has increased from two to

twenty during the year since my own
visit there—" a full account of which,
in the shape of a sixteen-page pamphlet,
containing about 10,000 words, will

be mailed free on application to my
address, No. 56 University Building,

Washington Square, N. Y." Reserving
to the last the most important event of
all, I am happy to proclaim that the

Hamilton Hotel, Bermuda, has sub-

scribed for a copy of " X. M. Miles on
a Bi." thus increasing my present en-

rollment to 2,455 names.
As the " Bi. World " announces, on

the authority of the Boston " Post," that

"a hen in Corville, Penn., lately laid an
egg marked ' K. K., t 885,' " even the

most skeptical should be convinced that

the " great American road book" will

be issued before the year closes. I see

now that my attempt to publish in

"1884" was a hopeless fight against

Fate. Even "Pedibus" will forgive

delay in the face of an omen like that.

However, I do not pretend to speak for
" Karl Kron," but only for myself. And
I am, simply, Kay Kay.
Washington Square, N. Y., Feb. 16.

FROM THE CLUBS.

Brockton.—The City Bicycle Club
has chosen the following officers : Presi-

dent. Wilbur M. Pratt ; vice president,

W. B. Briggs
;
secretary, O. P. Lovejoy

j

treasurer, H. E. Howland; captain, H.
A. Carr 5 first lieutenant, A. M. Keith

;

second lieutenant, D. C. Pierce
;
bugler,

F. W. F. Demuth ; club committee,
Messrs. W. M. Pratt, E. P. Marshall,

W. B. Mason, R. E. Brayton. W. O.
Raymond. The club now has a mem-
bership of about forty members and is

in a nourishing condition. Its new
rooms, already described in these .col-

umns, furnish a very pleasant home for

the institution and will soon be further

improved. The boys are waiting for

the season to open with eager anticipa-

tion.

Fort Schuyler Wheelmen.—At our
annual election of officers Feb. 4, 1884,
the following were chosen : President,

E. M Glenn; vice president, A. J. Lux;
secretary, W. T. Damon; treasurer,

George Bidwell
;
captain, W. W. Nichol-

son ; 1 st. lieutenant, J. Fred Roberts ;

2nd. lieutenant, Allen Wood
;
bugler, F.

E. Turner. We were organized last

June and have now 30 members on our
roll, and new names being added at each
regular meeting. We are going to have
a new fast track built early next season,

and will hold a big' tournament in June
or July. D. T. W.

Greenfield.— At the semi-annual
election of officers of the Greenfield
Wheel Club, held February 5 th, the fol

lowing were elected : President H. O.
Edgerton; captain F. R. Hollister ; sec-

retary, F. P. Forbes; first lieutenant,

B. F. Butler; second lieutenant, C. H.
Field

;
bugler, F. L. Gaines ; standard

bearer, George Wright ; club committee,
F. R. Hollister, A. M. Thayer, F. O.
Gaines.

F, P. Forbes, Secretary.

Lynn 'Cycle Club.—Upwards of
1,200 persons were in attendance at the
colliseum Friday evening, Feb. 12th, on
the occasion of the second grand carni-

val of the Lynn 'Cycle club. The first

event of the evening was a one-mile race
between R. J. Henderson on rollers and
G. E. Cain on a bicycle, for a gold med-
al. Henderson, who had two laps start,

won in 4m. Following was a one-mile

race on rollers between John B. Pearson

and James Dwinnelt for a silver medal •

won by the latter in 3m. 54s. The third

event was a polo match on Star bicycles

by Charles A. Frazier and Thomas R.

Finley. Finley was the winner. Obsta-

cle racing and one or two minor events,

followed by dancing, closed the enter-

tainment.

Long Island Wheelmen.—At the

regular meeting of the Long Island

Wheelmen held January 13th the follow-

ing officers were elected for the ensuing

year : President, William W. Share ; sec-

retary and treasurer, S. W. Baldwin;

captain, A. W. Guy ; 1st lieutenant, F.

L. Donaldson; 2nd lieutenant, D. C.

McEwen; bugler, A. W. Stanley; color-

bearer, G. W. Mabie. Respectfully

S. W. Baldwin,
Secretary Long Island Wheelmen.

New Haven.—At the fifth annual
meeting of the New Haven Bicycle Club,

held Saturday evening at its rooms, in

Masonic building, William M. Frisbie

was elected president. Other officers

were chosen as follows : Secretary, J.

De Selding Brown
;

treasurer, William

A. Waterbury
;

captain, William H.
Hale ; first lieutenant, William H. Tho-
mas ; second lieutenant, William Wait

;

standard bearer, Elmer T. Schroder

;

bugler, George W. Gibson, club com-
mittee, J. H. Whiting.

Pilot Wheel. Club.—The Pilot

Wheel Club of Lancaster, N. H. gave a
bicycle exhibition and grand ball last

night. Finley of Smithville and Frazier

played polo and gave exhibitions of fan-

cy riding, and the affair pleasantly ended
in a supper.

Salem (N. J.) Bicycle Club, held then-

annual election February 3d, the follow-

ing being the result : President. Dr.

Henry Jackson
;

vice-president, C. V.

Bitter
;
secretary and treasurer, Harry

Dare; captain, H. T. Allen. All but
two of the members were present.

Klubber.

Springfield.—The $21 assessment

upon the clerks and other young men
who form the Springfield Bicycle Club
came pretty hard. Those who could
paid ; the others were turned out The
club has given the city a series of excel-

lent summer entertainments, and if

money was made every one will be glad.

The officers say it is a matter which in

no way concerns the " dear public." But
they surely cannot say the financial state

of the club does not concern the mem-
bers. Many think Secretary Lawton
carried coals to Newcastle when he pub-
lished his letter in "The Globe" of

Wednesday. The despatch in Sunday's
" Globe" contained no reflection on Mr.
Fennessy, and Secretary Lawton' s boyish
letter was the first intimation to " The
Globe" readers that the club officers had
considered an examination of the books
necessary, or had made such an exami-
nation. If the officers will explain the

financial condition of the club to its

members, there will once more be order.

—[Springfield Correspondence Boston
Globe.

Stamford Wheel Club.—We held

our annual meeting on January 13th,

1885, and the following were unani-

mously elected to hold positions for the

ensuing year in the club : President, T.
S. Miller; vice-president, J. P. Maynard;
secretary and treasurer, S. H. Vowell

;

captain, W. G. E. Pierce
;
Quartermas-

ter, A, G. Bennett,

Trojan Wheelmen (Troy, N. Y.) held
their second reception, at Harmony
Hall, January 20th. The uniform showed
off to perfection, in comparison with the
much lighter dresses of the numerous
ladies present. We all call it a great
success. A. B. C.

Washington Cycle Club, D. C. gave a
house warming, opening up their new
rooms to the public, January 29th.

About 40 couples were present, and all

enjoyed themselves hugely. This affair

adds much to the already high standing
which they have scored, as a social or-

ganization. Cycler.

ON A SOCIABLE.
Down the road we're dashing,
While the sun's bright rays are flashing.

And the bracing breeze is blowing through th«
maiden's flying curl,

What a pleasure there's in riding,

Care and fear we're both deriding,
Hiding on a social with a sweet, bewitohing

You may talk about your dancing
And the pleasure found in prancing

Round aud 'round with partners who enjoy a
dizzy whirl,

But for happiness entrancing,
And enjoyment most enhancing,

There is nothing like a social with a sweet,
bewitching girl

!

Adapted by 4763.

THE NEWER EVANGELINE,
But, Billy—
"I'm no goat," he savagely retorted,

as he tossed his head back and stroked
his goatee.

It was a cold afternoon for the lovers,

but don't get out your overcoat, dear
reader, for I assure you its going to

warm up 'siderable, powerful soon. The
signal service had ordered up the cold
wave signal and the thermometers had
been "froze" out, and so had Bill.

" Sweet William, then, if thou loveth a
flowery name," she said, conciliatory.

He looked on her in bitter silence,

but thought, six months ago the low
rumble of tthe mosquitoes could be
heard in Jersey, and the bright flash of
the lightning-bugs over in Rhode Island
compared favorably with the Aurora
Borealis that followed in the month of

November. Then I thought as I paid
her fare to the fair, that she was fair.

Then she grew . weary of me and de-
serted me for another, and being de-
serted seeks ' to win me back. But I'll

give her her deserts. !i Woman," said
he aloud, I have allowed myself to listen

to you, and I must say you have gall.

Why, no woman would act so."

"You seek to win back my love, but
you cannot. You are false as, as

—

"

Here he stopped to think of some-
thing base enough to serve as a com-
parison, but not being up on my theology
he could not think of the woman who
played with the affections of the pipe-
blowing shepherd of old.

In the stillness of the pause, the then-

mometer could be heard rising, also the

soend of a footstep.
•* What makes a footstep ? " he asked

in a hollow tone that had tin sides and
a copper bottom. "It is papa," she
replied, in a loud voice, that was dressed
in bright yellow with red and black
trimmings and a green overskirt.

" He carries a revolver. Fly, fly, be-
fore he wings you ! " she gasped.

He sprang to the saddle and began
to skedaddle down the street.

She recovered her composure, which
she had dropped in the excitement, and
swiftly followed him,
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He had scarcely ridden a square

when the machine suddenly stopped,

and he pitched forward and fell heavily
'

to the ground. An old tin can that had
been buffeted about the streets for

months had turned on the enemy, and
had caught on to the big wheel and
lodged against the forks.

His mutterings were low but intense,

not past or future tense but present

tense, and the thermometer gained
five points.

Bursting the dust from his clothing

he mounted and dusted again. And
Evangeline who had nearly reached
him, called on all the evangelists to aid

her, as she pressed forward.

Five minutes of hard riding and then
he heard an ominous click, click, click,

and then came a sudden lunge side-

ways and once again he fell. By the

time he arose the thermometer had
risen ten points. A pedal had slipped

off, and by the time he found it and
had fixed it, the thermometer had risen

six more points.

Evangeline turned the corner as he

started. She threw her false braids

away to lighten her burden, and up-

braided herself for her conduct, as she

followed.

Ten minutes more and a man dressed

in a brownish ulster with white dots, a

pair of English walking pantaloons of a
dark gray substance, wearing a light hat,

a pair of fur-lined dog' skinned gloves,

smoking a five cent cigar, stumped his

toe going up a curb, and saw William

reel and stagger in his saddle, then fall

violently to the ground. The ther-

mometer jumped twenty points. When
William had exhausted his vocabulary,

he went to the man who had stumped
his toe, and learning a great many new
expressions returned to his machine,

and the themometer climbed ten more
points.

Standing his machine against the lamp-

post, Bill proceeded to tighten the sad-

dle. Giving it one last clinching turn

he twisted one of the bolts off. The
thermometer shot up fifty points. After

again uttering his old and new list of

exclamations, he walked down to a long

board fence and stood on the corner.

And whilst he waited he noticed there

was not an advertisement pasted on it.

His patience was soon rewarded, for an
old tar came along and William engaged
him to teach him all of his adjectives,

adverbs and interjections.

In the midst of the lesson the police-

man came up.
" What air yuse doin heah," said he.

" I'm informing William how to ejacu-

late," responded the tar, in a tartar

emetic voice.

" Don't yuse know that again the

law," enquired the officer.

" No, I don't and neither do you,"

said the sailor.

" Read that sign," replied the ex-

ponent of justice.

The sailor and William looked at the

sign on the board fence and read, " Post

no bills here."

Without a word they slunk away in

different directions, whilst the protector

of the weak clubbed a tree-box, butted

his head against a brick wall and said

he was the dude of the force.

When William reached his machine
the thermometer had dropped back a

few degrees, but he had scarcely caught

hold of the handle bar, when it leaped

fifteen points. And then it rose stead-

ily as he repeated the words of the tar.

Soon there was a smell of brimstone

and burning rubber, and the saddle-
spring and ironwork of the saddle be-
gan to glow.

He talked on ; there was a sulphrous
glow around his lips. The themometer
rose higher. The spring and saddle are
red hot, he is covered with perspiration.

He makes one final effort, electric

sparks dart from his mouth and singe
his goatee. The spring and ironwork
are at a white heat. There is a crack
of glass and the mercury glides from
the bursted thermometer, and he falls

heavily on the machine in a profuse
perspiration which rapidily cools the
metals, and once more the saddle is

secure.

As he mounts and resumes his flight,

Evangeline, who lost five minutes seek-
ing for her gum shoe, turns the corner.

She hears the portcullis fall behind him,
and not having any money to pay toll,

knows that further pursuit is hopeless.

Secretary.

THE CITIZENS' ANNUAL
DINNER,

Although the Citizens Club have
dabbled in league meets, club houses,
and race meetings with varying success,

they have never, since their organization
in June 1882, had an annual dinner.

They are a progressive club it is said,

and in the course of events as the club
settlers were hovering around the stove
in their snug quarters, the question of
an annual dinner was agitated early in

the season. At the meeting in Decem-
ber a committee was appointed consist-

ing of Fred. G. Bourne, Simeon Ford
and Knight L. Clapp, with power to

make the necessary arrangements. The
worthy aesthetic secretary is, we believe,

responsible for the selection of the date,

St. Valentine's Eve, and the Grand
Union Hotel was unanimously chosen
as the battle ground.

About half-past seven, in spite of a

driving storm a number of athletic young
men, whose immaculate shirt bosoms
swelled with pride, assembled in parlor
" A " preparatory to the feast. They
numbered in all fifty odd, and includ-

ed besides the members of the club,

a few invited guests. Capt. Will. R.
Pitman, Ixion Bi. Club

3
Capt. A. W.

Guy, Long Island Wheelmen j and
Capt. E. W. Johnson, Hudson County
Wheelmen, ably represented the neigh-
boring clubs. There were several

notable absentees, which unfortunately
included Mr. Fred. G. Bourne, Col. A.
A. Pope, A. B. Johnson and John C.

Gulick, all of whom were expected to

join in the festivities that followed the
active discussion of the following

;

MENU.
Huitres. Blue Points.

POTAGES.

Consomme de Volatile.

Mock Turtle au Quenelle.

HOES D'OETJVBE.

Croquettes de Homard a la Parisienne.
Olives. Radis.

POISSON.

Sauinon du Kennebec a la hollandaise.

Pommes de Bermude.

BELEVES.

Filet de boeuf pique aux champignons.
Saddle of Southdown Mutton.

Petits Pois. Haricots. Pommes Duchesse.

ENTREE.

Supreme de Poulet nouveau a la Dauphine.
Croquettes de Pommes. Asperges.

BOTI.

Quadl 8ur Toast aux Cress»as.

DESSEET.

Glace a la Napolitaine.

Biscuit aux confiture. G-ateaux au pouche.
Macarons. Fruit.

Choux a la Creme. Cafe.

Cigars.

The menu was a beautiful specimen
of high lithographic art, at the hands of

Mr. E. N. Blue, a member of the club,

whose reputation as an artist is second
to none in New York. The tables were
handsomely decorated with flowers and
pieces emblematic of the wheelman's
pleasures. The viands were served in

the well-known Grand Union style, and
were the finest the market could pro-

duce. It was fully eleven before the

festive boards were cleared, and the

toastmaster, Dr. Beckwith, arose to ad-

dress the assemblage. In a few well

chosen words he congratulated the club

upon its prosperity and the high stand-

ing it had maintained in everything it

had undertaken. He then passed on
to the series of toasts as arranged by
the committee about as follows

:

TOASTS.

The Citizens Club—Rev. T. McK.
Brown.

'

' His preaching much, but more his practice

wrought,
A living sermon of the truths he taught."

—Dryden.
"Such vast impressions did his sermons make.
He always (?) kept his flock awake."

—Peter Pindar.

Park Privileges—Hon. Egbert L. A
r
iele.

'

' Tho' modest, on his unembarrassed brow
Nature had written gentleman."—Don Juan.

Our Honorary Member—A. B. Johnson.
" Bid me discourse, I will exhaust thine ear."

—Venus and Adonis.

Our Bachelors—W. H. Book.

"This bold bad man."—Shakespeare.
" Oh! as the bee upon the flower I hang.
Upon the honey of thy eloquent tongue.

"

—Bulwer.

Our Married Men— \V. A. Bryant.

"My dear, my better half."—Sidney.
'

' If you have tears, prepare to shed them
now."—Julius Cassar.

Our Legal Luminaries—J. C. Gulick.

"For sixteen years the cause was spun.
And then stood where it first began."

—Dean Swift.

Our Medical Staff—Dr. J. S. Spencer.

"Sickness sits careened in his hollow eye."

—Byron.

The Club Setters—Simeon F
'

' A hungry, lean-faced villian,

A mere anatomy."—Shakespeare."

The Press—Fred. Jenkins.
'

' A lovely being, scarcely formed or moulded
A rose with all its sweetest leaves yet folded."

—Byron.

"A helpless look of blooming infancy."

L. A. W., Our Brother Wheelmen

—

Dr. N. M. Beckwith.

"Skilled in the ogle of a roguish eye."

—Shakespeare.
"Cold-blooded, smooth-faced, placid miscre-

ant." —Byron.

Rum, Rudge, and Riverside—Richard
Nelson.
"Bep2Do! that beard of thine becomes thee

not." * —Byron.

Is Profanity Contagious—W.- H. Mc-
Cormack (The Club Kid).

"A babe in the house is a well spring of plea
sure." —Tupper.

'

' Then he will talk—good gods .' how he will

talk." —Lee.

The Home Trainer—Geo. A. Wells.

" Onward he urged his mad career.

With eyes severe and beard of formal cut,

Full of wise saws and modern instances."

—Shakespeare.

The Ladies—Knight L. Clapp.

"Speak low, if you speak love."

—Much Ado About Nothing.

Space only forbids our repeating the
many good things that were said by the

various speakers, each of which, as a
rule, bubbled over with humorous anec-
dotes and incidents. After the list had
been gone through, the visitors were
called on, and it was at an early hour
when the impromptu programme was
finished. Votes of thanks were extend-
ed to the committee and to the mem-
bers of the club who had rendered effi-

cient service in the general arrange-

ments.

'* O'REILLY'S BILLY GOAT."
O'Keilly owned a billy goat,

And a great buck goat was he

;

He would buck against anything
That he happened for to see.

And if at night he roamed the street

And a " drunk" he'd chauce to meet,

This goat was known afar and near,
For at bucking he was great,

And people soon began to fear,

From off his horns to skate,

But every goat must have it's day,
And this goat's day did come

For what he done, he had to pay
The forfeit of his fun.

That day was hot, and in the shade,
Bests billy on his side

;

For any sort of game he "laid,"
His optic open wide.

When something down the street did come,
Strange to the buck goat.

Which neither walked, nor slid, nor run,
'Twas queer he did not know it.

In fact, 'twas Jones on his big wheel,
Just learning how to ride,

And awkward on it. he did feel,

As softly it did glide.

On came the wheel, the goat meantime
Against a fence was braced,

His head was down, his tail in line

And at the wheel he faced.

Jones spied the goat. Alas ! too late,

For William on the run
Soon planted him over the gate
As through the wheel he spun.

Eight through the wheel again his head
Oftimes this goat did poke,

Till true but strange did Bill drop dead,
Pierced by a treacherous spoke.

Not far from there in a vacant lot,

In a comer quite alone,

Is buried O'Reilly's billy goat,
And o'er him raised a stone.

And if you pass that way
You'll find on that stone wrote,

'

' Sacred to the memory of
O'Reilly's big buck goat."

Geokgius.
Toronto, Feb. 12.

A FATAL COLLISION,
A WELL-KNOWN BICYCLIST KILLED IN A

ROLLER RINK.

A sad accident, which caused the
death of Chittenden Rogers, the bicy-
clist, occurred at the Pioneer Roller
Rink, Bighamton, N. Y., January 31.
A game of polo was being played be-
tween the Pioneer and Orient clubs,
composed of the best polo players to be
found, and among others of the Pioneer
Club was Chittenden Rogers, a fine ath-
lete, and one of Bighampton's best-
known society men. In the heat
of the game Rogers was going across
the floor like a race horse, when he
came in contact with a player named
John Dimmick with such force that
each was sent sprawling. Rogers struck
on his head, but was on his feet again
in an instant, while the hundreds who
saw the accident laughed at what they
supposed was a trivial mishap, Hogers
attempted to resume the game, and did
make a few passess at the flying ball,

but without much effect. Some one,
seeing his condition, assisted him to an
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SIX DAYS' ROLLER-SKATING TOURNAMENT

AND CARNIVAL,

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, N, %
COMMENCING MARCH 2, 1885,

.

SUNDAY NIGHT, 12:03 A. M, START SIX DAYS " GO-AS-YOU-

PLEASE ON ROLLERS."

Roller-Skating and Bicycling Attractions
Each Day at Every Hour, Commencing
at lOA. M.and Ending at 12 P. M.

anteroom, and later to his home, where
he died in convulsions before morning.

Rogers was a foremost member of the

bicycle club at Binghamton, and in this

sport was considered one of the very-

best amateurs in the State. He was
about to engage in the manufacture of

paper pulp, having sold out another

manufacturing industry some days ago,

and by his attention to business in the

past had amassed a snug sum, notwith-

standing the fact that he was a rich

man's son.

THE "GREENFIELDER'S"
THIRD ANNUAL.

The . prospects on the morning of

February ioth, were certainly "very
unpropitious " for the event that was to

take place in the evening, viz: the

Third Annual Concert and Ball of the

Greenfield (Mass). Wheel Club.

But by afternoon, the clouds had
vanished, and the spirits of the local

wheelmen were restored to their usual

level.

In the evening a special train brought
members of the Springfield, Northamp-
ton and Holyoke Clubs ; there had
also arrived in the afternoon members
of the Brattleboro and Fitchburg Clubs,

which, with the local club, and numer-
ous " unattached " made a very pleasant

party.

The hall had been quite tastefully

decorated, and a canvass placed upon
the floor for dancing.

After a concert of eight selections,

capitally rendered by Russell's or-

chestra, of Fitchburg, especially the

piccolo solo, the Grand March, in which

72 couples participated, was lead by
Pres. Edgerton and lady; after which
the dancing continued until 2 o'clock.

The affair was one of the best of the

kind that Greenfield has seen this

winter, and the club are to be compli-

mented for the manner in which every-

thing passed off so pleasantly.

Financially, the club came out about
even, and the one who made the most
out of it was the caterer, I think, judg-

ing from some remarks overheard after

the. event.

Among the Springfielders were Capt.

Winans, Sec. Lawton, and " Our
George."

I was told that this was the first time

he had ever danced in public ; but no
one would have thought so, for he was
as graceful as many who have " known
how " for some time.

The Northampton Club have their

First Annual the 4th of March, of which
we were reminded during the evening

by the members of the club who were
there.

I understand ex-Sec. Kaulback, of

the G. W. C's is about to enter the

connubial state, thus the reason of his

resignation.

When the Fourth Annual takes

place, may it be my pleasure to attend
;

such is the hope of

One Who Was There.

POINTS ON CHICAOO,
Editor of The Wheel : In your

issue of the 6th inst. your correspondent

"Pedibus" cautions the Chicago wheel-

men to go slow in boasting of having

beaten Geo. Weber at their Christmas

races. This is the first reference I have

seen in your paper in regard to the in-

ner history of the race, and have won-
dered that no one has given the facts.

As a rider of the wheel and one inter-

ested in the sport, I am willing to give

THE FOLLOWING ENTRIES HAVE ALREADY BEEN MADE

:

all credit due the winners, that was
fairly earned, but you will see from a
statement of the facts as they were that

there was little ground for boasting.

Mr. Van Sicklen, the champion of the

Chicago club, who has won so many
prizes that he was compelled to have
rings added to his vest so he could wear
them all at once, had practiced for hours
at a time for days, following the lead of

the great spurter Prince. He had thus
become thoroughly acquainted with the

track, which was a poor one, and more-
over had become acclimated and inured

to the atmosphere of the Exposition
building, where the races were held,

which was at least ten degrees colder

than the air outside.

Weber arrived in the city from the

East two days before the races. He
had but small chance to practice, and
no one to coach him. Still he bravely

entered the race, appreciating the fact

that everything was against him—the
track, the weather, and lastly and by no
means the least, the crowd. A poor
start, and an effort to pass his second
man, having already disposed of one,

caused him to make a too short circle

at the second turn of the track. The
wrench peeled the entire tire from the

rim, resulting in a severe and hazardous
fall. With Weber out the race it was a
walk-away for the champion. After
some discussion as to using another and
smaller wheel, it was decided to attempt
some repairs. An old broom was found,
and the wire unwound, which was used
to refasten the tire. A mistake was
made in using long pieces, and simply
coiling the wire around the rim and tire,

for if one end broke it would be apt to

unwind—which was the final result.

With several sore spots and the mem-
ory of his first fall still vivid, Mr. Weber
pluckily took his place for the five mile
race. He got the lead and kept it easi-

ly until admonished by the broken and
unwrapped end of the wire striking his

legs that he was again in danger. At
the same time he was cautioned by Mr.
Van Sicklen, who was close behind, that

the wire was loose. Considering the
possible outcome of another fall, and the
resultant danger to both riders, he wise-
ly drew off to one side, allowing Mr.
Van Sicklen to take the lead. Anyone
who was watching the race and saw the
physical condition of the two men must
confess there was no reason why the
lead should have been abandoned, so
far as condition and form were concern-
ed. The Jerseyman was used to long
distances, and had as yet hardly taken
a' long breath. The above is a slight

detail of the facts concerning the race,

which, I learn, is an extra bright color-

ed feather in the victor's cap. As well
might Woodside claim that he beat
Hammill when he lowered the records.

I most gladly reiterate the caution of
Pedibus :

" Wait until you meet Weber
on a cinder track with a sound machine
and fair favor." E. 1167 L. A. W.

"PEDIBUS" CORRECTED.
Editor.of the Wheel : Pedibus has

asked pardon once. He should do so
again, or learn to mount the Star pro-
perly before stating that it cannot be
mounted in less than the absurd twelve
feet. If he learns properly, he can I
think, make it in nearly a six inch line

;

also a boy learning correctly does not
need friendly fences, stumps, etc. If
Pedibus goes to Washington City, he
can see boys of 13 mount a 54 as grace-
fully a as42. Respectfully. H,

SIX DAYS' GO - AS -YOU - PLEASE.
EUGENE HADDOCKS, JIMMY TURNER (Colored).

CHARLES WALTON. H. C. VOOHEES,
DAVID COOPER, MAX ROSENBERG.
GEORGE B. CLAXTON, NAT. CLARK.

R. A. SKINNER.

BICYCLISTS.
Prof. JOHN WILSON. W. S. MALTBY.

POLO TEAMS.
WEIGHT <fc DITSON, HUB. POLO B. B. CLUB,
KNICKERBOCKER YELLOWS, MANHATTAN,

JAFFRAYS.

SKATERS.
YEDDO, Japanese Girl Skater, \ KAUFMAN <fc BOYD,

F. G. STUMCKE, Skater and Bicyclist. JESSIE DECAMP, Fancy Skater.

Pro. McCLELLAN, Fancy Skater. JOHN ARGYLES, Boy Wonder.

MABEL HUGHES, Waltzer. UNKNOWN, the fastest lady skater in the world.

WM. F. STONE, Fast five mile skater. ARTHUR MELVILLE, fancy and waltzer.

DANIEL SEXTON, fast two mile backward.

MAMIE MADDEN, the renowned beauty and expert fancy skater,

and many others. The whole making the most attractive collection of talent ever seen in

any country.

PRICES OF ADMISSION, • - 50 AND 25 CENTS.

The main Floor Reserved for Skaters. Skates to hire at the Garden.
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[reported to karl kron by j. d. tal-

bot, secretary of the rock city

bicycle club.]

Harding Pike.

This is one of the best roads leading

to Nashville. It is a broad, smooth
gravel turnpike road, leaving Nashville

from West-End Avenue and going in

nearly a direct westerly course. The
first few miles, as far as Bosley Springs,

are rather hilly, and then for 17 miles it

is level as could be wished. The sur-

face is such as is not affected by rains,

and is hardly ever muddy, even in fall

and winter. There are many places of

interest on this road, one being the cele-

brated stock-farm and deer park of Gen.

Harding called "Bell Meade." The
termination of this pike is in Williamson

County, about 18 or 19 miles from Nash-

ville, it leads to no town, but at the end
of the pike is the county dirt road leading

to Franklin and other county towns.

Nashville to Murfreesboro.

From Nashville to Murfreesboro is 32

miles. The first 15 miles to Smyrna is

rather hilly, but the remainder of the

road is excellent. The surface is lime-

stone, and is not very much affected by
rains and freezes. In traveling over

this road you pass through the memor-
ial Stones river battle field and cross

Stones river about three miles from

Murfreesboro.

Murfreesboro to Shelbyville.

The road from Murfreesboro to Shel-

byville is 30 miles through a beautiful

cedar glade country. The scenery is

picturesque, and at times a wheelman
finds himself beneath the shadow of a

mountain on one side and a rolling

stream below him on the other. Mar-
shall Knob is crossed about 6 miles from

Murfreesboro, and about 15 or 20 miles

further on, other hills are encountered

which are of no consequence.

Murfreesboro to Woodbury.

This road is 19 miles long, passing

through a cedar country. The first 12

miles excellent. Here you reach a little

village called Readyville. After leaving

Readyville you cross Stones river and
take an up-stream course and traveling

along through a fertile valley with high

mountains on either side. In traveling

the last 7 miles of this road Stones river

is crossed 4 times. Although this road

is low to the surrounding country, 'it is

so well drained that it is always in excel-

lent condition. The surface of the road

is river gravel, well worn and smooth.

From Nashville to Lebanon.

The road from Nashville to Lebanon
i s 28 miles over a lime-stone road. The
hills on this road are not steep, but long

enough for excellent coasting. At one

point there is a hill nearly three miles

long, and coming towards Nashville it

can be ridden the full distance with feet

over handle bars; while going the oppo-

site direction, the hill is hardly percep-

tible. The Tennessee and Pacifie R. R.

is in sight of this road nearly all the way
;

while on the other side not far off is the

Cumberland river.

A BIG TOURNAMENT.
Madison Square Garden, N. Y., will

on March 2nd, be the scene of the big-

gest roller skating tournament ever at-

tempted. The immense structure will

be temporarily convertedJnto a roller

skating rink in the centre, with accom-
modations for 2,000 skaters, while out-

side of this will be two tracks, one for

the six' day go-as you-please race on
rollers, and an inner track for shorter

races. There will be attractions every
hour from 10 a. m. until midnight, and
polo games, amateur races and exhibi-

tions of fancy bicycle riding will serve to

divert the public mind. We give a par
tial list of the celebrated skaters who. are

to participate, and expect' to have the

entire programme for publication in our
next issue.

The management is in the hands of
Wood and Garnett, the former the sec-

retary and treasurer of the New York
Athletic Club of this city, and every
pains will be taken to provide an enter-

tainment never before equalled in this

or any other country.

•AMUSEMENT NOTES.
" The Romany Rye " was produced

at the People's Theatre Monday night.

The audience was large and well pleased.

At the Star Theatre Mr. and Mrs.

W. J. Florence are convulsing large au-

diences with their new play entitled "Our
Governor."

A large audience greeted Edwin
Thome in " The Black Flag" Monday
night. The performance met with great

applause.

This week is the last of "Apajune"
at the Casino. The McCaull Opera
Company will bring out " Patience

"

next week commencing with the Wash-
ington birthday matinee.

An audience that crowded the Fifth

Avenue Theatre to the doors was kept

steadily laughing for three hours last

night by the humorous adventures and
funny sayings of Samuel Plastrik in

Mr. M. B. Curtis' s new commercial
drummer comedy, " Spot Cash."

The many humorous and musical at-

tractions of Thatcher, Primrose and

West's minstrel entertainment,combined

with the statuesque posing of wrestler

William Muldoon, keep a large, audience

interested in Niblo's Garden.

Maggie Mitchell filled the Grand
Opera House Monday night with the

chirp of " The Cricket," and won a

cordial welcome from an audience that

was particularly delighted when she in-

geniously kicked Fanchon's shoe among
them.

The Barney & Berry Roller Skates.

UNEXCELLED IN DESIGN,
UNSURPASSED IN CONSTRUCTION,
UNEQUALLED IN MERIT,
UNRIVALLED IN EASE OF OPERATION.

Among the leading advantages of Nos. "M," "J,"

"O," and "P" of the Barney & Berry Roller Skites

may be mentioned.
1st. The oil well, an opening in journal extending

to axle, which supplies the axle, wheels and journal

bearing with oil. •
.

„
2d. The use of steel springs m place of rubber, as

the latter, both from use and effects of oil, varies in

its elasticity, and when one worn-out rubber is re-

moved to secure perfect action it necessitates the re-

newal of all rubbers on both skates, while springs do

not require this and retain the same amount of elas-

ticity. ... .
,

3rd Owing to simplicity of construction these skates

are the lightest, the lowest, and run the easiest of any

roller skate in the market.
,

4th. The Rarney and Berry roller skate is noiseless

as compared with other skates.
_

5th The centre of action coming on the axis and

ande of trucks being slight, skating on the Bar-

ney and Berry Roller Skate is similar to ice skatiug

and position or inclination of body the same, without

the bending of ankle as attended with skates whose

trucks have considerable angle and whose centre ol

action is 011 one side of the axis.

1 0.000
AMUSEMENTS.

?
COPIES OF

< It—

WILL BE ISSUED

APRIL 3, 1885,
Containing the Official Programme and

a full illustrated description of the

4 4
BICYCLE TOUR.
AND OTHEE INTERESTING ARTICLES

FROM PROMINENT WHEELMEN,

A LUTED NUMBER OF ADVERTISEMENTS

RECEIVED AT LOW RATES.

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,

BOX 444, - NEW YORK

MADISON SQUARE THEATRE. At 8.30
Evenings at 8.30. Saturday Matinee at 2.

DO YOU KNOW ?

THE PRIVATE SECRETARY.
THE FUNNIEST OF COMEDIES.

NIBLO'S GARDEN. . Reserved Seats 50c.
POOLE & GILMORE. . .Proprietors & Managers.

THATCHER,PRIMROSE & WEST'S MINSTRELS.
The world's greatest minstrel organization.

MATINEES WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY ; also,

MONDAY, WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY cel'ation.

pASINO. Broadway & 39th st.

C Last week of Millocker's sparkling opera comique.
APAJUNE.

By the McCaull Opera Comique Company.
Every Sunday Eve'g, Grand Popular Concert.
Washington's Birthday Matinee—Patience.

OTAR THEATRE. THE FLORENCES,
OMr.& Mrs. W.J.FLORENCE in OUR GOVERNOR

Souvenir Nights, Wednesday and Saturday.
Matinees Saturday and Washington's -BirthdaT.

For Sale at a Sacrifice,

A new full-nickled 52-m. SPECIAL

SANSPAREIL ROADSTER. Never

been used. Ball pedals, hollow detach-

able handle-bar, Eclipse Saddle, 1885

pattern. Will sell on easy terms to reli-

able parties. Address

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.

2T Park Row, Box 444, New York.

THE RUDGE
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES

STRONG,

LIGHT,

and

EASY RUNNING.

THE CE'flOA D S_T Eit,

SEND

FOR

CATALOGUE.

DOUBLEDRIVER CENTRALCE&ft

RELIABLE

AGENTS

WANTED.

T A R V T A N D EM,

A FEW SHOP-WORN & SECOND-HAND MACHINES AT LOW PRICES.

A Full Line of Kangaroos Just Received.

New York talprters: ft. R. BIDWELL & Co,, 4 East 60th St, I Y,

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,
152, 154, 156 AND 158 CONGRESS STREET,

BOSTON, MASS.

pEO. D. GIDEON,
U PHILADELPHIA 'CYCLING. BUREAU,
No. 1539 RACE ST„ - PHILADELPHIA, fA,

Sole Philadelphia Agent for the RUDGE BICYCLES and TRICYCLES'
SEND FOB, CATALOGUE,
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AMERICAN ADJUSTABLE LONG-DISTANCE SADDLE,
Spring Frame, Perfact Ad-
justment, Light, Strong,

Elastic, Easy.

Completely absorbs all

Vibration.

PRICE, $4.00.

Liberal Discount, to Dealers.

Send for Circular.

Mention this paper.

THE AMERICAN
As adapted to the STAR.

" It is the easiest saddle I ever rode." BURLEY B. AYERS, Chairman Trans. Comm., L. A. W,
" The best saddle I have ever seen, and I have tested nearly everv saddle known to the trade."

C. W. EDGERTON, Fort Wayne, Intl.
" I don't think there is a better saddle for the Star." J. P. MAYNARD, Chicago, 111.

" Tried your saddle on my Star, and found it the easiest and most comfortable saddle I have ever tried.

The steel spring and suspension seat appear to take away all the jar of riding."
J. W. PARKER, Buffalo, N. Y.

BULL & HAYNES,
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, PARTS AND SUNDRIES.
Repairing a Specialty. Our facilities for doiug all kinds of work, such as Brazing, Painting, Nickle

Plating, <fcc., &c:, at reasonable prices, are unexcelled. Correspondence Solicited. Wheels sold on the
installment plan. HERSEE HALL RIDING SCHOOL. Open evenings. Purchasers taught free. Corner
Main and Chippewa Streets, Buffalo, N. Y.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles ; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithvilie, Burfington Co., N. J.

H H
J J

SUBSCRIBE TO

A YEAR.

THE DURYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. 19,^1884.

M YEAR.

THE WHEEL AND OUTING $3,00 A YEAR,

BOX 444,

A WHEELMAN'S AUTOGRAPH ALBUM!

MY CYCLING FRIENDS.
DESIGNED AND COMPILED

FOR COLLECTION OF AUTOGRAPHS,
It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and

black markings.
It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three hundred selections from the poets in regard

to the wheel.
Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs of

cycling friends.
Three hundred Engravings illustrating each quota-

tion.

PRICE ONE DOLLAR, POSTPAID

WILL C. MARVIN. Otf, Michigan,

Sole Agent for the United States and Canada.

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING COMPANY,------ 21 PARK ROW, NEW YORK

CLOSING OUT SALE
—OF—

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES
[OF ALL MAKES.

BARGAINS
! BARGAINS

!

AMERICAN CLliBS
AMERICAN SANSPARIELS, .

KANGAROOS, "ROYAL MAILS.
R. V. R. SCHUYLER,

17 BARCLAY, ST., NEW YORK.
WRITE BEFORE PURCHASING A NEW MOUNT

Style B.

Used by Hendee, Prince, Sellers, Howen, Woodside.
Corey.Landy, Jenkins of Louisville, Brooks, Eck, Mor-
gan.Higham,Yates; also Miles,A<rinamdo,aiid Sylvester
and all the flyers. Fits any machine, including Star

Bicycle. Special terms to dealers.

Prices, Japanned, $3 00
; Nickeled, $3 75.

NEW YORK TOY COMPANY,
697 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

MISCELLANEOUS.

[Advertisements inserted in this department, not
over four lines nonpanel, for $10 a year.]

pHICAGO, ILL.-THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.,U 68 Wabash Avenue, makers of Bicycle Hose Sup-
porters. The best style made. Price per pair 35 cents
by mail. Agents for the Columbia Bicycle. Send
stamp for catalogue.

PORTLAND, ME.-LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CAR-
I RIER, the cheapest, lightest, and most conven-
ient thing of the kind. May be put in pocket when
not m use. By mail, seventy-five cents and one dollar
C. H. LAMSON. -

QTv^O^ WHEEL CO., O.K. STONE,MANAGER^ i'
1
-

21 9llve stree t- Agents for Columbia Bicycles
and Tricycles, Rudge Light Roadster, Facile, Sanspa-
reil, American Club, ylctor Tricvcle, and all high
class machines. Repairing, nickeling, aud enaruelino-
promptly done. Dealers in second-hand wheels Sen§
for printed list.

WILLIAM G. SCRIBNER
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles and Accessories,

Sole agent for Washington, D. C, of the Pope
JVI f g Co., Stoddard, Lovering & Co., the Cunning
£am Samuel T. Clark & Co., the Overman Whe
Co., The Facile.
Riding school attached. Visitors always welcome

1,108-1,116 E. Street, N. W.,

WASHINGTON, D. C
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BICYCLES
New and second hand in greatest variety of styles

and prices.

H. B. HART,
NO. 811 ARCH STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, PEN1T.
Selling Agent for the Pope Manufacturing Co.,

Stoddard, Lovering & Co., The Cunningham Co.,

Gormully & Jeffrey, and The Western Toy Co.
,

ALE THE LEADING MACHINES.
Send for price lists.

H. B. HART.
A flue assortment of Sundries always on hand.

FREE for TRI AL,
HANOVER'S SPBCIFC. An unfailing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility and Weakness, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, Nervous Prostration, Hysteria,

or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, overwork,
abuses of alcohol, tobecco, &c . (Ower forty thousand
positive cures.)
. l£gr*°Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. Ad-
dress HANOVBK REMEDY CO.,

Lack box 584. Chicago, 111.

ZACHABIAS & SMITH,
NEWARK,* N. J.,

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

Lamps, Luggage Carriers, Star

Cyclometer, Bags, Saddles and parts foi

both Cranks and'Star Machines.

Makers of the Celebrated Safety ' Step

for the Star Bicycle.

DIFFICULT REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.

Riding School and Roller Skating Rink.

Send Stamp for catalogue.

WHEEL_ SONGS.

POEMS OF BICYCLING,
BY S. CONANT FOSTER.

The most sumptuous book devoted to the wheel yet

published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.
an elegant quarto volume of 80 pages,

bound in blue silk cloth, with side

stamp in gilt and silver.

Price, $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.
ADDRESS,

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.

21 PARK ROW,
Box 444, New York.

COLUMBIA
AND

STANCH AND RELIABLE ROADSTERS

In 1883 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads ; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

111.5 [miles in the day each. We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Columbias, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias ; and

further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

Coiumb'as, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and tha.t the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one-

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
After long and careful experiments with five different speed and power tricycle attachments in different forms

we have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient numbers tc supply it on our

new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction ; is applied to the crank-shaft ; is operated by a

handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle ; is certain and effective in its ope-

ration ; reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill climbing about one-third, and is made

of thi finest material and with the finest workmanship, and so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by

its use.

PEI0E OF COLUMBIA TRICYCLE, . . . $160.

WITH POWER GEAR, .... . 180.

The (Jolumbia Power-Gear Will be Applied to any Oohimbia Tricycle at Our Factory^ Hartford, Conn., for $25.

SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED 36-PAGE CATALOGUE.

The Pope Manufacturing Company.
Principal Office, 597 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

BRANCH HOUSE. 12 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

THE PERFECTION HEATER.
(patent applied for,)

FQR CEMENTING RUBBER TIRES.

EVERY WHEELMAN SHOULD HAVE ONE, AS IT SAVES TIME AND MONEY

Lamp and full directions for Cementing a Rubber Tire, sent post paid to any part of the United

States or Canada on receipt of

Price, - - SI.OO
FOR SALE BY DEALERS, OR SEND TO THE MANUFACTURERS.

G. R. BIDWELL & CO.,

DEALEES IN BICYCLES, TEICYCLES, &c,
4 EAST 60th STREET, NEW YORK.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.
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rate general correspondence to the Editor from mat
ter intended for publication. Always sign (confides
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Write only on one side of the sheet, and have all
communications sent in by Monday morning at the
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All matters relating to subscriptions or advertise
meuts, and all business connected with The Wheel
should be addressed to the Company. Make ail
checks and money orders payable to The 'Cycling:
Publishing Company. We cannot use stamps other
than the two or one cent issue.

H. D. Corey, of Boston, has gone
West.

Twenty-six names were added to the
L. A. W. last week.

Prince gives the Duryea a good send-
off in another column.

Messrs. George R. Bidwell & Co. re
port business dull but improving.

The Macon Bicycle Club, of Macon
Ala., will hold its annual races in May.

Mr. George D. Gideon, of the Phila
delphia 'Cycling Bureau, was in town
last Friday.

Harry Etherington, of London, will

endeavor to make up a party for Spring-
field this year.

The "Bicycling World " in its issue of
February 20, gives four and a half pages
to "the trade outlook;"

The fall meeting of the Surrey Bicycle
Club, (England), brought together not
less than r 0,000 spectators.

John Keen, for whom the fund in

England has been gathered, is making
quite a success of his aquatic 'cycle.

Mr.Aaron,in the "Gazette," has apolo-
gized to Mr. Gilman for the so-called
slurs contained in the issue of January
29th.

The "Southern Cycler" says, that the
Memphis Club, came out ahead in their
recent handling of the professionals, at
Memphis.

For some good riding routes, read the
article on Kentucky 'cycling in The
Wheel of January 23.— [Southern
Cycler.
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" Le Sport Velocipique " in its 6th of
February issue, gives an engraving ofH.
O. Duncan. The latter is about 23
years of age.

Mr. Edwin Oliver, formerly of this

paper, and the Citizens Club, has ac-
cepted the position of business man
ager of a weekly in Troy.

Abbott Bassett, Chairman of the Rac-
ing Board, cautions wheelmen against

A. Bickford, of Somerville, Mass., who
has forfeited his amateur standing.

The League's official organ is not as
acceptable to that body of wheelmen as
was The Wheel when it contained the
official department.—[Landsville Vigil.

The frisky Egan, of the Ixion Club, is

now a professional writer, and may be
seen any night at one of the roller-skat-
ing rinks watching for a belle to take a
tumble.

Messrs. Samuel T. Clark & Co., of
Baltimore, makes a special offer in our
advertising columns, which is worthy of
consideration by those who desire a
cheap mount.

According to the "Bicycle," Eufaula,
Ala., possesses a phenomenal fancy rider,
in the person of Master

J. H. Reeves.
Among the feats noted, he will stand
perfectly upright on the saddle.

Official report of Karl Kron's chase
for three thousand subscribers to " X. M.
on a Bicycle": Second year, fourth week,
ending Saturday, February 21; 21 men
captured, raising the total to 2,474.

The Crescent Bicycle Club of Boston,
will dissolve on March 7, and at the
same time give a dinner. The body was
organized five years ago, and is there-

fore one of the oldest clubs in America.

A 'cyclist tried to open his front door
with his spoke wrench on arriving home
in the wee small hours, the other morn-
ing. When his wife opened the door
she " spoke " and he got " wrenched"
with a vengeance.

W. M. Woodside will leave for England
during March, taking with him John
Brooks, of Blossburg, Pa. Woodside
was over in 1882 as an amateur rider.

This trip, he intends to compete in all

the championships.

" The roads around New York " being
the eighth chapter of Karl Kron's forth-

coming volume, will probably appear in
the next issue of the "Springfield Wheel-
men's Gazette." The first seven chap-
ters are already in the printer's hands.

Mr. Gilman, the once petted treas-

urer of the L. A. W., now finds himself
in bad odor generally with those who

once patted him on the head and called

him a nice little boy. His life was a
short one. In Franklin's philosophy,

"He paid too much for his whistle."

Karl Kron is surprised at the cool
reception which his book has met in

Kentucky. This book is of interest to

every rider in Kentucky, for it describes

accurately 342 miles in this State and
devotes one whole chapter for our bene-
fit. It is well worth a dollar.—[Louis-
ville Argus.

Mr. R. H. Lea, representing Singer
& Co., Coventry, Eng., who is making
a business trip around the world, paid
London, Ont, a visit recently in the in-

terests of his firm. Mr. Lea's trip has
been a noteworthy one, he having visit-

ed various parts of Australia, Tasma-
nia and New. Zealand during the past
fifteen months.

Now that parts of the park have been
opened for 'cyclers, it would seem that
a large number were taking advantage
of it, especially the ladies. We witnessed
recently a little skirmish between one of

'

latter and a horseman. . The feminine
body, we confidentially expected, would
win, but were disappointed, the horse-
man distancing her easily.

The following shows the number of
L. A. W. members in fourteen of the
prominent headquarters : New York
city, 272; Philadelphia, 247; Balti-

more,^
;
Boston, 164; Brooklyn, 156;

Chicago, 125; Newark, 91; Cleveland,

91; Buffalo, 73 ; New Haven, 60;
Washington, 52; Cincinnati, 51; Hart-
ford, 50 • Elizabeth, 48.

Professor Wilmot is giving exhibitions
in San Francisco, where the people re-

gard his teats upon the machine as mar-
velous. One of Wilmot's best tricks is

riding at full speed and then standing
erect in the saddle. Another difficult

feat is the lifting a handkerchief from
the floor without leaving the saddle,
while traveling at a four-minute gait.

We clip the following from the " Cy-
clist and Athlete," U. S. A. :

" It is said
that G. Lacy Hillier will visit America
next year and bring his sister, an ac-
complished tricycler. They will ride a
sociable, and intend making a stay of
two months." Oh! Ah?
? ? ? We have but three slight correc-
tions to make, viz. : That, as far as he
knows, G. Lacy Hillier will not visit the
States next year (much as he would like

to) • that he wouldn't ride a sociable if

he did go ; and that he has not got a
sister. With these slight corrections the
item may be taken as approximately
correct.—[Tricyclist.
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Hendee is shortly to commence ac-

tive training and expects to make a bet-

ter showing than ever this year. He
will ride his new 57 in. 22 lb. racer.

Hamilton, of Yale, who showed such
good form in. middle-distance last year,

is already training. He will represent

Yale in the inter-collegiate contests.

Dolph of New London, Ohio, will also

rush things.

The " S. W. Gazette" prints the full

report of the Secretary of the Springfield

Bicycle Club. The report contains ac-

counts of the number of balls and other

social affairs that the club held or at-

tended, the condition of the club-room,

furniture, etc., etc. 5 in fact, the whole
page can interest no one outside of the

club. If there was any excuse, there

were also powerful reasons why it should

not have appeared in print. In refering

to the action of the League Committee
in selecting the "Amateur Athlete" in

preference to the "Springfield Wheel-
men's Gazette" (in which, by the way,

he takes an incomprehensible interest,)

as the League's official gazette, his al-

lusions border on insult. It is the high-

est kind of conceit for any one man, we
care not what his position may be, to

pass upon the decision of a committee,

arrived at only after much labor and
anxiety on their part. We predict that

Mr. Sanford Lawton's " previousness"

will raise a storm ; whether wordy or

otherwise, remains to be seen.—['Cyclist

and Athlete.

Some of the English residents in St.

Petersburg, Russia, are making an at-

tempt to form a tricycle club. At the

present time it is almost impossible to

ride a tricycle in the town, and even in

the country they are looked upon by the

police as having no right to be on the

roads. A few months back an English-

man, while tricycle riding in the country,

went through the curious experience of

being ordered off the road on to the foot

path by one policeman, and twenty min-

utes afterwards, being informed by an-

other guardian of the peace that he had
no right to ride on the footpath, and must
ride his machine along the road. To
form a club—social, sporting or political

—in Russia, is a very difficult matter, as

a charter from the Crown is essential.

To obtain this, an application has to be
made, which passes through the hands
of numberless officials, all of whom ex-

pect presents—and get them. The lat-

est news regarding the application is that

it has been referred to the government
medical department, with instructions to

report whether this new kind of exercise

is good for the health of his Majesty's

subjects or hot.

What 'cycler will not remember his

first ride by lamp-light? Possiblyhe was

on his regular run home, as we were, of

three miles into the country, up hill and
down, on a dusky highway.' At first

there was a feeling as if some unseen

hand carried the light for us, and for a

wonder held it where it would do the

most good. Then as we left the region

of street lamps, and houses, the dark-

ness grew more intensely black, and our

good little star of the evening seemed to

shine with increased brillancy, and con-

jured up no end o' ghosts far ahead or

on either side, clothing great rocks in

the vague middle distance with spectral

habiliments that disappeared on closer

inspection. The road some distance

ahead often showed a dense black.bank
directly across it, as if it was land's end,

and some unknown depths were just be-

yond, but we felt rather than saw the in-

cline, and soon the mysterious gulf dis-

appeared as the strong light flashed

down the other side of the hill, as we
gained the top. There was confusion

of lines and uncertain light as we coasted

down the first lamp-lighted hill, and we
more than half-wished we had walked,

but on striking smoother wheeling again

everything was serene. The dazed and
startled appearance of chance pedestri-

ans, and their "why, hello! I couldn't

make out what Jack-o- lantern it was
coming!" were amusing, but this, like all

first experiences, came to an end as we
safely, and about as quickly as by day-

fight, wheeled into our own gateway,

and dismounted.—[S. W. Gazette Cor-

respondence.

The Boston " Herald " is responsible

for the following: "The newest performer

in public is the girl who rides the tri.

She has waited a long time before get-

ting courage enough to make her rather

unseasonable debut in Central Park,

and only does so at length after much
practice in more obscure places. She is

an object of staring curiosity, and the

horses are scared by her, but to human
spectators she is far from hideous. She has
a lithe, shapely figure, for otherwise she

would' t display herself ; and there is no
Bloomerism in the costume which she has

adopted. Knickerbocker trousers and
a short skirt were originally prescribed

for this service, but she is not such a fool

as to think of seeking pleasure while

looking like a fright. Her hat is a

jauntily fashionable turban of fur, and
has a feather to float behind, imparting

a sense of rapid, airy motion. Her bod-

ice is covered nearly down to the elbows

by fur, but the small girth of her waist

is left in view. The skirt is woollen and
dark, and plenty of wide bands of fur,

so that she looks warm, whether she is

or not. Her shoes are solid and low,

but are becomingly belittled by the fur

leggings which come down over them.

As her hands are in fur-backed gloves,

she suggests the four paws of a kitten by
the terminals of her limbs. A concealed

elastic cord contracts the hem of her

drapery, and therefore the expectant

observer might as well wait for the wind
tv blow up a sunrise at midnight as to

count on any wafture of her petticoats.

This safeguard to her modesty is requis-

ite, because there is no mass of under-

skirts, which would impede her action

in working the treadles. She relies on
tight-fitting garments next the skin for

warmth. She is usually to be seen in

the forenoon, and there are as yet few

duplicates of her, but she usually belongs

to a family so eminent socially that she

can do no wrong, and so her1 example
will soon be numerously followed.' She
deems it essential to maintain the swift-

est possible speed, and this practice

makes the sight of her brief and flitting,

but I suppose we may expect, after

awhile, to see our approved heiresses as

frequently on the tri. as we do now on
horseback."

A VALENTINE FROM POPE,
One of the handsomest and most

unique and original ideas in chromo-
lithography is the Columbia Valentine,

just issued by the Pope Manufacturing

Co., of Boston, Mass. The design,

which is in twelve colors and mounted
upon a panel, is a genuine work of art.

The picture, from a painting by Cope-
land, of Boston, is artistically divided

into three scenic sections: the first, a

view of early sunrise, with fine atmos-

pheric effect, represents the wheelman's
morning ride ; the centre scene, ap-

propriately framed by the tire of an
Expert bicycle, is a strikingly beautiful

view of picturesque country, a lady rid-

ing upon a tricycle accompanied by a

mounted bicyclist, crossing a rustic

bridge in the foreground ; the last scene

is a wheel by moonlight, the bright rays

of the hub-lights cutting the semi-dark-

ness. Upon the back of the panel the

following descriptive poem is tastefully

printed

:

FEBRUARY 14, 1885.

A picture of the early dawn,
"When as I hasten o'er the lea,

With boon -companion of the morn
I counsel hope, but think of thee.

A picture of the laughing moon,
When o'er the rustic bridge I ride

And dare interpret friendship's rune,

For thou alone art bymy side.

A picture when the day has fled,

Audi' with it all my fears are gone,

And troops of stars by Astrea led

Are marshalled in the heavenly zone.

The story : morn and noon and night

Bear witness to my love and thine.

The moral : they who choose aright

Shall guard and prize my valentine. _

THE RUDGE CENTRALGEAR,
MADE BY RUDGE AND CO., COVENTRY,

ENGLAND, AND IMPORTED BY STOD-

DARD, LOVERING AND CO., BOSTON,

MASS.

Our many lady riders and light weight

tricyclists will be pleased to learn that

their wants are being attended to, and
that the pushing firm of Stoddard,Lov-
ering & Co.will this season place on the

market a light double-driving tricycle.

There has been a demand for such a

machine for some time and recognizing

it, Stoddard,Lovering & Co. contracted,

during Mr. Corey's trip to England with

Rudge's people for a light roadster tricy-

cle of the now popular central-geared

pattern. This new machine is not too

light for American roads, and yet light

enough to meet the wants of a large class

of skillful riders, who demand a light,

yet strong and serviceable mount. It

has been built especially for the Ameri-

can trade, and will, we doubt not, prove

as good as it looks, which means a good
deal, for it is very handsome and grace-

ful in appearance. The cut at the head

of this article gives a very correct im-

pression of the contour and general

make up of the machine, so that we need

only give details of construction to

furnish our readers with everything they

can obtain without personally trying and
inspecting it. The driving wheels are

forty-six inches in diameter, geared level

on the standard pattern. The steering

wheel is as large as is usually used,

being eighteen inches in diameter.

The tires are of seven-eights inch red

rubber to all wheels and are cemented
into strong crescent rims, while the rims

themselves are supported by sixty No.
11 and twenty No. 12 direct spokes.

The .large wheels are connected with

a compound axle and drive double by
means of Starle/s gear of the small

pattern, as used on machines of the

Humber style, which is neat, unobtru-

sive, out of the way, and effective.

This axle is hung from the tubular frame,

in a pair of ball bearings well placed to

stay the axle. At the ends of the hori-

zontal tube are attached the curved
arms for holding the hand-hold, steering

candle, lamp brackets. On the left

side is fastened a plain push-lever hand
brake, five by seven-eighth inch, which
will give power enough. From the cen-

tre of the top tube, as depicted in the

cut, a large steel tube extends forward,

sloping towards the ground at a consid-

erable angle, and then with a graceful

turn, curving up over the steering wheel
and terminating with the steering centres

of a Humber head. At the neck a rub-

ber bar foot-rest is fastened by a hinge

joint. The front forks are solid, and
the mud guard is of thin sheet iron.

The steering is effected by a rack and
pinion, the latter running in a slide with

a couple of rollers, which are pressed

against it and kept from rattling by a

stout steel spring. On the centre of

the axle is securely fastened the upper
driving cog, the lower one being held in

a bracket or hanger depended from the

central tube and sliding on it for adjust-

ment by means of a split slug. Mor-
gan's patent roller chain is used,

and the whole is securely and neatly

covered by a stiff leather guard. At
either end of the lower cog-shaft is at-

tached an ordinary bicycle crank with

from five and a half to six inches throw.

A tubular safety rod extends from one
side. The handles are adjustable for

height, and the saddle and cradle spring

may be adjusted vertically and horizon-

tally. Rudge's "unequalled" ballbear-

ings are used throughout, including ped-

als. The machine is thirty-nine inches

wide, and will weigh about eighty- five

pounds, though a fighter machine fitted

with hollow iims and tangent spokes
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will be furnished at a slight increase in

price. It is delivered to customers with
the usual paraphernalia, and handsomely
enamelled and nickelled, at the price of

$175. It is a very well balanced tricycle,

built vertically, well made and finished,

pleasing ifl appearance, and we should
think in every respect well calculated to

meet the growing demand for machines
of its class.

Since the above was penned, we have
received late advices from England that

a rear attachment will be made, so that

the above machine can be converted

into a tandem of the Club type.—[Bi-

cycling World.

L, A. W. MEMBERSHIP, IN-

CLUDING LIST 30, PUB-
LISHED JAN. 24.

STATE DINNEB.

New York 906
Pennsylvania , 700
Massachusetts 660
Ohio . 484
New Jersey 406
Connecticut 308
Illinois 235
Maryland 180
New Hampshire 97
Michigan 87
Indiana 76
Iowa 68
Vermont 61
Kentucky 60
District of Columbia 58
Minnesota 39

NGN DIVISION.

Maine 63
Colorado , 38
Rhode Island 37
Wyoming 31
Louisiana ' 25
Missouri 21
Cahfornia 12
Wisconsin 11
British possessions 10
South Carolina 10
North Carolina 8
Dakota 8
England 6
Nebraska 4
Tennessee 4
West Virginia : 4
Georgia 2
Montana 2
Utah 2
Texas 2
Virginia 2

Alabama 1
Washington Territory 1

Oregon 1

New Mexico 1

Mexico 1

Germany ... 1

Total 4,737

GLEANINGS BY LEWEE.
The Crescent Bicycle Club, of Bos-

ton, has finally decided to disband. It

is, of course, to be regretted that any
'cycle organization should go to pieces,

but in this case it is probably just as

well, for the Crescents have taken little

interest in wheeling for a long time past.

The formal disbandment is to occur on
March 7, at which time the event will

be commemorated by a big dinner at

Young's. The club has at present a
membership of about thirty-five, and a
sufficient sum in the treasur)' to give the
members a big wind-up dinner.

.The Crescents were organized about
five years ago, and are thus one of the

oldest 'cycle clubs in the country. In
the early days of American 'cycling there

was no club which took a more active

interest in bicycling or was more promi-
nently connected with this sport. When
the L. A. W. meet was held in Boston
in 1882,the Crescents did much towards
making the affair the success it was.

They were the first to introduce club-

drilling here, and the movements fol-

lowed by them have been the basis from
which most of the other clubs of the
country have made up their drills.

Although the Crescents have of late

years lost their reputation for active

wheeling, they have never lost their so-

cial standing. They have always been
known as the most select club of the

city, and their dinners and balls have
been excelled by none. They made a
rule, at their formation, to admit no one
to membership whom they would not
wish to make a personal friend or enter-

tain at their homes, and they have
strictly adhered to the rule since then.

Some of the members will join one of
the more active clubs of the city, but
the number is likely to be small, for the

majority of the Crescents have rather

"outgrown" all active interest in wheel-
ing.

The Charlestown Bicycle Club prom-
ise to boom things the coming season.

All the local 'cycling houses closed
yesterday in commemoration of Wash-
ington's birthday.

John S. Prince calls a certain promi-
nent Boston wheelman an " alleged en-
cyclopaedia on bicycling."

W. B. Youngman, of Waltham, who
was quite prominent in local races last

season, has become a professional fancy
rider.

The suggestion of the Springfield
" Gazette " regarding a 'cycling circuit is

a good one, and will, I hope, be carried

out.

H. D. Corey left Boston last week for

an extended trip through the South and
West. He will probably visit New Or-
leans.

A Western exchange says that "Mile.
Armaindo is about a man in wedlock to
bless. Who can it be, Eck, Morgan or
Wallace ?

"

The rivers and bays hereabouts are
solidly frozen over, and some lively

spins on the ice have been enjoyed by
local wheelmen.

Two of the Bermuda tourists will join

the Massachusetts Bicycle Club. The
old milk organization seems to have
missionaries everywhere.

It is now a question whether or not
the Somerville Bicycle Club is a pro-
fessional or an amateur organization.

Polo playing is the trouble.

" Outing " is shortly to have an illus-

trated article on 'cycling in Italy, by Joe
Pennell, who, with his wife, is now. tour-

ing through that country on a tandem.

Tricycles with a combination of dou-
ble cranked pedal shaft on one side, and
bicycle cranks on the other, attached to

a central tube, seem to have predomi-
nated at the Stanley show.

The Stirk family of fancy bicyclists

have purchased Columbia bicycles for

future exhibitions. Prof. Stirk says that
the day is past when he can draw a
crowd to see a performance on veloci-

pedes.

The house of the Massachusetts Club
approaches toward completion very
slowly, and I fancy it will be nearer the
end of March than the beginning when
the building will be ready for an open-
ing night,

The annual dinner of the Harvard
Bicycle Club will be held at Young's
next Thursday evening. The affair will

probably be as select as in previous

years.

According to English exchanges, Col.

Burnaby, the famous English officer

who so gallantly lost his life while fight-

ing in the Sudan, was a bicyclist of no
mean ability on the road and track.

Wm. M. Durell is to manage the

Chicago branch house of the Pope
Manufacturing Co. Mr. Durell was a

major in the Confederate army during

the late unpleasantness, and lost an arm
in the service.

It is strange that no one enters the

unoccupied field here of letting bicycles

and tricycles. It has proved a profita-

ble business in other cities, and there is

every reason to believe that such would
be the case here.

It is generally regretted here that F.

A. Bickford has been expelled from the

League. Not that he did not deserve

it, but because he is personally a very
popular fellow, and gave much prom-
ise as a coming flyer.

Bicycle club exhibitions hereabouts
seem to prove very profitable. The
Cambridge Club cleared $300 on its

recent minstrels, and about the same
amount was netted by the Lynn Club
at their entertainment.

The National 'Cyclists' Union is said

to be endeavoring to elevate English
professionalism from its present low
standard. If they prove successful it

might be well to try some such elevat-

ing influence on American professionals.

The March number of " Outing" con-
tains a well written and artistically il-

lustrated description of the new Massa-
chusetts Club house. It was written by
Rev. S. H. Day,and illustrated by Reed,
Copeland, and other members of the

club.

I received a letter a short time since

from John S. Prince, in which the cham-
pion expresses his confidence of lower-
ing the world's record again this season.
He says that he is in better health than
ever before, and is steadily improving
in riding form.

Another good opening would be to
start a riding school, there being at pre-

sent none in the city. I understand
that some of the dealers have signified

their willingness to guarantee a certain

amount of patronage to any one who
will take the matter in hand.

A number of our local riders have or-

dered tandem bicycles for next season,
and that form of 'cycling is likely to

prove very popular here. They are
rather bad to have on a club run, how-
ever, for their riders are usually inclined

to make the pace uncomfortably warm
for the others.

"Pit the Vet" is here, and is as
happy as any " vet" could be. A cer-

tain Boston young lady is also supremely
happy. The old bicycle flyer, and
coming tricycle scorcher, has nearly as

many friends here as he has in New
York, and we all unite in wishing him
happiness as the result of his new de-

parture.

According to report, the fund for

erecting C. T. C. boards about Boston
has reached the sum of $53.25. Strange

that it has never been suggested that it

is the business of the C. T. C. to fur-

nish the boards. The C. T. C, though,
is a grand English institution, and as

such should, of course, receive our
united support, whether or not we re-

ceive any benefit from it.

I was surprised at the statement in

the " Official Gazette " that there were
but 164 League members in Boston.
The Massachusetts Club alone has
about 200 members, all ofwhom belong
to the League. There must either be
a mistake in the figures of the "Ga-
zette," or a large portion of the mem-
bers of the Massachusetts Club do not
reside in Boston.

Mr. E, G. Whitney, who will be cap-
tain of the Boston division of the Big
Four tour, tells me that he is receiving
numerous applications from parties de-
sirous of joining the party.' As the
number is limited to 25,those who come
late are likely to get left. It would be
well for all interested in the tour to sub-
scribe to The Wheel, as it will contain
all the latest information regarding the
tour.

There are rather conflicting rumors
regarding Gaskell coming to America
for the purpose of establishing an agency
of the Coventry Machinist. Co., at Bos-
ton. Several of the English papers say
that he is coming, while others say that
he is not, but instead, that a Mr. Beal,
who was recently married to the daugh-
ter of one of the firm, is to have charge
of the agency. Doubtless many of our
flyers secretly hope that Gaskell will not
come, for if he does, it will probably re-

sult in many medals out oftheir pockets.

I notice that the "Bicycling World"
considers my statements to the effect

that the Racing Board had but recently
awakened to the importance of the pro-
fessional roller-skating matter as absurd.
The Racing Board is, I know, very sen-
sitive to criticism—even if it already has
had considerable, and for that reason I

have refrained from saying much against
them. In this roller-skating [matter the
board really does deserve censure for
not taking the matter in hand sooner,
but the members of the board are show-
ing such commendable activity now,
that the League can afford to forgive
them their sins _>f the past. Chairman
Bassett will probably think that they have
not any sins to forgive, but never mind,
we will forgive him for that, too. •

2-S9 PRINCE 2-39,
John S. Prince professional champion

bicyclist of the world writes : " My best
American record, previous to using the
Duryea Saddle was 1 mile in 2m. 59sec,
which you know I've reduced 2osec,
cutting the world's record. Since the
day I first tried the Duryea (now nearly
two years) have used no other saddle
and have won during this period over
two hundred prizes in cash, cups, medals,
etc., representing a monied value of over
twelve thousand dollars ($1 2,000). Con-
sider the Duryea the best bicycle saddle
made ; in fact, perfection and recommend
it to all wheelmen who desire ease, com-
ort and safety.

.At the Standard Theatre, a "Trip to
Africa " has met with a long and popu-
lar run. Thii week Millocker's " Gas-
parone" has been produced for the
first time in America,
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BOARD OFOFFICERS MEET-
ING L, A. W,

The regular spring meeting of the
Board of Officers of the League of

American Wheelmen was held in parlor

A of the Grand Union Hotel on Mon-
day, February 23, 1885. There were'
present the following members of the
Board : President, N. M. Beckwith

;

corresponding secretary, Chas. K. Al-
ley; recording secretary, Eugene M.
Aaron

;
treasurer, Stephen Terry j chief

consuls, Dr. N. P. Tyler, J. R. Torrance,
Dr. G. Carleton Brown, and E. T. Pet-
tingill

;
representatives, A. D. Claflin,

W. I. Harris, Henry. E. Ducker, Dr.

Edwin Field, F. P. Kendall, T. S. Rust,

J. G. Burch, Jr., J. W. Clute, W. S. Bull,

Geo. R. Bidwell, A. G. Coleman, C. D.
Williams, R. F. Hibson, A.E. Fauquier,
Geo. Dakin, Knight L. Clapp, John C.

Gulick,Walter H. Parsons, F. B. Graves,
H. S. Kidder, and Frank A. Egan.
Among the distinguished visitors were

E. G. Whitney and C. S. Howard, of
Boston j Simeon Ford and Captain Da-
kin, of Buffalo.

The meeting was called to order by
Dr. Beckwith about 9:45, who in a few
words welcomed the representatives to

New York, thanking them for their at-

tendance. The roll was then called by
Recording Secretary Aaron, which was
followed by his report, which was made
in brief. Communications to the Board
of Officers were then in order, and the
following letter of invitation to the

League was read

:

Buffalo, Feb. 18, 1885.
Dr. N. Malon Beckwith and others.
Board of Officers of the L. A. W.

Mr. President and Gentlemen :

If we are correctly informed you will,

on the 23d inst., determine the time and
place of the next League meeting.
The Buffalo Bicycle Club, with reas-

surances of its allegiance to the League
and its interests, respectfully asks your
consideration of Buffalo, N. Y., as a fa-

vorable place for the meet. Arguments
might be given to substantiate the
claims of its being most centrally lo-

cated, of its having superior facilities

and conveniences, of its popular suburbs,
good roads, etc,, but these, if not appa-
rent or already known, will be presented
by your secretary, Mr. C. K. Alley, or

by the Western New York representa-
tive, Mr. W. S. Bull, each of whom is a
member of the Buffalo Bicycle Club,
and a resident of the city of Buffalo.

There is one obstacle, and this we
hope you may be able to overcome.
Our seasons are late, and the club has,

after mature deliberation, determined
upon the 2d and 3d of July as the earli-

est possible dates at which we may be
certain of fair roads and settled weather.
We desire it to be understood that in

suggesting the time the club has not
done so in a spirit of dictation, but, on
the contrary, has been governed wholly
by your interests and pleasures rather
than their own.
The Buffalo Bicycle Club, therefore,

through its authorized committee as un-
dersigned, hereby extends a cordial invi-

tation to the League of American Wheel-
men to hold its annual meeting in the
city of Buffalo on the 2d and 3d of July
next, promising, if we are honored by
your company, to be as social, enter-

taining, and hospitable as we can be,

and to arrange and dispatch business
matters in a satisfactory manner.
[Seal.] J. Edwin Danelson, Pres.

C. S. Butler, Secretary,

The report of the treasurer then fol-

lowed, and showed a very prosperous
condition of affairs. We present it in

full :

KEPOET OF TREASURER.
To the Board of Officers of the League of
American Wheelmen

:

The following is an abstract of the condition
of the treasury at the present time

:

KECED?TS.
From former treasurer $ 494 68

" " " for stationery
left over 5 00

Gift N. J. Division 25 00
Badge Account 20 00
Washington Races 841 00
Consul Certificates, Ohio Division.... 75
Annual dues of Members 1.614 50
New Members ;622 01

$3,622 94
TOTAL DISBUESEMENTS.

Stenog. Report of Annual Meeting... .$100 00
" " B. of O., Feb.. '84 40 00

Printing Membership Tickets 37 50
Printing Racing Rides 17 50
Copying for Com. on League Organ... 4 37
Expenses, President 3 00

" Treasurer 44 85
" Recording Secretary 141 73
" Corresponding Secretary 59 10
" Cor. Sec. 6,000 letter heads. 40 00
" " " Mad Vote 65 38

" " Rote Slips Pa. Div. 6 33
Racing Board 10 50

« " Gold Medal 25
mile championship 50 00

'Cycling Pub. Co. two lists of applica-

tions 3 38
Mading List furnished Band & Co 3 50
L. A. W. Gazette, June 240 00

" July 205 61
" August 228 80

September 187 87
il " October 198 04
" " November 123 83

" December 142 66
" " January 179 37

$2,133 32
Balance deposited in City National
Bank, Hartford $1,489 62

Respectfully submitted,

Stephen Teeby, Treas.

Feb. 23, 1885.

The report of the corresponding sec-

retary then followed,showing the amount
of work done by that officer in the past

year. It was accepted without debate.

At this point a number of representa

fives and chief consuls, who had been
appointed since the last meeting, were
confirmed and took their places in the

meeting.

Owing to the absence of Mr. Burley

B. Ayers, the report of the Transporta-

tion Committee was delayed until his

arrival.

Mr. Abbott Bassett, as Chairman of

the Racing Board, made a verbal report

on the progress of the work of the com-
mittee, complaining that the roller-

skating craze was interfering very much
with the amateur standing of the mem-
bers of the League of American Wheel-
men. That many have engaged in polo
games with professionals, and thereby
tarnished their status as amateurs, and
that the question would be a very seri-

ous matter for the League unless some
stop was put to the wholesale slaughter

of innocent wheelmen. He also re-

quested permission to have a standard
die manufactured for the various cham-
pionships that had been created by the

Board, so that all the prizes for future

championships be alike as to design.

The report was accepted without debate.

The special committee appointed • at

Philadelphia to investigate the case of

Mr. Jenkins, reported in favor of rein-

statement. Report was laid on the table.

The special committee appointed to

prepare a code of bugle calls for adop-
tion by the League, reported progress.

Considerable dissatisfaction has ex-

isted for a long time in the New York

State Division as to the manner of con-

ducting its affairs, many clubs not yet

receiving their tickets for this year. A
long series of explanations followed by
Chief Consul Torrance and others, in

which it was shown that the treasurer had
on account of absence from the country

been unable to properly attend to his

duties, that his resignation had been
handed in, and a successor appointed,

and that matters were in a fair way to

be attended to promptly and in a bus-

iness-like manner, but in view of the

fact that League officials had been put

to considerable trouble by the negligence

of the division secretary and treasurer,

and that a committee of three be ap-

pointed to fully investigate the matter,

and place the blame where it belonged.

The following resolution was then

passed

:

Whereas, it is reported that a bill is

passing in the Legislature of the State of

Indiana, forbidding the use of bicycles

upon the highways of that State, be it

Resolved, that the Board of Officers

of the League of American Wheelmen,
assembled in this city of New York, this

23d day of February, 1885, represent-

ing four thousand seven hundred and
thirty-seven (4,737) wheelmen, many of

these residing in said State of Indiana

respectfully protest against the enact-

ment of such a bill into a law, or the en-

actment of any law impairing the rea-

sonable rights of wheelmen in this said

State.

Resolved, that a copy of these reso-

lutions be furnished to the Chief Consul

of the Indiana Division, and that he is

hereby authorized to bring the same to

the notice of the Legislature of said

State, in the proper committee thereof,

in such respectful and proper form of

communication as he may deem expe-

dient.

The special committee appointed to

investigate the case of Mr. Fred. Jen-

kins presented the following report

:

" The majority of the committee

would report that they consider the dis

qualification to membership should be
removed from Mr. Fred. Jenkins, and
the matter referred to the Board of Offi-

cers for a mail vote,the vote to be taken

by the corresponding secretary as soon

as possible.

G. Carleton Brown, Chairman.

Mr. W. I. Harris, of Boston, then in-

troduced the following resolution, which,

after an animated debate, was passed

almost unanimously.

Whereas, it is not in accordance with

the letter of our constitution to reinstate

Mr. Fred. Jenkins as a member of the

League.

Be it resolved, that it is the sense of

this meeting that his election as a mem-
ber of the League would be for its best

interests.

The report of the Committee on
Rules and Regulations was then submit-

ted, and many important changes sug-

gested, which, however, cannot be adopt-

ed until they are sent to the entire board
for a mail vote. When the complete
revision is ready we shall be pleased to

publish the entire constitution and by-

laws as amended.

The changes in the rules as recom-
mended by the Committee on Rules
and Regulations, which were ratified by
the Board of Officers, are very numer-
ous and virtually a new set of rules.

The arguments in most cases showed
that the subjects had been carefully

studied, and a knowledge of the require-

ments of the members, far beyond any-
thing we have heretotore listened to at

officers' meetings.

Space will not permit us to dwell at

length on the changes, which will, no
doubt, be reported in full in the " Ga-
zette." The recommended changes in

the constitution will, of course, have to

be acted upon by a mail vote ol the

League members, while the alterations

in the rules now known as by-laws will

require ratification at the hands of the

Board of Officers. Article three of the

constitution is amended to provide for

an initiation fee of fifty cents, in addi-

tion to the yearly dues of one dollar,

and requires a man to be proposed by
two League members or three reputable

citizens of the United States. A clause

is also inserted which provides for

amendments being made to the consti-

tution by a mail vote.

The rules, cf course, necessitated the

best attention. The amalgamation of

the offices of corresponding and record-

ing secretary having been accomplished
a while ago, changes were necessary in

all rules that referred to the separate

offices. In future all applications for

membership will be forwarded directly

to the secretary, who will cause their

names to be published, and remit all

moneys received to the treasurer, pro-

vided that amount exceeds fifty dollars,

and he shall never retain over than two
hundred dollars more than forty-eight

hours after that sum has accumulated.
He is required to give bonds in $3,000,
and will receive a salary of $1,000 a
year. The secretary is also editor of

the " Official Gazette," and has entire

charge of the same.
The method of voting by delegates at

the annual meeting was somewhat alter-

ed, and clubs can now chose one dele-

gate to represent them to the extent of
fifty votes instead of ten, as provided in

the old rules. In future only League
members will be allowed to ride in

League parades, which will be arranged
according to divisions, the chief consul
of each acting as commander. Clubs
will be arranged in each division accord-

ing to the order in which they joined
the League, as will also the divisions in

the order of their formation.

The method of voting at the Board of
Officers was changed, allowing proxies,

provided that the person holding the

proxy shall be a member of the Board
of Officers Representatives are allowed
to hold three proxies, while chiefconsuls

can control six. An order of business

was also provided for.

An executive committee ofthree, con-
sisting of the president, vice-president

and one chief consul, was also created

to which are referred all matters relating

to revenue and disbursements, and league
funds, and the investment thereof, and
such other matters as shall be refered to
them by these by-laws, and all matters
affecting league routine not otherwise
disposed of, are referred as they arise.

They shall report to the Board of Officers

at each regular meeting.

An unlimited amount of power was
given to the Racing Board, in the matter
of investigating any suspicious circum-
stances as regards any amateur's stand-

ing, with power to expel in case formu-
lated charges are proven.

The rule governing the election of

officers was so amended that the chief

executive officers could be chosen from
the general membership of the League,
and not from the board of officers ex-

clusively as heretofore,
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The amateur rule was also amended

and read as follows :

(a) An amateur is a person who has

never competed in an open competition,

(b) nor for a stake, (c) nor for public

money, (d) nor for gate money, (e) nor
under a false name, (f) nor with a pro-

fessional when gate money was charged,

(g) who has never engaged in any ath-

letic sport for money, (h) who has never

exhibited his skill in any branch of

athletics for. money, (i) who is not a

paid teacher of any branch of athletics,

(j) who has never made the pace for a
professional nor accepted such service

from a professional, (k) and who has

never competed for a staked bet.

The date of the expiration of the

league year was changed from May 30
of each year to January t, but of course

this cannot take effect until 1886. This

will make the next league year consist

of only seven months, but the change is

a commendable one.

The business of the rules having been
finished, the invitation of the Buffalo

Club to hold the sixth annual meet in

that city on July 2d and 3d was taken

from the table, and after considerable

discussion accepted.

On motion of Mr. W. I. Harris, a

committee of five were appointed to

consider the advisability of publishing a

League " Gazette " for the ensuing year.

The following were selected : W. I. Har-
ris, chairman, box 1825, Boston, Mass.;
Eugene M. Aaron, E. N. Miller, G. N.

Buzby, and Chas. K. Alley.

A committee of three, consisting of

Dr. N. P. Tyler, F. P. Kendall and G.
Carleton Brown, were appointed to in-

vestigate the affairs of the New York
State Division and report at the annual
meeting.

Dr. N. M. Beckwith was unanimous-
ly chosen Chief Marshal for the meet at

Buffalo.

A vote of thanks was extended to the

managers of the Grand Union Hotel
for their courtesy in providing the meet-
ing with ample accommodations for the

transaction of business.

On motion of Mr. A. D. Claflin a res-

olution was passed by which it was
deemed advisable to publish an agenda
of the business to be acted upon at fu-

ture meetings at least two weeks previ-

ous to the date of the meeting.

On motion the meeting adjourned at

5 o'clock.

NOTES OF THE MEETING.
Many chestnuts were ably discussed.

Now is the time to join the League
and avoid paying the initiation fee.

Secretary Aaron is a bundle of ner-

vous energy, resembling somewhat, it is

said, a well-known wheelman.

Dr. Beckwith presided as usual in his

happy manner, smoothing the ruffled

feelings of the delegates when occasion

required.

Mr. Ducker heaped coals of fire

upon the head of his bete noir by sec-

onding the resolution introduced by Mr.

W. I. Harris.

Mr. C. K. Alley was rotund and rosy,

attended to his work in good shape, and
gave general satisfaction to himself and

his colleagues.

Treasurer Terry is a good man weigh-

ing 190 pounds; a man of sound ideas

on all subjects, and one that the League

should well be proud,

GRAND INTERNATIONAL

SIX DAYS' ROLLER-SKATING TOURNAMENT

AND CARNIVAL,

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, N, Y.;

COMMENCING MARCH 2,. 1885,

SUNDAY NIGHT, 12:05 A. M, START SIX DAYS " GO-AS-YOU-

PLEASE ON ROLLERS."

Roller-Skating and Bicycling Attractions
Each Day 'at Every Hour, Commencing
at IO A. M.and Ending at 12 P. M.

THE FOLLOWING ENTRIES HAVE ALREADY BEEN MADE

SIX DAYS' GO-AS-YOU-PLEASE.
EUGENE MADDOCKS,

CHARLES WALTON,
DAVID COOPER,

GEORGE B. CLAXTON,

JIMMY TURNER (Colored).

H. C. VOOHEES,

MAX ROSENBERG,

NAT. CLARK,

R. A. SKINNER.

BICYCLISTS.
Prof. JOHN WILSON, W. S. MALTBY.

POLO TEAMS.
WRIGHT & DITSON,

KNICKERBOCKER YELLOWS,

JAEPRAYS

HUB. POLO B. B. CLUB,

MANHATTAN,

SKATERS.
YEDDO, Japanese Girl Skater,

P. G. STUMCKE, Skater and Bicyclist.

Pro. McCLELLAN, Pancy Skater.

MABEL HUGHES, Waltzer.

WM. F. STONE, Fast five mUe skater.

KAUFMAN & BOYD,

JESSIE DECAMP, Fancy Skater.

JOHN ARGYLES, Boy Wonder.

UNKNOWN, the fastest lady skater in the world.

ARTHUR MELVILLE, fancy and waltzer.

DANIEL SEXTON, fast two mile backward. .

MAMIE MADDEN, the renowned beauty and expert fancy skater,

and many others. The whole making the most attractive collection of talent ever seen in

any country.

PRICES OF ADMISSION,

The main Floor Reserved for Skaters

50 AND 25 CENTS.

Skates to hire at the Garden- .

The attendance was the largest ever

seen at an officers' meeting. The best

of order was maintained, and strict at-

tention given to business.

Bets of cigars, suppers, and other

things were freely offered without takers,

that there would be a change in the
" Official Gazette " next July.

Chairman Bassett, of our esteemed
contemporary, was replete with good
suggestions in regard to the manage-
ment of that august body's deliberations.

Ye ex-President Egan, with a minia-

ture crop of bangs, was on hand in the

guise of a dynamiter, bursting forth

when the selection of the meet was
brought up.

Massachusetts was well represented

by W. I. Harris, who, in connection
with Secretary Aaron, had evidently'

done considerable hard work in the re-

vision of rules.

Many expressions of sympathy were
heard on behalf of the stenographer,

and many were the remarks risked as to

how long would be required by^the^o.

g. to publish his report.

The officers cannot be said to have
neglected their duties at this meeting.
They lost their dinners and missed their

trains to prevent the 'cycling press from
accusing them of this neglect.

It is rather hard to make the treas-

urer give bonds for performing duties

for which he receives no pay. It would
be but right for the League to provide
for his bonds in a fidelity insurance
company.

THE BIO TOURNAMENT.
We regret to state we are unable to

give the details of the programme of

the six days' roller-skating carnival that

commences Monday, March 2. We can
only assure all amateurs that their inte-

rests will be well protected, and the
races will be run under the supervision

of well-known amateurs. The centre of

the building will be open to the general
public for roller-skating, and attractions

in the way of fancy bicycle riding and
roller skating will be presented every
hour from 10 a. m. to 12 p. m. At the

same time short races will be run in the
inner track, while the six days' race is

in progress on the special track.

The " Clipper " of this week contains
the following : "The project set on foot

by Messrs. Wood & Garnett of holding
a six-day roller-skating tourney, supple-
mented by a series of short and medium
Contents, and enlivened by carnivals and
masquerades, polo-playirig, exhibitions

of fancy skating and bicycling, with a
number of novel features, amusing and
otherwise, seems to have been received
with much favor by the professional and
amateur performers in those lines. Al-
though the entries do not close till Fri-

day, February 27, a large number ofmale
and female artists have already sent in
their names for the- competitive events,

and many attractions have been engaged
to appear during the week. The tour-

nament opens in Madison Square Garden
at 12.05 a. M. on Monday, March 2, and
if a programme crammed with varied
and novel features will suffice to draw
the public to the extent indicated by the
liberal support extended to the roller

rinks, the financial success of the enter-

prise would appear to be a fixed fact,"
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FROM THE CLUBS.

Buffalo Bicycle Club.—This organi-

zation held their annual election of

officers February 9, with the following

results: President, J.E. Danelson; vice-

president, H. T. Addington; secretary,

C. S. Butler
;
treasurer, J. O. Monroe

;

captain, Geo. Dakin; executive com-
mittee, J. E. Danelson, Geo. Dakin, C.

S. Butler, J. O. Monroe, ex-officio, W.
S. Bull, H. E. Choate, D. N. Milley. C.

W. Adams, A. G. Mang. The club

unanimously decided to extend an in-

vitation to the L. A. W. to hold the

the meet in Buffalo.

Cortland Wheelmen.—At the an-

nual meeting ofthe Cortland Wheelmen,
held Friday, February 20, the following

officers were re-elected for 1885 : Cap-

tain, D. C. Hasbrouck
;
lieutenant, S.

Allen Mead
;
secretary and treasurer, A.

D. Dunbar; bugler, E. A. Hodgkins.

The club also by a unanimous vote nomi-

nated Mr. Ed. F. Hill for chief consul for

New York State. We do not believe a

better man could be chosen for the

office, and hope to see our candidate en-

dorsed by prominent wheelmen and

elected by a good majority next month.

Very resp't'y,

A. D. Dunbar, Sec't'y.

Peekskill, N. Y.j Feb. 21, 1885..

PITTSBURG'S LAW CASE.
On the 1 6th February the court re

fused a new trial in the case of T. R.

Estep against J. D. Hailman and others,

which was tried in January and reported

in full in The Wheel. The riders of

Pittsburg are entirely satisfied with the

result, and with great good nature ac-

knowledge the charge made by irate

horsemen that they (the horsemen) have

no rights the wheelmen need respect.

The smile accompanying this acknowl-

edgement is caused by the ruling before

noted of the able judge that the bicycle

has an undisputed right to the right, left,

middle and whole of any roadway, not

already occupied by another vehicle.

We can assure the wheeling world

•that, though elated, we are too well bal

anced to abuse the concessions made
by our magistrates. There are whis-

pers of a " road tax " to be inflicted by
way of reprisal. While not inviting, we
will not shirk such a law should it be
passed—especially if the roads would

thereby be improved.

We are glad to see that a bill is be-

fore our State Legislature looking to

better roadways. It provides that su-

pervisors shall be appointed in each

township, who shall levy a road tax, one-

third of which must be devoted strictly

to macadamizing the principal thorough-

fares. Should this be done Pennsyl-

vania would be teeming from end to

end with tourists and local riders.

THE NEW VICTOR BICYCLE.

The Springfield (Mass.) "Republican"

gives an interesting description of the

new Victor bicycle just brought out by

the Overman Wheel Co., of Chicopee,

Mass., and to be put on the market at

once. It is a new light roadster, which

A. H. Overman has been planning for

four years. He has examined thorough-

ly every English high grade machine for

excellencies to incorporate, and claims

his machine has the best features of the

Rudge, Royal Mail, Club, Challenge,

Sanspareil, etc., while it has special

points of distinction all its own. Not an

ounce of cast metal and nothing but
interchangeable steel forgings is used in

its construction. Lightness is sought

after strength and rigidity have been se-

cured. Free use of imported weldless

steel tubing has been made, and all the

bearings are of the improved Bown's
^Eolus ball pattern, which are acknowl-

edged the best in use. Warwick's hollow

rims. Harrington's enamel and com-
pressed tires are among the patents used
to make the bicycle complete. The
machine is well proportioned, light and
graceful in appearance, by its narrow
tread, curved handle-bars, new saddle

and the tangent-spoked .wheel, and
heightened by the finish in enamel and
nickel.

The large wheel of the 54-inch ma-
chine, taking that as the standard size,

has 72 tangible return spokes, double

wound and stayed at the two outer cross-

ings. The felloes are Warwick's hollow

rims of weldless steel, the best in use.

The red Para rubber tire is f inch for

the large wheel and J inch for the small

one, both compressed into the rim and
cemented to it by Overman's patent pro-

cess, which has stood the severest test

without loosening. By using this, the

hollow rim of the small wheel is made
very shallow, exposing a much larger

proportion of the rubber than others,

which offsets much of the objectionable

jarring of the rear wheel. This wheel is

18 inches in diameter and has 24 tangi-

ble return spokes. The hub of this

wheel is fitted with a spring top oil cup

of a new pattern. The large wheel has

a narrow thread ; the hub, a solid steel

forging, has a spread of 5f inches. Yet
the wheel is so rigidly built that it is im-

possible to "buckle" it. It has been

subjected without injury to the severest

tests ; two men have rested their weight

on the rim on opposite sides as the wheel

lay on its side on the floor, trying in vain

to "buckle" it. The cranks are ad-

justable, of the usual pattern. The
pedals are fitted with the patent square

corrugated rubber rolls used on the Vic-

tor tricycle, and weldless steel tubing is

used for the dust-proof centers. The
hollow forks are eliptical and very rigid.

The head is the improved Stanley pat-

tern, known as the Andrews. The han-

dle-bars, 29, 30 and 31 inches long, are

bent and fitted with large vulcanite han-

dles. They are of tapered weldless steel

tubing. A spoombrake with a curved

lever is attached. The backbone is of

The Barney & Berry Roller Skates.

UNEXCELLED in design,
UNSURPASSED IN CONSTRUCTION,
UNEQUALLED IN MERIT,
UNRIVALLED IN EASE OF OPERATION.

Among the leading advantages of Nos. "M," "J,"

"O," and ftP" of the Barney & Berry Roller Skates

may be mentioned.
1st. Theoilwell, an opening in journal extending

to axle, which supplies the axle, wheels and journal

bearing with oil.

2d. The use of steel springs in place of rubber, as

the latter, both from use and effects of oil, varies in

its elasticity, and when one worn-out rubber is re-

moved to secure perfect action it necessitates the re-

newal of all rubbers on both skates, while springs do

not require this and retain the same amount of elas~

ticity.

3rd. Owing to simplicity of construction these skates

are the lightest, the lowest, and run the easiest of any
roller skate in the market.

4th. The Rarney and Berry roller skate is noiseless

as compared with other skates.

5th. The centre of action coming on the axis and
angle of trucks being slight, skating on the Bar-

ney and Berry Roller Skate is similar to ice skating

and position or inclination of body the same, without

the bending of ankle as attended with skates whose
trucks have considerable angle and whose centre 0.

action is on one side of the axis.

i^-inch weldless steel tubing, tapering.at

the lower end, where the half-hollow

rear fork is brazed to it with a weldless

steel ball bushing underneath, giving

special strength there. The solid steel

forging at the upper end, which fits into

the head, is reamed out for greater light

ness and elasticity. The suspension

saddle is the new Victor patent, and
makes an easy seat. A coiled rear spring

is fastened by two screw loops to clamps
around the backbone, which may be
easily adjusted. The saddle, which is

of flexible leather, with long side flaps

for the trousers guard, slips over this

this spring, holding firmly to it. It can
be taken off easily. An adjustable catch

fastens it to the head.

The machine is finished in Harring-

ton's enamel and nickel-plating, the lat-

ter on copper. The enamel is best and
most durable known. It is widely used

in England and is used on the Victor

tricycle. The hubs, cranks, head, han-

dle-bars, brake and spring are nickel-

plated, the remaining parts enameled.

The machine is medium weight, and is

made in the usual sizes to the 58-inch.

The price has not yet been fixed, but

will be near the average for machines of

its high class. Mr. Overman holds that

the Victor light roadster, from its many
excellent features of design, from the

choice material used and the superior

workmanship, is the equal ofany English

roadster.

THE RUDGE
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES

SEND

FOR

CATALOGUE

RELIABLE

AGENTS

WANTED

THE R O T A R Y T A N D E M .

A FEW SHOP-WORN & SECOND-HAND MACHINES AT LOW PRICE*.

A Full Line of Kangaroos Just Received.

Sew Tuft Heaflanarters : 6. R. BIDWELL & Go, 4 East 60tH St, I Y.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,
152, 154, 156 AND 158 CONGRESS STREET,

BOSTON, MASS.

Philadelphia
'cycling bureau,GEO. D. GIDEON,

Uo. 1539 EAOE ST., - E

Sole Philadelphia Agent for the RODGE BICYCLES and TRICYCLES.

PHILADELPHIA, PA

srcvNm t?otj. CATALOGUE.

YOU CAN BUY A
HEW BICYCLE

LIGHT ROADSTER, PULL ROADSTER OR RACER
Strictly First-Class, Ball Bearings, Hollow Forks, etc. Nickel, Paint

or Enamel, Sound and Perfect, but very slightly shop worn.

For Less than the price of a good second
hand, low class wheel.

This is an opportunity to get a wheel for little money. Do not loose it. Only a limited
number for sale and they are

Send for descriptive price list and mention this paper.

S. T. CLARK & CO. - - BALTIMORE, MD.



THE WHEEL.

1 0.000
7

COPIES OF

WILL BE ISSUED

APRIL 3, 1885,
Containing the Official Programme and

a full illustrated description of the

4 BIG 4
BICYCLE TODR,

AND OTHEE DTTEEESTMG ARTICLES

FROM PEOMEMT WHEELMEN.

A LIMITED MIBER OF ADVERTISEMENTS

RECEIVED AT LOW RATES.

AMUSEMENTS.

MADISON SQUARE THEATRE. At 8.3

Evenings at 8.30. Saturday Matinee at 2.

DO YOU KNOW ?

THE PRIVATE SECRETARY.
THE FUNNIEST OP COMEDIES.

NIBLO'S GARDEN. Reserved Seats 50c.
POOLE & GILMORE. . .Proprietors & Managers.

THATCHERPRIMROSB & WEST'S MINSTRELS.
The world's greatest minstrel organization.

MATINEES WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

AMERICAN ADJUSTABLE LONG-DISTANCE SADDLE

,

pASINO. Broadway & 39th st.

|> Every even'g at 8. Saturday matinee at 2.

Gilbert and Sullivan's charming operetta,
PATIENCE,

By the McCanll Opera Comique Company.
Every Sunday Eve'g,' Grand Popular Concert.

S
TAR THEATRE. THE FLORENCES,
Mr.& Mrs. W.J.FLORENCE in OUR GOVERNOR

Souvenir Nights, Wednesday and Saturday.
Matinees Saturday and Washington's Birthday.

FOB SALE AND EXCHANGE.

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,

BOX 444 - NEW YORK,

For Sale at a Sacrifice,

A new full-niekled 52-m. SPECIAL

SANSPAREIL ROADSTER. Never

been used. Ball pedals, hollow detach-

able handle-bar, Eclipse Saddle, 1885

pattern. Will sell on easy terms to reli-

able parties. Address

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.

2T Park Row, Box 444, New York.

Spring Frame, Perfact Ad-
justment, Light, Strong,

Elastic, Easy.

Completely absorbs all

Vibration.

PRICE, $4.00.

Liberal Discount to Dealers.

Send for Circular.

THE AMERICAN"
As adapted to the STAR.

Mention this paper.

"It is the easiest saddle I ever rode." BURLEY B. AYERS, Chairman Trans. Comm., L. A. W.
" The best saddle I have ever seen, and I have tested nearly every saddle known to the trade."

C. W. EDGERTON, Fort Wayne, Ind.
" I don't think there is a better saddle for the Star." J. P. MAYNARD, Chicago, 111.

" Tried your saddle on my. Star, and found it the easiest and most comfortable saddle I have ever tried.

The steel spring and suspension seat appear to take away all the jar of riding."
J. W. PARKER, Buffalo, N. Y.

BULL & HAYNES,
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, PARTS AND SUNDRIES
Repairing a Specialty. Our facilities for doing all kinds of work, such as Brazing, Painting, Nickl

Plating, &c, &c, at reasonable prices, are unexcelled. Correspondence Solicited. Wheels sold on th
installment plan. HERSEE HALL RIDING SCHOOL. Open evenings. Purchasers taught free. Cobne .

Main and Chippewa Streets, Buffalo, N. Y.

TEE AMERICAN STAR
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion.insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star lea"ds all

Bicycles ; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithville. Burlington Co., N. J.
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SUBSCRIBE TO

A YEAR. IA YEAR.

THE WHEEL AND OUTING $3.00 A YEAR,

BOX 444,

A WHEELMAN'S AUTOGRAPH ALBUM!

MY CYCLING FRIENDS.
DESIGNED AND COMPILED

FOR COLLECTION OF AUTOGRAPHS.
It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and

black markings.
It has one hundred pages—gilt edge

.

Three Lnndred selections from the poets in regard
to the wheel

.

Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs of
cycling friends.
Three hundred Engravings illustrating each quota-

tion.

PRICE ONE DOLLAR, POSTPAID

WILL C. MOT. OvM, Michigan.

Sole Ascent for the United States and Canada.

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING COMPANY,------ 21 PARK ROW, NEW YORK

CLOSING OUT SALE
. —OF—

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES
[OF ALL MAKES.

BARGAINS
! BARGAINS

!

AMERICAN OLD BS
AMERICAN SANSPARIELS,

KANGAROOS, ROYAL MAILS.
R. V. R. SCHUYLER,

17 BARCLAY, ST., NEW YORK.
WRITE before purchasing a new mount

THE DORYEA SADDLE.
Patented Feb. i9,|i<

Style B.

Used by Hendee. Prince, Sellers, Howen, Woodside.
Corey,Landy, Jenkins of Louisville, Brooks, Eck, Mor-
gan.Higham,Yates ; also Miles,Armaindo.and Sylvester

and all the flyers. • Pits any machine, including Star

Bicycle. Special terms to dealers.

Prices, Japanned, $3 00
;
Nickeled, $3 75.

NEW YORK TOY. COMPANY,
697 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

MISCELLANEOUS.

[Advertisements inserted in this department, not
over four lines nonpanel, for $10 a 3

rear.]

pHICAGO, ILL.—THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.,
\_y 68 Wabash Avenue, makers of Bicycle Hose Sup-
porters. The best style made. Price per pair 35 cents
by mail. Agents for the Columbia Bicycle. Send
stamp for catalogue:

PORTLAND, ME.—LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CAR-
r RIER, the cheapest, lightest, and most conven-
nient thing of the kind. May be put in pocket when
not in use. By mail, seventv-five cents and one dollar.
C. H. LAMSON.

s
T. LOUIS WHEEL CO..C.E. STONE,MANAGER

v_, 1,121 Olive Street. Agents for Columbia Bicycles
and Tricycles. Rudge Light Roadster. Facile, Sanspa-
reil, American Club, Victor Tricycle, and all high
class machines. Repairing, nickeling, and enameling
promptly done. Dealers in second-hand wheels. Send
for printed list.

WILLIAM G. SCRIBNER
DEALER IN

Bicycles, -Tricycles anil Accessories,

Sole agent for Washington, D. G, of the Pope
M'f'g. Co., Stoddard, Lovering & Co., the Cunning
ham Co., Samuel T. Clark & Co., the Overman Whe
Co., The Facile.
Riding school attached. Visitors always welcome

1,108-1,116 E. Street, N.' W.,

WASHINGTON, D. C



THE WHEEL.
FOR BARGAINS

-IN-

SECOND-HAND DICTCLES

SEE THE PEICE LISTS OF

EL B. HART,
No. 811 Arcli St., PMla., Pa.

lists free on application. Name this Paper.

FREE for TRIAL,
HANOVER'S SPECIFC. An unfailing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility and Weakness, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, Nervous Prostration, Hysteria,
or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, overwork,
abuses of alcohol, tobecco, &c. (Ower forty thousand
positive cures.)
jsg—Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. Ad-

dress HANOVER REMEDY CO.,
Lock box 584. Chicago, 111.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
NEWARK,^ N, J.,

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

Lamps, Luggage Carriers, Star

Cyclometer, Bags, Saddles and parts for

both Cranks and^Star Machines.

Makers of the Celebrated Safety Step

for the Star Bicycle.

DIFFICULT KEPAIKS A SPECIALTY.
Riding School and Roller Skating Rink.

Send Stamp for catalogue.

WHEEL_ SONGS.

POEIS OF BICYCLING,
BY S. CONANT FOSTER.

RICHLY

The most sumptuous book devoted to the wheel yet

published.

ILLUSTRATED.
an elegant quarto volume of 80 pages,

bound in blue silk cloth, with side

stamp in gilt and silver.

Price, $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.
ADDRESS,

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.

21 PARK ROW,
Box 444, New York.

COLUMBIA
YCLES TRICYCLES.

STANCH AND RELIABLE ROADSTERS.

In 1883 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads ; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

111.5 [miles in the day each. We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Columbias, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

• distance covered was done on Columbias ; and

further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

Coiumbias, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one-

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
After long and careful experiments with five different speed and power tricycle attachments in different forms

we have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient numbers to supply it on our

new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction ; is applied to the crank-shaft ; is operated by a

handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle is certain and effective in its ope-

ration ; reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill climbing about one-third, and is made

of the finest material and with the finest workmanship, and so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by

its use

PRICE OF COLUMBIA TRICYCLE, . . $160.

WITH POWER GEAR, . . , . . 180.

The Columbia Power-Gear Will be Applied to any Columbia Tricycle at Our Factory, Hartford, Oorrn., for $25,

SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED 36-PAGE CATALOGUE.

The Pope Manufacturing Company.
Principal Office, 597 Washington St-, Boston, Mass.

BRANCH HOUSE, 12 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

THE PERFECTION HEATER.
(patent applied foe,)

FQR CEMENTING RUBBER TIRES.
EVERY WHEELMAN SHOULD HAVE ONE, AS IT SAVES TIME AND MONEY

Lamp and full directions for Cementing a Enbber Tire, sent post paid to any part of the United

States or Canada on receipt of

Price, SI.OO
FOB SALE BY DEALERS, OR SEND TO THE MANUFACTURERS.

G. R. BIDWELL & CO.,

DEALERS IN BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, &c,
4 EAST 60th STREET, NEW Y0EK.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.
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Subscription Pbice,

Clubs of Six,

European Subscriptions,

Five cents.

One dollar a year.

Five dollars.

Five shillings.

Published every Friday morning, by

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING COMPANY,
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and entered at the Post-Office at second-class rates

TO SUBSCRIBERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.
Subscribers must be particular to notify the Pub-

lishers promptly of any change in their address. If
they do not receive their paper regularly it Ls on this
account.

ad spondents will please sepa-
rate general correspondence to the Editor from mat
ter intended for publication. Always sign (confiden
tially) full name and address, with nom de plume, as
no attention is paid to anonymous contributions.
Write only on one side of the sheet, and have all

communications sent iu by Monday morning at the
latest.

All matters relating to subscriptions or advertise
ments, and all business connected with The Wheel
should be addressed to the Company. Make ail

checks and money orders payable to The 'Cycling
Publishing Cojipanst. We cannot use stamps other
than the two or one cent issue.

WHEEL GOSSIP.
Our special number will be a daisy.

Wonder what scheme Brother Aaron
has in his head for an o.g. for next year

Was Pretty George the winner of the

Consolation Race at the K. C. W. tour

nament ?

The Harvard Bicycle Club, of Har
vard College, (Mass.) gave a very suc-

cessful dinner, Feb. 26.

The League took no particular stand
in the polo business, and the Racing
Board are clearing the decks for action.

The economical wheelman can by
sending us §2.00 receive the " Bicycling

World" and The Wheel for one year.

The L. A. W. Membership Committee
has accepted the resignation from the

League, of Chas. M. Ostrander, of Chi-

cago.

We will add a couple of columns
of roller-skating gossip, as so many
wheelmen are interested throughout the

country.

Our printer was quite facetious last

week when he made State division into

a State dinner. He was probably think-

ing of an unusual luxury.

Mme. Louise Armaindo, (professional)

is the only lady rider in the world, who
holds a record. In Chicago 1883 she
covered 843 4-13 miles in 72 hours.

The changes in the rules were a vir-

tual rewriting of nearly all of them,
hardly one escaping without some tink-

ering that improved them greatly.

Who was the winner of the Consola-
tion Race at the King County Wheel-
men's tournament? Look as though
Referee George B.wouldhaveto decide.

We would be very much obliged if

our readers would send us items on pos-
tal cards for our news columns. Short
pithy paragraphs are of greater interest

than a column article.

" Health upon Wheels," which we'

mentioned in our issue of Feb. 20, is

published by Iliffe & Sons, Coventry,
England. We have forwarded several

letters of inquiry to them from subscrib-

ers.

Messrs. Clark and Atkinson, of Balti-

more, were in town Friday. The latter

gentleman will be remembered as the
unfortunate possessor ofveryweak lungs,

and who was so unceremoniously helped
along at Washington.

After the many late expulsions and re-

instatements to amateurdom, of those
persons who have been charged with the
forfeiture of amateur status, we think a
question would be in order. Here it is :

What is professionalism ?

The Cleveland Bicycle Club will hold
their annual race meeting at the Cleve-
land athletic park grounds on Thursdaj
and Friday, August 27 and 28, 1885.

Yours respectfully,

J. H. Collister, Sec.

The Kings County Wheelmen very
thoughtfully provided a " feed " for the
visiting clubs after the races were over.
Tickets admitting all to the Consolation
Race were passed around during the
events which admitted all to the seraties.

Of the large number of wheelmen in
Washington, only 192 belong to clubs.
They are divided as follows : The Capi-
tal Club, 105 members

;
Washington-

'Cycle Club, 43 members; District Wheel-
men, 31 members, and the Star Club 13
members.

_
We are much interested in the con-

tinued correspondence of W. J. Morgan
("Spokes") to the 'cycling press. We
always expect to find an article by that
gentleman in every paper we look at,

chronicling the doings of the profession-
als, Messrs. Morgan & Co.

Through the courtesy of the House
Committee of the N. Y. A. C. the mem-
bers of the Board of Officers who were
in the city Sunday were taken on a tour
of inspection, and expressed themselves
delighted with the magnificence of the
appointments of the club-house.

The Memphis 'Cycle Club proposes
to hold a series of four days races in

May. The club will hold State Cham-
pionship and Southern Championship
events. Valuable medals of the aggre-

gate value of $3,000 will be awarded,
and it is hoped to attract Eastern men.

We have been^asked by a correspond-

ent, " Who is the best looking racing

man you have ever seen?" We are hardly

prepared to speak on that subject, as we
have seen quite a number of handsome
fellows ; but judging from a lithograph

which we have received from Wheeling,
Cripps, eclipses them all.

Burley B. Ayers and H. F. Fuller ar-

rived five minutes after the meet-
ing of the league officers ad-

journed, having been on the road eighty-

five hours. At an eating station the

train ran away from them, and they
chased it down the track for three miles,

catching it finally in a snow bank.

The new club-house of the New Or-
leans Bicycle Club has lately been com-
pleted and is very attractively furnished.

The building is one story high, the re-

ception room being in the front. This
room is carpeted, prettily papered and
appropriately furnished. The wheel and
locker rooms are directly in the rear.

Karl Kron reports to us that the num-
ber of his subscribers on Monday morn-
ing last was 2,505. He has received a
second edition (2,000 copies) of his

specimen chapter, " The Coral Reefs of
Bermuda," and is prepared to mail it,

gratis, to all who may send their postal

card requests to him at the University

building, New York.

The Wandererers, of Avondale, Ohio
—Cincinnati's beautiful suburb—con-
template the erection of a four-room
club-house on their lot next spring.

The club is at present in a flourishing

condition. The present board of offi-

cers are : President, Larz Anderson,

Jr. j
captain, F. W. Scarborough; sec-

retary and treasurer, J. K. Scudder.

C. F. Lavender, the noted Canadian
rider was born in Cardington, England,
in 1856, and is therefore 29 years of age.

He weighs 130 pounds, is 5 feet 7 inches
in height, and rides a 54 inch " Invinci-

ble. Before leaving England, Mr. Lav-
ender made a reputation for himself as

a good man, but more fully established

his racing qualities by breaking the
Canadian record in 1883 to 5.05.

We will after this date publish once,
for any subscriber, a four-line nonpariel
advertisement in the " For Sale and

Exchange" column free of charge.

Those who are not already on our books
and wish to advertise, can, by sending

us a dollar, secure The Wheel for a

year, as well as a four-line advertise-

ment, which must be limited to thirty

words, including name and address.

At the social of the West Manchester
Bicycle Club (England,) the following

lines were rendered, as a refrain, after

each song, by a few of the jolly ones :

It's a jolly good song, and it's very well

sung,

We're jolly companions every one;
Those who can mend it are welcome to

try,

But always remember the singer is dry.

Over the shop of an agent for the sale

of machines in England, is a sign which
reads :

BI
CYCLES.

TRI
It is a matter of much discussion

amongst the local 'cyclists as to whether
it is intended to read, "Buy Tricycles,"

or " Try Bicycles." Perhaps the uncon-
scious shopkeeper does not intend it for

either.

The King of Siam has ordered a tri-

cycle. There has lately been a remark-
able royal run on 'cycles. Enterprising
makers will see the advantage of ship-

ping one of their machines to every ruler

on the globe. Thus, if King Kalikua,
of the Sandwich Islands, rides serenely
through his domains mounted on an
elegant tricycle, the maker will be im-
mediately deluged with orders from af-

fluent princes. Then there are number-
less other Kings and Princes, and mak-
ers would have no trouble in getting rid
of their machines.

The bicycle and tricycle interest in
Colorado the coming season promises,
from the present outlook, to be a real

boom, especially in Denver. The Col-
orado Wheel Club is one of the perma-
nent and substantial organizations of
the city, their rooms in Opera House
Block being elegantly furnished and con-
tains a billiard table for evening amuse-
ment. The club has a large member-
ship, and among them are some fast

riders, two or three of whom will prob-
ably join the professional ranks next
summer. The roads in the vicinity are
the finest in the world for bicycling. It

is estimated that there are over 200 bi-

cyclists here now, and hundreds ofyoung
men in this city are banking part of
their salaries for a bicycle in the spring.
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A correspondent, from Pennsylvania

writes as follows :
" The article in your

|

paper of Feb. 20, suggesting a tourna-

ment" in New York city, to be carried

on upon a large scale, is a rational and
happy idea, and should be worked up
into something practical. Because of

New York's central location it would
certainly be a success, equaling at all

events, and undoubtedly surpassing, the

Springfield meets, because of the fact

that thousands of wheelmen could and
would go to New York who would not

go to the extra expense and trouble of

getting to Springfield."
«

Best southern records : Five miles

—

T. L. Ingram, of Columbus, Ga., made
at Macon, July 4, 1884, 21m. 26s. Two
miles—J. H. Polhill, at Macon, Oct. 2

1884, 7m. 20s. One mile—Frank I

Mudd, at Montgomery, Ala., Dec.
1884* 3m. 31s. Half mile—Frank I

Mudd, at Montgomery, Ala., July 1

1884, im. 35s. Quarter mile—T.

Ingram, Columbus, Ga., 45 s. Halfmile

—{tricycles,) J. B. Burdette, at Nash
ville, Tenn., July ii, 1884, 2m. 34s.

Quarter mile—(hands off,) J. H. Joseph,

at Columbus, Ga., July 18, 1884, im
3fs-

We had always believed Mr. A. G
Coleman, of Canandaigua, to be pos-

sessed of a wise head, but it seems from

a note which we received to have been
a mistaken idea. The epistle itself will

more fully show him as lacking in com-
mon sense than any remarks we could

make :

Editor of The Wheel : You will

discontinue sending me- The Wheel.
I never want to see another copy ; the

reason, forsooth, the last personal attack

on my friend, Mr. Oilman. As far. as

being in bad odor with me and 99 out

of every 100 L. A. W. members, it is a

grand mistake. A. G. Coleman.

Active preparations are being made
by the Northampton ( Mass )

Bicycle

Club for their ball, which will take place

Wednesday, March 4. Mr. W. S. Maltby,

the noted Boston fancy rider, will throw

up his engagement with the Madison
Square affair, to be present. A large

delegation from the surrounding towns,

including Springfield, is expected, and

an extra train will be run to Springfield

to accomodate the visitors. Following

are the committees appointed : Recep-

tion committee, E. E. Davis, L. B.

Graves and F. C. Shearn ; floor director,

Louis L. Campbell
;

aids, H. S. Camp-
bell, J. Hayden, Jr., F. G. Shearn, A.

P. Ripley, Daniel Pickard. Very pretty

programmes are to be provided by the

management.

The "Canadian Wheelman" is en-

deavoring to impress on its readers the

conviction that the C. W. A. should not

play second fiddle to the league, or any

other organization, and advocates start-

ing in opposition to the latter body.

The editor of this enterprising sheet,

should not hazard an opinion on the sub-

ject, when he has no sound views to

back it. It is folly to suppose that an
organization with a membership scarcely

exceeding 500, could compete with one

that numbers 5,000 on its roll, and plenty

of capital to push things. The Board
of Officers decided in New York that

the meet should be held in Buffalo, and
we predict that more Canadians will be

present, than will attend the annual of

the C. W. A.

" The latest news from Australia," as

reported to us by Karl Kron, is the fol-

lowing extract from a letter to him by
James Copland, the long-distance tour-

ist, dated at Sydney, New South Wales,

Jan. 29. He adds to the local list of

patrons for "X. M. Miles on a Bi.," the

name of W. R. George,"who rides daily

all the year round, and whose grown-up
children are 'cyclers," and then says :

' The Kangaroo, Rudge's, and Coventry
Machinist Co.'s safety bicycles have
reached here, and bid fair to entirely

revolutionize the whole wheel trade.

The popular verdict is that they are
' the machine of the future.' We hold

a great tricycle meet here next Satur-

day, the last day of January, and hope
to have a large gathering, including

many ladies."

The Pope Manufacturing Co., of

Boston, the makers of the Columbia bi-

cycles and tricycles, have just opened a
branch house at No. 179 Michigan ave-

nue, Chicago. Major William N. Dur-
rell, who will assume the management
of this branch, is familiar with the bicy-

cle trade, having had, for several years,

the New York management of the

Western Toy Company's business. The
Major also has quite a military record.

He entered the Confederate army when
a lad, fought in the battle of Bull Run,
and to the close of the war. He was in

Gen. Ewell's staff, and lost an arm in

the battle of Spottsylvania. The Chi-

cago branch house will carry a large and
full assortment of bicycles and tricycles,

the machines manufactured by the West-
ern Toy Company and R. P. Gormully,
and a complete line of parts and sun-

dries.

Among the attractions which the

April number of " Outing, " will present
will be the first instalment of a novel by
Julian Hawthorne, called " Love—or a
Name," to run six months ; the begin-

ning of a brilliant story, in three parts,

called " The Flag of the Seven Upright
Ones, " by Goitfried Keller, the great

Swiss novelist; a discussion of the ques-

tion of the preservation of the Adiron-
dack forests by a large group of eminent
writers and public men; the first part of

a picturesque account of an adventurous
trip "Across America on a Bicycle,"

from San Francisco to Boston, by Thos.
Stevens; and the beginning of "A
Modern Tramp, " an illustrated serial in

six parts by E. C. Gardner, author of
" Homes and How to make Them,

"

"The House that Jill Built, " etc.

There will also be several entertaining

descriptive articles, two admirable short

stories, two notable poems, and several

important practical papers.

The "Bicyclette" is a new wheel
lately brought out by Mr. T. Lawson, of

London, England. It is in reality a
safety bicycle. We append a brief de-

scription: " In outline this machine re-

sembles a capital J lying upon its back.

The head of the letter carries the handle-

bars and the bottom portion of the head
is attached to the steering wheel, which
is only 20 . inches in diameter. Both
steering and driving wheels are attached

to the right side of the frame. The driv-

ing wheel, which is only 30 inches in

diameter, is worked by a chain, which
runs round a cog-wheel between the pe-

dals. Between the point of the saddle

and the handle-bars is a clear space of

8 inches, giving the rider ample space to

dismount, instead ofgoing headlong over

his handles. Just in the rear of the

pedals is a hinged iron stand, which can

be raised or lowered by a simple turn of

the handle-bar, thus enabling the rider

at will to sit still upon his machine.

The saddle is exactly 40 inches above

the ground. This machine is capable of

being converted into a tandem by add-

ing a few pieces. The advantages claimed

for the "bicyclette" are safety ; no strain

on steering handle
;
self-steering and self-

balancing
;
standing by itself anywhere

;

extreme portability; one chain only;

lightness and simplicity.

From New Orleans, under date of

February 21, we have the following from

John S. Prince: "In my races here on
the 13, 14 and 15 insts., with Wm. M.
Woodside, which were 25, 20 and 50
miles, best two in three. I had the mis-

fortune to fall in 'the 25 and 50-mile

contests, owing to the sharp corners of

the track, and my trying to get round
them fast. The 50-mile event was the

deciding race, as we had both won one
race each, and when I was on my 31
mile, my machine, slipped and down I

came, breaking my machine and hurting

my arms very much. At this time I was
leading Woodside by one lap, and I was
riding very easy, and if I had not fallen

I think I could have easily gained an-

other lap on him before 50 miles were
completed. The track was 9 laps to the

mile. Now I see by the daily papers

here that, if Mr. Woodside claims he
could have won the race anyhow. I

would like to say through your bicycle

column that if Mr. Woodside thinks he

can defeat me in any kind of a race at

any distance, he has only to name it,

and put up his deposit, and I will

promptly cover it and run him on any

fair track in America, the " Turf, Field

and Farm" to hold the stakes and name
a referee. But I am inclined to think

he won't run. If not, I will bet him

1 200 that I can beat his said 50-mile

record (2 hrs. 54 min.,) which the papers

won't credit him with.

John S. Prince,
• Champion of America and One-Mile
Champion of the World.

Baltimore, Md., after having ridden only

nine months, and was against Mr. N. T.

Lee, who had been riding several years.

The contest was best two out of three,

in which Mr. Murray carried off the first

"two. He has now been riding about

two and one-half years. He is at pre-

sent employed by the Olympian Club

Rink Co., in giving exhibitions in theirs

and other rinks about the country.

A Bicycle Rider.

Wilmington, Del., Feb. 28.

WHEELS OF ALL KINDS.
The new roller-skating rink situated

on Eleventh street, near Madison, which
has only been open a few weeks in this

city, has been crowded nightly by our

citizens, who seem to enjoy the pastime

immensely, owing, no doubt, to the

good management of its proprietors,

Messrs. W. W. Beardsley and Kendig,

who are constantly bringing before the

public new attractions, as Bogert and
Eno, the two acrobatic, and skatorial

artists, and other fancy skaters ; also

scrub races between the young men,

and barrel races among the skate boys,

which, of course, causes a good deal of

amusement.
The attraction last Saturday afternoon

and evening was the exhibitions given

by Prof. J. Will Murray, the champion
bicycle rider of Maryland, which were

the finest ever given in this city, and
notwithstanding the severe snow storm

that prevailed during the evening and
in fact all night, the rink was well at

tended, about 1,000 persons being pre-

sent. The wonderful feats Mr. Murray
performed were on a full nickeled fifty-

two inch Expert Columbia, one of which

was in mounting the wheel while placed

on two chairs. Among other things he
did was to take the bicycle apart and
ride on the large wheel alone. His first

contest in fancy riding took place in

A GLIMPSE OF PROFES-
SIONAL LIFE,

Simpkins is a personal friend of mine.

By friend I mean that he generally

wished to borrow a fiver, or loan my
umbrella for a few days. He was an

amateur wheelman, and could make a

mile in 3.30. The 'cycling papers had
mentioned him twice in flattering tones,

such as " Our rising young racer," etc.

Of course like all renowned amateur
wheelmen, Simpkins had grown quite

proud, and would look twice at a man,
before he would finally say, "Ah, how
do you do," and then adjusting the eye-

glass, which had become an inseparable

companion with him, would extend the

first two fingers of his hands for a gentle

shake. He carefully cultivated a just

visible and no more mustache, and was
trying hard to raise a little pair of side-

boards, -after the fashion of our English

cousins. As I said before, Simpkins was
growing proud, -and it took him quite a

while to recognize old friends. He threw

up his employment, to live on his fame;

but he found this to be a hard thing to

do, and as he did not wish to work for a

salary again, resolved to become a pro-

fessional rider. He did so. Three
weeks after this event, I received a note

from him, saying that he was very sick,

and wished that I would - call and see

him. As the missive was couched in

humble language, I resolved to do so,

and pulling my inside coat a little closer

around me, I started for Simpkin's dwel-

ling. That is what he designates it,

though he occupies a bed on shares with

a gentleman of Mott Street. I pulled

the bell, and was admitted by the land-

lady, who told me that Simpkins owed
her two weeks rent, and asked me to tell

him he would have to pay up, or leave

the house. I ascended to the garret,

politely called the sixth floor, and
knocked on Simpkins door. Immediately

there came from the interior, a groan

that would have chilled the bones of a

dead man. I feared that Simpkins was
having a hard time of it, so hurriedly

opened the door, and rushed into his

room. The instant he caught sight of

me, he remarked, "Oh, is that you, I

thought it was the landlady." A curious

sight indeed was Simpkins. Two black

eyes, bald head, broken nose, and a

swollen ankle. " Say do you see these,"

said Simpkins, putting the injured mem-
bers before my gaze. " Yes," I answered,
" how did you get them, you don't seem
to have much luck as a professional."
" No," he answered, " and it took me
two weeks to train down to 100 pounds.

You see I was matched against a horse,

in a town in Missouri. There was quite

a crowd present, and the betting was
all on me as I had ridden an exhibition

mile m 3.50 before them, and the horse

had never been known to do anything

better than five minutes. All through
the race everybody was hissing me, and
calling " Go ahead, you dolt," and " Hey,
if you don't worry that machine ofyours
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along a little- faster, I'll pulverize you."
Of course all that noise confused me,
and I took three headers, and each time
the horse gained ten or fifteen yards.
During the race everything seemed to

go wrong. I was so excited that I acci-
dent!}' put my foot between two of the
spokes, which necessitated a stop. The
distance w^s for five miles. At three,

the horse had a quarter of a mile start,

so I got off and told the crowd, that I

was exhausted, and that they must bring
me a glass of brandy. But that crowd
was a bad one, and the marshal of the
town threatened to arrest me, if I did
not ride on, at the same time, he whis-
pered, he would give me six months if I

did not win. You see he had a bet on
me. By this time the horse was half a
mile in the lead, and I thought those fools

could all see that I couldn't catch up.
But they didn't seem to think so. I was
placed in the saddle, and commenced to
ride crooked, just like a man who is

about to faint but the marshal gave me
a look. Say, you just want to get a
look from the marshal of a Missouri
town, who wants you to do something
for him. It's a wonderful thing, how it

will cure you of the worst sickness going.

It brought me right out of that "spell,

and the next moment I commenced to
work the pedals faster than I ever did
before. That marshal seemed to have
mesmerism down fine. Of course I

could not win the race, when the horse
had half a mile start, and three miles
were already run. Well, the horse won,
and I got down on the track expecting
to be congratulated for the pluck I had
exhibited even while sick, but that won't
work in.Missouri. Instead of the warm
shakes I was ready for, everybody com-
menced to call me names, such as " You

duffer."' I commenced to deliver

There are two pages ofreading matter,
and " some more " of advertisements.
We don't arraign any one, but it seems
as though there is something loose some-
where. The writer sent in his fee pre-
paratory to admission to the L. A. W.
early in December, 1884. On January
15 we received notice that our appli-
cation had. been received, and we com-
menced receiving the " official" organ.
Up to this date, February 19, we have
heard nothing from the "Board" and
perhaps never will. Now, Mr. Editor,
if I depended upon the "official organ"
for information, I would be "mighty
hard-up " for it. I bought a bicycle late
last fall, intending to familiarize myself
with it, and act upon what hints and
suggestions the older members might
offer through the "Gazette" of the
league. I did see a piece about coast-
ing but that's all. What will it amount
to, to me if I do become a member of
the L. A. W. ?

I can't have a list of members because
they haven't any, and I don't know
whether there is a member within 10 or
150 miles of me. I would respectfully
suggest that the " Board " issues a list

of all members, and at the end of each
month have the official "Gazette" print
in their paper on a space that would cor-
respond with the size ofthat already pub-
lished, a list of members added, and one
of those who had either been expelled
or had withdrawn. To isolated members
it would show who was their "nearest
neighbor," and many a "meet" might
be the offset. Respectfully yours,

Mountaineer

Lowell (Mass.) Bicycle Club.—
This organization at their annual election

of officers, February 18, appointed the
following for the ensuing yearpresident,
Joseph Finder; secretary and treasurer,

Harry Dunlap; captain, N. G. Norcross;
first lieutenant, Harry H. Hull; second
lieutenant, Frank E. Bramhall; color
bearer, Charles E. Curtis; buglers, Fred
A. Baker and Arthur Gage.

Member.

an oration on the bad effects .of dirty
language, but the marshal cried " Let's
kill him, boys." I did not stop to give
them the speech, but made good time
for the dressing-room. The "boys"
started after me, and you can see the
result. They said I had sold the race,
" and why didn't I ride the first part of
the race like the last." " Well, did you
sell the race, Simpkins ?" I inquired.
Through the gloom that had contract

ed on his brow, during the recitation of
his wrongs a smile broke. He felt un-
der his pillow, and taking out a roll of
bills, said, " Say, you didn't think I was
a sucker, did you ?" And then he whis-
pered confidentially, " But professional-
ism is a busted business."

A. Ward.

FROM THE CLUBS.

Riverside Wheelmen.—At the sec
ond annual election of the Riverside
Wheelmen, on February 16, the follow-
ing officers were elected for the ensuing
year: President F. C. Stratton; vice
president, A. H. Hall; secretary, A. J.
Menge; treasurer, J. O.Nightingale; cap-

J. B. Fisher; first lieutenant,H. Barnard;
second lieutenant, W. A. Hall; color-

bearer, A. S. Stratton.

Toronto (Canada) Bicycle Club.—
At our annual election of officers, the
ollowing were selected to serve for the

year. President, W B. Murrick; vice
president, C. E. Lalley; secretary, A. E-.

Blogg; treasurer,
J. F. Lawson; captain

A. F. Webster; first lieutenant, Charles.
Langley; second lieutenant, M. H. Cox;
third lieutenant, F. M. Knowles; bugler,
W. H. Brown. The club is in a very
flourishing condition at present, and
intend to stir Canadian Cycling up a
little during the coming season.

R. F. C.

cinder track was constructed here there
is little doubt but what it could be made
to pay, but a six lap track with acute
angle corners will never be anything but
a loss to its projectors.

WHAT A LEAGUE MEMBER
THINKS. .

Editor of the Wheel : Your issue
of the 13 lies before me. I'm going to
write you a letter whether I get the five
cent prize or not. I get the "Cyclist"
edition of the " Amateur Athlete," and
I saw in a recent issue an adv. by Baird
Bros., that"some of the members ofthe
L. A. W. missed an issue and immediately
we were deluged with inquires about it,

so valuable (?) has it become." Now to
a member of the L. A. W. who lives
''way back," it isn't worth a cent. If it

wasn't for The Wheel and one or two
other independent publications, a fellow
that had a bicycle would not receive a
suggestion in regard to matters outside
of " The Racing Board," " Meets," and
various other things which concerns only
a few.

Buffalo.—The B. B. C. was organ-
ized in 1879. Its charter members were
H. T. Appelby, John T. Gard, George
F. .Chavel and G. R. Bidwell. Mr. Ap-
pelby was the first man to ride a two-
wheeled velocipede in Buffalo. Two
professionals gave an exhibition in the
city, and_ Mr. Appelby took a pattern
from their wooden concerns which are
now called "bone-shakers," and had
one built for himself. Mr. Bidwell now
belongs to the Citizens Club ofNew York.
The active membership of the club is

84, of which 3 1 were added this year.
Since organization the club has only lost

..7 members, none of which were through
death. A tournament was held every
year. They have been the means of
showing visiting clubs what Buffalo
wheelmen could do. The club has the
reputation of being the best entertainer
in the country. The banquet last year
surpassed even that of the League
meet at Washington. The coming meet
will probably be the largest ever held.
It is expected that fully 1,500 wheelmen
will participate. About $1,500 have al-
ready been subscribed for the entertain-
ment of the League. Nearly $800 of
this was raised in the club alone. Efforts
are being made to secure Olympic park
for a track. Now that the" League has
consented to come to Buffalo on July
2 and 3, the B. B. C. will hold its annual
tournament on the 4th, which will then
be one of the events in the celebration
of the national holiday.

Louisville,Ky.—The Falls City Bi-
cycle Club, held their annual election of
officers, February n, with the following
results: President, Owen Lawson; sec-
retary and treasurer, A. L. Dietzman;
captain, David Biggs; first lieutenant,
Hugo Helbourne; bugler,Percy Bettison,

Westfild (N. J.) Bicvcle Club.—
The following officers were elected to
serve during the coming year. Presi-
dent, A.. B. Howe; secretary, C. M,
Goodnow; captain, J. T. Case; first lieu-

tenant, C, F Watson; second lieutenant,

R. H. Blinn; bugler, A. W. Warren.

LEWEE'S LETTER.
Although there are at present few if

any signs that the opening of the road
riding season is near at hand, the en-
thusiastic wheelman is already laying
his plans for the coming season, and
gleefully recounts them to -his friends.
Tours, both long and short, are being
projected, and numberless are the miles
that the individual wheelman expects to
roll over before the end of the year. I

was told by a friend a few evenings since
that last year he had covered 2,500
miles, and was determined that his
record this year should reach 5,000
miles. I would suggest for the benefit
of his reputation, and that of all other
riders who have similar ambitions, that
they provide their wheels with accurate
cyclometers, and thus avoid having their
truthfulness questioned. No matter
how highly his veracity may be held on
other subjects, a wheelman's report of-

a

big road record is always received with
suspicion. The saying that as soon as
a man begins lying he thinks eyerybody
else a liar, may apply to this case.

Chief among the flyers likely to make
their appearance with the opening of
the riding season is Mr. H. D. Corey, of
the Massachusetts Club. Mr. Corey's
recent performances in England showed
that he had lost none of his old form,
and a little training would put him in •

a condition fit to compete against the
best. Indeed there are many who think
that with proper training Corey has not
his equal in America. He certainly un-
derstands the " science" of racing as
well as any man in the country, and
physically he will compare favorably
with them all. He has the further ad-
vantage of being able to properly take
care of himself, both while in and out
of training. This is an advantage be-
cause there are so few of our best riders

who properly care for their bodies.
They may do all right while in active
training, but as soon as the race is over
indulge in such excesses that their con-
stitution is irreparably damaged. It is

indeed to be greatly regretted that our
racing men do not appreciate the im-
portance of not suddenly discontinuing
their training. When a man is thor-
oughly trained his muscles and nervous
system are strained to the utmost, and
while in this condition for him to sud-
denly dash into excesses, whether or
eating, drinking or otherwise, has much
the same effect on his system as has the
throwing of ice water on a red-hot
stove. Yet how often do we see our
riders celebrate their victories on the
path in just such excesses ? It is this

which makes so many persons opposed
to all athletic competitions. Proper
training will never injure a man, but
will be of lasting benefit to him if he re-
turns gradually to his normal condition.

The prospects are that Boston will
produce a number of flyers this season,
and if we were fortunate enough to pos-
sess a respectable track many more
would undoubtedly be brought out. It
has been suggested that one of the
clubs, or a combination of 'cyclists, se-
cure the track on the Union grounds.
This, however, would not be at all prac-
tical, for, as has been said many times,
the track is a wretched one, and could
not be put in even respectable condi-
tion without a very large expenditure,
more than it would be worth, consider-
ing its small size, If a good four lap

Ralph Ahl, C. S. Whitney, H. M.
Sabin, Graves, and a Dorchester rider
by the name of Rhodes. The latter is

as yet a novice on the path, but, ac-
cording to Dr. A. G. Kendall, he has
shown some wonderful speed on the
road, and as soon as the season opens
will begin his training. He is a young
man of powerful physique and rides a
52 inch Expert. Ahl may appear on
the track, but I don't think it likely, for
his folks are very strongly opposed to
his racing, and have prevented him from
doing so for the past two years. His
racing career was a brief but brilliant

one. He appeared in only two events,
but in each lowering the American rec-
ords. Improper training, however, re
suited in a severe sickness; and Ralph
raced no more. Whitney did some
good work in last season's local events,
and he will probably do well this year,
but I do not think that he is physically
strong enough to ever make a successful
racing man. In racing he appears to
draw largely on his nervous system,
which is sooner or later bound to take
him down. Sabin earned an enviable
reputation from the few events in which
he appeared, and is likely to do well if

he trains. Graves wore a brilliant rep-
utation for lively speeding around Chest-
nut Hill reservoir, but lost it all in the
first race he entered. He had several
disadvantages to contend against, how-
ever, and this year will probably do
much better. There are a number of
other riders I might mention as aspiring
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for racing honors during 1885, but for

the present they wish to remain un-
known.

For several days past the residents of

the Back Bay have seen the novel
sight of a young man going the rounds
of their streets delivering goods and
packages from a carrier tricycle. The
machine resembles the ordinary tandem
tricycle, with a large wicker basket sus-

pended in front. The machine was re-

cently imported by the Pope Manufac-
turing Company, and is the first ever

seen in America. It is understood that

an effort is to be made to introduce the

machine into the postal service at Wash-
ington and other cities.

The house of the Boston Club was
the scene of a brilliant gathering last

Friday, the occasion being one of those

ever-pleasant events in club life, a ''la

dies night." They are given several

times during the season, and have come
to be looked forward to by both the

members and their lady friends with

much pleasurable anticipation. There
is likely to be little disappointment as

long as the present energetic entertain

ment committee has charge of affairs

There was a goodly number of members
and their lady friends present. Full

dress was the rule with the gentlemen,

while the costumes worn by the ladies

were, many of them, noticeable for their

beauty and elegance. The entire house
was thrown open for inspection, and as

no attempt was made at decoration, the

ladies could see just Avhat accommoda-
tions the Bostons were accustomed to.

If there was any wheelman from another

club present, he must, indeed have felt

jealous at their superior accommoda-
tions, for, until the completion of the

Massachusetts Club house, the quarters

of the Boston Club must be acknowl-

eeged as the most elegant and conve-

nient of any 'cycling organization. The
evening was passed in social intercourse,

enjoying a bountiful collation by caterer

Cook, and dancing until a late hour to

the strains of the Cadet orchestra.

The third animal dinner of the Har-
vard Bicycle Club was held at Young's
Hotel last Thursday evening. There
was an attendance of about thirty, and
the occasion was as select and high-

toned as the most exacting Harvard
man could wish. There were present

as guests President Thurber, of the

Brown University Club (by the way,who
ever heard of the Brown University Bi-

cycle Club ?) and ex-President Morrison,

of the Harvard Bicycle Club. Mr. T.
F. Baldwin, '86, was toast master. The
toast were after the usual college style,

and are said to have been very wittily

responded to.

Consul Atkins is progressing famous-
ly with his road-book and expects to

have it in the hands of the printer very
shortly. The book will be much larger

than was first intended, and consequent-

ly its value to wheelmen increased. If

any wheelman knows of a particularly

good route hereabouts, which is not.

generally known, it would be well if he
would send it to Mr. Atkins, at 597
Washington street, Boston.

Mr. H. M. Sabin, of the Newton Club,

is now connected with the 'cycle house
of Stoddaid, Lovering & Co. He takes

the position formerly filled by Mr. Pal-

mer, who has returned to New Haven,
where he is to start a 'cycle agency.

Sabin is very popular among local wheel-

men, and will likely be instrumental in

disposing of many Rudges. It is under-

stood that he is to be the next captain

of the Newton Club.

At the meeting of the Massachusetts
Club to-morrow evening, a number of

new members will be admitted. Among
the applicants is President Ducker* of

the Springfield Club. Evidently the old

difference between he and Col. Pope are

all smoothed over. So many things of a

like nature have recently happened, that

it looks as though a new era of good
feeling was about to be instituted, and
one would not be surprised to hear that

Presidents E. C. Hodges and A. H.
Ove. 'man had become candidates for ad-

missnn to this all-absorbing organization,

the Massachusetts Bicycle Club. The
committee in charge • of purchasing fur

niture for the new house have expended
all the money appropriated them, $1,5 00,
I believe, but that is not enough, and
they will ask for more to-morrow even-

ing.

The Pope Manufacturing Co., having

done away with their riding school, have
fitted up a large salesroom on their up-

per floor, where are displayed to advan-

tage a full line of their machines. De-
scriptions of their new light roadster

,
and

two-track tricycle will soon be publish-

ed.

Boston, March 2, 1885.

IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN
CHICAGO.

Editor of The Whefl: In your

issue of Feb. 20, under the heading
" From the Clubs," you give the names
of gentlemen as officers of the Stamford

Wheel Club that we never heard of be-

fore. At the annual meeting of the

club held Jan. 13, the following officers

were elected to serve for the ensuing

year : President, Walter J. Michels

;

vice-president, H. E. Mackee
;
secretary

and treasurer, W. L. Baldwin
;
captain,

Wm. A, Hurlbutt; lieutenant, C W.
Hendriej color-bearer, Nelson Jessup.

Yours fraternally, W. L. Baldwin,
Secretary S. W. C.

Stamford, Conn., Feb. 24, 1885.

OUTING" FOR MARCH.
The March issue of "Outing" closes

the fifth volume and the present series.

With the April issue the magazine is to

be greatly strengthened in all its features.

The March number is filled with enter-

taining and valuable matter,and its il-

lustrations are among the best it has

ever published. The frontispiece is a

breezy picture of a schooner engaged in

sword-fishing, illustrating a paper by
Alexander Young. It is drawn by M.

J. Bums, the celebrated artist, and en-

graved by H. E. Silvester. The leading

paper discourses alluringly of " A Winter

in Sonora" setting forth the charms of

a Mexican winter in sharp contrast to

the chilling vagaries of our northern sea-

son. It is from the pen of Sylvester Bax-

ter, and is illustrated by Edmund H.
Garrett. " Evolution of Canoeing," by
Frederic G. Mather, is a thorough dis-

cussion of the modern canoe,and a com-
parison of various models, illustrated by
diagrams and an engraving of the famous

Snake. Another paper of special interest

to canoeists is a vivid description of a

cruise in^the " Drowned Lands of New
Jersey," by Gen. Robert Shaw Oliver,

commodore of the American Canoe As-

sociation. The new building of the

Massachusetts Bicycle Club is the sub-

ject of a paper by Rev. S. H. Day, the

newly elected captain of the club, and is

richly illustrated by the half-dozen well-

known artists which the club is proud to

number among its members, The new
club-house is situated in the aristocratic

Back Bay region of Boston, immediate-

ly adjoining the Art Club building.

A vivacious story by Miss Sophie Sweet,

the conclusion of Maurice Thompson's
"Tangle-leaf Papers," a careful paper

on the tricycle for woman, by Minna
Caroline Smith, and several poems, are

included in the taBle of contents. The
leading editoral article is an earnest ap-

peal to the New York, Legislature in

behalf of Niagara Falls.

WHAT WE ARE TO EXPCET
NEXT JULY.

Editor of The Wheel : The follow-

ing verses, written by Mr. Louis Hohl,

the club poet, were first read at a ban
quet given by the Buffalo Bi. Club,

April 23, 1 881, in honor of Mr. Jas. O.

Monroe, L. A. W. 40, on the eve of his

departure for Europe to take a well

earned vacation

:

DEE BUFFALO PIGYGLE KLUB.

Mine freunds I vant your addention,

Shoost for a leetle vwhile,

Dere is someding I vant to told you,

Put I hope you don't laugh oder schmile.

Now der vas a great pig country.

Mit cidys und downs great und schmall

;

Und you dink, und I dink, Ve all dink,

Dot Buffalo vas der best blace ov all.

Der cidy vas growing like blazes,

Mit der times ve haf to keep up,
Der povs come to gedder und started

Der Buffalo Picycle Klub.

Veil, I joined mineself mit dot klub,

Und pooty soon gwick, I found oud
Dot der more I got me ackwanded,
Der better I like me dot krowd.

Dr. Appleby, he vas der bresident den
;

Dake my advice if you ever got sick,

Go down by his blace, on Vest Eagle streat,

Und he vill kill you ride avay gwick.

Jim Munro he vas der sekretar,

Yah dots so, und der (treasurer, too,

He keeped all der books, mid money for nod-
- dings,

I (link dot vos goot, now dond you ?

Georgie Bidwell he vas der captain,

Und he made Georgie Chavel his siib

;

F. F. Hunt he vas der leftenant

Of dot Buffalo Picycle Klub.

Pooty soon BidwelTs Georgie resigned,

Und der poys all sorry did feel

;

So dey elected George Howard for captain,

To ride on der front mit his vhweel.

Der morning kanie, der vedder vas nise,

Und der poys vas all of good scheer

;

Ekcept der Doctor, mit his little machine,
Who wanted a schooner of beer.

Der order vas given to mount,
Und der poys all got in deir seet,

Und everyding vent along nisely,

Dill dey got by Niagara street.

Ven der klub veeled on to dot bavement,
Py shimmeny dese stones dey vas rough;

Taber's vhweel doubled ub like a hoobskirt,
I dole you dot machine it look dough.

*

Der poys soon got dot vhweel straigdened,
Der captain's vhistle vas up by his mouth,

Und so gwick as he plowed out dot signal,

Dey vas wriding Niagara street out.

Ven dey kame by dot Schlougter houses,
Soniboddy vas left in der rear

;

Dey found out ride away 'twas der Doctor,
Whot got him dot shooner of beer.

Dey rode along clown by dot river,

Und vas enjoying demselves, dey all said,

Ekcept Jaeger who dried some gymnastics,
Py standing on dop of his head.

Ven riding ub over a hill,

Donawanda, der picycle cried
;

Und der Doctor he grinned all over,

Ven dot sign, beer brewery, he spied.

His eye he kept on dot blaces,

His vhwheel went round und round fast,

Ven he got dere he gwickly dismounted,
Und said, " Py Golly, I got here at last."

He wiped der schweat off mit his eyeprows,
Und der brewer he vinked mit has eye

;

He looked at der Doctor all over,

Und said, u I dink you vas dry."

" I dink so mineself," he said gwickfy,
Und der brewer he sooned filled him ub ;

Den he jumped on his wheel und skedaddled,
Dill he found oud dot picycle klub.

Veil, der poys dey all had deir breakfast,

Und soon left behind dot hotel

;

Put dey didn't make no more short stops,

Dill dey got by dot blace kalled La Salle.

Ven der straglers kome up pehind,
Anodder staid soon id vas made,

Und ven dey got by Niagara Falls,

Der klub was about seven hours lade.

Dusty, dirty, und veary,

Mit a fearful appetite,

Dey reached deir destination,

Afder dot long iiud excidmg ride.

Der dinner ve hrtd vas a pully one,

Und der poys did all petter feel,

Und dey all kame home mit der picycle,

On dop of dot steam cars' vhweel.

SUBBLEMENT.

Veil, poys, perfoe ve go avay from der dable,
I dink 'twould be no more as right,

Dot a rezohition of danks be bassed,

For der vay ve vas used here do-night.

If ve effer again kome togedder,

For to give some one a farevell,

I hobe you vill go by George Bupp,
Who runs dot Gruener's Hotel.

Den dere vas all der rest of der poys,

Deir names I vill now gwickly tell,

Dere vas Newman, two Tabers und Sckmitty,

Gard Valker, two Villiams und Bell.

Dere vas Schladermundt, James, Hold, und
Otis,

Two Thorntons, two Dakins und Biggs,

Und Catdkins, Stone, Woodruff und Jaeger,

Greiner, Martin, George Taylor und Briggs.

'Twas early last year in der summer,
Der sekretar a meeting calls;

Veil, der poys was all got togedder,

Und decide for a diip to Niagara Falls.

Vednesday, August der 25th, 1880,

Der poys by der circle did meet

;

Der sky he vas kloudy, der morning was kold,

Ved dey starded down Bichmond ave.street.

Veil, dey got along to der mnatik assylem,

Ven der rain he come down, you bet

;

But didn't make us no difference,

Py shimmeny some one got wet.

Der poys got home, anodder meeting vas

kalled,

Und dey all resolfed in der mind,

Dot Niagara Falls dey vould see oder die,

On Dhursday, September der 9d.

THE K. C, W, RACES,
The most attractive and successful

bicycle tourney ever held in Brooklyn,

was given under the auspices of the

Kings County Wheelmen last night,

which drew together a fashionable assem-
blage of nearly 3,006 people to the

Brooklyn Rink. The attractive and ex-

citing character of the performances

and the general excellence of the ar-

rangements made the event one of ex-

ceptional interest. There was, in fact,

but one drawback to the entire success

of the tourney, and that was the lack of

promptness m beginning each event. A
little more system in preparing before-

hand would have avoided the rather ted-

ious delays which occurred. It was half

past eight before the opening parade of

machines took place, and, according to

the programme, at least six of the events

should have been completed by that
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GRAND INTERNATIONAL

SIX DAYS' ROLLER-SKATING TOURNAMENT

AND CARNIVAL,

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, N, Y.,

COMMENCING MARCH 2, 1885,

SUNDAY NIGHT, 12:05 A. M, START SIX DAYS " GO-AS-YOU-

PLEASE ON ROLLERS."

Roller-Skating and Bicycling Attractions

Each Day at Every Hour, Commencing
at lOA. M.and Ending at 12 P. M.

hour. The result was that it was nearly

eleven o'clock before the tourney ended

and the roller-skating began.

The attendance of wheelmen included

sixty members of the Kings County
Club, twenty-four of the Brooklyn Bi-

cycle Club—the oldest organization on
the island—twenty-four of the Long
Island Wheelmen, seventeen of the Citi-

zens Bicycle Club, of New York; sixteen

of the Hudson County Wheelmen, of

Jersey City ; fourteen of the Ixion Bi-

cycle Club, of New York ; with one

member of the Smithvflle Bicycle Club

of New Jersey.

The opening parade was a very at-

tractive exhibition of wheels, the entries

including several varieties of bicycles and

tricycles, the latter being graced by the

presence of lady riders on them. The
veteran Brooklyn Club made a fine ap-

pearance under the lead of Captain H.

R. Elliott, their secretary being the first

club rider of a bicycle in Brooklyn. The
Kings County Wheelmen, under Captain

Edward Pettus, made a very attractive

display, as did the Long Islanders, under

Captain A. W. Guy. The Brooklyn Wan-
derers, though small in number, added

to the attractions of the parade under

Captain
J.

R. Rose. The first racing

event of the tourney was the one mile

contest between Captain Pettus on a

kangaroo bicycle and J. B. Hegeman on
roller skates, the former winning with

ease in 4m. 29s. Then came fancy rid-

ing by W. D. Bloodgood, of the K. C.

'

W., whose balancing feats on the wheel

were specially noteworthy. A one mile

tricycle race followed, in which A. C. D.

Loucks defeated Captain Pettus in 4m.

54s. Then came the one mile bicycle race

in which the entries were reduced to A.

B. Rich, of the New York Bicycle Club,

and Harry Hall, of the K. C. W. The
former won in fine style after a close and
exciting race, the time being 3m. 14 2-5s.

The finest exhibition of bicycling riding

yet seen in Brooklyn followed. It was
a display of fancy riding by young Thos.

R. Finley, the lone star from Smithville,

N. J. He entirely outdid the Boston
professional, Wilson, who recently ex-

hibited at the rink, his feats of balanc-

ing on the machine being really wonder-

ful. He was loudly applauded espe-

cially by the ladies.

The next event was the most attract-

ive display of club riding yet seen at the

rink. It was the Demon Drill of the

Kings County Wheelmen's champion
eight. The eight riders were attired in

Mephistophelean dress, and the leaders

started amid flashes of infernal fire and
the lowering of the gas light adding to

the picturesqueness of the seen. The drill

itself was admirable. Twenty-two sepa-

rate movements were gone through with,

the most noteworthy being the " four

cross in centre and stand still," and the
" stand still by eight and wheel." Cap-
tain Pettus led the drill, and it was the

event of the tourney. An attractive dis-

play of fancy skating by Miss Blanche

Hayden varied the programme at this

stage. The third feature was the game
of polo on Star bicycles. The contest-

ants were young Finley and Charles

Frazier. Both used the forward wheels

of their machines as bat s, with a degree

of dexterity which made the contest ex-

ceedingly interesting. The ball, of

course, had to be " dribbled " along the

floor. The result of the contest was
the success of young Finley, who won
two goals to one.

The one mile tandem bicycle race

was rendered a failure by the inability

THE FOLLOWING ENTRIES

PRICES OF ADMISSION,

The main Floor Reserved for Skaters.

HAVE ALREADY BEEN MADE :

50 AND 25 CENTS.

Skates to hire at the Garden.

of two of the riders to guide their ma-
chines. Messrs. Hall and T. H. Loucks
won this race with ease, in over four

minutes. The slow race was not the

success anticipated, as only four com-
petitors entered and two retired early

from being obliged to dismount, young
Finley winning, owing to his being the

only one to ' keep his seat, as the goal

was not. reached. The one mile scratch

proved to be one of mishaps. A. C. D.

Loucks had the race in hand when he

and Bloodgood took a tumble. The
latter was first up and away, and he

would have won but for a rather violent

header which he took after his restart.

This gave the lead again to Loucks, C.

Otis being second. The last contest of

the tourney took place at 10:45 p- M-

It was a mile race on rollers, in which

seven Kings County Wheelmen were

the contestants. Of these C. W. Fuller

took a winning lead at the start, and

and after that " he never spoke as he

passed by" all the others, winning in

2-56 2-5. Roller-skating ended the

evening's entertainment. The officers

of the tourney were as follows :

Committee of arrangements—T. B.

Hegeman, F. N. Fenstermaker, A. C.

D. Loucks, M. L. Bridgman; Ed. F.

Austin, chairman.

Field officers—George R. Bidvvell,

referee, Citizens Bicycle Club.

Judges—N. M. Beckwith, president,

L. A. W.; A. W. Guy, captain L. I. W.j

E. W. Johnsou, captain K. Co. W.; H.
R. Elliott, B. Bi. C; Frank A. Egan,

Ixion Bi. C.

Timekeepers—W. H. Robertson, S.

R. Austin, Williamsburgh A. C.

Starter—Walter Hegeman, secretary

W. A. C.

Scorers—F. E. Snider, W. A. C; F.

H. Douglas, K. C. W.
Clerks of the course—A.C.D.Loucks,

K. C- W.j W. D. Bloodgood, K. C. W.;

Robert F. Hibson, K. C. W.
Reception committee—The entire

club members.
Club officers—Robert F. Hibson,

president; Thomas B. Hegeman, vice-

president ; A. C. D. Loucks, secretary

;

Charles Schwalbach, treasurer ; Edward
Pettus, captain; Edward F. Fisk, first

lieutenant ; F. N. Fenstermaker, second
lieutenant

; J. H. Long, color-bearer

;

Ephraim Johnson, bugler.

AN ALLEGORY.
Once there was a traveler in the land

of his majesty King Experience the First,

who rules vast territories. This traveler

had explored a goodly portion of these

dominions, when he woke up one bright

morning when the sun was a good ways'

up and was surprised to hear his favorite

Thomas cat pouring forth the sweetest

lays,upon the roof directly overhead. H e

was not only surprised, but pained. Sur-

prised that the cat should sing in the

daytime, instead of during moonlight,

and pained because the faithful feline

should go back on his teachings of many
years, i. e., not under any circumstances

do disturb his morning doze. But he
did not want to chide the cat. inasmuch
as his bootjack was out in the wood-shed
and the weather rather cold, so he lay

there and listened. Learned as he was
he could not understand it. The poig-

nancy of his vexation was great when he
recalled the many idle hours wasted
when he could have learned catalogy as

well as Latin and Greek. Summoning
his servant to the bedside he asked:

SIX DATS' GO -AS -YOU - PLEASE.
EUGENE MADDOCKS, JIMMY TURNER (Colored),

.
CHARLES WALTON, H. C. VOOHEES,

DAVID COOPER, MAX ROSENBERG,
GEORGE B. GLAXTON, NAT. CLARK,

R. A. SKINNER.

BICYCLISTS.
Prof. JOHN WILSON, W. S. MALTBY.

POLO TEAMS.
WRIGHT & DITSON, HUB. POLO B. B. CLUB,

KNICKERBOCKER YELLOWS, MANHATTAN,
JAFFRAYS.

SKATERS.
YEDDO, Japanese Girl Skater, £ KAUFMAN & BOYD,

F. G. STUMCKE, Skater and Bicyclist. JESSIE DECAMP, Fancy Skater.

Pro. McCLELLAN, Fancy Skater. JOHN ARGYLES, Boy Wonder.

MABEL HUGHES, Waltzer. UNKNOWN, the fastest lady skater in the world.

WM. F. STONE, Fast five mile skater. ARTHUR MELVILLE, fancy and waltzer.

DANIEL SEXTON, fast two mile backward.

MAMIE MADDEN, the renowned beauty and expert fancy skater,

and many others. The whole making the most attractive collection of talent ever seen in

any country.
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"Pat do you know what that cat is

talking about)?"

Pat listened a moment and suddenly

his face lit up with a smile.

1 "Faith sur, and an' it's me that under-

stands it entirely."

"What is it?" was asked eagerly.

"Faith yer oner, that Fool cat has
heard of a country in the land of Ex-
perience where the traveling is pretty

tough and bootjacks hit every time. He
is giving thanks that he don't have to live

there."

"Is that so; well I must see that land

and pretty soon, too," quoth the traveler.

Eating a hasty breakfast he set out

in the direction given by Pat, and before

long came to a place where the roads

became narrower and narrower by de-

grees. Strange insects and reptiles be-

gan to appear along the road and stare

him in the face. It is true that the

stare of the insects didn't make him
blush, but they stared so I chronicle it.

As things became more alarming he be-

came uneasy, but being reassured by
his vast knowledge of the world, pushed
on with a vow that he would "get
there," if it took a suspender button.

But even a man of his nerve couldn't

stand it much longer. He looked back
for a means of escape, but, much to his

astonishment, he found the road shaped
somewhat like an ever-ready rat trap.

You know a rat can crawl in, but can't

get out till a woman with a club comes
around, and, carefully aiming the club,

opens the door arid smashes the cage

instead of the rat as it jumps out. Well,

tha't's the position of my friend, so far

as the comparison will go. Suddenly
there appeared an ogre of hideous pro-

portions.
" What ! you here ? " he said.

"Yes," the traveler faltered.

" You have no business in this part

of Experience. Do you want to get

out ?
"

" I do."

"Well, do you see that lion?"
" I do."
" He is asleep, you will observe," said

the ogre, in a voice of thunder.
" I observe, but for God's sake don't

articulate so loud or you will wake him,

then—"
The ogre laughed hoarsely. " You

wish to escape ? Well, take this whip,
that is made of rawhide, and strike the

lion 3,000 times on the nose. If you do
it without Avaking him you are safe, but
if he opens his eyes you will be gobbled
up like a Thanksgiving dinner," saying

which he disappeared, and I will leave

my traveler standing there meditating

on his fix, and this is the end of my al-

legory. I hear some of you say, " what
a Beelzebub of an allegory," but wait, I

am not through.

Fellow wheelmen, our " Karl Kron "

is a good sort of a fellow. He has done
the cause of bicycling an immense
amount of good. He has often for the

love of it worked far into the night, laid

foundations of dyspepsia for the good
of others. He has had success as a
writer, and I have no doubt received

considerably more than $1.50 for a sin-

gle article. Looking into the dim vistas

of a bicycler's pocket-book he thought
himself justified in pushing for publica-

tion " X. M. Miles on a Bi." He has

gone so far that he cannot retreat except

at a great loss, and like our friend the

traveler he is in a " pretty kettle of fish."

The 3,000 strokes on the lion's nose

represent the 3,000 pledges of $1 each.

Now, brother wheelmen, he has got

over 2,300, and who will be so base as
to stand by and let so worthy a man
perish for want of 600 postal cards with
these words thereon, " I hereby pledge
you <$i for your road book when issued."
We can all afford the postal card, and
most assuredly the $1, considering the
merits of the book, and I assure you it

will be worthy of placing in any man's
library. Now hunt up your postal card
and send him your pledge at once, and
you will feel like a man that has done
good, and Karl will feel greatly relieved
in more senses than one, and won't have
to desperately keep on trying to talk the
ears off a brass monkey in every issue

of The Wheel. Now, I repeat, hunt
up your postal card. Pedtbus.

P.S.—In looking over the last Wheel
I see some one criticises one of my for-

mer articles about the." Star," and says
if I will come to Washington he will

show me thirteen-year-old boys mount-
ing 54 " Stars " easily. Well, perhaps I

can mount a 60 easily in Washington,
but I wasn't speaking of fine asphalt
roads, but Western horse paths. If

there is a thirteen-year-old boy that can
mount a 54 -'Star" out here, without
assistance, I will give hi m mine.

Pedibus.

THREE KICKERS ABROAD.
Three 'cyclers, whose misfortunes dire with

pity moved
Saint Peter's heart—three youths who each ad-

mittance ow'd. •

' To fatal headers, ingrates, one and all, soon
prov'd

To be, and thankless unappreciation show'd ;

By finding grievous fault with their accorded
means

Of locomotion. Wings from time's unmeas-
ur'd dawn

By others praised, these youths regard with
scordful miens

;

And roaming 'mid celestial scenes at rosy
morn,

Down alabaster boulevards and crystal roads
They -think it pity great that graceful steel

ribbed steed

For wings should not be substituted
; and that

modes
In vogue a million years ago—if not indeed
More ancient e'en than that—should discon-

tinued be.

With great assurance, born of their unearned
success

In entrance gaining, this ungrateful coterie

Of wheelmen, in unguarded moment did con-
fess

Their disapproval to a cherub ; who straight-

way
To Jove did fly, in horror, with the dreadful

news
Of discontent within the realms of endless day.

But Jove, in pity smiling, let the 'cyclers

choose
Whiche'er they would, 'tween wings and

wheels. The culprits bow'd
And yielded up their wings, nor stopp'd to

calculate

;

And Vulcan forthwith forg'd them wheels, and
each allow'

d

To mount and ride around where fancy free

dictate.

They roam'd the plains and vales, where
bloom'd perpetual flowers

Nor envied swift wing'd throngs why soar'd in

airy flight

From vale to mountain top ; 'neath green am-
brosial bowers

They oft reclin'd; and seraphs gaz'd, and
thdught the sight

Full strange. They on a journey went to far

off realms.

And found the roads perfection ; mud nor rut

nor sand
Abounds, and oft-repeated questions over,

whelm
Them not at every halt, in this high-favor'd

land.

Full charm'd with beauteous scenes, they mer-
rily wheel

Away, nor care to turn ; for endless pathways
lead

Through lands of transcandental loveliness
;

the steel

Steeds glisten in th' eternal light ; nor do they

need

Care aught for time, where time's no more to
be ; and where

No clam'rous wants compel to have continu-
ous care

For this and that. For years they roam'd,
and each day's fare

Did happier seem than yesterday
; which each

did share.

At last they turned them -round, and wheel'd
them swiftly back

Toward Jove's throne
;
which seat of central

glory's seen,

A glist'ning speck in far off east, by which to

track

Their backward course ; and in each ray of
light did beam

As 'twere glad tidings. All went well, until of
leagues

Two thousand were but left 'twixt them and
their bright goal

;

When one they had all learned to dread, by
some intrigue,

They found, had entrance gained—admission
doubtless stole.

Two thousand leagues of road unrideble now
lay

Before them; headers now they'd take in many
a hole

;

An Etat Unis road o'erseer a-well a-day !

Had stolen in,and surreptitious gained control.

- Thos. Stevens.

THE NEED SUPPLIED.
Mr. T. Hunt Steny, who has been

conducting his bicycle business in Brook-

lyn for the past year, has removed from
the hall on Fulton street, to 435 Flat-

bush avenue, which was recently occu-
pied by Enoch Stych, who decamped for

England a short time ago. He will keep
a full line of bicycles, tricycles and sun-
dries. He will also keep machines tor

road use. Having both an English and an
American machinist, he will be enabled
to do the most difficult repairs with
promptness, and prices consistent with
good work. He has got facilities for

the storing of wheels.

FOR SALE AND EXCHANGE.

[Advertisements inserted in this column, not ex-
ceeding thirty words, nonpareil, for one dollar. Any
subscriber can insert an advertisement free of charge
once during the year of his subscription,]

gEND for the " Bicycling Wxjrld," of April 3, 1885.

"TTIOR SALE.—A 52-inch fnll-nicklcd Snnspariel Bi-
JJ cycle, never been used: ball pedals; hollow de-
tachable handle-bar. Address The Wheel, N. Y.

YTATCH—For the Bicycling World of April 3,

WANTED.—One thousand subscribers for The
Wheel and the Bicycling World at $2.00 a

year. RegrJar price of the World, $2.00.

THE RUDGE
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES,

STRONG,

LIGHT,

and

EASY RUNNING.

DQUBLEDRIVER CENTRALCEAft

RELIABLE

AGENTS

WANTED

THE ROTA B"Y T A N D E M .

A FEW SHOP-WORN & SECOND-HAND MACHINES AT LOW PRICES.

A Full Line of Kangaroos Just Received,

m York Headers: f. I BIDfELL & Go, 4 EasUOtli SI, I I

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,
152, 154, 156 AND. 158 CONGRESS STREET,

BOSTON, MASS.

GEO. D. GIDEON,
No. 1539' RACE ST.,

PHILADELPHIA
'CYCLING BUREAU,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Sole Philadelphia Agent for the RUDGE BICYCLES and TRICYCLES.

SEND FOB CATALOGUE.
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1 0.000
COPIES OF

AMUSEMENTS.

WILL BE ISSUED

APRIL I 1885,
Containing the Official Programme and

a full illustrated description of the

4 BIG 4
BICYCLE TOUR,
AND OTHER IFTEEESTBTG ARTICLES

FROM PROMINENT WHEELMEN.

A LIMITED NUMBER OF ADVERTISEMENTS

RECEIVED AT LOW RATES.

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,

BOX 444 - NEW YORK,

A/TADISON SQUARE THEATRE.
. At 8.30

1V1 Evenings at 8.30. Saturday Matinee at 2.

DO YOU KNOW ?

THE PRIVATE SECRETARY.
THE EUNNIEST OE COMEDIES.

CASINO. Broadway & 39th st.

Last week of Gilbert and Sullivan's charming
operetta,

PATIENCE,
By the McCaull Opera Comique Company.

Monday, March 9, THE PIRATES OE PENZANCE.
Every Sunday Eve'g, Grand Popular Concert.

IVTTRLO'S GARDEN. Reserved Seats 50c.

_LM THATCHER,PRIMROSE & WEST'S Minstrels.
Their last week. Everything new. See bill of this

MATINEES WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
Nest week—Shadows of a Great City.

S
TAR THEATRE. THE FLORENCES,
Mr.& Mrs. W.J.FLORENCE in OUR GOVERNOR

Souvenir Nights, Wednesday and Saturday.
Matinees Saturday and Washington's Birthday.

For Sale at a Sacrifice.

A new full-nickled 5 2-111. SPECIAL

SANSPAREIL ROADSTER. Never

been used. Ball pedals, hollow detach-

able handle-bar, Eclipse Saddle, 1885

pattern. Will sell on easy terms to reli-

able parties. Address

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.

2T Park Row, Box 444, New York.

AMERICAN ADJUSTABLE LONG-DISTANCE SADDLE,
Spring Frame, Perfact Ad-
justment, Light, Strong,

Elastic, Easy.

Completely absorbs all

Vibration.

PRICE, $4.00.

Liberal Discount to*Dealers. " THE AMERICAN "

Send for Circular. As adapted to the STAR.
Mention this paper,

" It is the easiest saddle I ever rode." BURLEY B. AYERS, Chairman Trans. Comm. , L. A. W,
" The best saddle I have ever seen, and I have tested nearly every saddle known to the trade."

C. W. EDGERT0N, Fort Wayne', Ind.
" I don't think there is a better saddle for the Star." J. P. MAYNARD, Chicago, 111.

" Tried your saddle on my Star, and found it the easiest and most comfortable saddle I have ever tried.

The steel spring and suspension seat appear to take away all the jar of riding."
J. W. PARKER, Buffalo, N.Y.

BULL & HAYNES,
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, PARTS AND SUNDRIES
Repairing a Specialty/. Our facilities for doing all kinds of work, such as Brazing, Painting, Nickle

Plating &c., &c, at reasonable prices, are unexcelled. Correspondence Solicited. Wheels sold on the

installment plan. HERSEB HALL RIDING SCHOOL. Open evenings. Purchasers taught free. Corner
Main and Chippkwa Streets, Buffalo, N. Y.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new fiat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A " Reformed Crank Rider " says :—" In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles ; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithville. Burlington Co.,

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE L. A.W.

Are You Insured Against Accident?

Ml Desirable Forms of Accident Insurance can be obtained of the

FIDELITY AND CASUALTY COMPANY.
E. E. CLAPP, Manager Accident Department,

NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, AND PENNSYLVANIA.

OFFICE, i49 BROADWAY, New York.

New York, Jan. 7, '84.

I was persuaded to take out an
Accident Policy last August, in

the Fidelity and Casualty Com-
pany, of New York, for $5,000 in

case of death, and $25.00 per
week if injured. About the

middle of October, you will recol-

lect, I was thrown from my
bicycle, and sustained an injury.
I have just recovered from this,
and last Friday filed a claim for
eleven weeks indemnity. The
company promptly paid the
amount ($275.00), and I cannot
but publicly praise their business
methods. To the many wheel-
men who are dependent upon
their salaries for support I un-
hesitatingly say: Insure" in the
Fidelity and Casualty Company.
The cost is very little, and, in
event of injury, you will find the
indemnity very handy to have.

FRED JENKINS,
Editor of The Wheel.

New York, Nov. 17, '83.

This company issues accidental
policies of insurance against anv
bodily injury and loss of life in-
duced by accidental means,
whether it happen while travel-
ing on your bicycle, or in any
of the lawful and usual avoca-
tions of life.

I am carrying a policy of in-
surance in this company, and I
highly recommend it to your con-
sideration.

9 You are journeying more or less
over the country on your bicycle,
and if unfortunately you " make
a header, and down vou go," and
are disabled to the extent of SIX
MONTHS, you can depend upon
receiving your full indemnity for
that length of time.

The strong Board of Directors
will convince you that it is in the
hands of reliable men.

Yours very truly,

N. MALON BECKWITH,
Pres'tL.A W.

THE DDRYEA S

A WHEELMAN'S AUTOGRAPH A1BDM

!

MY CYCLING FRIENDS.
DESIGNED AND COMPILED

FOR COLLECTION OF AUTOGRAPHS.
It is handsomely hound in cloth, with gold and

black markings.
It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three hundred selections from the poets in regard

to the wheel

.

Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs of
cycling friends.
Three hundred Engravings illustrating each quota,

tion. •

PRICE ONE DOLLAR, POSTPAID

WILL C. MARVIN. Ofli, IcHip.

Sole Agent for the United States and Canada.

YOU CAN BUY A
HEW

Style B

Used by Hendee. Prince, Sellers, Howen, Woodside.
Corey,Landy, Jenkins of Louisville, Brooks, Eck, Mor-
gan.Higham,Yates ; also Miles,Armaindo.and Sylvester

and all the flyers. Fits any machine, including Star

Bicycle. Special terms to dealers.

Pkices, Japanned, $3 00 ; Nickeled. $3 75.
Sent, postage paid for, on recceipt of price.

N. Y. TOY COMPANY,
14 HOWARD ST., NEW YORK.

MISCELLANEOUS.

[Advertisements inserted in this department, not
over four lines nonparie), for $10 a year.]

pHICAGO, ILL.—THE JOHN WILKINSON CO..
\j 68 Wabash Avenue, makers of Bicycle Hose Sup-
porters. The best style made. Price per pair 35 cents
by mail. Agents for the Columbia Bicycle. Send
stamp for catalogue.

PORTLAND, ME.-LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CAR-
1 RIER, the cheapest, lightest, and most eonven-
nient thing of the kind. May be put in pocket when
not in use. By mail, seventy-five cents and one dollar
C. H. LAMSON.

LIGHT ROADSTER, FULL ROADSTER OR RACER
Strictly Pirst-Olass, Ball Bearings, Hollow Porks, etc. Nickel, Paint

or Enamel, Sound and Perfect, but very slightly shop -worn.

For Less than the price of a good second
hand, low class wheel.

This is an opportunity to get a wheel for little money. Do not loose it. Only a limited
number for sale and they are

BAIRGkAuIUXTS EXTRAORDUSTARY
Send for descriptive price list and mention tnis paper.

S. T. CLARK & CO. BALTIMORE, MD.

OT. LOUIS WHEEL CO..C.E. STONE,MANAGERO Olive Street. Agents for Columbia Bicycles
and Tricycles, Rudge Light Roadster. Facile, Sanspa-
reil, American Club, Victor Tricycle, and all high
class machines. Repairing, nickeling, aud enameling
promptly done. Dealers in second-hand wheels. Send
for printed list.

WILLIAM G. SCRIBNER
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles and Accessories.

Sole agent for Washington, D. C, of the PopeM f g. Co., Stoddard, Lovering & Co., the Cunninjr
ham Co., Samuel T. Clark & Co., the Overman Wbe
Co., The Facile.
Riding school attached. Visitors always welcome

1,108-1,116 Street, N. W.,

WASHINGTON, D. O
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FOR BARGAINS

SECOND-HAND BICYCLES

SEE THE PEICE LISTS OF

H. B. HART,
No. 811 Arch St., Pliila., Pa.

Lists free on application. Name this Paper.

FREE for TRIAL,
HANOVER'S SPECIFC. An unfailing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility and Weakness, Loss

of Vitality and Vigor, Nervous Prostration, Hysteria,

or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, overwork,

abuses of alcohol, tobecco, &c. (Ower forty thousand

positive cures.)

|J5g~Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. Ad-
dress HANOVER REMEDY CO., j»

Lock box 584. Chicago, 111.

NEWARK, N.' J..

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

Lamps, Luggage Carriers, Star

Cyclometer, Bags, Saddles and parts foi

both Cranks and Star Machines.

Makers of the Celebrated Safety Step

for the Star Bicycle.

DIFFICULT REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.

Riding School and Roller Skating Rink.

Send Stamp for catalogue.

.WHEEL SONGS.

BY S. CONANT FOSTER,

The most sumptuous book devoted to the wheel yet

published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.
an elegant quarto volume op 80 pages.

. bound in blue silk cloth, with side

stamp in gilt and silver.

Price, $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.

ADDRESS,

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.

21 PARK ROW,
ox 444, New Y

COLU

STANCH AND RELIABLE ROADSTERS.

In 1883 there were, according to the care-

ful report and table of Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful- participants in all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads ; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

111.5 [miles in the day each. We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Columbias, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias ; and

further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

Coiumb'as, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one-

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

After long and careful experiments with five different speed and power tricycle attachments in different forms

vve have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient numbers to supply it on our

new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction ; is applied to the crank-shaft ; is operated by a

handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle • is certain and effective in its ope-

ration • reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill climbing about one-third, and is made

of thi finest material and with the .finest workmanship, and so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by

its US«.

PRICE OF COLUMBIA TEICYCLE, . . . $160.

kLWTTH POWER GEAR, ..... 180.

The Columbia Power-Gear Will be Applied to an^ Columbia Tricycle at Our Factory, Hartford, Conn., for $25.

SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED 36-PAGE CATALOGUE.

The Pope Manufacturing Company.
Principal Office, 597 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

BRANCH HOUSE. 12 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

THE PERFECTION HEATER.
(patent applied for,)

FOR CEMENTING RUBBER TIRES.

EVERY WHEELMAN SHOULD HAVE ONEj AS IT SAVES TIME AND MONEY

Lamp and Ml directions for Cementing a Enbber Tire, sent post paid to any part of the United

States or Canada on receipt of

Price, SI.OO
FOR SALE BY DEALERS, OR SEND TO THE MANUFACTURERS.

G. R. BIDWELL & CO.,

DEALEKS IN BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, &c,
4 EAST 60th STEEET, NEW Y0EE.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.



Single Copies,

Subscription Price,

Clubs of Six,

European Subscriptions,

Five cents.

One dollar a year.

Five dollars.

Five shillings.

Published every Friday morning, by
THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Box 444, 21 Park Row, N. Y.,
and entered at the Post-Office at second-class rates

TO SUBSCRIBERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.
Subscribers must be particular to notify the Pub-

lishers promptly of any change in their address. If
they do not receive their paper regularly it is on this
account.
Contributors and correspondents will please sepa-

rate general correspondence to the Eflitor from mat-
ter mtended for publication. Always sign (confiden-
tially) full name and address, with nom de plume, as
no attention is paid to anonymous contributions.
Write only on one side of the sheet, and have all
communications sent in bv Monday morning at the
latest.

All matters relating to subscriptions or advertise-
ments, and all business connected with The Wheel
should be addressed to the Company. Make ail
checks and money orders payable to The 'Cycling
Publishing Company We cannot use stamps other
than the two or one cent issue.

Mr. Dudley C. Hasbrouck, of Peeks-
kill, N. Y., was in town on the 4th and
5th.

L-. H. Johnson, the old Chief Consul
«^Ne\v Jersey,has established an agency
l^jiast Orange, N. J.

^^Treasurer Terry will shortly take atrip
of >a month to Louisiana, making Ar-
eola his headquarters.

The Massachusetts Bicycle Club ex-
ect to entertain over 500 wheelmen

at its reception, March 25.

The Citizens Club race meeting will

be the event of the month of April as

far as Gotham is concerned.

The Citizens Club hold their annual
meeting on Monday evening, March
16, for the election of officers.

Dame Rumor says that some English
firms are going to shake matters up in

the bicycle business this year.

Imitation is the sincerest flattery.

Our friends are also going to startle the
world on April 3. Better send for that
number.

I
George D. Gideon has the Philadel-

phia agency for the Rudge bicycles and
tricycles, likewise the Victor, Harvard
and Yale.

The Massachusetts Club^ formally
open their club-house; to wheelmen on
Wednesday, March 25, with appropriate
ceremonies,

Tony Pastor, the celebrated "ma
is organizing a minstrel company
wheels, and intends purchasing one
his private use.

Rumor has it that an effort is shortly
to be made to have one of the leading
clubs of Massachusetts withdraw from
the L. A. W.

" Do you like 'cycling," we asked a
beginner, learning in a hall. " Oh,yes,"
he replied, " but there ought to be cush-
ions on the floor."

The roads are beginning to assume a
more cordial appearance, and frequent
spins on the part of the wheel gods are
the order of the day.

. The combination of the " World

"

and The Wheel for $2.00 a year is lia-

ble to ran the other papers pretty close.

There is room for all, however.

The competition in light roadsters is

great this year. There are now five on
the market—the Rudge, Royal Mail,
Expert Light Roadster, Spaulding, and
Victor.

There is a movement on foot among
Southern wheelmen to make a 'cycle
tour next summer from Atlanta, Ga., to
Washington, and possibly from there to
Boston.

The ticket put in the field by the
Cortland Wheelmen, of Peekskill, is the
strongest that has ever been presented
for the consideration of the voters of
this State.

Iowa supports one representative, and
G. H. Hamlin, of Grinnell, has been
nominated for that position. Mr. Ham-
lin is a bank cashier, which does not
speak well for him.

Mr. Todd, of the N. C. U. replies to
Chairman Bassett in the '"Cyclist," but
does little to remove the opinion that
the matter was pigeon holed, and al-

lowed to drop from sight.

H. W. Gaskell sailed for a surety on
March 4, for America, and will repre-
sent the Coventry Machinists Company
here. Mr. Gaskell is a member of the
Raneleagh Harriers Club.

There was an attendance of about
1,500 at the ball of the Springfield Bi-
cycle Club, held Feb. 23. The party
was said to be the most select and suc-
cessful ever given in Springfield.

The Citizens Club have fitted in their
club-house a pool table, which is largely
patronized. They are now talking of
organizing a lawn tennis club, to be
formed exclusively of their members.

"Things a 'Cyclist Ought to Know,"
by R. E. Phillips, of the C. T. C, has
'ieen issued for 1885, and as its title

implies, contains many good things,

records of the world being a prominent
feature.

Zacharias & Smith have had a very
neat visiting card engraved for. Star
riders. Space is left so that any name
can be inserted, and the whole makes a
combination both pleasing to the eye
and taste.

For the edification of the " 'Cyclist

and Athlete," we would state that the
" Landisville Vigil" is a newsy eight-

page sheet, hailing from Pennsylvania,
and devoting liberal space weekly to
'cycling matters.

Both Prince and Morgan rode with
Duryea saddles in the quarter mile
record breaking at New Orleans March
9. Prince's mile in 2:39 and all his

records for past year and a half were
made on Duryeas.

The big tournament at the Madison
Square Garden was such a success, that
the projectors have leased the building
for ten years at a rental of $50,000 a
year, and will open a mammoth skating
rink on the first of May.

A big sign on 241 Broadway an-
nounces that A. G. Spaulding & Bro.
will open on or about the 15th of March,
with a full line of bicycles and sporting
goods. Mr. L. W. Conkling, of Chi-
cago, will have charge of the bicycling
department.

The Ixion Club are talking of organ-
izing a lawn tennis club, from their

members, and leasing a lot near their
house for the purpose. D. W. Gran-
berry & Co., through the influence of

Mr. Peoli, have kindly volunteered to
give them a complete outfit free.

* E. C. Hodges & Co. have published
another volume from the pen of J. C.
Dalton, entitled "Sixty Poets on the
Wheel." It contains a good deal of the
matter used by him in 1880, but is

nevertheless exceedingly interesting.

The price has been fixed at one dollar.

The Weedsport Bicycle Club state that
H. C. Townsend, of that place, has no
authority for making the statement that
they will give a tournament in June, he
being expelled from the club as secre-
tary for ungentlemanly conduct, and is

now under bail for violating the rules of
the post office.

The Clark O. N. T. Thread Com-
pany have lately issued a card, in which
a 'cycler benighted on the rOad, loosens
his tire, and feels blue. He happens to
think of a spool of their thread, which

he has in his pocket, and binds the tire

with it. In the last scene a 6x9 smile

illuminates his countenance.

Mr. Fred. G. Bourne, to whom more
than any other source the metropolitan
wheelmen owe whatever concessions
have been made them in Central Park,
is now receiving part of the reward that

we love to see made to those whom
actions endear them to us. He has
been appointed secretary of the Singer

Manufacturing Co., at a salary of $25,-
000 per year.

T. J. Kirkpatrick, the enterprising

Chief Consul of Ohio, aided by the
minor officers of the division, has issued
a hand-book of Ohio, which is sent free

to all members. It is nicely bound, and
of a convenient size for the tourist.

The best on records of the world are
given, together with the League hotels
and prices, and riding routes throughout
the State.

Two new papers have made their ap-
pearance in the cycling world lately.

One, the Star Advocate published moth-
ly by E. H. Corson, at Rochester N. H.
and principally devoted to Star riders.

The first number is calculated to im-
press one with the idea that it is a very
breezy sheet. The "Philadelphia Cy-
cling Record" hails from Philadelphia,
Pa. and contains interesting reading
matter.

That five-cent stamp prize of ours has
brought us a good many articles of merit
which have been omitted through lack
of space. By the success that attended
our generous offer, we are emboldened
to give another. This time it will be a
ten-cent stamp, just twice the value of
our last prize. Of course from this mag-
nificent gift we expect to receive twice
as many competitions as before, and the
material better. We Will award the
prize in a short time, so be lively, for it

may fall to you.

The Ixion Club intend constructing
themselves a new club-house, when they
have fifty members. They now number
thirty-eight. Some of the members favor
the renting or purchasing of a whole
brown-stone house, and having the en-
tire bottom floor used as a storage room
for wheels

; the second to contain the
bath-room, billiard-room, card tables
dressing rooms, etc., and the other floors
to be used as sleeping apartments bj
the members, and converted info use
for other purposes as they are desired

From a Dakota exchange we -

clip the
following :

" Rev. F. M. Shaw, trick \ i

cycle rider and fancy trick skater, vil,
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be at the rink on Saturday evening,

Feb. 14. He performs over fifty of the

most difficult feats on the bicycle. This
exhibition should be seen to be admired.

Come, everybody, and see the finest ex-

hibition before the public. Mr. Shaw,
although perhaps the finest skater in

America, does not follow the business

for his own personal benefit, but is de-

sirous of raising enough money to • pay
off a mortgage on his church which falls

due in the near future. Admission 25
cents."

requisite to delight and fascinate them
all. Mrs. Stephens, as a writer, ranks
among the best of all American authors,

and " The Reigning Belle " and her

other novels should be read by every

lover of absorbing fiction, for they are

among the best and most popular pub-
lished, and will be found for sale by all

booksellers everywhere.

The Edinburgh Centre of the Na-
tional 'Cyclists' Union have suspended
Mr. H. J. Webb, the well known tricy-

clist, for one year, and recommended
Mr. Bassett, Chairman of the Racing I the executive to indorse the verdict.

Board, gives in the " 'Cyclist " a full

statement of the A. H. Robinson case.

The proofs presented show that Robin-
son was distinctly informed through a

The investigation of Mr. Webb's claim

for the record to John O'Groats came
before the body. In a letter to the Cen-
tre, Webb withdrew his claim to the

letter by Mr. Jenkins, then correspond- record, assigning as his reason for doing
ing secretary, and which it is known he
received, that the medal would have to

be won thrice before it became his right-

ful property. It is probable that the N.

C. U. will take no steps in the matter,

being prejudiced in Robinson's favor.

The medal in question was for the 25-

mile championship given at Springfield,

and belongs to the L. A. W. The
League may expect never to regain it,

and should let the matter drop, as dis-

puting with such an amateur as is' Rob
inson only tends to lower their dignity.

We are always sorry to hear of any
action that reflects upon the spirit of

'cycling in any way, but what we partic-

ularly dislike is ungentlemanly conduct

when outsiders are present. An inci-

dent of this kind came under our notice

recently while on the elevated railway.

The car was pretty well filled with la-

dies and gentlemen, when at one of the

stations two wheelmen, as evinced by
their knee breeches, entered, and taking

seats extended their feet on the one op-

posite. Profane talk seemed to be their

delight, and we noticed with feelings of

disgust the manner in which a quid of

tobacco was hauled around in the mouth
of one, occasionally expectorating on
the matting which covered the floor, ac-

companied by a look around the car

which seemed to ask, " Well, I'm a

manly fellow, ain't -I?" Frequent sal-

lies were made by both, which seemed
to be very amusing, for loud laughter

greeted each one. When at last they

left the car, one stepped on a lady's

dress, and did not excuse himself, but

said, "Ah, look out there." They were
regarded by disfavor with the occupants

of the car, who must have retained an

excellent opinion of wheelmen in gene-

ral.

T. B. Peterson & Brothers, Philadel-

phia, have in press,and Avill issue in a

few days, Mrs. Ann S. Stephens' new
society novel, entitled "The Reigning

Belle," which will be found to be one of

the most powerful, original and excit-

ing novels ever published. Every page

teems with intense, absorbing interest

which is maintained without a break.

Though Mrs. Ann S. Stephens, its fa

mous and gifted author, has written

many suberb romances, she has sur

passed herself in this. Fashionable so-

ciety is liberally drawn upon, while

lowly life also comes in for its share of

treatment. The plot is thrilling, intri-

cate and managed with comsummate art,

the reader being kept in complete igno-

rance of what the end is to be until it

comes. " The Reigning Belle " will be

published in one large duodecimo vol-

ume, at the low price of seventy- five

cents a copy, and it is certain to find

hosts of readers, for it possesses every

so the fact that Mr Hall having left

London, the proof which that gentleman
could alone give was not forthcoming,

and he therefore considered his present

course the most straightforward one
which he could adopt. Mr. Webb also

dilated strongly on the great hardships

he had of late suffered in common with

Mr, Hall, and also stated that the latter

gentleman had repeatedly been followed

by detectives. He further gave out that

next year, at a suitable time, he would
again attempt the Land's End to John
O' Groat's record, providing a proper

system of checking could be devised by
the National 'Cyclists' LTnion. The
opinion of the meeting tended strongly

to deprecate the making of records for

purely trade purposes, and also consid-

ered that when a man claims a record,

and is perfectly certain—like Mr. Webb
—that same is beyond cavil, he should

on no account withdraw from his claim,

the very fact of doing so being strong

prima facie evidence of his guilt.

The Orange (Mass.) Bicycle Club
claims to be in general and all around,

the best and foremost club in that part

of the State, and believe they have more
to offer members than any except the

largest city clubs. They have a very

respectable gymnasium, as much appa-

ratus as their room will hold. The club
" library" already numbers thirty-five to

forty volumes and maps, although the

collection was begun within a fortnight.

Of course bicycling is the most inter-

esting of all topics to them, but their

collection is not by any means limited

to wheel books. Of maps they have a

full supply of all kinds, but particularly

the kind that shows the byways as well

as the highways. Besides all the wheel

papers published in this country, which

as a matter of course are to be found

on. their table, they have the daily and

weekly papers and the monthlies, while

there is every convenience and facility

for writing, with club paper. The boys

say that it has outgrown all their early

expectations, and is now bigger and bet-

ter than they dared to hope it would be

in several seasons. The club is on a

broad, sure foundation and is here to

stay. It has good financial backing, and

is independent. They have now seve-

ral associate members, and occasionally

they admit anew one, although they are

not all anxious about the membership

question.

Editor of The Wheel : Please be

so kind as to announce as one of the

coming events a grand bicycle tourna-

ment to be held by the Fort Schuyler

Wheelmen at Utica, two ensuing days,

June 30 and July 1, 1885, and oblige

yours fraternally, W. T. Damon.

THE ROADS AROUND NEW
YORK.*

BY KARL K.RON.

" On the 19th of April, 1883, the cen-

tennial anniversary of the day when
Washington proclaimed to his army at

Newburgh that the long fight was ended,

X made a pilgrimage to the historic bat-

tle-field of White Plains, situated mid-

way between the waters of the Sound
and the Hudson. A mile below the

bridge by which I entered Port Chester

and near the foot of its main street (op-

posite a little park containing a music

stand), there branches westward a

broad avenue which is called 'Purchase'

for the first mile, and afterwards ' West-

chester.' Up this I started at a quarter

past nine, and rode most of the grades

on the sidewalk flagstones to the top of

the high hill. Macadam, not yet trod-

den smooth, covered the downward
slope, and I walked up the latter half of

the ascent which followed. Beyond a

big watering-trough of stone the road

makes a turn to the left, and at that

point I climbed up on a lofty rock in

the neighboring orchard and watched
the waters of the Sound for half an
hour, since that was to be my last chance
for the day. Thence I wheeled, by an
average good road, winding among the

hills, but pretty level, near the Mamaro-
neck river, to the soldier's statue in

White Plains, oppos te which a turn

must be made to the left to reach the

centre of the town. I, however, pro-

ceeded up the wide thoroughfare called

Broadway to the old cannon, which
marks where the American line was
drawn up to receive the British in the

battle of 1776. Beyond this is still an-

other monument, in the form of an an-

cient mortar, which marks a second his

toric point in that day's strife. I used
the west sidewalk in ascending the hill,

but returned in the roadway, and when
I entered the street opposite the bronze
soldier (Railroad avenue) I met with a

most excellent stretch of macadam, along

which I coasted down into the village.

Beyond here, after crossing the Bronx
river, I found good riding on a some-
what winding track composed of light

loam, which would probably be loose

and dusty in dry Aveather, and I did no
walking till I reached the hill after cross-

ing the Nipperhan or Sawmill, the tracks

near a railway station. This point was
five miles from the cannon on the bat-

tle-field, and the cannon was seven miles

from Port Chester. Another mile

brought me to the Vincent House, in

Tarrytown, arid as I suddenly emerged
from the woods upon the crest of the

hill leading down to the same the unex-

pected sight of the Hudson, which is

three miles broad at this point, and of

Nyack on the bank beyond was refresh-

ing in the extreme. A tourist would do
well to rest there before descending to

the level of Broadway, on the west side

of which, a few rods to the north, stands

the Vincent House. As the slope of

Benedict avenue is a sharp one and
makes a right angle with Broadway it

should be descended with care.

At a point called Elmsford or Hall's

Corners, about midway between White
Plains and Tarrytown, I crossed the

Nepperhan or Sawmill river, a little

stream, which runs through a pleasantly-

secluded and thinly-settled valley, par-

allel to the Hudson, which it gradually

approaches until it empties into it at

Yonkers, ten or a dozen miles below.

During all this distance a dirt road runs

along the east side of the stream, and I

am told that- its surface is fairly rideable

for many seasons of the year, and that

it has few steep grades. A railway also

runs beside the river, generally on its

west bank, and at Ashford Station,

about four miles below Elmsford, a fine

macadamized roadway stretches west for

a mile to intersect Broadway at Dobb's
Ferry, on the Hudson. About half-way

between Ashford and Elmsford there is

another crossroad to Broadway at Irv-

ington, and still another such track

branches off from the river road, about

half a mile above and passes through

the hamlet of Dublin. I hardly suppose

that these supply very good riding, but

at the crossroad next below Ashford

(two miles) Broadway at Hastings is

less than a mile distant, and I think that

a part of the track (Washington avenue)

is macadamized. All of these cross-

roads from the Hudson, and some of

the others between Hastings and Yon-
kers, continue eastward to Central ave-

nue, whose course is generally within

half a mile of the west bank of the

Bronx river, all the way from Jerome
Park to White Plains.

The Vincent House in Tarrytown is

perhaps the most notable objective point

known to metropolitan tourists, and it

has been recognized as such from the

earliest days of '.cycling. The approach
to it from 59th street, either at Fifth

avenue or at Eighth avenue, is usually

called twenty-five miles, and though

there are several variations in the route

it maybe generally designated as 'Broad-

way, a macadamized turnpike, ovei-

looking the Hudson river, and identical

in most of its lines with the old post

road to Albany.' Not many miles of

its surface are absolutely level, and of

its numerous hills some are too long and
some are too steep for comfort ; but I

have ridden every one of them in both

directions (except- the highest hills near

Dobb's Ferry and Jerome ° Park— in

each of which cases a choice of gentler

grades is possible), and on the 7^L-pf
November, 1882, between 2:45 au^PT^S
p. M., I rode without stop from theVin-
cent House to 59th street andthenwfck
to Washington Heights (155th street) a

distance which my cyclometer called

29^ miles, though it is usually consider-

ed to be somewhat greater.

I am told that this twenty-five mile

route has been traversed in each direc-

tion without dismount by several other

riders, though the exact statistics of

their journeys are not known to me, and
nothing more need be said to designate

this as the longest and finest straight-

away course leading out of the city.

When I first tried it on the afternoon of

November 24, 1879, 1 found a good rid-

ing surface as far as the pond, about a

mile northwest of the Vincent House
;

then, after walking up the hill past Sleer y
Hollow Cemetery, I trudged througn

the sand for nearly two miles, or to a

point very near the great arch of the

aqueduct. Here I was assured that the

road continued just as soft all the way
to Sing Sing, say four miles beyond, and

so I returned to the hotel for the night.

The fact that there is no other good

public house nearer than Yonkers, a

dozen miles below, coupled with the

fact that it stands so near the end of the

smooth roadway, and is just about a

comfortable half-day's journey above

59th street, explains its exceptional im-

portance as a 'cycling landmark. The
casual wheelman will always be sure of

finding an excellent dinner awaiting him
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there at i o'clock in the afternoon, at a

cost of 75 cents, and ample facilities ex-

ist for supplying special accommodation
to larger parties, who may arrange for

the same in advance. Several reputa-

ble restaurants and oyster saloons may
also be found in the.village, chiefly along

Main street, which makes a right angle

with Broadway, where one descends it

not far above the Vincent House, and
which then slopes sharply to the railway

station and steamboat dock on the river

level, about a half mile from the hotel.

At a similar distance above the latter,

on the west side of Broadway, stands

the monument to mark the spot where

the British spy, Major Andre, was cap-

tured in 1780, and at the crossroads, a

little beyond here, by taking the left,

through Beekman avenue and Court-

landt street, another smooth descent

may be made to the railway station. By
turning to the right at the crossroads

just named,' and soon again to the right

at the next crossing, one may enter the

County-house road, which climbs over

the ridge to East Tarrytown, a mile dis-

tant, on the Sawmill river road. This

is more than two miles above Elmsford,

where I crossed that road on my ride

from White Plains, and the map shows

that it follows the stream up to its source

at Pleasantville, five miles further. I

hope to explore it some day and per-

haps push on through Chappaqua and
Mount Kisco to the Croton river—the

road along which for the last five or six

miles before it reaches the Hudson
above Sing Sing, ought to prove fairly

level and rideable. A third route north-

ward from Tarrytown to Sing Sing is of-

fered by the Sleepy Hollow road, which

is about midway between the sandy Al-

bany turnpike and the Sawmill valley,

but of its character I have as yet no
knowledge.

The southward route from the Vin-

cent House along Broadway to the

King's Bridge (14^ miles) is perhaps as

pleasant a one for the wheelman as any
similar short stretch in America, and
though he may comfortably cover it

without leaving the saddle, he will be
disposed on his first visit, at least, to

stop many times, for the better viewing

of its numerous points of scenic or his-

toric interest. Four miles from the start

where the direct road leads up a steep

hill, surmounted by a church, he should

swerve to the right and then he may
coast through the main street of the

village for half a mile before ascending

the gentle grade which will bring him
again into Broadway. Even on a north-

ward tour, this roundabout course is pre-

ferable, though the church hill may be
ridden up in that direction for quite a

distance, and possibly even to its sum-
mit, by a stronger rider than myself.

Here, at Dobb's Ferry, the residence of

ex-Judge Beach is notable as being the

self-same house in which Washington
signed the treaty of peace with Great
Britain, May 3, 1783. At Hastings,

two miles below, a pleasant detour of

a half mile may be made through the

village by turning to the right at the

fork, though the final up-grade is rather

steeper than that of the direct route,

while on the' northern journey this de-

scent towards the river is apt to be
passed by unnoticed, so sharply does it

curve backward from the main road. A
half-mile below this point another fork

offers a choice of routes for half a mile,

the left having the steepest grade and
the right usually the softest surface.

This river road through the woods af-

fords several fine views of the stream

and of the Palisades, which tower above
its west shore. It may be more easily

ridden in the other direction, and the

only time when I ever got through with-

out stopping while touring southward
was on the occasion of my long straight-

away ride. The northward tourist may
recognize it from the fact that it

branches off just above the point where
the termination of the macadam reminds
him that he has reached the city limits

of Yonkers. The other road is a trifle

shorter, but I should consider the rider

very lucky who could go through it in

either direction without a dismount.
Perhaps one or both of these half-mile

stretches will soon be properly paved

—

thereby closing the only gap in a con-
tinuous macadamized track between the

Vincent House and 59th street.

The Getty House, facing the little

open square of that name in the centre

of Yonkers, three and a half miles be-

low the northern city limits, is reached
by a descent of more than a mile of

varying grades, the lowest one being

the steepest. I have never ridden up
this but once—which was on the fore-

noon of the same day when I covered
the Avhole course southward without

stop—and though the sharp pitch is only

a few rods long, it is the most difficult

one to conquer on the entire course.

The rider who conquers it and then
keeps in the saddle for another mile of

up-hill work, will probably feel about as

thoroughly tired as I did when he gets

to the top. Even in descending this

steep slope he should exercise consider-

able care, for he must then ride about
forty yards towards the left through a
street usually crowded with vehicles to

reach the Getty House corner. If he
still keeps to the left for another fifty

yards through Main street he will reach
Nepperhan avenue, (which makes a right

angle to the left, and by which he may
turn backward toward northeast, if

he wishes to reach the Sawmill river

road), and by continuing southward for

twice that distance he will re-enter

Broadway, about two thirds of a mile
below the Getty House. I myself gen-
erally prefer the Broadway route, wheth-
er going northward or southward, though
the distance is a trifle longer and a hill

is to be climbed which the Main street

route avoids. About a mile below the

junction of the two routes Valentine's

lane branches westward through the

trees to make connection with River-

dale avenue, a quarter- mile distant, and
the unpaved grades of this crossroad
used nearly always to force a dismount
in the days when Riverdale avenue sup-
plied the only practical path between
Yonkers and the King's Bridge. When
I had managed to worry through this

lane, on the occasion of my straight-

away ride from Tarrytown in 1882, I

felt confident that, barring accide nt, I

should succeed in reaching 59th street

without stop. But the lane need no
longer be resorted to, for the macadam
of Broadway now stretches unbrokenly
to Spuyten Duyvil creek, the last un-
paved section having been covered with
it in 1884, and after a charming ride of
more than two miles through a well-

wooded valley where the houses are not
numerous enough to be obtrusive, and
where there is only one ascent long
enough to be tiresome."

This is to be reprinted as a part of the
eighth chapter of "Ten Thousand Miles on a
Bicycle " (12mo, 400 pages, gilt-top, heliotype

frontispiece), to be published by Karl Kron,
at the University Building, Washington Sq\iare,

New York, in June next, or as soon as 3,000

subscribers are pledged at $1 each. The
price of the volume for subsequent purchasers

will be ,$1.50. The canvass was begun in The
Wheel of January 25, 1884, and the number
of subscriptions now enrolled is 2,540, repre-

senting upwards of 600 different towns. The
first part of Chapter VIII. (descriptive of the

roads on Manhattan Island and of the east

side routes from Harlem river to Port Chester)

appears in this month's issue of the " Spring-

field Wheelmen's Gazette," and the quoted

paragraph, which introduces the section here-

by presented, appeared in the "Bicycling
World " of May 18, 1883.

S, CONANT FOSTER,
It is with deep regret that we are

obliged to announce the sudden death

of this well-known wheelman. The
daily papers of last Monday conveyed
the sad intelligence that on Sunday
morning the " poet wheelman " passed

to rest, a victim of pneumonia.
Mr. Foster was one of the earliest of

Gotham's wheelmen. He learned to

ride in 1879, an(^ was prominent in or-

ganizing the old Mercury Club, which
was absorbed by the Citizens. He was
at one time identified with the business,

and was manager for Wm. M. Wright,

at 160 Fulton street and 791 Fifth ave-

nue. When Mr. Wright sold out his

business in 1881, Mr. Foster secured a
remunerative position with Otis Bros. &
Co., the elevator manufacturers, which
he held until his death.

He was at one time a steady contrib-

utor to the bicycling press, and was one
of the originators of The Wheel, sug-

gesting the title for the same, and con-
tributing liberally to its support in the

days of its struggling infancy. As a

writer he was versatile and humorous.
At one time he was a regular contribu-

tor to the "Commercial Advertiser." and
many of his poems and papers have ap-

peared in " Outing" and the " Bicycling

World."

He was an active member of the

New York Athletic Club, and was the

author of the illustrated article, descript-

ive of their new club-house, which re-

cently appeared in "Outing." His best

efforts were the collection of " Wheel
Songs," which stand as a monument of
his bright and cheerful nature.

Mr. Foster was only thirty-one years
of age, and a bachelor. He was very
fond of- exercise, and frequented the

gymnasium of the N. Y. A. C regularly.

He was an athlete in every sense of the

word, at one time holding the light

weight boxing championship, but of late

years devoting more time to yachting
and bicycling. He leaves behind him
many friends, who mourn his loss and
death. He was buried from his late

residence, 22 West Twenty-seventh
street, last Tuesday.

HAPPENINGS AT THE HUB,
Considering the object in view, it was

a very jolly gathering at Young's Hotel
last Saturday evening, when the mem-
bers of the Crescent Club assembled
for the last time. The treasury con-

tained sufficient money to give them a
grand wind-up dinner, and from that to

cigars the merriment ran high. Presi-

dent Harry P. Robinson presided, and
in his speech gave the reasons for the

disbandment of this once flourishing

and popular club. He said: "Judg-
ing from personal experience I know
how distasteful after-dinner speeches

are apt to be, and it is not my intention

to compel you to listen to a lengthy dis-

course from me, yet there are a few

things which I feel I must say, and to

which I will ask your kind attention.

We are here to-night for our farewell

dinner, and in spite of die good things

we have enjoyed and the mirth and good
fellowship to follow, I confess I regret

that it is a farewell, and that this com-
pany may never be gathered together

again. Without going into detail I will

speak of the principal causes that have
led to this event. For some time past we
have ceased to be a riding club, and the

sociability in the way of monthly dinners,

"

annual parties, and the like, afforded a
sufficient impetus to sustain interest

long after we had practically given up
the road. But recently the members
have become engaged in other ways
(some to the extent of getting married)

and the meetings have not been crowded.

Upon hearing the query (as I have so

often) ' Is the Crescent Club alive ?
' I

have usually answered in substance, ' It

is not dead, but sleepeth,' a reply that

probably gave more satisfaction to the

receiver than the giver, for a sleepy or-

ganization is far from my ideal.

" Finding the general sentiment to be
in accord with mine, I caused to be cir-

culated a resolution that the club be
disbanded, and the contents of the treas-

ury be devoted to a farewell dinner,

which was signed by all the active mem-
bers, and in accordance with which the

details for the affair to-night were ar-

ranged by the Standing Committee. I

sincerely hope that all leave the club

with as delightful memories of it as I

do, for if mine should be forgotten,

which they never will, it would take

away some of the pleasantest recollec-

tions of the past five years, and if the

friendships for which the club is both
directly and indirectly responsible, were
to be taken from me, I should loose

some of the best friends I know. We
term it disbanding to-night, but, gentle-

men, I trust that the memories will re-

main,that the friendship may be changed
only by strengthening, and that by such
ties as these the Crescent Bicycle Club
will never disband while we live." At
the conclusion of Mr. Robinson's re-

marks addresses were made by a num-
ber of the members, and the evening
was passed in a pleasant and informal

manner.

There was a goodly attendance at the

meeting of the Massachusetts Bicycle

Club last Tuesday evening, and many
were the expressions of admiration

heard regarding the furnishings of the

the new club-house. About $1,500 has
already been expended, but that is not
sufficient, and the committee appropri-

ated $500 more for expenditure in addi-

tional furnishings. The furniture al-

ready in the house is of the most ele-

gant description, and includes numerous
gifts- from the members and their lady
friends. Chief among them is a large

'cycle oil painting by Sandham, pre-

sented by Col. Pope. President Wil-
liams presided at the meeting, and ap-
pointed various committees to amend
the constitution, look up club helmets,

badges, etc., and also to arrange for a
wheelmen's reception at the club-house
on March 25. The following were ad-
mitted to membership: Charles F.
Kimball, John P. Rogers, and Jacob C.
Morse, of Boston ; W. H. McCormack,
New York; W. H. DeGraaf, New
York; Lieutenant F. J. Drake, South
Boston ; and Charles E. Hatfield, Bos-
ton. The reception is looked forward.
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to with much pleasure by local wheel-

men, and the attendance is likely to be
very large. It is also probable that the

club will receive many additions to its

membership rolls thereby.

I hear that a strong effort is shortly

to be made to make 'cycling more pop-
ular with the fair sex of Boston. I do
not know who is to make said effort,

but I trust some one is, and that the

effort will be an energetic one. By the

way, what has become of that mysteri-

• ous organization of lady tricyclists we
heard so many unsatisfactory rumors
regarding last season ? Since the close

of the riding season not a line regarding

them has appeared in their official or-

gan the " Sunday Herald." We can
hope, however, that with the coming
of the spring time the gentle creatures

will reappear in multiplied numbers.

I regret to see so little interest taken

in League affairs here. Even the Mas-
sachusetts Club, which has always been
considered a firm supporter of the

League, is said to be losing its interest

in that organization. It has been stated

that the club is shortly to withdraw al

together from the League. I trust that

this is not true, and do not believe that

it is. There are, I know, a number of

men in the Massachusetts Club opposed
to the League, but I think they are in

the minority. Those in favor of with

drawing have taken advantage of the

present condition of the club when all

their funds are needed for running their

new house, to urge the withdrawal for

financial reasons. They made quite a

point of the fact that the club would
have to pay a whole year's dues for six

months membership. They really have
cause for complaint in this matter, and
I understand that a resolution is to be

submitted to the Board of Officers, to

be decided by a mail vote, making the

dues for members renewing their mem-
bership 50 cents from July, to January,

instead of $1, as now fixed. If this is

passed, and there is little reason to be-

lieve that it will not, it will' doubtless in-

fluence the action of the Massaachusetts

and other clubs which are deliberating

about leaving the League. Nothing has

as yet been done regarding nominating

a ticket for League State officers, al-

though it is high time steps were taken

in that direction. The Massachusetts

Club have in former years prepared a

ticket, but this year refuse to take any

action in the matter.

The Cambridge Bicycle Club con-

tinues to roll up its membership during

the non-riding season, and now numbers
seventy-three members, fifty of whom
are active. At the annual meeting held

last Thursday evening, officers for the

ensuing year were elected as follows :

President, H. W. Hayes; secretary, E.

B. Coleman
;

treasurer, A. L. Bowker
;

captain, C. L. Smith; first lieutenant,

J. H. Grimes ; second lieutenant, F. W.
Haartz; bugler, S. A. Brooks ; standard-

bearer, H. B. Cilley; executive com-
mitteej .W. A. Lister, H. W. Hayes,

John Amee, E. B. Coleman, A. L. Bow-
ker, C. L. Smith.

The Dorchester Bicycle Club held

their annual meeting last Tuesday eve-

ning, and elected H. S. Kendall to serve

as captain, W. S. Doane first lieutenant,

and [. Rhodes, second lieutenant.

Members of the Somerville Bicycle

Club are out with a new uniform of

dark gray. There seems to be a dis-

sension m the ranks of this organization.

The club recently gave a ball, much
against the wishes of those members
who are uneducated as far as dancing
is concerned. They say that they can
ride a bicycle, and think that is all they
should be expected to do as members of

a 'cycling club. A few have left, and
are now on the lookout for an organiza-

tion where 'cycling, pure and simple,

reigns supreme.

The Saturday night chop suppers of

the Boston Bicycle Club are little heard
of outside the club, yet are a very enjoy-

able institutions for those who attend.

At the supper last Saturday night ar-

rangements were made for a tandem bi-

cycle race from Boston to South Natick,

to occur as soon as the condition of the

roads will allow speedy riding to be in-

dulged in with any degree of safety from
headers. President E. C. Hodges and
Captain L. R. Harrison will push one
machine ; A. G. Kendall and D. N. C.

Hyams the other, while F. W. Weston
and J. S. Dean will speed the third. It

is understood that a supper or something

of that kind is at stake on the race, but
that matter is kept rather quiet, proba-

bly for fear that Racing Board Bassett

will make a " test case " out of the affair.

According to the latest addition to the

League's voluminous amateur rule the

Board must look out for " stakes."

NEW YORK STATE
TION,

ELEO

A billiard and pool tournament is

shortly to be held at the rooms of the

Boston Club. The Bostons are said to

have many skillful manipulators of the

cue among their members, as many, in

fact, as they have skillful 'cycle riders

"Outing" will appear in its improved
form next Saturday, and will be a num-

ber to be proud of.

Rudge Safeties have been in great

demand for ice 'cycling.

Look out for a new riding school in

Boston.

That enterprising little organization

the Nonantum 'Cycling Club, will listen

to Kate Field discourse on " Mormon-
ism " to-morrow. It is said that Miss

Field dreads the advent of sociable tri-

cycles.

The Pope Manufacturing Co. are

working up a 'cycling boom in Mexico,

and have issued a Spanish catalogue for

the convenience of the natives.

Harry Corey is giving the Chicago

"cracks" points on racing.

Boston's weather has returned from

its unusually long vacation, and the

snow is now gently falling.

If Chairman Bassett goes to the L.

A. W. meet, who can be found to fill

his place as referee of the city's Fourth

of July bicycle races ?

The Massachusetts Club will have

milk and tonic beers on sale at its new
house.

The Pope Manufacturing Co. have

reduced the weight of their tricycle

twenty pounds, and their bicycle about

ten pounds. A long step in the right

direction. Lewee.
Boston, March 9, 1885.

Pawtucket, R. I.—The. first annual

meeting and supper of the Pawtucket Bi.

Club (a league club of 36 members), was
held Tuesday, March 3, and the following

officers were re-elected : Dr. J. A. Chase,

President; Geo. C. Newell, secretary

and treasurer; Fred. Binford, captain.

Yours truly,

Geo. C. Newell, Secretary.

According to the rules the secretary

of the League has sent outvoting blanks

to every member of the organization,

which enables him to cast one ballot for

a chief consul, and for as many repre-

sentatives as the numerical strength of

his district allows.

New York has, according to a recent

table published in The Wheel, upwards
of 900 members, and is thus entitled to

eighteen representatives. Now it is ob-

vious that if every voter was left to se-

lect his own men, the result of the count

would be very scattering. It has been

the custom in the past for some of the

large clubs to combine and present to

the members a ticket that gives to each

district a fair proportion of the represen-

tatives, and by combined action render

a count intelligent and concise. This

year the Cortland Wheelmen have seen

fit to advance the claims of one of their

best known wheelmen, Mr. E. F. Hill,

as a candidate for chief consul. They
have also in connection with other

clubs made up the following ticket of

representatives

:

FOB CHIEF CONSUL.

Edward F. Hill, Peekskill, N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVES.
John C. Gtdick, 191 Broadway, N. Y.

F. A. Egan, 2 East 60th street, N. Y.

Robert Hibson, 60 South 10th Street, Brook-

lyn.

C. K. Alley, Box 243, Buffalo.

A. E. Fauquier, Mt. Vernon.

E. W. Adams, 114 AVall Street, N. Y.

J. W. Clute, Schenectady.

F. B. Graves, Bochester.

George Dakin, Buffalo.

J. G. Burch, Jr., Albany.

I. Reynolds Adriance, Poughkeepsie.

Knight L. Clapp, 280 Broadway, N. Y.

W. S. Bull, 587 Main Street, Buffalo.

A. H. Scattergood, Albany.

Joshua Reynolds, Stockport.

George R, Bidwell. 4 East 60th Street, N. Y.

A. W. Guy, Brooklyn.
H. D. Brown, Weedsport.

Accompanying this ticket is the fol-

lowing circular:

Deae Sib : The Empire State, leading the

L. A. W. in numbers, should be also a model
of good government. Good government
means good officers, wide-awake, progressive

men, generous of their time and labor for the

League's interest.

The enclosed ticket is composed of just such

men. It is endorsed by leading members of

the Buffalo, Citizens, txion, Kings County
Wheelmen and other large clubs.

Mr, Hill, our candidate for Chief Consul, is

the present efficient chairman of the L. A. W.
Membership Committee, and the other names
are those of well-known loyal members of the

League.
Believing their election will make and keep

New York the first State in the L. A. W., we
respectfully ask for them your careful consid-

eration and your vote.

D. C. Hasbbotjok,
Capt. Cortlandt "Wheelmen.

A. G. Dunbab, Secretary.

Peekskill, March 12, 1885.

The head of the ticket, Mr. E. F.

Hill, is almost too well known to require

extended mention. He has been a rep-

resentative on the Board of Officers at

every meeting that has been held since

his appointment, and his course has

been marked by his strict attention to

business, a deep knowledge of the rules,

and many excellent ideas advanced by
him for the benefit of the League. Mr.

Hill was the chairman of the Committee
cn By-laws for this State, and his work
was adopted at Albany without objec-

tion or discussion. He has since the

vVashington meet been chairman of the

Membership Committee, and has ren-

dered efficient services, which alone

would entitle him to the highest posi-

tion within the gift of the members of

this State. We do not doubt but that

Mr. Hill will be elected by a large ma-
jority.

The balance of the ticket contains

names of men, many of whom have been
on the Board for years, and who should

be continued there as long as they see

fit to serve. Every locality has been
given a representative, and we trust a

full solid vote will be counted on the

10th of April.

PROJEC-
CEN-

COL, POPE THE
TOR OF THE
TURY'S" WAR SERIES.
About a year ago Col. Pope suggested

to the advertising agent of the " Cen-

tury," that the " Century," get leading

officers on both sides in the war to write

sketches of their battles and campaigns,

and give these sketches profuse illustra-

tion. He suggested that use might be

made of the great collection of the

Massachu setts Loyal Legion comman-
dery. A member of the magazine's art

department soon after visited the rooms
of the commandery, and selected some
125 views for reproduction. According

to the prediction made by Col. Pope to

the " Century's " advertising agent the

magazine, under the stimulus of the

"war series" has run its circulation up
into figures never before approached

by any American magazine, But the
" Century" people have not yet in any

way acknowledged their indebtedness

to the collection of the Loyal Legion

for its invaluable contribution to a series

of articles which, it is said by men con-

nected with the magazine, will net the

periodical a great sum of money, It is

true that the magazine paid $500 for the

right to use the pictures, but the money
payment was only a bagatelle. The
magazine has had the use of a collection

which it was not in its power to procure.

It is said that, on the strength of the

vastly augmented circulation, the " Cen-
tury" has increased its advertising rate,,

and, estimating the direct profit of the

series, together with that of the book to

be made from them, $200,000 is not a
high guess at the pecuniary value of Col.

Pope's casual suggestion.

ODE (?)

Owed, to the memory of the best of

chums, a little acknowledgment of his

many virtues, a few lines in commemo-
ration of his patience and good natureT

and possession of those qualities that

made him the best of good fellows and
companions.

He's lost to us. True, he is still

there, as happy when the sand is a foot

deep as when it is but three inches; he
remains and we go, but he is lost to us.

And who now is there to beat us on
hill climbing ? To try our speed on a
level stretch ? To repair the machine ?

To take care of us in general ; in a word
to make life endurable?

There's but one comfort left, and
that is, that he has promised to forget

all the bad and remember only the good
of many a trip, and forget the bad and
remember only the good qualities of the

companion on those trips.

The " Doctor," long may he live to

encourage and help other poor mortals
;

may he always have No. 1 roads, and
may his days be as happy as his smile.

Yea, verily, he was the Shepard of

his flock, as well as the captain of his

club. W.
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GREATLY ENLARGED. NEW FEATURES. FOUR NEW SERIALS.

OUTING

APR

CONTAINS:
LOVE—OR A NAME. Chapter IV.

A strong and fascinating Novel, by Julian Hawthorne.

ACROSS AMERICA ON A BICYCLE. Part I.

By Thomas Stevens. A vivid and picturesque narrative of the most remarkable bicycle journey on record. Fully illustrated by W. A. Rogers.

A MODERN TRAMP. Chapter I, It.

By E. C. Gardner, author of "Homes and How to Make Them," " The House That Jack Built," etc. Fully Illustrated by the author.

THE FLAG OF THE SEVEN UPRIGHT ONES. Part L
A tale of Swiss Democracy, by Gottfried Keller, one of the foremost of living novelists.

THE CHARCOAL BURNERSW THE GREEN MOUNTAINS.
Fully illustrated. By J, R. Chapin.

THE ADIRONDACK FORESTS.
A Symposium, by Charles Dudley Warner, John Burroughs, J. T. Trowbridge, E. P. Roe, and ten other eminent writers.

HOW MR. PODWINKLE WAS ENCOURAGED.
A charming bicycle sketch by President Bates.

THE GAME OF WHIST.
A valuable practical paper.

AND MANY OTHER ATTRACTIVE FEATURES.

THE NIAGARA lO BOSTON TOUR
OF LAST SUMMER

Will be the subject of an admirable paper by President Bates in the May issue of '* OUTING." Many other articles of special interest to Wheelmen.

FULL MONTHLY RECORD IN EACH ISSUE.

25 Cents a Copy. S3.00 a Year, For Sale by All Newsdealers.

THE WHEELMAN COMPANY BOSTON, MASS,



THE WHEEL.
SECOND ANNUAL RACE MEETING

OF THE

Citizens Bicycle Club

AT THE

KNICKERBOCKER
ROLLER SKATING

RINK, * q

AMERICAN INSTITUTE, 63iSt.aM 3d Aye.

FRIDAY EVENING,

APRIL 17, 1885,

AT A QUARTER TO EIGHT.

The following events are open to all

amateurs :

ONE MILE BICYCLE—For those who

have never won a prize. Gold

Medal ist; silver 2d.

ONE MILE CLUB CHAMPION-
SHIP—For members only. Gold

medal.

ONE MILE BICYCLE (scratch)—

Gold medal ret; Rudge racing

pedals 2d.

ONE MILE TRICYCLE—Pair of

nickeled lamps,

TWO MILE HANDICAP — Gold

m'edal ist Butcher cyclometer 2d.

ONE MILE, SAFETY BICYCLES—
Silver-mounted cane.

ONE MILE TANDEM TRICYCLE
—Two medals to winning team.

ONE MILE ROLLER SKATING
RACE—Open only to members of

bicycle clubs. Prize, a pair of

nickel-plated skates.

Entrance tee $1.00 for each and

every event. Races under L. A. W.

rules. Entries close April 7 th, and

should be sent to Knight L. Clapp, Sec-

retary, 280 Broadway, N. Y.

EXHIBITIONS OP FANCY BIDING AND

ROLLER SKATING, POLO ON STAB

BICYCLES BY FBAZEEB & PLN-

LEY, DEMON DBILL BY THE
KINGS COUNTY WHEEL-

MEN.

WHO HAS BOHUNKUS,
Editor of the Wheel: With a 6x9

" smole" of sweet complaisance did I

peruse the effusion of " Pedibus" where
in he hauls over the coals the " Kranky
Kron" for his just a little tiring series of

prospectuses. And oh, how thoroughly

I agree with Pedibus." But upon
reaching the paragraph refering to the

alleged purchase of " Bohunkus," the
(i Secretary's" mount, a sudden transition

became apparent in the aspect of the

countenance of yours truly. Shade of

Tertius ! Is Othello's occupation gone ?

Is there another Richmond in the field?

Musing upon what my Druid fathers

would have thought of a fabrication so

base, I wept ! I wept !

The paragraph I speak of is this :

—

" Speaking of Secretary, reminds me
that I recently purchased 'Bohunkus.' "

Now it just happens that this combina-
tion of steel, rubber and trustworthiness,

yclept " Bohunkus" was purchased by
me directly from " La Secretaire," and
not only has it stood since then some
months pretty steady use, and still serves

as the club bugler's staunch steed, but
through many a moonlit club run is its

yet rigid frame destined to cary with
un(tire)ing (pre adamite warranted unaf-

fected by time's ravages) strength.

Most truly youns,

Rhys.

After the bicycle entertainment the

floor will be given up to the audience

for

ROLLER SKATING.

THE NORTHAMPTON'S
FIRST.

The first annual ball of the North-
ampton (Mass.) Bicycle Club, was held

March 4th, and was pronounced by all

a great success. There were about 200*"

people present including wheelmen from
Greenfield, Holyoke, and Springfield.

From the former place a special train

brought 13 'cycles with ladies, mostly
members of the club in that place.

About 150 joined in the dances, includ-

ing Mayor Cook. During the intermission

in dances refreshments were served. The
Club came out about even financially.

We now number 32 members, including

some of the principal men in town, "per-

haps a list will interest your readers

:

L. D. Blanchard, L. D. Cornell, L. L.

Campbell, H. S. Campbell, E. E. Davis,

C. E.^Davis, Fred Dewey, E. H. Dewey,
S. A. Ewing, W. J. Fuller, L. B. Graves,

A. H. Gillette, Joel. Hayden, Jr. W. N.

Hawkley, W. S. Howard, W. S. Larkin,

Charles Howard, C. W. Porter, Dr.

Daniel Pickard, J. A. Ross, A. B. Ripley,

F. F. Stockwell, T. W. Sharkey, F. C.

Shearn, Clarance Shearn, James Sydell,

L. S. Strickland, F. E. Shumway, C A.

Tuttle, Robert Williams, C. S. Warner.
Participant.

The " Pennsy Club," with an entire

house, the Belmont and Penn City Clubs,

with their rooms en-suite in Hart's rink

,

all banded together away out west, near

the best riding grounds, however.

H. B. Hart the enterprising agent

for the Columbia wheels, has just issued

his next little bi weekly-bi paper ; some
people think that it was with the custo-

mary Germantown cheek that "new
firm " (George D. Gideon, with A. G.
Powell as manager) took the entire front

page of same for advertising the Rudge.
Mr. Hart, however, seems not to care,and

doubtless makes them pay for the whistle.

The aforesaid new firm—also yclept

the " Philadelphia 'Cycling Bureau "

—

have on exhibition at 1539 Race street,

the new Victor Bicycle, a line of Rudges
(and the little Rudge Safety), British

Challenges, sundries, etc., and certainly

should receive a fair share of the 'cycle

trade. The Safety and Victor are at

tracting a great deal of attention, with
very favorable comment ; both are well

finished and though suited for widely
different classes of riders, will be heard
from early this season. Mark the pre-

diction.

GENERAL ADMISSION - 50 cents.

RESERVED SEATS, 50 cents extra.

Tickets for sale by W. C. Frazee,

Manhattan Life Insurance Co., 156

Broadway; Ira Perego, 128 Fulton St.;

George R. Bidwell & Co., 4 East 60th

St., and Wheel office, 21 Park Row,

N.Y.

PENNINGS FROM PENNSY,
PHILADELPHIA.

As old fashioned, slow, one-horse and
big as ever.

Five, bicycle clubs to a population of

one million.

Streets all cobble-stones except when
they are mud

The Germantown Club comfortably

situated in a large stone front house at

23d and Fairmount avenue, and s

branch room at Germantown proper.

The Philadelphia Club just as con
veniently fixed with two sets of rooms,

one in town and one out at the West
Philadelphia rink.

It is said that two prominent clergy-

men of Germantown, two of whom are

already riders, will drive safety machines

this season, all inclined to the ordinary

type, but have been deterred by the ac-

cident to the Rev. Mr. James, who re-

ceived a severe fall last year, in attempt-

ing to negotiate one of the ugly hills

with which the Philadelphia suburbs

abound, and fractured his arm. The
safety wheels of the Rudge and Kanga-
roo styles seems to do away Avith the

necessity for danger—or rather such ac-

cident. We of the wheel are always

glad to welcome the reverend gentlemen

to our ranks, and know that they cannot

help but be benefited by the adoption

of our sport. We cannot say too much,

however, to warn all new riders against

the practice of pedalling down hills, or

of riding bad hills at all ; it is always a

fruitful source of accident, the danger of

which can be averted by the exercise of

a little caution and pedestrianism, and

with the well known predilection of the

clergy for the " steep and narrow path,"

we beg to especially warn them against

the practice. Paregorically, the S. & N.

road aforesaid leads always upward

;

practically and 'cyclically, however, it

don't, and sometimes great is the fall

thereof. • Jeems.

THE RUDGE
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES,

STRONG,

LIGHT,

and

EASY RUNNING.

THE-RUDCE-ROADJJ E.R,

SEND

FOR

CATALOGUE.

DOUBLEDRIVER CENTRALCEARi

RELIABLE

AGENTS

WANTED

THE ROTARY TANDEM.
A FEW SHOP-WORN & SECOND-HAND MACHINES AT LOW PRICES.

A FullILineof Kangaroos Just Received.

M Yorl HMpite G. I BIDWELL & Go, 4 East 6GtH St, K Y.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,
152, 154, 156 AND 158 .CONGRESS STREET,

BOSTON, MASS.

GEO IDEON
No. 1539 RACE ST.,

PHILADELPHIA
'CYCLING BUREAU,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Sole Philadelphia Agent for the RUDGE BICYCLES and TRICYCLES.

BEND FOE CATALOGUE.
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1 0,000
COPIES ur

WILL BE ISSUED

APRIL 3, 1885,
Containing the Official Programme and

a full illustrated description of the

4 4

FOR SALE AND EXCHANGE.

[Advertisements inserted in this column, not ex-
ceeding thirty words, nonpareil, for one dollar. Any
subscriber can insert an advertisement free of charge
once during the year of his subscription,]

QEND for the " Bicycling World," of April 3, 1885.

FOR SALE.—A 52-inch fnll-nicklcd Sansparie) Bi-
cycle, never been used: ball pedals; hollow de-

tachable handle-bar. Address The Wheel, N. Y.

WATCH—For the Bicycling World of April 3,
1885.

WANTED—One thousand subscribers for The
Wheel and the Bicycling World at $2.00 a

year. Regit' ar price of the World, $2.00.

"YTICTOR TRICYCLE, 1884 pattern, 52-inch Har-
V . vard bicycle, bells and cyclometers. Will sell

or exchange for 54-inch bicycle and light tricycle. P.,
P. O. Box 96. East Orange, N. J.

FOR SALE—54-inch English machine, Evans and
Dodd make, in good order

;
straight handle bars,

double ball bearings to front wheel, cone to rear
;

]antern included
;
price $65. C. W. Puller, 250 Wash-

ington. St., Jersey City, N. J.

BICYCLE TOUR.
AUD OTHER INTERESTING ARTICLES

FROM PROMINENT WHEELMEN.

A LIMITED NUMBER OF ADVERTISEMENTS

RECEIVED AT LOW RATES,

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,

BOX 444 - NEW YORK,

FOR SALE.—52-inch Standard Columbia; used
one season ; will sell for less than half list price.

Address E. A. Day, Burke, N. Y.

For Sale at a Sacrifice.

A new full-nickled 52-m. SPECIAL

SANSPAREIL ROADSTER. Never

been used. Ball pedals, hollow detach-

able handle-bar, Eclipse Saddle, 1885

pattern. Will sell on easy terms to reli-

able parties. Address

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.

2T Park Row, Box 444, New York

THE BUFFALO SADDLE CLIP.

Fits any Backbone.

Weighs only 5 ounces.

A Necesity for Touring.

\v itn it a broken spring can instantly be replaced.

Packs compactly for storage in saddle-bag. Indispensable to Racing 'Cyclists

and Fancy Riders.

SEND STAMP FOR CIECULAES. PRICE, NICKLED-PLATED, POST PAID, $1.00.

BULL & HAYNES,
MANUFACTURERS OF ACCESSORIES AND DEALERS IN

BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, .PARTS AND SUNDRIES.
Repairing a Specialty. Our facilities for doing all kinds of work, such, as Brazing, Painting, Nickii.

Plating, &c, <fcc, at reasonable prices, are unexcelled. G>rrbsposde>jce Solicited. Wheels sold on the
installment plan. HERSEE HALL RIDING SCHOOL. Open evenings. Purchasers taught free. Cornsr
Main and Chippewa Streets, Buffalo, N. Y.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
ft PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion wtikout dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle,

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,
driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithville. Burfinnton Co.. N. J.

1

'

w H H j
SUBSCRIBE TO

A YEAR.

THE DUBYEA SADDLE.
Patentee Feb. 19, 1884.

A YEAR.

BOX 444

Bicycling: World and The Wheel $2.00 a Year.
REGULAR PRICE OF BICYCLINGWOELD $2.00.

Outing and The Wheel S3.00 a Year.
REGULAR PRICE OF OUTING $3.00.

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING COMPANY,
- - - 21 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

A WHEELMAN'S AUTOflflAPH ALBUM!

MY CYCLING FRIENDS.
DESIGNED AND COMPILED

FOR COLLECTION OF AUTOGRAPHS,

It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and
black markings.

It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.

Three Lnndred selections from the poets in regard

to the wheel

.

Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs of

cycling friends.

Three hundred Engravings illustrating each quota,

tion.

PRICE ONE DOLLAR, POSTPAID

WILL C, MARVIN, (Mfl, Mictipi,

Sole Agent for the United States and Canada.

YOU CAN BUY A
HEW BICYCLELIGHT ROADSTER, PULL ROADSTER OR RACER

"

Strictly Pirst-Olaas, Ball Bearings, Hollow Forks etc Nickel Paintor Enamel, Sound and Perfect,'but very

For Less than the price of a good second
hand, low class wheel.

Tins is an opportunity to get a wheel for little money. Do not loose it. Only a limitednumber for sale and they areBARGAinSTS EXTRAORDIKTARY
» — f°r de8criP«ve price list and mention this paper.
S. T. CLARK & CO. - - BALTIMORE, MD.

Style B.

Used by Hendee, Prinze, Sellers, Howen, Woodside.
Corey,Landy, Jenkins of Louisville, Brooks, Eek, Mor-
gan.Higham,Yates; also Miles,Armamdo.and Sylvester

and all the flyers. Pits any machine, including Star

Bicycle. Special terms to dealers.

Prices, Japanned, $3 00
;
Nickeled, $3 75.

Sent, postage paid for, on recceipt of price.

N. Y. TOY COMPANY,
14 HOWARD ST., NEW YORK.

MISCELLANEOUS.

[Advertisements inserted in this department, no
over four lines nonpanel, for $10 a year.]

pHICAGO, ILL.—THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.
,

V_/ 68 Wabash Avenue, makers of Bicycle Hose Sup-
porters. The best style made. Price per pair 35 cents
by mail. Agents for the Columbia Bicycle. Send
stamp for catalog e.

PORTLAND, ME.—LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CAR-
1 BIER, the cheapest, lightest, and most conven-
ient thing of the kind. May be put in pocket when
not in use. By mail, seventv-nvo cents and one dollar
C. H.LAMSUN.

QT. LOUIS WHEEL CO..C.E. STONE,MANACER
O 1,121 Olive Street. Agents for Columbia Bicycles
and Tricycles, Rudge Light Roadster, Facile, Sanspa-
reil, American Club, Victor Tricycle, and all high
class machines. Repairing, nickeling, aud enameling
promptly done. Healers in second-hand wheels. Send
for printed list.

WILLIAM G. SCR1BNER
DEALER IN

Bicycles. Tricycles and Accessories.

Sole agent for Washington. D. C, of the Pope
M'f'g. Co., Stoddard, Lovering & Co., the Canning-
ham Co., Samuel T. Clark & Co., the Overman Wbe*
Co., The Facile. •

Riding school attached. Visitors always welcome

1,108-1,116 E. Street, N. W.,

WASHINGTON, B. C
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SEClFOR BARGAINS

SCOND-HAND BICYCLES

K?

SEE THE PEIOE LISTS OF

H. B. HABT,
No. 811 Arch St., PMla., Pa.

Lists free on application. Name this Paper.

FREE for TRIAL
HANOVER'S SPECIFC. An unfailing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility and Weakness, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, Nervous Prostration, Hysteria,

or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, overwork,
abuses of alcohol, tobecco, &c. (Ower forty thousand
positive cures.)

JPlF'Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. Ad-
dress HANOVER REMEDY CO.,

Lock box 584. Chicago, 111.

ZACHABIAS & SMITH,
NEWARK, N. J.,

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

Lamps, Luggage Carriers, Star

Cyclometer, Bags, Saddles and parts for

both Cranks and Star Machines.

Makers of the Celebrated Safety Step

for the Star Bicycle.

DIFFICULT REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.

Riding School and Roller Skating Rink.

Send Stamp for catalogue.

WHEEL_ SONGS.

POEMS OF BICYCLING,
BY S. CONANT FOSTER.

COLUMBIA
ICYCLES AND

STANCH AND RELIABLE ROADSTERS.

In 1883 there we according to the care-

ful report and table *
, Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful participa Jn all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads ; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

111.5 miles in the day each. We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Columbias, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias ; and

farther, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

Coiumbias, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one-

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

f After long and careful experiments with five different speed and power tricycle attachments in different forms

we have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient numbers to supply it on our

new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction ; is applied to the crank-shaft ; is operated by a

handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle ; is certain and effective in its ope-

ration • reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill climbing about one-third, and is made

of th-i finest material and with the finest workmanship, and so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by

its use

: PEI0E OF COLUMBIA TRICYCLE, . ... $160.

LLWITH POWEE GEAE, . . . . .. 180.

The Columbia Power-Gear Will he Applied to any Columbia Tricycle at Our Factory, Hartford, Conn., for $25,

SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED 36-PAGE CATALOGUE.

most sumptuous book devoted to the wheel yet

published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.
an elegant quarto volume of 80 pages.

. bound in blue silk cloth, with side

stamp in gilt and silver.

Price, $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.

ADDRESS,

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.

21 PARK ROW,
Box 444, New York.

The Pope Manufacturing Company.
Principal Office, 597 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

BRANCH HOUSE, 12 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

THE PERFECTION HEATER.
(PATENT APPLIED FOR,)

FQR CEMENTING RUBBER TIRES.

EVERY WHEELMAN SHOULD HAVE ONE, AS IT SAVES TIME AND MONEY

Lamp and full directions for Cementing a Eubber Tire, sent post paid to any part of the United

States or Canada on receipt of

Price, - - - - - " 81..00
FOR SALE BY DEALERS, OR SEND TO THE MANUFACTURERS.

G. R. BIDWELL' & CO.,

DEALERS IN BICYCLES, TEICYCLES, &c,
4 EAST 60th STREET, HEW Y01K.

i BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.
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TO SUBSCRIBERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.
Subscribers must be particular to notify the Pub-

lishers promptly of any change in their address. If
they do not receive their paper regularly it is on this
account.
Contributors and correspondents will please sepa-

rate general correspondence to the Editor from mat-
ter intended for publication. Always sign (confiden-
tially) full name and address, with nom de plume, as
no attention is paid to anonymous contributions.
Write only on one side of the sheet, and have all

communications sent in by Monday morning at the
latest.

All matters relating to subscriptions or advertise-
ments, and all business connected with The Wheel
should be addressed to the Company. Make ail

checks and money orders payable to The 'Cycling
Publishing Company. We cannot use stamps othei
than the two or one cent issue.

Henry E. Ducker, the Springfield
" boss," is a native of London, Eng,

Geo. F. Hutchinson, the fancy rider,

is now exhibiting at the rink in Norris-

town, Pa.

The " Big Four " represents the four

cities of Chicago, Buffalo, Boston, and
New York.

Eleven names were added to the

membership of the L. A. W. for the

week ending March 12.

The Racing Board has given Spring-

field the ten mile championship to be
run for at their tournament.

The Pacific coast sporting papers'

wheeling columns consist solely of cul-

lings from the Eastern papers.

There promises to be a heavier vote
polled and a sharper fight than ever be-
fore in the State elections this year.

Everything seems to be bracing up,

roads, roadsters, racers, dealers, papers,

magazines, and everything pertaining to

'cycling.

Cedar Rapids, Iowa, boasts of a Chi-
nese 'cyclist, Wing Hing by name, who
seems to think a good deal of the Co-
lumbia wheel.

Will. C. Thrasher, of Garrettsville

Ohio, and a member of the bi. club,

died at that place on February 21, aged
twenty-three years.

In our list of light machines for this

year's market, we omitted the Sanspa-
riel Light Roadster, which will weigh
about thirty-five pounds.

The oft quoted and rather high-sound-

ing " silver steel of steed," seems to

have giveu way lately for *the more
homely title of "bicycle."

It is reported that H. L. Cortis, ex-

champion, will return to England from
the Antipodes shortly, and will again
appear on the racing path.

A young lady was heard to say that

why she liked riding in front of a " tan-

dem " so awfully was because she had
the gentlemen after her then.

Rumor has it that Stephen Terry, of
Hartford, Conn., and Burley B. Ayers,
the railroad worker, will be opponents
for the presidency of the L. A. W. this

year.

We did not know, before we consulted
the " Western 'Cyclist," that the New
York and Ixion Bicycle Clubs, of this

city,had the same men to a dot for their

officers.

C: J- Young has been keeping him-
self in good condition during the win-
ter, and intends to resume racing. He
says that he will be ready to race Neil-

son at any time.

The new Columbia tricycle, a descrip-
tion of which appears this week, will be
ready for delivery about the middle of
April. Orders can now be booked, and
will be filled in rotation.

When Thomas Stevens, on his ride

over the country, reached Cheyenne,
Wyo., his wardrobe consisted solely of
a gray flannel shirt and a pair of breech-
es much too large for him.

Mr. E. A. Dobbins, who has lived in
Middletown for quite a while, has again
returned to New York. Mr. Dobbins
was formerly a member of a local club,

but resigned on leaving this city.

There is a bargain to be had in the
54-inch light Rudge bicycle advertised
in our " For Sale and Exchange " col-

umn. It is a comparatively new ma-
chine, but a trifle small for the owner.

The Springfield " Gazette " longs for
the official organship, and even goes so
far as to engrave a speciak-heading for
that department. Looks like "count-
ing chickens before they are hatched."

Charles Frazier, the noted Star rider,

of Smithville, N. J., is going to retire on
his laurels as a racing man, but will

probably travel around the country as
he is doing now, playing polo with Fin-
ley.

The sporting editor of the " New Ar-

gus," Louisville, Ky., says :
" Several

of our dude wheelmen promenade
Fourth avenue on their pretty every af-

ternoon." Great Scott I How's the

thing done ?.

Wheelmen about Augusta, Me., have
of late found considerable enjoyment
in bicycling on the ice. The rubber
tires are removed and the bicycles are

said to run very nicely. It evidently is

a (n)ice sport.

Dakota has now attained a sufficient

number of members to make the ap-

pointment of a chief consul necessary,

therefore Dr. Beckwith has appointed
Mr. Geo. Batchelder, of the Grand
Forks Bicycle Club, to rill the position.

The luggage carrier of Zacharias &
Smith, though not a novelty, is almost
indispensable to the rider of a Star or
Crank bicycle. It is neat, effective,

and inexpensive, and we know of no
better investment for the amount of

money.

The' Trojan Wheelmen have nomi-
nated J. R. Torrance for Chief Consul
of State of New York, in opposition to

Mr. Hill, who is the head of the ticket

put in motion by the Cortland Wheel-
men. Mr. Torrance is the present in-

cumbent.

" My Love Jack," a new comedy pro-
duced in Sheffield, Eng., recently, is

full of interest to 'cyclists. The hero
appears in the uniform of the 'Cyclists

Touring Club, and was played by a
well known rider of the district, G. W.
Matson, who it seems, is also a local

histrionic light.

Among the recent additions to the
apparatus of the Lancaster Athletic
Club is a training bicycle, the first intro-

duced there. Professional wheelmen
frequently use the home trainer when
getting themselves in condition for races.

The new machine will doubtless add to
the popularity of the club.

In a race with Morgan at New Or-
leans, Prince made a quarter of a mile
in 39 seconds, thus establishing a new
record, as the old time was 41 2-5 sec-
onds, and accomplished by R. A. Neil-
son, at Springfield, in September. This
new record, however, is only profes-
sional, and falls behind Hendee's 38 1-5
seconds.

John S. Prince writes that next sea-
son he will devote his attention largely
to racing against trotters. His first race

will be at Mobile, Ala., March 16, after

which he will make a tour East. The
distances will be from five to twenty
miles. Prince also announces himself

ready to ride any wheelman for any
amount.

In order to add to the enjoyment of

a race to the lengthy programme of un-

limited fun prescribed by the Big Four
tourists, it has been decided to hold a
100-mile amateur road race between
Coburg and Kingston, starting from the
former place at 9 A. M. on Thursday,

July 9. A medal will be offered by the

Tour Association.

Weighty Wobinson won a wheeling
wace

;

If weighty Wobinson won a wheeling
wace,

,

Where's the wery waluable "wecom-
pense

"

Which weighty Wobinson weally we-
ceived ?

—[Wheel Life.

Mr. Frank L. Stephens, of Riverton,
Conn., one of the pioneer wheelmen of"

his State, was in New York on the 13th.
Mr. Stephens reports that the wheelmen
in his vicinity are disgusted with the of-

ficial organ, and it is frequently thrown
in the waste basket, unopened. The
gentleman also says that he has not re-

ceived his copy of the " Gazette " for

two months.

The Riverside Wheelmen find that
the lot of a young bicycle organization
in this city is not altogether a happy
one. They are at present without head-
quarters, and are endeavoring to induce
the druggist at the corner of Seventy-
second street and Boulevard to build
them temporary quarters, but have as
yet been unable to come to any agree-
ment in regard to same.

It has been stated in the 'cycling press
at different times that Cleveland, Henry
Ward Beecher, and others were going to
purchase machines, and now comes the
report from a correspondent that Thos.
F. Bayard, the new Secretary of State,
will ride a tri., and that Cleveland re-
marked that he would like to see all of
his Cabinet mounted in like manner.
Truly Washington is the Paradise of
'cycling.

Races for safety machines only,should
limit the size of wheel to forty inches.
It would be manifestly unfair to admit
a 54-inch Star in a race with Kangaroos,
Rudges, Clubs, and other small wheels.
As such a race is intended more for a
novelty than anything else, the limit
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should stop at small wheels. There are

usually plenty of other races on the

same programme where no restrictions

are made.

It is a fact not generally known that

nearly every wheelman of note in Chi-

cago and the vicinity is involved in the

polo " scrape." It all .originated in a
game played in February last in De-
troit, and the contagion has extended
even into the boat clubs of the latter

city.—[Exchange.
The Racing Board will have to be

very cautious, if they wish to make an
example.

The success of our special number is

assured. The illustrations that have
been prepared by competent artists are

on a par with those of "Outing" and
the " Century." The number will be
specially valuable, as it commences a
new volume, and will afford an excel-

lent opportunity for those who wish to

Combine the " Bicycling World " and
The Wheel for $2, the regular price of
the "World." •

The Ixion Club repeated one of their

social entertainments at their club head-
quarters in Sixtieth street on Wednes-
day evening last. Dancing was the
chief amusement, interspersed with a
collation. It is an historical fact that

all the Ixion "ladies" are not only beauti-

ful but good dancers, and these select
" sociables " have been looked upon as

the most agreeable pleasures of the win-
ter season for Gotham 'cyclers.

"In looking over my log," writes

Karl Kron. " I observe an entry dated
November 21, 188 1, to the effect that I

did climb up the big hill leading from
Kingsbndge to Jerome Park, on the af-

ternoon of that day. So I needn't have
excepted it, in my article on New York
roads which you printed March 13.

The event happened so long ago .that

I've forgotten the circumstances, but I

think the road's surface must have been
smoother then than last December,when
I certainly couldn't have ridden my bi-

cycle to that summit."

The first tricycle here put in its ap-
pearance one day last week, and is

owned by Dr. Williams, who is out on
it every day. Gave an exhibition the
other day of how nice he could ride.

He ran the machine off the sidewalk
backwards, and tipping up, rolled over
in the mud and slush of the gutter, to
the great amusement of a throng of
spectators. The style of the machine
does not meet popular favor, and others
will be tried, the results of which will be
recorded in the "Journal." If we or-

ganize a club this paper must have the
credit for it.—[Marshalltown (Iowa)

As stated the April issue of "Outing "

is a greatly improved number. The
reading matter consists of about 130
pages, with the first chapters of three
serial stories. Mr. Stevens' "Across
x\merica on a Bicycle " is by far the
best reading for a bicycler, though a
perusal of the other matter would well
repay one. The 'cycling column is

more complete than formerly, and in

finer print. " Outing " is now about the
size of the " Century," and ranks about
equal with that magazine We will send
The Wheel and "Outing" for $3 per
yeai>. which is the price of " Outing

"

singly.

That postal card message from K.
K.'s Canadian subscriber in the British

army in Egypt, has proved a very good
card .for him to play in the game of at-

tracting public attention to his scheme
for " Wheeling," the London weekly, of

February 25, reproduces it in full from
the columns of The Wheel, and says

:

"Next week we shall make a big bid in

support of Karl Kron's book." The
same paper also reprints • from our col-

umns, with due credit, the brief verses

called " The Mystic Wheel," contributed
by F. T. Merrill, of Portland, Oregon.

Karl Kron's total subscription list,

last Tuesday noon, was 2,595. The re-

moval of one of his Connecticut patrons

to Florida has added that State to the

list, so that Nevada, Idaho, and Indian
Territory are the only sections of the

Union not yet represented there. . The
first subscription from Switzerland ar-

rived during the week, and seven towns
of England, not heretofore represented,

were added to the list. The issue of
" Wheeling " latest to hand says :

" Our
bid for K. K.'s book was crowded out

this week, but it will appear next Wed-
nesday sure."

The ticket put in the field by the

Trov men, which has been sent around
anonymously, omits the names of three

New York wheelmen who have been on
the board before, and shows bad taste,

as over 25 per cent, of the League
members in the State reside in this city

and Brooklyn. We would also call at-

tention to the fact that any votes cast

for R. O. Osborn, of Poughkeepsie, are

thrown away, as that gentleman died

over a year ago. Mr. L Reynolds Adri-

ance is the five representative of that

place, and is on the "Hill" ticket,

which seems bound to go by a large

majority.

We had thought that the comments
on Karl Kron's proposed publication

were about exhausted. But it seems to

have been a mistaken idea, as the fol-

lowing from the " Tricycling Journal,"

of London, will show :
" Karl Kron,

sad dog, is still on the path (publishing

path) crying out for addresses and
promises to forward a dollar, on receipt

of his road book. Most pertinaceous

fellow is Karl, and deserving of success,

if perseverance claims it. A good deal

of merit in K. K, as well as true

American humor, so he deserves to get

those 3,000 subscribers who are the ob-

ject of his ambition."

Some interesting figures are given in

connection with the annual dinner of

the Massachusetts Bicycle Club, the

second, if not the first, club in the coun-
try in standing. It has over 170 mem-
bers, whose average age is exactly thirty

years. Sixty-two and a half per cent,

of them are single. The average wheel
is a 52-inch, and the riding record in

1884 was 105,451 miles, an average of

500 miles for each member. The best

record for the year was made by a cler-

gyman. Twenty-three members of the

club have ridden over 1,000 miles.

This is the only club that keeps a record
of its members' riding from the begin-

ning of their wheeling experience. The
best records of this character are re-

spectively 1^,^68 miles, 12,000 miles

and over 10,000 miles. Ninety-two and
one-half per cent, ride bicycles, 7^ per
cent, ride tricycles, 15 per cent, ride

both, and one member rides a quadri-

cycle.

COLUMBIA TWO-TRACK TRICYCLE.
Considerable interest has been manifested in the machines to be put on the-

market this season by the prominent dealers, but doubtless nothing has attracted

such widespread curiosity as the new Columbia tricycle, which as yet few have
seen, although mysterious hints have been dropped from time to time as. to its

form of construction. Through the courtesy of the manufacturers we are enabled

to present to our readers illustrations of the various working parts, with a brief

description of the machine.

The driving wheels are 48 inches in diameter, with crescent steel felloes, con-
taining 60 direct double-butted steel spokes, No. n^-guage. The front steering

which tracks before the right hand driver is 20 inches in diameter. Both wheels
are provided with Serrel's patent endless moulded rubber tires,

-J
inch to drivers

and f inch to steerer. The forged steel flanges of Wallace's patent are set directly

on weldless tubular steel axles of the driving wheels. The frame is of weldless

tubular steel throughout, and much lighter in detail of construction, yet losing

nothing in strength. Wallace's dwarf cylindrical cone steering head is used, as

also his spiral rack and pinion steering. The vulcanite inclined spade handles are-

adjustable, as are also the seat rod attachment, Harrington's cradle spring and
saddle. Central driving gear is empkryed,with bicycle adjustable cranks. Colum-
bia ball bearings are fitted to all the wheels and crank shaft. A powerful double
band brake (Wallace's patent) is used, worked by a lever conveniently located

near the left hand. The width of the track is 31 inches, while the total width is

only 36 inches. From its simplicity it can be taken through any ordinary door
without removing any part, by passing one driving wheel first.

The Columbia two-track tricycle will present, to

those who have studied and compared machines,

many points of interest. It has been designed and
made after careful study of every detail, and its old

features retained have had as much attention as

its new features adopted. Amongst the former
may be mentioned the sizes of both driving and
steering wheels, a mean being chosen between the

larger and smaller extremes that have had their

trial, which mean best combines the requisite qual-

ities ; the use of weldless steel tubing in the frame,

which secures at once the most rigidity with least

weight; the Whitehead compensating-gear, with

Wallace's improvements, which has proved itself

practically, as it is theoretically, the only real bal-

ance gear yet devised ; the Serrel contractile rub-

ber tires, which will be the best for the most im-

portant uses of an elastic, non-slipping tire for ve-

locipede wheels : solid felloes and direct spokes,

which, when rightly made, as the Expert and Co-
lumbia tricycle wheels have shown so well, are the

most reliable, except when more weight must be
saved ; the enamel finish where there are too many
surfaces to take care of in any other < and the cra-

dle-spring and tricycle saddle, which, for a 'cycle

with a frame that does not sway and does need so

many changes of position, are still the most com-
fortable and safe.

So also the Columbia adjustable ball-bearings (all around except the pedals,

and these may be had so as an extra) and compensating swivels where likely to

need them, have their superior excellence too well established to be displaced.

The middle driving or short crank shaft feature is a return to an old principle of

tricycle construction, which has been displaced at times for necessities of other
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parts or fashions in structure, but which, for steady effectiveness and lightness in

this machine, we believe to be the best; and ihe two-track feature, though not

broadly new, has been embodied with improvements in this machine so as to give

equal steadiness of running and the stability of front steering, with the two added

advantages of an open front for convenience and but two lines of resistance to

the wheels to watch and overcome, whilst the new improvements all around, in-

cluding the compensating gear, preventing the claw-

ing off, or unequal drag, caused in some previous

structures by a side steering wheel.

Amongst the new features introduced in this ma-
chine may be mentioned the Wallace dwarf steering-

head, which, besides its graceful and neat appearance

and its lightness, conducts the strain more directly

from the steering wheel to the driving gear, and in-

sures steadiness of motion; the spiral rack and its

connections, by which the steering apparatus is made
most simple and effective to do just what is wanted

of it,and is most out ofthe way and least subject to dis-

arrangement ; the three part frame jointed in a pe-

culiar way, affording just the parts needed, and just

where they serve most directly, and no more ; the

double band brake, by which greatest effectiveness

with most certainty and ease of action is obtained;

the combination of brake drums, sprocket, and bal-

ance gear together and in the middle under the seat,

lightest and most out-of-the-way arrangements ; the

large, weldless, steel tubular axles in place of solid

shafts, which are heavier and more likely to break.

Then, too, there is the new feature of an inclined

seat rod, which operates to move the saddle backward

also when it is raised so as to preserve the relative po-

sitions of seat arid pedal, for the taller rider has a

longer upper leg as well as lower leg, and by an inge-

nious attachment of the crank supporting tube tangent

to the horizontal one, instead of flush with it, as usual,

this seat rod is made to move in and out, free of

everything.

Another and most valuable new departure in this

machine is the building of the wheels directly upon

the tubular Jialf-axles, thus getting a firm wheel, a safer axle, and dispensing with

a large amount of misplaced material.

By these and other improvements in construction, the weight of a tricycle has

been reduced more than twenty pounds without weakening any part, and in fact

securing greater strength. Its price, $160, is a very important feature in its favor.

HUB HAPPENINGS.
Snow is now falling heavily and drear-

ily, and to-morrow the roads, which had

this morning given the promise of soon

being " 'cycleable " will again be ride-

able for sleighs only. vVith the office

fire out. and one's hands almost rigid

with cold, it does indeed require a hope-

ful disposition to believe that the days

are near at hand, when the voice of the

gentle robin, and the tuneful calliope

will be heard throughout the land, and

a thin jersey worn with impunity. Yet

such is the fact, and the wheelmen with

wisdom, are now deciding on their

mounts for the coming season, and book-

ing their orders with the favored manu-
facturer. With the increased number of

dealers located here there really should be

no delay in supplying machines when
the season opens, but who ever heard of

a manufacturer that did not get behind

his orders and forget all about his prom-

ises, when the rush began ? Therefore

be wise, and book your orders early.

It is at the rooms of the dealers that

-are seen the surest signs of the advent of

the merry springtime. Where for weeks

past the clerks have done nothing but

yawn and huddle around the steam radi-

ators, glad even at the appearance of

the chronic "looker in" with his oft-told

and uninteresting tales of bygone
headers, now all is activity, and the

friendly caller meets with, anything but a

friendly welcome. The clerks in the

office have resigned their comfortably

cushioned tilt-back chairs and again re-

sumed their perch on high stools, and

mildly argue with the no cash agent who
wants a full stock, or with the man who
gets mad because they have sent him
what he has ordered, which is not at all

what he wants. The salesman no longer

daaws road maps and pumps the back-

woods wheelman for news, but instead

carefully examines his long lines of new
machines, braces up the rather tired

looking second-hand line, and gets him-

self in trim for explaining the principles

of the power of differential tricycle gear-

ings, By the way, isn't it immense fun

trying to understand the workings of a

differential gear, when you don't know
anything about it ? The fun is only

equalled when you try to explain it to

some one else, after you think you under-

stand it yourself. In fact everybody

about the establishments are hard at

work. The office boy atones for his

past laziness by extraordinary activity in

sending off all manner of catalogues and
circulars.

At the Pope Manufacturing Company
a long line of both sexes has been kept
busy wrapping and mailing the Colum-
bia valentine and chromo hanger. The
valentine is acknowledged to be the finest

thing of the kind ever seen,and the orders

for them were enormous. The rhymes
on the back of the valentine are said to

be particularly appropriate, for like the

parts of the Columbia bicycle, they are

all interchangeable.

The English manufacturers evidently

look upon America as a perfect gold
mine. At least so I should judge by
the way they are establishing agencies

here. H. W. Gaskell arrived Saturday,

and is now on the lookout for a suita-

ble place to establish his headquarters

as agent for the Coventry Machinists

Company. . No definite arrangements

have been made, but it is pretty well as-

sured that Gaskell is to remain in this

country. Mr. White, a member of the

firm, is to sail for America shortly, and

on his arrival will make arrangements

with the Pope Manufacturing Company-

regarding a license, and help start the

business, after which, it is understood

he will return to England. Singer &
Company are to be represented by W.
B. Everett, with headquarters at Cun-

ningham's old place. Altogether it looks

as though there was going to be lively

times here this spring, and unless all

are unusually bright and energetic some-

body is going to get left.

There seems to be little increased in-

terest here in league affairs or the com-
ing State election. A few names have

been mentioned, but no one seems to

care much about the matter one way or

the other. I can find but one man that

really wants the position of representa-

tive. He wants it the worst way, and
is pretty sure to get it. I think the

Massachusetts Club has made a mistake

in refusing to nominate a State ticket,

for if no nominations are made unde-

serving persons are likely to secure the

office, and do the interests of the league

much harm.

It will soon be time for the wheelman
to don the attire which displays to more
or less advantage his lower extremities.

For developing such portions of his an-

atomy there is nothing better than re-

peatedly raising himself up and down
on his toes, the toes resting on a board,

or something of the kind, three inches

above his heels. So says the superin-

tendent of a ladies gymnasium, and she

certainly ought to know.

POINTS.

At the reception of the Massachusetts

Bicycle Club on the 25th inst. members
will be attired in full-dress coats and
vests, knee-breeches, black silk stock-

ings, and other necessary fixings.

Boston seems about the only city that

is not to be afflicted with a new wheel

paper this season.

Members of the Massachusetts club

are getting up their muscles and rolling

up big scores in their bowling alleys.

Mr. W. C. Stahl is said to have the

best record.

Captain E. G. Whitney is booming
the "Big Four" tour here—about sev-

enteen names are enrolled.

local paper, Karl
in press. That's

According to a

Kron's road book is

nothing new. The book has been in

the 'cycling press for many a year past.

The Star club of Lynn gives a drill

in a darkened hall, each bicycle bearing

a lighted lantern. A general smash -up

added to the interest of a recent drill.

to manage Singer's

Boston will be his

W. B. Everett is

American agency,

headquarters.

Mr. Albert S. Parsons, well known as

a firm supporter of the league, and a

big club helmet, has retired from active

club life, and refuses to accept a re-elec-

tion as league representative.

Mr. A. D. Clafiin also declines to

longer be a representative.

The list of Massachusetts representa-

tives, as published in the " Official Ga-
zette," is far from being correct.

Fred. Sewell is to join Vanamburg's
circus, and has ordered a Columbia for

performing his tricks.

The Bostons are jealous of the su-

perior accommodations of the Massa-

chusetts Club house, and something
startling may be expected from them in

the near future.

Mr. A. L. Atkins, of the Pope Manu-
facturing Co., is at the Hartford fac-

tory, getting a practical idea of the man-
ufacture of the Columbias, so many of

which he has sold.

A 64-inch Rudge roadster is on exhi-

bition at Stoddard Lovering's. The
machine is the largest in this country,

and is truly a monster.

Mr. H. D. Corey returned from his

Western trip • last week, and has much
that is of interest to relate regarding

'cycling out West.

A new club is in process of formation
at the Highlands.

" Outing " for April rather goes ahead
of anything yet seen in the literature of

outdoor sports.

The condition of the paving on Co-
lumbus avenue is a disgrace to the city

and the cause of much profanity from
pious wheelmen.

The East Boston Club is shortly to

give an exhibition. The club is in need
of funds.

" Word reaches me to-night from

Springfield," writes Karl Kron to us on

March 9, "that my article on New
York city roads, which I sent in to the

' Wheelmen's Gazette ' somewhat be-

hind the requested time, will not be

published by it until April. So the sec-

ond half of the story,which The Wheel
has now in hand, is likely sooner to see

the light. The proofs of the first five

chapters of ! X. M. Miles on a Bi.' have

just been read by me and returned to

the printer, though certain specimen

pages have been despatched for possi-

ble editorial use in England and Aus-
tralia. I sent to the latter country, by
Saturday's mail, packages of the second
edition of my Bermuda phamphlet ad-

dressed to twenty different towns. This
completes my canvass there, which has
been directed against more than fifty

towns and has required more than five

dollars' worth of postage stamps. I

hope the ultimate result may be to dou-
ble the present number of subscribers

(37) now enrolled by me from the anti-

podes. The arrival of five names from
England, by to-day's mail, increased my
English list to 45, and my total to 2,535.
Another fortnight will probably show
the result of the broadside of Bermuda
pamphlets and circulars (350 packages)

which I fired across the Atlantic be-

tween the 10th and 17th of February.

The editor of "Wheeling" writes me
that he had thirty, applications for my
circular within two days from *f e time

when his paper of February 25 an-

nounced his readiness to send full par-

ticulars. So it looks as if the English-

men were finally going to give me a
boom."
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PENNINGS FROM PENNSY.
Look out for the

State Division tickets.

The Germantown Club crows over H.

S. Wood's 3,165 miles in 1884—about

one hundred on a Victor tricycle and
the rest on an old pattern 58 Light

Rudge.

" Ninon Neckar," Poet, Novelist, Sec-

retaire, etc., etc., one of " Pennsy's
"

oldest club men, has resigned from the

club, and is hard at study for the minis-

try.

Notice of the Citizens race meeting

has just been received, and it will be
very strange if a number of Quaker-
towners do not take it in—those who
were over last year will be sure to repeat

the enjoyment.

Query: Is the " Star" to be admitted

to the " Safety " race ? It is certainly

a safety bicycle, but how about the size

of the wheels ? A Pony Star, properly

geared, would be about the right thing

for Frazier to scoop in this race on.

Speaking of the Safety and the windy
articles on "gearing up " going the

rounds of the 'cycling press, one point

seems to have escaped general attention,

viz., while, of course, to acquire a given

speed must in each case take just as

much exertion on a wheel geared up or

down, yet in the small wheel geared up
there is to a 58-inch rider on a 38-inch

driver just 20 inches less spoke leverage

against him, noticeable especially on
an up grade. This has always seemed
to us to about balance the friction of the

chains and extra bearings on a hill

—

perhaps a little more. Then on a little

wheel the resistance of a head wind is

comparatively small, and the 38-inch

driver will frequently roll in and out of

a hollow that a 58-inch would simply

strike the edges of, with a jar that if it

failed to throw the rider, would be
severely felt.

'

While we are on the Rudge .machines

it may be well to notice the improve-

ments in the new light roadster ; in place

of the i-ubber band holding back the

spoon brake, the spoon is now kept off

the tire by a neat spring under the head;

the handle bars are hollowed straight

through handle as the racers were last

year; the back wheel has more rubber

exposed, tangent laced spokes, and a

better section run, and just above a Har
vard detachable safety step is fitted.

The wheel has detachable cranks fitted

in place of the fixed ; the front forks be-

ing also a trifle fuller and stiffer, while

each spoke is securely fastened to the

hub, being butt ended and riveted in-

side the hub flange, then carried in and
out of the other spokes, lacing with them
to the rim. The whole makes a stronger,

no heavier, and all round better bicycle

than the well-known machine of last

year.

Saturday last saw good, dry roads
wherever they were macadamized, and
quite a number of the older riders im-

proved the shining hours. The genial

vice-president of the Germantown Club,

Mr. Frank Read, turned out on his Ex-
pert Columbia, and in company with the

club's secretary, Mr. G. D. Gideon, on
a handsome nickle and enamelled Ameri-
can Rudge, wheeled a few miles over the

good roads of Germantown. " Pop

"

Powell canvassed the roads toward Dar-

|*V on a Victor tricycle, on which, not-

withstanding the 60-inch gearing, he
manages to negotiate most of the hills

that come in his way. H. S. Wood
evidently was bent on capturing infor-

nratdbn for the new State Division road-

book, and left for parts unknown. Col.
j

Joseph Seller's on his little 38-inch Safe-

ty carried his 208 pounds well out on the

Lancaster pike. The "Stars," too,

shone brightly, and every one antici

pated good riding, on the morrow, only
to be disappointed, however, as a driz

zling rain set in early in the morning and
dashed all hopes.

Ewing L. Miller, of the Racing Board,
has sur le tapis the cutting of the die for

L.A. W. championship medals and claims
to have one of the best die sinkers in the
world interested in the matter. It is to

be hoped that our racing men will take
more interest in the L. A. W. champion-
ships than was evinced by the number of
entries at Washington last year; the
hope and pride of a racer's heart should
be the possession ofone of these trophies
even if valueless, from a pecuniary view.

Jeems.

MY RIDE.
A Sabbath morn broke brightly.

In the springtime of the year.
All the birds were singing round rue.

Their songs of hope and cheer.

When a horseman hot with riding
Dismounted at my gate.

And shouted words of warning :

•

' Come, e'er it be too late

;

Delay not, oh ! delay not.

If you her life would save.

Your bride is hourly lying

At the portals of the grave.

She sends for you to hasten.
Bring your doctor, tried and true,

His fastest steeds may yet avail.

But this she says to you :

' She knows you can outstrip them
On gleaming steed of steel,

And she begs that as you love her r

You mount your flying wheel.' "

A moment from his greeting,

I had leaped upon my steed,

Our old physician quickly sought,
Told him my direful need

;

His fastest steed was at the door,
He promised not to slack

I21 his speed, or ease his whip,
On rough or beaten track,

Till he reached the distant house
Where she I loved lay ill.

Ten miles of road before us

—

And a long and weary hill.

He started, and I started,

But I left him like a stone.

I flew as arrow from the string.

By mighty archer thrown.
The road seemed floating by me,

House, trees, and woods grew dim,
But I saw the dying sufferer,

And heard the words of him
Who brought the fatal message -.

'

' Come, e'er it be too late

;

Delay not, oh ! delay not,

If you her life would save,

Your bride is hourly lying
At the portals of the grave.

"

I pressed with vigor onward,
I knew little how I ran,

Among the crowds upon the road
And touched not beast or man.
For my eyes saw but the cottage

Towards which I flying sped
All objects whirled in vagueness

Before my reeling head.
The miles were surely passing,

In minutes half a score,

The race was one-third over,
And when as many more
Had passed, the hill ascended,

And two-thuds behind me lay;
A long coast appeared before me,

A narrow, dangerous way,
That wheelmen always pedal

;

But I, in wild despair.

Threw legs quick over the handles.
My only thought and care
To reach the level roadway

At the bottom of the bill,

And pass the then remaining mile,

Beyond the ancient mill.

I flew as never flew before,

My shining steed of steel

;

I flew as ne'er again I hope.
Shall fly my faithful wheel.
The people by the wayside

Stopped to watch my mad career.

And shuddered at my daring,
While I, with all to fear,

Laughed as wind whistled by me.
Laughed at my fearful speed

;

Laughed, as I knew a moment more
Would place me and my steed

Within a little distance

Of my wildest hope and prayer.

And, repaid for all my riding,

I would quickly dismount there.

At last I reached the level

At the bottom of the hill,

And with feet still over handles.
I passed the ancient mill.

Then again with working pedals
I spurned the dusty road,

And, so near upon the end.
My heart sank as a load

Of doubt almost unmanned nie
;

I feared to learn my fate,

Wondering that if all in vain,

I could yet have come too late.

In less than thirty minutes
From the message I received,

I reached the bedside of my love.

I found that still she breathed.
She rallied with my coming,

And when, within the hour,
The flying hoofs of running steed

Drew nigh, she showed new power.
From the clutch of death we saved her.

And when in after years
We look upOn the trusty steed,

Recall the doubts and fears

Of that fateful Sabbath morning,
We bless it for its might,

We ever guard it tenderly.

It's memory ever bright. P.

THE CITIZENS' RACE MEET-
ING.

The second annual race meeting of
this club will be held on Friday evening,

April 17, 1885, at a quarter to eight, at

the Knickerbocker Roller Skating Rink,
63d street and 3d avenue. It will be
the same as last year, being practically

under the same management, except
that the programme is more varied and
attractive. The success of last year
practically assures their second attempt
from any loss, and all who enjoy an even
ing's sport can find no better opportun-
ity than being present at the above
named entertainment.

on a Bicycle," and begins the story of

Mr. Thomas Stevens' journey across the
continent. It is full of life and incident,

and is illustrated by Mr. W. A. Rogers-
Two bright short stories are given,

—

"Earty Jim," an attractive.study of Lan-
cashire character and dialect, and " How
Mr. Podwinkle was encouraged," a

charming sketch by President Bates.

A leading feature of the number is a

strong group of letters on the Pieserva-

tion of the Adirondack Forests, by a

score of eminent public men, including;

Charles Dudley Warner, Prof. Charles

S. Sargent of the Harvard chair of arbor-

iculture, Gen. Francis A. Walker, Presi-

dent Andrew D. White of Cornell, John
Burroughs, Dr. Howard Crosby, Abram
S. Hewitt, Sunset Cox, E. P. Roe, Ly-
man Abbott, and J. T. Trowbridge.

An entertaining paper on the Char-

coal Burners of the Green Mountains is

profusely illustrated by the author, J. R.

Chapin, and a delightful article decrib-

mg a vacation in Canada with birch and
paddle is illustrated by the frontispiece,

—

a striking picture drawn by Henry Sand-
ham, engraved by H. E. Sylvester, and
printed in two colors.

Roger Riordan contributes a poem
entitled " Running into Harbor," illus-

trated with an exquisite full-page engrav

ing. There are also poems- by Edith

M. Thomas, Frank D. Sherman, andR.
K. Munkittrick.

Other features are an exciting descrip-

tion of an ocean yacht race, by Col.

Stuart Taylor, a valuable paper on whist,

by one of the best authorities in the

country, and a plea for football, by Eu-
gene L. Richards, Jr., captain of the Yale
eleven.

The departments are full, and of great

interest, presenting a variety of novel
features

The price "of " Outing," is 25 cents a
copy, or three dollars a year. It is pub-
lished by the " Wheelman " Company,.

175 Tremont Street, Boston.

The combined rate of " Outing," audi

The Wheel is $3,00 a year when orders
are sent through the 'Cycling Publishing
Company.

OUTING" FOR APRIL,
The April issue of" Outing," indicates

the purpose of its publishers to place it

in the foi emost rank of American maga-
zines. It is enlarged to nearly double
its former size, and its compound title is

wisely simplified to the expressive " Out-
ing," A new and tasteful cover and in-

creased illustrations of the best sort

give it comeliness, and its table of con-
tents is substantial and alluring.

Four serials are begun in this first

number of the volume. Julian Haw-
thorne contributes four chapters ot a
strong novel, entitled "Love—or a
Name," which will deal largely with mod-
ern politics, and whose hero is a young
man of brains and good-breeding, en-

gaged in practical life in New York. "A
Modern Tramp," by M. E. C. Gardner,
author of " Homes, and How to make
Them," is an illustrated serial in which
the problem of summer homes is pleas-

antly and helpfully considered. "The
Flag of the Seven Upright Ones" is a
striking tale of Swiss democracy, by the
famous novelist Gottfried Keller, trans-

lated by Miss Francis A. Shaw. The
fourth serial is entitled " Across America

FROM THE CLUBS.

Keystone.—At the annual meeting-

of this club held this date the following-

officers wers elected for the year: Presi-

dent, George A. Lyon; secretary and
treasurer, Charles. M. Clark; captain,

John. W. Pears; first lieutenant, P. S.

Johnston; color bearer, A. P. Murdock;
club committee, Messrs. H. E. Bidwell
and John. Gaffjwith President secretary

treasurer and captain. All indications

point to a most successful season in
'cycling matters, and with an expected
large inciease in membership we shall

endeavor to keep the wheel rolling pretty
lively. Yours truly,

Charles M. Clark,
Secretary and Treasurer.

Missouri.—At the annual meeting
of the Missouri Bicycle Club held
March 3, the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year : Presi -

dent, Louis Chawvent
; vice-presi-

dent, George I. Jones ; secretary and
treasurer, Edward Sills

;
captain, C. F. A.

Beckers; first lieutenant, C. H. Stone y
second lieutenant, Hal. W. Greenwood;
color bearer, G. F, Baker; bugler, J. H..
Williamson. The club has a large and
active membership, and is growing
rapidly. Yours truly,

Edward Sills, Secretary.
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Maryland.—Preceding the third an-

nual meeting of the club the stock-

holders held their meeting and listened

to the report of the chairman, the most
pleasant part of which was, that all debts

so far had been paid, when due, and the

corporation has over .$1,500 to its credit,

and that fully six weeks had been lost on
account of weather; but the new build-

ing is now under roof, and will be ready

for occupancy within sixty days. The
old board, consisting of Messrs. S. T.

Clark, A. C. Kenly, E. P. Hayden, B.

B. Lynch, H. E. Brown, Jas. Thomp-
son and Yates Penniman, were re-elected.

The club election was as tranquil as a

sleeping infant, the following gentlemen
being elected : President, S. T. Clark

;

captain, E. R. Jones
;
secretary, A. C.

Kenly ; treasurer. E. P. Hayden ; first

lieutenant, Jos. D. Chesney : second
lieutenant, J. H. Schone

;
bugler, Dr. H.

W. Hoopes; executive at large, Yates

Penniman, Ira C. Canfield, Jr. ; chair-

man house committee, H. E. Brown
;

house committee, Jas. Thompson, O.

Wolf. That gang seem to think they

have a life lease on the offices ; but we
will clear 'em out yet. The treasurer of

the club reported : "Out of debt and
over $700 in bank." Club has 107

members against 50 last year. The
captain reported for year, 40 called runs,

distance 913 miles, average attendance

11 men, longest 24 hour run, 100 miles,

J.
D. Lord, Jr. and J. W. Lord, Wash-

ington and return. Highest records for

year, Wm. Spingeon 1,800 miles, A. C.

Kenly 1,508. Club still holds one and
five mile State championships and the

century run in State, and is up near the

band generally. We, that is our club,

are not much on big records, but for a

quiet moonlight run, and a cosy little

supper, and then on the porch in a com-
fortable rocker, a cigar drifting away
into smoke, and the pleasant company
of a bit of a breeze, we are not often

missing. The annual banquet was
held March 16, at Carrollton Hotel.

Secretary.

Oskaloosa (Iowa), Wheel Club :

—

This was the title bestowed on an or-

ganization formed in Oskaloosa, by the

resident wheelmen. After the resolutions

and by-laws were attended to, officers

were elected for the year as follows

:

President and captain, W. L. Howe;
vice-president and bugler, F. S. Loomis

;

secretary and treasurer, Will. Neagle
;

color bearer, W. D. Forsyth. The club

intend to join the league in a body after

April-

1.

Salem.—At the regular monthly meet-
ing of Salem Bicycle Club,(N. J.), it was
voted to change the name of the club

from Salem Bicycle Club, to Fenwick
Wheelmen, the reason being that there

is another organization of the same
name. It was also decided to adopt
royal purple, trimmed with gold fringe as

the club colors. After transacting other

business the meeting adjourned.

Yours truly, Harry B. Dare,
Secretary and Treasurer.

Springeield, O.—At the annual meet-
ing of the Champion City Bicycle Club,

the following officers were elected for

the year : President, A. M. Crothers,

secretary and treasurer, E. G. Barnett

;

captain, T. J. Kirkpatrick
;
lieutenant,

R. A. Worthington
;

bugler, Paul A.
Staley.

Williamsport, Pa.—At the meeting
for the election of officers held annually,

the following were chosen to serve

:

President, W. H. Bloom
;
vice-president,

Dr. H. L. Mundy
;

secretary, Ira A.

Dayton
;

treasurer, Harry S. Meyer

;

captain, Will. T. Andrews.

YVilklesbarre, Pa.—The Wilkesbarre
Bicycle Club elected the following officers

for the ensuing year, at their annual
meeting March 2: President, R. L. Avers;

vice-president. E, G. Mercur
;
captain,

J. G. Carpenter ; first lieutenant, W. W.
Lee ; second lieutenant, Burt Voorhis

;

secretary, W. E. Shupp
;

treasurer, R.
S. Brown; bugler, Howard Perrin; color

bearer, T. A. Wright. JohnB. Osborne
and C. J. Metzgar were dropped from
the ranks of the club, for non-payment
of dues.

THE SPRINGFIELD PRO-
GRAMME FOR 1885.

Thus early in the season the Spring-
field Bicycle Club has made arrange-
ments for its annual tournament, which
opens on Hampden Park, September
8, and continues for three days. The
following programme has been submitted
by the directors to the members, and
it is not likely that any important changes
will be made. A list of the several com-
mittees and officers also follow:

FEBST DAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

One mile—Professional
;
handicap.

Ten mile—Amateur
; bicycle. Championship

of United States,

One mile —Amateur
;
tricycle.

Three miles—Amateur ; tricycle tandem.
Five miles—Professional

;
Safety bicycle

wheels not over 42 inches.

Half mile—Amateur ; dash
;
bicycle. Open.

One mile—Amateur; bicycle. Class. 3.10.
Three miles—Amateur

;
bicycle. Open.

Three miles—Professionai
;

'bicycle. Record.
Five miles—Amateur

;
bicycle. Record.

SECOND DAY, SEPTEMBER 9.

One mile—Amateur
;
bicycle; Open.

One mile—Professional
;

bicycle
; Sweepstake

championship of the world. Piu-se of $500;
entrance fee $100.

Three miles—Amateur
;

bicycle.

Half mile—Amateur : bicycle. 1.30 Class.
Three miles—Amateur

;
bicycle. Record.

Ten miles—Professional; bicycle. Open.
Five miles—Amateur

;
tricycle. Record.

One mile— Amateur; tricycle tandem.
Five miles—Amateur

;
bicycle: 16 minute

class.

Three miles—Amateur; bicycle. Handicap.
THIBD DAY, SEPTEMBER 10.

One mile—Professional; Safety bicycle; wheels
not over 42 inches.

Ten miles—Amateur; bicycle. Record.
Five miles—Amateur; tricycle tandem.
Three miles— Professional; bicycle. Open.
Three miles—-Amateur; bicycle. 9.10 class.
Three miles—Amateur

;
tricycle. Record.

One mile—Amateur; bicycle. Handicap.
Five miles—Professional

;
bicycle. Handicap

One mile—Amateur; bicycle. Consolation.

COMMITTEES AND OFFICERS.

Clerks of the Course, D. E. Miller and F. E.
Ripley; starter, C. E. Whipple

;
scorers, G. S.

Miller, E. M. Wilkins and J. H. Fennessey, Jr.
;

timer, O. N. Whipple
; in charge of headquar-

ters on the park, W. H. Selvey. Following
are the names of the chairmen of the commit-
tees. The executive committee, consisting of
the full board of directors,with Mr.Ducker as
chairman; tickets, W. C. Marsh; prizes, C. A.
Fisk

;
racing Sandford Lawton

j
police, W. H.

Jordan; advertising, H. E. Ducker; transpor-
tation, W. N. Winans

;
press, A. R. H. Foss;

music, H. N. Bowman
;
reception, P. Harvard

Reilly
;
hotels, J. H. Foulds, Jr. At last night's

meeting of the club two new members were
received and these officers elected : Captain,
Wilbiu- N. Winans ; first lieutenant, J. H.
Foulds, Jr; second lieutenant, E. F. Leonard;
bugler, H. J. Winans; color-bearer, M. B.
Breck

;
guides, E. M. Wilkins and A. O. Mc-

Oarret ; club surgeon, H. E. Rice.

may be easily found if lost, or for some
other equally important reason. The in-

formation desired will be somewhat as

follows : Name and address
;
club, local,

L. A. W., C. T. C, or C. W. A. • office

held in same ; married or single
;
age;

height
;
weight before and after tour

;

name, number, size and finish of wheel

;

political party and occupation. Of course

this information is only requested, but

wheelmen can tell all they know about

science and art, and their cousins and
their sisters and their aunts, if they want
to.

Postal cards will be printed with

blanks for the date, time of departure

and arrival, distance, riding time, rests,

total time, weather, condition of road,

etc. ; thus saving much time for those

who wish to keep their many friends in-

formed of their whereabouts and wel-

fare.

I hope that few will miss this chance

of enjoying two weeks more pleasantly

than they can anticipate. Yours truly,

H. F. Fuller, Sec'y of Tour.

470 N. State St., Chicago, Mar. 10, '85.

[Tune, Wcurrwr JBold.~\

In modern days we sing the praise.

Of 'cycler bold and gay,

Who mounts his steed, to test his speed.

And win the prize to-day.

He rides for love and fame
;

To conquer is his aim.

He dashes past, he rides so fast

That none his speed maintain,

For him 'twill be a victory.

He rides for love and fame

:

For him 'twill be a victory,

To conquer is his aim.

The race is o'er and now once more,

The riders slowly move

;

The victor's eyes seek out the prize

And rest, upon his love,

And rest upon his love.

She greets him with a smile

Which doth his heart beguile.

The tale is told, the Wheelman bold

Hath won the victory.

He rode for love ; he rode for fame

;

To conquer was his aim.

He rode for love ; he rode for fame.
He rode for love ; he rode for love.

He rode for love, for love and victory.

ROLLER-SKATING.

BIG FOUR STATISTICS.
Editor of The Wheel : All wheel-

men going on the "Big Four Tour" will

be requested to give certain information
concerning themselves, in order that they

The K. C. W.'s perhaps more than
any other 'cycling club in this vicinity,

are most noted for their roller-skating

proclivities.

I wonder how long it will be before

the upper tendom of roller skaters tire

of this plebian title, and adopt the Bos-
tonese of octocyclists, as a designative

title for themselves?

Again do 'cyclists find a new proof of
the desirability of the knee breeches
style of custom. Nothing affords so
much comfort, or looks so nice as the

uniform of a 'cyclist when worn at a
rink.

As a result of the skating craze here
in New York, a careful estimate shows
that between eight and eleven o'clock
each night, over 15,000 skaters are upon
the floors of the various metropolitan
rinks.

The Mercury Wheel Club of Flushing,

L. I., have during the winter months
became metamorphosed into the Mer-
ury Polo Club, and as such keep as well
to the fore in polo, as they do in summer
in 'cycling.

As a result of the recent sk-day roller

contest in this city, Rowell, Fitzgerald,

Hazel and other six-day pedestrians

have gone into the hands of teachers to

acquire the mastery f of the festive box-

wood deceiver known as roller-skates.

Newport skating rinks pay heavy li-

censes, an example likely to be followed

in other parts of the country, now that

saloons and theatres finding the rinks

strong competitors to their interests, are

combining to cause rinks all possible

legislative annoyance,

Mr. Harry J. Hall, of the Citizens Bi-

cycle Club, has turned his attention to-

wards the needed improvement of skate

rollers, and has in consequence patented

a set of wheels for same, made entirely

of coraline, a substance similar to cel-

luloid, though of much more durable

quality.

" They budded better than they knew,"

those enthusiastic 'cyclers who coined

the expression " wheel-world." Intro-

duced to cover their own sport, the late

skating craze has made it a necessity in

speaking of the world at large, or at

least that part encompassed by the boun-
daries of the United States.

Mr. Eugene Hoffman, Jr., a well-

known member of the Citizens Club, is

an expert poloist, being captain of the

New York Polo Club and president of

the New York Polo League. He is also

an aspirant lor racing honors, finishing

second in the one mile race for the cham-
pionship of America against twenty-six

starters.

Dan. Canary, for a long time conceded

by all to be beyond compare as- a fancy

rider, finds himself close pressed for first

place by both Maltby and Hutchinson,

though the two last-named gentlemen do
not as yet command the $100 per night

paid Canary, owing to their being less

known, rather than to any inferiority on
their part,

The wonderful scores made on skates

as compared to those of pedestrians in

the six-day contest just closed, bids fair

to in turn be as far eclipsed by a pro-

posed six-day contest on bicycles, shortly

to occur in Madison Square Garden.

Whether safeties or the ordinary crank

or star m achines will be used is as yet a

mooted question,

An argument used in favor of skating
rinks is that they take hundreds of young
men from gambling houses and saloons
into the society of good young ladies.

This argument is all right for the young
man side of the question. How about
young ladies, though, are they to be bene-
fited by this society culled from saloons
and gambling houses?

It seems strange to me that among
bicyclers, and fancy riders especially,

that some steps have not been taken to-

wards the enlargement of skating wheels,
for instance in the direction adopted by
the Elliott family, who use the small
wheel of a bicycle strapped to each foot
in such a way as to offer a rapid and
graceful means of locomotion.

Now the roller skaters are agitating
having paths especially laid for their use
in Central Park. Well if they meet with
as much success as the 'cyclists have in
their demands, it will be a considerable
period of time after ''the robins nest
again," before they will have to don a
new design of a pie-plate badge to pass
the gray minions of the law at the gates.

To 'cyclists,the building ofcommodious
rinks throughout the country, has been
a great boon ; not only does it afford them
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a place for keeping in condition for

spring road work, but gives to many
smaller clubs a place for , meeting and
drilling not heretofore possessed by them
the beneficial results of which will be,

evident by the improved appearance of

riding and drill form at the L. A. W.
meet at Buffalo.

The many rinks throughout the coun-
try, and the large number of wheelmen
who frequent them, has led managers to

present many bicycling attractions. The
consequenee is that many professionals

both good and bad have found a field

opened for them to exhibit their skill in

a manner pecuniarily beneficial to them,

and as an aid of no mean note towards

securing new recruits to the already large

army of wheelmen throughout the coun-
try. *»h f fit , « I

Thirty-nine j oung society ladies in

Philadelphia lately organized an athletic

club. Everything went merry as a mar-

riage bell, and nothing could be merrier

than that in any female association, un-

til the question arose as to whether a

private skating rink should constitute

part ofthe equipment of their gymnasium,
On this point the , wise and foolish

virgins differed, but upon a vote being

taken, the foolish virgins were defeated

by a majority of eleven votes, and in con-

sequence their wiser sisters are much
elated.

Last evening at the assembly of the

Pacific Skating Club, a gold medal val-

ued at $50 was presented to W. D.

Wilmot, the great cyclist, as a token of

esteem. Mr. Wilmot, has been very

successful in his visit here, having per-

formed a week at the Sutter-Street, one
at the Pavilion, one at the Oakland and
one at the Mission rinks, and three suc-

cessive weeks at Woodware's Gardens.

He is the only person who ever rode

on a single wheel on this Coast. He
will now make a tour of the rinks in

California.
;

'

It seems .entirely beyond the compre-

hension of the ordinary rollist, that a

man can become a professional in one

branch of athletics, and in consequence

.loses his amateurship in all others.

Owing to this wrong impression many
wheelmen are of the idea that as long as

they refrain from breaking the L. A. W.
racing rules, that they are amateurs no

matter whether they play polo or race

against professionals or not ; but, alas,

too late will they learn to the contrary,

when the far reaching arms of the league

reach out and cast them forth from the

amateur ranks.'

William Donovan, winner ofthe roller

skating race, accompanied by his backer

Tom. Davis, and his trainer, Happy
Jack, walked into the " Turf, Field and

Farm" office last Monday afternoon.

They had come from Elmira to make
arrangements for another race with Mr.

Lenneth A. Skinner of Boston. Mr.

Skinner was present. He is a com-

pactly built athlete of 24 years, weighs

150 pounds, stands 5 feet 9 inches, has

dark eyes, hair, and moustache-, and a

clear, healthy complexion. Taken all

together, he is a handsome young man,

with the quiet air of a student. He is

very fast, strong and enduring on rollers,

and is looked upon as fully able to go

severalhundred miles beyond Donovan's

record of 1,092 miles. Donovan ap-

peared thin and pale, but his eyes were

clear, his health good, and he was fast

recovering from, the wearing effects of

fhis great sace..

Skinner and Donovan signed articles

of agreement to make a race of 142
hours on roller skates, for a private stake
of $1,000 a side and a sweepstake of
$100 each, the sweepstakes open to all

under the articles of agreement,; the
race to take place in this city in May,
date and place to be named hereafter

;

the winer to take 70 per cent., and trophy
(if any), second man 20 per cent, and
third man 10 per cent., of the stakes,
the gate receipts, after expenses are
paid, to be divided as follows : First

man, 50 per cent, second, 20; third, 12;
fourth, 8 ;

fifth, 4 ; and so on ; no con-
testant making less than 900 miles to
share in the gate receipts.

To be sold half price a beautiful tri.

,

With a beautiful corpse lying close by,
Beautiful mud in a beautiful hat,

Beautiful head smashed out flat.

Beautiful C. T. C. badge on breast,
Beautiful skirt, and all the rest,

Beautiful gloves, and beautiful cap,
Its beautifully cheap, and there ! that's flat

!

She met her fate by flying a hill.

Beautiful cropper, beautiful spill.

Beautiful road ; fell on her head

;

Beautiful smash ; and picked up—dead.

The Barney & Berry Roller Skates. I SECOND ANNUAL RACE MEETING

UNEXCELLED IN DESIGN,

UNSURPASSED IN CONSTRUCTION,

UNEQUALLED IN MERIT,

UNRIVALLED IN EASE OF OPERATION.

Among the leading advantages of Nos. "M," "J,"
"O," and "P" of the Barney & Berry Roller Skates
may be mentioned.

1st. The oil well, an opening in journal extending
to axle, which supplies the axle, wheels and journal
hearing with oil.

2d. The use of steel springs in place of rubber, as
the latter, both from use and effects of oil, varies in
its elasticity, and when one worn-out robber is re-

moved to secure perfect action it necessitates the re-

newal of all rubbers on both skates, while springs do
not require this and retain the same amount of elas-

ticity.

3rd. Owing to simpliaity of construction these skates
are the lightest, the lowest, and run the easiest of any
roller skate in the market.

4th. The Rarney and Berry roller skate is noiseless
us compared with other skates.

5th. The centre of action coming on the axis and
angle of trucks being slight, skating on the Bar-
ney and Berry Roller Skate is similar to ice skatiug
and position or inclination of body the same, without
the bending of ankle as attended with skates whose
trucks have considerable angle and whose centre o.

action is on one side of the axis.

THE RUDGE
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES,

STRONG,

LIGHT,

and

KASY RUNNING.

T H E- R U D G E • R O A D SJSJU

SEND

FOR

CATALOGUE.

OOUBLEDRIVER CENTRALGEAR

RELIABLE

AGENTS

WANTED

THE" ROTARY TANDEM
A FEW SHOP-WORN & SECOND-HAND MACHINES AT LOW PRICES.

A FulliLineof Kangaroos Just Received.

New York Headquarters: ft R BIDWELL & Go, i East 60tH St, N. T.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

152, 154, 156 AND 158 CONGRESS STREET

BOSTON, MASS.

GEO. D. GIDEON,
' PHILADELPHIA
CYCLING BUREAU,

No. 1539 KAOE ST., -
.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Sole Philadelphia Agent for the RUDGE BICYCLES and TRICYCLES.

SEND *"OR CATALOGUE.

OF THE

Citizens Bicycle Club,

AT THE

KNICKERBOCKER
ROLLER SKATING

RINK,
AMERICAN INSTITUTE, 63fi St. anfl 3dAm

FRIDAY EVENING,

APRIL 17, 1885,

AT A QUARTER TO EIGHT.
The following events are open to all

amateurs :

ONE MILE BICYCLE—For those who
have never won a prize. Gold

Medal ist ; silver 2d.

ONE MILE CLUB CHAMPION-
SHIP—For members only. Gold

medal.

ONE MILE BICYCLE (scratch)—

Gold ' medal ist
;

Rudge racing

pedals 2d.

ONE MILE TRICYCLE—Pair of

nickeled lamps.

TWO MILE HANDICAP — Gold

medal ist ; Butcher cyclometer 2d.

ONE MILE, SAFETY BICYCLES—
40 inch wheels and under, Silver-

mounted cane.

ONE MILE TANDEM TRICYCLE
—Two medals to winning team.

ONE MILE ROLLER SKATING
RACE—Open only to members of

bicycle clubs. Prize, a pair of

nickel-plated skates.

Entrance lee $1.00 for each and

every event. Races under L. A. W.

rules. Entries close April 7th, and

should be sent to Knight L. Clapp, Sec-

retary, 280 Broadway, N. Y.

EXHIBITIONS OF FANCY RIDING AND
ROLLER SKATING, POLO ON STAR

BICYCLES BY FRAZLER & FIN-

LEY, DEMON DRILL BY THE

KINGS COUNTY WHEEL-

MEN.

After the bicycle entertainment the

floor will be given up to the audience

for

ROLLER SKATING.
GENERAL ADMISSION - 50 cents.

RESERVED SEATS, 50 cents extra.

Tickets for sale by W. C. Frazee,

Manhattan Life Insurance Co., 156

Broadway; Ira Perego, 128 Fulton St.;

George R. Bidwell & Co., 4 East 60th

St., and Wheel office, 21 Park Row,

N. Y.
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1 0,000
FOR SALE AND EXCHANGE.

APRIL 3, 1885,
Containing the Official Programme and

a full illustrated description of the

4 4

[Advertisements inserted in this column, not ex-
ceeding thirty words, nonpareil, for one dollar. An)'
subscriber can insert an advertisement free of charge
once during the year of his subscription.!

END for the " Bicycling World," of April 3, 1885.

S

THE BUFFALO SADDLE CLIP.

Fits any Backbone.

JpOR SALE.—54-inch Light Rudge Roadster, in ex-

cellent condition. Ball pedals, standard finish.

Too small for owner. Price $110. Address RUDGE,

care The Wheel, Box 444, New York.

WATCH—For the Bicycling World of April 3.

WANTED—Oue thousand subscribers for The
Wheel and the Bicycling World at $2.00 a

year. Regular price of the World, $2.00.

BICYCLE TOUR,
AND OTHER INTERESTING AETIOLES

FROM PROMINENT WHEELMEN.

A LIMITED NUMBER 0 F ADVERTISEMENTS

RECEIVED AT LOW RATES,

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,

BOX 444 - NEW YORK

FOR SALE.—My 54-inch B. H. P. Premier bicycle,
first-rate order. Liilibridge detachable handle-

bar, painted wheel, nickeled fork and backbone. Fine
mount; $100. B. B. Ayers, 56 Kinzie St., Chicago.

FOR SALE.—Cheap sundries for Star. A new
Bull and Haynes Saddle, Hil 1 and Tolman and

Peerless Automatic Alarms, and large size Bugby
Touring Bag. E. O. Winterwood, Flat Rock, Ind.

*

For Sale at a Sacrifice.

A new full-nickled 52-in. SPECIAL
SANSPAREIL ROADSTER. Never
been used. Ball pedals, hollow detach-

able handle-bar,. Eclipse Saddle, 1885
pattern. Will sell on easy terms to reli

able parties. Address
THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO

2 t Park Row, Box 444, New York.

COVENTRY 'CYCLE CO..
(LIMITED)

Whitefriars Lane,
Coventry - England.
Largest makers of first quality
BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, and

PERAMBULATORS.
Illustrated Catalogue on Appli

cation.

/ Weighs only 5 ounces.

A Necesity for Touring

With it a broken spring can instantly be replace 1.

Packs compactly for storage in saddle-bag. Indispensable to Racing 'Cyclists

and Fancy Riders.

SEND STAMP FOE CIRCULARS. PRICE, NICKLED-PLATED, POST PAID, $1.00.

BULL & HAYNES,
MANUFACTURERS OF ACCESSORIES AND DEALERS IN

BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, PARTS AND SUNDRIES
Repairing a Spbcialtt. Our facilities for doing all kinds of work, sncli as Brazing, Painting, Nickle

Plalino- &c &c at reasonable prices, are unexcelled. Correspondence Solicited. Wheels sold on the

installment plan. HERQEE HALL RTDING SCHOOL. Open evenings. Porjhasars taught free. Corner
Main and CmprKwA Strkets, Buffalo, N. Y.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion urithmit dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.

The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new
square grooved rim forms a wheel that will not buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,

driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-

my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."

The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every
machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

H. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
• Smithville. Burfirigton Co., N. J.

K rr u r 1 THE DUBYEA SADDLE.
Patentee Feb. 19, 1884.

SUBSCRIBE TO

A YEAR. A YEAR.

BOX 444

Bicycling World and The Wheel 82.OO a Year.
REGULAR PRICE OF BICYCLING WORLD $2.00.

Outing and The Wheel S3.00 a Year-
REGUJLAR PRICE OF OUTING $3.00.

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING COMPANY,
21 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

A WHEELIAFS AUTOGRAPH ALBUM !

MY CYCLING FRIENDS,
DESIGNED AND COMPILED

FOR COLLECTION OF. AUTOGRAPHS.

It is handsomely hound in cloth, with gold and
black markings.

It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three hnndred selections from the poets in regard

to the wheel

.

Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs of
cycling friends.
Three hundred Engravings illustrating each quota

tion.

PRICE ONE DOLLAR, POSTPAID

WILL C. MARTIN. Mi, Mpr.
Sole Ascent for the United States and Canada.

YOU CAN BUY A
HEW BICYCLELIGHT ROADSTER, PULL ROADSTER OE RACER

Strictly Pirst-Olass, Ball Bearings, Hollow Forks etc Nickel Paintor Enamel, Sound and Perfect,' but very slifitly siaop worn
For Less than the price of a good second

hand, low class wheel.
an opp0rtUntty to get ^ Do not loose it . Only a *tfL

C T ^nTJ5i2
e
«

rI^e PriCC liSt ana mention this p;lper.
S. T. CLARK S CO. - BALTIMORE, MD.

Style B.

Used by Hendee.jPrince,[Sellers, Hoyven, Woodside,.

Corey, Landy, Jenkins of Louisville, Brooks, Eck, Mor-

gan,Higham,Yates; also Miles,Armaindo,and Sylvester-

and all the flyers. Fits any machine, including Star

Bicycle. Special'terms to dealers.

Prices, Japanned, $3 00
;
Nickeled, $3 75

.

Sent, postage paid for, on recceipt of price.

N. Y. TOY COMPANY,
14 HOWA Kl) SX.JNEW YORK.

MISCELLANEOUS.

['Advertisements '.inserted in this department, no
over four lines nonpanel, for a y^r,]

PHfi«°4G ?' lL^-THE S?n^ WILKINSON CO.
,^ 68 Wabash Avenue, makers of Bicycle "Hose Sun-

porters. The best style made. Price per pair 35 centsby mail. Agente for the Columbia Bicycle Sendstamp for catalogu e.

P°mh^X 1E-H^?FS LUGGAGE CAR-
iL + i,™'

th e cheapest, lightest, and most conveii-S £ the
^
mcL M^ be Put in Pocket when

CH LAMSON™
8CTenty-five cents and one dollar

vS
T
^2!

L
oHvy?t

EEL c
P- o:E

- stone,manager
^a m'

1 9llve^treet
- Agents for Columbia BicvclesandTncyc es, Rudge Light Roadster, PacAe.SaSml, American Clu1>, Victor Tricycle, and all h?4

SZXS' Repairing, nickeling, aud enamel Si
For pnntedtot

m 8econd--hand wheels. Sen!

WILLIAM G. SCRIBNER
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles ai Accessories.

S TheIS T
-
°lark & C° ' *&%>£w&

Riding school attached. ViaitoKiJ* v-ays welcome

1,108-1,116 E. Street, Nj W„
WASHINGTON, D. O



THE WHEEL.
FOR BARGAINS

SECOND-HAND BICYCLES
SKE THE PHIOE LISTS OP

H. B. HART,
No, 811 Arch St., Pliila., Pa.

Liists free on application. Name this Paper.

FREE for TRIAL,
HANOVER'S. SPECIFO. An unfailing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility and Weakness, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor., Nervous Prostration, Hysteria,
or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, overwork,
abuses of alcohol, tobacco, &c. (Ower forty thousand
positive cures/)

(gP*"Send 10c. postage on trial bpx of pills. Ad-
dress HANOVER REMEDY CO.,

Lock box 584. Chicago, 111.

COLUMBIA
CYCLES.

STANCH AND RELIABLE ROADSTERS.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
NEWARK, N.

J..

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

Lamps, Luggage Carriers, Star

Cyclometer, Bags, Saddles and parts for

both Cranks and Star Machines.

Makers of the Celebrated Safety Step

for the Star Bicycle.

DIFFICULT REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.

Riding School and Roller Skating Rink.

Send Stamp for catalogue.

JVHEEL_ SONGS.

POEMS OF BICYCLING,
BV S. CONANT FOSTER.

most sumptuous book devoted to the wheel yet

published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.
an elegant quarto volume of 80 pages,

bound in blue silk cloth, with side

stamp in gilt and silver.

Price, $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.

ADDRESS,

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.

21 PARK ROW,
Bo* 444,! New York.

In 1883 there we according to the care-

ful report and tabled i) Mr. Hazlett, seventy

successful' participa „<n all-day runs of one

hundred miles and upwards, with bicycles

and tricycles, on American roads ; and they

covered in all 7,773.47 miles—an average of

111.5 miles in the day each. We find that

fifty-six per cent, of the machines used were

Columbias, and over fifty-five per cent, of the

distance covered was done on Columbias ; and

further, that of those who rode more than the

average distance more than sixty per cent,

were on Columbias, and that those riding

above one hundred and ten miles, and on

Coiumbias, made the fastest rates of speed and

the shortest riding times, and that the two

longest distances, each two hundred and one-

sixteenth miles, were made on Columbias.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
After long and careful experiments with five different speed and power tricycle attachments in different forms

we have completed one which seems to us satisfactory, and have it ready in sufficient numbers to supply it on our

new machines, and to any Columbia Tricycle.

The COLUMBIA POWER-GEAR is of simple construction ; is applied to the crank-shaft ; is operated by a

handle, easily accessible, at the left hand of the rider as he sits on the tricycle ; is certain and effective in its ope-

ration j reduces the speed, and so increases the power for hill climbing about one-third, and is made

of thi finest material and with the finest workmanship, and. so as to avoid all unnecessary added friction by

its use.

PRICE OF COLUMBIA TRICYCLE, . . . $160.

WITH POWER GEAR, . . . . . 180.

The Uolumbia Power-Gear Will be Applied to any Columbia Tricycle at Our Factory, Hartford, Conn,, for $25.

SEND STAMP FOR ILLUSTRATED 36-PAGE CATALOGUE.

The Pope Manufacturing Company.
Principal Office, 597 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

BRANCH HOUSE, 12 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK.

THE PERFECTION HEATER.
(patent applied fob,)

FQR CEMENTING RUBBER TIRES.

EVERY WHEELMAN SHOULD HAVE ONE, AS IT SAVES TIME AND MONET

Lamp and fall directions for dementing a Rubber Tire, sent post paid to any part of the United

States or Canada on receipt of

Price, - - - v " " S1.00
FOR SALE BY DEALERS, OR SEND TO THE MANUFACTURERS.

G. R. BIDWELL & CO.,

DEALERS IN BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, &c,
4 EAST 60th STREET, NEW YOEK.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.
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COMBINATION OFFERS.

Bicycling World and TheWheel, $2.00ayear.

Outing and The Wheel, . . $3.00 a year.

Single Copies, .... Five cents.

Subscription Price, - - One dollar a year.

Clubs op Six, - Five dollars.

European Subscriptions, - - Five shillings.

Published every Friday morning, by

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Box 444, 21 Park How, N. Y.,

and entered at the Post-Office at second-class rates.

TO SUBSCRIBERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.
Subscribers must be particular "to notify the Pub-

lishers promptly of any change in their address. If
they do not receive their paper regularly it is on this
account.

Contributors and correspondents will please sepa-
rate general correspondence to the Editor from mat-
ter intended for publication. Always sign (confiden-
tially) full name and address, with nom de plume, as
no attention is paid to anonymous contributions.
Write only on one side of the sheet, and have all

communications sent in by Monday morning at the
latest.

All matters relating to subscriptions or advertise-

ments, and all business connected with The Wheel
should be addressed to the Company. Make ail

checks and money orders payable to The 'Cycling
Publishing Company. We cannot use stamps other

than the two or one cent issue.

The Oshkosh (Wis.) Bi. Club has

been disbanded by vote of the members.

Franch Gorrecht, of Lancaster coun-
ty, Pa., has a road record of 14,000
miles.

The Troy "Weekly News" contains

an excellent and original'cycling column
weekly.

The Ixion Club will hold its annual

road race, distance 50 miles, on Decora-
tion Day.

The lists of members added to the L.

A. W. have greatly deteriorated in num-
bers of late.

A great deal of "kicking" has been

done lately in the larger clubs, over the

change in the League year.

Don't clean the oil hole of your bear-

ings with your own tooth brush, always

borrow some other fellow's.

C. A. Hazlett, of Portsmouth, has a

road record of r 8,000 miles for the past

six years,an average of 3,000 per season.

It is said that L. D. Copeland, the

inventor of the steam bicycle, will

shortly exhibit the same in Eastern cit-

ies.

The Buffalo Club are preparing for

the League meet in July, and will prob-

ably make it the most successful ever

held.

The race meeting of the St. Louis

Ramblers Bi. Club will be held May 23.

Valuable prizes are offered for the many
•vents.

The number of participants in the

eastern division of the " Big Four," tour

has been limited to 25 ; 17 are already

enrolled.

\V. D. Wilmot, now in San Francisco,

has sent out photographs showing the

very difficult positions he assumes in

fancy riding.

Mr. H. R. Bryan, the Hudson River

convoy B. F. T. was in town last Sun-
day. He reports considerable progress

in wheeling matters.

The Citizens Club have had the good
luck to secure W. S. Maltby for an ex-

hibition of fancy riding at their race

meeting April 17, 1885.

The Ixion Club issue a list of their

members every month upon a card of

convenient size. The officers and com-
mittees are also specified.

Vaseline mixed with St. Jacobs oil

makes the best remedy for bruises re-

ceived from headers that we know of.

Experience was our teacher.

Mr. Wm. B. Youngman has been vin-

dicated of the charge of professionalism

appearing in the columns of the " Wheel
and Globe," by the Racing Board.

Hal Greenwood gave an exhibition

of fancy riding on a star, at St. Louis,

last Friday, and successfully rode down
a flight of steps built from the stage.

The one-half mile national champion-
ship has been placed with the Ohio divi-

sion, and will be run for at their tourna-

ment July 20 and 21, ar Springfield, O.

There will be a mile novices race,

one mile and two miles scratch races at

the race meeting of the Young America
Cricket Club at Stenton, May 2, 1885.

The Danbury Wheel Club was organ-
ized in New Haven on March 5, from
the ashes of the old 'Cycle Club. The
organization will join the League in a

body.

New Hampshire was the first State in

which a division of the L. A. W.
was formed. The Rockingham Bi. Club
will be entitled to first place in the
parade.

Prince and Morgan, who have been
antagonistic for a long time, have at last

become friends, and will hereafter travel

together. Morgan will act as Prince's

manager.

A good ride for a wheelman who
wants renown as a tourist, is from New
York to Tallahassee or Jacksonville,

Florida. We believe it has never yet

been attempted.

Harry Leeming has been discharged

by the court on the charges of embez-
zlement brought against him by D.

Rudge & Co. while Leeming was in

America with Sellers.

" Wheeling " gives Karl Kron's book
a boom in its latest issue. He should

receive double the subscribers he al-

ready has from England, if wheelmen
are as enthusiastic as is reported.

One of the Minneapolis papers has

announced that the five-mile amateur
contest at the race meeting of the Citi-

zens Wheel Club, was run for a purse

of $50. Here is another case for the

Racing Board.

Miss Annie Sylvester has at last, after

long practice, succeeded in riding single

wheel, with everything detached except

pedals, handle-bar, and forks. She is

the first female who ever accomplished
this difficult feat.

The Kings County Wheelmen at their

annual meeting, forty-two members pre-

sent, voted to support the ticket headed
by Edward F. Hill, of Peekskill, for

chief consul for the New York State

election of the L. A. W.

The membership in the Big Four
Tour Association is limited to twenty-

five from each division. The list is rap-

idly filling up, and there will be appa-
rently no difficulty in reaching the limit.

In fact the scramble for places has al-

ready begun.

Lost, strayed or stolen, a pair of nick-

eled skates, on the evening of February

25. Won by Otis on a Facile, second
and last man in one mile club race of

K. C. W. tournament of that date.

Wanted, information regarding where-
abouts of same.

We have it from very reliable author
ity that the Toronto Wanderers have
voted to withdraw in a body from the

Canadian Wheelman's Association. As
this is the largest single club its loss

is very great. The Wanderers will prob-
ably join the League in a body shortly.

A new club was organized at the ex-

position roller rink, Minneapolis, on
the 9th, L. E. Kittson being elected

president, Capt. Chas. Parker first lieu-

tenant, and J. H. Hurst secretary and
treasurer. Twelve wheelmen were pres-

ent. On the 10th the club gave a drill

at the rink. The style of uniform has
not yet been decided upon.

If a supply of "gall" makes a suc-

cessful sheet, then indeed must the
"'Cycling Times," of London, be a pay-

ing publication. In its issue of March
3 it produces " He Was a Fixture," from

the pen of " Georgius," originally pub-

lished in The Wheel. The enterpris-

ing editor advertises the same, in his

circulars, as a fragment, and all without

a word of credit.

At the annual meeting of the Kings
County Wheelmen held March 20, the

retiring board of officers were re-elected,

without exception, all but the vice-

president and treasurer being elected

unanimously. These two offices were
won by small majorities amid some
friendly excitement. The club is in an
enviable, flourishing, and healthy condi-

tion, and quartered in their new club
rooms at 159 Clymer street, which are

fast approaching completion.

For the benefit of our many lady
readers, we reproduce the following from
Violet Lome in " Wheel Life "

:

"Sailor hats of straw—perhaps the pre-
tiest and most piquant style for sum-
mer wear—do not by any means suit

every style. When it is becoming, it

is irresisitable ; when it is not, like the
little girl in the nursery ballad, " it is

horrid." A shady straw hat, covered
with white Indian muslin, is most com-
fortable wear for a cloudless still sum-
mer day, but, of course, is hardly suita-

ble for touring."

And now the anonymous parties who
circulated a ticket headed by J. R. Tor-
rance some time ago have found that
said ticket was defective, and have sent
around another with this information :

" If vote has been mailed, correct it im-
mediately by sending the ' enclosed,
strictly following the corresponding sec-
retary's directions." Our Trojan friends
should remember that the rule hereto-
fore has been that a vote once cast can
not be recalled. The indications are
that the " Hill " ticket will be carried
by a verj large majority.

They met at a 'cycling dance. She
was young and more than passing fair,

and he loved her with all the ardor of his
Oriental passions. He asked if she
was fond of 'cycling and understood it,

and she looked up and answered in her
pretty prattling way, " Oh ! yes, I love it,

and understand all about it, and so does
pa, for he is writing such a clever article

on reverential bearing !" It was not un-
til they had put leeches to his temples,
and piled large slabs of Wenham Lake
ice on his fevered brow, that a sad and
mournful man grasped the idea that she
would have said " defferential gearing,"
had she only known how.
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The " Bicycling News " says that the

following is briefest poem on record:
Canto one. Canto two.

Boy Gun
Gun Bust

Joy Boy
Fun Dust.

We contest the claim, however, and be-
lieve one of our contributors is entitled

to the palm, producing in a moment of

inspiration these lines :

" Little boy bought a wheel,"
" Little boy no more will " feel."

"It's a singular thing," remarked
our Charles, the other day, " that in

every bicycle race I have ever known,
one of the contestants was a mechanic,"
"Oh, pshaw! That's absurd!" ex-

claimed Dan, our sweeper. "Well,"

replied Charles, with the digni-

ty necessary to our foreman, " one of

them always forges ahead, and it takes

n pretty good mechanic to forge a head
don't it? " The swish of Dan's broom,
the clicking of a hammer and the rasp-

ing of a file was the only reply, as the
work was resumed.

When Dr. Beckwith was chosen chief

consul of New York, his leading oppo-
nent was Dr. A. G. Coleman, and there

was a difference of only seven votes be-
tween them. And now Dr. Coleman's
friends are pressing him for the position.

New York seems to be favored with
good men for the chief consulship, and
with a choice between Messrs. Torrance,
Hill, and Tolman, they are sure to get

a good man.—[Bi. World.
Stuff and nonsense. When Dr. Beck-

with was elected chief consul of New
York State in 1883 he received 166
votes and A. G. Coleman 2. When he
was re-elected in 1884, he received 254
votes and A. G. Coleman 15. The
" World " should wake up.

President N. M. Beckwith has been
looking up a League uniform with ex-

cellent results. A contract will be made
to furnish a special cloth, which from
the sample seen is guaranteed to wear
like iron, and from the color is "dust
proof." Official tailors will be appointed
as soon as the cut is settled upon, and
photographs will be prepared, so that

individuals who prefer to have their uni-

forms made by their own tailor can do
so. We advise all League members
and clubs who think of a new uniform
to wait until arrangements are perfected
for what promises to be a very elegant
riding suit. Cap and stockings will also

be furnished. There is no reason why
the League should not have as fine an
outfit for its members as the C. T. C.

" My subscription list, this Monday
noon," writes Karl Kron, March 23,
" stands at 2,606, and, in spite ot my
expressed indifference about receiving

any cash before ' X. M. Miles on a Bi.'

is really in existence, no less than 64 of

my supporters have handed in their little

dollars in advance. On Thursday last I

made a contract with the secretary of

the Photo-Gravure Company, of 853
Broadway, to supply 5,000 heliotype's

of my bull-dog's portrait, to face the

title-page of the book, and if these prove
to be as lifelike as the original ambro
type of the blessed animal (taken in

1858, 'when he was two and I was
twelve '), I am sure that every shoulder-

hitter and bartender in America will

want to buy the volume simply for the

sake of securing the picture."

A huge joke was played on some o
the trustful members of the Ixion Club
lately. Egan, the ex -president and Owl,
was the perpetrator. About ten of the

aforesaid members were sitting around
the fire in the club room, when Egan
came in with a sober face, and sat down.
He suddenly said, "By the way, boys,

how would you like to take in Tony
Pastor's to-night. I have an order for a
box signed by Tony, but I can't go, as

I have an appointment." Of course the
' boys " eagerly answered that it would
suit them, such a luxury not being gen-

eral. The order was procured after a
good deal of unnecessary searching by
the jokist, from his pocket-book, and
submitted to the fellows who were going

to take it in. Well, they went. We
are now wondering if we shall attend

Egan's funeral, for he probably met his

victims last night.

St Louis correspondence: My pre-

diction that the "Kangaroo" would
grow quickly into favor, has been too

quickly fulfilled. The Simmons Hard-
ware Company sold all they got almost
immediately, and are now taking orders

ahead for stock to be here soon. The
Boston agents for this wheel say that the

mand for them is something quite un-

precedented in their experience. They
gave what they considered a liberal order

for a new machine which had to be in-

troduced to the American market, and
their stock is altogether inadequate to

the demand even thus early in the sea-

son. Tho "Kangaroo" is an exceed-
ingly taking machine. It is not only

safe and convenient, but very "speedy."

Mr. Jack Rogers, tried it on the asphal-

tum last week, and Mr. Beckers, who is

a very fast rider, following to see what
sort of speed it made, found it impos-
sible to overtake Rogers.

The race meet of the Scranton (Pa.)

Bi. Club was held March 18. There
was a good attendance, as the affair was
worked up considerably before it came
off. The entree of wheelmen was the

initial event, about twenty-five appear-

ing in line. The club drill of the Scran-

ton Club then followed, and received a

good deal of applause. The mile race

for the rink championship was won by
Harry Tincker in 3.59, and J. R. Schla-

ger the mile tricycle m 4.30. J. R.
Parrott, of the Scranton Club, gave an
exhibition of fancy riding, which was re-

ceived with favor by the audience. J.

J. Van Nort and D. W. Seism were en-

tered for the Kangaroo one-mile race,

won by the former in 3.42. The half

mile one leg race was captured by the

same party. Harry Tincker was the

winner of the two-mile race in 7.21.

Parrott came out as the winner of the

sixty yards slow race,in competition with

D. W. Ivison. H. C. Wallace, on a bi-

cycle, floored Willie De Munn on
skates in about four minutes, though
the time was not officially taken. A
hop followed the races, under the man-
agement of J. F. Seigh, and ran off

smoothly. The success of the entire

affair was much due to the recently

elected offiers of the club, as follows

:

Geo. Sanderson, Jr., president ; Geo. A.

Jessup, vice-president
\ J. J. Van Nort,

secretary; A. J. Kolp captain ; F. D.

Watts, treasurer ; B. P. Connolly, first

lieutenant; Geo. B. Jermyn, second
lieutenant

;
Harry Filmore, C. C. Conk-

lin, buglers
; J. R. Schlager, guide ; D.

Webster Seism, color-bearer; E. B.

Sturges, club counsel.

THE ROADS AROUND NEW
YORK.*

BY KARL KRON.

A very long and tiresome ascent, how-
ever, does confront the rider who starts

northward from the creek by the old

route, which was the only practicable

one until the recent macadamization of

Broadway at Mosholu. Turning sharply

to the left when he leaves Kingsbridge,

he will cross the railway tracks after

after about 40 rods of rough macadam,
and then turn to the right, up the long

hill of Riverdale avenue, whose top is a

mile and a half from the bridge. If he
can keep his saddle for the first thirty

rods of the climb, he need not stop short

of the summit (for the upper grades are

gentler), and he may thence continue
without dismount for two miles, to Mt.
St. Vincent, though some of the inter-

mediate slopes are steep enough to make
the novice groan. On the descending
grade of this hill, he should turn to the

right into Valentine's lane, before de-

scribed, if he wishes to reach the maca-
dam of Broadway, and he may recognize

the lane as forming the northern boun-
dary of the grounds that slope down-
ward from a large public building of red
brick, upon the crest of the hill. Here
the northward tourist sees the Hudson
for the first time after leaving 1 55th street,

and he also gets his first' view of Yonkers.
Instead of turning into the lane, he may
keep straight on for a mile and a half,

to the centre of the city, though the soft

spots in the road will probably cause"

more than one dismount. The ancient

Manor House, which serves as a city hall

and which is one of the very few historic

structures of America having a record
of more than two centuries, stands here
at the corner of Dock street, fronting on
Warburton avenue, though this is simply
a prolongation for a mile in a perfectly

straight line, of the less straight River-

dale avenue, which crosses the outlet of

the Sawmill river, just before reaching
Dock street. From the end of the ride-

able sidewalk of Warburton avenue,
which terminates abruptly in the north-

ern outskirts of the town, one must
walk up-hill for a half-mile through the

woods to reach Broadway, passing a
spring of good drinking water from this.

I have never descended this hill to War-
burton avenue, though I think it would
have to be walked ; but the views which
may be had of die Hudson and the

Palisades, when riding along the avenue,
repay an occasional choice of this lower
route by the river.

The route from the centre of Yonkers,
through Nepperhan avenue, northeast-

ward, is a smoothly macadamized one
as far as the first road which crosses it

beyond the aqueduct arch. The tourist

should follow this road down to the

right, for one block, to the cemetery,

where he will turn left up the Sawmill
river road. On the 17th of December,
1884, my first dismount on my first trial

of this route was caused by a hill which
is three miles and a half from the Getty
House ; but I did much walking on the

three miles between that hill and Ash-
ford (where I struck the macadam lead-

ing back to Broadway at Dobbs Ferry),

though, at a more favorable season, I

presume the whole circuit might be cov-

ered, in either direction, without a stop.

The tour between these parallel and
heavily wooded range of hills must surely

be a very pleasant one to take in spring

or early summer, and the Tuckahoe road
leading eastward across Central avenue,

to the village of that name, and Yonkers
avenue leading similarly to Mt. Vernon,
both seemed smooth enough to tempt
me to explore them, on the day I have
mentioned, in spite of the warning snow-
flakes. I have been assured that fairly

rideable roads connect both Tuckahoe
and Mt. Vernon, with the east-side thor-

oughfare along the Sound, which I have
already described, and I have no doubt
that there are many other routes well

worth exploring in this terminal triangle

of Westchester county, whose base line

I have drawn at the road connecting

Port Chester with Tarrytown. Never-

theless the famous macadamized turn-

pike, parallel to the shore of the river,

which forms the west side of this tri-

angle, will always make the strongest

appeal to the bicycler at the outset of

his touring in the metropolitan district.

Alongside it stand the country castles of

our merchant princes, the rural palaces

of our railroad barons, and the more
modest mansions of other wealthy people

who are wise enough to understand that

no amount of architectural magnificence

can avail to " found a permanent family

residence in America " or to prevent un-

sentimental heirs from knocking it down
with an auctioneer's hammer as soon as

the opulent originator has been safely

stowed away under the sod. The first

notable roadside residence, which the

tourist northward from Yonkers may be

presumed to have some curiosity about,

is less than a mile above the place where

the cross-road from the terminus of War-
burton avenue joins Broadway, and it

comes into full view, standing on a knoll

to the west, as the rider twists around
the crest ot a short hill, and enters the

straight, sloping stretch which it faces

upon. Its name " Greystone " describes

the material of this long-fronted, angular
"bachelor's hall" belonging to the man
who has a unique place in history be-
cause he is the only one ever elected to

the Presidency of the United States, dur-

ing our century under the Constitution,

who failed to be President, in fact.

Half a mile above the churches in Irving-

ton, at the first crossroad, if one turns

toward the river a similar distance, he
may reach "Sunnyside," the former resi-

dence of Washington Irving, and "Lynde •

hurst," Jay Gould's castellated man-
sion of white limestone, is next but one
to the north of " Sunnyside." About

"

half way between Irvington and Dobbs
Ferry, or somewhat nearer the latter,

on the eastern slope, stands the house of

Cyrus W. Field, who is popularly ranked
with the owners of " Lyndehurst " and
" Greystone " as having amassed millions

by " developing " the elevated railway

of the city ; but who deserves a higher

rank than they in the world of wheeling,

by reason of his having caused that mile

of smooth macadamized roadway to be
built from Ashford station to the Hud-
son.

Instead of ascending the Riverdale

hill to the right, after crossing the rail-

road tracks west of Kingsbridge, I once
explored the region to the left (Dec. 18,

j 883,) when a thin film of frozen snow
covered the road, which might prove
fairly good in summer. It winds along

close to the railway, crossing it twice by
bridges, (near the point of the Wagner
train accident, whose horrors were then

fresh in public memory,) and ends in a

little less than a mile, at Spuyten Duyvil
station. From here, a venturesome
tourist might possibly scramble across

the tier of the railroad bridge, and up
the heights to the road which leads to
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Tubby Hook ; but I preferred to turn

about and ascend a long hill, by a wind-
ing road through the woods, mostly ride-

able, in spite of the snow, until I entered
Riverdale avenue at a little less than a

mile above the railroad crossing. The
distance from the station to the point of

entering the avenue was a mile and a
half, and the entire circuit thus amount-
ed to about three miles and a quarter.

A barn-like structure devoted to the

sale of " wood and coal, hay and oats
"

stands at the point on the avenue where
the road for Spuyten Duyvil , branches

off through the woods. Between this

point and Mt. St. Vincent there are two
smooth roads which branch westward to

the river, and connect with each other

at the station and settlement called

Riverdale ; and a detour way will be
made through them, for the sake of the

view. The map shows a road extend-

ing from this station, for about three-

quarters of a mile, parellel to Riverdale
avenue, until it joins the same at Mt.
St. Vincent, and it probably offers good
riding, though I have never chanced to

make exploration there.

Tanytown lies on a certain famous
twelve-mile stretch of the Hudson which
is called the Tappan sea, because it has
a breadth of more than two miles for

nearly all that distance. The voyage
by ferry to Nyack, which lies directly

opposite on the west shore, is therefore,

a not insignificant one, and the smooth
road southward along side that shore to

Piermont offers as pleasant a three-mile

spin as a wheelman's heart can wish for.

Thence he must turn inland to Sparkill

(i^-m.), Tappan (i^m.). Closter (4m.),

Tenafiy (4m.) and Englewood (2-^m.),

and be content to do most of his riding

—and a good deal of walking—on the

side-paths ofrather sandy and hilly roads.

It took me four hours to cover the thir-

teen miles, on the 26th of May, 1882,
when the track was probably in average
condition

;
though the bright spring

weather made even slow progress a
pleasure (if indeed, it did not invite me
to be slow), and I stopped a good while

to stare at the sunken-roofed store house
near the hotel in Tappan, where the

luckless Major Andre was jailed, a cen-

tury ago, before being executed on the

adjacent eminence, which has since car-

ried the name of Gallows hill, and
which must reach pretty close to the

State line of New Jersey. A macada-
mized road connects Englewood with
Fort Lee (5m.), whence ferryboat may
be taken across to 130th street, just a
short distance from the Boulevard. I

have tried this route in the opposite

direction only. Walking up-hill for a
half-mile from the dock, (though most
or all of this might be ridden,) I mount-
ed at the fork in the road, and went
without stop for two miles, to a point
beyond the great Palisade Hotel, since

burned — whence a broad roadway
stretches in a straight line to Englewood
(2^-m.). The last half of this may be
coasted continuously, but I should think

the ascent could hardly be made with-

out stop.

The obstacle which forces the tourist

coming down the west side of the Hud-
son to turn inland at Piermont is the
Palisades, " which is a name applied to

a long, perpendicular, apparently col-

umnal wall, that extends in an unbroken
line thither from Fort Lee (20m.), rising

directly from the water's edge. This
wall is nearly uniform in altitude for the
greater part of the distance, though it

varies from 300 to 560 feet in height

;

but it is narrow, being in some places

not more than three-quarters of a mile

wide. Its top is singularly even, afford-

ing a long, narrow table -land, upon
which there is a scant growth of trees.

The air is salubrious, and the prospects

are superb,—the opposite low verdant

shore, for a long distance to the north,

affording a charming picture." (Apple-
ton's Dictionary of New York, p. 166.)

From the site of the burned hotel, a dirt

road extends northward through the

woods of this remarkable ridge to Alpine

(5m.) opposite Yonkers, which may be
reached by ferry, and perhaps the path
is prolonged even to Piermont; but I

presume that the bicycler who tried it

would do more walking than riding.

The descent to Fort Lee had better not

be coasted in summer time, on account
of the crowds which frequent the hotel

there. Southward from Fort Lee one
may ride along the shore without stop

for nearly two miles, when he may turn
up the hill at Edgewater, or he may con-

tinue along it for another mile to Shady
Side, where he has a second chance to

ascend, or he may ride still another two
miles to Weehawken, and there walk up
the hill. This is opposite 59th street,

though the ferryboat runs to 42d street,

and Fort Lee is opposite 155th street,

though its ferry, in like manner, lands
the passenger a half-mile lower down.
By good luck, the five miles may be rid-

den in either direction without stop ; but
the last half of the road has little to

recommend it, and as its surface and
surroundings increase in badness the

nearer one gets to Weehawken, the

southward bound traveler would do well

to climb the hill either at Edgewater or

Shady Side.

*This is to be reprinted as a part of the
eighth chapter of 1

1

Ten Thousand Miles on a
Bicycle" (12nio, 400 pages, gilt-top, heliotype
frontispiece), to be published by Karl Kron,
at the University Building, Washington Scpiare,

New York, in June nest, or as soon as 3,000
subscribers are pledged at $1 each. The
price of the volume for subsequent purchasers
will be $1.50. The canvass was begun in The
Wheel of January 25, 1884, and the number
of subscriptions now enrolled is 2,615, repre-

senting upwards of 600 different towns. The
first part of Chapter VIII. (descriptive of the
roads on Manhattan Island and of the east
side routes from Harlem river to Port Chester)
willappear in nextmonth's issue of the "Spring-
field Wheelmen's Gazette." The Wheel of
March 13 also printed a four-column extract
from the same chapter.

MARYLAND BICYCLE CLUB,
THIRD ANNUAL DINNER.

When forty odd members of the Mary-
land get together the happenings are

very sure to make the occasion memo-
rable, and the third annual banquet late-

ly held at the Carrollton Hotel was not

an exception.

The menu embraced all the world-

famed delicacies of the Maryland larder,

with the accompanying French titled

dishes indigenous to the balance of our

country.

I do hope the blessed day is nearing

when an English speaking man can sit

down to the table in a hotel in an Eng-
lish speaking country and select his

meal from an English reading bill of

fare.

I have often thought those French
phrases are used to disguise the misera-

ble cooking. When a person orders

spring lamb and the waiter brings him
a dish labelled " la. fille' de monsieur
muttong," he silently eats it, and
thinks his taste is out of sorts. But it

is usually monsieur, the goat himself, he
is eating and not his offspring. And
when they bring him something called

" Pot pourri de vceuf," etc., etc., he grins

and bears it. If he knew he was eating

the national dish of hash and poor

WESTERN TOOTS IN RE
THE PROFESSION."

WASHINGTON, D. C.
,
CINCINNATI, O.

,
CHICAGO,

ILLS., AND GALVESTON, TEX., PAPEES
PLEASE COPT.

There was oncea great blower called "Spokes,"
Who considered all amateurs mokes :

But he tackled a " greaser,"

With his epithet teaser,

And travels no more on his looks.

A swaggering Prince, on his muscle.
Told a Galveston cow-boy to hustle.
And beat him with horses,
Which were full of e;c-does—

•

The '

' boy " made him get up and dustle.

Armaindo and Eck, pride of the profession,
Once attempted to cut,

And join the procession
To Havana,
But,
On the earnest appeal,
Of mine host arid his bill,

Decided to skip to Savannah.

Willy, Wolly Woodside,
So innocent and free,

Squarest of the bleeders

—

The dear fraternity •

Once raced and broke the record.
On a windy city track,

Though the papers wouldn't have it,

And wished he'd broke his back.

NOEB.

hash at that, do you think he would play

martyr? Probably I am not pat on the

French expressions. I don't care to be.

When I have a card thrust to me I ig-

nore it and tell the waiter I want hash,

or pork and beans, or beef or hominy
and duck, according to the state of my
finances, I have wandered away from
my subject, but I have ventilated a long

stifled grievance and feel easier and trust

some hotel keepers I know will read it.

At the conclusion of the eatables the

warm, invigorating coffee was brought
on, and its genial influence was soon
perceptible through the cigar smoke.
After a few moments of general conver-

sation, toast-master S. T. Clark rapped
for order, and in his usual graceful way
announced the regular toasts, which
were :

" The Maryland Bicycle Club,"

Captain E. R. Jones ;
" The L. A. W.,"

Chief Consul James Thompson • " The
Club Kicker," Treasurer E. P. Hayden

;

" The C. T. C," City Consul William

Spurgeon ; "The Tourist," B. B. Lynch;
"The Press," Oscar Wolff; "Our Ab-
sent Members," Secretary A. C. Kenly.

After the regular toasts impromptu
responses were made by various gentle-

men. Our captain, in responding to

his toast, ormed our line at the starting

point of the club's career, and giving

the signal to mount we wheeled over the

old remembered road. Acting as our
guide, he pointed out the landmarks of

our history. Behold us as we start, a

little band of thirteen, way up in the

desolate mountain regions of poverty.

The word is given to mount and for-

ward. The grades are steep, the road
is rough, but we falter not, though the

pulling is hard. Some drop by the way,

but others come to take their place.

Onward we move, our number always

increasing. Finally the last ridge is sur-

mounted, and now we go coasting down
the smooth road, in and through the

smiling valley of prosperity. A club

that is proud of its name, and whose
success is due not to the work of a tew
individuals, but the efforts of a united

whole.

The Chief Consul said relative to his

toast :
" Order was nature's first law,

and the L. A; W. is America's first or-

der—of bicyclists." His remarks were

quite interesting, and his peroration, a

witty play on the names of" the club's

members, was the hit of the evening.

Our treasurer remarked that he was
afraid to say anything about kickers, for

fear of being personal, as our club for

originality of kickers and kickers of all

kinds was, in the captain's language, un-

surpassed by none. We had kickers

who kicked because they couldn't help

it. Kickers who kicked because they

couldn't do anything else. Kickers who
kicked because they were afraid if they

did not some one else would, and he
said :

" There was a kicker got full of

licker out on an all-night spree. And
the kicker got sicker and sicker, and
soon a- dead kicker was he." Mr. Lynch
told some amusing anecdotes about tour-

ing, and finished his remarks by reciting

an original poem

:

'

' With breeches short,

A -piece of court

Plaster in his pocket
Adown the valley

Did the byker sally

As the sun rose like a rocket.

'
' His eye was bright,

So was the sky

;

The sky was blue,

So was his eye.

His cheeks were red,

So was his head.

Both were considerably redder

After he'd taken a header."

There's a third verse, but we won't in-

flict it on you.

Owing to illness in his family, Mr.
Spurgeon was absent, and his toast was
drunk in silence.

Then that fellow Kenly stood up to

respond, to his, and said some trash, of

which the following are extracts :
" 'Tis

said absence makes the heart grow
fonder. . . . Ah, gentlemen, the

heart does grow much fonder of a great

many in their absence, and the absenter

the absence, the fonder the fond. . . .

To be absent is to be missed. To miss

is to be absent. Tho' the absent miss

is not necessarily the miss absent, but

she may be the miss, who having lost

one chance still had hopes, and conju-

gated the verb miss as follows : Lady,

present miss
;
regretfully, past, missed

;

hopefully, but future Mrs. . . . Let
us drink to our absent members. As
we see them not here in the flesh, let

look for them in the spirits."

I don't believe that last sentence is

original, but we all looked, and some-

how we must have seen them, for when
I looked up I saw double the number
present. Probably I haven't written

exactly what they said, but it is just as

good as what they did say. In the ab-

sence of Mr. W'olff, I, the lamb, was
called on to respond to his toast, " The
Press." There was a phenomenal out-

burst of silence when I arose. But

Henry Clay was never more equal to the

occasion. " Gentlemen," I began, smil-

ing beningly on all, " I am sorry the

Wolff is absent, so we both cannot lie

here together. But " Just then

somebody opened a jug of lemonade,

and—and—and Well, you know
what a treacherous drink lemonade is,

Secretary.

A CHALLENGE TO CANARY,
Editor op The Wheel : I hereby

challenge D. J. Canary or any unicy-

clist in the world to ride a trick and
fancy contest for $ 100 a side, each con-

testant to select a judge and they to

provide a referee, whose decision shall
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be final. This challenge will be open
for thirty days from date. Yours re-

spectfully, Will S. Maltby,

252 Washington street, Boston, Mass.

March 25, i88q.

THE SECRETARY'S LAMENT,
DEDICATED TO THE BROTHERHOOD.

Give heed, brothers of the pen, and
listen to me. Unfortunate fraternity

give ear, while I relate my woes.

Yours are identical ! By all that's fussy

and wrong-headed, yours are the same
as mine, so lend me your attention for

a few moments and I will awake a re-

sponsive chord in your sensitive breasts.

Tell me, oh, frater, is there any man
in your club who habitually opposes

every motion made before your meetings,

to your hopeless and intense exaspera-

tion ! There is in mine ; answer me, is

there not a breeder of discord in your

club, who threatens to resign at each

meeting because his league ticket hasn't

come, or his gazette is addressed wrong?

Such an one lives to pester me, and,

good friend, is there not still another

who infests your privacy with an ever-

lasting appeal for a certain number of

The Wheel, which you know in your

guilty conscience you built the fire with ?

You can always find every number but

that certain one, and he holds you per-

sonally responsible for it. Is it not so ?

Then also there is the man Avho is

learning upon that abomination of

peaceable citizens, the bugle. Oh, the

headaches you have, after listening for

four straight hours to the amateur ath-

lete who starts from the scratch to mas-

ter that instrument. Oh, the muddle

you make of your annual report while

this ambitious youth practises ; and what

deep blessings you pour upon his head

in an undertone. And have you not

implored him to
.
stop, hid the bugle,

smashed the mouth-piece, knocked the

eternal spots out of him himself with a

paper weight or an old cyclometer, all

to no avail? Have even locked both

our bugles up, and swallowed the key;

but he came right up to time with a bran

new one bought for the emergency.

Such persistence is worthy of a bet-

ter cause. Every man in our club has

a burning desire to play the bugle but

•me, and I have offered no less than 176

resolutions forbidding its use by mem-
bers inside the corporation line, which

were all ignominiously defeated but one.

That was laid on the table, and there

it lays. It is likely that it will never

be raised from its reclining position. I

spent a whole meeting night trying to

raise it, but the pressure was too great.

They say the pressure on the base of

the Washington Monument is sixteen

tons to the foot, but I think I have found

even a greater pressure than that on

this anti-bugle resolution. A hydrau-

lic jack wouldn't move it. Friends and

secretaries, is this not your experience ?

Now again, there is the man who is

" stuck" on a particular style of machine,

of which it has been your misfortune to

get a catalogue ; and when you come

around to meeting, that catalogue is on

the table as usual, showing marks of

closest study, and you put that catalogue

up, in the innocence of your heart, so

that the members may get a chance to

see the other wheel publications.

Then this member with the hobby

for a while comes and asks you for

that catalogue. You may lie to him,

and tell him you don't know where it is,

but as sure as fate he will drag down

the hateful thing and leave it on the

table again. You are on the committee
which has supervision of the club rooms,
and you come around next day to put
things in order. You put that book
away, come around next day and there

it is on the table once more. You will

bribe the club valet to remove it, and'

he will remove a lot of precious amend-
ments to the constitution instead, which
are lying over, stacking up that old cat-

alogue with the greatest nicety right in

full view. You may cry quits then, and
tack it down where everybody can see

it, but it is not likely that you will rest.

Another nuisance which trys your pa-

tience when you are taking careful min-
utes during a meeting, is the member
who persists in talking. He never knows
what is going on, and takes the attention

of everybody from the work. He
" sasses " the President. He " guys "

the Captain unmercifully, and only on
the appointment of a sergeant-at-arms

will he keep still. Brethren, bear upmy
testimony, you know it is so. Well,

then, there is another fossil sometimes
found at club meetings, and he is the

man who never says a word during the

whole session; he finds a secluded corner,

backs his chair up to it, and there he
sits. He won't even say aye, much less

no, on a question, and when a ballot is

taken, a committee must be appointed

to compel him to vote. He gives the

poor secretary the fan-tods because the

latter thinks he has some gigantic scheme
on hand which he will spring unexpect-

edly, and prolong the order of business

past midnight. However, he is harmless,

because he don't generally know enough
to make any trouble. Look at the in-

quisitve man. He is a daisey. Justi-

fiable homicide is nowhere when he is

around. Why, it would be delight un-

bounded to slaughter him, I think.

He wants to see everything that the club

has got, and if there is anything that

don't happen to be where it was last

time he raises a great big kick. I know
a secretary who keeps a revolver in his

desk for the benefit of this party, and he

will use it some day. He criticizes the

actions of the club officers in a snarling

way and ventures to assert that if he

was captain, or if he was so and so,

things wouldn't be done that way.

That is the reason he is never made
an officer. Altogether I think the poor

hard working secretaries are the most
abused of mankind. They say a good
secretary makes a good club, and I be-

lieve it is so, but I will wager that few

secretaries seek a second term. Why is

it that there are so many pro tempore
secretaries? I believe it to be because

the elect have become disgusted with

their places and find other engagements

on meeting nights, Clubs beware, there

is to be a Secretaries League Organiza-

tion soon, and then the growlers, and
grumblers, the fussers and fumers will

have to shut up or get in a club where

they don't have records to keep and
work to do. My club is free from kick-

ers, but it makes it up in buglers. Bu-
glers are nearly as bad as kickers. I

think I would rather argue with a kicker

than with a bugler, although the bugler

never talks about you behind your back;

he merely blows. There is a club of

kickers being organized in our town.

Its constitution reads as follows

:

" We, the wheelmen of Spokington,

do make and proclaim the following rules

for any body's government but our own:

"Article 1. The name of this society

shall be the Kicker's Club of Spokington,

" Art. 2. The objects of this associa-

tion are nothing in particular, except rid-

ing on pavements, keeping out of the

League, promoting an unfavorable inter-

est in bicycling and exalting the name
of its founders.

"Art. 3.The membership of this club

shall be confined to ungentlemanly

kickers over steen years of age, and shall

be limited to three, that being all the

wheelmen in Spokinton who can ride a

wheel and drink mountain dew at once.
" Art. 4. The officers ol this club shall

be all the members, and their duties

will be to oppose legitimate wheeling

and anything else that they can find to

kick on."

The balance of this remarkable doc-

ument was lost in a melee at our club

room occasioned by the rush when the

first four articles were read. I would

hate to be the secretary of that club.

Apropos of rules, here is a set of club

room regulations which I offered and
which, do you think, this outrageous

club of which I am secretary refused to

accept, by an overwhelming vote:

""i. No dudes allowed during meet-

ings.

" 2. Wheel pape rs will be locked up
while club is in session.

" 3. Members bringing dogs will

please not allow them in the wheel

room on account of the club cat, which

has an aversion for them.
"

4. Cigarettes are positively contra-

band; any member found with them in

his possesion will be fired. No smok-
ing of any kind allowed during meetings.

"
5. Two hours before meeting time

the janitor will take the club bugles

down to the corner drug store and re-

quest the proprietor to lock them in his

bugler-proof safe.

"6. Any member caught with a bugle

in his possession will be suspended, fined

admonished, slugged, or thrown out the

window, at the discretion of the secretary.

"7. On returning from a run, any
member caught lying about his record

will be thumped.
" 9. The general rules of conduct will

be governed by the revised criminal

statutes of the State of Kentucky."

I think it is a frightfully narrow

minded club that would not adopt a

simple little code of rules like that.

But they would not. I think that the

reason of it was that each member is

too fond of blowing his own horn. But
I have been blowing mine too long now,

and will accordingly give my brethren a
rest. I won't take back a single thing

that I said about the thorny path of the

secretary, either. Norb.

The resignations of M. E. Graves,

now residing in Saint Paul, Minn., and
Charles H. Schmidt were accepted.

After the meeting a collation was
served in the commodious wheel room.

*Re-elected.

Kings County Wheelmen.—The
fourth annual meeting of the K. C. W.
was held at the new club house, 159
Clymer street, when the following officers

were re-elected: Robt. F. Hibson, pres-

ident; Thos. B. Hegeman, vice-presi-

dent ; A.* C. D. Loucks, secretary ; E<
Pettus, captain; Chas. Schwalbach
treasurer ; E. F. Fisk, first lieutenant

;

F. N. Fenstermaker, second lieutenant

;

J. H. Long, color bearer ; E. Johnson,
bugler ; Mr. F. H. Douglass was re-

elected to the board of trustees to serve

four years. It was unanimously re-

solved to support for chief consul and
representative, New York State Div-
ision, L. A. W.,the ticket headed by Mr.
E. F. Hill, of Peekskill, N. Y. and re-

quests such action be published in the

The Wheel and L. A. W. " Gazette."

By giving the foregoing space in your
column you will confer a favor on the

K. C. W. and oblige,

Yours fraternally,

A. CD. Loucks, Secretary.

Randolph, N. Y.—At the annual
meeting of the Randolph Bicycle Club
the following officers were elected for

the ensuing year: President, Wm. L.

Rathbone; vice-president, Crowley
Wentworth

;
treasurer, Frank L. Seager;

secretary, Percy C. Adams
;

captain, O.
M. Jefferds; first lieutenant, Chas. C.

Thompson ; second lietuenant, F. H.
Fisher

; $5.00 was voted to Bartholdi

Statue Pedestal Fund, and transmitted

to the N. Y. "Daily World." By
unanimous vote, that part of our con-
stitution which requires every member
of our club to'join the L. A. W. was
stricken out (and with a very willing
" strick," too). Too much racing, pro-

tests, records, etc., for us.

Respectfully,

Percy C. Adams, Secretary.

FROM THE CLUBS.

Citizens—At the annual meeting of

this club on Monday, March 16, the fol-

lowing officers were elected for the en-

suing year : President, *Rev. Thos. Mc-
Kee Brown; vice-president, *Fred G.

Bourne
;
secretary, *Knight L. Clapp,

280 Broadway; treasurer, Wm.C. Frazee,

captain, Simeon Ford ; first lieutenant,

Thos. C. Smith; second lieutenant, Har-
wood R. Pool

;
surgeon, Dr. J. S. Ait-

ken, 359 West 30th street; fiist color

bearer, Geo- A. Paillard ; second color

bearer, *Wm. H. McCormack ; first

bugler, E. A. Hoffman, jr. ; second bu-

gler, F. C. Thomas ; board of trustees,

*Rev. Thos. McKee Brown, *Fred.

G. Bourne, *Knight L. Clapp, *John

C. Gulick, *W. H. Book, ^Richard

Nelson, and Dr. N. Malon Beckwith.

have
For-

not

HUB HAPPENINGS,
As far as the League affairs are con-

cerned, Boston has taken a seat way
back, and Springfield has come to the
front. League affairs in Boston are in-

deed in a sorry plight; if the Massachu-
setts Club withdraws, which is very
probable, the League will not
twenty-five members in the city,

tunately, however, the League is

dependent upon Boston for its existence,

and would no doubt continue to flourish

and prosper if it had not a single mem-
ber in Yankee land. Still it will not do
the League any harm to -have members
in Boston, in fact, it is worth a little ex-

ertion to get them. In order to retain

its present members, let alone securing

new ones, it will' be absolutely necessary
that the rule now under consideration
requiring members to pay a full year's

dues for a six months membership be
amended before it is adopted. I have
received several letters from members
of the Board of Officers stating that in

their opinion there was no need of a
change, and that it was. very small busi-

ness for any one to make such a fuss

about a petty fifty cents. A single half
dollar, it is true, is not much, but when
multiplied several hundred times it is a
good big sum, much larger than mos
clubs Are willing to pay^without re eiv
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ing something in return. In this in-

stance they receive absolutely nothing.

With clubs where the members are

individually required to pay the League
dues the expense will of course not be

felt so heavily ; but it will, nevertheless,

occasion an immense amount of fault

finding and grumbling, and withal give

the club much difficulty in collecting

the dues. I have had some experience

myself in collecting League dues from

club members, and know the amount of

work and persuasion required. Perhaps

it is not so difficult in other States. For
the sake of club treasurers I sincerely

hope that it is not. For my part I can-

not see that the officers have any con-

stitutional right to require this extra

half dollar, for the League's constitution

states that the annual dues shall be one

dollar. Perhaps the officers can make
six months an annual, but in doing so

they are likely to " get themselves dis-

liked," and give the League much cause

to regret their action. But to return to

the matter of Springfield getting ahead

of Boston.

Boston having declined to put a ticket

for State officers in the field, the Spring-

field club took the affair in hand and
nominated a ticket with President

Ducker at its head. The ticket has been

made public, but I understand that

some of the nominees have declined to

serve and that a few changes are to be
made. Ducker, however, still remains

at the head, and his club is making
preparations to have the ticket elected

on a big vote. All things considered

Ducker is probably the best man that

could be chosen. There are, I know,

some who object to him personally, but

he is such an energetic worker that he

is sure to give League affairs a lively

shaking up in this State, something

which they sadly need. I should have

liked to have some Boston man chief

consul, but there is no one here suited

for the position that would accept it,

and consequently we must be content

to let Springfield have all the honors

that may accrue from possessing the

chief consulship.

The chief event of the coming week,

or for that matter of the coming season

thus far, will be the formal opening of

the new house of the Massachusetts

Club next Wednesday evening. Some
500 invitations have been sent to wheel-

men in Boston and suburban towns, and
a big crowd is expected. The whole

house will be thrown open for inspec-

tion, and everything shown to the best

advantage. All the comforts and luxu-

ries of the house thus displayed are sure

to result in a large number of names
being proposed for membership at the

next club meeting. The membership
of the club at present is,T believe, some-

thing more than 200, but it is expected

that 300 will be enrolled before the rid-

ing season is fairly opened. Following

soon after the wheelmen's reception

Wednesday evening will be a reception

for the lady friends of the members.
Next week I will send you a full account

of the reception, together with a de-

scription of the new house and its fur-

nishings.

To all outward appearances the Bos-

ton Club has calmly watched the pro-

gress of the Massachusetts Club without

a thought that its old rival was getting

ahead of it at all ; but I think that if

the truth were known the members have
felt anything but undisturbed at the

long strides taken by the "old milk or-

ganization," and not a few rumors are

floating around as to what they—the

Bostons—will do in the near future. It

would have been thought very absurd a
couple of years since to suggest that the

Massachusetts Club would ever go
ahead of the Bostons in a social or club
house way; but last winter the Massa-
chusetts Club awoke from its sleep of
old fogyism, and became aware of the
fact that to sustain its reputation as an
active 'cycling organization it was not
necessary that its members refrain from
all pleasures other than those of the

wheel, and have their club house as

drearily uncomfortable as possible.

How beneficial this awakening has been
to the club we all know. The Bostons
are not yet ready to say what they in-

tend doing in the club house line, but
show that there is to be an increased in-

terest taken in active 'cycling by the

following list of road runs and races al-

ready planned for by Captain Harrison :

Fast day, April 2, run to South Natick
and return; Memorial day, May 30,
tally-ho coach run to Wellesley; June
17, 'cycle picnic in the woods at Read-
ville

; June 28, clam-bake at Downer's
Landing

;
August 1, tricycle road race,

from South Natick to Boston, over the

same course as last year. Special prizes

will be given for tandem tricycles. Sep-
tember 5, tally-ho coach run along the

North shore; September 19, tally-ho

coach run to Lake Massapoag ; Octo-
ber 3, 100-mile road race. Instead of
starting from South Natick, as has been
the case in former years, the start will

be made from the club house, thence to

South Natick, and then over substan-
tially the same course as last year. It

has been suggested that a route less

hilly could be found, but Captain Har-
rison has decided to retain the old route,

as he considers that a road race should
be a test of a rider's capabilities on all

kinds of roads. The route will be care-

fully measured and permanent guide and
distance boards put up, special club
runs being made for that purpose.

The "Bicycling World " says that our
friend Joe Dean knows nothing about
the tandem bicycle race which I referred
to last week as having been arranged at

a recent chop supper of the Boston
Club, and in which I said he was en-
tered. I was indeed surprised to learn
this, but was still more astonished when
I was told yesterday that Dean was not
the only one directly interested who did
not know .about the race, but that seve-

ral who had been most prominent at the
supper in planning the race had no re-

collection whatever of the affair.

Strange, isn't it ?

POINTS. •

The o. g. is growing interesting. A
last expiring effort.

The Wheel's special April number
is looked for with interest here.

Racing Board Bassett is to be Chel-
sea's L. A. W. representative. Good.

There is a man in Boston who wants
the secretaryship of the L. A. W. very
badly.

It is rumored that W. B. Everett is to
resign his position as treasurer of the
Boston Club.

A. McDougall, a prominent wheelman
of Pittston, Pa., will reside in Boston
for the next two years.

The $1,500 Columbia prize cup will

be run for at the next tournament of

the Yale College Bicycle Club. Hunter
will be on hand.

The Harvard College Club held a

"smoker" last week. Nothing like a

"smoker" to put one's lungs in condi-

tion for path work.

All the local clubs are planning for

runs Fast day, and if the roads are in a

respectable condition there will proba-

bly be a large turn out.

H. D. Corey is to ride a Rudge Safety

on the " Big Four" tour, and will prob-

ably scoop the 100-mile race for which
Burley B. Ayers offers a gold medal.

Any one that will get up a patent-du-

plex-self-acting professional reinstater

will receive the prayers and grateful

thanks of the League Racing Board.

The professionals, Neilson and Young,
are panting to have a go at one another

on the path. When they do meet no
records need fear they will be lowered.

Geo. Hutchinson, who bills himself

as champion of Canada, was in Boston
last week. He has secured a two weeks
engagement at the Brooklyn roller-skat-

ing rink.

Members of the Brockton City Club's

drill squad could not resist the tempta-

tion to accept money for their drills, and
have consequently entered the profes-

sional ranks. Too bad.

The projectors of the proposed new
'cycle club at the Boston Highlands

think the present state of the weather

too chilly to organize, and will accord-

ingly wait until the violets bloom again.

President Ducker of the Springfield

Club was in town Saturday. He says

that his club is to give a preliminary

tournament on May 30, at which time

he thinks some records will be brought
down. Doubt it.

The pool and billiard tournaments at

the Boston Bicycle Club house will be-

gin in a few days and will continue for a
month. Some seventeen entries have
been received for each tournament.

The prizes in each will be a handsome-
ly-mounted cue for first, and a silver cup
for second.

Several members of the Massachu-
setts Club have formed a private organ-

ization which is to be known as the
" Breaking-up Club." The members
start out every afternoon with the

avowed intention of breaking themselves
up,and any one else that they may meet
on the road, who is foolish enough to

race with then}. Applications for the

club surgeon are now in order.

WHEELS AT SPRINGFIELD.
At a meeting of the tournament com-

mittee of the Springfield Bicycle Club,
held last Tuesday evening, the pro-
gramme of the September tournament
was completed, making a number of

changes in the rough draft recently pub-
lished :

SEPTEMBEB 8 EIBST DAT.

One mile—Professional
;
handicap.

Ten mile—Amateur
;
bicycle. Championship

of United States.

One mile —Amateur
;
tricycle.

Three miles—Amateur
;
tricycle tandem.

Five miles^—Professional : Safety bicycle

;

wheels not over 40 inches.

Half mile—Amateur : dash ; bicycle. Open.
One mile—Amateur; bicycle. Class. 3.10.

Three miles—Amateur
;
bicycle. Open.

Three miles—Professional
;
bicycle. Record,

Five miles—Amateur
;
bicycle. Record.

SEPTEMBEB 9—SECOND DAX.

One mile—Amateur
;
bicycle; Ojsen.

One mile—Professional
;

bicycle
;
Sweepstake

championship of the world. Purse of $500;
entrance fee §100.

Three miles—Amateur
;
Safety bicycle ; wheels

not over forty inches.

Half mile—Amateur : bicycle. 1.3*0 Class.

Three miles—Amateur
; bicycle. Record.

Ten miles—Professional; bicycle. Open.
Five miles—Amateui-

;
tricycle. Record.

One mile— Amateur; tricycle tandem.
Five niiles—Amateur

;
bicycle: 16 minuta

class.

Three miles—Aniateur; bicycle. Handicap.

.

SEPTEMBEB 10—THIBD DAY,

One mile—Professional; Safety bicycle; wheels
not over 40 inches.

Ten miles—Amateur; bicycle. Record.
Five miles-—Amateur; tricycle tandem.
Three miles— Professional; bicycle. Open.
One mile—Amateur

;
Safety bicycle

; wheels
not over 40 inches.

Three miles—Amateui-

;
bicycle. 9.10 class.

Three miles—Amateur; tricycle. Record.
One mile—Amateur; bicycle. Handicap.
Five miles—Professional

;
bicycle. Handicap.

One mile—Aniateur; bicycle. Consolation.

ROLLER SKATING.

[Correspondence solicited from skating rinka
throughout the country. Short items about covering
a postal card will be of the greatest interest.]

To read the 'cycling press through-
out the land would be to convince one
that the League should devote its whole
attention to allowing its members to be-
come professionals in roller-skating and
yet remain amateurs in 'cycling. This
idea is something similar to getting an
individual who would be black one day
and white another.

League members who find it impossi-
ble to resist the seductive influence of
the rollers, should, to protect themselves
against loss of amateurship, organize
district or State polo leagues, and by
adopting either the League or N. A. A.
A. A. definition of an amateur, blot out
their past errors, if any, and start on a
new and clean basis. Both the League
and N. A. A. A. A. admit of such asso-
ciations adopted amateur laws being
retroactive, that is that when one or-

gainzes and joins same any prior devi-

ations from the amateur law are elimi-

nated, and only subsequent ones
become criminal.

A large rink, open to the public, is

shortly to be constructed in Central
Park, where during the day and evening
children and others may free of charge
for the use thei eof, avail themselves of
all the pleasures of the roller, free from
any of the baneful influences of rinks.

,
Rink managers and proprietors, view-

ing with alarm the furore being raised
against them from pulpit and legislative

hall, have called a meeting at Chicago
to form a protective and defensive
league, and to intelligently and unitedly
oppose any unjust discrimination against
themselves. This is what should have
been done some time since, and will

prove as beneficial to themselves as to
the pastime they represent.

Managers are in a large degree re-

sponsible for the frequent and constant-
ly increasing breakage of the amateur
law. They always look upon anything
that attracts patronage in the light of an
attraction, and bill and pay for same on
that principle, refusing to recognize any
conscientious scruples that an amateur
may have to the contrary.

Mr. Donovan, who won the recent
six day race at Madison Square Garden,
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and who signs himself as " Willie," has
become one of the new skating rink at-

tractions, being trotted around as a kind
of skating Jno. L. Sullivan of rinkdom.

Great gosh ! has it come to this

!

even Raphael has become a roller ska-

ter, So at least I see by a recent adver-

tisement. . This one is, however, named
William, so I infer that it is not the

great painter of same name.

Crawford Mason, who under the nom
de plume of Speedwell, has become fa-

mous throughout the country through
bicycle exhibitions at rinks, was lately

presented at Binghamton with a mag-
nificent gold watch and chain by his ad-

mirers.

The Chinese claim the invention of

roller skates as they do everything else

in the world. Perhaps they did, but
when one of the latter day descendants

of Confucius gets rollers "allee samee
as Mellican man," and after trying to

kick in the blue dome of heaven, finally

treads on his own pigtail, and has to be
dragged off the floor, the claim that he
is one of the descendants of the inventor

does not seem to be a very probable

one.

A young married couple in Ohio sold

their stove to purchase roller skates.

Their argument was that they could do
without eating but they must skate.

Mr. W. D. Wilmot, who is par excel-

lence as an exhibition rider in the vari-

ous rinks from Maine to Mexico, has

just issued a magnificent collection of

photos of himself exemplifying over

twenty-three of his various difficult feats

upon the machine.

Rink exhibitions are responsible for a

large number of trick riders upon the

Star, and it seems strange that in per

forming same they should most all over-

look one of the chief attractions for a

rink audience, viz., polo, and not give

them polo while mounted upon the

wheel, which is always an exciting and
interesting display of the abilities of the

riders and the wheel, and will with an
average rink audience meet with more
approval than the most difficult feats

usually do.

By actual count there are 10,000 rinks

in America that bear the name of Casi-

no, and yet there is not one among
them that will confess to being the "lit-

tle casino."

Over $1,250,000 capital is employed
in the manufacture of roller skates, and
appurtenances thereto with a result .of

5,000 pair of skates per day. Yet this

is the industry, that scared legislative

cranks and others would throttle in its

infancy.

The Olympian rink employs lady

teachers for lady bsginners, and since

the introduction of this novelty ever}'

gentleman who frequents there has sud-

denly discoved that he can't skate, and
must have a teacher, and that teacher

must be a lady one.

An enterprising druggist distributes

free rink tickets to all his patrons, and
in consequence of his scheme, is fast

growing rich from the sale of arnica and
court plaster.

At the forthcoming six day contest on
rollers between Skinner and Donovan
for $1,000 a side, and sweepstakes of

$100, open to all, the winner is to take

70 per cent, of the receipts, the second
man 20 per cent., and the third man 10
per cent, of the stakes. The gate re-

ceipts, after expenses are paid, to be di-

vided as follows: First man, 50 per
cent.; second, 20; third, 12. No con-
testant making less than 900 miles is to

share in the gate receipts.

Ministerial fanatics throughout the
country seeking notoriety are assailing

roller-skating. It seems to me that some
minister might get publicity of a more
creditable kind by upholding rinking,

and besides it is ever so much easier to

go with instead of against the tide.

Nillson Hall, an annex to the Acad-
emy of Music, has been taken by a
skating rink of 300 members, and will

be run and used by them for their sole

and exclusive use. This idea is an ex-
cellent one for such aristocrats as find

fault with the democratic assemblages
who frequent the ordinary public rink,

but the attendant cost will proba' ly not
admit of its becoming copied to any ex-

tent.

Western managers are trying the plan
of charging admissions only and furnish-
ing skates free.

The Barney & Berry Roller SMes.

UNEXCELLED IN DESIGN,

UNSURPASSED IN CONSTRUCTION,

UNEQUALLED IN MERIT,

UNRIVALLED IN EASE OE OPERATION.

Among the leading advantages of Nos. "M," "J,"
"O," and "P" of the Barney & Berry Roller Skates
may be mentioned.

1st. The oil well, an opening in journal extending
to axle, which supplies the axle, wheels and journal
hearing with oil.

2d. The use of steel springs in place of rubber, as
the latter, both from use and effects of oil, varies in
its elasticity, and when one worn-out rubber is re-
moved to secure perfect action it necessitates the re-
newal of all rubbers on both skates, while springs do
not require this and retain the same amount of elas-
ticity.

3rd. Owing to simpliaity of construction these skates
are the lightest, the lowest, and run the easiest of any
roller skate in the market.

4th. The Rarney and Berry roller skate is noiseless
as compared with other skates.

5th. The centre of action coming on the axis and
angle of trucks being slight, skating on the Bar-
ney and Berry Roller Skate is similar to ice skatiug
and position or inclination of body the same, without
the bending of ankle as attended with skates whose
tracks have considerable angle and whose centre o.
action is on one side of the axis.

SECOND ANNUAL RACE MEETING

OF THE

Citizens Bicycle Club,

AT THE

KNICKERBOCKER
ROLLER SEATING

RINK,
AMERICAN INSTITUTE, 631 St. an! 3d Ave.

FRIDAY EVENING,

APRIL 17, 1885,

AT A QUARTER TO EIGHT.
The following events are open to all

amateurs

:

ONE MILE BICYCLE—For those who
have never won a prize. Gold

Medal 1st ; silver 2d.

ONE MILE CLUB CHAMPION-
SHIP—For members only. Gold
medal.

ONE MILE BICYCLE (scratch)—

Gold medal 1st
;

Rudge racing

pedals 2d.

ONE MILE TRICYCLE—Pair of

nickeled lamps.

TWO MILE HANDICAP — Gold

medal 1st ; Butcher cyclometer 2d.

ONE MILE, SAFETY BICYCLES—
40 inch wheels and under, Silver-

mounted cane.

ONE MILE TANDEM TRICYCLE
—Two medals to winning team.

ONE MILE ROLLER SKATING
RACE—Open only to members ot

bicycle clubs. Prize, a pair of

nickel-plated skates.

Entrance lee $1.00 for each and

every event. Races under L. A. W.
rules. Entries close April 7 th, and

should be sent to Knight L. Clapp, Sec-

retary, 280 Broadway, N. Y.

Special engagement of

W. S. MALTBY, of Boston,

The wondreful Unicyclist.

EXHIBITIONS OF FANCY RIDING AND
HOLLER SKATING, POLO ON STAR
BICYCLES BY FRAZIER & FIN-
LEY, DEMON DRILL BY THE
KINGS COUNTY WHEEL-

MEN.

After the bicycle entertainment the
floor will be given up to the audience

for

ROLLER SKATING.
GENERAL ADMISSION - 50 cents.

RESERVED SEATS, 50 cents extra.

Tickets for sale by W. C. Frazee,
Manhattan Life Insurance Co., 156
Broadway; Ira Perego, 128 Fulton St.;

George R. Bidwell & Co., 4 East 60th
St., and Wheel office, 21 Park Row,
N. Y.

THE RUDGE
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES

STRONG,

LIGHT,

and

EASY RUNNING.

DOUBLEDRIVER CENTRALGEA&

RELIABLE

AGENTS

WANTED

tTTeT rotary t a n d em .

A FEW SHOP-WORN & SECOND-HAND MACHINES]AT LOW PRICES.

A Fu!l Line of Kangaroos Just Received.

New Yort Mprters: 9. R. BIDWELL & Go, 4 East 60th St, I Y.

STODDARD, LOVERING & G
152, 154, 156 AND 158 CONGRESS STREET

BOSTON, MASS.

J

GEO. D. GIDEON,
PHILADELPHIA

'CYCLING BUREAU,

TSo. 1539 RACE ST., - PHILADELPHIA, PA,

Sole Philadelphia Agent for the RDDGE BICYCLES and TRICYCLES.
SEND FOB CATALOGUE.
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10,00
COPIES OF

FOB SALE AND EXCHANGE.

[Advertisements inserted in this column, not ex-
ceeding thirty words, nonpareil, for one dollar. Any
6ubs,criber can insert, an advertisement free of charge
once during the year of his subscriotion.!

SEND for the " Bicycling World," of April 3, 1885.

THE BUFFALO SADDLE CLIP.

Fits any Backbone.

WILL BE ISSUED

APRIL a 1885,
Containing the Official Programme and

a full illustrated description of the

B

Jj^OR SALE .—54-inch Light Rudge Roadster, in ex-

cellent condition. Ball pedals, standard finish.

Too small for owner. Price $110. Address BUDGE'

care The Wheel, Box 444, New York.

"Y^TATCH—For the Bicycling World of April 3,

WANTED.—One thousand subscribers for The
Wheel and the Bicycling World at §2.00 a

year. Regu'ar price of the World, $2.00.

FOE SALE.—My 54-inch B. H. F. Premier bicycle,
first-rate order. Lillibridge detachable handle-

bar, painted wheel, nickeled fork and backbone. Fine
mount; $100. B. B. Ayers, 56 Kiuzie St., Chicago.

FOR SALE.—A 51 inch Extraordinary Challenge*
half nickeled, in good order, with drop handle-barsi

Perfection Alarm and King of the Road Lamp, address
R. R. Tutuall, 1803 Market St., Wilmington Del.

AM) OTHER INTERESTING ARTICLES

PROM PROMINENT WHEELMEN.

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING CO.,

BOX 444 - NEW YORK

BEFORE YOU BUY 4 BICYGLt
Of any kind, send stamp to A. W. GUMP,
Dayton, Obio, for large Illustrated Price

BList of New and Second-hand Machines.
"Second-hand BICYCLES taken in exchange.BICYCLES BDP»irea and Mcliel Plated.

COVENTRY 'CYCLE CO..
(LIMITED)

Whitefriars Lane,
Coventry - England.
Largest makers of first qnalitv
BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, and

PERAMBULATORS.
Illustrated Catalogue on Appli-

/ Weighs only 5 ounces.

A Necesity for Tourin

With it a broken spring can instantly be replaced.

Packs compactly for storage in saddle-bag. Indispensable to Racing 'Cyclist

• and Fancy Riders.

SEND STAMP FOE CDRCULAKS. PRICE, NICKLED-PLATED, POST PAID, #1.00.

BULL & HAYNES,
MANUFACTURERS OF" ACCESSORIES AND DEALERS IN

BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, PARTS AND SUNDRIES
Repairing a Specialty . Our facilities for doing all kinds of work, such as Brazing, Painting, Nickle

Plating, &c, &c, at reasonable prices, are unexcelled. Correspondence Solicited. Wheels sold on the
installment plan. HERSEE HALL RIDING SCHOOL., Open evenings. Purchasers taught free. Corhbr
Main and Chippewa Streets, Buffalo, N. Y.

THE AMERICAN STAR BICYCLE.
A PRACTICAL ROADSTER, SAFE FROM HEADERS OR

OTHER DANGEROUS FALLS.
The means of propulsion insure a continuous motion without dead

centres, a requisite condition for both speed and power.
The new flat-seated tires are a great improvement, and the new

square grooved rim forms a wheel that will net buckle.

A "Reformed Crank Rider" says:—"In strength, safety, control,
driving leverage, ease of motion, and coasting, the Star leads all

Bicycles ; while its positive action, quickness in steering, and econo-
my in pedaling are excluded from any other similar vehicle."
The workmanship and entire practicability of each and every

machine are fully guaranteed.
For further particulars address,

S. B. SMITH MACHINE CO.,
Smithville. Burdngton Co., N. J.

1

'

1

-{

i j

SUBSCRIBE TO

A YEAR.

THE 1DUBTEA SADDLE.
Patentee Feb. 19, 1884.

PA YEAR.

BOX 444

Bicycling: World and The Wheel S2.00 a Year.
REGULAR PRICE OF BICYCLING- WORLD $2.00.

Outing and The Wheel S3.00 a Year.
REGULAR PRICE OF OUTLPfG $3.00.

THE 'CYCLING PUBLISHING COMPANY,
- ------- 21 PARK ROW NEW YORK.

Style B

Used by Hendee. Prince,[Sellers, Howen, Woodside.
Corey,Landy, Jenkins of Lonisville, Brooks, Eck, Mor-
gan,Higham,Yates; also Miles,Armaindo.and Sylvester

and all the flyers. Fits any machine, including Star

Bicycle. Special terms to dealers.

Prices, Japanned, $3 00
;
Nickeled, $8 75.

Sent, postage paid for, on recceipt of price.

N. Y. TOY COMPANY,
14 HOWARD ST.JNEW YORK.

MISCELLANEOUS.

[Advertisements inserted in this department, no
over four lines nonpariel, for $10 a year.]

pHICAGO, ILL.—THE fJOHN WILKINSON CO.

,

\_y 68 Wabash Avenue, makers of Bicycle Hose Sup-
porters. The best style made. Price per pair 35 cents
by mail. Agents for the Columbia Bicycle. Send
stamp for catalogue.

A WHEELMAN'S AUTOGRAPH AIM!

MY CYCLING FRIENDS.
DESIGNED AND COMPILED

FOR COLLECTION OF AUTOGRAPHS.

It is handsomely bound in cloth, with gold and
black markings.

It has one hundred pages—gilt edge.
Three knndred selections from the poets in regard

to the wheel

.

Three hundred cards or spaces for the autographs of
cycling friends.
Three hundred Engravings illustrating each qniola

tion.

PRICE ONE DOLLAR.- POSTPAID

WILL C. lARVB^ (M, msm
Sole Agent for the United States and Canada.

YOU CAN BUY A.

HEW BICYCLE
LIGHT ROADSTER, PULL ROADSTER OR RACER

Strictly First-Class, Ball Bearings, Hollow Forks etc Nickel Paintor Enamel, Sound and Perfect,' but very sSly snop worn
For Less than the price of a good second

Thisi ^hand ' ,ow class wheel.
This is an opportunity to get a wheel for little money. Do not loose it. Only a limitednumber tor sale and they are

'

BABGAINS EXTRAORDINAK1T
r» 1-

S
«V

a
J«.-eSCriptlve prlce 1Ist anfl mention this paper.

S. T. CLARK S CO. - - BALTIMORE, MD,

PORTLAND, ME.—LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CAR-
I RIER, the cheapest, lightest, and most conven*
nient thing of the kind. May be put in pocket when
not in use. By mail, seventy-five cents and one dollar.
C. H.LAMSON.

QT. LOUIS WHEEL CO..C.E. STONE.MANAGERO 1,121 Olive Street. Agents for Columbia Bicycles
and Tricycles, Radge Light Roadster, Eacile, Sanspa-
reil, American Club, Victor Tricycle, and all high
class machines. Repairing, nickeling, aud enameling
promptly done. Dealers in second-hand wheels. Send
for printed list.

WILLIAM G. SCRIBNER
DEALER IN

Bicycles, Tricycles aM Accessories.

Sole agent for Washington, [D. C, of the Pope
M'f'g. Co., Stoddard, Lovering & Co., the Cnnniaeham Co., Samuel T. Clark & Co.. the Overman Wbe
Co., The Facile.
Riding school attached. fVisitOTsfuvrays welcome

1,108-1,116 E. Street, Wj Xf„

WASHINGTON, B, 0
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FOR BARGAINS

-IN-

SECOND-HAND BICYCLES

SEE THE PBIOE LISTS OP

H. B. HART,
No. 811 Arch St., Pliila., Pa.

Lists free on application. Name this Paper.

FREE for TRIAL
HANOVER'S SPECIEC. An unfailing and

speedy cure for Nervous Debility and Weakness, Loss
of Vitality and Vigor, Nervous Prostration, Hysteria,
or any evil result of indiscretion, excess, overwork,
abuses of alcohol, tobacco, &c. (Ower forty thousand
positive cures.)

JES^Send 10c. postage on trial box of pills. Ad-
dress HANOVER REMEDY CO.,

Lock box 584. Chicago, 111.

ZACHARIAS & SMITH,
NEWARK, N. J.,

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

Lamps, Luggage Carriers, Star

Cyclometer, Bags, Saddles and parts for

both Cranks and Star Machines.

COLUMBIA
AN

STAWCH AND RELIABLE ROADSTERS

Makers of the Celebrated Safety Step

for the Star Bicycle.

DIFFICULT REPAIRS A SPECIALTY.

Riding School and Roller Skating Rink.

Send Stamp for catalogue.

~~WHEEL_ SONGS.

POEMS OF BICYCLING,
BY, S. CONANTi FOSTER.

most sumptuous booii aevoted to the wheel yet

published.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED.
an elegant quarto volume of 80 pages

bound in blue silk cloth, with side

stamp in gilt and silver.

Price, $1.75, by Mail, Postpaid.

ADDRESS,

1HE 'CYCLIN.G PUBLISHING CO.

21 PARK ROW,
Bo* 444, New York.

I take pleasure in adding my testimony to the claims which you set forth in the construction of

the Columbia bicycle and tricycle.

I have ridden one Expert Columbia over 3,500 miles on country roads, and have never had any

repairs of any description whatever to make upon it.

With its standard of rake, and your vibrating suspension saddle, I consider it unequalled for

safety and long-distance riding. It is always in perfect order, if properly cared for, like any piece

of machinery.

Frcm the practical results,which I determined by subjecting the different qualities of steel from

which it is constructed, to the recognized standard of Government tests, I am free to assert that

you may justly claim that the Columbia has not its equal in quality of material and fin-

ish ; all of which is shown in the tabulated results in your possesion. I am, very respectfully,

F. J. Drake, Lieut, and U. S. Inspector of Material.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE SENT FEEE.

The Bope Manufacturing Company,
Principal Office, 597 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

BRANCH HOUSES,
'

12 Warren Street, New York. 179 Michigan Avenne, Chicago.

THE PERFECTION HEATER.
(patent applied fob,)

FQR CEMENTING RUBBER TIRES.

EVERY WHEELMAN SHOUED HAVE ONE, AS IT SAVES TIME AND MONEY

Lamp and full directions for Cementing a Eubber Tire, sent post paid to any part of the United

States or Canada on receipt of

Price, - SI.OO
FOR SALE BY DEALERS , OR SEND TO THE MANUFACTURERS.

G. R. BIDWELL & CO,

DEALERS IN BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, &c,

4 EAST 60th STREET, HEW YORK.

: BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES SOLD ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN.










